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Preface
The Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide describes the functions of
collecting and managing performance data.
Notice: The use of Tuning Manager and all other Hitachi Data Systems
products is governed by the terms of your agreement(s) with Hitachi Data
Systems.
This preface includes the following information:
□ Intended audience
□ Product version
□ Release notes
□ Document organization
□ Referenced documents
□ Document conventions
□ Convention for storage capacity values
□ Accessing product documentation
□ Getting help
□ Comments
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Intended audience
The Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide is intended for system/
account administrators who have a basic knowledge of both Storage Area
Networks (SANs) and Network Attached Storage (NAS) and who are
responsible for:
•

Store database management

•

Backup and drive management

•

Cluster system setup and maintenance

•

Data collection (system configuration detail records, log information, and
workgroup information)

Product version
This document revision applies to Tuning Manager v8.1.3 or later.

Release notes
Release notes contain requirements and more recent product information that
may not be fully described in this manual. Be sure to review the release notes
before installation.

Document organization
The following table provides an overview of the contents and organization of
this document. Click the chapter title in the left column to go to that chapter.
The first page of each chapter provides links to the sections in that chapter.
Chapter
Chapter 1, Managing
Collection Manager and
Agent services on page
1-1

Description
Explains the operations required to use the Tuning Manager
series, such as how to start and stop Collection Manager and
Agent services, and how to use service information

Chapter 2, Overview of
Describes collection and management of performance data
data handled by Tuning
and event data handled in Tuning Manager series products
Manager series programs
on page 2-1

xviii

Chapter 3, Using Store
databases to manage
data on page 3-1

Describes how to manage Store databases that contain the
performance data and event data in Tuning Manager series
products

Chapter 5, Monitoring
operations using alarms
on page 5-1

Describes the procedures for using the command interface to
set alarms and to use the alarms for notification of problems

Chapter 6, Backup and
drive management on
page 6-1

Describes backup of the Tuning Manager series system and
management of the drive used by the Store database
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Chapter

Description

Chapter 7, Preparing for
failover in a cluster
system on page 7-1

Describes the flow of processing when a Tuning Manager
series program operates in a cluster system

Chapter 8, Changing the
conditions for collecting
performance data (Agent
for RAID) on page 8-1

Describes how to modify conditions for collecting performance
data from storage systems by using Agent for RAID

Chapter 9, Information
collected by Agent for
Platform on page 9-1

Provides an overview of collecting log information (UNIX) and
Active Directory monitoring information (Windows) specific to
Agent for Platform, as well as describes how to set up
collection of these kinds of information and how to perform
monitoring

Chapter 10, Setting up
Agent for EAP to monitor
SAP systems on page
10-1

Describes how to set up Agent for EAP to monitor SAP
systems

Chapter 11, Configuring
the environment when
the Tuning Manager API
is enabled on page 11-1

Describes how to set up the Agents to use Tuning Manager
API.

Chapter 12, Detecting
Provides an overview of Health check, Status management,
and Automatic Service Restart functions, and describes how
problems within the
Tuning Manager series on to set them up
page 12-1
Chapter 13, Handling
errors and
troubleshooting on page
13-1

Explains how to handle any errors that might occur while you
are using Collection Manager and the Agent

Chapter 14, Log
Explains the log information output by the Tuning Manager
information on page 14-1 series programs, as well as the format of the output
information
Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1

Describes the identifiers used with Tuning Manager servers
and Agents

Appendix B, List of
processes on page B-1

Lists Collection Manager and Agent processes

Appendix C, List of port
numbers on page C-1

Shows the port numbers and the direction of transmission
through a firewall for Collection Manager and the Agent

Appendix D, Agent
service properties on
page D-1

Lists Agent Store service properties and the Agent Collector
service properties. Both properties are displayed by using
Performance Reporter

Appendix E, Default
Lists the default installation directories for the Tuning
installation directories for Manager series programs
the Tuning Manager
series programs on page
E-1
Appendix F, List of files
and directories on page
F-1

Lists files and folders shared by the Tuning Manager series
programs
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Chapter

Description

Appendix G, Program
Lists the agent versions, data model versions, and solution
version compatibility with set alarm table versions
the data model or alarm
table version on page
G-1
Appendix H, Structure of
MIB objects on page H-1

Describes Management Information Base (MIB) objects for
SNMP traps used by a Tuning Manager server

Appendix I, Health check
agent on page I-1

Provides a data model and solution set that you can use to
record the operating status of a health check agent

Appendix K, Estimating
memory requirements to
execute jpcrpt
command on page K-1

Describes how to estimate the amount of memory required to
use the jpcrpt command to output a report in HTML format.

Appendix L, CSV report
conversion on page L-1

Describes the CSV file format conversion overview .

Glossary on page Glossary-1
Defines the acronyms and abbreviations used in this
document

Referenced documents
The following Hitachi referenced documents can be found on the applicable
Hitachi documentation CD:
•

Hitachi Command Suite documents:
¢

Hitachi Command Suite Administrator Guide, MK-90HC175

¢

Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide, MK-92HC021

¢

Tuning Manager User Guide, MK-92HC022

¢

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference, MK-95HC111

¢

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference, MK-95HC112

¢

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference, MK-95HC113

¢

Tuning Manager Messages, MK-95HC114

¢

Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide, MK-96HC119

¢

Tuning Manager Installation Guide, MK-96HC141

¢

Tuning Manager API Reference Guide, MK-92HC218

Hitachi Data Systems Portal, http://portal.hds.com

Document conventions
The terms “Universal Storage Platform V” and “Universal Storage Platform
VM” refer to all models of the Hitachi Universal Storage Platform V and VM
storage systems, unless otherwise noted.
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This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Bold

Indicates text on a window, other than the window title, including
menus, menu options, buttons, fields, and labels. Example: Click
OK.

Italic

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided
by the user or system. Example: copy source-file target-file
Note: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate variables.

screen/code

Indicates text that is displayed on screen or entered by the user.
Example: # pairdisplay -g oradb

< > angled
brackets

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided
by the user or system. Example: # pairdisplay -g <group>
Note: Italic font is also used to indicate variables.

[ ] square
brackets

Indicates optional values. Example: [ a | b ] indicates that you can
choose a, b, or nothing.

{ } braces

Indicates required or expected values. Example: { a | b } indicates
that you must choose either a or b.

| vertical bar

Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options or
arguments. Examples:
[ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{ a | b } indicates that you must choose either a or b.

This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information:
Icon

Label

Description

Tip

Provides helpful information, guidelines, or suggestions for
performing tasks more effectively.

Note

Calls attention to important or additional information.

Caution

Warns the user of adverse conditions or consequences (for
example, disruptive operations).

WARNING

Warns the user of severe conditions or consequences (for
example, destructive operations).

Convention for storage capacity values
Physical storage capacity values (for example, drive capacity) are calculated
based on the following values:
Physical Capacity Unit
1 kilobyte (KB)

Value
1000 (103 bytes)
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Physical Capacity Unit

Value

1 megabyte (MB)

1,000 KB or (102 bytes)

1 gigabyte (GB)

1,000 MB or (103 bytes)

1 terabyte (TB)

1,000 TB or (104 bytes)

1 petabyte (PB)

1,000 PB or (105 bytes)

1 exabyte (EB)

1,000 EB or (106 bytes)

Logical storage capacity values (for example, logical device capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Logical Capacity Unit

Value

1 block

512 bytes

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes

1 EB

1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes

Accessing product documentation
The Tuning Manager user documentation is available on the Hitachi Data
Systems Portal: https://portal.hds.com/. Check this site for the most
current documentation, including important updates that may have been
made after the release of the product.

Getting help
Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal is the destination for technical support of
your current or previously-sold storage systems, midrange and enterprise
servers, and combined solution offerings. The Hitachi Data Systems customer
support staff is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. If you need
technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal for
contact information: https://portal.hds.com/
Hitachi Data Systems Community is a new global online community for HDS
customers, partners, independent software vendors, employees, and
prospects. It is an open discussion among these groups about the HDS
portfolio of products and services. It is the destination to get answers,
discover insights, and make connections. The HDS Community complements
our existing Support Portal and support services by providing an area where
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you can get answers to non-critical issues and questions. Join the
conversation today! Go to community.hds.com, register, and complete your
profile.

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document: doc.comments@hds.com.
Include the document title, number, and revision, and refer to specific
sections and paragraphs whenever possible. All comments become the
property of Hitachi Data Systems Corporation. Thank you!
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1
Managing Collection Manager and Agent
services
This chapter explains the operations required to use the Tuning Manager
series, such as how to start and stop Collection Manager and Agent services,
and how to use service information.
In this manual, the term service is used to indicate both Collection Manager
and Agent services.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Collection Manager and Agent services
□ Windows services
□ Setting the product name display function
□ Before starting services for the first time
□ Starting and stopping Collection Manager and Agent services
□ Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent REST API component
□ Relationship between Agent for SAN Switch and required products
□ Starting an agent in stand-alone mode
□ Using service information
□ Precautions for operations
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Collection Manager and Agent services
Collection Manager and Agent are made up of services. A service is the
control process for some functions. You can display and set the properties of
each service.
For details on the services used to accumulate and view performance data (in
Tuning Manager Main Console), see the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.
When monitoring multiple storage systems or multiple instances in the
database, an Agent service can be operated by multiple instances (monitored
individually) depending on the instance environment structure.

Windows services
The service names displayed in the Windows® Administrative Tools differ
from the names of the corresponding services of Collection Manager and
Agents. The following table describes the correspondence between Collection
Manager and Agent service names and Windows service names.

Table 1-1 Collection Manager and Agent service names and corresponding
Windows service names
Collection Manager and Agent service name
Collection Manager
service

Name Server

PFM - Name Server

Master Manager

PFM - Master Manager

Master Store

PFM - Master Store

View Server

PFM - View Server

Agent Collector

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck

Agent Store

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck

Action Handler1

PFM - Action Handler

Agent Service

Status Server2

PFM - Status Server

Agent Service

Agent Collector

•

For Agent for RAID: PFM - Agent
for RAID instance-name

•

For Agent for RAID Map: PFM Agent for RAID Map

•

For Agent for Platform
(Windows): PFM - Agent for
Windows

•

For Agent for SAN Switch: PFM Agent for SAN Switch instancename

•

For Agent for NAS: PFM - Agent
for NAS instance-name

•

For Agent for Oracle: PFM - Agent
for Oracle instance-name

Collection Manager
Service

1-2

Windows service name
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Collection Manager and Agent service name

Agent Service

Agent Store

Windows service name
•

For Agent for Microsoft® SQL
Server® : PFM - Agent Store for
Microsoft® SQL Server instancename

•

For Agent for Microsoft®
Exchange Server: PFM - Agent for
MSExchange

•

For Agent for RAID: PFM - Agent
Store for RAID instance-name

•

For Agent for RAID Map: PFM Agent Store for RAID Map

•

For Agent for Platform
(Windows): PFM - Agent Store for
Windows

•

For Agent for SAN Switch: PFM Agent Store for SAN Switch
instance-name

•

For Agent for NAS: PFM - Agent
Store for NAS instance-name

•

For Agent for Oracle: PFM - Agent
Store for Oracle instance-name

•

For Agent for Microsoft® SQL
Server®: PFM - Agent Store for
Microsoft® SQL Server instancename

•

For Agent for Microsoft®
Exchange Server: PFM - Agent
Store for MSExchange

Note 1:
Among the hosts that constitute the Tuning Manager series system, one
Action Handler service exists on each Tuning Manager server host and
Agent host. If the Tuning Manager server and Agent exist on the same
host, or if multiple Agents exist on the same host, only one Action
Handler service is allocated on the host.
Note 2:
Among the hosts that constitute the Tuning Manager server system, one
Status Server service of a version that supports the status management
function exists on each Tuning Manager server host and Agent host. If a
Tuning Manager server and Agent exist on the same host, or if multiple
Agents exist on the same host, only one Status Server service will be
allocated on the host.

Service IDs
A unique ID is assigned to the Collection Manager and Agent services. This ID
is called a service ID, and is specified when commands are used to check the
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system configuration for Tuning Manager series, or to back up performance
data from individual agents.
A service ID consists of the following components:

The following describes the service ID components:
•

Product ID: The product ID is a one-byte identifier that indicates which
service belongs to which Collection Manager and Agent program product.
For Collection Manager services, the Action Handler service, or the Status
Server service, the product ID is P. For the health check agent, the
product ID is 0. For details on each Agent product ID, see the list of IDs in
Appendix A.

•

Function ID: The function ID is a one-byte identifier that indicates the
function type of this service.
Function IDs, their corresponding service names, and overviews of the
function indicated by the function IDs are listed in Table 1-2 Function IDs,
service names, and function overview on page 1-4.

•

Instance NO.: The instance number is a one-byte identifier that indicates
the management number that is used for internal processing.

•

Device ID: The device ID is a 1-byte to 255-byte code identifier that
indicates where this service runs, such as the host in the Tuning Manager
server system. You can specify a value 1 through 255 bytes. The device
ID differs depending on the service.
Note: Table 1-3 Service name and device ID on page 1-5 lists the
service names and the corresponding device IDs.

Table 1-2 Function IDs, service names, and function overview
Function
ID

1-4

Service name

Function overview

N

Name Server

Function that manages service configuration information
that is within the system

M

Master Manager

Main function for Collection Manager

P

View Server

Communication server function between Main Console
and Collection Manager, and between Performance
Reporter and Collection Manager

E

Correlator

Function that controls event distribution between
services

C

Trap Generator

Function that issues SNMP traps

H

Action Handler

Function that executes an action
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Function
ID

Service name

Function overview

A

Agent Collector

Function that collects performance data

S

Master Store

Function that manages event data

Agent Store

Function that manages performance data

Status Server

Function that manages the status of a service

T

Table 1-3 Service name and device ID
Service name

Specified device ID contents

Name Server

Fixed at 001.

Master Manager

Fixed at 001.

Master Store

Fixed at 001.

View Server

Host name is specified.

Correlator

Fixed at 001.

Status Server

Host name is specified.

Trap Generator

Host name is specified.

Action Handler

Host name is specified.

Agent Collector

For an Agent for which an instance environment was not
set up in the pre-operation setup, the host name is
specified.
For an Agent for which an instance environment was set
up in the pre-operation setup, instance-name[hostname] is specified.

Agent Store

For an Agent for which an instance environment was not
set up in the pre-operation setup, the host name is
specified.
For an Agent for which an instance environment was set
up in the pre-operation setup, instance-name[hostname] is specified.

Examples
•

Service ID for the Name Server service: For the Name Server service, the
product ID is specified as P, function ID as N, and device ID as 001. The
following is the service ID when the instance number is 1: PN1001.

•

Service ID for the View Server service: For the View Server service, the
product ID is specified as P, function ID as P, and device ID as hostname. The following is the service ID when the instance number is 1 and
the host name is host01: PP1host01.

•

Service ID for the Agent Store service (when an Agent instance is not
created): For the Agent Store service of Agent for Platform (Windows),
the product ID is specified as T, function ID as S, and the device ID as
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host-name. The following is the service ID when the instance number is 1
and the host name is host02: TS1host02.
•

Service ID for the Agent Store service (when an Agent instance is
created): For the Agent Store service of Agent for Oracle, the product ID
is specified as O, function ID as S, and the device ID as instancename[host-name]. The following is the service ID when the instance
number is 1, instance name is oracleA, and host name is host03:
OS1oracleA[host03].

Service keys
When you start or stop a Collection Manager or Agent service, you need to
specify the corresponding ID, called a service key, in a command.
Note: You must use the format described in Service keys when the product
name display function is disabled on page 1-6 to specify service keys when
executing commands regardless of whether the product name display
function is enabled on the host where the command is executed.
You can use the product name display function to change the service key
format for Collection Manager and Agents. If this function is enabled, each ID
displays the name of the program to be monitored. This makes it easier to
identify services. After the format is changed, it is called the product name.
For details on how to set up the product name display function, see Setting
the product name display function on page 1-7.

Service keys when the product name display function is disabled
The following table contains a list of service keys that are available when the
product name display function is disabled. For details on the Agent service
keys, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1. For details on setting
the product name display function, see Setting the product name display
function on page 1-7.

Table 1-4 Active service keys when the product name display function is
disabled
Service key

Description

all

All Collection Manager and Agent services

mgr

The Collection Manager service

act

The Action Handler service

stat

The Status Server service

agt0

The services of the health check agent (Agent Collector and
Agent Store)

Service keys when the product name display function is enabled
The following table contains a list of service keys that are available when the
product name display function is enabled. For details on the Agent service
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keys, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1. For details on setting
the product name display function, see Setting the product name display
function on page 1-7.

Table 1-5 Active Service keys when the product name display function is
enabled
Service key

Description

Manager

The Collection Manager service

AH

The Action Handler service

StatSvr

The Status Server service

HC

The services of the health check agent (Agent Collector and
Agent Store)

Setting the product name display function
You can change the format of service keys used for Collection Manager and
Agents to product names by enabling the product name display function. Use
the jpcconf prodname command to set the product name display function.
For details on the jpcconf prodname command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Checking the settings of the product name display function
To check the settings of the product name display function:
1.

Log on to the host for which you want to check the current settings of the
product name display function.

2.

Execute the jpcconf prodname display command to view the settings.

Following are examples of jpcconf prodname display command executed
on Windows and UNIX systems (while the product name display function is
enabled).

In Windows:
C:\Program Files\Hitachi\jp1pc\tools>jpcconf prodname display
available

In UNIX:
# jpcconf prodname display
available
For logical host operations, specify in the -lhost option the name of the
logical host whose settings you want to check.
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Enabling the product name display function
To enable the product name display function:
1.

Log on to the host for which you want to enable the product name display
function.

2.

Stop all Collection Manager and Agent services on the host.
For details on stopping services, see Starting and stopping Collection
Manager and Agent services on page 1-10. For the logical host
operations, use the cluster software to stop the logical host on which
Collection Manager and Agents are registered.

3.

Execute the jpcconf prodname enable command to enable the product
name display function.
For logical host operations, specify in the -lhost option the name of the
logical host whose settings you want to check.

4.

Start all Collection Manager and Agent services on the host.
For details on starting services, see Starting and stopping Collection
Manager and Agent services on page 1-10. For the logical host
operations, use the cluster software to start the logical host on which the
Collection Manager and Agents are registered.

Disabling the product name display function
To disable the product name display function:
1.

Log on to the host where you want to disable the product name display
function.

2.

Stop all Collection Manager and Agent services on the host.
For details on stopping services, see Starting and stopping Collection
Manager and Agent services on page 1-10. For the logical host
operations, use the cluster software to stop the logical host on which the
Collection Manager and Agents are registered.

3.

Execute the jpcconf prodname disable command to disable the product
name display function.
For the logical host operations, specify in the -lhost option the name of
the logical host for which you want to enable the product name display
function.

4.

Start all Collection Manager and Agent services on the host.
For details on starting services, see Starting and stopping Collection
Manager and Agent services on page 1-10. For the logical host
operations, use the cluster software to start the logical host on which the
Collection Manager and Agents are registered.

Before starting services for the first time
Figure 1-1 Flow of tasks to perform before starting operations on page 1-9
shows the flow of the tasks you must perform from preparing to install a
Tuning Manager server to beginning operations.

1-8
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Figure 1-1 Flow of tasks to perform before starting operations
After you perform the tasks listed in Figure 1-2, you can use reports and
alarms called as solution set. A solution set contains predefined information
that you need to start operating the Tuning Manager server. You can
customize the definitions in the reports and alarms included in the solution
set to match your environment. For details about how to use reports and
alarms, see the Tuning Manager User Guide.
The following table lists the tasks shown in Figure 1-2 that are explained in
this manual. The table also lists the overview and reference locations for each
task.
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Table 1-6 Tasks required before starting operations
Task Number
in the figure
1-2

Task

Overview

Reference location

9

Start Agent
services.

Start the Agent services.

Starting and
stopping Collection
Manager and Agent
services on page
1-10

14

Set up the Store
databases.

Specify the method by which
data is written to the Store
database, the record
retention period, the
maximum number of
records, and other Store
database-related settings.

Chapter 3, Using
Store databases to
manage data on
page 3-1

Note: Do not change the time of the Agent host or the update time of the
agent log file. If you do, the agent log file might not be output correctly
because agent log information is output based on the time at which the log
file was last updated.

Starting and stopping Collection Manager and Agent
services
This section describes how to start and terminate services of Collection
Manager and Agent.
The following OS user permissions are required for performing the operations
described in this section:
•

For Windows: Administrator permissions

•

For UNIX®: root user permissions

You must install, configure, and start the monitoring target before you start
an Agent service.
When performing the following operations, you can start or stop the services
in any order.
•

Starting and stopping services manually using the service start command
(jpcstart) and service stop command (jpcstop)

•

Starting and stopping services automatically

The order in which you start and stop services is not important. Also, in
Windows, the service dependencies are defined in advance. Therefore, you
can start the services in any order.
If an Agent and the Tuning Manager server are installed on the same host,
start the Collection Manager services and then the Agent services.
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You can start and stop the following collection Manager and Agent services:
For Collection Manager services:
¢

Status Server1

¢

Name Server

¢

Master Manager

¢

Master Store

¢

Correlator

¢

Trap Generator

¢

View Server

¢

Agent Store (health check agent)2

¢

Agent Collector (health check agent)2

¢

Action Handler

For Agents:
¢

Status Server1

¢

Action Handler

¢

Agent Store

¢

Agent Collector

Note 1:
This service starts only when the status management function is enabled.
Note 2:
This service starts only when the health check function is enabled.
When terminating a service, reverse the start sequence described above.
Observe the following precautions if terminating the Tuning Manager server
first:
•

If you stop the Tuning Manager server before you stop an Agent, the
agent continues to collect performance data and save it to the Agent.
When the Tuning Manager server is restarted and polling is performed,
the server attempts to retrieve the configuration and capacity information
collected by the Agent. However, if the specified time period to maintain
performance data collected by the Agent expires, the oldest performance
data is deleted. The period of time the data is retrievable is based on the
performance data retention period specified for the Store database.
Sometimes performance data is lost due to the extended time interval
between stopping and starting the server.

If startup of a service fails, check the common message log for the cause.
After the error is corrected, restart the service.
Note: Even if startup of the Agent Collector service fails, the Agent Store
service remains active. If this occurs, use the jpcstop command to stop the
Agent Store service, check why the Agent Collector service did not start
correctly, and then resolve the problem.
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Starting services manually
Use the jpcstart command to start services manually on the host you are
logged into. Use the jpcstart command to start the following services:
•

All Collection Manager and Agent services on a host

•

A specific Collection Manager or Agent service on a host

•

The Action Handler service on a host

•

The Status Server service on a host
Note 1:
If the health check function is enabled, a health check agent service
starts when the Collection Manager service starts.

To start services manually:
1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Specify the service key that indicates the service you want to start, and
execute the jpcstart command. For example, if you want to start all
services on the host, execute the following command:
jpcstart all
If you want to start an Agent by instance in an instance environment,
execute the jpcstart command, specifying a desired instance name. For
example, to start an Agent for Oracle service with an instance name of
oracleA, execute the following command:
jpcstart agto inst=oracleA

For information about the jpcstart command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Starting services automatically
This section describes the methods for starting services automatically
depending on the OS.

Windows systems
In Windows systems, the services are configured to start automatically when
the system is restarted. This section explains how to cancel and reconfigure
the automatic startup.
To change the service start settings:
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1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

From the Windows Start menu, select Administrative Tools >
Services.

3.

Select the windows service whose settings you want to change. For the
corresponding Collection Manager and Agent service names, see Windows
services on page 1-2.

4.

Select the startup type. To cancel automatic startup, select Manual. To
use automatic startup, select Automatic.
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Note: Do not change the service account settings. If you do, the service
might not operate properly.

UNIX systems
In UNIX systems, to automatically start services during system startup, use
the service automatic start script file for the Tuning Manager series system.
In AIX® systems, register an automatic start script file. In Linux®, the
automatic start functionality of the Agent service is enabled when you start
the service on runlevel 3 (OS default) or 5. If you attempt to start services on
any other runlevel, the services do not start automatically.
If you specify the model file name for the service automatic start script, you
can start services during system startup. The model file for the service
automatic start script is provided during installation of the Agent. The
following shows the procedure for specifying automatic service startup.
When a Tuning Manager series product is started, it runs by using the LANG
environment variable set for the execution environment. If the value set for
the LC_ALL environment variable is different from the LANG environment
variable, either disable the LC_ALL environment variable or change the
LC_ALL environment variable so that it is the same as the LANG environment
variable.
Note that you must clear or change the setting of the LC_ALL environment
variable only for the shell you use to start the Tuning Manager series product
or execute the command. You do not need to clear or change it globally in the
system.
Following is an example of setting the LANG environment variable for the
Tuning Manager series:
## Set Environment-variables
PATH=/sbin:/bin:/usr/bin:/opt/jp1pc/bin
SHLIB_PATH=/opt/hitachi/common/lib
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/hitachi/common/lib
LIBPATH=/opt/hitachi/common/lib
HCCLIBCNF=/opt/jp1/hcclibcnf
LANG=<value>1
export PATH SHLIB_PATH LD_LIBRARY_PATH LIBPATH HCCLIBCNF LANG
unset LC_ALL2
Note:
1.

You must specify this value in the script file. For details about the LANG
environment variable values supported by the Tuning Manager series, see
the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.
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2.

Specify this line to disable the LC_ALL environment variable.

In HP-UX®, Solaris™ and Red Hat Linux systems:
1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the cd /opt/jp1pc command to navigate to the /opt/jp1pc
directory:

3.

Specify the service automatic start script file for the Tuning Manager
series system.
The names of the model file for the service automatic start script and the
service automatic start script file are as follows:
¢

¢

The model file name for the service automatic start script:
jpc_start.model
The service automatic start script file name:
jpc_start

Copy the model file for the service automatic start script to the service
automatic start script file, and then add execution permissions. Execute
the following commands:
cp -p jpc_start.model jpc_start
chmod 555 jpc_start
In SUSE Linux:
1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the cd /opt/jp1pc command to navigate to the /opt/jp1pc
directory:

3.

Specify the service automatic start script file for the Tuning Manager
series system.
The names of the model file for the service automatic start script and the
service automatic start script file are as follows:
¢

¢

The model file name for the service automatic start script:
jpc_start.model
The service automatic start script file name:
jpc_start

Copy the model file for the service automatic start script to the service
automatic start script file, and then add execution permissions. Execute
the following commands:
cp -p jpc_start.model jpc_start
chmod 555 jpc_start
4.

Execute the chkconfig jp1_pc on command to register the automatic
start script.

5.

To cancel the automatic start of services, delete the start script registered
for the OS before removing Tuning Manager series programs. Execute the
chkconfig jp1_pc off command to delete the automatic start script

Note: If the SELinux function is enabled in your environment, see Notes
when a security-related program is installed on page 1-39.
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In AIX system:
1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the cd/opt/jp1pc command to navigate to the /opt/jp1pc
directory:

3.

Specify the service automatic start script file for the Tuning Manager
series system.
The names of the model file for the service automatic start script and the
service automatic start script file are as follows:
¢

¢

The model file name for the service automatic start script:
jpc_start.model
The service automatic start script file name:
jpc_start

Copy the model file for the service automatic start script to the service
automatic start script file, and then add execution permissions. Execute
the following commands:
cp -p jpc_start.model jpc_start
chmod 555 jpc_start
4.

Register the automatic start script file /etc/rc.jp1_pc in the AIX setup
file /etc/inittab.
The Tuning Manager series program provides an automatic start script file
for AIX to execute the service automatic start script file for the Tuning
Manager series programs specified in step 3.
To register an automatic start script file in the AIX setup file:
a.

Use the mkitab command to register the /etc/rc.jp1_pc file in
the /etc/inittab setup file:
mkitab “jp1pc:2:wait:/etc/rc.jp1_pc >/dev/console 2>&1”

b.

Use the lsitab command to make sure that the /etc/rc.jp1_pc file
is registered in the /etc/inittab setup file:
lsitab jp1pc jp1pc:2:wait:/etc/rc.jp1_pc >/dev/console 2>&1
When you use the mkitab command, the entry for the /etc/
rc.jp1_pc file is added as the last line of the /etc/inittab setup
file. If the /etc/inittab setup file already contains entries for
programs to be linked through action execution, edit the /etc/
inittab setup file so that these entries come after the line for
the /etc/rc.jp1_pc file.
To cancel the automatic start of services, perform the following before
removing Tuning Manager series programs:

a.

Use the rmitab jp1pc command to cancel registration of the /etc/
rc.jp1_pc file in the /etc/inittab setup file

b.

Use the lsitab jp1pc command to make sure that the /etc/
rc.jp1_pc file is not registered in the /etc/inittab setup file

If no files are registered to the /etc/inittab setup file, nothing is
displayed when executing the above command. Make sure that nothing is
displayed.
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The service automatic start script file can only be used to start services
on physical hosts, and cannot be used to start services on logical hosts.
By default, jpc_start file is set to start all the services in the physical
environment. Therefore, if no Agent instance is created in the physical
environment where an Agent instance must be created, the KAVE06017W message is output.
To automatically start a specific service only, edit the automatic start
script file as follows
¢

¢

Before
nohup /opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstart all -nochk 2> /dev/null
1> /dev/null &
After
nohup /opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstart act -nochk 2> /dev/null
1> /dev/null
nohup /opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstart service-key -nochk 2>
/dev/null 1> /dev/null &

Note: Add the first line only if Action Handler startup is required. Do not
include an ampersand (&) at the end of the line.
service-key is the service key for the service to be started automatically.

Stopping services manually
Use the jpcstop command to stop services manually. This command can
terminate only the following services on the logged-in host:
•

All Collection Manager and Agent services on a host

•

A specific Collection Manager or Agent service on a host

•

The Action Handler services on a host

•

The Status Server service on a host
Note: If the health check function is enabled, a health check agent
service also stops when the Collection Manager service stops.

Use the jpcctrl list command to check the operating status of the service
on the host before terminating a service manually. This command can check
the operating status of all services in the Tuning Manager series system or
services on specific hosts.
To check service-operating status and terminate the services manually:
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1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list * to check all services operating on the local
host of the entire Tuning Manager series system.
For details on information that can be displayed by executing the jpcctrl
list command, see Displaying service information on page 1-33.

3.

Execute the jpcstop all command to terminate all services on the local
host.
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¢

¢

To terminate an Agent running in an instance environment for a
particular instance, execute the jpcstop command with the instance
name. For example, to terminate Agent for Oracle service with an
instance name oracleA, execute the following command:
jpcstop agto inst=oracleA
To stop a specific Collection Manager or Agent service, check the Host
Name, ServiceID, and Service Name displayed by the jpcctrl list
command to determine whether the service running on the local host
is a Collection Manager service or Agent service, and then execute the
jpcstop command with the appropriate service key specified.

For information about the jpcctrl list and jpcstop commands, see the
Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Note: If the Agent Collector service is collecting performance data, executing
the jpcstop command might not stop the Agent Collector service. If the
following message is not output to the standard output when the command
process is finished, wait a few minutes and re-execute the command:
KAVE06008-I The service will now stop. (service=service-name,
lhost=logical-host-name, inst=instance-name)

Stopping services automatically
This section describes the methods for stopping a service automatically
depending on the OS.

Windows systems
In Windows systems, the services terminate automatically when the system
terminates. Therefore, specifying an automatic termination function is not
required.
Note: The OS might shut down automatically while terminating the Collection
Manager and Agent services, therefore we recommend that you stop the
services manually by executing the jpcstop. For more information, see
Stopping services manually on page 1-16.

UNIX systems
In UNIX systems, to automatically terminate services during a system
termination, use the service automatic stop script file for the Tuning Manager
series system. In AIX® systems, register an automatic stop script file. In
Linux®, the automatic stop functionality of the Agent service is effective when
you begin operations on runlevel 0 or 6. If you attempt to stop services on
any other runlevel, services do not stop automatically.
If you stop the system without stopping the services, inconsistencies might
occur in the Store database. If you do not stop the services manually, make
sure to set up the automatic termination.
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If you specify the model file as the service automatic stop script file, you can
terminate services during a system termination. The model file for the service
automatic stop script is provided during installation of the Agent. Following is
the procedure for specifying automatic service termination.
In HP-UX®, Solaris™, or Red Hat Linux systems
1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the cd /opt/jp1pc command to navigate to the /opt/jp1pc
directory.

3.

Specify the service automatic stop script file for the Tuning Manager
series system.
¢

¢

The model file name for the service automatic stop script:
jpc_stop.model
The service automatic stop script file name: jpc_stop

Copy the model file for the service automatic stop script to the service
automatic stop script file, and then add execution permissions. Execute
the following commands:
cp -p jpc_stop.model jpc_stop
chmod 555 jpc_stop
In SUSE Linux:
1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the cd /opt/jp1pc command to navigate to the /opt/jp1pc
directory.

3.

Specify the service automatic stop script file for the Tuning Manager
series system.
¢

¢

The model file name for the service automatic stop script:
jpc_stop.model
The service automatic stop script file name: jpc_stop

Copy the model file for the service automatic stop script to the service
automatic stop script file, and then add execution permissions. Execute
the following commands:
cp -p jpc_stop.model jpc_stop
chmod 555 jpc_stop
4.

Execute the chkconfig jp1_pc on command to register the automatic
stop script.

5.

To delete the stop script registered, execute the chkconfig jp1_pc off
command.

In AIX:
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1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the cd /opt/jp1pc command to navigate to the /opt/jp1pc
directory.
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3.

Specify the service automatic stop script file for the Tuning Manager
series system.
¢

¢

The model file name for the service automatic stop script:
jpc_stop.model
The service automatic stop script file name: jpc_stop

Copy the model file for the service automatic stop script to the service
automatic stop script file, and then add execution permissions. Execute
the following commands:
cp -p jpc_stop.model jpc_stop
chmod 555 jpc_stop
4.

Register the automatic stop script file /etc/rc.shutdown for AIX in the
service automatic stop script file jpc_stop for the Tuning Manager series
system. Perform the following steps to register the automatic stop script
file:
¢

¢

Add the following lines to the automatic stop script file /etc/
rc.shutdown; there is no need to consider the sequence of stopping
the services:
if [ -x /opt/jp1pc/jpc_stop ]; then /opt/jp1pc/jpc_stop fi
If the /etc/rc.shutdown file does not exist, create it and then specify
the file attributes by executing the following commands:
chmod 550 /etc/rc.shutdown
chown root /etc/rc.shutdown
chgrp shutdown /etc/rc.shutdown

Note: Removal of Tuning Manager series programs does not delete the
added lines and the /etc/rc.shutdown file. Delete the added lines as
required.

Restarting services automatically when they stop abnormally
In Tuning Manager series programs, services of Collection Manager or Agents
can be restarted automatically when they stop abnormally, or when it
becomes difficult to continue operations because of some errors. This function
is called the automatic service restart function. For details about the function
and how to set it up, see Chapter 12, Detecting problems within the Tuning
Manager series on page 12-1.

Secure communication between Agent for SAN Switch and SMI-S
Agent
Agent for SAN Switch v7.1 or later supports HTTP (Hypertext Transfer
Protocol) and HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure) communication
between Agent for SAN Switch and the CIM server. HTTPS communication
protocol is the secure version of HTTP.
HTTPS communication protocol establishes a secure channel of
communication by encrypting the switch information collected from the CIM
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server. When setting up the Agent instance, you can select either HTTP or
HTTPS protocol for communication with the CIM server. For more information
about setting up the Agent instance, see the Tuning Manager Installation
Guide.
Network Advisor SMI Agent, DCFM SMI Agent, DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent and
Cisco Seed switch information collection supports both HTTP and HTTPS
protocol for communication between Agent for SAN Switch and the CIM
server. SMI Agent for FOS information collection does not support the HTTPS
communication protocol, HTTP is still the only form of communication.
Note: HTTPS can only secure the communication between Agent for SAN
Switch and the CIM server. To secure the communication between the CIM
server and switches, you must follow a separate setup procedure defined by
switch vendors.

Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component
This section describes how to start and terminate services of Tuning Manager
Agent REST API component.

Starting Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services
To start the services of Tuning Manager Agent REST API component (Tuning
Manager - Agent REST Web Service and Tuning Manager - Agent REST
Application Service), execute the following command:
In Windows
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -webservice
In UNIX
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -webservice
Note: You can also use the htmsrv command to start, stop, and check the
status of the Collection Manager and Agent services.
Note: If Hybrid Store is used, you cannot view performance data
immediately after a service startup. Check that KATR13243-I is output in
htmRestDbEngineMessage#.log and then view the performance data.

Checking the status of Tuning Manager Agent REST API component
services
To check the status of the Tuning Manager - Agent REST API component
services, execute the following command:
In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv status -all
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In UNIX:
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv status -all

Relationship between Agent for SAN Switch and required
products
The order in which Agent for SAN Switch establishes sessions or collects
performance data depends on the type of switches being monitored and the
prerequisite programs used. This section illustrates various configurations on
how the sessions between Agent for SAN Switch and the required products
are established and how performance data is collected.

Brocade B-Model switch monitoring using SMI Agent for FOS
SMI Agent for FOS collects performance and configuration information from a
monitored fabric consisting of Brocade B-Model switches.
Following figure shows an example configuration of monitoring Brocade BModel switches using SMI Agent for FOS:

Figure 1-2 System configuration when monitoring Brocade B-Model
switches using SMI Agent for FOS
Following figure shows the relationship among a monitored fabric, Agent for
SAN Switch, and SMI Agent for FOS:
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Figure 1-3 Relationship among a monitored fabric consisting of Brocade BModel switches, Agent for SAN Switch, and required products

Brocade switch monitoring
Agent for SAN Switch v7.2.1 or later supports Network Advisor 11.1 or later
along with DCFM 10.4. In Network Advisor, the features of DCFM (SAN
management software) and INM (IronView Network Manager - IP
management software) are implemented. You can use Network Advisor to
centrally manage Fibre Channel SANs, FCoE, IP switching and routing
(including Ethernet fabrics), and MPLS networks.
When you use Agent for SAN Switch v7.2.1 or later, you can use the following
methods to monitor the Brocade switches:
•
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DCFM SMI Agent method
Following are the prerequisite Brocade products:
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•

¢

DCFM 10.4 or later

¢

DCFM SMI Agent

Network Advisor SMI Agent method
Following are the prerequisite Brocade products:
¢

Network Advisor 11.1 or later

¢

Network Advisor SMI Agent

Performance monitoring using DCFM SMI Agent method or Network
Advisor SMI Agent method
You can either use DCFM SMI Agent method or Network Advisor SMI Agent
method to monitor the fabric containing only Brocade B-Model switches.
Note: DCFM 10.4 or SMI Agent for FOS do not support monitoring Brocade
switches that run FOS 7.0 or later. However, with the support of Network
Advisor 11.1 or later, Agent for SAN Switch 7.2.1-01 or later can monitor
Brocade switches that run FOS 7.0 or later.
To start monitoring Brocade switches:
1.

Install the prerequisite Brocade products.

2.

Set the fabric from which the information is collected in DCFM or Network
Advisor.

3.

Specify the information about DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI
Agent while setting up the Agent instance.

Using the definition information specified during an instance setup, Agent for
SAN Switch accesses DCFM SMI Agent (CIM server) or Network Advisor SMI
Agent (CIM server). The Agent collector service uses the HTTP or HTTPS
protocol to send requests to the CIM server. The CIM server returns the
performance and configuration information of a monitored fabric in XML
format. The Agent Collector service converts the acquired configuration and
performance information and sends it to the Agent Store service.
For more information about setting up the Agent instance, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

Brocade B-Model switch monitoring using DCFM SMI Agent method
or Network Advisor SMI Agent
DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent can collect performance and
configuration information from a fabric consisting of Brocade B-Model
switches only.
Following figure shows an example configuration of monitoring Brocade BModel switches:
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Figure 1-4 System configuration when monitoring Brocade B-Model
switches

Brocade B-Model switch monitoring using DCFM SMI Agent or
Network Advisor SMI Agent
DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent can collect performance and
configuration information from a monitored fabric consisting of Brocade BModel switches.
Following figure shows an example configuration of monitoring Brocade BModel switches:
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Figure 1-5 System Configuration when monitoring Brocade B-Model
switches
Following figure shows the relationship among a monitored fabric consisting
of Brocade B-Model switches, Agent for SAN Switch and required products:
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Figure 1-6 Relationship among a fabric consisting of Brocade switches,
Agent for SAN Switch, and required products

Cisco switch monitoring
When you use Agent for SAN Switch v7.2.1 or later, you can use the following
methods to monitor Cisco switches:
•
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Cisco Seed switch method
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•

Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent method

Cisco Seed Switch method
The Agent Collector service of Agent for SAN Switch uses HTTP or HTTPS
protocol to send request to the seed switch (CIM server). The seed switch
returns the performance and configuration information in XML format. The
Agent Collector service converts the performance and configuration
information and sends it to the Agent Store service. The Agent Store service
stores the information in the Agent Store database.
Cisco Seed switch method is only supported in NX-OS 5.0 Cisco switches or
earlier. If you upgrade to NX-OS 5.2 or later, you must use the DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent method for monitoring. For information about the DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent method, see Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent method on page
1-28.
Following figure shows an example configuration of monitoring Cisco
switches:

Figure 1-7 System Configuration when monitoring Cisco switches using
Cisco seed switch method
Following figure shows the relationship between Agent for SAN Switch and a
monitored fabric:
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Figure 1-8 Relationship between Agent for SAN Switch and required
products

Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent method
Agent for SAN Switch v7.2.1 or later supports an information collection
method using DCNM-SAN and DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent.
DCNM-SAN can collect information from a monitored fabric containing
multiple Cisco switches. Agent for SAN Switch uses the definition information
specified during an instance setup to access the DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
(CIM server). The Agent Collector service of Agent for SAN Switch uses the
HTTP or HTTPS protocol to send requests to the CIM server. The CIM server
returns the performance and configuration information of a monitored fabric
in XML format. The Agent Collector service converts the performance and
configuration information and sends it to the Agent Store service. The Agent
Store service stores the information in the Agent Store database.
Following figure shows an example configuration of monitoring Cisco
switches:
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Figure 1-9 System Configuration when monitoring Cisco switches using
Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent method
Following shows the relationship among a monitored fabric consisting of Cisco
switches, Agent for SAN Switch and required products:
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Figure 1-10 Relationship between Agent for SAN Switch and required
products

Starting an agent in stand-alone mode
You can collect Performance data by starting only the agent even if the
Master Manager service and Name Server service of the Collection Manager
cannot be started due to an error. The status in which an agent is running
independently is called stand-alone mode.
If the Master Manager service and Name Server service of the Collection
Manager are not running when the agent is started, the agent starts in stand-
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alone mode and collects performance data. Also, if you attempt to start the
agent while the server is executing command processing such as the jpcctrl
dump command for another agent, the Tuning Manager server does not
respond for a while and the agent starts in stand-alone mode.
In stand-alone mode, the connection to the Tuning Manager server is checked
once every 5 minutes. Once the agent starts in stand-alone mode, if the
Tuning Manager server starts and connection confirmation from the agent is
successful, the agent terminates the stand-alone mode, and moves to the
normal mode in which the agent is connected to the Tuning Manager server.
The performance data accumulated on the agent in the stand-alone mode can
be viewed as a historical report.
When you restart the Collection Manager services, the status of the agent
might not be updated immediately.
To check the current status of the Agent services after you restart the
Collection Manager services:
•

If the agent is not running, you must start the agent, and then check the
status of the services.

•

If the agent is running, you must wait a while to check the status of the
services.

When starting services, it is recommend that you first start Collection
Manager services and then start Agent services. When stopping services, it is
recommended that you first stop Agent services and then stop Collection
Manager services.
Note: An agent cannot be started in stand-alone mode if it is installed on the
same host as the Tuning Manager server.

Availability of functions in stand-alone mode
Table 1-7 Availability of functions in stand-alone mode on page 1-31 lists
the functions available in stand-alone mode.

Table 1-7 Availability of functions in stand-alone mode
Function

Availability

Service name

Starting and terminating
services, and checking
operating status

Yes

Agent Store, Agent
Collector, Action Handler

Collecting log data

Yes

Agent Store, Agent
Collector

Displaying reports

Not applicable

Agent Store, Agent
Collector

Monitoring performance data
using an alarm

Not applicable

Agent Collector

Performing an action for an
alarm event

Not applicable

Action Handler
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Function
Managing the status of a
service

Availability
Yes

Service name
Status Server

Availability of commands in stand-alone mode
Table 1-8 Availability of commands in stand-alone mode on page 1-32 lists
the commands available in stand-alone mode.

Table 1-8 Availability of commands in stand-alone mode
Command
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Description

Availability

jpcctrl backup

Creates a backup file for data
stored in the database of the
Master Store service or Agent
Store service

jpcctrl clear

Deletes data stored in the
Not applicable
database of the Master Store
service or Agent Store service

jpcctrl delete

Deletes agent service
information registered in the
Tuning Manager series
programs

jpcctrl dump

Exports data stored in the
Yes1
database of the Master Store
service or Agent Store service

jpcctrl list (when host
option is not specified)

Lets you check the operating
status of services on the local
host

jpcctrl list (when
specifying another host with
host option)

Displays the configuration and Yes2
status for Collection Manager
and Agent services

jpcctrl register

Re-registers collection
information for Collection
Manager and Agent services

Not applicable

jpcdbctrl setup

Sets up the extended facility
(Store database v2.0) for the
Agent Store service

Yes

jpcdbctrl unsetup

Performs unsetup of the
extended facility (Store
database v2.0) for the Agent
Store service

Yes

jpcdbctrl import

Imports backup data

Yes

jpcdbctrl dmconvert

Converts the data model of
backup data

Yes
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Yes1

Not applicable

Yes

Command

Description

Availability

jpcdbctrl display

Displays information about
the Agent Store service or
backup data

Yes

jpcdbctrl config

Changes the directory
settings for the Agent Store
service

Yes

jpcras

Collects information about
Collection Manager or Agent
services

Yes

jpcstart

Starts services

Yes

jpcstop

Stops services

Yes

jpcstsetup

Enables or disables the status
management function

Yes

Note 1:
This command can be executed in the stand-alone mode only when the alone option is specified.
Note 2:
This command can be executed in the stand-alone mode only when the stat option is specified.
For details on the commands and command options, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.

Using service information
Service information of Collection Manager or Agents can be checked by using
the Performance Reporter GUI or the jpcctrl list command. The
information might not be deleted even if the Tuning Manager series is
removed. In this case, use a command to delete the information. If
information about a running service is deleted by mistake, it can be reregistered.
This section describes the methods for displaying, deleting, and re-registering
the service information.
The following OS user permissions are required for the operations described
in this section:
•

Windows systems: Administrators or Backup Operator permissions

•

UNIX systems: root user permissions

Displaying service information
You can check the status of the Collection Manager or Agent services using
either of the following methods:
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•

By executing the jpcctrl list command

•

By using the Performance Reporter GUI

The following sections describe these methods.

Executing the jpcctrl list command to check service status
To check service status by executing the jpcctrl list command:
1.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server or Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command, specifying the ID of the service
whose status you want to check.
For example, specify and execute the following command to check the
operating status of all services on the host host01:
jpcctrl list “*” host=host01

The following table lists the information that can be displayed by executing
the jpcctrl list command.

Table 1-9 Information that can be displayed by the jpcctrl list command
Output data

Description

Host Name

Host name of the operating service

Service ID

Service ID

Service Name Service name
PID

Service process ID
•

When the status management function is enabled:
The process ID appears only when Status is Active, Busy, S
Active, S Busy, Starting, or Stopping.

•

When the status management function is disabled or your product
version does not support the status management function:
The process ID appears only when Status is Active.

Port

Communication port number used by the service
•

When the status management function is enabled:
The port number appears only when Status is Active, Busy, S
Active, or S Busy.

•

When the status management function is disabled or your product
version does not support the status management function:
The port number appears only when Status is Active.

Status

Service status
•

When the status management function is enabled:
Status display in versions that support the status management
function:
Active: The service is waiting for a request.
Inactive: The service stopped.
Starting: The service is starting.
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Output data

Description
Busy: The service is processing a request.
S Active: The service is waiting for a request (stand-alone mode).
S Busy: The service is processing a request (stand-alone mode).
Stopping: The service is stopping.
Status display in versions that do not support the status
management function:
Active*: The service is running.
Inactive*: Either the system cannot establish a connection to the
service or the service stopped.
Comm Err*: The system can establish a connection to the service, but
there is no response.
Timeout*: The connection to the service timed out.
Error*: An error other than a connection timeout occurred. For
details on the error, see the common message log.
In the following situations, the above status display applies for
services that support the status management function:
- The Status Server service stopped.
- The Status Server started, but the status management function
cannot recognize the status of the service 1
Note:
- If the status management function is enabled on the same host as
a version that supports the function, the status is appended with an
asterisk (*).
- You must restart the service for the status management function to
recognize the service status correctly.
•

When the status management function is disabled or your product
version does not support the status management function:
Active: The service is running.
Inactive: Either the system cannot communicate with the service or
the service stopped.
Comm Err: The system can establish a connection to the service, but
there is no response.
Timeout: The connection to the service timed out.
Error: An error other than a connection timeout occurred. For details
on the error, see the common message log.

Note 1:
If the status management function is not enabled, executing the jpcctrl
list command on the Agent Collector service or Agent Store service
might return the Inactive or Timeout message even if the service is
running. This means that the Agent Collector service or Agent Store
service is collecting performance data. To display the service status
correctly, enable the status management function. For details on the
status management function, see Chapter 12, Detecting problems within
the Tuning Manager series on page 12-1.
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For details on the jpcctrl list command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Using the Performance Reporter GUI to check service status
To check service status using the Performance Reporter GUI:
1.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter, click the Services
link.

2.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, select the service whose
operating status you want to check.
The navigation pane displays the following two folders under the root
System:
Machines folder
This folder contains folders with the same names as the hosts where
the Agent services are installed. The Machines folder manages the
Agent services for each host.
Collection Manager folder
This folder manages the Collection Manager services.
The selected service is identified by a check mark.

3.

In the method pane of the Services window, select the Service status
method.
The information pane of the Services window displays the name and
status of the service selected in step 2.

Deleting service information
To delete service information:
1.

Use Performance Reporter or the jpcalarm unbind command to unbind
all alarm tables that are bound to the target Agent product.

2.

Log on to a host where a Tuning Manager server is installed.

3.

Execute the jpcctrl delete command, specifying the ID of the service
whose information you want to delete. For example, execute the following
command to delete information about Agent Store services of Agent for
Oracle on the host host02:
jpcctrl delete OS* host=host02

4.

Restart Collection Manager to apply the deletion of service information.

5.

Restart Performance Reporter.

For details about the jpcctrl delete command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Re-registering service information
To re-register the service information from a host where a Tuning Manager
server is installed.
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1.

Log on to the host where the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl register command, specifying the ID of the
service whose information you want to re-register. For example, execute
the following command to re-register information about the Agent Store
services of Agent for Oracle on the host host02:
jpcctrl register OS* host=host02

For details about the jpcctrl register command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.

Precautions for operations
This section gives precautions on operating the Tuning Manager series
programs.

Changing the time on the Agent machine
Before changing the time settings of a machine, stop all Agent services
installed on the machine. After changing the time settings, restart the Agent
services. When changing the current time of the Agent machine, note the
following:
•

When you set the clock forward, the log data from the time prior to
making the change to after the change is made will not be saved.

•

When you set the clock backward, the collection of performance data and
the storage of historical data start with the new time. This sometimes can
result in the creation of the duplicate records with the same timestamps.
To avoid duplication, use the following procedure:
a.

Execute the jpcspm stop command to stop the services.

b.

Change the time.

c.

Execute the jpcstart command to restart the services.

d.

Execute the jpcctrl clear command to clear the database entries
for the PI, PD, and PL record types for the target Agent.
For example, if you set the clock backwards on the host where Agent for
RAID Map is installed, delete all files in the following directory after
restarting the Agent services.
Windows:
installation-folder\agte\agent\HLDUtility\log\*
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/HLDUtility/log/*

•

Before using the health check function, make sure that the time on the
hosts running Collection Manager and Agent match. If these times do not
match, the system might fail to detect failures or might incorrectly detect
failures, issuing invalid health check events or alarm events.
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Using the monitoring-target Microsoft SQL Server
This section describes issues to keep in mind when using the monitoringtarget Microsoft SQL Server.

Creating a new database on the monitoring-target Microsoft SQL Server
If you attempt to create a new database in a Microsoft SQL Server for which
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server is collecting data, your attempt might fail due
to a conflict with the data collection process. To avoid the problem, stop all
services of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server instances, and then create the new
database.

Restarting the monitoring-target Microsoft SQL Server
If you restart the monitoring-target Microsoft SQL Server while Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server is running, the data collected after the restart will be
corrupted. Therefore, to restart Microsoft SQL Server, you must restart the
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server service.

Notes on operating Storage systems as monitoring targets
When monitoring the storage systems using Agent for RAID, make sure to
stop the Agent for RAID services before performing either of the following
tasks:
•

Downgrading the hardware that has a port, or a processor

•

Restarting the storage system

After you complete the task, restart the Agent for RAID services.

Notes on disconnecting the communication line
When using a Tuning Manager server in an environment where you are
charged for connection time, note that the Tuning Manager server does not
disconnect the line until 70 seconds after you finish communicating with the
connection destination.
To disconnect the line immediately after finishing communication, edit the
jpccomm.ini file as follows:
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1.

Stop all services of Tuning Manager series programs.

2.

Open the jpccomm.ini file using a text editor.

3.

Change the line connection mode.
Change the label value in all sections of the jpccomm.ini file as follows:
NS Keepalive Mode=0

4.

Save the jpccomm.ini file, and then close it.

5.

Restart the services.
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Notes when a security-related program is installed
If you use a Tuning Manager series program at the same time as a securityrelated program that monitors real-time file I/O operations, you might see a
significant decrease in performance of the Tuning Manager series program,
because the security-related program monitors operations performed by the
Tuning Manager series program, such as storing performance data or the
output of log data.
To avoid such a problem, do not specify directories listed in Appendix F, List
of files and directories on page F-1 and processes listed in Appendix B, List
of processes on page B-1 or the file I/O operations monitored by the
security-related program.
Note: If you enable the SELinux function in your environment and the Agent
for RAID Map service is started automatically when the OS starts, the System
Configuration Detail (PD) and IP Address Configuration (PD_IAC) records
might not be obtained. In this case, start the Agent for RAID Map service
manually by executing the jpcstart command.

Notes on executing commands while monitoring Brocade switches
(B-Model)
•

While monitoring a large fabric, the time it takes to collect configuration
information for the fabric might be longer. In this case, if you execute the
jpcstop command to stop Agent for SAN Switch services, the services
will stop after acquiring the configuration information even though the
following message appears:
KAVE05034-E A service could not stop. (service=Agent for
SANSwitch, lhost=logical-host-name, inst=instance-name, rc=-13)
KAVE05237-E The service did not return the response to the
request of the command in time. (service=Agent for SANSwitch,
lhost=logical-host-name, inst=instance-name, rc=-2)
Before executing the jpcstop command, execute the jpcctrl list
command to make sure that status of the Agent for SAN Switch services
that you want to stop is Active.

•

If you execute the commands below, first execute the jpcctrl list
command to make sure that status of the corresponding Agent for SAN
Switch services is Inactive. If the status is Active, execute the jpcstop
command to change the status to Inactive:
¢

jpchasetup

¢

jpcinssetup

¢

jpcinsunsetup

If you execute the above commands while the Agent for SAN Switch
services are running, it might take a long time to stop the services, and
the command execution might time out.
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2
Overview of data handled by Tuning
Manager series programs
This chapter describes collection and management of the following types of
data handled in Tuning Manager series products:
- Performance data
- Event data
Performance data is saved in the Store databases for the Agent Store service
of Agents. Event data is saved in the Store databases for the Master Store
service of the Tuning Manager server. You can view and monitor each type of
data using Performance Reporter.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Overview of performance data
□ About performance data record types
□ Performance data collection
□ Conditions for summarizing and storing performance data
□ Overview of Store databases
□ Overview of event data
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Overview of performance data
Performance data is that which is collected from monitored target systems.
The collected data shows the operating status of the monitored systems. This
section provides an overview of the performance data collected by Agents.

Types of performance data
Of the performance data collected by Agents, the Tuning Manager series
products store only specified performance data in a database, called a Store
database. The Store database is available in two versions, Store database
v1.0 and Store database v2.0, the data storage methods of which are
different. The Store database manages data according to the characteristics
and properties of the data by summarizing and overwriting existing data.
Therefore, the Store database can continue monitoring performance while
maintaining a certain amount drive capacity. For details on the data storage
methods of Store databases, see Data storage methods used by Store
databases on page 2-21.
There are two types of performance data:
•

Real-time data
Real-time reports contain performance data that indicates the current
status of the monitored systems. These reports are used to check the
current status of, and problems in, systems. Real-time data is not stored
in the Store database.

•

Historical data
Historical reports contain performance data that indicates how the status
of the monitored systems changes over time. These reports are primarily
used to analyze system trends. Historical data is stored in an Agent
database in one of the following two formats, depending on the data
properties:
¢

¢

Summarized record
Data collected by an Agent is automatically summarized to calculate
the average and total values in minutes, hours, days, weeks, months,
and years, and then stored in a Store database.
Records whose name starts with PI are stored in this format.
Non-summarized record
Performance data collected by an Agent is stored into a Store
database as is.
Records whose name starts with PD and PL are stored in this format.

About data models
Performance data is collected in the form of records. Each record is further
divided into units called fields. The collective name for records and fields is
data model. Data models are managed by version.
The following figure provides a conceptual diagram of a data model.
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Figure 2-1 Data model

About performance data record types
Tuning Manager series products classify performance data into record types
based on the characteristics of the data. The following table summarizes the
record types.
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Table 2-1 Record types
Name of record type
Summarized
record

Product Interval
(PI) record type

Description
Collects performance
data over specified
intervals, such as the
number of processes per
minute.
This record type is used
for monitoring system
performance over
extended time periods.

Nonsummarized
record

Product Detail
Collects performance
(PD) record type data indicating system
status at a specified time,
such as detailed
information about active
processes.

Purpose
Analyze changes and
trends in system status
over time, such as:
•

Change in the
number of system
calls issued over a
specified period of
time

•

Change in the
capacity of the file
system in use

Obtain system status at a
specified time, such as:
•

CPU utilization rate
by process

•

Capacity of the file
system in use

This record type is used
for analyzing system
status when a problem
occurs.
Product Log (PL) Records of the PL type
record type
contain logs and
messages from the
system and applications.

Use this record type
when you want to check
messages from the
system or applications.

This record type is useful
for checking system
messages that are
returned when a problem
occurs.

Certain monitored systems may also include additional record types. For
information about the records types that you can use, the records of each
record type, and the data model versions, see the chapter that describes
records in the following manuals:
¢

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

Record name and field name formats
This section describes the formats for record and field names of performance
data. For details about records and fields, see the chapter that describes
records in the following manuals:
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•

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference
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•

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

Record name
Each record has a record name and an associated record ID, as shown in the
following figure:

•

Record name
Each record is assigned a record name that identifies the monitored item.

•

Record ID
The first two characters of the record ID represent the database ID of the
database in which the record is stored. The record types are listed in the
following figure:

Field name
Each field in a record has the following names associated with it, as shown in
the following figure:

•

View name
This indicates the field name displayed in Performance Reporter.

•

Manager name
This indicates the field name in SQL statements when the Tuning Manager
server uses SQL to obtain field data stored in a Store database. When
coding an SQL statement, you add the record ID at the beginning of the
field name.
For example, the Description (DESCRIPTION) field of the Event Log
(PD_ELOG) record for Agent for Platform (Windows) is written as
PD_ELOG_DESCRIPTION, as shown in the following figure:

Record recording format
There are two types of records for performance data, depending on the items
to be monitored.
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Single-instance record: An instance that collects one record at a time. The
following figure shows a single-instance record:

Figure 2-2 Example of a single-instance record
Multi-instance record: An instance that collects more than one record at a
time. The following figure shows a multi-instance record:
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Figure 2-3 Example of a multi-instance record
A group that consists of multiple records that are collected at the same time
is called a data group. A data group for single-instance records consists of
only one record. A data group for multi-instance records consists of more
than one record.

About the integrity of performance data
This section describes the time period over which the integrity of the
performance data is guaranteed. The Agent collects performance data as
follows:
•

Real-time data is collected at the data refresh intervals specified in the
report definition.

•

Historical data is collected at the intervals specified in the Collection
Interval property of the relevant record.

If an Agent determines that the collected performance data is the same type
as that collected previously, it recognizes the data as belonging to the same
field of the same record.
For example, for Process Detail (PD) records on Agent for Platform
(Windows), the Agent uses the process name and process ID to determine if
the performance data is of the same type.
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Performance data collected between the time a process is generated and the
time it is terminated is recognized as performance data from the same
process. However, the integrity of the performance data is guaranteed, as
shown in the following figure:

Figure 2-4 Consistency of performance data collected from process
generation to termination
In contrast, if a process terminates and is then regenerated within a
collection interval, and the names and process IDs of these process instances
are identical, the performance data is still recognized as having come from
the same process. However, the integrity of the performance data is not
guaranteed, as shown in the following figure:
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Figure 2-5 Consistency of performance data when a process terminates
and is regenerated
In other words, the only data whose integrity is guaranteed is performance
data of the exact same process instance starting from the time the monitored
process is generated and ending when it is terminated.
The time period over which the integrity of performance data is guaranteed in
this way is called its lifetime.
We recommend you carefully consider the lifetime of the performance data
when you specify the performance data collection interval, report display
interval, and so on.

Performance data collection
Performance data is collected by the Agent Collector service and managed as
records. Performance data collected by the Agent Collector service may or
may not be stored in a Store database by the Agent Store service. You can
use performance data that is stored in a Store database to display historical
reports. Performance data that is not stored in a Store database is used for
real-time report display. The following figure shows the flow of performance
data.
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Figure 2-6 Flow of performance data
Tuning Manager series products allow you to specify how performance data is
recorded into a Store database.
The data recording method is set using Performance Reporter. You can
specify the following options:
•

Whether to record the collected performance data into a Store database

•

The performance data collection interval

•

The offset value for starting the collection of performance data (For
details about the offset value, see Specifying times for collecting and
processing performance data on page 2-20)

•

Judgment criteria for recording the performance data into a Store
database

•

The performance data retention period

The data recording method differs for each stored record. For details on the
recording methods you can set for each record type, see the chapter that
describes records (record default values and specifiable values) in the
following manuals:
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•

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

For information about how to specify these settings, see Chapter 3, Using
Store databases to manage data on page 3-1.

Real-time data
This section describes when to start and how to perform the collection of realtime performance data, which is not stored in a Store database.

Collection start time for performance data
When performance data is not stored in a Store database, its collection start
time is determined by the time at which a request for displaying real-time
reports is sent.
For example, in Performance Reporter, if you set the real-time report refresh
interval for an Agent for Platform (Windows) Content Index Detail (PD_CIND)
record to 180 seconds (3 minutes), and display the report at 18:31:00, the
first data collection begins at 18:31:00. The next data collection begins at
18:34:00, 3 minutes after the first collection as specified for the report
refresh interval.
The following figure illustrates this example.
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Figure 2-7 Collection start time for real-time performance data

Collection method for performance data
Real-time data is not stored in a Store database. Real-time performance data
is collected from the monitoring target on request.

Historical data
The following figure shows the flow of historical performance data from
collection to storage.
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Figure 2-8 Flow of historical performance data from collection to storage
Performance data is stored at specified intervals in a Store database. The
default performance data collection interval differs by record. For information
about the default collection interval value, see the chapter that describes
records in the following manuals:
•

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

The following section explains the collection start time and collection method
for performance data that is to be stored in a Store database.

Collection start time for performance data
Collection start time for performance data to be stored in a Store database is
determined by the performance data collection interval (Collection
Interval) and the value set for Collection Offset. The base point for a
Collection Interval value is 00:00:00 GMT (Greenwich Mean Time), not
the local time.
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For example, suppose the following:
•

In the System Overview (PI) record for Agent for Platform (Windows), the
Performance Reporter performance data collection interval is set to 12
hours (43,200 seconds), and the Collection Offset value is set to 10
seconds.

•

The Agent starts on Feb. 2 at 08:00:00 EST (Eastern Standard Time),
which is Feb. 2 at 13:00:00 GMT.

In this example, the first data collection begins on Feb. 2 at 19:00:10 EST.
This first data collection time is calculated as follows:
•

The first collection waits until the next GMT base point (Feb. 3 at
00:00:00 GMT, which is Feb. 2 at 19:00:00 EST). This base point is 11
hours after the Agent starts. (11 hours from Feb. 2 at 13:00:00 GMT
(=Feb. 2 at 08:00:00 EST), to Feb. 3 at 00:00:00 GMT (=Feb. 2 at
19:00:00 EST).)

•

The first collection starts on Feb. 2 at 19:00:10 EST (= Feb. 2 at
19:00:00 EST + Offset time of 10 secs).

The second collection starts on Feb. 3 at 07:00:10 EST (= Feb. 2 at 19:00:00
EST + Collection Interval of 12 hours + Offset time of 10 secs). The
collections repeat every 12 hours.
The following figure illustrates this example:
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Figure 2-9 Collection start time for historical performance data

Collection method for performance data
By default, the performance data stored in a Store database is only for
specific records. To store desired performance data for other records in a
Store database, you must use Performance Reporter to specify, for each
record, which data to store. For details about specifying this setting, see
Chapter 3, Using Store databases to manage data on page 3-1.
The performance data of the PI, PD, and PL record types is stored as follows:
•

For PI record type
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Performance data is collected at the collection interval specified in
Performance Reporter. However, the first time the Agent performs
collection after being started, the performance data is not stored in the
Store database. The system stores the performance data starting with the
second collection.
•

PD and PL record types
Performance data is collected at the collection interval specified in
Performance Reporter. The system stores the performance data, starting
with the first collection performed after an Agent is started.

The value stored in each field of the PI, PD, and PL record type can be
defined as a delta value. For information about whether a field stores a delta
value, see the chapter that describes records (tables listing the fields of each
record) in the following manuals:
•

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

In a table of record fields, if the value in delta column for a field is Yes, the
field stores the difference in value with respect to the previously measured
value. This shows that the value is stored in the Store database only from the
second collection cycle after the Agent starts.
For example, if the value in the delta column for a field storing the I/O count
after the system starts is Yes, the field stores the number of I/Os issued
between the last collection and the current collection.
The following example indicates how the performance data in a delta field for
the PI record type is stored in the Store database.
Example:
In Performance Reporter, the performance data collection interval is set
to 3,600 seconds (1 hour) and the Agent is started at 16:30:00 EST
(21:30:00 GMT) on February 1. The first data collection begins at
17:00:00 EST, on February 1, which is the first multiple of 3,600 seconds
(1 hour) to elapse (22:00:00 GMT) after 00:00:00 GMT. The next data
collection begins at 18:00:00 EST (23:00:00 GMT), which is 1 hour after
the first collection, as specified for the data collection interval. Historical
data is created based on the data collected at 17:00:00 EST and
18:00:00 EST, and is then stored in a Store database.
The following figure illustrates this example:
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Figure 2-10 Collection method for performance data

Conditions for summarizing and storing performance data
For performance data, the conditions you can specify for the data retention
conditions and the record summarizing method differ depending on each
record type.
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Records of the PI record type
For a database that stores records of the PI record type, performance data is
automatically summarized at fixed periods (hourly, daily, weekly, monthly,
and yearly). Each field that stores a numeric value is summarized to calculate
the average or accumulated value. This summarizing is performed each time
per-minute data is stored. The following figure shows how PI record types are
summarized.

Figure 2-11 PI method for summarizing records
With PI-type records, data is categorized according to the length of time
covered by each record. The Minute, Hourly, Daily, Weekly, and Monthly
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records are deleted when the specified retention period expires. The Yearly
records are not deleted.
The following table provides detailed information about each segment of
records of the PI record type.

Table 2-2 PI record type segments
Segment
Minute

Default
retention
period
1 day

Description
For minute records, performance data that an Agent
collects is stored without being summarized.
The maximum number of records that can be saved per
hour is 60; per day, 1,440; per week, 10,080; per month,
44,640; and per year, 527,040. When the data retention
period for the records expire, they are deleted.

Hour

7 days*

For hourly records, performance data that an Agent
collects is stored with the data summarized in the range
from 00 to 59 minutes every hour in GMT.
The maximum number of records that can be saved per
day is 24; per week, 168; per month, 744; and per year,
8,784. When the data retention period for the records
expire, they are deleted.

Day

54 weeks

For daily records, performance data that an Agent collects
is stored with the data summarized in the range from
00:00 to 23:59 every day in GMT.
The maximum number of records that can be saved per
week is 7; per month, 31; and per year, 366. When the
data retention period for the records expire, they are
deleted.

Week

54 weeks

For weekly records, performance data that an Agent
collects is stored with the data summarized in the range
from 00:00 on Mondays to 23:59 on Sundays every week
in GMT.
The maximum number of records that can be saved per
month is 5 and per year, 52. When the data retention
period for the records expire, they are deleted.

Month

12 months

For monthly records, performance data that an Agent
collects is stored with the data summarized in the range
from 00:00 on the first day to 23:59 on the last day every
month in GMT.
The maximum number of records that can be saved per
year is 12. When the data retention period for the records
expire, they are deleted.

Year

10 years

For yearly records, performance data that an Agent
collected is stored with the data summarized in the range
from 00:00 on January 1 to 23:59 on December 31 every
year in GMT.
One record is saved in a year. Records of this category are
not deleted.
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* The default retention period for the following Agent for RAID hourly health
check records is 9 days:
•

PI_LDA

•

PI_PTS

•

PI_RGS

•

PI_CLPS

•

PI_PRCS

•

PI_PLS

•

PI_CLMS

PD and PL record types
Performance data is not summarized for databases that store PD and the PL
record types. The setting method of the data retention conditions for these
record types differs depending on the Store database version. In Store
database version 1.0, you must set the number of records to be stored. In
Store database version 2.0, you must set the retention period in days, like for
the records of the PI record type. In both versions, records that do not satisfy
the retention conditions are automatically deleted.

Specifying times for collecting and processing performance data
When you schedule a large number of records for collecting or recording, the
processing concentrates at certain times, resulting in adverse effects on
performance. You can distribute the system workload by specifying an offset
value with Collection Offset to shift the collection and recording timing for
each record.
For example, if two performance data items are scheduled for collection every
minute, and Collection Offset is set to 0 seconds for one data item and 20
seconds for the other; the time the Tuning Manager server starts collecting
each performance data item shifts 20 seconds.
The following figure illustrates this example:
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Figure 2-12 Distributing workload by specifying an offset value
When changing the value of Collection Offset, take into account the
workload of collection processing.

Overview of Store databases
This section provides an overview of the Store databases.

Data storage methods used by Store databases
Depending on the data storage method, the Store database is either Store
database v1.0 and Store database v2.0.

Data storage method in Store database v1.0
Figure 2-13 Data storage method in Store database v1.0 on page 2-21
shows an example of storing records of the PI record type in Store database
v1.0.

Figure 2-13 Data storage method in Store database v1.0
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Collected performance data is stored in one database for each record type
(PI, PD, and PL). The maximum amount of data that can be stored in a
database is 2 GB.

Data storage method in Store database v2.0
The following figure shows an example of storing records of the PI record
type in Store database v2.0:

Figure 2-14 Data storage method in Store database v2.0
Collected performance data is divided into multiple files according to a set
period of time (interval for file creation) determined by the summarization
unit and record type, and then stored in a Store database. Each of the
database files in which the performance data is stored is called a unit
database. The following table lists the interval for file creation determined by
the summarization unit and record type.

Table 2-3 Summarization unit and record type, and interval for file
creation
Summarization unit and record type
Per-minute record

Interval for file creation
Day

Hourly record
PD record
PL record
Daily record
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Summarization unit and record type

Interval for file creation

Weekly record
Monthly record

Month

Yearly record

Year

In Store database v2.0, the maximum amount of data that can be stored in
each divided file (not in the entire Store database) is 2 GB. Accordingly, the
database can store more performance data than that in Store database v1.0.
In addition, for daily, weekly, or monthly records of the PI record type, the
maximum retention period for performance data is 10 years. This lets you
analyze the operation status of the system for a long period.

Features of Store database v2.0
This section describes the features of Store database v2.0.

Partial backup of the Store database
Periodically making partial backups of the performance data stored in the
Store database reduces the risk of data loss if an error occurs. In Store
database v2.0, you can use a partial backup, as well as a full backup, for
backing up the entire database. By using a partial backup, you can divide
data into smaller units and partially back up specific data.
The following figure shows partial backup of performance data.

Figure 2-15 Partial backup of performance data
In a partial backup, you can back up a part of the data in small units, such as
a specific period or record type. For example, as shown in Figure 2-15 Partial
backup of performance data on page 2-23, you can back up the records that
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were stored in the database during the two-day period ending the day before
you execute the command. Alternatively, you can back up only the monthly
records that were stored in the database for the same period. By using a
partial backup, you can reduce the time required to make a backup, but also
effectively manage data files.
For details on how to make a partial backup, see Performing a partial backup
of the Store database (Store database v2.0 only) on page 6-17.

Viewing past performance data
In Store database v2.0, you can import backups to view past performance
data whose retention period expired in the Store database. The imported data
is retained in addition to the performance data currently saved in the Store
database, and you can view both the imported data and the current
performance data. Also, imported data is not lost even if the retention period
set in the Store database expires because the data is managed separately
from the data in the Store database. This allows you to view the data at any
time.
The following figure illustrates viewing performance data:

Figure 2-16 Viewing performance data
When backup data is imported:
•

The data stored in the Store database at the time of import is not deleted.

•

Imported data is not deleted even if the preset retention period expires.

There are two import modes, a full import and an incremental import. You
can use the jpcdbctrl import command to perform either a full import or
an incremental import.
•
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Full import
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Execute the jpcdbctrl import command to perform a full import. When
the command is executed, files already in the import directory are deleted
and replaced by the backup files.
•

Incremental import
Execute the jpcdbctrl import command with the -add option to perform
an incremental import. The incremental import overwrites the files in the
import directory. Therefore, if you perform an incremental import of
backup data that is older than the data in the import directory, the data,
such as summary records, is replaced with older data. For this reason,
always perform an incremental import in chronological order.

To change the import directory, execute the jpcdbctrl config command
when the Agent Store service is not active. To delete the data in the import
directory, execute the jpcdbctrl import command with the -clear option.
•

For details on how to back up data, see Chapter 6, Backup and drive
management on page 6-1.

•

For details on how to import data, see Performance data save conditions
on page 3-6.

You cannot import backup data whose product ID or Store database version
differs from the product ID or Store database version of the import
destination. If the data model version of the backup data is older than the
current data model version, you can import the backup data by using the
jpcdbctrl dmconvert command to upgrade the data model version.

Comparison of Store database v1.0 and v2.0
Store database v1.0 and Store database v2.0 differ in the areas of
functionality, maintainability, and resources used. The following table
compares the characteristics of Store database v1.0 and Store database v2.0.

Table 2-4 Functional characteristics of Store database v1.0 and v2.0
Item

Store database v1.0
characteristics

Store database v2.0
characteristics

Amount of performance data The maximum data size is 2
that can be stored
GB for each record type (PI,
PD, and PL) of each Agent
(instance).

The maximum data size per
day is 2 GB for each record
of each Agent (instance).

Storage conditions

PI records:

PI records:
The retention period
cannot be set for each
record. The retention
period can be set only
for all PI records.
PD records:
The number of records
to be stored can be set
for each record.

The retention period
can be set in days for
each record.
PD records:
The retention period
can be set in days for
each record.
PL records:

PL records:
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Store database v1.0
characteristics

Item

Store database v2.0
characteristics

The number of records
to be stored can be set
for each record.

The retention period
can be set in days for
each record.

Maximum retention period
of PI records

For per-minute, hourly,
daily, weekly, and monthly
records, the maximum
retention period is 1 year.
For yearly records, the
retention period is unlimited.

For per-minute and hourly
records, the maximum
retention period is 1 year.
For daily, weekly, and
monthly records, the
maximum retention period
is 10 years. For yearly
records, the retention period
is unlimited.

Viewing past data

Past data that is not in the
Past data can be viewed by
period specified in the
importing the backup data,
storage conditions cannot be regardless of the period.
viewed even if the backup
data exists.

Table 2-5 Maintenance characteristics of Store database v1.0 and 2.0
Store database v1.0
characteristics

Item

Store database v2.0
characteristics

Backup

Only the entire database can be
backed up (full backup).

Either the entire database or a
part of the database can be
backed up. In a partial backup,
data is backed up by specifying
(as a period) a relative number
of days from the date the
backup is being executed (only
differences from the previous
backup can be backed up).

Reorganizing the
database

The database must be
reorganized periodically to delete
unusable areas.

Reorganization of the database
is unnecessary.

Table 2-6 Resource utilization characteristics of Store database v1.0 and
2.0
Item

Store database v1.0
characteristics

Store database v2.0
characteristics

Number of files created

Few (For details, see
Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1.)

Many (For details, see
Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1.)

Number of files opened
concurrently

Few (For details, see
Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1.)

Many (For details, see
Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1.)

The following describes the recommended version based on the above
characteristics.
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•

Store database v1.0 recommended
A Store 2.0 database uses more system resources (more files are created
and opened) than the Store database used in Tuning Manager server v5.5
and earlier versions. In addition, because the storage conditions have
been changed in Store database v2.0, the configuration (including drive
capacity requirements) must be reconsidered.
For example, when the system is upgraded, it might be difficult to change
the current configuration. If so, Store database v1.0 is recommended.
When Store database v1.0 is used, the system can continue to operate
with the same system configuration that was calculated for the previous
version(5.5 or earlier).

•

Store database v2.0 recommended
In Store database v2.0, you can manage performance data for a long
period because performance data can be partially backed up or imported.
For this reason, if you are creating a new system, we recommend that
you use Store database v2.0. Also use Store database v2.0 if the amount
of performance data that you want to store or the retention period that
you want to set exceeds the limits of Store database v1.0.

Installing and using Store database v2.0
The following figure shows the procedure for installing and using Store
database v2.0. For information on performing each procedure, refer to the
corresponding sections that follow the figure.

Figure 2-17 Procedure for installing and using Store database v2.0

Installing Store database v2.0
Following is the procedure for installing Store database v2.0.
1.

Plan the storage conditions for the Store database.
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Check whether the system resources that are required for using Store
database v2.0 are applicable to the execution environment. The required
system resources are as follows:
¢

Required drive capacity

¢

Number of files created

Number of files opened by one process
You can adjust these values by changing the data retention conditions for
the Store database. When you plan these conditions, consider the
resources that are available in the execution environment. For information
on estimating system resources, see Product requirements in the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.
¢

2.

Execute the jpcdbctrl config command to specify the directory settings,
or else use the default directory settings for the Agent Store service.

3.

Specify the storage conditions for the Store database.
¢

¢

Specify the data retention conditions according to the estimates you
made in step 1.
Start the Agent Store service, and then use Performance Reporter to
specify the conditions.
For details on setting the data retention conditions, see Performance
data save conditions on page 3-6.

Upgrading from Store database v1.0
Following is the procedure for upgrading from Store database v1.0 to Store
database v2.0.
1.

Plan the storage conditions for the Store database.
For details, see step 1 in Installing Store database v2.0 on page 2-27.

2.

Back up the performance data in Store database v1.0.

3.

Execute the jpcdbctrl config command to specify the settings of the
directory used by the Agent Store service.

4.

Execute the jpcdbctrl setup command to upgrade the Store database to
Store database v2.0.

5.

Specify the storage conditions for the Store database.
¢

¢

Specify the data retention conditions according to the estimates you
made in step 1.
Start the Agent Store service, and then use Performance Reporter to
specify the conditions.
For details on setting the data retention conditions, see Performance
data save conditions on page 3-6.

Note:
•
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In Store database v2.0, the Agent Store service might not start with the
directory settings that were used in Store database v1.0. For this reason,
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you must reset the settings of the directory used by the Agent Store
service as described in step 3.
•

In Store database v2.0, the maximum length of a directory in which a
Store database is created or backed up differs from that in Store
database v1.0. If the directory settings were changed into a relative path
in Store database v1.0, make sure that the value converted to an
absolute path satisfies the conditions of the maximum directory length in
Store database v2.0. In Store database v2.0, the maximum length of a
directory is 214 bytes.

Backing up data
A large amount of performance data can be managed in Store database v2.0,
you can use the Store database more effectively by making a partial backup
periodically, instead of making a full backup. We recommend that you create
a backup plan so that a partial backup is made at a regular interval, for
example, once a week.
If you want to import and view backup data, change the partial backup
directory according to the unit in which you want to use the imported data.
We also recommend that you change this directory about once a month.

Collecting error information
If the size of the Store database v2.0 is large, collecting error information can
take a long time. If the database is large, execute both of the following
commands to collect information other than the data itself:
•

jpcras directory-name all

•

jpcras directory-name all dump

If the database size is not large, use the following command to collect
information, including the data in the database:
•

jpcras directory-name all all

Executing this command collects data from the database located in the Store
directory. However, if the JPC_COLIMPORT environment variable is set, the
command also collects data from the database located in the import
directory.
To execute the jpcras command, you must login to the host in which the
problem service is installed as a member of the Administrators group (in
Windows) or as the root user (in UNIX).
Note: If a firewall is set between the host on which you run the jpcras
command and other Performance Management system hosts, or if the system
is large, the jpcras command might take a long time to process. In this
case, set the JPC_COLCTRLNOHOST environment variable to 1 as a shorter
alternative.
In Windows, you must execute the cmd /E:ON command to enable the
expansion of Command Prompt.
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If you encounter a problem, record the following information to enable the
support staff to more quickly investigate and find a resolution to the problem:
•

Details about the operation that led to the problem.

•

The host configuration (e.g., the version of the OS, host name, server
and Agents configuration).

•

The date and time the problem occurred.

•

If the problem occurred when using a CLI command, provide the name of
the command and any options used.

Restrictions on the size of the Store database
This section describes the restrictions on the size of the Store database for
Store database v2.0 on page 2-30 and Store database v1.0 on page 2-30.

Store database v2.0
In Store database v2.0, data is sorted by record type and stored in separate
data files at set intervals. Size restrictions are imposed on the data files, not
on the data. The maximum file size is 2 GB. However, if the limit set by the
UNIX ulimit command, or the limitation imposed by the file system, is less
than 2 GB, that restriction applies.
To calculate the data file size, specify 0 for the storage period of the historical
data in the formula that is used for estimating the amount of drive space for
the Store database. For details on this formula, see the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.
The data file used for writing Store database records is changed at set
intervals. If the data file reaches the maximum file size before the set time,
the following message is output and the record currently being written is not
completed. However, the Agent Store service does not stop.
KAVE00227-W The maximum file size of the Store
database has been reached, so the newly acquired function
information will be partially deleted.
(db=database-ID, recordtype=record-type)
At the end of the interval, a new data file is swapped in. The following
message is output and data writing restarts.
KAVE00228-I Storage of Store database data will now restart.
(db=database-ID, recordtype=record-type)

Store database v1.0
The maximum file size for Store database v1.0, when using the Tuning
Manager series programs, is 2 GB. However, if the limit set by the UNIX
ulimit command, or the limitation imposed by the file system, is less than 2
GB, that restriction applies.
The Store service stops when the file size of the Store database reaches the
limit. If this occurs, the following error message is output to the system log
(the Windows event log or UNIX syslog) and the common message log:
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KAVE00182-E The record data could not be stored because the
Store database reached the writing limit. (record=record-ID,
file=file-name)

Resuming the Store database operations
If the file size of the Store database reaches the limit, follow these steps:
1.

Access the Agent Collector service properties from Performance Reporter,
and then stop the Agent Store service.
The Agent Collector service still runs.

2.

Execute the jpcstart command to restart the Agent Store service.
For information about the jpcstart command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.

3.

To backup data use the jpcctrl dump or jpcrpt command, or output
reports to a file in CSV or HTML format..
For details on how to use the jpcctrl dump command to backup
performance data and event data, see Exporting performance data from
the Store database on page 3-22 or Exporting event data on page
3-70, respectively.
For details on the jpcrpt command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.
For details on outputting reports to a file in CSV or HTML format, see the
Tuning Manager User Guide.

4.

Delete data.
For details on how to delete performance data and event data, see
Deleting performance data on page 3-67 or Deleting event data on page
3-70, respectively.

5.

Access the Agent Collector service properties from Performance Reporter
and configure the Agent Collector service to collect records, and then
resume operation.

Checking the size of the Store database and reorganizing the
database (Store database v1.0)
The Store database consists of a data file, which stores data entities, and an
index file, which manages data indexes in order to increase access speed. In
Store database v1.0, when data file records are deleted, the resulting empty
area becomes null area, and the file size is not reduced automatically.
Although null areas in the data file are reused, reuse efficiency deteriorates
when the number of instances in the performance data to be stored changes
each time data is collected. As a result, the size of the Store database might
eventually exceed the estimated amount of drive space. Check the size of the
Store database regularly and reorganize it to reduce null areas whenever the
file size exceeds 90% of the estimated drive space.
The following sections describe how to check the size of the Store database
and how to reorganize it.
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Checking the size of the Store database
In the directory where the Store database is stored, check the sizes of all files
whose extension is .DB or .IDX, and total the sizes. If this total size exceeds
90% of the estimated drive space, reorganize the Store database as
described below.

Reorganizing the Store database
Before you begin reorganizing the Store database, ensure that the drive to
which the backup file is written has at least twice the free space as the total
size you obtained in Checking the size of the Store database on page 2-32.
To reorganize the Store database:
1.

Start the Tuning Manager series program service that manages the Store
database you want to reorganize.
For information about starting services, see Starting and stopping
Collection Manager and Agent services on page 1-10.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl backup command to backup the Store database you
want to reorganize.
The data in the file (but not the null areas) are extracted and saved.

3.

Stop the Tuning Manager series program service that manages the Store
database.
For information about stopping services, see Starting and stopping
Collection Manager and Agent services on page 1-10.

4.

Execute the jpcresto command to restore the Store database you
backed up in step 2.

5.

Restart the Tuning Manager series program service that you stopped in
step 3.

Overview of event data
A Tuning Manager server handles the following types of event data in the
Store database of the Collection Manager Master Store service. The data can
be referred to from the Event Monitor window in Performance Reporter:
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•

Alarm events
When the server detects a state that meets an alarm condition
expression, an Agent automatically issues an alarm event. For details, see
Collecting alarm event data on page 2-33.

•

Agent events
An agent event is automatically issued when the state of an Agent bound
to an alarm table changes. However, if you select Always notify in the
alarm definitions, agent events are not issued because changes in an
agent state are not monitored.

•

Health check events
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A health check event is automatically issued when the health check state
changes. For details about the health check function, see Chapter 12,
Detecting problems within the Tuning Manager series on page 12-1.

Overview of alarm event data
When the data reaches a threshold, an Agent reports the fact by issuing an
alarm event. Alarm events issued by an Agent are sent to the connected
Tuning Manager server, which centrally manages these alarm events.
Upon receiving an alarm event, a Tuning Manager series program performs
tasks that are called actions. The actions that a Tuning Manager series
program can perform are as follows:
•

Notifying users, such as the system administrator, by e-mail

•

Executing commands such as restoration programs

•

Sending SNMP traps (Tuning Manager series program uses SNMPv1 for
sending SNMP traps)

Alarm event data is saved in Store databases by the Master Store service of
the Tuning Manager server as records of the Product Alarm (PA) record type.

Collecting alarm event data
When the performance data for an Agent exceeds the threshold, the Agent
Collector service of the Agent issues an alarm event. Thresholds are preset in
the alarm definitions of the solution sets provided by Tuning Manager series
products.
The following figure shows the processing flow for notification when a
monitored resource reaches a critical state.
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Figure 2-18 Processing flow for notification when a monitored resource
enters a critical state

About the maximum number of records for alarm event data
Alarm event data is not consolidated. When the number of alarm event
records that can be saved in a Store database exceeds the maximum, the
oldest records are overwritten with new records.
The maximum number of records that can be stored in a Store database can
be changed from a Performance Reporter window. For details on how to set
the maximum number of records, see Changing the maximum number of
records for event data on page 3-68.
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Using Store databases to manage data
This chapter describes how to manage Store databases that contain
performance data and event data in Tuning Manager series products:
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Performance data recording
□ Performance data save conditions
□ Batch distribution of Agent properties
□ Returning to default settings
□ Exporting data from the Store database
□ Importing backup data
□ Migrating the Store database between Agent hosts
□ Migrating the Store database to the Hybrid Store
□ Checking the amount of drive space used for performance data
□ Deleting performance data
□ Managing event data
□ Notes on using the Store database
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Performance data recording
The following topics describe how the Tuning Manager series programs store
performance data.
•

Data recording methods: You can set whether or not to record
performance data in the Store database and the interval at which data is
collected. Accordingly, you can also selectively store the performance
data you want to save in the Store database.

•

Save conditions: You can set the record retention period to manage the
necessary data amount for holding data stored in the Agent Performance
database.

Performance data recording methods for an individual Agent
You can modify the performance data recording methods for an individual
Agent.

Before you begin
Before modifying the Agent Collector service property settings, read the
following information:

3-2

•

Increasing the number of records for which performance data is collected
might affect drive space or system performance. When you set up records
to be collected, make sure you specify only those items that must be
monitored, and consider the requirements for performance data
collection, such as the required free drive space and the record collection
interval. For details on the required free drive space, see the appendix
that describes system requirements in the Tuning Manager Installation
Guide.

•

For the Collection Interval property for record collection, either use the
default value or specify a value that is both 60 seconds or more and a
factor of 3,600. If you must specify a value that is greater than 3,600
seconds (one hour) for Collection Interval, choose a number that is both a
multiple of 3,600 and a factor of 86,400 (24 hours). Specifying a value for
Collection Interval property, which is less than the default value or less
than 60 seconds might overload the Agent Collector service or Agent
Store service and prevent the collected performance data from being
saved correctly.

•

When you modify the value for the Collection Offset property, which is the
offset value at which to start collecting records, keep the overall load of
the data collection in mind. For information, see Specifying times for
collecting and processing performance data on page 2-20.

•

Valid values or default values vary with each record. For details on valid
values, ranges of values, or default values, see the chapter explaining
records in the following manuals.
¢

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference
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Modifying the performance data recording method for an individual Agent
To modify the performance data recording method for an agent:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter .

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter, click the Services
link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Machines
folder.
The hierarchy displays folders with the same names as the hosts where
Collection Manager and Agent services are installed. When you expand
one of these folders, the services installed on that host are displayed. The
name of each service is represented by a service ID.

5.

Expand the folder with the host name for which you want to modify the
performance data recording method, and select an Agent Collector
service.
A service that has an A as the second character is an Agent Collector
service. For further details on service IDs, see Service IDs on page 1-3.
The selected Agent Collector service is marked with a check mark.

6.

In the method pane, click Properties.
The information hierarchically displayed as the properties for this service
is called a node. For information about the record types that corresponds
to each node displayed in the Properties window of the Agent Collector
service, see Record types for Agent Collector service properties on page
3-6.

7.

In the information pane of the Service Properties window, expand the
Detail Records, Interval Records, or Log Records node and select the
desired record.
The selected record is marked with a check mark and the Agent Collector
service properties are displayed at the bottom of the information pane.
(see Figure 3-1 Example of modifying the recording method on page
3-4). The name of each record is represented by the corresponding
record ID without the database ID.
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Figure 3-1 Example of modifying the recording method
8.

Specify the following property settings:
¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

9.

Description
You can view the description of the record type. You cannot edit this
property.
Log
In the Log list, select Yes to enable data collection, or No to disable
data collection.
Collection Interval
Specify the time in seconds ranging from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
Collection Offset
Specify the time in seconds ranging from 0 to 32767.
LOGIF
Specify a conditional expression to selectively log only certain records.
For more information about specifying a conditional expression, see
Specifying a conditional expression in LOGIF expression editor on
page 3-5.

Click Ok.
Note: In addition to the GUI, you can interact with the Tuning Manager
server with a command line interface (CLI). Execute the jpcasrec
output and jpcasrec update Performance Reporter commands to
modify the performance data recording method for an individual agent.
For details on all of the Performance Reporter commands, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

3-4
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Specifying a conditional expression in LOGIF expression editor
When you modify the performance data recording methods for an agent, you
must edit the Agent Collector service properties. For more information, see
Modifying the performance data recording method for an individual Agent on
page 3-3.
You specify the LOGIF conditional expression in the LOGIF expression editor.
Following is the procedure for specifying a conditional expression in LOGIF
expression editor:
1.

Click the LOGIF text box to open the LOGIF Expression Editor.

2.

In the Field list, select the field.

3.

In the Condition list, select the conditional operator.

4.

In the Value text box, enter an integer, a decimal number or a character
string value up to 2,048 bytes.
The permissible values depend on the field you select.

5.

Select the logical AND or OR operator to perform the logical AND or OR
operation between an existing conditional expression and the one you are
creating.
Note: Skip this step, if you are creating a conditional expression for the
first time. The logical AND and OR radio buttons are enabled only after
creating at least one conditional expression.

6.

Click Add to add the expression in the Conditional expression text box
and click OK.
You can perform the following tasks on the conditional expression:
¢

¢

¢

¢
¢

To toggle between logical AND and OR operator, select the conditional
expression and click AND <--> OR.
The logical AND <--> OR button is enabled only after creating at
least one conditional expression.
To edit the conditional expression, select the conditional expression
and click Edit.
To delete a conditional expression, select the conditional expression
and click Delete.
To delete all the conditional expressions, click Delete All.
Click Description to open a new window containing the description
for the record and its respective fields.

Note: When you specify a character string, you can use the following wild
card characters:
*: Indicates zero or more arbitrary characters.
?: Indicates one arbitrary character.
To specify a wild card character (* or ?) as part of a character string, you
must use a backslash (\) as an escape character before it. For example, "\*"
is treated as an asterisk “*”. To use a backslash (\) as part of a character
string rather than as an escape character, precede it with another backslash.
For example “\\” is treated as “\”.
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When you specify a character string that includes a backslash (\) followed by
a wildcard character and if there are fields containing the same character
string but without the backslash escape character, these fields evaluate to
true. For example. if you specify "\*abc", the fields containing "\*abc" and
"*abc" evaluate to true.

Record types for Agent Collector service properties
The following table lists the record type that corresponds to each node
displayed in the Properties window of the Agent Collector service.

Table 3-1 Record type that corresponds to each node
Node

Record type

Detail Records

PD record type

Interval Records

PI record type

Log Records

PL record type

Performance data save conditions
The following topics describe how to prevent large increases in the amount of
data that Tuning Manager series programs store in the Store database.

Overview of performance data save conditions
In the Tuning Manager series programs, the record storage period and the
maximum number of stored records can be set to prevent large increases in
the amount of data stored in the Store database. The data save condition
that can be set differs depending on the Store database version and the
record type.
The following tables list the available save conditions for each record type in
Store database versions 1.0 and 2.0.

Table 3-2 Store database v2.0 record type and save conditions
Record type
PI record type

Save condition
Record storage period

PD record type
PL record type

Table 3-3 Store database v1.0 record type and save conditions
Record type
PI record type
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Save condition
Record storage period
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Record type
PD record type

Save condition
Maximum number of stored records

PL record type

For details about conditions that you can set as save conditions and the
method for summarizing records when the save conditions are met, see
Conditions for summarizing and storing performance data on page 2-17.

Modifying performance data save conditions for an individual Agent
(Store database v2.0)
To modify the performance data save conditions when using Store database
v2.0:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the Global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter window, select the
Services link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Machines
folder.
The hierarchy displays folders with the same names as the hosts where
Collection Manager and Agent services are installed. When you expand
one of these folders, the services installed on that host are displayed. The
name of each service is represented by a service ID.

5.

Expand the folder with the same name as the host whose save conditions
you want to change, and then select an Agent Store service.
Select an Agent Store service with an ID that does not begin with a P and
that has an S as the second character. Service IDs that begin with TS or
ZS indicate a Agent Store service. Service IDs that begin with PS indicate
a Master Store service.
For more information on service IDs, see Service IDs on page 1-3.
The selected Agent Store service is marked with a check mark.

6.

In the method pane, click Properties.

7.

In the information pane of the Service Properties window, expand the
RetentionEx node and select the desired record.
The properties are displayed at the bottom of the information pane, (see
Figure 3-2 Example of setting save conditions on page 3-8).

8.

Specify the following property settings:
PI record properties
¢

¢

Period - Minute Drawer (Day)
Specify the storage period (in days) as an integer ranging from 0 to
366.
Period - Hour Drawer (Day)
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Specify the storage period (in days) as an integer value ranging from
0 to 366.
¢

¢

Period - Day Drawer (Week)
Specify the storage period (in weeks) as an integer value ranging
from 0 to 522.
Period - Week Drawer (Week)
Specify the storage period (in weeks) as an integer value ranging
from 0 to 522.

Period - Year Drawer (Year)
You cannot edit this field. The storage period does not apply to the
performance data collected on a yearly basis.
PD or PL record properties

¢

¢

9.

Period (Day)
Specify the storage period (in days) as an integer value ranging from
0 to 366.

Click OK.
The new settings take effect as shown in the following figure.

Figure 3-2 Example of setting save conditions
Note:
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•

In addition to the GUI, you can interact with the Tuning Manager server
with a command line interface (CLI). Execute the jpcaspsv output and
jpcaspsv update Performance Reporter commands to modify
performance data save conditions for an individual Agent (Store database
v2.0).
For details on all of the Performance Reporter commands, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

•

For details on record IDs, see the Tuning Manager Hardware Reports
Reference, Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference, and
Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference.
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Modifying performance data save conditions for an individual Agent
(Store database v1.0)
To modify the performance data save conditions when using the Store
database version is 1.0:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter, click the Services
link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Machines
folder.
The hierarchy displays folders with the same names as the hosts where
Collection Manager and Agent services are installed. When you expand
one of these folders, the services installed on that host are displayed. The
name of each service is represented by a service ID.

5.

Expand the folder with the same name as the host whose save conditions
you want to change, and then select an Agent Store service.
Select an Agent Store service with an ID that does not begin with a P and
that has an S as the second character. Service IDs that begin with TS or
ZS indicate the Agent Store service. Service IDs that begin with PS
indicate a Master Store service.
For information on service IDs, see Service IDs on page 1-3.
The selected Agent Store service is marked with a check mark.

6.

In the method pane, click Properties.

7.

In the information pane of the Service Properties window, select the
Retention node.
The properties of the Retention node are displayed at the bottom of the
information frame, (see Figure 3-3 Example settings for save conditions
on page 3-10).

8.

Specify the following property settings:
¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

Product Interval - Minute Drawer
In the Product Interval - Minute Drawer list, select the storage
period for records collected on a per-minute basis.
Product Interval - Hour Drawer
In the Product Interval - Hour Drawer list, select the storage
period for records collected on a hourly basis.
Product Interval - Day Drawer
In the Product Interval - Day Drawer list, select the storage period
for records collected on a daily basis.
Product Interval - Week Drawer
In the Product Interval - Week Drawer list, select the storage
period for records collected on a weekly basis.
Product Interval - Month Drawer
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In the Product Interval - Month Drawer list, select the storage
period for records collected on a monthly basis.
¢

¢

¢

9.

Product Interval - Year Drawer
You cannot edit the Product Interval - Year Drawer text box. The
default settings display Year.
Product Detail - record-ID-of-PD-record-type
Specify the maximum number of stored records. For single-instance
records, you can specify a numerical value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
For multi-instance records, you can specify a numerical value from 0
to 2,147,483,647.
Product Log - record-ID-of-PL-record-type
Specify the maximum number of stored records. For single-instance
records, you can specify a numerical value from 0 to 2,147,483,647.
For multi-instance records, you can specify a numerical value from 0
to 2,147,483,647.

Click OK.

Figure 3-3 Example settings for save conditions
Note:
•
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In addition to the GUI, you can interact with the Tuning Manager server
using the Command Line Interface (CLI). Execute the jpcaspsv output
and jpcaspsv update Performance Reporter commands to modify
performance data save conditions for an individual Agent (Store database
v1.0).
For details on all of the Performance Reporter commands, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
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Batch distribution of Agent properties
The following topics describe how to configure batch distribution of Agent
properties.

Overview of batch distribution of Agent properties
The settings for recording or saving performance data can be distributed in a
batch to multiple Agents by using the GUI if the services are of the same
product name and have the same data model version. The data model
version is a number assigned by Agents.
For example, the following batch operations can be performed:
•

When managing multiple Agents of the same type, you can define the
same settings for each Agent as a batch.

•

When you add a new Agent, it can be configured with the same settings
as existing Agents.

The GUI displays the settings of each Agent as properties. The following table
lists the nodes whose properties can be viewed and selected when performing
batch distribution.

Table 3-4 Nodes whose properties can be batch distributed
Service
Agent Collector

Node name
Detail Records
Interval
Records

Description
These nodes contain the properties that define how
performance data is recorded. For details, see
Performance data recording methods for an
individual Agent on page 3-2.

Log Records

Agent Store1

Restart
Configurations

This node contains the properties that set up
automatic restarting of services. For details on the
automatic restarting of services, see Overview of the
automatic service restart function on page 12-32.

Agent-specific
nodes

These nodes contain the properties that apply only
to a specific Agent. The properties subject to batch
distribution differ depending on the type of Agent.
For details, see Appendix D, Agent service properties
on page D-1.

API Data
Management

This node contains the properties that define how
performance data is recorded and stored when you
are using the Store database and when the Tuning
Manager API is enabled.

DB Data
Management

This node contains the properties that define how
data is stored in Hybrid Store.

Retention

These nodes contain the properties that define how
performance data is stored. For details, see
Overview of performance data save conditions on
page 3-6.

RetentionEx
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Service

Node name

Description

Disk Usage

Disk space used in Performance database is the
node of the stored property, see Checking the
amount of drive space used for performance data.

Configuration

It is the node of the property of the Agent Store
service.

Note 1:
Whether properties can be distributed from one Agent Store service to
another depends on the versions of the Agent and the Store database
serving as the source and destination in the distribution process. For
details, see Agent Store service property distribution capability on page
3-14.

Setting up batch distribution of Agent properties
To set up batch distribution of Agent properties:
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1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter, select the Services
link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Machines
folder.
The hierarchy displays folders with the same names as the hosts where
Tuning Manager series services are installed. When you expand one of
these folders, the services installed on that host are displayed. The name
of each service is represented by the service ID.

5.

Expand the folder with the host name and then select the Agent Store or
Agent Collector service whose properties you want to distribute.
Select an Agent Store service ID that does not begin with a P and that
has an S as the second character. Service IDs that begin with TS or ZS
indicate the Agent Store service. Service IDs that begin with PS indicate a
Master Store service.
For details on service IDs, see Service IDs on page 1-3.
The selected Agent Store or Agent Collector service is marked with a
check mark.

6.

In the method pane, click Distribute Property.
The Select Service window appears with a list of services available for
selection as the distribution destination. The list includes services that
have the same product name and data model version as the distribution
source (see Figure 3-4 Example of selecting the distribution destination
service on page 3-13).

7.

In the Select Service window, select the distribution destination service
and click Next.
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The Select Property window displays a list of properties available for
distribution to the destination.
8.

Select the properties to distribute.
When you select a node in the tree, a list of properties appear at the
bottom of the information frame (see Figure 3-5 Example of setting up
property distribution on page 3-14).
¢

To select all the properties in the list. Click Select All.

¢

To clear the selected properties, click Unselect All.

To select a different distribution destination service, click < Back.
To select more properties to distribute, select another node in the tree
and select the properties to distribute from that node.
¢

9.

Click Finish.
The Distribute Property window displays the progress reports.
The OK button is enabled when batch distribution finishes for all services.

10. Click OK.

Figure 3-4 Example of selecting the distribution destination service
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Figure 3-5 Example of setting up property distribution

Agent Store service property distribution capability
Whether properties of the Agent Store service can be distributed from one
Agent Store service to another depends on the versions of the Agent and the
Store databases that are the source and destination in the distribution
process. The following table describes whether properties can be distributed
between certain versions.
Note: Agent Collector manages all distributions to Hybrid Store. Therefore,
Agent Store is not able to distribute data to Hybrid Store.
Note: As distribution to Hybrid Store is always performed by Agent Collector,
Agent Store cannot distribute properties to Hybrid Store.

Table 3-5 Agent Store service property distribution capability by Agent and
Store database version
Distribution destination Agent Store service
Distribution source
Agent Store service
Agent v5.5 or earlier

3-14

Agent v5.7 or later Agent v5.7 or later
Agent v5.5 or
with Store database
with Store
earlier
v2.0
database v1.0
Yes

No
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Yes

Distribution destination Agent Store service
Distribution source
Agent Store service

Agent v5.7 or later Agent v5.7 or later
Agent v5.5 or
with Store database
with Store
earlier
v2.0
database v1.0

Agent v5.7 or later with
Store database v2.0

No

Yes

No

Agent v5.7 or later with
Store database v1.0

Yes

No

Yes

Batch distribution of Agent-specific properties
Some agent-specific properties allow you to add or delete lower-level nodes,
thereby changing the property tree structure.
In batch distribution of properties, you can distribute this type of Agentspecific property even when the property tree structures are different in the
distribution source and the distribution destination. Also, you can match the
property tree structure of the distribution destination to that of the
distribution source.

Related topics
•

Setting up batch distribution of Agent-specific properties on page 3-15

•

Operations using batch distribution of Agent-specific properties on page
3-17

Setting up batch distribution of Agent-specific properties
The example in this procedure distributes the tree structure below the
Application monitoring setting node available with v5.7 or later of Agent for
Platform.
Before performing the procedure, ensure that properties have been set on the
distribution source Agent.
If you use the API functionality, edit the <service-agent-collector-node>
tag of the config.xml file before batch-distributing the necessary nodes. For
details about editing the config.xml file, see the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.
To set up batch distribution of Agent-specific properties:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter, select the Services
link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Machines
folder.
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The hierarchy displays folders with the same names as the hosts where
Tuning Manager series services are installed. When you expand one of
these folders, the services installed on that host are displayed. The name
of each service is represented by the service ID.
5.

Expand the folder with the same name as the host running the Agent
Store or Agent Collector service whose properties you want to distribute,
and then select the service to act as the distribution source.
Select an Agent Collector service that begins with TA.
The selected Agent Collector service is marked with a check mark.

6.

In the method pane, click Distribute Property.
The Select Service window lists services that has the same product name
and data model version as the distribution source.

7.

In the Select Service window, select the distribution destination service,
and then click Next.

8.

In the information pane of the Select Property window, select
Application monitoring setting from the tree.
A list of nodes under the Application monitoring setting node appears
at the bottom of the information pane.

9.

Select Update, Add, or Delete for each node (See Figure 3-6 Application
monitoring setting properties on page 3-17).
¢

¢

¢

¢
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Update
If you select Update, you must select the properties whose values
you want to update.
To select the properties do the following:
- In the information pane of the Select Property window, select a node
to display a list of properties.
- Select the Apply check box for the properties you want to update
(See Figure 3-7 Example of selecting properties to be updated on
page 3-17).
You can select all of the properties in the list by clicking the Select All
button, and clear all selected properties by clicking the Unselect All
button.
Add
When you select Add operation for a node, the node is added to the
distribution destination so that the tree structure mirrors that of the
distribution source. If you perform batch distribution with the Add
operation selected for a node that already exists at the distribution
destination, the values of the properties on that node are overwritten
regardless of whether the Apply check box is selected.
Delete
When you select Delete operation for a node, it is deleted if it exists
at the distribution destination. The Delete operation does not delete
the corresponding node from the distribution source Agent. For this
reason, the distribution source and distribution destination Agents will
have different tree structures after batch distribution is performed.
Delete nodes that only exist at the distribution destination
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To delete a node that exists on the distribution destination Agent but
not on the distribution source Agent, select the Delete nodes that
only exist at the distribution destination check box.
10. Click Finish.
The batch distribution process begins, and the Distribute Property >
Progress Reports window appears.
The OK button is enabled when batch distribution finishes for all services.
11. Click OK.

Figure 3-6 Application monitoring setting properties

Figure 3-7 Example of selecting properties to be updated

Operations using batch distribution of Agent-specific properties
By using the feature that batch distributes Agent-specific properties, you can
perform the following operations in a Tuning Manager server system. For
more information on how to batch distribute Agent-specific properties, see
Setting up batch distribution of Agent properties on page 3-12.
•

Configure all Agents identically when building a new system
When you select Add operation for a node, the node is added to the
distribution destination so that the tree structure mirrors that of the
distribution source. All of the resulting values of the properties on the
distribution destination will match the values on the distribution source.

•

Configure all Agents identically during operation of the Tuning Manager
server system
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Select Add operation for a node, and then select the Delete nodes that
only exist at the distribution destination check box. The nodes that
exist on the distribution source but not on the distribution destination
Agent are added to the destination.
In this case, the property settings of the added nodes match those of the
source Agent. The settings of a node that already exists at the distribution
destination Agent match the settings of that node on the source Agent.
Nodes that exist only at the distribution destination Agent are removed.
As a result of this process, the tree structure of the distribution
destination Agent matches that of the distribution source Agent.
•

Add a node to multiple Agents during operation of the Tuning Manager
server system (only for Agent for Platform)
When you select Add operation for each node, the nodes are added to the
distribution destination and the tree structure mirrors that of the
distribution source.
The property settings of the added node will match those of the
distribution source Agent. If you perform batch distribution with the Add
operation selected for a node that exists at the distribution destination,
the values of the properties on that node are overwritten regardless of
whether the Apply check box is selected.
The following figure indicates the nodes that are subject to an Add
operation.

Figure 3-8 Nodes affected by the add operation
•
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Update specific properties on multiple Agents during operation of the
Tuning Manager server system
When you select Update operation for each node, you must select the
properties that you want to update.
The following figure indicates the nodes that are subject to an Update
operation.
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Figure 3-9 Nodes affected by the update operation
•

Delete a node from multiple Agents during operation of the Tuning
Manager server system (only for Agent for Platform)
When you select Delete operation for each node, while batch distributing
agent specific properties, the node for which Delete is selected is deleted
if it exists at the distribution destination.
Note: The Delete operation does not delete the corresponding node from
the distribution source Agent. The distribution source and distribution
destination Agents will have different tree structures after you perform
the batch distribution process.
The following figure indicates the nodes that are subject to a Delete
operation.

Figure 3-10 Nodes affected by the delete operation
The following figure indicates the nodes that are subject to a Delete
operation when the Delete nodes that only exist at the distribution
destination check box is selected.
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Figure 3-11 Nodes affected by selecting Delete nodes that only
exist at the distribution destination check box
By adding and deleting nodes and setting properties on a single Agent, and
then batch distributing the properties of that Agent, you can match the
property settings of the distribution destinations, including the tree structure,
to those of the distribution source.
For details on how to add or delete nodes from a single Agent, see Setting up
batch distribution of Agent-specific properties on page 3-15.

Returning to default settings
If you changed the settings of the Agent Store service Store database, you
can return all values to their default values.
The following topics describe how to return Agent Store database settings to
their default values.

Initializing the collection settings
To initialize the collection settings:
1.

Execute the jpcstop command to stop the Agent service:
jpcstop xxxx

2.

Delete the Agent Collector service startup initialization file jpcagt.ini.
The file is in the following location:
Physical hosts:
¢

¢

Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx\agent[\instance-name]
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/agent[/instance-name]

Logical hosts:
¢

¢
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Windows:
environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\agent[\instance-name]
UNIX:
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environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/agent[/instance-name]
3.

Copy the sample Agent Collector service startup initialization file
jpcagt.ini.model to jpcagt.ini file.
The jpcagt.ini.model file is saved in the same directory as the
jpcagt.ini file.

4.

Execute the jpcstart command to start the Agent service:
jpcstart xxxx
Note:
•

xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the
service keys of each Agent, see Identifiers for Tuning Manager servers
and Agents on page A-2.

•

instance-name indicates a directory for operating in the instance
environment. For an Agent that monitors an application program that
can start a set of multiple services at the same host, the system
creates a number of directories equal to the number of instances.
environment-directory indicates the shared drive that you specified
when creating the logical host.

•

For more information about the jpcstop and jpcstart commands,
see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Initializing the Store database settings
To initialize the Store database:
1.

Execute the jpcstop to stop the Agent service:
jpcstop xxxx

2.

Delete the Agent Store service startup initialization file jpcsto.ini.
The jpcsto.ini file is in the following location:
Physical hosts:
¢

¢

Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx\store[\instance-name]
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/instance-name]

Logical hosts:
¢

¢

3.

Windows:
environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\store[\instance-name]
UNIX:
environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/instance-name]

Copy the sample Agent Store service startup initialization file
jpcsto.ini.model to jpcsto.ini file.
The jpcsto.ini.model file is in the same directory as the jpcsto.ini
file.
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4.

If you are using the Store database v2.0, execute the jpcdbctrl setup
command after step 3.
Do not start the Agent Store service before you execute the jpcdbctrl
setup command. Starting the Agent Store service initializes the
performance data.
Note: Skip this step, if you are using Store database v1.0.

5.

Execute the jpcstart command to start the Agent service:
jpcstart xxxx

Note:
•

xxxx indicates the service key of the Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Identifiers for Tuning Manager servers and
Agents on page A-2.

•

instance-name indicates a directory for operating in the instance
environment. For an Agent that monitors an application program that can
start a set of multiple services at the same host, the system creates a
number of directories equal to the number of instances.

•

For more information about the jpcstop and jpcstart commands, see
the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Exporting data from the Store database
In the Tuning Manager series programs, you can export performance data
from the Store database to text files. You can use other applications to create
more complex reports and perform data analysis when the exported data is in
text format.

Exporting performance data from the Store database
To export performance data, execute the jpcctrl dump command and
perform the steps in the following procedure. For details on this command,
see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Note: The text files that are created with the jpcctrl dump command cannot
be imported using the jpcdbctrl import command. You can import those
files using another, external application. You must back up performance data
from Store database v2.0 before importing the files.
To export performance data from the Store database :
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1.

Log on to the host on which the Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command, and confirm that the following
services are running:
¢

Name Server

¢

Master Manager
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¢

3.

Master Store

Execute the jpcctrl dump command.
For example, execute the following command to export the performance
data for Oct. 17th, 2005, 2:00AM - 2:59PM (GMT) to the pcsr.out file.
The performance data is stored in the Processor Overview (PI_PCSR)
record of host02, an Agent for Platform (Windows) host.
jpcctrl dump TS* host=host02 2005/10/17 02:00 2005/10/17 14:59
pcsr.out PI_PCSR
If the command execution finishes successfully, the export file for the
performance data is output to the following location:
Physical hosts:
¢

¢

Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx\store[\instance-name]\dump\pcsr.out
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/instance-name]/dump/pcsr.out

Logical hosts:
¢

¢

Windows:
environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\store[\instance-name]\dump
\pcsr.out
UNIX:
environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/instance-name]/dump/
pcsr.out
where:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent.
instance-name indicates a directory for operating in the instance
environment. For an Agent that monitors an application program that
can start a set of multiple services at the same host, the system
creates a number of directories equal to the number of instances.

Importing backup data
The following topics describe how to import backup data.

About importing backup data (Store database v2.0 only)
When you import backup data, you can view performance data that has
passed the retention period specified in the Store database v2.0. You cannot
import backup data with Store database v1.0.
To import data, execute the jpcdbctrl import command. You can perform
either a full import or an incremental import.
Once backup data is imported, you can view it along with the current
information in the Store database. When you import a unit database that has
the same operating information as the current Store database, the operating
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information in the current Store database overrides the imported operating
information.
You cannot import backup data if a service key, data model version, or Store
database version is different from that of the Agent Store service currently in
use.
You can display information about the Agent Store service currently in use
and about the backup data by executing the jpcdbctrl display command.
For details, see Displaying information about the Agent Store service or
backup directory on page 3-24.
If the data model version of the backup data is older than the version of the
data model you are currently using, you must use the jpcdbctrl dmconvert
command to convert the data model of the backup data. For details on how
to convert a data model, see Converting the data model of backup data
(Store database v2.0) on page 3-25.

Importing backup data (Store database v2.0)
To import backup data:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command, and confirm that the Agent Store
service is running.

3.

Execute the jpcdbctrl import command.
Specify the command as follows:
¢

¢

For a full import, the following command adds the backup data to the
backup files stored in the import directory:
jpcdbctrl import -key xxxx -d backup-directory
For an incremental import, the following command adds the backup
files to those in the import directory:
jpcdbctrl import -key xxxx -d backup-directory -add
where xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the
service keys of each Agent, see Identifiers for Tuning Manager servers
and Agents on page A-2.

Displaying information about the Agent Store service or backup
directory
Execute the jpcdbctrl display command to display information about the
Agent Store service and backup directory. You can also check the Store
database version and data model version of the Agent Store service you are
currently using.
Table 3-6 Information displayed by the jpcdbctrl display command on page
3-25 lists the information displayed by the jpcdbctrl display command.
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Table 3-6 Information displayed by the jpcdbctrl display command
-d option not specified
Item

Single-instance
Agent

Multi-instance Agent

-d option
specified

Service key or
product name
(see Note)

Displayed

Displayed

Displayed

Instance name

Not displayed

Displayed

Not displayed

Store database
version

Displayed

Displayed

Displayed

Data model
version

Displayed

Displayed

Displayed

Note: If the product name display function is enabled, the product name is
displayed instead of the service key item.
To view the information about the Agent Store service or backup directory:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command, and confirm that the Agent Store
service is running.

3.

Execute the jpcdbctrl display command:
¢

¢

To view information about the backup directory, execute the following
command:
jpcdbctrl display -d backup-directory
To view information about the Agent Store service, execute the
following command:
jpcdbctrl display

Converting the data model of backup data (Store database v2.0)
When an Agent is upgraded, the data model version might change. Backup
data imported in Store database v2.0 must have the same data model
version as the version used by the current Agent.
If the data model version of the backup data is older than the current data
model version, you can convert the backup data by using the jpcdbctrl
dmconvert command. The free space in the directory specified when the
jpcdbctrl dmconvert -d command is executed must be at least twice the
size of the data that will be converted.
To convert the data model of the backup data:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Agent is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcdbctrl dmconvert command:
jpcdbctrl dmconvert -d backup-directory
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Migrating the Store database between Agent hosts
The following sections explain the prerequisites and operations for migrating
the Store database between Agent hosts.

Prerequisites for Store database migration
The following sections explain the prerequisites for migrating the Store
database between Agent hosts.

Agents that support Store database migration
The following Agents support Store database migration:
•

Agent for RAID

•

Agent for SAN Switch

•

Agent for NAS

•

Agent for Oracle

•

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server

•

Agent for Microsoft Exchange

•

Agent for DB2

The following Agents do not support Store database migration:
•

Agent for RAID Map

•

Agent for Platform (Windows)

•

Agent for Platform (UNIX)

Required program versions for Store database migration
Make sure that the following conditions are satisfied for program versions on
the migration source and destination host. Also, note that the versions of the
agents on the migration destination host must be the same as, or later than,
the versions of the agents on the migration source host.
Required Tuning Manager versions for an Agent that is installed on the
migration source host:
•

v5.7 or later

Required Tuning Manager versions for an Agent that is installed on the
migration destination host:
•

Agents other than Agent for NAS:
¢

•
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v6.3 or later

Agent for NAS:
¢

v6.2 or later1

¢

v7.0 or later
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Note: v6.3 or later for Agents other than Agent for NAS that are installed on
the same host or the Tuning Manager server

OS groups that can be migrated
Store database migration can be performed only for the same OS groups.
Following are the OS groups defined for the Tuning Manager series.
•

•

Windows groups:
¢

Windows Server 2008 (x86)

¢

Windows Server 2008 (x64)

¢

Windows Server 2012 (x64)

HP-UX groups:
¢

•

•

Solaris (SPARC) groups
¢

Solaris 9 (SPARC)

¢

Solaris 10 (SPARC)

Solaris (X64) group:
¢

•

•

HP-UX 11i V3 (IPF)

Solaris 10 (X64)

AIX groups:
¢

AIX V6.1

¢

AIX V7.1

Linux groups:
¢

Linux 5 (x86)

¢

Linux 6

¢

Linux 7

Overview of migrating the Store database
The following figure provides an overview of the Store database migration
process.
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Figure 3-12 Overview of procedure for migrating the Store database

Migrating the Store database
This following procedure describes how to migrate the Store database.
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Note: Because the Agent service is stopped as part of the migration process,
performance data is not collected during migration.
You can perform the migration with Store database versions 1.0 or 2.0.
However, if you use v1.0, you must upgrade to v2.0 before migrating.
To migrate the Store database:
1.

Execute the following command to check the Agent version on the
migration source host:
jpctminfo service-key
If the Agent version is earlier than 5.7, perform an upgrade installation to
v5.7 or later.

2.

Execute the following command to check the instance name for the Agent
on the migration source host:
jpcinslist service-key [-lhost logical-host-name]

3.

Execute the following command to check the versions of the data model
and Store database on the migration source host:
jpcdbctrl display [-key service-key [-inst instance-name]] [lhostlogical-host-name]
If the data model version on the migration destination host is later than
the data model version on the migration source host, you must convert
the data model version in step 10.
If the version of the Store database is 1.0, you must upgrade it to v2.0.
Follow these steps:
a.

Execute the following command to stop the Agent service:
jpcstop service-key [lhost=logical-host-name]
For a cluster environment, stop the Agent service from the cluster
software.

4.

b.

Execute the following command to check that the Agent service has
stopped:
jpcctrl list service-id [lhost=logical-host-name]

c.

For a cluster environment, mount the shared drive.

d.

Execute the following command to update the Store database version
to 2.0:
jpcdbctrl setup -key service-key [-inst instance-name] [lhost logical-host-name]

Set the alias name for migration.
a.

If the migration-source host is running in a non-cluster environment,
check how the monitored host name is being obtained by executing
the following command:
jpcconf host hostmode -display

b.

Based on the value of hostmode displayed, determine whether the
migration-source host name is a physical name. Save the value of
hostmode in case you need to restore the setting.
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Value of hostmode

c.

Whether the migration-source host
is a physical host

hostname

Yes

uname

Yes

alias

No

If the migration-source host satisfies all the conditions listed in the
following table, perform step 4 (d) and subsequent steps. If the
migration-source host does not satisfy any of the conditions, go to
Step 4 (e).
Scope of change

Condition

Operating environment

The host is running in a non-cluster
environment.

How the monitored host name is
obtained

The host uses a physical host name.

Host name

Either of the following:
•

The length of the host name is 33
bytes or more.

•

The host name includes a period
(.).

d.

Make sure that all services on the migration-source host have
stopped.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

e.

If any services are running on the migration-source host, stop all the
services.
jpcstop all [lhost=logical-host-name]
In a cluster environment, stop the services by using the cluster
software. For details, see the information about stopping services in a
cluster environment
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f.

Make sure that all services on the migration-source host have
stopped.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

g.

For the Agent on the migration-source host, change the host name to
an alias name for migration. In addition, set up the environment so
that the alias name can be resolved to an IP address.
jpcconf host hostmode -mode alias -aliasname migration-usealias-name
-d backup-directory
-dbconvert convert

h.

Make sure that the command executed displays the following
message:
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KAVE05171-I The setting used for acquiring the physical
host name was successfully changed. (mode=mode, Host Alias
Name=alias-name)
5.

Execute the following command to make a full backup of the Store
database:
jpcctrl backup service-id [lhost=logical-host-name] [ddirectory] -alone

6.

Transfer the backup of the Store database you made in step 5 to the
migration destination host.
To prevent data from being corrupted during transfer, you can archive the
Store database using tar or another utility.

7.

Install the Agent on the migration destination host.
For details on the version of the Agent that needs to be installed, see
Required program versions for Store database migration on page 3-26.
After installation, execute the following command to make sure that the
Agent version satisfies the required program versions:
jpctminfo service-key

8.

Set up the instance environment on the migration destination host (For a
cluster environment, set up the cluster environment first.). Execute the
following command:
jpcinssetup service-key [-lhost logical-host-name] -inst
instance-name
¢

¢

¢

9.

When executing the command, specify the instance name for the
migration source host from step 2. When configuring the instance
settings, specify 2.0 for the Store database version.
After you set up the instance environment, execute the following
command to check that the instance environment is the same as that
on the migration source host:
jpcinslist service-key [-lhost logical-host-name]
Execute the following command to check that the Store database
version is 2.0:
jpcdbctrl display [-key service-key [-inst instance-name]] [lhost logical-host-name]

If the host name of the migration destination host differs from that of the
migration source host, change the destination host information to match
that of the migration source host.
In a non-cluster environment:
Modify the settings specified in the jpchosts and hosts files and the DNS
settings so that the name resolution for the migration source host can be
properly performed.
a.

Make sure that all services on the migration-destination host have
stopped.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

b.

If any services are running on the migration-destination host, stop all
the services.
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jpcstop all [lhost=logical-host-name]
In a cluster environment, stop the services by using the cluster
software. For details, see the information about stopping services in a
cluster environment.
c.

Make sure that all services on the migration-destination host have
stopped.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

d.

Temporarily change the host information of the migration-destination
Agent to the migration-source host information.
jpcconf host hostmode -mode alias -aliasname migrationsource-host-name
-d backup-directory
-dbconvert convert
To change the migration-source host name to migration-use alias
name, you must repeat the step 4(G).

e.

Make sure that the command executed displays the following
message:
KAVE05171-I The setting used for acquiring the physical host name
was successfully changed. (mode=mode, Host Alias Name=aliasname)
In a Cluster environment:
Mount the shared drive, then execute the following command to change
the logical host information of the migration destination host to that of
logical host information for the migration source host:
jpcconf host hostname -lhost logical-host-name -newhost
migration-source-logical-host-name -d backup-directory dbconvert convert
10. Execute the following command to check the data model version for the
Agent on the migration destination host:
jpcdbctrl display [-key service-key [-inst instance-name]] [lhost logical-host-name]
If the version on the migration destination host is later than that on the
migration source host (as checked in step 4), execute the following
command to convert the data model version:
jpcdbctrl dmconvert -d backup-directory
11. Execute the following command to restore the backed up Store database
to the migration destination host:
jpcresto service-key directory-name [lhost=logical-hostname]
[inst=instance-name]
12. If the host name of the migration destination host differs from that of the
migration source host, change the destination host information to match
that of the migration source host.
In a non-cluster environment:
Modify the settings specified in the jpchosts and hosts files and the DNS
settings so that the name resolution for the migration source host can be
properly performed.
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a.

Make sure that all services on the migration-destination host have
stopped.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

b.

If any services are running on the migration-destination host, stop all
the services.
jpcstop all [lhost=logical-host-name]
In a cluster environment, stop the services by using the cluster
software. For details, see the information about stopping services in a
cluster environment.

c.

Make sure that all services on the migration-destination host have
stopped.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

d.

Change the host information that you temporarily changed in step 10
to the migration-source host information.
If an alias name is used for the monitored host name:
jpcconf host hostmode -mode alias -aliasname migrationsource-host-name
-d backup-directory
-dbconvert convert
If an alias name is not used for the monitored host name:
jpcconf host hostmode -mode {uname|hostname}
-d backup-directory
-dbconvert convert

Make sure the following message is displayed:
KAVE05171-I The setting used for acquiring the physical host name
was successfully changed. (mode=mode, Host Alias Name=aliasname)
In a Cluster environment:
Mount the shared drive, then execute the following command to change
the logical host information of the migration destination host to that of
logical host information for the migration source host:
jpcconf host hostname -lhost logical-host-name -newhost
migration-source-logical-host-name -d backup-directory dbconvert convert
13. Delete the Agent information
a.

Stop the Agent service on the migration-source host.
jpcstop service-key [lhost=logical-host-name]
In a cluster environment, stop the Agent service by using the cluster
software.

b.

Make sure that the target Agent service on the migration-source host
has stopped.
jpcctrl list service-id [lhost=logical-host-name]

c.

Make sure that the Collection Manager service on the HTnM server
host is running.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]
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d.

If the Collection Manager service on the Tuning Manager server host
has stopped, start it.
jpcstart mgr [lhost=logical-host-name]
In a cluster environment, start the service by using the cluster
software. For details, see the information about starting services in a
cluster environment.

e.

Make sure that the Collection Manager service on the HTnM server
host is running.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

f.

On the Tuning Manager server host, delete the information about the
migration-source Agent service from the management information on
the Tuning Manager server.
jpcctrl delete service-ID host=migration-source-host-name
[lhost=logical-host-name]
When Step 4 (G) is performed, the migration-source host name
becomes the migration-use alias name.

g.

On the Tuning Manager server host, make sure that the information
about the migration-source Agent service has been deleted.
jpcctrl list service-ID host=migration-source-host-name
[lhost=logical-host-name]
To change the migration-source host name, repeat the step 4(G).

14. Clear the migration-use alias name.
a.

If you performed Step 4 (G), perform (14 b) and subsequent steps, If
you did not perform Step 4 (G), go to Step 15.

b.

Make sure that all services on the migration-source host have
stopped.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

c.

If any services are running on the migration-source host, stop all the
services.
jpcstop all [lhost=logical-host-name]
In a cluster environment, stop the services by using the cluster
software. For details, see the information about stopping services in a
cluster environment.
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d.

Make sure that all services on the migration-source host have
stopped.
jpcctrl list "*" [lhost=logical-host-name]

e.

Change the host information of the migration-destination Agent to the
original migration-source host information that you saved in Step
4(G).
jpcconf host hostmode -mode {uname|hostname}
-d backup-directory
-dbconvert convert

f.

Make sure that the command executed displays the following
message:
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KAVE05171-I The setting used for acquiring the physical host name
was successfully changed. (mode=mode, Host Alias Name=aliasname)
15. Start the Agent service

Migrating the Store database to the Hybrid Store
This section shows how to migrate the Store database to the Hybrid Store.

Notes on migrating data from the Store database to Hybrid Store
This subsection provides the precautions to be taken before migrating from
the Store database to Hybrid Store.
•

It is impossible to migrate from Store version 1.0 to Hybrid Store. To
migrate to Hybrid Store operation, upgrade to Store version 2.0 before
migrating to Hybrid Store operation.

•

Before migrating to Hybrid Store, back up the Store database.

•

Operation on Hybrid Store requires more memory and disk space than
operation on the Store database.
You can change the output destination for Hybrid Store after migrating
data from the Store database to Hybrid Store.

•

Migration of performance data from the Store database to Hybrid Store
requires free space.

•

Migration to operation on Hybrid Store takes a long time because the
format of the performance database must be changed. For example, if the
size of the Store database is 100 GB, the time required for migration
processing is four to five hours.

•

Once the data is migrated to Hybrid Store, the data cannot return to the
Store database for operation.

•

Hybrid Store has different operating methods, including those for backup
and restoration, than the Store database.

•

It is impossible to migrate from Agent for RAID to Hybrid Store in a
cluster configuration that operates each instance on a different logical
host. If you want to operate a cluster environment containing Hybrid
Store as migrated from the Store database, make sure to operate the
instances of Agent for RAID on a single logical host.

•

For Hybrid Store operation, the following commands of the Store
database are not available:
¢

jpcaspsv update

¢

jpcaspsv output

¢

jpcctrl backup

¢

jpcctrl dump

¢

jpcdbctrl config

¢

jpcdbctrl dmconvert
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¢

jpcdbctrl import

¢

jpcdbctrl setup

¢

jpcdbctrl unsetup

¢

jpcresto

•

To perform migration to Hybrid Store during a version upgrade
installation, if the length of the path for the performance data storage
destination folder for the Store database is 121 bytes or more, you must
change the storage destination folder to a folder with a path length of 120
bytes or less.

•

When you place the data converted using the command in Hybrid Store,
Tuning Manager Agent REST API component and Agent services must be
stopped in advance

•

The table below provides the precautions necessary when using the
htmhsmigrate command and htmhsconvert command to specify a path
Item
Format

Precautions
Use an absolute path.
If the path includes any space characters, enclose the
path with “ ” (double quotation marks).
The following formats are not available:

Path

•

Symbolic link

•

Network drive

•

Network directory

Specify a path of 1 to 80 bytes.
Specify any existing path.

Available characters

You can use one-byte alphanumeric characters, onebyte symbols, and en spaces when specifying a path,
excluding the following:
;,*?'"<>|

•

If you execute the htmhsconvert command from the installation DVDROM, after copying to the host everything in Common_Components\REST
\tools of the installation DVD-ROM, move the current directory to the
location of the htmhsconvert command of the copy destination. When
executing the command from the installation DVD-ROM, the -key option
and the -all option cannot be specified.

•

You cannot migrate the performance data file that is collected when you
operated using Store database and enabled Tuning Manager API.

•

If you perform an upgrade installation of Agent for RAID to version 8.1.3
or later, the default value of the retention period for records is changed
from the value before the upgrade.
¢

¢
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Retention period (unit: minutes):
The default value of the retention period for the PI record type is
changed from 24 hours to 48 hours.
Retention period (unit: hours):
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The default value of the retention period for the following PI record
types is changed from 168 hours (7 days) to 216 hours (9 days).
-PI_CLCS
-PI_LDE
-PI_LDE1
-PI_LDE2
-PI_LDE3
-PI_LDS
-PI_LDS1
-PI_LDS2
-PI_LDS3
-PI_PDOS
-PI_PDS
-PI_PLTI
-PI_VVTI
•

When changing from the Store database to Hybrid Store, the retention
period and the collection interval settings for existing instances are as
follows:
¢

¢

Value to be specified for the retention period (in minutes) for the PI
record type and the PD record type:
- If the Tuning Manager API is enabled, specify the greater of the
following two values: the value of the setting when the Tuning
Manager API is enabled and the value of the setting when the Store
database was being used.
- If the Tuning Manager API is not enabled or if you are performing a
version upgrade installation from a version earlier than 8.0, specify
the greater of the following two values: 48 hours or the value of the
setting when the Store database was being used.
Settings other than the above: Values are inherited without change.
Note, however, that if the retention period was changed to 0 while the
Store database was being used, the retention period for Hybrid Store
will be set to 1.

•

For details about the htmhsmigrate and htmhsconvert commands used
for migration to Hybrid Store, see the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

•

For operation on Hybrid Store, the Tuning Manager API is enabled.

Migrating data from the Store database to Hybrid Store (Migration to
the same host)
This section describes inheriting the performance data after installing Agent
for RAID and migrating the performance data from the Store database on the
host that is running in the Store database.
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The table below describes the types of performance data inheritance after
installing Agent for RAID and the performance data migration from the Store
database in operation.

Table 3-7 Types of performance data migration from a host that is running
in the Store database to Hybrid Store
Type of
performance
data to be
inherited
Inheriting the
performance
data in all
instances

Inheriting the
performance
data in some of
the instances

Reference for each migration type
Migration of performance
data after installation

Migration of performance
data from managing
Store database

All

Inheriting the performance
data of all periods in all
instances during migration
on page 3-38

Inheriting the performance
data of all periods in all
instances during migration
on page 3-38

Specific

Inheriting the performance
data of all or a part of the
instances for all or partial
periods (Migration of
performance data after
installation) on page 3-45

Inheriting the performance
data of a specific period in
all instances during
migration (migration of
performance data from
managing Store database)
on page 3-40

All

Inheriting the performance
data of a part of the
instances for a part of the
period during migration on
page 3-41

Inheriting the performance
data of a part of the
instances for a part of the
period during migration on
page 3-41

Specific

Inheriting the performance
data of all or a part of the
instances for all or partial
periods (Migration of
performance data after
installation) on page 3-45

Inheriting the performance
data of a part of the
instances for a part of the
period during migration on
page 3-43

Inheriting no performance
data during migration on
page 3-48

Inheriting no performance
data during migration on
page 3-48

Period

Inheriting no performance
data

Inheriting the performance data of all periods in all instances during
migration
This subsection describes the steps used to inherit the performance data of
all periods in all instances when migrating the Store database to Hybrid
Store.
1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.
If Hybrid Store is selected at installation, specify the alone option to
obtain backups.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢
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In Windows:
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installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
¢

3.

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When a different folder than from before the change is used to store the
performance data
¢

¢

4.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
5.

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all
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Inheriting the performance data of a specific period in all instances
during migration (migration of performance data from managing
Store database)
This subsection describes the steps taken to inherit the performance data of a
specific period in all instances when migrating the Store database to Hybrid
Store.
1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to convert the performance data of the
Store database for the specified period to the data of the format handled
by Hybrid Store:
¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all rawlimitdays DD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the most recent performance value to the specified
days before:

¢

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all rawlimitdays DD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the specified value to the data collection time for
the most recent performance value:

¢

¢

4.

¢
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In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

Execute the following command to delete the Store database:
¢

5.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory//htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all deletestore

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
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When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When a different folder than from before the change is used to store the
performance data
¢

¢

6.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
7.

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

Inheriting the performance data of a part of the instances for a part
of the period during migration
This subsection describes the process used to migrate to Hybrid Store with
the performance data of a part of the instances for a part of the period.
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1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to delete the Store data of the instances
not to be migrated:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory/–key agtd –inst instance name deletestore
If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, specify the -lhost
option.

4.

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When a different folder than from before the change is used to store the
performance data
¢

¢

5.

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
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¢

In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
6.

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

Inheriting the performance data of a part of the instances for a part
of the period during migration
This subsection describes the process used to migrate to Hybrid Store with
the performance data of a part of the instances for a part of the period.
1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to delete the Store data of the instances
not to be migrated:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory/–key agtd –inst instance name deletestore
If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, specify the -lhost
option.

4.

Execute the following command to convert the performance data of the
Store database for the specified period to the data of the format handled
by Hybrid Store:
To convert the data of all the periods:
¢

In Windows:
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installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all rawlimitdays DD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the most recent performance value to the specified
days before:
¢

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all rawlimitdays DD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the specified value to the data collection time for
the most recent performance value:

¢

¢

5.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

Execute the following command to delete the Store data of the instances
not to be migrated:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory/–key agtd –inst instance name deletestore
If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, specify the -lhost
option.

6.

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When a different folder than from before the change is used to store the
performance data
¢

¢
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
In Linux:
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installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
7.

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
8.

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

Inheriting the performance data of all or a part of the instances for
all or partial periods (Migration of performance data after
installation)
This subsection describes the process used to migrate to Hybrid Store with
the performance data of all or parts of instances inherited for all or part of
the periods.
Specify the alone option to obtain backups.
1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.
Specify the alone option to obtain backups.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to delete the Store database:
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¢

¢

4.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory//htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all
deletestore

Execute the following command to convert the performance data of the
Store database for the specified period to the data of the format handled
by Hybrid Store:
To convert the data of all the periods:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –from The storage
location of the backup data of the Store database -to the
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –from The
storage location of the backup data of the Store database to the storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the most recent performance value to the specified days before:
¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all rawlimitdays DD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the most recent performance value to the specified
days before:

¢

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all rawlimitdays DD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the specified value to the data collection time for
the most recent performance value:

¢

¢
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –from The storage
location of the backup data of the Store database -to The
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –from The
storage location of the backup data of the Store database to The storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

5.

Repeat step 4 as many times as the number of instances you want to
inherit.

6.

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
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When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When a different folder than from before the change is used to store the
performance data
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

7.

Store the data converted in step 4 to the storage location of Hybrid Store.
To change the default output destination of the performance data on the
destination host, edit the dbdataglobalconfig.ini and dbconfig.ini
files on the destination host.

8.

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
9.

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all
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Inheriting no performance data during migration
This subsection describes the process used to migrate to Hybrid Store without
the inheritance of any performance data.
1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.
If Hybrid Store is selected at installation, specify the alone option to
obtain backups.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to delete the Store database:
¢

¢

4.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory//htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all
deletestore

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When a different folder than from before the change is used to store the
performance data
¢

¢

5.

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

In Windows:
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installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
¢

In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
6.

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

Migrating data from the Store database to Hybrid Store (Migration to
other hosts)
The following procedure describes how to migrate data from a host that is
running in the Store database to other hosts that can operate on Hybrid
Store:
The table below describes the types of migration from a host that is running
in the Store database to other hosts that can operate on Hybrid Store.

Table 3-8 Types of migration from a host that is running in the Store
database to other hosts that can operate on Hybrid Store
Does the migration
source host
supports operation
on Hybrid Store?

Performance data to be
inherited

Reference

No

Performance data items in some
of the instances are inherited.

If the migration source host
does not support operation on
Hybrid Store on page 3-50

Yes

All performance data items are
inherited.

If the migration source host
supports operation on Hybrid
Store (all instances) on page
3-52

Performance data items in some
of the instances are inherited.

If the migration source host
supports operation on Hybrid
Store (some instances) on page
3-55

Assumptions
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•

The following process assumes that the destination host is available for
operation in Hybrid Store.

•

The Store database of the source host is assumed to be Store version 2.0.
If the Store database of the source host is Store version 1.0, upgrade it to
Store version 2.0.

If the migration source host does not support operation on Hybrid
Store
The following procedure describes how to perform migration if the migration
source host does not support operation on Hybrid Store:
1.

In the source host, back up the performance data to be migrated.

2.

In the source host, execute the following command to stop the Tuning
Manager Agent REST API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

3.

Insert the installation DVD-ROM for v8.1.3 or later in the DVD-ROM drive
of the source host.

4.

Copy all the contents in the Common_Components\REST\tools location of
the installation DVD-ROM to the source host.

5.

Move the current directory to the folder copied in step 4.

6.

In the source host, execute the commands below to convert the backup
of the Store database of the migration source host to Hybrid Store.
To convert the data of all the periods:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –from The storage
location of the backup data of the Store database -to the
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –from The
storage location of the backup data of the Store database to the storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the most recent performance value to the specified days before:
¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all rawlimitdays DD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the most recent performance value to the specified
days before:

¢
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In Linux:
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installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all rawlimitdays DD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the specified value to the data collection time for
the most recent performance value:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –from The storage
location of the backup data of the Store database -to The
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –from The
storage location of the backup data of the Store database to The storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

7.

On the destination host, execute the jpcinssetup command to set up the
instance of the Agent on the destination host.

8.

In the destination host execute the following command on the migration
destination host to stop the services of the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agents.
¢

¢

9.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Copy the data converted in step 6 to the migration destination host, and
then store the data in the instance folder set up in step 7.
To change the default output destination of the performance data on the
destination host, edit the dbdataglobalconfig.ini and dbconfig.ini
files on the destination host.

10. In the destination host, execute the following command to start the
Tuning Manager Agent REST API component and Agent services on the
destination host.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

11. To delete the Store database of the migration source host, or to inherit
the settings of the migration source host (the records specified to be
output and the changes in the retention period of data files), execute the
following command on the migration source host to start the services of
the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component and Agents for the
migration source host.
¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
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¢

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

12. To delete the Store database of the migration source host, execute the
following command:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\jpcctrl clear
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/jpcctrl clear

13. To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
14. To inherit the configuration of the source host (specification of output
records, data file retention period), use the performance Reporter GUI to
distribute the property collectively.

If the migration source host supports operation on Hybrid Store (all
instances)
The following procedure describes how to inherit all of the instances if the
migration source host supports operation on Hybrid Store:
1.

In the source host, back up the performance data to be migrated.

2.

In the source host, execute the following command to stop the Tuning
Manager Agent REST API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

In the source host, execute the commands below to convert the backup
of the Store database of the migration source host to Hybrid Store.
To convert the data of all the periods:
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¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -to the storage
location of Hybrid Store after conversion
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -to the
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the most recent performance value to the specified days before:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all -to the
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion rawlimitdays DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all -to the
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion rawlimitdays DD

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the specified value to the data collection time for the most recent
performance value:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert -all -to The
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -all -to The
storage location of Hybrid Store after conversion rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

4.

On the destination host, execute the jpcinssetup command to set up the
instance of the Agent on the destination host.

5.

In the destination host execute the following command on the migration
destination host to stop the services of the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agents.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

6.

Copy the data converted in step 3 to the migration destination host, and
then store the data in the instance folder set up in step 4.
To change the default output destination of the performance data on the
destination host, edit the dbdataglobalconfig.ini and dbconfig.ini
files on the destination host.

7.

In the destination host, execute the following command to start the
Tuning Manager Agent REST API component and Agent services on the
destination host.
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¢

¢

8.

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

To delete the Store database of the migration source host, or to inherit
the settings of the migration source host (the records specified to be
output and the changes in the retention period of data files), execute the
following command on the migration source host to start the services of
the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component and Agents for the
migration source host.
¢

¢

9.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

To delete the Store database of the migration source host, execute the
following command:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\jpcctrl clear
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/jpcctrl clear

10. To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
11. To inherit the configuration of the source host (specification of output
records, data file retention period), use the performance Reporter GUI to
distribute the property collectively.
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If the migration source host supports operation on Hybrid Store
(some instances)
The following procedure describes how to inherit all of the instances if the
migration source host supports operation on Hybrid Store:
1.

In the source host, back up the performance data to be migrated.

2.

In the source host, execute the following command to stop the Tuning
Manager Agent REST API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

In the source host, execute the command below to convert the backup of
the Store database of the migration source host to Hybrid Store.
To convert the data of all the periods:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -to the storage location of Hybrid Store
after conversion
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name -to the storage location of Hybrid Store
after conversion

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the most recent performance value to the specified days before:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -to the storage location of Hybrid Store
after conversion -rawlimitdaysDD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name -to the storage location of Hybrid Store
after conversion -rawlimitdaysDD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the specified value to the data collection time for
the most recent performance value:

¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -to The storage location of Hybrid Store
after conversion -rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -key agtd –
inst instance name -to the storage location of Hybrid Store
after conversion -rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
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4.

On the destination host, execute the jpcinssetup command to set up the
instance of the Agent on the destination host.

5.

In the destination host execute the following command on the migration
destination host to stop the services of the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agents.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

6.

Copy the data converted in step 3 to the migration destination host, and
then store the data in the instance folder set up in step 4.
To change the default output destination of the performance data on the
destination host, edit the dbdataglobalconfig.ini and dbconfig.ini
files on the destination host.

7.

In the destination host, execute the following command to start the
Tuning Manager Agent REST API component and Agent services on the
destination host.
¢

¢

8.

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

To delete the Store database of the migration source host, or to inherit
the settings of the migration source host (the records specified to be
output and the changes in the retention period of data files), execute the
following command on the migration source host to start the services of
the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component and Agents for the
migration source host.
¢

¢

9.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

To delete the Store database of the migration source host, execute the
following command:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\jpcctrl clear
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/jpcctrl clear

10. To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢
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installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
¢

In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
11. To inherit the configuration of the source host (specification of output
records, data file retention period), use the performance Reporter GUI to
distribute the property collectively.

Action to be taken if an error occurs during migration to Hybrid Store
This section describes the action to be taken if an error occurs during
migration to Hybrid Store.
The table below describes error cases that might occur during migration to
Hybrid Store and action to be taken for those errors.

Table 3-9 Error cases during the performance database migration and
action to be taken
Error case
At installation

Action

If installation
failed due to
switching to
Hybrid Store

If installation failed due to switching to Hybrid
Store, you need to use a command to perform
migration.

If installation
failed due to
reasons other
than switching to
Hybrid Store

Remove the cause of the error, and then perform
an overwrite installation.

When a command is executed

For details about the action to be taken when
installation failed due to switching to Hybrid Store,
see Table 3-10 Action to be taken if installation
failed due to switching to Hybrid Store on page
3-58

If the disk space is insufficient, see If the disk
space required for operation on Hybrid Store is
insufficient on page 3-59
Remove the cause of the error, and then reexecute the command.
If the disk space is insufficient, see If the disk
space required for operation on Hybrid Store is
insufficient on page 3-59

The table below describes the action to be taken if installation failed due to
switching to Hybrid Store. If installation failed, you need to use a command
to perform migration.
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Table 3-10 Action to be taken if installation failed due to switching to
Hybrid Store
Installation type
New installation
VUP installation

Overwrite installation

Action
New installation fails due to switching to
Hybrid Store on page 3-58

If [Transfer all
performance data] is
selected at
installation, and the
required disk space
for operation on
Hybrid Store after
migrating from the
Store database is
sufficient.

Inheriting the performance data of all
periods in all instances during migration
on page 3-38 of Migrating data from the
Store database to Hybrid Store (Migration
to the same host) on page 3-37

If [Do not transfer
any performance
data] is selected at
installation

Inheriting no performance data during
migration on page 3-48 of Migrating data
from the Store database to Hybrid Store
(Migration to the same host) on page
3-37

If [Transfer
performance data
after installation] is
selected at
installation

Inheriting the performance data of a part
of the instances for a part of the period
during migration on page 3-41 of
Migrating data from the Store database to
Hybrid Store (Migration to the same host)
on page 3-37
Inheriting the performance data of all or
a part of the instances for all or partial
periods (Migration of performance data
after installation) on page 3-45 of
Migrating data from the Store database to
Hybrid Store (Migration to the same host)
on page 3-37
Inheriting no performance data during
migration on page 3-48 of Migrating data
from the Store database to Hybrid Store
(Migration to the same host) on page
3-37

New installation fails due to switching to Hybrid Store
The following describes the procedure to be performed for when a new
installation fails due to switching to Hybrid Store:
1.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all
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2.

Execute the following command to set the performance database to
Hybrid Store:
¢

¢

3.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/\htmhsmigrate execute

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

If the disk space required for operation on Hybrid Store is insufficient
If the disk space required for operation on Hybrid Store is insufficient,
perform the following operations:
•

Increase the disk space as much as necessary for operation on Hybrid
Store.

•

Move the storage destination folder for Store database to other drives
where the disk space required for Hybrid Store operation can be secured.

•

Reduce the amount of the Store database to be migrated to Hybrid Store.

If the operations described above cannot be performed, follow the procedure
described in the section shown as a reference in the table below. Table 3-11
If Transfer performance data after installation is selected for migration on
page 3-59 hows the section to be referred to if performance data is to be
inherited after installation. Table 3-12 If migrating data from the Store
database in operation on page 3-60 shows the section to be referred to if
data is to be migrated from the Store database in operation.

Table 3-11 If Transfer performance data after installation is selected for
migration
Unit of inherited
performance data

Period

Inheriting the performance
data of all instances

All

Inheriting the performance
data of a part of the instances

All

Part

Part

Reference
Inheriting the performance data of all
or a part of the instances for all or
partial periods (Migration of
performance data after installation) on
page 3-45 of Migrating data from the
Store database to Hybrid Store
(Migration to the same host) on page
3-37
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Table 3-12 If migrating data from the Store database in operation
Unit of inherited
performance data

Period

Inheriting the performance
data of all instances

All

Inheriting the performance
data of a part of the instances

All

Part

Part

Reference
Inheriting the performance data of all
instances for all or partial periods
(migrating from the running Store
database to Hybrid Store) on page
3-62
Inheriting the performance data of a
part of the instances for all or partial
periods (migrating from the running
Store database to Hybrid Store) on
page 3-64

Inheriting the performance data of all instances for all or partial periods
(migrating from the running Store database to Hybrid Store)
This subsection describes the process used to migrate to Hybrid Store with
the performance data of all instances inherited for all or a part of the periods.
1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to set the performance database to
Hybrid Store:
To convert the data of all the periods:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the most recent performance value to the specified days before:
¢

¢
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -rawlimitdaysDD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name -rawlimitdaysDD
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To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the specified value to the data collection time for
the most recent performance value:
¢

¢

4.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -key agtd –
inst instance name -rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

Execute the following command to delete the Store database of the
converted instance.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory/–key agtd –inst instance name deletestore
If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, specify the -lhost
option.

5.

Repeat step 3 and 4 as many times as the number of instances you want
to inherit.

6.

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When output the performance data to the different folder storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

7.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
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¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
8.

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

Inheriting the performance data of all instances for all or partial periods
(migrating from the running Store database to Hybrid Store)
This subsection describes the process used to migrate to Hybrid Store with
the performance data of all instances inherited for all or a part of the periods.
1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to set the performance database to
Hybrid Store:
To convert the data of all the periods:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the most recent performance value to the specified days before:
¢
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installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -rawlimitdaysDD
¢

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name -rawlimitdaysDD
To convert the performance data of the period from the data
collection time for the specified value to the data collection time for
the most recent performance value:

¢

¢

4.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert -key agtd –
inst instance name -rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

Execute the following command to delete the Store database of the
converted instance.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory/–key agtd –inst instance name deletestore
If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, specify the -lhost
option.

5.

Repeat step 3 and 4 as many times as the number of instances you want
to inherit.

6.

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When output the performance data to the different folder storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
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7.

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
8.

Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

Inheriting the performance data of a part of the instances for all or partial
periods (migrating from the running Store database to Hybrid Store)
This subsection describes the process used to migrate to Hybrid Store with
the performance data of a part of the instances inherited for all or a part of
the periods.
1.

Back up the performance data of the Store database.

2.

Execute the following command to stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢

3.

In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Execute the following command to delete the Store data of the instances
not to be migrated:
¢

¢
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -deletestore
In Linux:
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installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name -deletestore
If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, specify the -lhost
option.
4.

Repeat step 3 as many times as the number of instances not to be
migrated.

5.

Execute the following command to convert the performance data of the
Store database for the specified period to the data of the format handled
by Hybrid Store:
To convert the data of all the periods:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the most recent performance value to the specified days before:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -rawlimitdays DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name -rawlimitdays DD

To convert the performance data of the period from the data collection
time for the specified value to the data collection time for the most recent
performance value:
¢

¢

6.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name -rawstartdate YYYY/MM/DD

Execute the following command to delete the Store database of the
converted instance.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsconvert –key agtd –inst
instance name -deletestore
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsconvert –key agtd –
inst instance name -deletestore
If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, specify the -lhost
option.
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7.

Repeat steps 5 and 6 a number of times equal to the number of instances
to be inherited.

8.

Execute the following command to change from performance database to
Hybrid Store:
When output the performance data to the folder same as storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute

When output the performance data to the different folder storage of the
Store database:
¢

¢

9.

In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmhsmigrate execute –dir
Storage location of the data after migration to Hybrid
Store

To delete performance information of the Tuning Manager API on the
Store database when the Tuning Manager API is enabled on the migration
source host that is running in the Store database, delete the information
manually.
Delete the following folder and the files in the folder.
¢

¢

In Windows:
installation-folder\service key for each Agent\agent
\instance name\restdata\
In Linux:
installation-directory/service key for each Agent/agent/
instance name/restdata/

Note: If Agent for RAID is running on the logical host, read
installation-folder as environment-folder\jp1pc\.
If the output destination for the performance information file has been
changed, delete the folder after the change, including the folders and files
in that folder.
10. Execute the following command to start the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component and Agent services:
¢

¢
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In Windows:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In Linux:
installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all
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Checking the amount of drive space used for performance
data
You can use the Services window of Performance Reporter to check the drive
space used by the Store database.
To check the drive space used for performance data:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission to navigate to the Main Console.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.
The main window of Performance Reporter appears.

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter window, click the
Services link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Machines
folder.
The hierarchy displays folders with the same names as the hosts where
Collection Manager and Agent services are installed. When you expand
one of these folders, the services installed on that host are displayed. The
name of each service is represented by a service ID.

5.

Expand the folder with the host name for which you want to check the
drive space and select an Agent Store service.
The Agent Store service ID does not begin with a P and has an S as the
second character. For example, service IDs that begin with TS or ZS
indicate the Agent Store service. Service IDs that begin with PS indicate a
Master Store service.
For more information about service IDs, see Identifiers for Tuning
Manager servers and Agents on page A-2.
The selected Agent Store service is marked with a check mark.

6.

In the method pane, click Properties.

7.

In the Service Properties window, select the Disk Usage node.
The drive space used by the database under the control of the Agent
Store service is displayed at the bottom of the Properties window.

Deleting performance data
If you no longer need the performance data stored in the Store database, you
can delete the data.
•

You must have the following OS user permissions to log on to the Tuning
Manager server host:
¢

¢

In Windows systems: Administrators permission or Backup Operators
permission
In UNIX systems: Root user permission

To delete performance data from the Store database:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server host.
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2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to make sure that the Agent Store
service is running.
The service is controlling the Store database from which the data is
deleted.

3.

Execute the jpcctrl clear command to delete the data of the specified
record type from the Store database.
For example, to delete all performance data from the Store database of
Agent for Platform (Windows) on the host host02, execute the jpcctrl
clear command as follows:
jpcctrl clear TS* host=host02 *

Managing event data
Event data is stored in the Store database managed by the Master Store
service of the Tuning Manager server. In the Store database, you can
perform the following operations:
•

Change the maximum number of records for event data

•

Change the storage location of event data

•

Export event data

•

Check the amount of disk space used by event data

•

Delete event data
Note: You cannot initialize the settings for the Store database that stores
event data.

The steps for each procedure are described below. For details on how to
change the event data storage location, see the Tuning Manager Installation
Guide. For details on the commands used in this section, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Changing the maximum number of records for event data
You can change the maximum number of event data records that can be
saved in the Store database per agent. To do this, use the Services window of
Performance Reporter.
To change the maximum number of records for event data:
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1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter, click the Services
link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Collection
Manager folder.
Services provided by Collection Manager are displayed. The name of each
service is represented by the service ID.
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5.

Select the Master Store service.
The name of the Master Store service begins with PS.
The selected Master Store service is marked with a check mark.

6.

In the method pane, click Properties.

7.

In the Service Properties window, select the Retention node.
The Retention node property is displayed at the bottom of the information
pane (see Figure 3-13 Example settings for maximum number of event
data records on page 3-69).

8.

In the Product Alarm - PA text box, specify the maximum number of
event data records that can be saved per agent.
You can specify an integer from 0 to 2147483647. For details about how
to estimate the maximum number of records that can be saved, see the
Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

9.

Click OK.

Figure 3-13 Example settings for maximum number of event data
records

Checking the amount of drive space used by event data
You can use the Services window of Performance Reporter to check the drive
space used by the Store database.
To check the drive space used for event data:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter, click the Services
link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Collection
Manager folder.
Services provided by Collection Manager are displayed. The name of each
service is represented by the service ID.

5.

Select the Master Store service.
The name of the Master Store service begins with PS.
The selected Master Store service is marked with a check mark.

6.

In the method pane, select Properties.
The Properties window of the Master Store service is displayed with the
properties shown in a tree.

7.

In the Service Properties window, select the Disk Usage node.
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The drive space used by the database under the control of the Master
Store service is displayed at the bottom of the Properties window.

Exporting event data
You can export the event data stored in the Store database to a text file. Use
the jpcctrl dump command to export data.
To export the event data:
1.

Log on to the host where the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to make sure that the Name Server,
Master Manager, and Master Store services are all up and running.

3.

Execute the jpcctrl dump command.
For example, if you want to export the events collected from 02:00:00
(GMT) to 14:59:00 (GMT) on July 10, 2006 to the file pa.out, use the
following command:
jpcctrl dump PS* 2006/07/10 02:00 2006/07/10 14:59 pa.out PA *
When the command finishes normally, the export file for the event data is
created in the following location:
Physical hosts:
¢

¢

Windows:
installation-folder\mgr\store\dump\pa.out
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/dump/pa.out

Logical hosts:
¢

¢

Windows:
environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\store\dump\pa.out
UNIX:
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/store/dump/pa.out

Deleting event data
If you no longer require the event data stored in the Store database, You can
delete it.
•

You must have the following OS user permissions to log on to the Tuning
Manager server host:
¢

¢

In Windows:
Administrators or Backup Operators permissions
In UNIX:
Root user permissions

To delete the event data:
1.
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Log on to the host where the Tuning Manager server is installed.
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2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to make sure that the Name Server,
Master Manager, and Master Store services are all up and running.

3.

Execute the jpcctrl clear command.
To delete the event data stored in the Store database managed by the
Master Store service, use the following command:
jpcctrl clear PS* PA

Notes on using the Store database
This section explains precautions relating to operation of the Store database
when using the Tuning Manager series programs.

Deleting files or folders when retention period expires
When you enable data collection, the data is stored as records in the Store
database and the records are deleted automatically when the retention period
expires. When you choose not to collect the records that were previously
collected, certain data might remain undeleted. Following is the procedure for
deleting unnecessary records and folders:
1.

Stop the Agent service.

2.

Search the directory and the subdirectories thereof for the DB or IDX files
that contain the names of the records you want to delete (Database
ID_record type: example PI_PI).

3.

Manually delete the files.
If the directories that contain DB or IDX files are empty, delete the date
directories (for example, 1212 and 1219).

Abnormal termination of the Agent Store service
If the Agent Store service terminates abnormally, the following problems
might occur:
•

If the Agent Store service terminates abnormally while data is being
written to the Store database, at the next startup of the Agent Store
service, the system checks the integrity of the database before starting
the Agent Store service. Invalid data cannot be found during the integrity
check. The integrity of the performance data cannot be guaranteed when
the Agent Store service terminates abnormally.

•

If the Agent Store service cannot terminate normally due to a problem
such as disconnection of the power, the indexes of the Store database
must rebuild at restart. Therefore, Agent Store service might take a long
time to start.
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Performance data to be stored when the data model version is
upgraded
If the data model version is upgraded, and new fields are added to the
existing records, default performance data is stored in the Store database
before the upgrade. The following table lists the default performance data
and related field data types.

Table 3-13 Default performance data to be stored
Field data type

Performance data to be stored

char

Empty

double

0

float

0

long

0

short

0

string

Empty

time_t*

0

timeval

0

ulong

0

utime

0

word

0

Not applicable

0

* If an Agent is upgraded from a version earlier than 5.7 to v5.7 or later,
data that is time-stamped 1970-1-1 00:00 (GMT) is stored in the field for the
data type time_t in the record that was created by an Agent whose version is
earlier than 5.7. In this case, Performance Reporter displays the local time
converted from 1970-1-1 00:00 (GMT).
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4
Using Hybrid Store databases to
manage data
This chapter describes how to manage Hybrid Store databases that contain
performance data and event data in Tuning Manager series products:
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Changing the destination of Hybrid Store output
□ Specifying a condition for saving performance data (when using a Hybrid
Store database)
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Changing the destination of Hybrid Store output
The Agents operated by using Hybrid Store retain the collected performance
data in file format. This file is called the operational performance information
file, and the Performance database that stores the files is called Hybrid Store.
The amount of the data managed by Hybrid Store is larger, because all the
instances of the Agents operated by using Hybrid Store fall under the
management scope.
As a result, the following settings can be set from an Agent for the Hybrid
Store:
•

Changing the destination of Hybrid Store output

•

Specifying records to be output to the Hybrid Store

•

Changing the retention period for the Hybrid Store

Note: Performance data in the Hybrid Store will be automatically deleted
when it exceeds a specified time frame (retention period).

Changing the destination of Hybrid Store output
The destination of Hybrid Store output can be changed by editing a definition
file.
There are three ways to edit this definition file: by changing the destination
for all instances on the same host, and by changing the destination for
individual instances.
If both changes are applied, the setting for individual instances takes
precedence over the setting for all instances on the same host.
The default output destination is:
installation-folder\agtx#\store\instance-name
#: "x" is the product ID of the Agent. For product IDs, see Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1.
For instructions on how to change the output destination, see the following
sections:
•

To change the output destination for all instances on the same host:
Changing the output destination for all instances on the same host (insert
appropriate link)

•

To change the output destination for individual instances: Changing the
output destination for individual instances (insert appropriate link)

Changing the output destination for all instances on the same host
The steps below describe how to change the output destination of Hybrid
Store for all instances on the same host at once.
1.
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Execute the following command to stop the Agent services:
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installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
2.

Execute the command below to confirm the status of the Agent services.
If a service is currently running, wait a while and then confirm the status
of the service again. Then, confirm that all Agent services are stopped,
and go to the next step.
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv status -all

3.

Edit the following property file (dbdataglobalconfig.ini):
installation-folder\htnm\agent\config\dbdataglobalconfig.ini
Locate the [DB Data Setting] section, and then specify the absolute path
of the new output destination for Directory in the section.1

4.

Create the following directory under the directory specified in step 3:
folder-specified-in-step-3\host-name2\agtx3\store\instance-name

5.

Move the Hybrid Store from the pre-change old directory to the directory
created in step 4.
¢

Source:
pre-change-old-folder-in-step-3\agtx3\store\instance-name

¢

Destination:
post-change-new-folder-in-step-3\host-name2\agtx3\store
\instance-name

6.

Execute the following command to start the Agent services:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all

Notes:
1.

The following table outlines the precautions when specifying a path.
Item
Format

Precautions
Specify an absolute path.
If a path includes a space character, enclose the space
character using double quotations (").
The following cannot be specified:

Path
Available characters

•

Symbolic link

•

Network drive

•

Network folder

•

Enter a path that is from 1 to 80 bytes long.

•

Specify an existing path.

Single-byte alphanumeric characters, symbols, and spaces
can be specified, excluding the following characters:
; , * ? ' " < > |

2.

Specify the logical host name for the logical host, and then specify
localhost for all other cases.

3.

x is the product ID of the Agent. For product IDs, see Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1.
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Changing the output destination for individual instances
The steps below describe how to change the destination of output for
individual instances.
1.

Execute the following command to stop the Agent services:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all

2.

Execute the command below to confirm the status of the Agent services.
If a service is currently running, wait a while and then confirm the status
of the service again. Then, confirm that all Agent services are stopped,
and go to the next step.
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv status -all

3.

Edit the following property file (dbconfig.ini):
installation-folder\agtx2\store\instance-name\dbconfig.ini
Locate the [DB Data Setting] section, and then specify the absolute path
of the new output destination for Directory in the section.1

4.

Move the Hybrid Store in instance units from the old directory before the
change to the directory specified in step 3.
¢

Source:
old-folder-before-specified-in-step-3\agtx2\store\instancename

¢

5.

Destination:
new-folder-specified-in-step-3

Execute the following command to start the Agent services:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all

Notes:
1.

The following table outlines the precautions when specifying a path.
Item
Format

Precautions
Specify an absolute path.
If a path includes a space character, enclose the space
character using double quotations (").
The following cannot be specified:

Path
Available characters

•

Symbolic link

•

Network drive

•

Network folder

•

Enter a path that is from 1 to 120 bytes long.

•

Specify an existing path.

Single-byte alphanumeric characters, symbols, and spaces
can be specified, excluding the following characters:
; , * ? ' " < > |

2.
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x is the product ID of the Agent. For product IDs, see Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1.
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Specifying a condition for saving performance data (when
using a Hybrid Store database)
To prevent large increases of data stored in an Agent performance database,
Tuning Manager series allows the record retention period to be specified. The
condition for saving data that can be specified depends on the record type
and unit of record collection for the Agent performance database.
The following table shows the record types for which the saving condition can
be specified.

Table 4-1 Record types and specifiable saving condition (for a Hybrid Store
database)
Record type
PI record type

Specified saving condition
Record retention period

PD record type

There are two ways to change the condition for saving performance data.
•

Changing the condition for individual Agents

•

Changing the condition for all Agents (Agents of the same product only)
These two types of changes can be performed with the GUI.
To use the GUI to change the condition for all Agents, see Changing the
saving condition for all Agents (insert appropriate link). The steps below
describe how to change the saving condition for individual Agents with the
GUI or a command.

Changing the retention period for the record to be output with the
GUI
When using the GUI to change a setting for records to be output, use the
Performance Reporter’s Services tree window.
The procedure is as follows:
1.

Log into the Tuning Manager server as a user with Admin privileges.
The Main window of Main Console appears.

2.

In the global task bar area, select Go - Performance Reporter.
The Main window of Performance Reporter appears.

3.

In the navigation frame for the Performance Reporter’s Main window,
select the Services tab.
The Services window appears.

4.

In the navigation frame for the Services window, expand the subtree
under the Machines folder.
Folders that have the names of hosts where the Collection Manager or
Agent service is installed are displayed. When a folder that has such a
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host name is expanded, services installed in the host are displayed. Each
service name is displayed as a service ID.
5.

Expand the subtree under the folder that has the name of the host for
which you want to change the output settings for records, and then select
the Agent Collector service.
The second character in the name of the Agent Collector service is "A".
For details about service IDs, see Table A-1 Product IDs for Tuning
Manager servers and Agents on page A-2.
The selected Agent Collector service is now marked with a check.

6.

In the Methods frame, select the Properties method.
The Properties window for the Agent Collector service appears, and the
properties are displayed as a tree of nodes.
These nodes indicate one of the following record types:

Table 4-2 Nodes and record types
Node

Record type

DB Data Management

PI record type
PD record type

7.

Expand the node containing the record for the output settings you want to
change, and then select the appropriate record.
When a record type node is expanded, its subnodes, each indicating a
record, are displayed. A record name is displayed as a record ID without
the database ID.
The selected record is now marked with a check. The output settings for
the selected record are displayed at the bottom of the information frame.

8.

Change the definition for the record.
The properties of the selected record are displayed at the bottom of the
information frame.

9.

Change the property settings
The following table shows the properties and their description and
specifiable values.

Table 4-3 Properties and their description and specifiable values (when
changing the retention period for records to be output in a Hybrid
Store database)
Node

Property name

Description and specifiable values

DB Data Management

-

-

-

Retention - raw

Specify the number of hours for which
to retain non-aggregated data for each
PI record type record name.

<name-of-PItype-record>
Setting

You can specify an integer between 1
and 439,200.
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Node

Property name

Description and specifiable values

Retention - hourly

Specify the retention period for hourly
summary data for each PI record type
record name.
You can specify an integer between 1
and 439,200.

Retention -daily

Specify the retention period for daily
summary data for each PI record type
record name.
You can specify an integer between 1
and 36,600.

Retention-weekly

Specify the retention period for weekly
summary data for each PI record type
record name.
You can specify an integer between 1
and 5,300.

Retention monthly

Specify the retention period for
monthly summary data for each PI
record type record name.
You can specify an integer between 1
and 12,000.

Retention - yearly

Specify the retention period for yearly
summary data for each PI record type
record name.
You can specify an integer between 1
and 1,000.

<name-of-PDtype-record>
Setting

Retention

Specify the number of hours for which
to retain data for each PI record type
record name.
You can specify an integer between 1
and 439,200.

10. Click OK.
The changes are applied.
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5
Monitoring operations using alarms
With Tuning Manager series programs, you can set threshold values for
performance data collection and receive notification if an item exceeds a
specified threshold value.
This chapter describes the procedures for using the command interface to set
and use the alarms. To set and use the alarms for using the GUI, see the
procedures described in the Tuning Manager User Guide.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Overview of alarms
□ Setting and using alarms
□ Configuring Tuning Manager alarm actions
□ Syntax of an alarm definition file
□ Setting alarms
□ Using alarms
□ Notes about alarms
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Overview of alarms
You can configure Tuning Manager series to notify you when performance
data monitored by an Agent reaches a preset threshold. This function is used
to issue an alarm regarding performance information.
The entity that defines the system action to be performed when a data item
reaches a specified threshold is called an alarm, and all the alarms defined as
a single set constitute what is called an alarm table. The alarm table for each
Agent is located in the Agent program folder. In the navigation pane of the
Performance Reporter, click the Alarms link to display the Agent program
folders in the Alarms tree.
When a data item reaches a threshold, the Agent issues an alarm event.
Associating an alarm table with an Agent lets the Tuning Manager server
detect when a threshold is exceeded. Associating an alarm table with an
Agent is called binding. Each Agent can have only one alarm table bound to
it. However, you can bind the same alarm table to multiple Agents.

Methods for setting and using alarms
You can set and use the alarms in the following ways:
•

Defining a new alarm table and alarms
You can create a new alarm table appropriate for your system
environment and then define alarms. You can add more alarms to the
alarm table at anytime.

•

Using an existing alarm table or alarms
¢

¢

¢

Using the solution set
A solution set is a set of alarms that is included with an Agent for
which necessary information is preset. When you use a solution set,
the alarms that are specified to be active in the solution set are
enabled when the Agent starts.
Customizing the solution set
You can copy the solution set and then customize it to suit your
system environment.
Customizing an existing alarm table or alarms
You can copy an existing alarm table or alarm and then customize it
to suit your requirement.

To use alarms, you must associate (bind) an alarm table defined by one of
the above methods to the applicable Agents.

Document references for setting and using alarms
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•

For information about the commands for setting and using alarms that
are provided by the services of Tuning Manager series programs, see the
Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

•

For information about the solution set alarms, see the following manuals:
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- Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference
- Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference
- Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference
•

For information about setting and using alarms from the GUI, see the
Tuning Manager User Guide.

Setting and using alarms
The following figure shows the task flow for setting and using alarms:
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Figure 5-1 Task flow for setting and using alarms

Configuring Tuning Manager alarm actions
The operation that the Tuning Manager series program performs when it
receives an alarm event is called an action. The following actions are
performed by Tuning Manager series programs:
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•

Send e-mail alerts

•

Execute a recovery program or other command

•

Send SNMP traps

Configuring Action Handler service properties to send e-mail alerts
To enable e-mail notifications, you must edit the Action Handler service
properties:
1.

Log on to the host where Tuning Manager server is installed with Admin
permissions.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to check the Action Handler service
ID.
The service ID of the Action Handler service starts with PH. For example,
PH1host1.

3.

Execute the jpcahprp output command to output the Action Handler
definition information to an xml file.
jpcahprp output –o output-file.xml service-id
For example, to output the Action handler definition information of the
Action Handler service ID PH1host1 to actionhandler.xml, execute the
following command:
jpcahprp output -o actionhandler.xml PH1host1
The file is output the following location:
Windows
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\PerformanceReporter
\tools\ jpcahprp
Linux
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/
PerformanceReporter/tools/jpcahprp

4.

Edit the Action Handler definitions and save the file.
¢

Set e-mail to Yes under capabilities. The default value is No.

Define smtp-host, smtp-sender and mail-subject. See Table 5-6
Variables for the Message Text subsubsections on page 5-16 for
variable descriptions.
Following is an example of the Action Handler definition information file
with e-mail alerts enabled:
¢
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5.

Execute jpcahprp update command to create or update the Action
Handler definition file.
jpcahprp update input-file.xml
For example, to create the Action Handler definition file
actionhandler.xml that you defined, execute the following command:
jpcahprp update actionhandler.xml

Note: For information about how to configure Action Handler service using
the GUI, see the Tuning Manager User Guide

Configuring Action Handler service properties to execute commands
To enable command action, you must edit the Action Handler service
properties:
1.

Log on to the host where Tuning Manager server is installed with Admin
permissions.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to check the Action Handler service
ID.
The service ID of the Action Handler service starts with PH. For example,
PH1host1

3.

Execute the jpcahprp output command to output the Action Handler
definition information to an xml file.
jpcahprp output –o output-file.xml service-id
For example, to output the Action handler definition information of the
Action Handler service ID PH1host1 to actionhandler.xml, execute the
following command:
jpcahprp output -o actionhandler.xml PH1host1
The file is output the following location:
Windows
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Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\PerformanceReporter
\tools\ jpcahprp
Linux
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/
PerformanceReporter/tools/ jpcahprp
4.

Edit the Action Handler definitions and save the file.
To enable command execution, set script to Yes under capabilities.
The default value is Yes.
Following is an example of the Action Handler definition information file
with e-mail alerts and command execution enabled:

5.

Execute jpcahprp update command to create or update the Action
Handler definition file.
jpcahprp update input-file.xml
For example, to create the Action Handler definition file
actionhandler.xml that you defined, execute the following command:
jpcahprp update actionhandler.xml

Note: For information about how to configure the Action Handler service to
execute commands using the GUI, see the Tuning Manager User Guide

Configuring Trap Generator service properties to send SNMP traps
To configure Tuning Manager server to send SNMP Traps, you must edit the
Trap Generator service properties:

Prerequisites for setting up SNMP traps
You must have a third-party trap receiver application installed on the SNMP
trap destination. This monitoring application captures, displays, and logs
SNMP traps. You will be asked by the administrators of this monitor server to
supply a MIB.
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You can find the HTM-ALARM-MIB.txt file at the following location:
Windows
Tuning-Manager-installation-folder\docs
UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/docs/

Setting up SNMP trap destination
To set up SNMP trap destination you must edit the Trap Generator properties:
1.

Log on to the host where Tuning Manager server is installed with Admin
permissions.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to check the Trap Generator service
ID.
The Trap Generator service ID starts with PC. For example, PC4host1.

3.

Execute the jptcgprp output command to output trap generator
definition information to an XML file.
jpctgprp output –o output-file.xml service-id
For example, to output Trap Generator definition information of the trap
generator service id PC4host1 to trapconfig.xml, execute the following
command:
jpctgprp output -o trapconfig.xmlPC4host1
The file is output to the following location:
Windows
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\PerformanceReporter
\tools\ jptcgprp
Linux
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/
PerformanceReporter/tools/ jptcgprp

4.
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Edit the trap destination and other related attributes and save the file.
Following is an example of the Trap Generator configuration file with the
trap destination and related attributes defined:
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5.

Execute the jpctgprp create command to create the trap generator
configuration file.
jpctgprp create input-file.xml
For example, to create the trapconfig.xml file that you defined, execute
the following command:
jpctgprp create trapconfig.xml

Note: For information about how to send SNMP traps when an alarm event is
issued by an agent using the GUI, see the Tuning Manager User Guide.

Deleting SNMP trap destination or SNMP host
1.

Log on to the host where Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpctgprp delete command to delete the SNMP trap
destination from the Trap Generator definition information file.
jpctgprp delete input-file.xml
For example, to delete the SNMP trap destination or snmp-host PC4host1
from trapconfig.xml, execute the following command:
jpctgprp delete trapconfig.xml

3.

You are prompted with a deletion confirmation message, press y key to
delete, or press n key to cancel.

In the SNMP traps sent by the Tuning Manager server, the AgentAddress
information is always set to 0.0.0.0. The agent that causes an alarm to
occur can be determined from the contents of the MIB (Management
Information Base) object in the SNMP trap. For details about the MIB object,
see Appendix H, Structure of MIB objects on page H-1.

Syntax of an alarm definition file
You can define a maximum of 250 alarms in an alarm definition file. If you
define more than 250 alarms in a single alarm definition file, an error occurs
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when the file is imported or checked. You can define a maximum of 1,024
alarm tables for one Agent product and register a maximum of 250 alarms in
one alarm table. If an existing alarm definition file contains alarm definitions,
you can add new alarm definitions only until the total number reaches 250.
The following table describes the syntax of an alarm definition file:

Table 5-1 Alarm definition file syntax
Term
Section

Description
Indicates the major settings.
A section name must be enclosed in single-byte square brackets.
No characters other than the section name can appear between the
opening square bracket and the closing square bracket. Section names
are case-sensitive. Spaces in a section name are significant. The line
specifying a section cannot contain other characters except spaces.
Any spaces preceding the opening square bracket and following the
closing square bracket are ignored.
Example:
[Alarm Data]

Subsection

Indicates an intermediate setting.
A subsection name must be enclosed in double single-byte square
brackets. There must not be any spaces between the two opening
square brackets or between the two closing square brackets.
No characters other than the subsection name can appear between the
opening and closing square bracket. The line specifying a subsection
cannot contain other characters except spaces.
Any spaces preceding the pair of opening square brackets and following
the pair of closing square brackets are ignored.
Example:
[[General]]

Subsubsection Indicates a minor setting.
A subsubsection name must be enclosed in triple single-byte square
brackets. There must not be any spaces between the opening square
brackets or between closing square brackets.
No characters other than the subsubsection name can appear between
the set of opening square brackets and the set of closing square
brackets. The line specifying a subsubsection cannot contain other
characters except spaces.
Any spaces preceding the set of opening square brackets and following
the set of closing square brackets are ignored.
Example:
[[[Message Text]]]
Label

Indicates a name and a value that are set. A label must be specified on
one line, as follows:
label-name=label-value
where label-name is a name for the value and label-value is the actual
value. Label names are case-sensitive. Spaces in a Label name are
significant.
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Term

Description
On a line on which a label is specified, all spaces preceding label-name
and following label-value are ignored.
Example:
Product=D8.6

Comment

Indicates a comment.
To specify a comment, enter a number sign (#) immediately before the
comment. All information beginning with # up to a line feed is treated as
a comment. A comment can begin anywhere in a line.
To specify # as a part of a character string, enter a single-byte backslash
(\) immediately before #, such as \#.
Example:
Product=D8.6 # Agent for RAID

Components of an alarm definition file
An alarm definition file is made up of a header section, which indicates the
version of the alarm definition file and the character codes that are used, and
a section for each alarm definition.
The following figure shows the components of an alarm definition file:

Figure 5-2 Components of an alarm definition file
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Version label of alarm definition file
The Alarm Definition File Version label specifies the syntax version of
the alarm definition file. The following table lists and describes the value of
the Alarm Definition File Version label.
The alarm definition file version label specifies the syntax version of the alarm
definition file. Specify the Alarm Definition File Version label only once
at the beginning of the file.
•

For Tuning Manager v5.5 or later:
The syntax version is fixed to 0001, so this value is set as the default in
the template file. The value of the label is always 0001.
Following is a specification example:
Alarm Definition File Version=0001

•

For Tuning Manager v8.0 or later:
The syntax version is fixed to 0002, so this value is set as the default in
the template file. The value of the label is always 0002.
Following is a specification example:
Alarm Definition File Version=0002
This alarm definition file can be imported to v8.0 or later version of
Tuning Manager server only.

Code label of alarm definition file
The Alarm Definition File Code label specifies the character codes used in
the alarm definition file.
Specify the Alarm Definition File Code label only once in the alarm
definition file, immediately following the Alarm Definition File Version
label. The following shows a specification example:
Alarm Definition File Code=C
The following table lists and describes the values specifiable for the Alarm
Definition File Code label.

Table 5-2 Possible values of the alarm definition file code label
Value
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Description

Shift_JIS

The alarm definition file is specified in double-byte
characters (Shift JIS codes) or in single-byte characters (7bit ASCII characters).

EUC-JP

The alarm definition file is specified in double-byte
characters (EUC codes) or in single-byte characters (7-bit
ASCII characters).

UTF-8

The alarm definition file is specified in double-byte
characters (UTF-8 codes) or in single-byte characters (7-bit
ASCII characters).

C

The alarm definition file is specified in characters other than
Shift_JIS, EUC-JP, or UTF-8.
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If the language environment used to execute the jpcalarm command does
not match the character codes used in the alarm definition file, code
conversion is performed on the alarm definition file as shown in the following
table.

Table 5-3 Character code conversion in alarm definition file
Language environment during execution of jpcalarm
command

Specification in
alarm definition
file

Shift JIS
--

Shift_JIS

EUC-JP to
Shift_JIS

EUC-JP

UTF-8
(Japanese)

EUC
Shift_JIS to
EUC-JP

In Window: --

--

In Windows:
EUC to Shift_JIS

C
--

In UNIX:
Shift_JIS to EUC
--

In UNIX: -UTF-8 to
Shift_JIS

UTF-8

UTF-8 to
EUC-JP

In Windows:
UTF-8 to
Shift_JIS

--

In UNIX: UTF-8
to EUC-JP
--

C

--

--

--

Legend:
--: No conversion occurs.

Alarm data section of alarm definition file
An Alarm Data section specifies an alarm definition. You must create one
Alarm Data section for each alarm definition.
You specify the Alarm Data sections immediately after the Alarm
Definition File Code label. You can specify a maximum of 250 Alarm
Data sections in a single alarm definition file.
An Alarm Data section consists of multiple subsections. The following table
describes the subsections that you can specify in an Alarm Data section. You
must specify the subsections in the order they are listed in the following
table.

Table 5-4 Subsections specifiable in an alarm data section
Subsection name

Description

Specification

General

Basic information, such as the alarm Required
name

Advanced Setting

Extended information, such as the
alarm type and monitoring time
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Subsection name

Description

Specification

Check Value Exist

Value to be monitored by a value
existence checking alarm

Optional1

Alarm Condition
Expression

Condition expressions for alarms
other than a value existence
checking alarm

Optional2

Actions

Actions to be executed by the alarm

Optional

Action Definition
E-mail

Settings for sending email when the
alarm occurs

Optional3

Action Definition
Command

Settings for executing a command
when the alarm occurs

Optional4

Action Definition
JP1 Event

You cannot edit this section

Optional

Note 1:
This subsection is required when the Check Value Exist label of the
General subsection specifies that this alarm is a value existence
checking alarm.
Note 2:
This subsection is required when the Check Value Exist label of the
General subsection specifies that this alarm is not a value existence
checking alarm.
Note 3:
This subsection is required when the E-mail label of the Actions
subsection specifies that email is to be sent when this alarm occurs.
Note 4:
This subsection is required when the Command label of the Actions
subsection specifies that a command is to be executed when this alarm
occurs.
Each subsection consists of subsubsections and labels. The following sections
describe the subsubsections and labels that are specified in each subsection.

General subsection
The General subsection specifies basic information about the alarm
definition, such as the type and version of the data model that is used in the
alarm definition, the alarm table name, and the alarm name.
The following table describes the labels and values you can specify for the
General subsection. You must specify the labels in the order they are listed in
the table.
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Table 5-5 Labels for the General subsection and their values
Label
name
Product

Description
Type of Agent
for which the
alarm is defined
(product) and
the version of
the data model

Alarm
Alarm table
Table Name name

Specification
Required

Value
The product ID of the Agent and the
version of the data model.
For details about the product ID, see
Appendix A, List of identifiers on page
A-1. For details about the version of the
data model, see Appendix G, Program
version compatibility with the data
model or alarm table version on page
G-1. For Agent for RAID 8.0, specify
Data model v8.6.

Required

Up to 64 bytes of double-byte and
single-byte characters. If the name
contains single-byte spaces, enclose the
entire name in double quotation marks
(“).
Single-byte spaces following an equal
sign (=) or preceding a line feed code
are ignored. The name cannot begin
with PFM (not case-sensitive).

Alarm Name Alarm name

Required

Up to 20 bytes of double-byte and
single-byte characters. If the name
contains any single-byte spaces, enclose
the entire name in double quotation
marks (“).
Any single-byte spaces following an
equal sign (=) or preceding a line feed
code are ignored.

Message
Text

Message text to Optional1
be sent to the
SNMP trap when
the alarm occurs

0 to 255 bytes of double-byte and
single-byte characters.
This text can be a variable. For a list of
permitted variables, see Table 5-6
Variables for the Message Text
subsubsections on page 5-16.
Single-byte spaces following = or
preceding a line feed code are ignored.

Check
Value
Exist

Value that
indicates if this
is an alarm that
checks whether
a value exists

Optional2

Y
The alarm checks whether a value
exists
N or omitted
The alarm is a normal alarm.

Note 1:
You can omit the entire label or only the value.
Note 2:
If you are omitting this specification, you must omit the entire label. You
cannot omit only the value.
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Table 5-6 Variables for the Message Text subsubsections
Variable

Description

%AIS

Alarm name

%ANS

Name of the Agent that binds the alarm table in which this alarm is
defined

%ATS

Name of the alarm table in which this alarm is defined

%CVS[n][.p] 1 Measurement value resulting in alarm notification (satisfying the
conditional expression).
•

n2
If multiple conditional expressions are specified in the Alarm
Condition Expression subsection, this variable specifies the field
position, expressed as 1 or a greater value, where the first field is 1.
If you specify 0 or a value greater than the number of conditional
expressions, the measurement value in the first field is displayed.

•

p2
Field replaced by an integer or decimal:
Specifies the number of decimal places to be displayed (value is
rounded).
In a field where a character string replaces the measurement value
(including replacement by the character string <OK> when the
alarm status changes to normal):
Of the individual character strings created by space-delimiting the
measurement value, specify the field position of the character string
you want to display. A value of 1 or greater specifies a position,
while a value of 0 displays the measurement value. If you specify a
value greater than the number of space-delimited character strings,
the variable is replaced by a 0 byte character string (empty string).

%HNS

Host name of the Agent that binds the alarm table defining this alarm

%PTS

Product name set in Product

%SCS

Alarm status resulting in message output
-OK: For a normal alarm status
-WARNING: For a warning alarm status
-EXCEPTION: For an abnormal alarm status

%SCT

System time of the host where the Agent for which alarm evaluation was
performed is installed

%MTS3

Value defined in the Message Text label of the General subsection

Note 1:
When the status of an alarm defined using a multiple instance record
changes from exception or warning to normal, the %CVS variable takes
the following value:
¢
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If the Measured value output function used when an alarm is
normally recovered option is enabled.
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The current measurement value of the instance that caused the last
exception or warning alarm that was issued before the alarm
transition to normal status.
¢

- If the Measured value output function used when an alarm is
normally recovered option is disabled.
Because a measurement value that satisfies the conditional
expression does not exist, the variable contains the character string
<OK>. However, if a value of 2 or greater is specified for p in the
variable %CVS[n][.p], the variable contains an empty string.

If a character string replaced by the variable %CVS contains a vertical bar
(|), the part after the vertical bar is discarded. The maximum length of a
character string that can be expanded by the variable %CVS is 79 bytes.
When an alarm definition contains multiple conditional expressions, the
maximum length of 79 bytes applies to the total value of the substituted
characters per conditional expression plus the number of alarm
conditional expressions minus one byte.
Note 2:
You can specify a maximum of five digits for the variable. If you specify
more than five digits, only the first five are displayed in the alarm
notification message.
Note 3:
When the status of an alarm defined using a multiple instance record
changes from exception or warning to normal, the %MTS variable takes
the following value:
¢

¢

If theMeasured value output function used when an alarm is
normally recovered is enabled.
The alarm message text of the instance that caused the last exception
or warning alarm that was issued before the alarm transitioned to
normal status.
If the Measured value output function used when an alarm is
normally recovered is disabled.
The variable contains an empty string, since the value is inaccessible.

Note 4:
If the Check Value Exist label is set to Y in the General subsection,
the value specified in the conditional expression is not found in the
collected data when the alarm is notified. For this reason, the %CVS
variable in message text or an e-mail subject is replaced with N/A if the
Measured value output function used when an alarm is normally
recovered option is enabled, and with an empty string if the option is
disabled. You cannot specify the %MTS variable if the label name in the
General subsection is Message Text.
Note: If the length of the message text exceeds 255 bytes after variables are
replaced by values, the Agent Collector service returns the following message
when the alarm is reported:
KAVE00184-W The number of characters after expanding the
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variable exceeds the maximum for the value field.
(service=service-ID, alarm table=alarm-table-name,
alarm=alarm-name)

If you see this message, adjust the character string to be specified in the
message text and the number of digits to be specified for %CVS so the
message text length is not more than 255 bytes.
Following are the examples of the General subsection:
Example 1
•

Data model to be used: Data model for Agent for RAID 8.0 (version of the
data model is 8.6)

•

Alarm table name: alarmtable01

•

Alarm name: alarm01

•

Message text to be sent to the SNMP trap when an alarm occurs: CPU is
at %CVS% utilization

•

Whether to set this alarm as a value existence checking alarm: No
(this is a normal alarm)
:
[[General]]
Product=D8.6
Alarm Table Name=alarmtable01
Alarm Name=alarm01
Message Text=”CPU is at %CVS% utilization”
Check Value Exist=N
:
Example 2
This example defines Storage Monitoring as the alarm that monitors the
storage system activity status.
Delete the hash mark at the beginning of each of these lines, and edit them
as follows:
[Alarm Data]
[[General]]
Product= D8.6
Alarm Table Name=”Storage Monitoring”
Alarm Name=”Usage Rate (CACHE)”
Message Text=”Usage Rate (%CVS%)”
Check Value Exist=N
:

Advanced Setting subsection
The Advanced Setting subsection specifies extended information about the
alarm definition, such as the type of alarm and the alarm monitoring time.
The following table lists the labels and values you can specify for the
Advanced Setting subsection. You must specify the labels in the order they
are listed in this table.
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Table 5-7 Labels for the Advanced Setting subsection
Label name
Active Alarm

Regular
Alarm

Evaluate All
Data

Monitoring
Regularly

Monitoring
Time

Description

Specification

The value
indicates the
alarm status
(enabled or
disabled).

Optional1

The value
indicates
whether the
alarm reports
on a regular
basis. (Notify
regularly).

Optional1

Value
Y or omitted
The alarm is enabled.
N
The alarm is disabled.
Y
The alarm reports regularly.
N or omitted
The alarm does not report
regularly.

The value
Optional1
indicates
whether the
alarm
evaluates all
data.Evaluate
all data).
The value
indicates
whether the
alarm
monitors data
regularly.
(Monitor
regularly).

Optional1

The value
indicates the
monitoring
time range
when the
value of
Monitoring
Regularly
label is N.

Optional2

Y
The alarm evaluates all data.
N or omitted
The alarm does not evaluate all
data.
Y or omitted
The alarm monitors data
regularly.
N
The alarm does not monitor data
regularly.
The monitoring start and end times
connected by a single-byte hyphen
(-).
Specify the time in the format
HH:MM.
HH
Start or end time (hour) in the
range from 00 to 23.
MM
Start or end time (minute) in the
range from 00 to 59.
The specified value must be the local
time. To monitor from 7 a.m. to 9
p.m., specify 07:00-21:00.
If the Monitoring Regularly label is
set to Y or omitted, Monitoring
Time label is ignored.

Damping

The value
indicates
whether to
report an
alarm when

Optional1

Y
Report the alarm when the
damping conditions are satisfied.
N or omitted
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Label name

Description

Specification

damping
conditions are
satisfied.
If Damping
label is set to
Y, this label
specifies the
maximum
alarm
evaluation
count and the
maximum
number of
times the
threshold can
be exceeded
before
reporting the
alarm.

Damping
Count

Notify State

Value
Ignore the damping conditions.

Optional3

Reserved label Optional

The maximum number of times the
threshold can be exceeded and the
maximum alarm evaluation count,
connected by a single-byte forward
slash (/). Each value must be an
integer in the range 1 to 32767.
If the specified maximum alarm
evaluation count is less than the
maximum number of times the
threshold can be exceeded, the
system assumes that the values are
the same.
If you specify N in the Damping label
or omit the Damping label, this label
is ignored.
Specify Alarm as the value of this
label.
If you specify this label, you must
specify both the label name and
value.

Note 1:
If you omit this specification, you must omit the entire label. You cannot
omit only the value.
Note 2:
If you omit this specification, you must omit the entire label. You cannot
omit only the value. If you specify N in the Monitoring Regularly label,
you cannot omit this label.
Note 3:
If you omit this specification, you must omit the entire label. You cannot
omit only the value. If you specify Y in the Damping label, you must
specify a value for this label.
Following is an example of the Advanced Setting subsection. It assumes
these conditions:
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•

Enable the alarm.

•

Report regularly.

•

Do not evaluate all data.

•

Specify the range of the alarm’s monitoring time by specifying a time
from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. (local time).

•

Report the alarm when the threshold is exceeded twice by the end of the
third alarm evaluation.
:
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[[Advanced Setting]]
Active Alarm=Y
Regular Alarm=Y
Evaluate All Data=N
Monitoring Regularly=N
Monitoring Time=06:00-18:00
Damping=Y
Damping Count=2/3
:

Check Value Exist subsection
You must specify the Check Value Exist subsection when the General
subsection specifies that the defined alarm checks whether a value exists.
The Check Value Exist subsection specifies the value that is to be
monitored and the records and fields that contain that value.
The following table lists the labels and values you can specify for the Check
Value Exist subsection. You must specify the labels in the order they are
listed in this table.

Table 5-8 Labels for the Check Value Exist subsection
Label name

Description

Specification

Value

Record

Monitored
record name
(record ID) to
be monitored

Required

Up to 7 bytes of single-byte
characters. You can specify the ID of
a multi-row (multi-instance) record
only.

Field

Field name
(Manager
name) in the
monitored
record

Required

Up to 50 bytes of single-byte
characters.

Value

Value
monitored for
its existence

Required

You can specify an integer value, a
decimal value, or a character string
that is 1 to 127 bytes long, but the
values you specify differ depending on
the field.
You can use the following wildcard
characters in a character string:
*: Indicates zero or more arbitrary
characters.
?: Indicates one arbitrary character.
To specify a wild card character (*
or ?) as part of a character string, you
must use a backslash (\) as an escape
character before it. For example, "\*"
is treated as an asterisk “*”. To
specify a number sign “#”, precede it
with a backslash “\#”.
To use a backslash (\) as part of a
character string rather than as an
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Label name

Description

Specification

Value
escape character, precede it with
another backslash. For example “\\” is
treated as “\”.
When you specify a character string
that includes a backslash (\) followed
by a wildcard character and if there
are fields containing the same
character string but without the
backslash escape character, these
fields evaluate to true. For example. if
you specify "\*abc", the fields
containing "\*abc" and "*abc"
evaluate to true.
For half-width characters, you cannot
enter control characters, spaces, or
the following symbols as part of a
character string: ( ) [ ] < > = "
To use any of these characters in a
character string, specify a wildcard
character.

Following is an example of the Check Value Exist subsection when you
want to monitor whether or not a CLPR whose name is DBSERVER is defined
in Agent for RAID:
:
[[Check Value Exist]]
Record=PD_CLPC
Field=CLPR_NAME
Value=DBSERVER
:
Note: If you specify a record or field name in an alarm event occurrence
condition, make sure that the specified value is defined at each Agent. For
details about the record and field names, see the chapter in the following
manuals that describes records:
•

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

Alarm Condition Expressions subsection
You must specify the Alarm Condition Expressions subsection, when the
General subsection determines that the defined alarm is not the one that
checks whether a value exists. This subsection has one required label, called
Condition.
You can specify the conditional expressions for the label in the following
format.
field condition abnormal-value,warning-value
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The description for the values are as follows:
field
Specifies the names of the record and field to monitor. Each name is
expressed as a character string consisting of the record name and the
manager name of the field, connected by an underscore (_). The string
value can be up to 50 bytes of single-byte characters.
condition
Specifies the operator used to evaluate the conditional expression. You
can specify the following operators:
= The value of the field is equal to the specified value.
< The value of the field is less than the specified value.
> The value of the field is greater than the specified value.
>= The value of the field is equal to or greater than the specified value.
<= The value of the field is less than or equal to the specified value.
<> The value of the field is not equal to the specified value.
Following is an example of specifying a condition:
If LDEV_NUMBER<="100", then the following conditional expressions satisfy
the condition:
¢

LDEV_NUMBER="2"

¢

LDEV_NUMBER="3"

Note: For a character string, the values are evaluated in the ascending
order of the ASCII code. Two character strings are compared starting
from the first character. The string comparison ends when it encounters
the first pair of different characters. The comparison result is based on
the comparison of the first pair of different characters.
If the strings being compared are of unequal length, then the longer
string is considered to be larger than the shorter string. For example, the
string abcdef is larger than the string abc.
Note that the comparison for the character strings is different from the
comparison for the numbers. The comparison result of two character
strings is same as the comparison result of two numbers if both the
character strings consist of numeric characters, and the same number of
characters.
abnormal-value,warning-value
Specify the threshold values to issue error and warning alarms
respectively.
Use a half-width comma (,) to separate values. You can specify an integer
value, a decimal value, or a character string that is 1 to 749 bytes long.
The values you specify differ depending on the field you monitor. You can
use the full-width, half-width and the following wildcard characters to
specify a character string:
*: Indicates zero or more arbitrary characters.
?: Indicates one arbitrary character.
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To specify a wildcard character as part of the character string, you must
enter a backslash character as an escape character before entering the
wildcard character. For example, \* is treated as an asterisk (*). When
you specify a character string that includes a backslash followed by a
wildcard character, and if there are fields containing the same character
string but without the backslash escape character, these fields evaluate to
true. For example, the fields containing \*abc and *abc evaluate to true.
For the half-width characters, you cannot enter control characters,
spaces, and the following symbols as part of a character string:
( ) [ ] < > = "
To use any of these characters in a character string, specify a wildcard
character. When you specify a character string, make sure you enclose it
in double quotation marks ("). All tab (\t) codes in a character string
are replaced with half-width spaces.
To specify multiple conditional expressions, use AND to connect them. You can
specify a maximum of 5 conditional expressions. You can evaluate multiple
conditional expressions depending on the order of their specification. If you
use %CVS variables to display the measured values, replace the values
starting from the first variable in the field. If you use Performance Reporter
console to display an alarm definition, the expressions are displayed in the
order of precedence. The lower priority expressions are enclosed within
parentheses.
Example of a definition specified by the jpcalarm import command:
A AND B AND C
Example of a definition displayed in Performance Reporter:
A AND (B AND C)
To export the alarms with different conditions for abnormal value and
warning value (such as abnormal value <50, warning value >= 60), the
condition for the warning value (if there is no warning value, then the
condition for the abnormal value) takes effect during the export operation.
When an alarm with no abnormal value or warning value is exported,
<abnormal-value> or <warning-value> is blank during the export operation.
You can obtain the maximum valid length of the conditional expressions using
the formula shown below, where the number of conditional expressions
connected by AND is n (1 ≤ n ≤ 5), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If the value exceeds 749
(bytes), an error occurs:

ai: Length of <field-to-be-monitored> i (bytes)
bi: Length of <condition> i (bytes)
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ci: Length of <abnormal-value> i (bytes) (if a character string is specified,
the length without “”)
di: Length of <warning-value> i (bytes) (if a character string is specified, the
length without “”)
Following are the examples of the Alarm Condition Expressions subsection
when reporting an abnormal alarm:
Example 1
•

The value of the Read Hit % (READ_HIT_RATE) is below 70.0.

•

The value of warning alarm reporting is below 85.0.

•

The value of the Read I/O Count (READ_IO_COUNT) field is 100 or more
(that is, the field of the Logical Device Summary (PI_LDS) record in
Agent for RAID).
:
[[Alarm Condition Expressions]]
Condition= PI_LDS_READ_IO_COUNT>=100,100 AND
PI_LDS_READ_HIT_RATE<70.0,85.0
:
Example 2
This example monitors the cache memory usage on the storage system.
•

Conditional expression for determining the cache memory usage on the
storage system
The cache memory usage on the storage system is stored in the Cache
Memory Usage (CACHE_MEMORY_USAGE) field of the Storage Summary (PI)
record. Use the values in this field for the evaluation condition.
PI_CACHE_MEMORY_USAGE
This example defines the status as abnormal when the cache memory
usage on the storage system exceeds 50% and as warning when it
exceeds 30%.
:
[[Alarm Condition Expressions]]
Condition=PI_CACHE_MEMORY_USAGE>50,30
:

Actions subsection
The Actions subsection specifies the actions to execute when an alarm event
occurs.
The following table lists the labels and values that you can specify in the
Actions subsection. You must specify the labels in the order they are listed in
the table.
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Table 5-9 Labels for the Actions subsection
Label name

Description

Specification

Value

Report

This is an
uneditable
label.

Optional

You can omit the entire label or only the
value.

E-mail

Alarm status
that triggers
e-mail
transmission
(applicable if
email is to be
sent when an
alarm event
occurs)

Optional *

Abnormal
Sends e-mail when the alarm status
becomes abnormal.
Warning
Sends e-mail when the alarm status
becomes warning.
Normal
Sends e-mail when the alarm status
becomes normal.
If multiple alarms trigger e-mail
transmission, specify the character
strings indicating the applicable status by
connecting them with single-byte
commas (,). You can specify the strings
in any order. However, an error occurs if
you specify the same character string
more than once.
If you specify “Y” as the value of the
Check Value Exist label in the General
subsection, you cannot specify Warning
for this label. If you specify “Y” as the
value of the Regular Alarm label in the
Advanced Setting subsection, you
cannot specify Normal for this label.

Command

Alarm status
Optional*
that triggers a
command
(applicable if a
command is to
be executed
when an alarm
event occurs)

Abnormal
Executes the command when the
alarm status becomes abnormal.
Warning
Executes the command when the
alarm status becomes warning.
Normal
Executes the command when the
alarm status becomes normal.
If multiple alarms trigger command
execution, specify the character strings
indicating the applicable status by
connecting them with a single-byte
commas (,). You can specify the
character strings in any order. However,
an error occurs if you specify the same
character string more than once.
If you specify Y for the Check Value
Exist label in the General subsection,
you can specify Warning. If you specify Y
as the value of the Regular Alarm label
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Label name

Description

Specification

Value
in the Advanced Setting subsection, you
cannot specify Normal.

SNMP

Alarm status
Optional*
that triggers
the
transmission
of an SNMP
trap
(applicable if
SNMP traps
are to be sent
when an alarm
event occurs)

Abnormal
Sends the SNMP trap when the alarm
status becomes abnormal.
Warning
Sends the SNMP trap when the alarm
status becomes warning.
Normal
Sends the SNMP trap when the alarm
status becomes normal.
If multiple alarm status trigger
transmission of an SNMP trap, specify the
character strings indicating the applicable
status by connecting them with a singlebyte commas (,).
You can specify the character strings in
any order. However, an error occurs if
you specify the same character string
more than once.
If you specify Y as the value of the Check
Value Exist label in the General
subsection, you cannot specify
Warning. If you specify “Y” as the value
of the Regular Alarm label in the
Advanced Setting subsection, you
cannot specify Normal.

JP1 Event

This is an
uneditable
label.

Optional*

If you omit this specification, you must
omit the entire label. You cannot omit
only the value.

* If you omit this specification, you must omit the entire label. You cannot
omit only the value.
Following is an example of Actions subsection when an alarm event occurs.
•

Send e-mail each time the alarm status becomes abnormal or warning.

•

Execute a command each time the alarm status becomes abnormal

•

Send an SNMP trap each time the alarm status becomes abnormal,
warning, or normal.
:
[[Actions]]
#Report=
E-mail=Abnormal,Warning
Command=Abnormal
SNMP=Abnormal,Warning,Normal
#JP1 Event=N
:
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To define more than one alarm condition under which the action is to be
issued, separate the conditions with a comma (,).

Action Definition E-mail subsection
You can configure the Action Definition E-mail subsection to trigger email notification when an alarm event occurs.
The following table lists the labels and subsubsections for the Action
Definition E-mail subsection. You must specify the labels and
subsubsection in the order they are listed in the following table.

Table 5-10 Labels for Action Definition E-mail subsection
Label name or
subsubsection
name
E-mail Address

Description

Specification

E-mail address Required

Up to 127 bytes of single-byte
characters. To specify multiple
addresses, separate them with a
single-byte comma (,). The total
length of all the addresses must
not exceed 127 bytes.

Service ID of
Required
the Action
Handler
service from
which e-mail is
sent

Up to 258 bytes of single-byte
characters

E-mail
message text

Up to 1,000 bytes of double-byte
and single-byte characters.

(label)

Action Handler
(label)

Message Text
(subsubsection)

Value

Optional*

You can include variables in the
message. For a list of permitted
variables, see Table 5-6 Variables
for the Message Text
subsubsections on page 5-16.
All information up to the first line
of the next section or subsection
(including lines containing only
line feed codes and excluding
comments) is treated as the
message text.

* You can omit the entire label or only the value.
Following is an example of the Action Definition E-mail subsection that is
configured to send e-mail when an alarm event occurs :
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•

Send e-mail to xxxx@xxx.xxx.

•

PH1host01 is the service ID of the Action Handler service from which
email is to be sent.

•

Send the following message text:
Date: %SCT
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Host: %HNS
Product: %PTS

See Table 5-6 Variables for the Message Text subsubsections on page
5-16 for descriptions of the variables that can be used in the Message
Text subsubsection.
:
[[Action Definition E-mail]]
E-mail Address=xxxx@xxx.xxx
Action Handler=PH1host01
[[[Message Text]]]
Date: %SCT
Host: %HNS
Product: %PTS

Note: If you want to specify a host name or Action Handler service ID in an
alarm definition file, first use the jpcctrl list command to check the
service ID or host name. For information about the jpcctrl list command,
see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Action Definition Command subsection
You can configure the Action Definition Command subsection to trigger
command execution when an alarm even occurs.
The following table lists the labels and subsubsections that you can specify in
the Action Definition Command subsection. You must specify the labels and
subsubsection in the order they are listed in the table.

Table 5-11 Labels and subsubsection for Action Definition Command
subsection
Label name or
subsubsection
name
Command Name
(label)

Description
Name of the
command to
execute

Specification
Required

Value
Up to 511 bytes of single-byte
characters. If the name contains
single-byte spaces, enclose the
entire name in double quotation
marks (“).
Express the name in one of the
following ways: as the absolute
path; as a path relative to the
current directory of the executing
action handler; or as a command
in the installation directory of the
action handler or in the directory
set in the PATH environment
variable.
Use the absolute path if you
specify the execution module
located in the WOW 64 system
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Label name or
subsubsection
name

Description

Specification

Value
directory (SysWOW64) for
Windows Server 2003 x64.

Action Handler
(label)

Message Text
(subsubsection)

Service ID of
the Action
Handler
service that
executes the
command

Required

Up to 258 bytes of single-byte
characters. To use the Action
Handler service at the local host,
specify LOCAL.

Parameters to
be passed to
the command

Optional1

0 to 2,047 bytes of double-byte
and single-byte characters.
You can include variables in the
message text. For a list of
permitted variables, see Table 5-6
Variables for the Message Text
subsubsections on page 5-16.
All information up to the first line
of the next section or subsection
(including lines containing only
line feed codes and excluding
comments) are treated as
parameters.

Note 1:
You can omit the entire label or only the value.
Following is an example of the Action Definition Command subsection that
is configured to execute a command when an alarm event occurs:
•

Command name: /usr/bin/LogOutput.

•

PH1host01 is the service ID of the Action Handler service that executes
the command.

•

Pass the following parameters to the command:

%SCT %HNS “%MTS”
:
[[Action Definition Command]]
Command Name=/usr/bin/LogOutput
Action Handler=PH1host01
[[[Message Text]]]
%SCT %HNS “%MTS”

Action Definition JP1 Event subsection
This subsection is uneditable.

Setting alarms
This section describes the procedure for setting alarms.
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Creating an alarm definition file
The following section describes the procedure for creating an alarm definition
file. For details about each label in the alarm definition file, see Syntax of an
alarm definition file on page 5-9.
To create an alarm definition file:
1.

Export the template file by executing the jpcalarm export with the template option specified:
jpcalarm export -f name-of-export-destination-file -template
For example, to export the template file /tmp/alarmtmp01.cfg, execute
the following command:
jpcalarm export -f /tmp/alarmtmp01.cfg -template

2.

Use a text editor to open the file.
Before you start editing the template file, delete the number sign (#) at
the beginning of each command line. For more information about
template file format, see Alarm definition file template format on page
5-32.

3.

Define header information for the alarm definition file.
¢

¢

4.

Alarm Definition File Version label (See Version label of alarm
definition file on page 5-12)
Alarm Definition File Code label (See Code label of alarm
definition file on page 5-12)

Create an Alarm Data section for each alarm you define.
For more information about Alarm Data section and its subsection, see
Alarm data section of alarm definition file on page 5-13.
You can specify the following subsections under Alarm Data section.
¢

General
You must define General subsection for each Alarm Data section. All
other subsections are optional. For information about defining
General subsection labels and subsubsections, see General subsection
on page 5-14.

¢

Advanced Setting
For more information about defining Advanced Setting subsection
labels and subsubsections, see Advanced Setting subsection on page
5-18.

¢

Check Value Exist
For more information about defining Check Value Exist subsection
labels and subsubsections, see Check Value Exist subsection on page
5-21.

¢

Alarm Condition Expression
For more information about defining Alarm Condition Expression
subsection labels and subsubsections, see Alarm Condition
Expressions subsection on page 5-22.

¢

Actions
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For more information about defining Actions subsection labels and
subsubsections, see Actions subsection on page 5-25.
¢

Action Definition E-mail
For more information about defining Actions Definition E-mail
subsection labels and subsubsections, see Action Definition E-mail
subsection on page 5-28.

¢

Action Definition Command
For more information about defining Actions Definition Command
subsection labels and subsubsections, see Action Definition Command
subsection on page 5-29.

¢

Action Definition JP1 Event
For more information about defining Action Definition JP1 Event
subsection labels and subsubsections, see Action Definition JP1 Event
subsection on page 5-30.

5.

Save the file.

Alarm definition file template format
#Alarm Definition File Version=0001
#Alarm Definition File Code=
#[Alarm Data]
#[[General]]
#Product=
#Alarm Table Name=
#Alarm Name=
#Message Text=
#Check Value Exist=N
#[[Advanced Setting]]
#Active Alarm=Y
#Regular Alarm=Y
#Evaluate All Data=N
#Monitoring Regularly=N
#Monitoring Time=
#Damping=N
#Damping Count=
#[[Check Value Exist]]
#Record=
#Field=
#Value=
#[[Alarm Condition Expressions]]
#Condition=
#[[Actions]]
#Report=
#E-mail=Abnormal,Warning,Normal
#Command=Abnormal,Warning,Normal
#SNMP=Abnormal,Warning,Normal
#JP1 Event=N
#[[Action Definition E-mail]]
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#E-mail Address=
#Action Handler=
#[[[Message Text]]]
#Date: %SCT
#Host: %HNS
#
#Product: %PTS
#Agent: %ANS
#
#Alarm: %AIS (%ATS)
#State: %SCS
#
#Message: %MTS
#[[Action Definition Command]]
#Command Name=
#Action Handler=
#[[[Message Text]]]#
#[[Action Definition JP1 Event]]
#Event ID=
#Action Handler=
#Message=%MTS
#Switch Alarm Level=Y
#Exec Logical Host=

A number sign (#) at the beginning of a line is a comment line.

Verifying an alarm definition file
You can execute the jpcalarm check command to verify the validity of the
alarm definition file, such as whether the Agents defined in the file are set up
and whether the records and fields are supported.
To check the validity of alarm definitions:
1.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to check if the Name Server, Master
Manager, and View Server services are running.
For information about the jpcctrl list command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm check command to check the validity of the alarm
definitions and the syntax of the alarm definition file. The command
format is as follows:
jpcalarm check -f name-of-alarm-definition-file
For example, to check the validity of alarm definitions of alarmtmp01.cfg
file stored in the /tmp directory, execute the following command:
jpcalarm check -f /tmp/alarmtmp01.cfg
If there are any errors in the alarm definition file, error messages are
output indicating the text and line number of each error. Fix the error
based on the text of the error message.
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Checking the properties of an alarm table
You can display a list of alarm tables defined for an Agent. You can also
display a list of alarms defined in an alarm table, as well as a list of the
Agents to which an alarm table is bound.
Note: You cannot display the threshold values of individual alarms or other
definition information defined in an alarm. You use the jpcalarm export
command to export the alarm definitions. For information about exporting
alarm definitions, see Modifying alarm definitions on page 5-35.

Displaying a list of alarm tables
You use the jpcalarm list command to display a list of alarm tables defined
by a particular Agent.
To display a list of alarm tables:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command. The command format is as
follows:
jpcalarm list -key service-key
For example, to find the names of the alarm tables defined by Agent for
RAID, type the command as follows:
jpcalarm list -key agtd
In this example, a solution set and the alarm table alarmtable1 are
defined:
Product ID:D
Alarm Table Name:
alarmtable1
PFM RAID Solution Alarms 8.60
The following table shows the information that is returned when you
execute the jpcalarm list command with only the -key option specified.

Table 5-12 Information returned by the jpcalarm list -key
Information

Description

Product ID

The product ID, which includes the Agent type. For details about
the product ID of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers
on page A-1.

Alarm Table Name

The name of the alarm table.

Displaying alarm information
You use the jpcalarm list command to display a list of alarms defined in a
particular alarm table and a list of Agents to which the alarm table is bound.
You can also find if the defined alarms are active or inactive. For information
about jpcalarm list command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference
Guide.
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To display alarm information:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command. The command format is as
follows:
jpcalarm list -key service-key -table alarm-table-name
For example, to display information about alarms defined in the PFM RAID
Solution Alarms 8.60 solution set of Agent for RAID, type the
command as follows:
jpcalarm list -key agtd -table “PFM RAID Solution Alarms 8.60”
In this example, all the alarms in the solution set are active and the
solution set is bound to Agent instance instA and instB of host hostA.
Product ID:D
DataModelVersion:8.1
Alarm Table Name:PFM RAID Solution Alarms 8.60
Alarm Name:
Pool Usage%
[active]
Read Cache Hit Rate
[active]
Write Cache Hit Rate
[active]
The Bound Agent:
DA1instA[hostA]
DA1instB[hostA]
The following table shows the information that is returned when you
execute the jpcalarm list command with the -key and -table options
specified.

Table 5-13 Information returned by the jpcalarm list -key -table
Information

Description

Product ID

The product ID, which includes the Agent type. For details
about the product ID of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of
identifiers on page A-1.

Data Model Version

The version of the data model.

Alarm Table Name

The name of the alarm table.

Alarm Name

The name and status of each alarm:

The Bound Agent

•

active: Alarm is active

•

inactive: Alarm is not active

The service ID of the Agent to which the alarm table is bound.

Modifying alarm definitions
You can modify alarm definition information by exporting the alarm
definitions to a separate file, editing the definitions in that file, and then
importing the definitions you edited.
You use the following commands for these operations:
•

To export alarm definitions:
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jpcalarm export
•

To import alarm definitions:
jpcalarm import
Note: You cannot edit the alarms defined in the solution set (the alarm
table whose name starts with PFM). To edit these alarms, export the
solution set, change the name of the alarm table for the alarm definition
file, and then import the file again.

To edit defined alarm definitions:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to find the name of the alarm table
and the names of the alarms whose alarm definitions you want to edit.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Checking the properties of an alarm table on page 5-34.

3.

Execute the jpcalarm export command to export all the alarm
definitions defined in the alarm table to another file (export destination
file). The command format is as follows:
jpcalarm export -f name-of-export-destination-file -key
service-key -table alarm-table-name
For example, to export all the definition information for the alarms
defined in alarmtable1 of Agent for RAID to a file named /tmp/
alarmtable1.cfg, type the command as follows:
jpcalarm export -f /tmp/alarmtable1.cfg -key agtd -table
alarmtable1

4.

Use a text editor to open the file to which you exported the alarm
definitions.

5.

Edit the alarm definitions and save the file.
For information about how to edit the definitions in the alarm definition
file, see Creating an alarm definition file on page 5-31.

6.

Execute the jpcalarm import command to import the alarm definitions.
The command format is as follows:
jpcalarm import -f name-of-alarm-definition-file
For example, to import the definitions in the /tmp/alarmtable1.cfg
alarm definition file, type the command as follows:
jpcalarm import -f /tmp/alarmtable1.cfg

Note: To edit alarms defined in the solution set (alarm table whose name
begins with PFM):
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1.

Use the jpcalarm export command to export the alarms defined in the
solution set.

2.

Edit the alarm table name in the alarm definition file, and then use the
jpcalarm import command to import the alarms.
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Copying an alarm table
You use the jpcalarm copy command to copy an alarm table.
Note:
•

When you copy an alarm table, the copy destination alarm table is
recognized as an alarm table of the same Agent as the copy source alarm
table. You cannot copy an alarm table that belongs to a particular Agent
for another.

•

You cannot copy an alarm table whose name begins with PFM.

To copy an alarm table:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to find the name of the alarm table
you want to copy.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Displaying a list of alarm tables on page 5-34.

3.

Execute the jpcalarm copy command to copy an alarm table. The
command format is as follows:
jpcalarm copy -key service-key -table name-of-copy-sourcealarm-table -name name-of-copy-destination-alarm-table-oralarm
For example, to copy the PFM RAID Solution Alarms 8.60 solution set
to an alarm table alarmtable1, type the command as follows:
jpcalarm copy -key agtd -table “PFM RAID Solution Alarms 8.60”
-name alarmtable1

4.

Re-execute the jpcalarm list command to verify that the alarm table is
copied.

Deleting an alarm table
You use the jpcalarm delete command to delete an alarm table.
Note: The solution set (alarm table whose name begins with PFM) cannot be
deleted.
To delete an alarm table:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to find the name of the alarm table
you want to delete.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Displaying a list of alarm tables on page 5-34.

3.

Execute the jpcalarm delete command to delete an alarm table. The
command format is as follows:
jpcalarm delete -key Service-key-table alarm-table-name
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For example, to delete the alarm table alarmtable1 of Agent for RAID,
type the command as follows:
jpcalarm delete -key agtd -table alarmtable1
4.

Re-execute the jpcalarm list command to verify that the alarm table is
deleted.

Deleting an alarm
You use the jpcalarm delete command to delete an individual alarm.
Note: An alarm defined in the solution set (alarm table whose name begins
with PFM) cannot be deleted.
To delete an individual alarm:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to find the name of the alarm table
and the names of the alarms associated with it.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Checking the properties of an alarm table on page 5-34.

3.

Execute the jpcalarm delete command to delete an alarm. The
command format is as follows:
jpcalarm delete -key service-key -table alarm-table-name alarm alarm-name
For example, to delete the Disk02 alarm from the alarm table
alarmtable1, type the command as follows:
jpcalarm delete -key agtd -table alarmtable1 -alarm “Disk 02”

4.

Re-execute the jpcalarm list command to verify that the alarm is
deleted.

Using alarms
This section describes how to use the alarms.

Binding an alarm table to an Agent
You use the jpcalarm bind command to bind an alarm table to an Agent.
You can bind only one alarm table to an Agent. When you bind a second
alarm table to an Agent, the existing alarm table is released and the new
alarm table is bound.
To bind an alarm table:
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1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to find the name of the alarm table
and the names of the Agents to which the alarm table is bound.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Checking the properties of an alarm table on page 5-34.
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3.

Execute the jpcalarm bind command to bind an alarm table to an Agent.
jpcalarm bind -key service-key -table alarm-table-name -id
service-ID
For example, to bind the PFM RAID Solution Alarms 8.60 solution set
of Agent for RAID to instance instC of host01, type the command as
follows:
jpcalarm bind -key agtd -table “PFM RAID Solution Alarms 8.60”
-id DA1instC[host01]

4.

Re-execute the jpcalarm list command to verify that the alarm table is
bound to an Agent.

Releasing alarm table bindings to an Agent
You use the jpcalarm unbind command to release alarm table bindings.
To release an alarm table binding:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to find the name of the alarm table
and the names of the Agents to which the alarm table you want to release
is bound.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Checking the properties of an alarm table on page 5-34.

3.

Execute the jpcalarm unbind command to release the alarm table bound
to an Agent. The command format is as follows:
jpcalarm bind -key service-key -table alarm-table-name -id
service-ID
For example, to release the bindings to all instances whose names begin
with inst for the PFM RAID Solution Alarms 8.60 solution set of Agent
for RAID, type the command as follows:
jpcalarm unbind -key agtd -table “PFM RAID Solution Alarms
8.60” -id “DA1inst*”

4.

Re-execute the jpcalarm list command to verify that the alarm table
bindings are released.

Checking the bindings between an alarm table and Agents
You use the jpcalarm list command to check the status of alarm table
bindings.
To check the status of an alarm table’s bindings:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to check the agents bound to an
alarm table.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Displaying alarm information on page 5-34.
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Starting alarm monitoring
You use the jpcalarm active command to activate an alarm.
To activate an alarm:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to find the name and status of the
alarm you want to activate.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Displaying alarm information on page 5-34.

3.

Execute the jpcalarm active command to activate an alarm.
jpcalarm active -key service-key -table alarm-table-name-alarm
alarm-name
For example, to activate the Read Cache Hit Rate alarm in the PFM
RAID Solution Alarms 8.60 solution set of Agent for RAID, type the
command as follows:
jpcalarm active -key agtd -table “PFM RAID Solution Alarms
8.60” -alarm “Read Cache Hit Rate”

4.

Re-execute the jpcalarm list command to verify that the alarm is
active.

Stopping alarm monitoring
You use the jpcalarm inactive command to deactivate an alarm.
To deactivate an alarm:
1.

Log on to the host on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcalarm list command to find the name and status of the
alarm you want to deactivate.
For information about executing the jpcalarm list command, see
Displaying alarm information on page 5-34.

3.

Execute the jpcalarm inactive command to deactivate an alarm. The
command format is as follows:
jpcalarm inactive -key service-key-table alarm-table-namealarm alarm-name
For example, to deactivate the Read Cache Hit Rate alarm in the PFM
RAID Solution Alarms 8.60 solution set of Agent for RAID, type the
command as follows:
jpcalarm inactive -key agtd -table “PFM RAID Solution Alarms
8.60” -alarm “Read Cache Hit Rate”

4.

Re-execute the jpcalarm list command to verify that the alarm is
deactivated.

Notes about alarms
This section provides notes on alarms.
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Notes about creating alarms
•

Alarm evaluation time
If several records, specify monitoring conditions with different monitoring
intervals and offsets (starting time) for an alarm, alarm evaluation is
performed only when the monitoring time coincides with the scheduled
data collection time. Change the collection interval setting as necessary.

•

Saving a record that is to be evaluated as an alarm condition
You do not have to register a record in the Store database that is selected
as an alarm condition.

•

Limit on the number of alarms defined
The maximum number of alarm tables that can be defined for one Agent
product is 1,024. The maximum number of alarms that can be registered
in one alarm table differs depending on the registration method. If you
use the Performance Reporter GUI, you can register a maximum of 50
alarms. If you use the jpcalarm command, you can register a maximum
of 250 alarms. However, the Performance Reporter GUI can display a
maximum of 250 alarms. Only one alarm table can be bound to an agent.
Note that the number of alarms defined in a Tuning Manager series
system must not exceed 30,000. If more than 10,000 alarms are defined,
the Performance Reporter service might go down and no longer be
available.
If several alarms are bound to the agents in a Tuning Manager series
system, the Tuning Manager server and agent processing might be
delayed. Make sure that the number of bound alarms does not exceed the
following values:

•

¢

250 per agent

¢

10,000 in the entire Tuning Manager series system

Reducing the number of alarms by specifying alarm condition expressions
There are limitations set on the number of alarms that you can define in
the Tuning Manager series system. If several alarms are bound to the
agents in a Tuning Manager series system, the Tuning Manager server
and agent processing might be delayed. You can reduce the number of
alarms by combining multiple alarm definitions.
The comparison result of the two character strings is same as the
comparison result of the two numbers if both the character strings
consists of the numeric characters, and the same number of characters.
You can combine multiple alarm definitions by exploiting this fact and
restrict the length of the character strings using the wildcard character ?.
The following example shows how you can reduce the number of alarms
by combining multiple alarm definitions:
In this example you must create alarms and define alarm condition
expressions to monitor the LDEV’s on a storage system. The
LDEV_NUMBERs range from 5 to 160.
You can use the wildcard character ? to restrict the length of the
character string. If you do not use the wildcard character, you must
create approximately 146 alarms for this scenario. However, if you use
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the wildcard character, you must create only 3 alarms as shown in the
following table:

Table 5-14 Combining multiple alarm definitions using wildcard
character (?)
Before combining alarms
Alarm
name

Alarm condition

Alarm5

LDEV_NUMBER="5"

Alarm6

LDEV_NUMBER="6"

...

...

...

...

Alarm 149

LDEV_NUMBER="149
"

Alarm 150

LDEV_NUMBER=”150
”

After combining alarms
Alarm name

Alarm condition

Alarm1

LDEV_NUMBER="?"
ANDLDEV_NUMBER>="5"

Alarm10

LDEV_NUMBER="??"

Alarm 100

LDEV_NUMBER="???" AND
LDEV_NUMBER<="150"

•

Changing the character code type
If you use double-byte characters to create alarms, do not change the
character code types of the OS. If you change the character code type,
you can no longer run the defined alarms and reports.
If you must change the character code type of the OS, first remove the
Tuning Manager server, and then reconfigure your environment.

•

Setting the Check Value Exist label to Y in the General subsection
If the Check Value Exist label is set to Y in the General subsection, the
value specified in the conditional expression is not found in the collected
data when the alarm is notified. For this reason, the %CVS variable in
message text or an email subject is replaced with N/A if the Measured
value output function used when an alarm is normally recovered
option is enabled, and with an empty string if the option is disabled.
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•

Effect of the number of alarms on the number of connected Agents
In the Tuning Manager series, the Tuning Manager server performs
specific processing, such as receiving alarms issued from Agents and
storing them sequentially in the Store database (Master Store). If an
Agent issues alarms too frequently or if alarms are issued from many
Agents simultaneously, Tuning Manager server processing delays might
result. If processing delays occur, unprocessed alarms might begin
accumulating in the Tuning Manager server host memory, decreasing
available memory and possibly degrading system performance.
To avoid this situation, you can damp alarms when you define them so
that the number of alarms reported does not exceed the number of
alarms that the Tuning Manager server can process per unit of time. You
can also determine in advance the number of Agents to connect to the
Tuning Manager server.

•

Impact of alarms on system resources
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The simultaneous occurrence of many alarms that trigger actions might
exhaust system resources, causing the system to become unstable. To
prevent actions from consuming system resources, you can limit the
number of command actions (remote and local) that can be executed at
the same time by a single Action Handler. Edit the value in the Action
Handler section of the startup information file (jpccomm.ini) on the
Tuning Manager server host.
For details about how to edit the jpccomm.ini, see Changing the file size
of the common message log on page 14-5.

Table 5-15 Action Handler properties in the startup information file
(jpccomm.ini)
Label name
Action Execution Count Limitation

Description
Specify whether to enable the
synchronous execution controller. This
controller limits the number of command
actions (remote and local actions) that
can be executed at the same time by a
single Action Handler.
The values that you can specify are as
follows:
•

Disable

•

Enable

The default value is 0.
Action Concurrent Execution Count

Action Execution Queue Count

Action Execution Time Limit

Specify the maximum number of
command actions to be executed at the
same time by a single action handler.
When the maximum number is reached,
the subsequent actions to be executed
are put on hold and then executed
sequentially.
•

Value range: 1 to 48

•

Default: 10

Specify the maximum number of actions
to be put on hold when the Action
Concurrent Execution Count threshold
is reached. When the maximum number
is reached, the subsequent actions are
output to the event log and the trace log,
and then discarded.
•

Specifiable values: 1 to 2400

•

Default: 1000

Specify the maximum time length that
the system can employ to execute an
action. If the time limit is reached, and
the action remains unfinished, the
system will force stop the action.
•

Value range: 0 to 900

•

Unit: Seconds
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Label name

Description
•

Default: 300

If you specify 0, the force stop is not
executed by the system.

•

Specifying alarm damping
When you monitor records whose values can fluctuate temporarily, such
as CPU usage, specify the Damping label in the Advanced settings
subsection.
For example, in the Damping label, you specify an alarm to issue alarm
events when a threshold is exceeded twice during three monitoring
intervals, using the following abnormal and warning thresholds.
¢

Abnormal threshold: CPU% > 90%

Warning threshold: CPU% > 80%
The following tables describe when alarm events are issued.
¢

Table 5-16 Alarm events when abnormal threshold exceeded twice during
three intervals
Interval

1

2

3

CPU usage (status)

56% (normal)

95% (abnormal)

93% (abnormal)

Number of times warning
threshold is exceeded

0

1

2

Number of times abnormal
threshold is exceeded

0

1

2

Alarm event issued

None

None

Abnormal

In this case, an abnormal alarm event is issued after the third interval.
Although the warning threshold was also exceeded twice during the three
intervals, the abnormal event is issued because it has a higher severity level.

Table 5-17 Alarm events when warning and abnormal thresholds exceeded
once during each of the three intervals
Interval

1

2

3

CPU usage (status)

31% (normal)

84% (warning)

93% (abnormal)

Number of times warning
threshold is exceeded

0

1

2

Number of times abnormal
threshold is exceeded

0

0

1

Alarm event issued

None

None

Warning

In this case, a warning alarm event is issued after the third interval. The
abnormal alarm event is not issued because the abnormal threshold was
exceeded only once.
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Table 5-18 Alarm events when warning or abnormal threshold conditions
satisfied the damping condition
Interval
CPU usage
(status)

1

2

96% (abnormal) 84% (warning)

3

4

93% (abnormal) 30% (normal)

Number of
1
times warning
threshold
exceeded during
four intervals

2

3

2

Number of
1
times abnormal
threshold was
exceeded during
four intervals

1

2

1

Alarm event
issued

Warning

Abnormal

None

None

In this case, a warning alarm event is issued after the second interval, and an
abnormal alarm event is issued after the third interval. The status returned to
normal, so no alarm event is issued after the fourth interval. Even though the
warning threshold exceeded twice during the second and third intervals, the
status is neither the warning status nor the abnormal status during the fourth
interval. Whether an alarm event is issued after the fifth interval depends on
the status during that interval.
If the status during the fifth interval is:
•

Normal
A normal alarm event is issued.

•

Warning
A warning alarm event is issued.

•

Abnormal
Because the last alarm event issued was an abnormal event, no alarm
event is issued.

Notes about the effect of the alarm damping conditions on alarm
events
This section uses the following examples to describe the relationship between
the alarm damping settings and how alarm events are issued:
•

Alarm damping is n/n (n=n)

•

Alarm damping is n/m (n<m)

The cases in this example assume that a multi-instance record is used to
create an alarm. A multi-instance record is one that consists of multiple
instances collected at the same time. For example, assume a multi-instance
record that checks the status of drive A and drive B. During alarm evaluation,
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the status of the drives is evaluated for alarms, and if either (or both) of the
drives meets an alarm condition, an alarm is issued for each drive.

Alarm damping: n/n (n=n)
The relationship between alarm damping settings and the issuing of alarm
events is determined by the combinations of Always notify and Evaluate
all data check box settings. These settings can be found in the New Alarm
> Main Information window or in Advanced settings in the Edit > Main
Information window.
The combination of settings in your system for Always notify and Evaluate
all data are described in the following sections.
Note: In the following sections, Always indicates the Always notify setting,
and All indicates the Evaluate all data setting.

Alarm damping: n/n (n=n) (Always and All are cleared)
If Always and All are cleared:
•

This combination of settings specifies when a change in the alarm status
is triggered, as defined by the number of times a threshold is exceeded
for a specified number of evaluations.

•

The alarm occurs only when the status of the alarm changes from the
previously reported status.

•

For the instances that are collected at the time of reporting the alarm, the
alarm status of the instance with the highest severity is reported.

This functionality is illustrated in the following figure:
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Figure 5-3 Alarm events when Always and All are cleared

Alarm damping: n/n (n=n) (Always is selected and All is cleared)
If Always is selected and All is cleared:
•

This combination of settings specifies when the alarm is reported, as
defined by the number of times a threshold is exceeded for a specified
number of evaluations. You can use these settings to control the
frequency of the alarm.

•

The instance with the highest severity at the time of reporting the alarm
is reported.

This functionality is illustrated in the following figure:
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Figure 5-4 Alarm events when Always is selected and All is cleared

Alarm damping: n/n (n=n) (Always is cleared and All is selected)
If Always is cleared and All is selected:
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•

This combination of settings specifies when the status of the alarm
changes. The status change is defined by specifying the number of times
a threshold is exceeded for a specified number of evaluations.

•

The alarm is reported only when the status of the alarm changes from the
previously reported status.
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•

If the status is Warning or Abnormal, the alarm status of all the instances
that meet the status condition at the time of reporting the alarm are
reported.

This functionality is illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 5-5 Alarm events when Always is cleared and All is selected

Alarm damping: n/n (n=n) (Always and All are selected)
If Always and All are selected:
•

This combination of settings specifies when the alarm is reported. This is
defined by specifying the number of times a threshold is exceeded for a
specified number of evaluations. You can use these settings to control the
frequency of the alarm.
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•

All of the instances that meet the Warning or Abnormal condition at the
time of reporting the alarm are reported.

This functionality is illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 5-6 Alarm events when Always and All are selected

Alarm damping: n/m (n<m)
The relationship between alarm damping settings and the issuing of alarm
events is determined by the combination of settings for the Always notify
and Evaluate all data check boxes. These settings are available in the New
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Alarm > Basic Information window or in Advanced settings in the Edit >
Basic Information window.
The combination of settings in your system for Always notify and Evaluate all
data are described in the following sections.
Note: In the following sections, Always indicates the Always notify setting,
and All indicates the Evaluate all data setting.

Alarm damping: n/m (n<m) (Always and All are cleared)
If Always is cleared and All is cleared, the following occurs:
•

This combination of settings specifies when the status of the alarm
changes. The status change is defined by the number of times a threshold
is exceeded for a specified number of evaluations.

•

The alarm is reported only when the status of the alarm changes from the
previously reported status.

•

For the instances that are collected at the time of reporting the alarm, the
alarm status of the instance with the highest severity is reported.

This functionality is illustrated in the following figure:
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Figure 5-7 Alarm events when Always and All are cleared

Alarm damping: n/m (n<m) (Always and All are cleared)
If Always and All are cleared, the following occurs:
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•

This combination of settings specifies when the alarm is to be reported, as
defined by the number of times a threshold is exceeded for a specified
number of evaluations. You can use these settings to control the
frequency of the alarm.

•

The instance with the highest severity at the time of reporting the alarm
is reported.
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This functionality is illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 5-8 Alarm events when Always is selected and All is cleared

Alarm damping: n/m (n<m) (Always is cleared and All is selected)
If Always is cleared and All is selected:
•

This combination of settings specifies when the status of the alarm
changes. The status change is defined by the number of times a threshold
is exceeded for a specified number of evaluations.

•

The alarm is reported only when the status of the alarm changes from the
previously reported status.
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•

If the status is Warning or Abnormal, the alarm status of all the instances
that meet the status condition at the time of reporting the alarm are
reported.

This functionality is illustrated by the examples shown in the following figure:

Figure 5-9 Alarm events when Always is cleared and All is selected

Alarm damping: n/m (n<m) (Always and All are selected)
If Always and All are selected:
•
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This combination of settings specifies when the alarm is reported. This is
defined by the number of times a threshold is exceeded for a specified
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number of evaluations. You can use these settings to control the
frequency of the alarm.
•

All of the instances that meet the Warning or Abnormal condition at the
time of reporting the alarm are reported.

This functionality is illustrated in the following figure:

Figure 5-10 Alarm events when Always and All are selected

Notes about alarm evaluation
•

Limit on the number of alarm evaluations
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When collecting multiple-instance records with Agents, a maximum of
32,767 instances can be handled in a single collection. For an alarm
bound to Agents, up to 32,767 instances are evaluated. Subsequent
instances are not evaluated.
•

Alarm evaluation interval
Alarm evaluation is performed at a set interval. This interval is
determined by the collection interval. For details about the collection
interval, see the sections about records in the following manuals:
¢

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference
To change the alarm evaluation interval, use Performance Reporter
jpcasrec update command, which changes the record collection interval.
¢

•

Differences in alarm evaluation for alarm condition combinations
The way an alarm is evaluated depends on the alarm conditions and the
record type of the alarm. The following table lists the differences in alarm
evaluations for combinations of alarm conditions.

Table 5-19 Alarm evaluation based on alarm conditions (General
subsection Check Value Exist label =N, Single-instance record)
Value of the
Regular Alarm
label1

Value of the
Evaluate All Data
label2

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Alarm evaluation (reported)
•

When an abnormal condition is
satisfied and the previously reported
alarm was a condition other than
abnormal, an Abnormal alarm is
reported.

•

When a warning condition that is not
an abnormal condition is satisfied
and the previously reported alarm
was a condition other than warning,
a Warning alarm is reported.

•

If neither of the above conditions
applies and the previously reported
alarm was either Abnormal or
Warning, a Normal alarm is reported.

When either an abnormal or warning
condition is satisfied, an Abnormal (or
Warning) alarm is reported, regardless of
whether an alarm was reported
previously.

Note 1:
The Regular Alarm label in the Advanced Setting subsection.
Note 2:
The Evaluate All Data label in the Advanced Setting subsection.
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Table 5-20 Differences in alarm evaluation based on alarm conditions
General subsection, Check Value Exist label = N, (Multi-instance
record)
Value of
the
regular
alarm
label1
N

Value of
the
evaluate
all data
label2
N

Alarm evaluation (reported)

•

When a single data item that satisfies an abnormal
condition is found and the previously reported alarm
was a condition other than abnormal, an Abnormal
alarm is reported for that data item.

•

When no data item that satisfies an abnormal
condition is found but a single data item that satisfies
a warning condition is found, and the previously
reported alarm was a condition other than warning, a
Warning alarm is reported for that data item.

•

If none of the collected data satisfies either of the
above conditions and the previously reported alarm
was either Abnormal or Warning, a Normal alarm is
reported.

Note: Because alarm evaluation terminates as soon as a
data item that satisfies a condition is found, some of the
collected data might not be evaluated.
N

Y

•

If evaluation of all the collected data results in finding
one or more data items that satisfy an abnormal
condition and the previously reported alarm was a
condition other than abnormal, an Abnormal alarm is
reported for each of these items.

•

If evaluation of all the collected data does not find
any data item that satisfies an abnormal condition
but finds one or more data items that satisfy a
warning condition, and the previously reported alarm
was a condition other than warning, a Warning alarm
is reported for each of these data items.

•

If none of the collected data satisfies either of the
above conditions and the previously reported alarm
was either Abnormal or Warning, a Normal alarm is
reported.

Note: Because all the data is evaluated, more than one
alarm notification might occur for a particular interval.
Y

N

•

As soon as a data item that satisfies an abnormal
condition is found, an Abnormal alarm is reported for
that data item, regardless of whether an alarm was
reported previously.

•

As soon as a data item that satisfies a warning
condition is found, a Warning alarm is reported for
that data item, regardless of whether an alarm was
reported previously.
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Value of
the
regular
alarm
label1

Value of
the
evaluate
all data
label2

Alarm evaluation (reported)

Note: Because alarm evaluation terminates as soon as a
data item that satisfies a condition is found, some of the
collected data might not be evaluated.
Y

Y

For all data, an alarm is reported that indicates that an
abnormal or warning condition exists for each data item
that satisfies an abnormal (or warning) condition.
Note: Because all the data is evaluated, more than one
alarm notification might occur for a particular interval.

N

N

N

Y

If the value specified in the Alarm Condition
Expressions conditional expression is not found in all the
collected data (the condition is not met), an abnormal
alarm is reported.
Note: An alarm notification indicating nonoperation is
reported only once. If no data has been collected, alarm
evaluation is not performed.

Y

N

Y

Y

If the value specified in the Alarm Condition
Expressions conditional expression is not found in all the
collected data (the condition is not met), an abnormal
alarm is reported.
Note: Alarm notification is performed each time.
If no data is collected, alarm evaluation is not performed.

Note 1:
The Regular Alarm label in the Advanced Setting subsection.
Note 2:
The Evaluate All Data label in the Advanced Setting subsection.
•

Alarm notification condition
You can evaluate the following alarm notification condition:
¢

When a value is set in the Check Value Exist subsection
If you set a value in the Check Value Exist subsection, whether or
not the specified value exists is evaluated for all fields in the specified
PD and PI record type records. If a value does not exist, only one
alarm is reported in an interval.

¢
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If an alarm conditional expression is set
When you specify an alarm conditional expression, multiple records
are collected in a single interval if the alarm is evaluated for PD and PI
record type records. By default, alarm evaluation terminates as soon
as the first data item that satisfies the conditional expression is found.
Therefore, some of the performance data might not be evaluated. To
include performance data of the PD record type in the target of alarm
evaluation, set the Evaluate All Data label to Y in the Advanced
Setting subsection.
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¢

Differences in alarm evaluation when damping is set
The following table shows the differences in alarm evaluation for
alarm condition combinations when the Damping label is set in the
Advanced Setting subsection.

Table 5-21 Alarm evaluation when damping is set
Value of
Value of
the
Value of
the
Evaluat
the
Regular
e All
Damping
Alarm
Data
label
label1
label2
Y

N

N

Alarm evaluation (reported)

•

An alarm is reported only when the alarm
condition changes from the previously
reported condition.

•

An alarm condition is reported based on
the data item collected at the time of
alarm notification that satisfies the most
important condition.

Note: The alarm status is the result of
evaluating the value set in the Damping Count
label; therefore, the alarm status might not
match the threshold of the reported data.
Y

N

Y

•

An alarm is reported only when the alarm
condition changes from the previously
reported condition.

•

When the alarm condition is warning or
abnormal, an alarm condition is reported
based on all data that satisfies the alarm
condition at the time of alarm notification.

Note: The alarm status is the result of
evaluating the value set in the Damping Count
label; therefore, the alarm status might not
match the threshold of the reported data.
Y

Y

N

The data item that satisfies the most important
condition collected at the time of alarm
notification is reported.

Y

Y

Y

All data items that satisfy an abnormal or
warning condition at the time of alarm
notification are reported.

Note 1:
The Regular Alarm label in the Advanced Setting subsection.
Note 2:
The Evaluate All Data label in the Advanced Setting subsection.
¢

Timing of alarm notification.
The timing of alarm notification differs depending on the value
specified for the occurrence frequency, as shown in the following
table:
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Table 5-22 Timing of alarm notification
Damping

Timing of alarm notification

n/m

An alarm is reported if the threshold value is exceeded n
times in m intervals. Subsequently, an alarm is reported if
the threshold value is exceeded n times when alarm
evaluation is performed m times.

n/n

An alarm is reported every n times that the threshold value is
exceeded. This timing prevents repeated alarm notifications
when a threshold value is continuously exceeded. If the value
of the Regular Alarm label is Y and the threshold value is
reached during the first collection since the collection started,
an alarm is reported regardless of the interval.

Notes about operation
When an Agent is started in stand-alone mode, you cannot use alarms to
monitor performance data, nor can you take actions in response to alarm
events.
When the connection-target Tuning Manager server or the Action Handler
service stops, no actions are executed. To execute actions, start the
connection-target Tuning Manager server and the Action Handler service.
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6
Backup and drive management
This chapter describes backup of the Tuning Manager series system and
management of the drive used by the Store database. As a part of the
backup plan for the entire system, consider backing up the Tuning Manager
series system, and periodic management of the drive used by the Store
database.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Backup and restore for Tuning Manager series
□ Store database backup
□ Store database restore
□ Drive management for the Store database
□ Temporary files
□ Backup and restore of Agent for RAID (if used with the Hybrid Store)
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Backup and restore for Tuning Manager series
If a Tuning Manager series program fails due to a drive failure, you might not
be able to restore data that is used in the Tuning Manager series program. It
is necessary to periodically back up performance data, service definition
information, and so on. If you change the instance name or settings of an
instance environment, you must back up the updated information.

Performance data backup and restore
Performance data for the Agent Store services is stored in the Store database
of the Agent. You back up the performance data by backing up the Store
database. For information about backing up and restoring the Store database,
see Store database backup on page 6-16 and Store database restore on
page 6-23 respectively.

Backing up and restoring service definition information
To backup service definition information:
1.

Terminate all Tuning Manager series program services on the local host.

2.

Make a copy of the service definition information files manually to a
desired location.
For information about service definition information files to back up in
Windows and UNIX environment, see Definition information files to
backup (Windows) on page 6-2 and Definition information files to back
up (UNIX) on page 6-9 respectively.

To restore the service definition information that you backed up, you must
copy the backup files to the default location manually.
Note: If the service definition information is restored only on the Agent host,
node and other information of instances added after backup remain in the
Tuning Manager host. You can execute the jpcctrl delete command to
delete unnecessary Agent information.

Definition information files to backup (Windows)
The following table shows the definition information files to backup for
Windows systems.

Table 6-1 Definition information files to be backup (Windows)
File type
Common
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File name

Description

Tuning-Manager-series-programsinstallation-folder\jpchosts

Host information settings file for the Tuning
Manager series programs

Tuning-Manager-series-programsinstallation-folder\*.ini

Common settings file in the Tuning Manager
series programs

Tuning-Manager-series-programsinstallation-folder\bin\action\*.ini

Settings file of the Action Handler service
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File type

File name
Tuning-Manager-series-programsinstallation-folder\bin\statsvr\*.ini

Performance
Reporter

Description
Settings file of the Status Server service

Tuning-Manager-server-installation folder Settings file of Performance Reporter
\PerformanceReporter\conf\*.*

Tuning
Tuning-Manager-server-installationManager server folder\conf\user.properties

User definition properties file

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\conf\logging.properties

Logging properties file

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\clator\*.ini

Settings file of the Correlator service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\manager\*.ini

Settings file of the Master Manager service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\manager\*.DB

Database file of the Master Manager service.
It includes alarm definition information.

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\manager\*.IDX

Index file of the Master Manager service. It
includes alarm definition information.

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\manager\*.DAT

Data model file of the Master Manager
service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\store\*.ini

Settings file of the Master Store service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\store\*.DAT

Data model file of the Master Store service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\namesvr\*.ini

Settings file of the Name Server service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\namesvr\*.DB

Database file of the Name Server service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\namesvr\*.IDX

Index file of the Name Server service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\trapgen\*.ini

Settings file of the Trap Generator service

Tuning
Tuning-Manager-server-installationManager server folder\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr\*.ini

Settings file of the View Server service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr\data\*

User definition information file of the View
Server service

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr\reports\*

Report definition information file of the View
Server service. Includes report definition
information.

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\jp1pc\agt0\agent\*.ini

Settings file of the Agent Collector service
(health check agent file)

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\system\sysconf\ui.properties

Internal file
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File type

File name

Description

Tuning-Manager-server-installationInternal file
foldersystem\sysconf\core.properties
Tuning-Manager-server-installationInternal file
folder\system\sysconf\cli.properties
Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\system\sysconf
\common.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfoldersystem\sysconf
\system.logging.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\system\sysconf
\rest.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfolder\system\sysconf
\rest_raidinstance_info

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installationInternal file
folder/system/sysconf/rest_host_info
Agent

Agent-installation-folder\xxxx
\agent\*.ini1,3

Internal control flag

Agent-installation-folder\xxxx
\agent\instance-name\*.ini1,2,3

Internal control flag

Agent-installation-folder\xxxx
\store\*.ini1

Settings file of the Agent Store service

Agent-installation-folder\xxxx
\store\instance-name\*.ini1,2

Settings file of the Agent Store service

Agent-installation-folder\xxxx
\*.ini 3

Internal control flag

Agent-installation-folder
\xxxxagent\instance-name\system
\*.ini 3

Internal control flag

Agent for
Platform
(Windows)

Agent-for-Server-System-(Windows)installation-folder\agtt\agent\jpcapp

Application definition file

Agents that
use Tuning
Manager API

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\agent\config
\apidataglobalconfig.ini3

Settings file for the Tuning Manager - Agent
REST API component

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\agent\system\data_file_manage.ini

Internal control flag file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
Internal control flag file
\agent\system\systemenv.properties3
Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\agent\system\sdblogger.properties
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Internal control flag file
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File type

File name

Description

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\agent\data_file_manage

Internal control flag file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC\server\usrconf\ejb
\AgentRESTService\usrconf.cfg

Definition file for Java applications

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC\server\usrconf\ejb
\AgentRESTWebService
\usrconf.properties

User properties file for Java applications

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC\web\redirector
\mod_jk.conf

Redirector action-definition file for
Cosminexus HTTP Server

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC\web\redirector
\workers.properties

Worker properties definition file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm
\Rest\config\htnm_httpsd.conf

Definition file for Cosminexus HTTP server
(user-edited)

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest
\config\user.properties

User properties file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest
\system\sysconf\system.properties

System settings file (the settings in the file
are not disclosed)

Agent-installation-folder\agentservicekey\agent\instance-name
\restdata

A folder that contains performance
information files. If you change the default
output destination for performance
information files, make sure you back up the
files from the new destination. You must
backup the restdata if the Tuning Manager
API continues to use the performance data
collected previously.

Agent-installationfolder\htnm
\agent\config
\dbdataglobalconfig.ini 3

Settings file for the Tuning Manager - Agent
REST API component

Agent-installationfolder\htnm
\agent\system\data_file_manage

Internal control flag file

Agent-installationfolder\htnm
\agent\system\data_file_manage.ini

Internal control flag file

Agent-installationfolder\htnm
\agent\system\systemenv.properties

Internal control flag file

3

Agent-installationfolder\htnm
\agent\system\sdblogger.properties

Internal control flag file

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on service keys
of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
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instance-name indicates a directory for operating in the instance
environment. For a multi-instance Agent, a directory is created for each
instance.
Note 3:
This file exists only in the case of the OS supporting Hybrid Store.

Table 6-2 Definition information files to back up on logical hosts
(Windows)
Type
Commo
n

Tuning
Manage
r server

6-6

File name

Description

installation-folder\*.ini

Common settings file in the
Tuning Manager series
programs

environment-directory\jp1pc\*.ini

Common settings file in the
Tuning Manager series
programs

installation-folder\jpchosts

Host information settings file
for the Tuning Manager series

environment-directory\jp1pc\bin\action
\*.ini

Settings file of the Action
Handler service

Installation-folder\bin\statsvr\*.ini1

Settings file of the Status
Server service

Tuning-Manager-installation-folder\conf
\user.properties

User definition properties file

Tuning-Manager-installation-folder\conf
\logging.properties

Logging properties file

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\clator
\*.ini

Settings file of the Correlator
service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\manager
\*.ini

Settings file of the Master
Manager service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\manager
\*.DB

Database file of the Master
Manager service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\manager
\*.IDX

Index file of the Master
Manager service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\manager
\*.DAT

Data model file of the Master
Manager service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\store
\*.ini

Settings file of the Master Store
service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\namesvr
\*.ini

Settings file of the Name Server
service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\namesvr
\*.db

Database file of the Name
Server service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\namesvr
\*.IDX

Index file of the Name Server
service
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Type

Tuning
Manage
r server

Agent

File name

Description

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\trapgen
\*.ini

Settings file of the Trap
Generator service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr
\*.ini

Settings file of the View Server
service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr
\data\*.lmk

User definition information file
of the View Server service

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr
\Reports\*

Report definition information
file of the View Server service

environment-directory\jp1pc\agt0\agent
\*.ini

Settings file of the Agent
Collector service (health check
agent file)

environment-directory\jp1pc\agt0\store
\*.ini

Settings file of the Agent Store
service (health check agent file)

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\system\sysconf\ui.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\system\sysconf\core.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\system\sysconf\cli.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\system\sysconf\common.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installationfoldersystem\sysconf
\system.logging.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\system\sysconf\rest.properties

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\system\sysconf\rest_raidinstance_info

Internal file

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder/
system/sysconf/rest_host_info

Internal file

environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx
\*.ini2,3,4

Internal control flag file

environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\agent
\instance-name\*.ini4

Internal control flag file

environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx
\store[\instance-name]\*.ini2,3

Settings file of the Agent Store
service

environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\store\*.ini

Agent Store service settings file

environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx
\*.ini 4

Internal control flag file

environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\agent
\instance-name\system\*.ini 4

Internal control flag file
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Type

File name

Agents
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\agent\config
that use \apidataglobalconfig.ini4
Tuning
Manage
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\agent\system
r API
\data_file_manage

6-8

Description
Settings file for the Tuning
Manager - Agent REST API
component
Internal control flag file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\agent\system
\data_file_manage.ini

Internal control flag file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\agent\system
\systemenv.properties4

Internal control flag file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\agent\system
\sdblogger.properties

Internal control flag file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC
\server\usrconf\ejb\AgentRESTService
\usrconf.cfg

Definition file for Java
applications

Agent-installationfolder\htnm\agent
\config\dbdataglobalconfig.ini 4

Settings file for the Tuning
Manager - AgentREST API
component

Agent-installationfolder\htnm\agent
\system\data_file_manage

Internal control flag file

Agent-installationfolder\htnm\agent
\system\data_file_manage.ini

Internal control flag file

Agent-installationfolder\htnm\agent
\system\systemenv.properties 4

Internal control flag file

Agent-installationfolder\htnm\agent
\system\sdblogger.properties

Internal control flag file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC
\server\usrconf\ejb\AgentRESTWebService
\usrconf.properties

User properties file for Java
applications

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC
\web\redirector\mod_jk.conf

Redirector action-definition file
for Cosminexus HTTP Server

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC
\web\redirector\workers.properties

Worker properties definition file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest\config
\htnm_httpsd.conf

Definition file for Cosminexus
HTTP server (user-edited)

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest\config
\user.properties

User properties file

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest\system
\sysconf\system.properties

System settings file (the
settings in the file are not
disclosed)

Agent-installation-folder\agent-servicekey
\agent\instance-name\restdata

A folder that contains
performance information files.
If you change the default
output destination for
performance information files,
make sure you back up the files
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Type

File name

Description
from the new destination. You
must backup the restdata if the
Tuning Manager API continues
to use the performance data
collected previously.

Note 1:
The settings file of the Status Server service only exists on the physical
host even in logical host operation.
Note 2:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For the service key of each
Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 3:
instance-name indicates a folder for operating in the instance
environment. In the instance environment, a folder is created for each
instance.
Note 4:
This file exists only in the case of the OS supporting Hybrid Store.

Definition information files to back up (UNIX)
The following table shows the definition information files to backup for UNIX
systems:

Table 6-3 Definition information files to backup (UNIX)
File type
Common

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/jpchosts

Host information settings file for
the Tuning Manager series
programs

/opt/jp1pc/*.ini

Common settings file in the Tuning
Manager series programs

/opt/jp1pc/bin/action/*.ini

Settings file of the Action Handler
service

/opt/jp1pc/bin/statsvr/*.ini

Settings file of the Status Server
service

Performan
ce
Reporter

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/
PerformanceReporter/conf/*.*

Settings file of Performance
Reporter

Tuning
Manager
server

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/
conf/user.properties

User definition properties file

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/
conf/logging.properties

Logging properties file

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/clator/*.ini

Settings file of the Correlator
service
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File type

Tuning
Manager
server

6-10

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/*.ini

Settings file of the Master Manager
service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/*.DB

Database file of the Master
Manager service. It includes alarm
definition information.

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/*.IDX

Index file of the Master Manager
service. It includes alarm definition
information.

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/*.DAT

Data model file of the Master
Manager service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/*.ini

Settings file of the Master Store
service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/*.DAT

Data model file of the Master Store
service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/*.ini

Settings file of the Name Server
service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/*.DB

Database file of the Name Server
service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/*.IDX

Index file of the Name Server
service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/trapgen/*.ini

Settings file of the Trap Generator
service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/*.ini

Settings file of the View Server
service. Includes report definition
information.

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/data/*

User definition information file of
the View Server service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/Reports/*

Report definition information file of
the View Server service

/opt/jp1pc/agt0/agent/*.ini

Settings file of the Agent Collector
service (health check agent file)

/opt/jp1pc/agt0/store/*.ini

Settings file of the Agent Store
service (health check agent file)

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
ui.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
core.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
cli.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
common.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
system.logging.properties

Internal file
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File type

Agent

Agent for
Platform
(UNIX)

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
rest.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
rest_raidinstance_info

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
rest_host_info

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/*.ini1,3

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/agent/instancename/system/*.ini1,2,3

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store/*.ini1

Settings file of the Agent Store
service

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store/instancename/*.ini1,2

Settings file of the Agent Store
service

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/*.ini 3

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/instance-name/
system/*.ini3

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent/jpcapp

Application definition file

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent/evfile

Event file
Note: Back up this file whenever
log data is collected.

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent/wgfile

Workgroup file
Note: Back up this file whenever
workgroup information is collected.

Agents
that use
Tuning
Manager
API

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/config/
apidataglobalconfig.ini3

Settings file for the Tuning
Manager - Agent REST API
component

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
data_file_manage

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
data_file_manage.ini

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
systemenv.properties3

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
sdblogger.properties

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/server/ Definition file for Java applications
usrconf/ejb/AgentRESTService/
usrconf.cfg
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/server/ User properties file for Java
usrconf/ejb/AgentRESTWebService/
applications
usrconf.properties
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/web/
redirector/mod_jk.conf

Redirector action-definition file for
Cosminexus HTTP Server
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File type

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/web/
redirector/workers.properties

Worker properties definition file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/config/
htnm_httpsd.conf

Definition file for Cosminexus HTTP
server (user-edited)

/opt/jp1pc/htnm//Rest/config/
user.properties

User properties file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/system/sysconf/ System settings file (the settings in
system.properties
the file are not disclosed)
/opt/jp1pc/agent-servicekey/agent/
instance-name/restdata

A folder that contains performance
information files. If you change the
default output destination for
performance information files,
make sure you back up the files
from the new destination. You
must backup the restdata if the
Tuning Manager API continues to
use the performance data collected
previously.

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/config/
dbdataglobalconfig.ini 3

Settings file for the Tuning
Manager - AgentREST API
component

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
data_file_manage

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
data_file_manage.ini

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
systemenv.properties 3

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
sdblogger.properties

Internal control flag file

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on service keys
of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
instance-name indicates a directory for operating in the instance
environment. For a multi-instance Agent, a directory is created for each
instance.
Note 3:
This file exists only in the case of the OS supporting Hybrid Store.

Table 6-4 Definition information files to back up on logical hosts (UNIX)
Type
Commo
n

6-12

File name
/opt/jp1pc/*.ini

Description
Common settings file in the
Tuning Manager series programs
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Type

Tuning
Manage
r server

File name

Description

environment-directory/jp1pc/*.ini

Common settings file in the
Tuning Manager series programs

/opt/jp1pc/jpchosts

Host information settings file for
the Tuning Manager series

environment-directory/jp1pc/bin/action/
*.ini

Settings file of the Action
Handler service

/opt/jp1pc/bin/statsvr/*.ini1

Settings file of the Status Server
service

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/conf/
user.properties

User definition properties file

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/conf/
logging.properties

Logging properties file

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/clator/
*.ini

Settings file of the Correlator
service

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/manager/ Settings file of the Master
*.ini
Manager service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/manager/ Database file of the Master
*.DB
Manager service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/manager/ Index file of the Master Manager
*.IDX
service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/manager/ Data model file of the Master
*.DAT
Manager service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/store/
*.ini

Settings file of the Master Store
service

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/store/
*.DAT

Data model file of the Master
Store service

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/ Settings file of the Name Server
*.ini
service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/ Database file of the Name
*.DB
Server service
Tuning
Manage
r server

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/ Index file of the Name Server
*.IDX
service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/trapgen/ Settings file of the Trap
*.ini
Generator service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/ Settings file of the View Server
*.ini
service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/ User definition information file of
data/*.lmk
the View Server service
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/ Report definition information file
Reports/*
of the View Server service
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Type

Agent

File name

Description

environment-directory/jp1pc/agt0/agent/
*.ini

Settings file of the Agent
Collector service (health check
agent file)

environment-directory/jp1pc/agt0/store/
*.ini

Settings file of the Agent Store
service (health check agent file)

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
ui.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
core.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
cli.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
common.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
system.logging.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
rest.properties

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
rest_raidinstance_info

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/system/sysconf/
rest_host_info

Internal file

environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/
*.ini2,3,4

Internal control flag file

environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/instancename/*.ini4

Internal control flag file

environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/ Settings file of the Agent Store
service
instance-name]/*.ini2,3
environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/store/
*.ini

Agent Store service settings file

environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/
*.ini 4

Internal control flag file

environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/
instance-name/system/*.ini 4

Internal control flag file

Agents
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/config/
that use apidataglobalconfig.ini4
Tuning
Manage
r API

6-14

Settings file for the Tuning
Manager - Agent REST API
component

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
data_file_manage

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
data_file_manage.ini

Internal control flag file
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Type

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
systemenv.properties 4

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
sdblogger.properties

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/server/
usrconf/ejb/AgentRESTService/usrconf.cfg

Definition file for Java
applications

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/server/
usrconf/ejb/AgentRESTWebService/
usrconf.properties

User properties file for Java
applications

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/web/
redirector/mod_jk.conf

Redirector action-definition file
for Cosminexus HTTP Server

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/web/
redirector/workers.properties

Worker properties definition file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/config/
htnm_httpsd.conf

Definition file for Cosminexus
HTTP server (user-edited)

/opt/jp1pc/htnm//Rest/config/
user.properties

User properties file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/system/sysconf/
system.properties

System settings file (the settings
in the file are not disclosed)

/opt/jp1pc/agent-servicekey/agent/
instance-name/restdata

A folder that contains
performance information files. If
you change the default output
destination for performance
information files, make sure you
back up the files from the new
destination. You must backup
the restdata if the Tuning
Manager API continues to use
the performance data collected
previously.

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/config/
dbdataglobalconfig.ini 4

Settings file for the Tuning
Manager - AgentREST API
component

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
data_file_manage

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
data_file_manage.ini

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
systemenv.properties 4

Internal control flag file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/system/
sdblogger.properties

Internal control flag file

Note 1:
The settings file of the Status Server service only exists on the physical
host even in logical host operation.
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Note 2:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For the service key of each
Agent, see Identifiers for Tuning Manager servers and Agents on page
A-2.
Note 3:
instance-name indicates a folder for operating in the instance
environment. In the instance environment, a folder is created for each
instance. If you employ Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server, the
instance-name folder is not created.
Note 4:
This file exists only in the case of hte OS supporting Hybrid Store.

Store database backup
You must design a backup strategy to protect databases against data loss
caused by a variety of failures. When you back up the data periodically, you
can restore and recover the data in case of a failure. A copy of data that can
be used to restore and recover the data is called a backup.
You can use the jpcctrl backup command to create a backup file for the
data stored in the Master Store service or Agent Store service database.
Note: Use the htmhsbackup command to create a backup for the data stored
in a Hybrid Store database.
When backing up the Store database, you must have the following OS user
permissions:
•

Windows: Administrator or Backup Operator

•

UNIX: Root user

You can use the jpcdbctrl display command to check the version of the
current Store database. For details, see Agent Store service property
distribution capability on page 3-14.

Store database backup methods
The method used to back up the Store database of a Tuning Manager series
product depends on the version of the Store database. The data backup
methods are:
•

Partial backup

•

Full backup

In Store database v1.0, you can perform only a full backup. In Store
database v2.0, you can perform a partial backup or a full backup. In Store
database v2.0, you can also specify the backup directory when the backup
command is executed for the Agent Store service running on the host on
which the command is executed.
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Partial backup (Store database v2.0 only)
A partial backup operation backs up only a subset of the data in the Store
database. While performing a partial backup, if you specify the previously
used backup directory as the backup destination, you can accumulate the
differential data.
For the per-minute and hourly records stored in the PD-record, PL-record,
and PI-record databases, separate files exist for each day. When you perform
a partial backup, only the records in the three applicable unit databases for
the specified period are backed up. However, when you perform a partial
backup for the daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly records stored in the PIrecord database, the backup data might include data for dates outside the
specified period.
When you perform a partial backup, specify the backup start and end dates in
Greenwich Mean Time. The dates are relative to the date the command is
executed.

Full backup
A full backup operation backs up the entire Store database. You can make a
full backup of the Store database using jpcctrl backup command.
Note: Use the htmhsbackup command to make a full backup of the Hybrid
Store database.

Performing a partial backup of the Store database (Store database
v2.0 only)
To perform a partial backup of the Store database:
1.

Log on to the host where the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to confirm that the Name Server
service, Master Manager service, and the Agent Store service that
manages the performance data that you want to back up are running.
For details about the jpcctrl list command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.

3.

Execute the jpcctrl backup command.
To back up performance data on the host on which the Agent is installed,
execute the jpcctrl backup command with the -alone or -direct
option. For details about the jpcctrl backup command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Note: For the Hybrid Store database, use the htmhsbackup command to
create a backup.

Minimize backup data duplication
Store database v2.0 is made up of unit databases that are separated in timeseries order, but only the latest unit database can be updated. For example,
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when unit databases are separated on a daily basis, the data collected by an
agent are written one after another to the unit database for that day, but the
unit database for the previous day remains unchanged, from the time ending
at 23:59 in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) the previous day, until it is deleted
when the retention period expires. Therefore, if you perform a partial backup
of data for the period starting from the day of the last backup to the previous
day of this backup, you can back up unit database that are separated on a
daily basis, without duplication.
Example 1
You can execute the following command if you obtained the last backup n
days before:
jpcctrl backup DS1inst1[host1] -d d:\backup01 -partial (n+1),1
where d:\backup01 is a backup directory.
Example 2
You can execute the following command to back up the latest databases:
jpcctrl backup DS1inst1[host1] -d d:\backup01 -partial 0,0
where d:\backup01 is a backup directory.

Partial backup examples
This section cites various examples of making a partial backup in logical and
non-cluster environments:

In logical host environment
If you want to back up the performance data in the Store database of Agent
for Oracle on the logical host jp1-ha2, for the period from three days before
to the day before executing the command, execute the following command:
jpcctrl backup OS* lhost=jp1-ha2 -partial 3,1
By default, executing the command creates a backup file in the following
directory on the shared drive:
•

Windows:
environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\store\instance-name\partial\stdatabase-ID1,2,3

•

UNIX:
environment-directory/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store/instance-name/
partial/st-database-ID1,2,3

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
instance-name is created when the Agent is a multiple-instance Agent.
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Note 3:
The following shows the database ID and its meaning:
- PI: Database for the records of the PI record type
- PD: Database for the records of the PD record type
- PL: Database for the records of the PL record type

In non-cluster environment
Example 1
If you want to back up the performance data in the Store database of Agent
for Oracle on the host host02, for the period from 3 days before to a day
before executing the command, execute the following command:
jpcctrl backup OS* host=host02 -partial 3,1
By default, the command creates a backup file in the following directory for
the Agent host:
•

Windows
installation-folder\xxxx\store\instance-name\partial\st-database-ID

•

UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store/instance-name/partial/st-database-ID

Example 2
If you run a daily batch program at 3.00 AM (EST) to back up the previous
day data. You can execute the following backup command for the Agent Store
service whose instance name is inst1 from a multi-instance Agent whose
product ID is D:
jpcctrl backup DSinst1[host1] -partial 1,1
The unit database is backed up based on the range you specify in the
command.
Example 3
The following examples explain the difference in the range of data to be
backed up when you specify per-minute records and weekly records in the partial option.
Execute the following command at 3:00 AM (EST) on January 15 with the
per-minute records specified in the -partial option:
jpcctrl backup DSinst1[host1] -partial 1,1,,,Minute
The data from 7:00 P.M (EST) on January 13 to 6:59 P.M (EST) on January
14 is backed up. The backup range in GMT is the data from 00.00 (GMT) on
January 14 to 23.59 (GMT) on January 14. Eastern Standard Time (EST) is 5
hours behind Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).
When the command is executed at the same time the next day, it backs up
the data that follows the data that was backed up on the previous day. The
following figure shows the backup range for the per-minute records.
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Figure 6-1 Backup range for per-minute records
Execute the following command at 3:00 AM (EST) on January 15 with the
weekly records specified in the -partial option:
jpcctrl backup DSinst1[host1] -partial 1,1,,,Week
For weekly records, the unit database that includes the specified period is
backed up. If you execute the backup command at 3:00 A.M. (EST) on
January 15 (Thursday), the command backs up the data for the period from
7:00 P.M. on January 11 to 3:00 A.M. (EST) on January 15. When the
command is executed at the same time the next day (Friday, 3:00 A.M. (EST)
on January 16), the command backs up the data for the period from 7:00
P.M. on January 11 to 3:00 A.M. (EST) on January 16.
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Figure 6-2 Backup range for weekly records

Directories and file structure description for the partial backup
The following table describes the information about the files stored by the
partial backup:
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Table 6-5 Directories and file structure for the partial backup
Directory/File name
description

Record type
PI

PD

Min.
value

Format

PL

Max
value

STXX*

Yes

Yes

Yes

--

--

--

Summarization type
when the records are of
the PI record type

Yes

No

No

n

1

6

Year

Yes

Yes

Yes

YYYY

1900

2027

Month and day

Yes

Yes

Yes

MMDD

0101

1231

Generation number

Yes

Yes

Yes

nnn

001

255

DB file for each record
type

Yes

Yes

Yes

Record
type.DB

--

--

1: Minute
2: Hour
3: Day
4: Week
5: Month
6: Year

* XX indicates the database ID. The following shows the database ID and its
meaning:
•

PI: Database for the records of the PI record type

•

PD: Database for the records of the PD record type

•

PL: Database for the records of the PL record type

Performing a full backup of the Store database
To back up the Store database of an Agent from the Tuning Manager server
host:
1.

Log on to the host where the Tuning Manager server is installed.

2.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to make sure that the Name Server
service, the Master Manager service, and the Agent Store service that
manages the performance data that you want to back up, are running.

3.

Execute the jpcctrl backup command.
Note: Use the htmhsbackup command to create a backup of the Hybrid
Store database.
For details about the jpcctrl backup command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.
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Full backup examples
In non-cluster environment
To back up performance data in the Store database of Agent for Oracle
running on host02, execute the following command:
jpcctrl backup OS* host=host02
By default, the command creates a backup file with the following name on the
host where the Agent is operating.
Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx\store[\instance-name]\backup
\generation-number\database-ID.db1,2,3
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/instance-name]/backup/generation-number/
database-ID.db1,2,3
Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
The generation number is given in order starting from 01. The maximum
number of the generation number is the value specified for Backup Save
in the jpcsto.ini file. The default maximum of the generation number is
05.
Note 3:
The following shows the database ID:
- PI: PI record type database
- PD: PD record type database
- PL: PL record type database

In logical host environment:
To back up performance data in the Store database of Agent for Oracle
running on the logical host jp1-ha1, execute the following command:
jpcctrl backup OS* host=agt01 lhost=jp1-ha1

Store database restore
You can use the jpcresto command to restore the Master Store service or
Agent Store service database that was backed up using the jpcctrl backup
command.
Note: Use the htmhsrestore command to restore the Hybrid Store database
that was backed up with the htmhsbackup command.
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You cannot restore the Store database if either of the following is true:
•

The data model version of the Store database that was backed up using
the jpcctrl backup command differs from the version of the Store
database to be restored.

•

The service key of the data to be restored differs from the data that was
backed up with the jpcctrl backup command.

When restoring the Store database, you must have the following OS user
permissions:
•

Windows: Administrator or Backup Operator

•

UNIX: Root user

Restoring the Store database
To restore the Store database, execute the jpcresto command at the Tuning
Manager server host or Agent host where the database to be restored is
backed up.
Note: If the Store database version of the backup file is different from the
Store database version of the restoration destination, the Store database
cannot be restored. If the Store database version of the restoration
destination is 2.0, the backup data obtained in the Store database v2.0
settings can only be restored. If the Store database version of the restoration
destination is 1.0, the backup data obtained in the Store database v1.0
settings can only be restored.
To restore the Store database:
1.

Log on to the Agent host where the backup file is stored.

2.

Execute the jpcstop command to stop the service of the Agent.
The jpcstop command is located in the following directory:
¢

Windows: installation-folder\tools\

¢

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/tools/

3.

Confirm the storage location of the backup file.

4.

Execute the jpcresto command.
Note: Use the htmhsrestore command to restore the Hybrid Store
database that was backed up with the htmhsbackup command.
For details about this command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference
Guide.

5.

Execute the jpcstart command to start the service of the Agent.
The jpcstart command is located in the following directory:
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¢

Windows: installation-folder\tools\

¢

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/tools/
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Restoring Store database examples
In non-cluster environment:
To restore the Store database of oracleA (which is an instance of Agent for
Oracle) stored in c:\Program Files\HiCommand\TuningManager\jp1pc\agto
\store\oracleA\backup\01, execute the following command:
jpcresto agto “c:\Program Files\HiCommand\TuningManager\jp1pc
\agto\store\oracleA\backup\01” inst=oracleA

In logical host environment:
To restore the Store database of Agent for Oracle inst1 on the logical host
jp1-ha1 stored in /opt/jp1pc/agto/store/inst1/backup/01, execute the
following command:
jpcresto agto /opt/jp1pc/agto/store/inst1/backup/01 lhost=jp1-ha1
inst=inst1

Drive management for the Store database
To avoid storing large amount of data in the Store database of the Tuning
Manager series programs, you can configure the system to summarize
records automatically after a specified time period by setting the limit on the
number of records to store. If the drive that the Store database uses
becomes full, data is overwritten, starting with the oldest data. Therefore, it
is necessary to maintain the Store database drive periodically. You can delete
the data that is no longer required from the Store database by executing the
jpcctrl clear command. For details, see Deleting performance data on
page 3-67 and Deleting event data on page 3-70.

Deleting backup data that is no longer necessary
This section describes the directories and files that you can delete when
backup data becomes unnecessary. The following description applies when
you backup the data to the backup directory of a Store database that is
managed by the system (using jpcctrl backup command without specifying
the -d option). If you backup the data to a specified directory (using jpcctrl
backup command with the -d option), you can delete all data, including the
directory you specified.
For a full backup
•

Backup data for the Master Store service
¢

¢

Windows:
installation-folder\mgr\store\backup\generation-number\
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/backup/generation-number/
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•

Backup data for the Agent Store service when the Store database version
is 1.0
The following explanation assumes that the default Store database
backup directory is used. If you change the default directory using the
jpcdbctrl config command, make sure you update the directory path.
¢

¢

•

Windows:
installation-folder\service-key\store[\instance-name]
\backup\generation-number
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/service-key/store[/instance-name]/backup/
generation-number/

Backup data for the Agent Store and Remote Monitor Store services when
the Store database version is 2.0
The following explanation assumes that the default Store database
backup directory is used. If you change the default directory using the
jpcdbctrl config command, make sure you update the directory path.
¢

¢

Windows:
installation-folder\service-key\store[\instance-name]
\backup\generation-number\
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/service-key/store[/instance-name]/backup/
generation-number/

For a partial backup (for Store database v2.0 only)
•

Backup data for the Agent Store and Remote Monitor Store services
The following explanation assumes that the default Store database
backup directory is used. If you change the default directory using the
jpcdbctrl config command, make sure to update the directory path.
¢

¢

Windows:
installation-folder\service-key\store[\instance-name]
\partial\
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/service-key/store[/instance-name]/partial/

Temporary files
The following sections contain information about temporary files created by
the Agent Collector and Agent Store services.

Temporary file output directory
When Performance Reporter displays real-time or historical reports, or when
the Tuning Manager server polls, the Agent Collector and Agent Store
services create temporary files in the following directory:
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Windows
The directory set by the TMP system environment variable.
UNIX
The directory set by the TMPDIR system environment variable. If TMPDIR
is not set, the files are created in /var/tmp or /tmp directory.
If the drive that includes the temporary file directory does not have enough
free capacity, the message KAVE00105-E The drive capacity is
insufficient. might be output by the Agent Collector service or Agent Store
service.
If you cannot secure additional drive capacity for storing temporary files, you
can change the directory in which temporary files are created by specifying a
new directory using the JPC_TMPDIR environment variable.

Changing the temporary file directory
To change the temporary file directory:
Windows:
1.

Go to Control Panel -> System and click Advanced.

2.

In the Advanced window, click Environment Variables.

3.

In the Environment Variables window, edit the JPC_TMPDIR
environment variable to change the directory.

UNIX:
If the environment is configured with an automatic start script, you must edit
the script file to set the temporary-file directory.
To edit the script file:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server with root user access.

2.

Open the jpc_start automatic start script file in a text editor such as vi.

3.

Change the line export PATH SHLIB_PATH LD_LIBRARY_PATH LIBPATH
HCCLIBCNF as follows:
JPC_TMPDIR=temporary-file-output-directory
export PATH SHLIB_PATH LD_LIBRARY_PATH LIBPATH HCCLIBCNF
JPC_TMPDIR
where temporary-file-output-directory is a path to a directory on a drive
that has sufficient free capacity.

Estimating the size of temporary files
This section explains how to estimate the size of the temporary files.
•

Temporary files created when Tuning Manager server displays
performance information
Temporary files are created on the host that collects performance
information when a historical report, forecast report, correlated resource
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report, historical chart, or performance summary is displayed in the
Tuning Manager server window. You can estimate the size of the
temporary files for each monitored resource or Agent that collects
performance information by using the information listed in the following
table:

Table 6-6 Size estimates for temporary files created for performance
information display
Monitored resource

Agent that collects
performance information

File size

Storage systems

Agent for RAID

100 MB

Hosts (Windows)

Agent for Platform (Windows)

(50 * instance-count-ofPI_PHYD-record) KB

Hosts (UNIX)

Agent for Platform (UNIX)

(15 * instance-count-ofPI_DEVD-record) KB

Fabrics

Agent for SAN Switch

50 MB

Applications

Agent for Oracle

40 MB

•

Temporary files created when the Performance Reporter displays reports
You can use the following formula to estimate the size of temporary files
created when Performance Reporter displays real-time or historical
reports.
(total-specified-field-size * instance-count *
displayed-record-count) bytes
where total-specified-field-size is the total size of fields specified in
reports.

•

Temporary files created when Tuning Manager server polls
You can estimate the size of temporary files for each Agent when the
Tuning Manager server polls. The following table lists the size estimates
for the temporary files required for each Agent.

Table 6-7 Size estimates for the temporary files created during polling for
each Agent
Agent
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File size

Agent for RAID

15 MB

Agent for RAID Map

(6 * instance-count-of-the-PD_FSC-record) KB

Agent for Platform (Windows)

(1 * instance-count-of-the-PI_PHYD-record) KB

Agent for Platform (UNIX)

(5 * instance-count-of-the-PD_FSL-record) KB

Agent for SAN Switch

200 KB

Agent for Oracle

(5 + 1 * instance-count-of-the-PI_PIDF-record +
0.5 * instance-count-of-the-PD_PDTS-record) KB
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Following is an example of estimating the size of the temporary files for
Agent for RAID when the Tuning Manager server polls. In this example, the
historical report displays the data for the PI_LDS records. The conditions used
for the example are listed in the following table:
Item
Specified fields

Description
Date and Time (char(6) type: 6 bytes)
LDEV Number (string type: 16 bytes)
Read I/O/sec (float type: 4 bytes)
Write I/O/sec (float type: 4 bytes)
Read Xfer/sec (float type: 4 bytes)
Write Xfer/sec (float type: 4 bytes)
Date (char(3) type: 6 bytes)

Number of instances collected 2,000
every 5 minutes
Number of displayed records
(collection period)

Displays as a report the records per minute for one day.
The number of displayed records is 12 records (1 hour) *
24 hours, or 288 records.

When a real-time or historical report is displayed, the Date and Time field and
Common key field are always obtained, even if they are not displayed in the
report. You can specify the value as 6 bytes for the Date and Time fields
automatically added to the store database for calculating the temporary file
size.
The number of instances changes during each record collection, the result
you obtain by calculating the file size is just a guide. For details on the data
types for each field and size for each data type, see one of the following
manuals:
•

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

Following is the formula for calculating the temporary file size:
(total-specified-field-size * instance-count *
displayed-record-count) bytes
(6 + 16 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 6) * 2,000 * 288 = 25,344,000 bytes
Note: The temporary file size is proportionate to the number of instances per
record and the number of records, as specified for the report. If the size of
the temporary files exceed 2 GB, the amount of data to display can be
adjusted in the Maximum number of records specified for the Performance
Reporter historical report, and in the maximum-number-of-records attribute
in the indication-settings tag for the input file used by the jpcrpt
command. For the Maximum number of records and maximum-number-ofrecords attribute, specify the value corresponding to (instance-count *
record-count) in the above formula.
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Caution: In UNIX, the temporary file size limit might be less than 2 GB due
to a file size limit from the ulimit command. If the estimated temporary file
size does not exceed 2 GB, and an error message KAVE00103-E An
unexpected exception has occurred (rc=27) is output during report
display, use the ulimit command to check the file size limit.

Backup and restore of Agent for RAID (if used with the
Hybrid Store)
This section describes backup and restoration of Agent for RAID that is
running in Hybrid Store.
The data items that need to be backed up are as follows:

Table 6-8 Data to be backed up (for Agent for RAID)
Data to be backed up
Setting information files unique to Agent for
RAID

Reference
Hybrid Store Backup on page 6-30

The configuration information file for Tuning
Manager Agent components
Performance data of the Hybrid Store
Definition information file for Common

Backing up and restoring service
definition information on page 6-2

Hybrid Store Backup
You can obtain backup of performance data and a configuration information
file by using the htmhsbackup command. The configuration information file
contains the configuration file for Tuning Manager Agent components.
The execution units of backup are as follows:
•

Agent host

•

Agent type

•

Agent instance

Note: By using the backup data, you can not only recover data if a failure
occurs, but also migrate data to other hosts where operation by Hybrid Store
is available.

Prerequisites
The following conditions must be met before you back up data:
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•

The output folder for backup data must exist.

•

The output folder for the backup data must have free space equal to or
greater than the size of the data to be backed up.
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Procedure
Run the following command to perform a backup.
To back up by Agent host:
•

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data

•

In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data

To back up by Agent type:
•

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data –key agtd

•

In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data –key agtd

To back up by Agent instance:
•

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data –key agtd –inst instance-name

•

In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data –key agtd –inst instance-name

For details about the htmhsbackup command, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Hybrid Store Restore
You can use the htmhsrestore command to restore backups of performance
data and setting information. The configuration information file contains the
configuration file for Tuning Manager Agent components.
The execution units of restoration are as follows:
•

Agent host

•

Agent type

•

Agent instance

Prerequisites
The following conditions must be met before you restore data:
•

The data to be restored must be the data that was backed up by using
the htmhsbackup command.
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•

The service of an instance to be restored and the service of the Tuning
Manager Agent REST API component must be stopped.

•

The version and revision number of the host to be restored must be the
same as when the host was backed up.

•

The output directory for Hybrid Store has free space equal to or greater
than the size of the data to be restored.

•

The name of an instance to be backed up must match the name of an
instance of the restoration destination.

•

If you perform restoration by host or by Agent type, the instance to be
restored must be contained in the backup data and already set up as an
instance on the restoration destination.

•

The OS of the restoration-destination host must match the OS of the
backup-source host.

If you have changed the default output directory for Hybrid Store, consider
the following conditions:
•

The output directory for Hybrid Store exists.

•

The path of the output directory for Hybrid Store is the same for the host
to be backed up and the host to be restored.
If the output directory for Hybrid Store differs between the host to be
backed up and the host to be restored, rewrite the output destination
paths written in the properties files (dbdataglobalconfig.ini and
dbconfig.ini), which set output destinations of the backup files for
Hybrid Store, to the path of the restoration destination host, and then
perform a restoration.

Notes when performing a restoration
Some configuration files to be backed up are not restored depending on the
unit used for a backup and restoration. The following describes the
relationship between the data and configuration files to be backed up and the
units used for restoration.

Table 6-9 Relationship between the data and configuration files to be
backed up and the units used for restoration
Data and configuration files to be backed up
Performance data

Restoration
unit
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Snapshot
method

Configuration file
By Agent
host1

Timeline
method

By Agent
type

By Agent
instance

By Agent
host

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

By Agent
type

Y

N

Y/N

Y

Y

By Agent
instance

Y

N

Y/N

Y/N

Y
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Legend:
Y
All data items are restored.
Y/N
Some data items are not restored. However, the configuration files that
are not restored are used to check the necessary configuration
information when performing a restoration. No problem exists if these
files are not restored.
N
Data or files are not restored.
1
If the -lhost option is specified, the configuration files for each logical
host are also included.
How to update performance data and configuration files when a restoration is
performed is as follows:
•

For performance data:
¢

¢

•

Snapshot method: If snapshot data exists in the restoration
destination, delete all the data, and then restore the data to be
restored.
Timeline method: If timeline data exists in the restoration destination,
delete all the data.

For configuration files:
The configuration files of the restoration destination are overwritten.

Action to be taken for the configuration files that are not restored
after performing a restoration
The configuration files below contain environment-dependent information
(such as host name, installation path, list of instances, and port number). For
this reason, even though the files are backed up by the htmhsbackup
command, they will not be restored.

Table 6-10 Action to be taken for the configuration files that are not
restored after performing a restoration (In Windows)
Configuration files that are not
restored
Installation-folder\htnm\Rest
\config\htnm_httpsd.conf
Installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC¥web\redirector
¥workers.properties
Installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC\server\usrconf

Component
Tuning Manager
Agent components

Action to be taken after
performing a restoration
Change port numbers or
specify the SSl settings as
needed.
If ports were changed in the
workers.properties property
and the
usrconf.properties
property in the backup
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Configuration files that are not
restored

Component

Action to be taken after
performing a restoration

\ejb\AgentRESTService
\usrconf.properties

environment, manually
modify these properties in
the restoration-destination
environment.

Installation-folder\agtd\agent Agent for RAID
\jpcagtha.ini

Set a cluster definition file
according to the restorationdestination environment.

Table 6-11 Action to be taken for the configuration files that are not
restored after performing a restoration (In Linux)
Component
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/config/
htnm_httpsd.conf

Tuning Manager
Agent components

Change port numbers or
specify the SSl settings as
needed.
If ports were changed in the
workers.properties property
and the
usrconf.properties
property in the backup
environment, manually
modify these properties in
the restoration-destination
environment.

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/web/redirector/
workers.properties
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/
server/usrconf/ejb/
AgentRESTService/
usrconf.properties
/opt/jp1pc/ agtd/agent/
jpcagtha.ini

Action to be taken after
performing a restoration

Agent for RAID

Set a cluster definition file
according to the restorationdestination environment.

Notes when the output directory for Hybrid Store has been changed
from the default
Note the following if the output directory for Hybrid Store has been changed
from the default directory:
•

To restore the data backed up in an environment where the output
destination for Hybrid Store has been changed in
dbdataglobalconfig.ini by specifying the -key option.
Set the same output destination for dbdataglobalconfig.ini of the
backup source and the restoration destination.
If the output destinations differ, the destination where the backup data
will be located and the destination Hybrid Store accesses will not match,
and the backup data will not be inherited.

•

To restore the data backed up in an environment where the output
destination for Hybrid Store has been changed in
dbdataglobalconfig.ini without specifying the -key option.
dbdataglobalconfig.ini will be overwritten by the backup data.
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If Hybrid Store is already operating in the restoration destination, first
match the output destination for dbdataglobalconfig.ini of the backup
source to the output destination for dbdataglobalconfig.ini in the
restoration destination environment that is already operating, and then
perform a restoration.
•

To restore the data backed up in an environment where the output
destination for Hybrid Store has been changed in
dbdataglobalconfig.ini or in dbconfig.ini.
Create in advance the output destination directory specified in
dbdataglobalconfig.ini or dbconfig.ini, which is contained in the
backup data. If the specified output destination directory does not exist,
KATR10109-E and KATR13251-E will be output, and the restoration will
fail.

Procedure
Run the following command to perform a restore:
1.

Execute the following command to stop all instances and Tuning Manager
Agent REST API component services on the same host. (Tuning Manager Agent REST Web Service and Tuning Manager - Agent REST Application
Service)
¢

¢

2.

In UNIX
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Run the following command to make sure that all Agent services have
been stopped.
¢

¢

3.

In Windows
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all

In Windows
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv status -all
In UNIX
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmsrv status -all

Execute the following command to restore the backups of performance
data and setting information.
To restore by Agent host:
¢

¢

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data
In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data

To restore by Agent type:
¢

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data –key agtd
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¢

In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data –key agtd

To restore by Agent instance:
¢

¢

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data –key agtd –inst instance-name
In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data –key agtd –inst instance-name

For details about the htmhsrestore command, see the Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
4.

Check if the restored instance is properly monitoring the monitoring
target.
Use the jpctdchkinst command to check the monitoring status, and use
the jpcinssetup command to change the settings as needed. If you have
changed the setting, use the jpctdchkinst command again to check the
monitoring status and make sure that the monitoring is properly
performed.
For details about the jpctdchkinst command, see the Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

5.

Execute the following command to start all instances and Tuning Manager
Agent REST API component services on the same host.
¢

¢
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In Windows
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In UNIX
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all
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Preparing for failover in a cluster
system
This chapter describes the flow of processing when a Tuning Manager series
program operates in a cluster system.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Cluster system overview
□ Failover
□ Operations in a cluster system
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Cluster system overview
A cluster system allows you to link multiple server systems together and
handle them as one system. An Agent can run in the following cluster
systems:
•

HA (High Availability) cluster systems

•

Oracle Real Application Clusters or Oracle Parallel Server (for Agent for
Oracle)

•

Federated database servers (for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server)

The term environment directory refers to a shared drive that is specified
when you create a logical host.

HA cluster system
An HA cluster system provides high system availability. The HA cluster
system is designed to continue operating even if a failure occurs. If a failure
occurs in a server executing tasks, a standby server immediately takes over
and continues operation. This prevents operation interruption caused by a
failure and thus ensures high availability.
In a cluster system, a server system that is executing system operations is
called an active node, while a server system that is on standby and is waiting
to take over operations whenever a failure occurs in an executing system is
called a standby node. A cluster system is also called a node switching
system, because it switches servers from the active node to standby node
whenever necessary to continue operation if a failure occurs.
The software program that controls the entire HA cluster system is called
cluster software. Cluster software monitors the system to ensure it is
operating properly, and prevents operation interruption using the failover
mechanism when it detects an abnormality.
To allow applications such as Tuning Manager series programs to fail over,
you need to run the Tuning Manager series programs in a logical host. A
logical host is a node that is controlled by the cluster software and used as
the unit for failover. A logical host uses a logical host name as its host name,
and has a shared drive and a logical IP address which are transferred from
the active node to an associated standby node in an event of a failover.
Applications in the active node can store their data in the shared drive and
communicate with the standby node using the logical IP address. Thus, the
applications can fail over independently of physical nodes.
While a logical node that is used as the unit for failover is called a logical
host, a physical node is called a physical host. The host name used by a
physical host (the host name displayed when the hostname command is
executed) is called a physical host name, and the IP address corresponding to
a physical host name is called a physical IP address. The drive used by a
physical node is a local drive. The physical node settings are specific to each
node and cannot be inherited by another node.
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Agent configuration in an HA cluster system
When you operate Agents in an HA cluster system, Agents operate on a
physical host or a logical host, depending on their types.

Agents that cannot run on logical hosts
The following Agents cannot run on logical hosts for HA cluster systems:
•

Agent for RAID Map

•

Agent for Platform

Because Agent for Platform monitors OS performance, even in a cluster
system, it runs on the physical host to collect the performance data from
each node. In the same way, even in a cluster system, Agent for RAID Map
collects the configuration information and performance information of the
physical host. Agent for Platform cannot be used on a logical host and cannot
be failed over. Do not register this product with cluster software even if you
use it in a cluster system.

Agents that can run on logical hosts
The following Agents can run on physical hosts and logical hosts for HA
cluster systems:
•

Agent for RAID

•

Agent for SAN Switch

•

Agent for NAS

•

Agent for Oracle

•

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server

•

Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server

•

Agent for DB2

If Agent for Oracle, Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server, or Agent for DB2 is synchronized with the object the Agent
monitors that runs on a logical host and then made to fail over, the Agent
must be located on the same logical host as the object it monitors. To
monitor Exchange Server 2010 in a database availability group (DAG)
configuration, you must install Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server on each
node, and then use the node as a physical host.
If high availability of a monitoring environment is a priority, use Agent for
RAID, Agent for SAN Switch, or Agent for NAS in a logical host environment.
The following figure shows an example of a configuration when operating
Agent for RAID in an HA cluster system.
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Figure 7-1 Example of Agent for RAID in an HA cluster system
Agent for Oracle runs in the same logical host environment as the cluster
configuration of Oracle and monitors Oracle. Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
or Agent for DB2 also runs in the same logical host environment as the
database of a cluster configuration and monitors the database.
The following figure shows an example configuration when operating Agent
for Oracle in an HA cluster system.
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Figure 7-2 Example of Agent for Oracle in an HA cluster system
An Agent running in a logical host environment stores definition information
and the Store database on a shared drive, which are inherited by the standby
node in the event of failover. If multiple Tuning Manager series programs run
on a single logical host, all the programs use the same shared directory.
In Agent for Oracle, Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, or Agent for DB2,
multiple Agents can run on a single node. In a configuration that contains
multiple databases of a cluster configuration (active/active configuration), run
an Agent in each logical host environment. Each Agent can operate and fails
over independently.

Load-balancing cluster system
In a Load-balancing cluster system, the workload is distributed across
multiple nodes to improve scalability and fault tolerance.
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Oracle Real Application Clusters in a load-balancing cluster system
Oracle Real Application Clusters (or Oracle Parallel Server) is a system
consisting of multiple nodes running Oracle that function as a single Oracle
system that processes a single database. The data is stored on a shared drive
and is shared by all nodes.
Although applications see the set of nodes as a single Oracle system, each
node runs an Oracle system with a unique instance name. For example, a
database might be run by Oracle instances SID=ora1 at node1 and SID=ora2
at node2. Applications use a global database name to access the database
with Oracle Net Services.
For details about Oracle Real Application Clusters (or Oracle Parallel Server),
see the Oracle documentation.

Agent for Oracle in a load-balancing cluster system
To run Agent for Oracle in a load-balancing cluster system, configure the
Agent as shown in the following figure:

Figure 7-3 Example of Agent for Oracle in a load-balancing cluster system
An Oracle system with a unique instance name runs on each node. Agent for
Oracle monitors the Oracle instance on each node.
As in a single-node system, you set up Agent for Oracle on each node and
configure it to monitor the node’s Oracle Real Application Clusters instance.
Do not register Agent for Oracle in the cluster software.
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Note: To run Agent for Oracle in a load-balancing cluster system and monitor
Oracle Real Application Clusters (or Oracle Parallel Server), set up Agent for
Oracle as you would do in a system with many single nodes or in a noncluster system.

Federated database servers
A federated database server allows tables that span multiple nodes to be
divided into rows, to create a distributed partition view. This functionality
allows linking and operation of node groups, to support large-scale websites
and corporate data processing.

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on a federated database server
When Agent for Microsoft SQL Server monitors federated database server
systems, it is run on each node of the federated database server. To run
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on a federated database server, configure the
Agent as shown in the following figure:

Figure 7-4 Agent for Microsoft SQL Server configuration
Microsoft SQL Server, which has a unique instance name, operates on each
node. The Microsoft SQL Server instance on each node is monitored. As with
stand-alone nodes, set up Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on each node and
configure it so that the instance of Microsoft SQL Server on each node is
monitored. Do not perform registration in the cluster software.
Note: When running Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on a federated database
server to monitor the federated database server, perform operations in the
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same way as for a system with many stand-alone nodes, or non-cluster
system.

Failover
When a failure occurs in the executing host, the system performs a failover
and switches the processes to the standby host.

Failover when a Tuning Manager server fails
The following figure shows the failover processing when a failure occurs on an
executing Tuning Manager server:

Figure 7-5 Failover process for failure on Tuning Manager server
The process flow is as follows:
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1.

When the failure occurs, the Tuning Manager server on active node is
stopped in a forced termination.

2.

The processing of the Tuning Manager server is taken over by the standby
node.

3.

The Tuning Manager server in the standby node starts.
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Agent operation during Tuning Manager server failover
During a Tuning Manager server failover, the Agents continue to collect
performance data normally without any interruption by starting the Tuning
Manager server on standby node.
A Tuning Manager server shutdown affects running Agents because a Tuning
Manager server centrally administers the information about Agents operating
on every node. Attempting to shut down an Agent takes time because the
shut down cannot be reported to the Tuning Manager server.
Shutdowns caused by failures or errors are not necessarily the only time the
Tuning Manager server might be shut down. You might want to shut down
the Tuning Manager server for tasks such as maintenance or system
configuration changes. We recommend that you complete maintenance work
when it will have a minimum effect on operations.

Failover when an Agent fails
When an Agent fails, it fails over to a standby agent to continue monitoring
performance. The following figure shows the failover processing when an
Agent fails:

Figure 7-6 Failover process when an Agent fails
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During a failover of an Agent, if you attempt to operate that Agent using
Performance Reporter, the message There was no answer (-6) is displayed.
Wait for a while until failover finishes, then try again.
After failover occurs for an Agent, a Performance Reporter operation accesses
the Agent that started on the failover standby node.

Pending function during failover
The pending function delays processing the connection to Microsoft SQL
Server for a fixed time period after Agent for Microsoft SQL Server starts.
Microsoft SQL Server recovery process on standby node can cause delay in
connecting to Agent for Microsoft SQL Server databases. When pending
function is used for failover, the Agent for Microsoft SQL Server connects to
Microsoft SQL Server after transaction recovery process completes on the
standby node.
The following figure shows the process flow when using the pending function:

Figure 7-7 Processing flow when the pending function is used
Specify the pending time when you set up the instance environment settings
using the jpcinssetup command. Specify a value in the range from 0 to
3600 (units: seconds). If you specify 0, pending is not performed. Values
outside the valid range are ignored.
When failover occurs, the time needed for recovery processing on Microsoft
SQL Server differs depending on the server configuration and the processing
contents of the application accessing Microsoft SQL Server. Set a pending
time longer than the time needed in the actual operating environment.
For information about using the jpcinssetup command to set the pending
time, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.
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Precautions regarding use of the pending function
•

When you use the jpcctrl list command during pending, do not set the
status management function to disable, because the jpcctrl list
command will not return the status until the pending process completes.

•

During pending, terminate Agent for Microsoft SQL Server from the
cluster software in a cluster configuration, or from the Windows Start
menu, Administrative Tools, and then Services in a non-cluster
configuration. Note that regardless of whether a cluster configuration is
used, executing the jpcstop command for a pending Agent for Microsoft
SQL Server will result in an error.

•

When Agent for Microsoft SQL Server is pending, the jpcctrl list
command displays Starting as the status.

Operations in a cluster system
Before you begin operations in a cluster system, make sure you review the
installation and configuration information about how to set up and configure
Tuning Manager series programs in a cluster system. For more information.
For information, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Service names in cluster system
The Agent services in a logical host environment use the Windows services
and UNIX processes described in following tables:

Table 7-1 Windows service names on physical and logical hosts (Windows)
Tuning Manager
series service
name

Windows service name on a
physical host

Windows service name on a
logical host

Name Server

PFM - Name Server

PFM - Name Server [LHOST2]

Master Manager

PFM - Master Manager

PFM - Master Manager [LHOST]

Master Store

PFM - Master Store

PFM - Master Store [LHOST]

View Server

PFM - View Server

PFM - View Server [LHOST]

Correlator

PFM - Correlator

PFM - Correlator [LHOST]

Trap Generator

PFM - Trap Generator

PFM - Trap Generator [LHOST]

Action Handler

PFM - Action Handler

PFM - Action Handler [LHOST]

Agent Collector
(for the health
check agent)

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck
[LHOST]

Agent Store (for
the health check
agent)

PFM - Agent Store for
HealthCheck

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck
[LHOST]
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Tuning Manager
series service
name

Windows service name on a
physical host

Windows service name on a
logical host

Agent Collector

PFM - Agent for xxxx1 INST2

Agent Store

PFM - Agent Store for xxxx INST PFM - Agent Store for xxxx1 INST
[LHOST]

Agent for RAID

PFM - Agent Store for SANRISE
INST

PFM - Agent Store for SANRISE
INST[LHOST]

PFM - Agent for SANRISE INST

PFM - Agent for SANRISE
INST[LHOST]

PFM - Action Handler

PFM - Action Handler [LHOST]

Tuning Manager - Agent REST
Web Service

Tuning Manager - Agent REST Web
Service

Tuning Manager - Agent REST
Application Service

Tuning Manager - Agent REST
Application Service

PFM - Agent for xxxx1 INST
[LHOST]

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the monitoring target of each Agent.
Note 2:
INST indicates an instance name, whereas LHOST indicates a logical host
name.

Table 7-2 Process names on physical and logical host (UNIX)
Tuning Manager series service
name
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Process name on a
physical host

Process name on a
logical host

Name Server

jpcnsvr

jpcnsvr LHOST2

Master Manager

jpcmm

jpcmm LHOST

Master Store

mgr/jpcsto

mgr/jpcsto LHOST

View Server

jpcvsvr

jpcvsvr LHOST

Correlator

jpcep

jpcep LHOST

Trap Generator

jpctrap

jpctrap LHOST

Action Handler

jpcah

jpcah LHOST

Agent Collector (for the health
check agent)

jpcagt0

jpcagt0 LHOST

Agent Store (for the health check
agent)

agt0/jpcsto

agt0/jpcsto LHOST

Agent Collector

jpcagtX_INST 2

jpcagtX1_INST LHOST

Agent Store

agtX/jpcsto_INST 2

agtX/jpcsto_INST LHOST
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Tuning Manager series service
name
Agent for RAID

Process name on a
physical host

Process name on a
logical host

JP1PCAGT_DS_INST

JP1PCAGT_DS_INST
[LHOST]

JP1PCAGT_DA_INST

JP1PCAGT_DA_INST
[LHOST]

JP1PCMGR_PH

JP1PCMGR_PH [LHOST]

TuningManager-Agent
RestWebService

TuningManager-Agent
RestWebService

AgentRESTService

AgentRESTService

Note 1:
X indicates the product ID of each Agent.
Note 2:
INST indicates an instance name, whereas LHOST indicates a logical host
name.

Starting Tuning Manager series on logical hosts
The Tuning Manager series programs on a logical host that are registered in
the cluster software must be started from the cluster software.
•

The starting sequence for the Tuning Manager series programs in a
cluster system is the same as that in a non-cluster system. For details,
see Starting and stopping Collection Manager and Agent services on page
1-10.

•

To start a Tuning Manager series program automatically on a logical host,
you must use the cluster software. Configure the cluster software settings
so that the Tuning Manager series program starts automatically when the
logical host starts.

Note: If you use the jpcstart command or any other methods to start the
Tuning Manager series programs without using the cluster software, the
cluster software regards the status of Tuning Manager series programs as
different from the actual status and the cluster software may misinterpret this
situation as a failure and cause the following problems:
•

The status of the Tuning Manager series program as recognized by the
cluster software will be different from the actual status, causing an error
to be detected where none exists.

•

An attempt to start a Tuning Manager series program using a command
might conflict with an attempt by the cluster software to start the same
program, preventing it from starting or stopping as intended.
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Stopping Tuning Manager series in logical host operation
The Tuning Manager series programs on a logical host that are registered in
the cluster software must be stopped from the cluster software.
•

The stopping sequence for the Tuning Manager series programs in a
cluster system is the same as that in a non-cluster system. For details,
see Starting and stopping Collection Manager and Agent services on page
1-10.

•

To stop the Tuning Manager series programs on a logical host, use the
cluster software. Configure the cluster software so that the Tuning
Manager series programs stops automatically when the logical host stops.
If you want to stop the Tuning Manager series programs to make changes
on the Tuning Manager series configuration without stopping other
resources such as the shared drive or logical IP address, use the cluster
software to stop only the Tuning Manager series programs. If the cluster
software does not have a function that allows you to stop the Tuning
Manager series programs only, temporarily stop performance monitoring
by the Tuning Manager series and then manually stop the Tuning Manager
series using the jpcstop command. To do this, you must set up a
mechanism that allows you to stop performance monitoring in advance
when you register the Tuning Manager series programs to the cluster
system.
Note: If you use the jpcstop command or any other methods to stop the
Tuning Manager series programs without using the cluster software, the
cluster software regards the status of Tuning Manager series programs as
different from the actual status and the cluster software may misinterpret
this situation as a failure and cause the following problems:
•

The status of the Tuning Manager series program as recognized by
the cluster software will be different from the actual status, causing
an error to be detected where none exists.

•

An attempt to stop a Tuning Manager series program using a
command might conflict with an attempt by the cluster software to
stop the same program, preventing it from starting or stopping as
intended.

Backup and restore in cluster systems
When you use the Tuning Manager series programs in logical host operations
in a cluster system, you must back up the system to prevent the loss of data
in case of a failure. For more information about how to backup and restore,
see Chapter 6, Backup and drive management on page 6-1.

Real-time monitoring using alarms in a cluster system
To notify users of a problem in the monitored system, you must set alarms.
When a logical host operation is used in a cluster system, the alarm setting
method differs from that of a non-cluster system.
On the node on which you perform actions:
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•

If you specified LOCAL for Action handler in the Command Definition
area, command is executed on the node where the Agent for monitoring
alarms runs. For example, when the Agent runs on a logical host and an
alarm occurs, an action is executed on the node where the Agent runs.

•

If the Tuning Manager series runs on the logical host, and you specify the
logical host name or LOCAL for Action handler in the Command
Definition area, a command is executed on the node where the Tuning
Manager series runs. Therefore, set up the environment so that
commands can be executed in similar ways on both the active and
standby nodes.

•

If the Action Handler service runs on a logical host, the current directory
is as follows:
environment-directory\jp1pc\bin\action
where:
environment-directory is the name of the directory specified in the
jpchasetup create command.

For details about how to set alarms, see Setting alarms on page 5-30.

Notes about operations in a cluster system
Consider the following notes when you operate Tuning Manager series
programs in a cluster system:
•

Detecting failover
To detect the occurrence of failover of a node running an Agent, use an
administration tool of the cluster software, monitor SNMP traps issued by
the cluster software, or monitor messages saved in log files.

•

Working with networks
To run Tuning Manager series on a physical host, you must set the
physical IP address that corresponds to the physical host name.
The physical host name depends on the settings specified in the
jpccomm.ini file. For details about how to check the physical host name,
see the chapter that describes Tuning Manager series setup in the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

•

Operating Agent for Oracle and Agent for Microsoft SQL server on a
logical host
The performance data that Agent for Oracle and Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server collect includes records that contain fields related to the host
name. When Agent for Oracle and Agent for Microsoft SQL Server runs on
a logical host, the host name field might contain physical host names or
logical host names. For Agent for Oracle, the physical host name is stored
in the Host field of the Instance (PD_PDI) record as the host name of the
connected instance. For Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, the physical or
logical host name is stored in the Host field of the Process Detail
(PD_PDET) record as the host name of the process executing on Microsoft
SQL Server.

•

Dependencies between the Agent Store service and Microsoft SQL Server
resources
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When operating Agent for Microsoft SQL Server in a cluster system, if
dependencies are set between the Agent Store service and Microsoft SQL
Server resources, Agent for Microsoft SQL Server stops and then
Microsoft SQL Server stops. Therefore, if a failover occurs during record
collection, Microsoft SQL Server does not stop immediately because the
process to stop is performed after the record collection ends. If you want
to stop Microsoft SQL Server without any delay during a failover, do not
set dependencies between Agent for Microsoft SQL Server and Microsoft
SQL Server. By doing this, Microsoft SQL Server might stop before Agent
for Microsoft SQL Server. At this time, the records are not collected.
Note that Microsoft SQL Server might take time to stop even when you
cancel the dependencies. If this occurs, set the connection timeout value
using the TIMEOUT item of the instance information, set the query timeout
value using the LOGIN_TIMEOUT item of the instance information, or use
the pending functionality to adjust the timing. For details about how to
set the connection timeout value and query timeout value, and how to
use the pending functionality, see Pending function during failover on
page 7-10 and the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.
•

Log output
In a cluster configuration, when you cancel the dependency setting
between Microsoft SQL Server and Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, and
Microsoft SQL Server stops before Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, a
record collection error message occurs. The message written to the log
file indicates that Microsoft SQL Server does not exist. You can ignore this
error and continue failover process.
The following shows examples of the generated log information:
¢

jpclog (common message log) file (only when Agent is running)
2005/10/25 18:22:25 jpcagtq 00002140 00002124
PWBSqlCollector 4241
KAVF21400-W A connection to SQL Server cannot be
established.

¢

•
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agtqerr01.log (agent log) file (output for each collection interval for
each record)
2005/10/25 18:24:23 jpcagtq 00002140 00002124 Sqlservado.cpp
0267
E Error Code = 0x80004005, Error Description = [DBNETLIB]
[ConnectionOpen (Connect()).]SQL Server does not exist or
access denied.

Changes in values of collected data after a failover (only Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server)
Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server collects OS performance data. Even
though collected performance data is stored in the shared drive for nodes,
the data is not replicated. When a failover occurs, Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server collects new data on the failover destination host.
Therefore, the values might change significantly after the failover.
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Changing the conditions for collecting
performance data (Agent for RAID)
This chapter describes how to modify conditions for collecting performance
data from storage systems by using Agent for RAID.
By modifying the conditions for collecting performance data, for example, by
changing the timing of performance data collection or by narrowing down the
logical devices to be monitored, you can optimize the operating environment
of Agent for RAID and storage systems.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Changing the performance data collection timing
□ Notes on time (for Hybrid Store)
□ Specifying the logical devices to be monitored
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Changing the performance data collection timing
If the collection timing is too frequent, Agent for RAID and storage systems
might not be able to maintain their normal performance levels. You can
alleviate the burden on Agent for RAID and the storage systems by increasing
the performance data collection interval.
The method for changing the timing of performance data collection in Agent
for RAID differs depending on the type of performance data. The two major
types of performance data collected by Agent for RAID are performance
information and configuration information:
•

When changing the timing of performance information collection
Performance information is stored in records of the PI record type. To
change the timing of performance information collection, you can either
use the GUI or execute the jpcasrec output and jpcasrec update
commands to change the collection interval value for the records of the PI
record type. For details about the procedure for changing the timing of
performance information collection using the GUI, see Modifying the
performance data recording method for an individual Agent on page 3-3.
For details about the jpcasrec output and jpcasrec update commands,
see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Note: The values that you can change are defined separately for each
record. For details about the values that can be changed, see the chapter
on records in the Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference.

•

When changing the timing of configuration information collection
Configuration information is stored in records of the PD record type. In
Agent for RAID, you cannot change the collection interval value for the
records of the PD record type. To change the timing of configuration
information collection, use the collection time definition file or the
jpctdrefresh command, provided by Agent for RAID.
Use one of following methods that is appropriate for your environment:
¢

¢

Collection time definition file
Use the collection time definition file for specifying the timing of
configuration information collection for regular configuration changes,
such as volume migration.
jpctdrefresh command
Use the jpctdrefresh command for specifying the timing of
configuration information collection for irregular configuration change,
such as adding drives.

Collecting configuration information based on the collection time
definition file
By defining the timing of configuration information collection in the collection
time definition file (conf_refresh_times.ini), you can collect the
configuration information of storage systems at the defined times. In
addition, even if it takes a long time to collect configuration information in the
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environment, collection of performance information that is carried out at the
same time is guaranteed.
By default, collection of configuration information, for which you can define
collection times in the collection time definition file, starts on the hour every
hour. The collected configuration information will be stored in records of the
PD record type that are generated at the same time (on the hour every
hour).
When the definitions in the collection time definition file are enabled, the onthe-hour collection of configuration information stops, and configuration
information is collected only at the times defined in the file. The collected
configuration information is used for the records of the PD record type
generated on the hour every hour and for the real-time report until the next
time configuration information is collected.
You can use the Collection Time (COLLECTION_TIME) field value of each
record to check the time at which the configuration information stored in the
record of the PD record type was collected.
Example:
Even if configuration information is defined so that it is collected twice a
day at 00:00 and 12:00, the records of the PD record type in which that
configuration information was stored are generated on the hour every
hour. After configuration information is collected at 00:00, the
information is used for each record generated hourly until the next time
configuration information is collected at 12:00. The information collected
at 00:00 is also used for the real-time reports displayed until 12:00.
Additionally, by default, if collection of configuration information takes a
minute or more, the performance information to be collected concurrently
might be skipped. However, when the collection time definition file is used,
the collection of performance information will not be skipped even though the
collection of configuration information takes a minute or more.
Note: The following notes apply to configuration information:
•

Configuration information to be stored in the CLPR Configuration
(PD_CLPC), Pool Configuration (PD_PLC), Pool Tier Type Configuration
(PD_PLTC), Pool Tier Type Operation Status (PD_PLTS), V-VOL Tier Type
Configuration (PD_VVTC), and Virtual Volume Configuration (PD_VVC)
records is collected based on Collection Interval, regardless of
whether the settings of the configuration information definition file is
enabled.

•

Changes made to the timing of configuration information collection affects
the generation results of records of the PI record type. The number of
instances for multi-instance records and the number of logical devices
that are aggregated using the Logical Device Aggregation (PI_LDA) record
increase or decrease in synchronization with the configuration information
collection timing.
(When monitoring Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Virtual Storage
Platform, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, Hitachi
Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, or Hitachi
USP, CLPR Summary (PI_CLPS) records will not be counted.)
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•

The actual times that configuration information is collected might differ
from the times defined in the collection time definition file.

Collection of configuration information can occur at the periodic collection
times determined by the Collection Interval value. If a time defined in the
collection time definition file does not exactly match any of the periodic
collection times determined by the collection interval, the actual collection
occurs at the nearest periodic collection time after the defined time.
For example, assume that the minimum Collection Interval value is set to 300
(five minutes) and 12:02 is defined as a configuration information collection
time in the collection time definition file. In this case, configuration
information is collected at 12:05, the same time that performance
information is collected.

Creating the collection time definition file
When you have set up an instance environment, create the collection time
definition file (conf_refresh_times.ini) before starting Agent for RAID. You
must create the file for each instance.
The directories in which the collection time definition file will be saved are
shown below. Note that, when you create the collection time definition file,
use a sample file (conf_refresh_times.ini.sample) contained in the same
directory.
Windows:
Physical host environment: installation-folder\agtd\agent\instance-name
\
Logical host environment: environment-directory\jp1pc\agtd\agent
\instance-name\
UNIX:
Physical host environment: /opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instance-name/
Logical host environment: environment-directory/jp1pc/agtd/agent/
instance-name/
In the collection time definition file, specify the times at which you want to
collect the configuration information of storage systems, in hh:mm format.

Rules for specifying times in the collection time definition file
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•

Each hh:mm entry must consist only of single-byte characters.

•

The hh part indicates the hour and the mm part indicates the minutes.
Both must be specified as two digits.

•

The time must be specified on a 24-hour basis (00:00 to 23:59).

•

A time must be specified on a separate line.

•

The collection time definition file can define a maximum of 48 collection
times.

•

The sixth and following characters on each line are ignored.

•

The lines beginning with a hash mark (#) are treated as comment lines.
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Note: The following notes apply to the collection time definition file:
•

Lines that violate any of the above rules have no effect.

•

The definitions in the collection time definition file can be enabled
even if the file does not contain any valid lines. If the collection time
definition file does not contain any valid lines, configuration
information is collected only once when Agent for RAID starts.
Configuration information will not be collected after that time.

•

The definitions in the collection time definition file are disabled if the
file contains a line whose length, including the terminating character,
is 1024 or more bytes.

Coding example of a collection time definition file
#USP S/N: 14053
02:30
#for Volume Migration 1
04:30
#for Volume Migration 2

Enabling the definitions in the collection time definition file
After you create the collection time definition file and save it in the specified
directory, start Agent for RAID. Check the message output to the common
message log, and make sure that the definitions in the file are enabled.
The definitions in the collection time definition file are not enabled if you save
the file in the specified directory while Agent for RAID is being started or after
Agent for RAID has started. Also note that changes made to the collection
time definition file while Agent for RAID is being started are not applied.

Collecting configuration information at any time by executing a
command
You can use the jpctdrefresh command to collect configuration information
of storage systems at any time. For details about the jpctdrefresh
command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
When using Agent for RAID in an environment where configuration
information does not need to be collected regularly, you can alleviate the
burden on Agent for RAID and the storage systems by using the following
method to collect configuration information:
1.

Stop collection of configuration information regularly performed on the
hour every hour.

2.

Execute the jpctdrefresh command to collect configuration information
only when the configuration of a storage system is changed.

To stop the collection performed on the hour every hour, create a collection
time definition file (conf_refresh_times.ini) that is empty, save the file in
the specified directory, and then restart Agent for RAID. For details about
how to create the collection time definition file, see Creating the collection
time definition file on page 8-4.
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Note: The actual times that configuration information is collected might differ
from the times at which the jpctdrefresh command was executed.
Collection of configuration information can occur at the periodic collection
times determined by the Collection Interval value. If a jpctdrefresh
command execution time does not exactly match any of the periodic
collection times determined by the collection interval, the actual collection
occurs at the nearest periodic collection time in the future.
For example, assume that the minimum Collection Interval value is set to 300
(five minutes) and the jpctdrefresh command is executed at 12:02. In this
case, configuration information is collected at 12:05, the same time that
performance information is collected.

Notes on time (for Hybrid Store)
This section describes notes regarding the time on the machine to which
Agent for RAID is installed.

Modifying the time
If you modify the time on the machine to which Agent for RAID is installed,
the integrity of the raw data and summary data will not be guaranteed.
To advance the time:
•

For raw data, as much data as the time put forward is missing.

•

For summarization data, data is summarized excluding the data that is
missing from the specified summarization target.

To delay the time:
The raw data will be overwritten by the delayed time period if the data of the
delayed time period exists. If no data exists for the delayed time period, new
data will be saved.
The summary data assumes that data is summarized until the time before the
time modification. Therefore, the summary data will not summarize the data
even if data exists that has been stored after modifying the time.

Changing the time zone
Do not change the time zone for the machine to which Agent for RAID is
installed.
If the time zone is changed, the startup might take longer or data might be
deleted.

Adjusting to daylight saving time
The period of data to be summarized before and after daylight saving time
might be different from the standard time. Each summarization type is
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described below. Note that the raw data is out of scope because the raw data
is not summarized.

Hourly data:
If the summarization timing is set to hh:00 in local time, the summarization
standard time is determined by whether the calendar time is in daylight
saving time. For a time that redundantly exists, the daylight saving time is
set.
Example of hourly summary data before and after daylight saving time:
Assume that 02:00 in standard time is changed to 02:30 in daylight saving
time. HTM - Agent for RAID attempts to summarize data starting at 02:00 in
standard time. However, as the time has been put forward by 30 minutes for
daylight saving time, the data for 02:00 to 02:29 in standard time does not
exist. Therefore, the data for 02:30 to 02:59 is summarized.
Assume that 02:00 in daylight saving time is changed back to 01:30 in
standard time. HTM - Agent for RAID summarizes the data for 90 minutes,
that is, from 01:00 in daylight saving time to 01:59 in standard time.

Daily or longer unit data:
The summarization standard time is determined by whether the local time is
daylight saving time. The standard time for each data item is as follows:
•

For daily data: 00:00 on the current day

•

For weekly data: 00:00 on Monday

•

For monthly data: 00:00 on the first day of the current month

•

For yearly data: 00:00 on January 1

Example of daily summary data before and after daylight saving time:
Assume that 00:00 in standard time is changed to 01:00 in daylight saving
time. HTM - Agent for RAID summarizes the data for 23 hours at 00:00 the
next day.
Assume that 01:00 in daylight saving time is changed back to 00:00 in
standard time. HTM - Agent for RAID summarizes the data for 25 hours at
00:00 the next day.

Specifying the logical devices to be monitored
This section describes how to specify the logical devices that are to be
monitored by Agent for RAID. By default, Agent for RAID collects information
about all logical devices that can be monitored, and stores the information in
the Store database. If you reduce the number of logical devices that Agent
for RAID monitors by specifying only the necessary logical devices, you can
expect the following benefits:
•

The display performance of historical reports is improved.
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•

The usage of the Store database can be reduced.

•

The visibility of reports is improved.

To specify the logical devices that are to be monitored, you must use the
logical device definition file (ldev_filter.ini) provided by Agent for RAID.
In this file, define the logical device numbers of the logical devices that you
want to monitor. When you have defined logical device numbers in this file,
the Store database will store information about these logical devices only.
(This information is taken from information about all logical devices, collected
from the storage system.) In the same way, historical reports and real-time
reports display information about only the defined logical devices.
The Main Console displays only the performance data for logical devices that
are specified as monitoring targets of Agent for RAID.
Note: The following notes apply when monitoring logical devices:
•

If you want to monitor all of the logical devices that make up an LUSE,
you must define either the first logical device or the main logical unit in
the logical device definition file. For the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
G1000, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, Virtual
Storage Platform, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform
V/VM series, Hitachi USP, you must specify the first logical device. For the
Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series, you must specify the
main logical unit. If the defined logical devices are neither the first logical
device nor the main logical unit, the entire LUSE including those logical
devices will be excluded from the monitoring target.

•

When alarms are used to monitor the operating status of a storage
system, only logical devices that are defined in the logical device
definition file will be subject to evaluation.

Creating the logical device definition file
When you have set up an instance environment, create the logical device
definition file (ldev_filter.ini) before starting Agent for RAID. You must
create the file for each instance.
The directories in which the logical device definition file will be saved are
shown below. When you create the logical device definition file, use a sample
file (ldev_filter.ini.sample) contained in the same directory.
Windows:
Physical host environment: installation-folder\agtd\agent\instance-name
\
Logical host environment: environment-directory\jp1pc\agtd\agent
\instance-name\
UNIX:
Physical host environment: /opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instance-name/
Logical host environment: environment-directory/jp1pc/agtd/agent/
instance-name/
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You can use a solution set of Agent for RAID to simplify creation of the logical
device definition file. This method is recommended particularly when you
want to monitor storage systems that have logical devices that make up an
LUSE. For further information, see the end of this section.
In the logical device definition file, specify the logical device numbers of the
logical devices that you want to monitor.

Rules for specifying device numbers in the logical device definition
file
•

Each logical device number must consist only of single-byte characters.

•

When the storage systems to be monitored are the Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform G1000, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600,
Virtual Storage Platform, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage
Platform V/VM series, Hitachi USP, specify the logical device numbers in
CU-number:LDEV-number or logical-DKC-number:CU-number:LDEVnumber format. Specify the logical-DKC-number, CU-number, and LDEVnumber entries with two-digit hexadecimal numbers.

•

When the storage systems to be monitored are the Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series, specify each logical device number as a
decimal (base 10) number not exceeding four digits.

•

A logical device number must be specified on a separate line.

•

The logical device definition file can define a maximum of 65,280 logical
devices.

•

Lines beginning with a hash mark (#) are treated as comment lines.
Note: The following notes apply to the logical device definition file:
•

You cannot use multi-byte characters.

•

Lines that violate any of the above rules have no effect.

•

The definitions in the logical device definition file can be enabled even
when the file does not contain any valid lines. However, Agent for
RAID will not monitor any logical devices.

•

The definitions in the logical device definition file are disabled if the
file contains a line whose length, including the terminating character,
is 1024 or more bytes.

Coding example of a logical device definition file
When the storage system to be monitored is a Hitachi USP1100 system:
#USP S/N: 14053
00:01
01:11
2F:AC
When the storage system to be monitored is a Hitachi AMS500 system:
#AMS S/N: 75010005
1
15
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Using a solution set to create the logical device definition file
You can easily create the logical device definition file by using reports of a
solution set that displays the configuration information of logical devices. The
procedure is as follows:
1.

Start Agent for RAID.

2.

Export the contents of the Logical Device Configuration (7.1) report to a
CSV-format file.

3.

From the CSV-format file, extract the LDEV Number column that contains
the logical device numbers of the logical devices monitored by Agent for
RAID.

4.

Copy the sample file to create the ldev_filter.ini file.

5.

Paste the data extracted in step 3 into the ldev_filter.ini file.

6.

Delete the logical device numbers of the logical devices that you do not
want to monitor from the logical device numbers that you have pasted in
the ldev_filter.ini file.

For details about the Logical Device Configuration (7.1) report, see the
chapter on solution sets in the Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference.
For details about how to export the contents of a report, see the chapter on
report operation with Performance Reporter in the Tuning Manager User
Guide.

Enabling the definitions in the logical device definition file
After you create the logical device definition file and save it in the specified
directory, start Agent for RAID. Check the message output to the common
message log, and make sure that the definitions in the logical device
definition file are enabled.
The logical device definition file is not enabled if you save the file in the
specified directory while Agent for RAID is being started or after Agent for
RAID has started. Also note that changes made to the logical device definition
file while Agent for RAID is being started are not applied. Therefore, restart
Agent for RAID to enable the logical device definition file that has been stored
or updated.
Note: If operating in cluster system, re-start Agent for RAID from the cluster
software. If Agent for RAID is started or stopped by executing the jpcstart
or jpcstop command, not by operating the cluster software, the Agent for
RAID status managed by the cluster software and the actual Agent for RAID
status will differ. As a result, an error occurs because the cluster software
mistakenly recognizes the status difference as a failure.
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9
Information collected by Agent for
Platform
This chapter provides an overview of collecting log information (UNIX) and
Active Directory monitoring information (Windows) specific to Agent for
Platform, as well as describes how to set up collection of these kinds of
information and how to perform monitoring. The chapter also describes how
to collect non-default performance data (workgroup information and
application operating status information) as user defined records.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Overview of log information collection (UNIX)
□ Setting up log information collection (UNIX)
□ Overview of collecting Active Directory monitoring information (Windows)
□ Overview of collecting user defined records
□ Overview of collecting workgroup information (UNIX)
□ Setting up workgroup information collection (UNIX)
□ Overview of collecting application operating status information
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Overview of log information collection (UNIX)
Agent for Platform (UNIX) can collect the following log information:
•

UNIX log information

•

Log information for applications running on UNIX

•

Log information for databases running on UNIX
Note: Log information can be collected from text-format incremental log
files. Only single-byte characters can be collected.
In Linux, log information cannot be collected because the Logged
Messages (PL_MESS) record cannot be used.

By using a command, if specific log information is set (such as an error
message) as the threshold for an alarm, you can notify users when the
specified message is output.
The log information collection program of Agent for Platform (UNIX) collects
log information from log files according to the predefined log file name and
the filter condition settings. These settings are specified in locations such as
an event file. The collected log information is collected by the Agent Collector
service and managed as a Logged Messages (PL_MESS) record, which is a
record of the PL record type. As with other records, the Logged Messages
(PL_MESS) record can be used in displayed reports and can be monitored by
alarms. The following figure provides an overview of log information
monitoring.
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Figure 9-1 Overview of log information monitoring

Setting up log information collection (UNIX)
Perform the following steps to set up log information collection by Agent for
Platform (UNIX) and log information monitoring by Performance Reporter:
1.

Set up the event file.

2.

Use Performance Reporter to set up the system so that performance data
for Logged Messages (PL_MESS) records will be stored in the Store
database.
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Note: This step is necessary in order to use Performance Reporter to
display historical reports.
3.

Restart Agent for Platform (UNIX).

Proceed to section Setting up the event file on page 9-4 for instructions.

Setting up the event file
To collect log information, you must first set up the event file. The event file
specifies such information as the name of the log file in which the log
information to be collected is output and collection filtering conditions.
You can only use the following event file:
/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent/evfile
The event file consists exclusively of comment lines (lines that begin with #).
To set parameters, edit the event file directly. You can also create a copy of
the file in the same directory, and then edit the copy.
To set up the event file:
1.

Use a text editor to open the event file.

2.

Add the following parameters to the event file:
logfile=file-name
[id=identifier]
[regexp=filter-condition]
The following describes the parameters:
logfile=file-name
Specify the full pathname of the log file in which the log information
to be collected is output. Specify the log file name using alphanumeric
characters. For details about the number of bytes that can be
specified, see the operating system documentation.
id=identifier
Specify the character string to be displayed as an identifier for the log
information. You can specify up to 1,023 single-byte alphanumeric
characters and symbols (excluding asterisks (*). The value specified
in this parameter becomes the character string that follows the
jpcagtu character string in the Message Text (MESSAGE_TEXT) field of
the Logged Messages (PL_MESS) record. If this parameter is omitted,
the log file name (not including the directory name) is displayed.
regexp=filter-condition
Specify a filtering condition for the log information to be collected in
the Logged Messages (PL_MESS) record. You can specify up to 2,040
single-byte alphanumeric characters and symbols (including line feed
characters). To define a conditional expression, use an expanded
normal expression. For details about expanded normal expressions,
see the operating system documentation. If you specify multiple
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expressions, they are interpreted as being connected by OR
statements.
You can also use the Portable Operating System Interface for UNIX
(POSIX) to specify filter conditions. If you use the /i suffix, the
system stores log information in the Logged Messages (PL_MESS)
record without distinguishing between upper case and lower case
characters.
Note: The following notes apply when setting up the event file:
•

Parameter names are not case-sensitive.

•

When you add a parameter, you must not specify any blanks or tab
characters before or after the equals sign.

•

To write a comment, insert a line that begins with a hash mark (#),
and write a comment after the hash mark.

•

When you use regular expressions and specify the dot asterisk (.*)
combination as the filter condition, depending on the OS performance,
it might take time to collect records. In this case, replace the regular
expression format with other characters, such as the caret asterisk
(^*) combination.

3.

To collect information from more than one log file, specify the parameters
for each log file.

4.

Save the event file with file name evfile, which is the default file name.
Note: To revert the setup information in the evfile file to the original
contents at the time of system installation, copy evfile.model (the
model file for evfile) into evfile.

Example of specifying an event file
To collect log information for the Sample Application that was output to /opt/
sampleapp/log, and then store, in the Logged Messages (PL_MESS) record,
only log information whose status is warning, error, or fatal (not casesensitive), specify the event file as follows:
logfile=/opt/sampleapp/log id=SAMPLE regexp=warning/i
regexp=error/i regexp=fatal/i

Setting up Performance Reporter
To display historical reports, you must set up Performance Reporter so that
performance data in the Logged Messages (PL_MESS) records is stored in the
Store database. For details about setting up Performance Reporter, see
Chapter 3, Using Store databases to manage data on page 3-1.

Notes about collecting log information
This section provides notes about using the Logged Messages (PL_MESS)
record to monitor messages.
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•

A maximum of 511 bytes of characters stored in the Logged Messages
(PL_MESS) record can be monitored using a conditional expression in the
alarm definition. However, because the character string stored in a
Logged Messages (PL_MESS) record includes header information such as
an identifier (id), the actual message length that can be monitored is 511
bytes minus the length of the header information.

•

To monitor a character string whose length exceeds 511 bytes, set the
character string as a filter condition in the event file settings for Agent for
Platform (UNIX). In such a case, also set a desired identifier (id) for the
message. By setting an identifier (id) in the conditional expression in the
alarm definition, you can monitor messages containing the character
string set as the filter condition.
For example, to monitor messages containing the character string ABC,
set Console as the identifier (id) in the event file settings for Agent for
Platform (UNIX) and ABC as the filter condition:
logfile=/tmp/console_log
id=Console
regexp=ABC
Then, in the alarm definition file, set Console as a threshold for the
abnormal or warning value.
Based on these settings, a message that contains the character string ABC
will be assigned Console as the id in the message header. An alarm is
then generated for messages that contain the character string Console.

Overview of collecting Active Directory monitoring
information (Windows)
Agent for Platform (Windows) 6.0 and later versions include the Active
Directory Overview (PI_AD) record, which is used to collect Active Directory
monitoring information. By referencing this record, you can monitor the
status and results of replication, the session connection status, the database
cache hit rate, and the wait time for outputting database log data. This
monitoring enables you to check the operating status and load of Active
Directory.

Active Directory configuration and monitoring information for
specific objectives
This section provides an Active Directory configuration and describes the
monitoring information required to accomplish specific objectives.
The following figure shows the Active Directory configuration.
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Figure 9-2 Active Directory configuration
The following tables describe the monitoring information required at each
monitoring point shown in the figure for specific objectives.

Table 9-1 Monitoring information at monitoring point 1
Objective

Bottleneck

Monitoring whether User logon
illegal logon

Monitoring method and
examples of
countermeasures
If the number of
authentication requests is
much greater than the
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Active Directory
overview (PI_AD)
record fields
•

Kerberos
Authentications
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Objective

Bottleneck

attempts have
been made

Monitoring method and
examples of
countermeasures

Active Directory
overview (PI_AD)
record fields

number of currently
•
logged-on users, illegal
logon attempts might have •
been made (there might
be a user who repeatedly
fails to log on).
Appropriate
countermeasures for illegal
logon attempts must be
taken.

Distributing user
requests to
multiple domain
controllers to
prevent
performance
degradation

NTLM
Authentications
LDAP Client
Sessions

Acquire the number of
LDAP Client Sessions
sessions connected to
each domain controller,
and compare the number
of logged-on users for
each. Based on this
information, adjust the
number of users belonging
to each domain controller
to balance the load.

Table 9-2 Monitoring information at monitoring point 2
Objective
Monitoring
databases that
significantly affect
Active Directory
performance

Bottleneck
Active
Directory
database
cache

Monitoring method and
examples of
countermeasures
Increase the amount of
cache memory in the
following cases:
•

•

Active
Directory
database log
buffer
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Active Directory
overview (PI_AD)
record fields
•

Cache % Hit

•

Cache Page Fault
Stalls/sec

When the value of the
•
Cache % Hit or Table
Open Cache % Hit
•
field is at or below
the base value
•
When the value of the
Cache Page Fault
•
Stalls/sec or Table
Open Cache
•
Misses/sec field is at
or above the base
•
value

If the value of the Log
Record Stalls/sec field
is at or above the base
value, increase the
amount of log buffer
memory
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Cache Page
Faults/sec
Cache Size
Table Open Cache %
Hit
Table Open Cache
Hits/sec
Table Open Cache
Misses/sec
Table Opens/sec

•

Log Record
Stalls/sec

•

Log Threads
Waiting

•

Log Writes/sec

Table 9-3 Monitoring information at monitoring point 3
Objective
Monitoring the
replication status
to reduce the
effect of increases
in traffic between
domain controllers
due to replication

Bottleneck

Monitoring method and
examples of
countermeasures

Active Directory
overview (PI_AD)
record fields

DC
Monitor whether there are •
communicatio traffic-related fields whose
•
n within site
values are at or above the
base value. If there are
such fields, take the
following measures:
•

Use a faster network.

•

Change the schedule
so that intra-site
replication is
performed when the
CPU usage rate is low.

Preventing
performance
degradation of the
Active Directory
functionality due to
file replication and
preventing the loss
or damage to files
due to folder
contention

If the value of the DRA
•
Sync Requests Made field •
minus the value of the DRA
Sync Requests
Successful field
continues to increase, the
Active Directory
functionality might be
degraded.1 In this case,
change the schedule so
that intra-site replication
is performed when the
CPU usage rate is low.

Preventing heavy
intra-site network
traffic from
occurring

If the value of the SAM
Password Changes/sec
field is at or above the
base value, password
change requests might
cause a network traffic
bottleneck.2 In this case,
adjust the number of
users belonging to each
domain controller to
balance the load.

DRA In Total/sec
DRA Out Total/sec

DRA In Total/sec
DRA Out Total/sec

SAM Password
Changes/sec

Note 1:
When response is slow, many file replication requests are placed in a
processing wait state. You can monitor DRA-related fields to check
whether DRA Sync Requests Made minus DRA Sync Requests Successful
continues to increase. Under normal circumstances (when file replication
attempts are successful), this value does not continue to increase.
Note 2:
When there are many password change requests, network traffic volume
is heavy. Under normal circumstances, the SAM Password Changes/sec
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field value is smaller than the user-preset number of password changes
per second.

Table 9-4 Monitoring information at monitoring point 4
Objective

Bottleneck

Monitoring
network traffic
between sites

DC
communicati
on between
sites

Zone
transfer

Monitoring the
replication status
to reduce the
effect of increases
in traffic between
domain
controllers due to
replication

DC
communicati
on between
sites

Monitoring method
and examples of
countermeasures
If the number of bytes
after compression is at
or above the base value,
take the following
measures:
•

Change the schedule
so that inter-site
replication is
performed when the
CPU usage rate is
low.

•

Integrate the sites.

Monitor whether the
network bandwidth
between sites is being
consumed by zone
transfers. If so, consider
integrating the sites.

Monitor whether there
are traffic-related fields
whose values are at or
above the base value. If
there are such fields,
take the following
measures:
•

Use a faster
network.

•

Change the schedule
so that inter-site
replication is
performed when the
CPU usage rate is
low.

Active Directory
overview (PI_AD)
record fields
•

DRA In Total/sec

•

DRA Out
Total/sec

•

Zone Transfer
Failure

•

Zone Transfer
Request Received

•

Zone Transfer
SOA Request Sent

•

Zone Transfer
Success

•

DRA In Total/sec

•

DRA Out
Total/sec

Prerequisites for collecting Active Directory monitoring information
Before you collect Active Directory performance data, make sure that Active
Directory is installed. You can collect Active Directory monitoring information
only in an environment in which Active Directory is available. For details on
how to install Active Directory, see the notes on collecting Active Directory
information in the Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference.
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Monitoring Active Directory
To check whether Active Directory is operating normally, create alarms for
some basic performance information items and perform monitoring around
the clock. If these alarms report an abnormal state or a warning, analyze the
detailed reports to solve the problems. The following describes monitoring of
basic performance information items.

Monitoring the status of a domain controller where Active Directory is operating
The basic performance of a server on which Active Directory is operating
greatly affects the performance of Active Directory itself. The following are
the alarms and the report for monitoring the status of a server on which
Active Directory is operating:
•

CPU Usage alarm
This alarm is used to monitor processor usage

•

Available Memory alarm
This alarm is used to monitor the amount of available physical memory.

•

Drive Capacity alarm
This alarm is used to monitor the amount of free capacity on the hard
drive.

•

Server Activity Summary (Multi-Agent) report
This report is used to monitor the network traffic load

These alarms and report are provided in a solution set. For details on alarms,
see the chapter on monitoring the operating status using alarms in the
Tuning Manager User Guide. For details on reports, see the chapter on report
operations in the Tuning Manager User Guide.

Monitoring performance information specific to Active Directory
The following are the fields of the Active Directory Overview (PI_AD) record
used to monitor the performance information specific to Active Directory:
•

Table Opens/sec field
This field indicates the number of database tables opened per second,
which is a metric for the Active Directory database load.

•

DRA In Total/sec field
This field indicates the total number of inbound bytes replicated per
second, which is a metric for the replication load.

•

DRA Out Total/sec field
This field indicates the total number of outbound bytes replicated per
second, which is a metric for the replication load.

•

DS Notify Queue Size field
This field indicates the number of update notifications that are already in
the queue but have not been sent yet to clients. This value is a metric for
the domain service load.

•

LDAP Successful Binds/sec field
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This field indicates the number of LDAP binds per second, which is a
metric the for LDAP load.
For details on how to create an alarm, see the chapter on monitoring the
operating status using alarms in the Tuning Manager User Guide.

Overview of collecting user defined records
Agent for Platform can collect performance data not provided by default and
store it in a record. This record for storing performance data is called a user
defined record.
The following table describes the information for which user defined records
can be set and the records corresponding to type of information.

Table 9-5 Information that can be set for user records
Information supporting user defined record
collection

Records

Workgroup information

Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP)
record

Application operating status information

Application Summary (PD_APP)
record

Like other records, user defined records specified on each host can be used to
display reports on Performance Reporter and issue alarms based on
monitoring.
When multiple pieces of performance data are collected into each record, a
new line is added for each field in the user defined record as each piece of
performance data is collected. As a result, each user defined record becomes
a multi-line record. A multi-line record is a multi-instance record.

Overview of collecting workgroup information (UNIX)
If multiple users are using UNIX system resources or operating as UNIX
groups, Agent for Platform (UNIX) lets you to set up selected UNIX users and
UNIX groups as workgroups. You can then collect information about the
workgroups. You can set up workgroups to consist of the following:
•

UNIX users

•

UNIX groups

•

Programs being executed by a process

The workgroup information collection program of Agent for Platform (UNIX)
summarizes the performance data that relates to workgroups in Process
Detail (PD) record. The program summarizes the data about a workgroup on
the basis of the workgroup name and other information that is set in the
workgroup file. The summarized performance data is managed as a
Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) record. As with other records, Workgroup
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Summary (PI_WGRP) records can be used in displayed reports and can be
monitored by alarms. The following figure shows the flow of data in
workgroup information monitoring.

Figure 9-3 Flow of data in workgroup information monitoring

Setting up workgroup information collection (UNIX)
Perform the steps described in the following procedure to set up a system
that enables Agent for Platform (UNIX) to collect workgroup information, and
enables Performance Reporter to monitor workgroup information.
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To set up the system:
1.

Set up the workgroup file.

2.

Set up Performance Reporter so that performance data for Workgroup
Summary (PI_WGRP) records is stored to the Store database.
This step is necessary in order to use Performance Reporter to display
historical reports.

3.

Restart Agent for Platform (UNIX).
To enable the corrected definition, you must stop Agent for Platform
(UNIX) and then restart it.

Setting up the workgroup file
To collect workgroup information, you must first set up the workgroup file.
The workgroup file sets information such as the name for a workgroup.
You can use only one workgroup file. If you rename the file, the file is
disabled.
The workgroup file name is as follows:
/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent/wgfile
This workgroup file consists exclusively of comment lines (lines that begin
with #). To set parameters, you can edit this workgroup file directly, or edit a
copy of the workgroup file.
To set up the workgroup file:
1.

Use a text editor to open the workgroup file.

2.

Add the parameters to the workgroup file.
For details on specifying the parameters, see Specifying parameters and
format for a workgroup file on page 9-14.

3.

To collect information about multiple workgroups, specify separate sets of
parameters for each workgroup for which information is to be collected.

4.

Save the workgroup file with the default file name wgfile.
Note: To revert the setup information in the wgfile to the original
contents at the time of system installation, copy wgfile.model (the
model file of wgfile) into wgfile.
If multiple parameters have been specified and any of the parameter
values match the performance data in a Process Detail (PD) record field
value, that performance data will be stored in the Workgroup Summary
(PI_WGRP) record.

Specifying parameters and format for a workgroup file
The following sections describe the parameter format and details for
specifying a workgroup file.
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Parameter format
This section describes the format used to specify parameters.
The format of parameters is as follows:
workgroup=workgroup-name
[users=UNIX-user-names] or [users_02=UNIX-user-names]
[groups=UNIX-group-names] or [groups_02=UNIX-group-names]
[programs=program-names] or [programs_02=program-names]
[arguments_02=monitored-program-arguments]
[regexp=monitoring-conditions]

The following notes apply when using these parameters for specifying a
workgroup file:
•

Each file parameter must end with a linefeed character.

•

You must specify the workgroup parameter first. You can specify the
other parameters in any sequence.

•

Parameters enclosed in square braces ([ ]) are optional. Note, however,
that you must specify at least one parameter in addition to the workgroup
parameter.

•

Parameter names are not case-sensitive.

•

When you add a parameter, you must not specify any blanks or tab
characters before or after the equals sign.

•

If a single parameter requires continuation lines, specify a comma (,) at
the end of each line that is being continued.

•

Each inserted comment line must begin with a hash mark (#).

•

You can use a regular expression to specify a parameter. For details
about regular expressions, see the operating system documentation. For
examples of using regular expressions, see Examples of a workgroup file
on page 9-19.

•

For parameters other than workgroup, you can specify multiple values by
using a delimiter between the individual values. Normally, you can use
commas or spaces as delimiter. However, you must use “, as a delimiter
and “\n (linefeed) as an end character only when you use a value
prefixed with “ to specify the monitoring target in the arguments_02,
groups_02, programs_02, or users_02 parameter. For details, see (b) in
this section.

•

When you use a value prefixed with “ to specify the monitoring target in
the arguments_02, groups_02, programs_02, or users_02 parameter, if
the corresponding delimiter does not exist, the specified monitoring target
cannot be identified. This is because the range specification of character
strings is disabled.

•

When you use a value prefixed with “ to specify the monitoring target in
the arguments_02, groups_02, programs_02, or users_02 parameter, a
single double quotation mark (“) between the first “ and its
corresponding delimiter is ignored. If you want to include “ in the
monitoring target, specify two double-quotation marks (“”).
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•

In each of the arguments_02, groups_02, programs_02, and users_02
parameters, you can concurrently specify a value prefixed with “ and a
value without “.

Details of parameters
This section provides details about the parameters. For an example of setting
parameters, see Examples of a workgroup file on page 9-19.
The parameters are described as follows:
workgroup=workgroup-name
Specify a name for the workgroup to be monitored, using
alphanumeric characters. Although you can specify the workgroup
name by using up to 2,037 bytes (including linefeed characters), only
the first 29 bytes are stored in the Store database. If you specify the
same workgroup name more than once, the last specified condition
(workgroup condition with a larger line number) is used.
You must specify a workgroup name.
users=UNIX-user-names
Specify the names of UNIX users that are to be set as the workgroup
for which information is to be collected. Each UNIX user name can be
up to 2,041 single-byte alphanumeric characters (including line feed
characters); however, only the first 29 bytes are stored in the Store
database, and the remaining characters become >.
You specify multiple UNIX user names by using at least one comma or
space as the delimiter between the individual names. All the specified
users will be monitored.
The value specified here will be displayed in the Users (USERS) field
of the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) record.
In this parameter, specify the value to be stored in the Real User
(REAL_USER_NAME) field of the Process Detail (PD) record.
users_02=UNIX-user-names
Specify the names of UNIX users that are to be set as the workgroup
for which information is to be collected. This parameter is used for
extending the users parameter specification.
When you specify a value prefixed with “, the characters up to the
next delimiter, that is, “, or “\n (linefeed), are identified as the
specified value. For example, you can include spaces and commas,
which are used as delimiters in the users parameter, in the extended
specification. If the specified value is not prefixed with “, the
operation is the same as when the users parameter is specified.
When you use an extended specification, “, is handled as a delimiter
and “\n (linefeed) is handled as the end character of the parameter.
To specify “ as a value in the extended specification, specify two
double-quotation marks (“”). Although each UNIX user name can be
up to 2,038 single-byte alphanumeric characters (including linefeed
characters), only the first 29 bytes are stored in the Store database.
The remaining characters are replaced by the “>” character.
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The value specified here will be displayed in the Users (USERS) field
of the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) record.
In this parameter, specify the value to be stored in the Real User
(REAL_USER_NAME) field of the Process Detail (PD) record.
groups=UNIX-group-names
Specify the names of UNIX groups that are to be set as the workgroup
for which information is to be collected. Although each UNIX group
name can be up to 2,040 single-byte alphanumeric characters
(including linefeed characters), only the first 29 bytes are stored in
the Store database. The remaining characters are replaced by the “>”
character.
You specify multiple UNIX group names by using at least one comma
or space as the delimiter between the individual names. All the
specified groups will be monitored.
The value specified here will be displayed in the Groups (GROUPS)
field of the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) record.
In this parameter, specify the value to be stored in the Real Group
(REAL_GROUP_NAME) field of the Process Detail (PD) record.
groups_02=UNIX-group-names
Specify the names of UNIX groups that are to be set as the workgroup
for which information is to be collected. This parameter is used for
extending the groups parameter specification.
When you specify a value prefixed with “, the characters up to the
next delimiter, that is, “, or “\n (linefeed), are identified as the
specified value. For example, you can include spaces and commas,
which are used as delimiters in the groups parameter, in the
extended specification. If the specified value is not prefixed with “,
the operation is the same as when the groups parameter is specified.
When you use an extended specification, “, is handled as a delimiter
and “\n (linefeed) is handled as the end character of the parameter.
To specify “ as a value in the extended specification, specify two
double-quotation marks (“”). Although each UNIX group name can be
up to 2,037 single-byte alphanumeric characters (including linefeed
characters), only the first 29 bytes are stored in the Store database.
The remaining characters are replaced by the “>” character.
The value specified here will be displayed in the Groups (GROUPS)
field of the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) record.
In this parameter, specify the value to be stored in the Real Group
(REAL_GROUP_NAME) field of the Process Detail (PD) record.
programs=program-names
Specify the names of programs executed by a process that are to be
set as the workgroup for which information is to be collected. Each
program name can be up to 2,038 single-byte alphanumeric
characters (including line feed characters); however, only the first 29
bytes are stored in the Store database, and the remaining characters
are replaced by the “>” character.
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You specify multiple program names by using at least one comma or
space as the delimiter between the individual names. All the specified
programs will be monitored.
The value specified here will be displayed in the Programs
(PROGRAMS) field of the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) record.
In this parameter, specify the value to be stored in the Program
(PROGRAM_NAME) field of the Process Detail (PD) record.
programs_02=program-names
Specify the names of programs executed by a process that are to be
set as the workgroup for which information is to be collected. This
parameter is used for extending the programs parameter
specification.
When you specify a value prefixed with “, the characters up to the
next delimiter, that is, “, or “\n (linefeed), are identified as the
specified value. For example, you can include spaces and commas,
which are used as delimiters in the programs parameter, in the
extended specification. If the specified value is not prefixed with “,
the operation is the same as when the programs parameter is
specified. When you use an extended specification, “, is handled as a
delimiter and “\n (linefeed) is handled as the end character of the
parameter. To specify “ as a value in the extended specification,
specify two double-quotation marks (“”). Although each program
name can be up to 2,035 single-byte alphanumeric characters
(including linefeed characters), only the first 29 bytes are stored in
the Store database. The remaining characters become >.
The value specified here will be displayed in the Programs
(PROGRAMS) field of the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) record.
In this parameter, specify the value to be stored in the Program
(PROGRAM_NAME) field of the Process Detail (PD) record.
arguments_02=monitored-program-arguments
Specify the arguments of programs to be monitored as part of the
workgroup. Although each command argument can have up to 2,034
single-byte alphanumeric characters (including linefeed characters),
only the first 29 bytes are stored in the Store database. The
remaining characters are replaced by the “>” character. You can
specify multiple arguments by using at least one comma or space as
the delimiter between the individual arguments. All the specified
arguments will be monitored.
You can also extend the specification of this parameter. When you
specify a value prefixed with “, the characters up to the next
delimiter, that is, “, or “\n (linefeed), are identified as the specified
value. For example, you can also include delimiters such as spaces
and commas in the extended specification.
If the specified value is not prefixed with “, the operation is the same
as when the normal parameter is specified. When you use an
extended specification, “, is handled as a delimiter and “\n (linefeed)
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is handled as the end character of the parameter. To specify “ as a
value in the extended specification, specify two double-quotation
marks (“”).
The value specified here will be displayed in the Argument Lists
(ARGUMENT_LISTS) field of the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP)
record. In this parameter, specify the value to be stored in the
Argument List (ARGUMENT_LIST) field of the Process Detail (PD)
record.
regexp=monitoring-conditions
Use the conditions in the arguments_02, groups, groups_02,
programs, programs_02, users, and users_02 parameters to specify
the processes to be monitored as part of the workgroup. You can use
regular expressions for the specification. The processes that partially
match the conditions will be monitored.
If you specify multiple expressions, they are interpreted as being
connected by OR statements.
You can specify up to 2,040 single-byte alphanumeric characters
(including linefeed characters). However, if you specify a character
string of 30 or more bytes in a condition expression for
arguments_02, groups, groups_02, programs, programs_02, users,
or users_02, only the first 29 bytes are stored in the Store database.
The remaining characters are replaced by the “>” character.
For details about extended regular expressions, see the operating
system documentation.
You can also use the Portable Operating System Interface for UNIX
(POSIX) to specify conditions. If you use the /i suffix, the system
stores definition information in the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP)
record without distinguishing between upper case and lower case
characters.
For details on specification examples, see Examples of a workgroup
file on page 9-19.

Examples of a workgroup file
The following examples illustrate how to specify a workgroup file.
Example 1
This example specifies the following information:
¢

Workgroup name: sysadmin

¢

UNIX user name: root

¢

UNIX group names: sys, user, system

¢

Program names: netscape, turkey

workgroup=sysadmin groups=sys,user,system users=root
programs=netscape,turkey

Example 2
This example specifies the following information:
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¢

Workgroup name: argument

¢

UNIX user name: root

¢

UNIX group name: sys

¢

Program name: emacs

Argument: data.ini
workgroup=argument
users=root
groups=sys
programs=emacs
arguments_02=data.ini

¢

Example 3
This example specifies the following information:
¢

Workgroup name: programs

¢

UNIX user name: root

¢

UNIX group name: sys

Program names: spaceΔkey, emacs (Δ is a space)
workgroup=programs
users=root
groups=sys
programs_02=”spaceΔkey”,emacs (Δ is a space)

¢

Example 4
This example defines the process that completely matches the following
argument:
¢

Workgroup name: development

¢

Argument: jpcagtuΔ-dΔ/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent (Δ is a space)

workgroup=development
arguments_02=”jpcagtu -d /opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent”

Example 5
This example specifies the following information:
¢

Workgroup name: development

¢

UNIX group name: system or sys

¢

Program names: doublequota

Argument: quota_”_middle
workgroup=development
groups_02=”system”,sys
arguments_02=”doublequota quota_””_middle”

¢

Example 6
This example uses regular expressions to specify the user name, group
name, and program names.
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When you use a regular expression, you enclose each parameter and its
value in braces ({ and }). You can also specify multiple regular
expressions by separating them with a comma (,).
The example uses regular expressions to specify the following
information:
¢

UNIX user name: Δ.*adm.? (Δ is a space)

¢

UNIX group name: .*adm.*

Program names: jpcagt.*, Δ.*grdΔ (Δ is a space)
regexp={users=.*adm.?},{groups=.*adm.*},{programs=jpcagt.*/
i, .*grd}
The example uses the preceding regular expressions to specify the
following information:
¢

¢
¢

¢

Workgroup name: perfMonTools
Program names: jpcagtu.* (not case-sensitive), .*perfmon, top,
monitor, vmstat, iostat, and sar
Argument: exΔprocess (Δ is a space)

Example:
workgroup=perfMonTools
regexp={programs=jpcagtu.*/i,.*perfmon},{arguments_02=”ex
process”
programs=top, monitor, vmstat, iostat, sar

Example of an alarm condition that uses a workgroup file
This section provides an example of using an alarm that uses a workgroup
information collection function. The alarm explained in this example is issued
when the number of active processes with the same name becomes n or
smaller.
The workgroup file settings and alarm conditions are specified as follows:
Workgroup file settings:
workgroup=workgroup-name
programs=names-of-programs-to-be-monitored (Specify the values that
will be stored in the Program (PROGRAM_NAME) field of the Process Detail
(PD) record.)
Alarm conditions:
Define an alarm that assumes an abnormal state when the following
conditions are satisfied for the Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) record:
workgroup=workgroup-name
AND Process Count <= n
Note: n indicates the number of processes.
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Using Performance Reporter to watch historical reports
To display historical reports, you must set up Performance Reporter so that
information in Workgroup Summary (PI_WGRP) records is collected.
For details about setting up Performance Reporter, see Chapter 3, Using
Store databases to manage data on page 3-1.

Overview of collecting application operating status
information
You can use Agent for Platform to collect information about whether
processes are operating under specified conditions and whether the number
of processes is the expected number or less. You can then manage the
collected information as an Application Summary (PD_APP) record. The
processes to be monitored can be specified in Performance Reporter.

Specifying the user defined record settings
The following procedure explains how to specify the user defined record
settings for collecting information about the application operating status.
The procedure consists of two stages. In the first stage, you will create an
application monitoring field. In the second stage, you will set the properties
of the application monitoring field.
To create an application monitoring field:
1.

Log in to the Tuning Manager server and then start Performance
Reporter.
The main window appears.

2.

In the Navigation frame of the main window, click the Services link.
The Services page appears.

3.

In the Navigation frame, select an Agent.
The Properties page appears.

4.

Select the ADDITION OR DELETION A SETTING tree.

5.

In ADD AN APPLICATION MONITORING SETTING at the bottom of
the Information frame, enter an application name.
¢

¢

¢
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You can specify any application name in ADD AN APPLICATION
MONITORING SETTING. The application name specified here is
stored in the Application Name field of the Application Summary
(PD_APP) record, and is used as the identifier of the application.
In ADD AN APPLICATION MONITORING SETTING, you can
specify a character string of 1-63 bytes. The character string can
consist of alphanumeric characters and symbols except the following
characters:
Tab (\t) \ : ; , * ? “ ‘ < > |
You can set a maximum of 64 applications.
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6.

Click the OK button.
A tree node that has the specified application name is created at the
lowest level of the Application monitoring setting tree.

To set properties for the application monitoring field:
1.

After you have finished creating the application monitoring field, open the
Properties page again. At the bottom of the Application monitoring
setting tree, select the node that has the specified application name.
The property information entry window appears at the bottom of the
Information frame.

2.

Set properties.
Set the process type, process name, and the range for allowed number of
processes. You can set information for multiple processes. The following
table lists the properties you can set.

Table 9-6 Monitoring field properties

Item

Process type

Parameter
name <or>
Correspondin
g field in the
Application
Summary
(PD_APP)
record

Explanation

ProcessXXKind For Agent for Platform (Windows), select one of the
following items:
•

None: No process type is specified.

•

Command Line: The value of the Program field
in the Process Detail (PD) record is referenced.

•

Service Name: The value of the Service Name
field in the Service Process Detail (PD_SVC)
record is referenced.

For Agent for Platform (UNIX), select one of the
following items:
•

None: No process type is specified.

•

Execute: The value of the ps -e command
(the Program field in the Process Detail (PD)
record) is referenced.

•

Command Line: The value of the ps -ef
command (the Argument List field of the
Process Detail (PD) record) is referenced.

Process name ProcessXXName Specify a process name of no more than 127 bytes.
*

Minimum and ProcessXXRang Specify the minimum and maximum thresholds for
maximum
e
the number of processes in the format m-n (for
thresholds for
example, 1-2).
the number
If you specify a single integer without specifying a
of processes
hyphen (-), the minimum and maximum thresholds
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Item

Parameter
name <or>
Correspondin
g field in the
Application
Summary
(PD_APP)
record

Explanation

will be the same value. For example, if you specify
10, thresholds 10-10 are specified.
You can specify values in the range from 0 to
65535.

Legend:
XX: A two-digit numeric value in the range from 01 to 15
Note 1:
Although the character string you specify can have a maximum of 127
bytes, only the first 32 bytes are used for an alarm evaluation and are
displayed in Performance Reporter. If there are ProcessXXName
entries whose first 32 bytes are the same, an alarm evaluation cannot
be performed correctly. The specified process name can contain
wildcard characters (* and ?).
3.

Click OK.
The specified settings are applied.

Checking the user defined record settings
To check the user defined record settings for collecting information about the
application operating status:
1.

Log in to the Tuning Manager server and then start Performance
Reporter.
The main window appears.

2.

In the Navigation frame of the main window, click the Services link.
The Services page appears.

3.

In the Navigation frame, select an Agent.
The Properties page appears.

4.

Expand the Application monitoring setting tree, and select the
application-name node whose settings you want to check.
The properties are displayed.

5.

Check the property settings, and click the OK button.

Deleting the user defined record settings
To delete the user defined record settings for collecting information about the
application operating status:
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1.

Log in to the Tuning Manager server and then start Performance
Reporter.
The main window appears.

2.

In the Navigation frame of the main window, click the Services link.
The Services page appears.

3.

In the Navigation frame, select an Agent.
The Properties page appears.

4.

Select the ADDITION OR DELETION A SETTING tree.

5.

Select the application-name node whose settings you want to delete, and
then click the OK button.
The settings are deleted.

Examples of using an alarm
This section provides examples of using an alarm with the function that
collects information about the application operating status.

Monitoring the operating status of Agent for Platform
In this example, you will specify settings so that an error alarm is issued if
the total number of the following Agent for Platform (Windows) processes is
outside the range specified by the lower and upper thresholds:
•

jpcagtt

•

jpcsto

For details on Agent for Platform processes, see Appendix B, List of processes
on page B-1.
The following shows an example of setting the application monitoring field
name, properties, and alarm conditions:
Application monitoring field name:
In the ADDITION OR DELETION A SETTING tree, set the following
application name for ADD AN APPLICATION MONITORING SETTING:
Agent for Platform
Properties of the application monitoring field:
Set the properties of the Agent for Platform node created at the lowest
level of the Application monitoring setting tree as follows:
Process01 Kind: Select Command Line.
Process01 Name: Specify jpcagtt.
Process01 Range: Specify 1-1.
Process02 Kind: Select Command Line.
Process02 Name: Specify jpcsto.
Process02 Range: Specify 1-n 1.
Note 1:
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A jpcsto process is started for the Tuning Manager server and for each
instance of Agent for Platform. Specify the total number of Tuning
Manager servers and Agent instances for n. If necessary, you can use a
larger value (65,535 or a smaller value).
Alarm conditions:
For the Application Summary (PD_APP) record, set an error alarm for
which the following conditions are defined:
Application Name = Agent for Platform &&
Application Status <> NORMAL
Note: If you do not want to specify a specific application name, specify only
Application Status <> NORMAL.

Monitoring whether all processes to be monitored are active
In this example, you will specify settings so that an error alarm is issued if
any of the following five monitored processes is not active:
•

jpcagt1

•

jpcagt2

•

jpcagt3

•

jpcagt4

•

jpcagt5

The following shows an example of setting the properties and alarm
conditions of the monitoring field for the Application Summary (PD_APP)
record.
Properties of the monitoring field for the Application Summary (PD_APP)
record:
Process01 Kind: Select Command Line.
Process01 Name: Specify jpcagt*.
Process01 Range: Specify 0-5.
Note: The asterisk (*) is a wildcard character for the sequence number.
Alarm conditions:
For the Application Summary (PD_APP) record, set an error alarm for
which the following conditions are defined:
Monitoring field: Process01 Count
Evaluation condition: <
Error threshold: 5
When all five processes are active, no alarm is issued. If any of the processes
is inactive, an alarm is issued. You cannot issue an error alarm if the number
of active processes is not in the range from 1 to 5 because the alarm
conditions are combined with a logical AND.
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Setting up Agent for EAP to monitor SAP
systems
This chapter describes how to set up Agent for EAP to collect the performance
monitor information and log information from the SAP system.
To collect the performance information, Agent for EAP uses RFC (Remote
Function Call), the communication protocol of SAP AG, to execute the
external management interfaces defined in the SAP system. Therefore, you
must setup the SAP system users in advance. For information about creating
the SAP system users, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Overview of collecting performance monitor information
□ SAP monitor information collection
□ Overview of SAP event management
□ About system log extraction and conversion
□ About CCMS alert extraction and conversion
□ Description of the environment parameters file
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Overview of collecting performance monitor information
Performance data collected from the SAP system is managed using a
framework called the CCMS (Computer Center Management System)
monitoring architecture. CCMS offers a flexible framework to add extensive
monitoring and administrative functions.
A monitor is a collection of properties displayed hierarchically in a tree
structure to monitor a specific aspect of the system operation. A monitor set
contains several monitors. Agent for EAP collects performance data from the
SAP system based on the user-definitions and stores it as user-defined
records. These types of user-defined records are stored as User defined
Monitor (perf.) PI_UMP records in the Store database.
You can use the pre-defined monitor sets and monitors in the SAP system or
customize the existing ones to designate SAP monitor performance
information collection. You can collect the performance data defined under
monitor sets and monitors by mapping the performance values to the fields in
a record. The performance data collected is stored in the Store database as
PI_UMP record. The frequency of performance information collection depends
on the configuration of the PI_UMP record.
If you define multiple performance data items under a given monitor, for
each data item, a field is added at a time to the record. As a result, each
record results in a multi-row record. A multi-row record is a multi-instancerecord.

SAP monitor information collection
To collect the SAP monitor information, you must do the following:
•

Specify the names of the monitor sets and monitors (Agent Collector
properties).

•

Enable performance data collection settings.

Specifying the names of the monitor sets and monitors
Following is the procedure for specifying the names of the monitor sets and
monitors using performance reporter:
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1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.

3.

In the navigation pane of the Performance Reporter, click the Services
link and select the Agent (Agent for EAP).

4.

In the method pane, click Properties.
For information about the record types that corresponds to each node
displayed in the Properties window of the Agent Collector service, see
Record types for Agent Collector service properties on page 3-6.
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5.

In the information pane of the Service Properties window, expand the
Interval Records node and select the PI_UMP record.
The selected record is marked with a check mark and the Agent Collector
service properties are displayed at the bottom of the information pane.

6.

7.

Specify the following properties. Each value must consist of 1-60 singlebyte alpha-numeric characters.
¢

Monitor_Set

¢

Monitor

Click Ok.

Performance data collection settings
The performance data collected from the SAP system is stored in the Store
database. You must configure the PI_UMP record settings using performance
reporter to store the performance data in the Store database. The frequency
of performance information collection depends on the configuration of the
PI_UMP record. For information about performance data collection settings,
see Chapter 3, Using Store databases to manage data on page 3-1.
Note: A maximum of 4,096 records can be acquired during each performance
data collection. The excess records collected are discarded.

Overview of SAP event management
With the SAP event management functionality you can centrally manage the
system logs and alerts from an integrated console. The SAP event
management functionality includes the following:
•

System log extraction and conversion

•

CCMS alert extraction and conversion

About system log extraction and conversion
A system log file records the events and errors that occur in the SAP system.
This log file is stored in the application server of the SAP system.
You can execute the jr3slget command to extract the log information from
the system log file. Using a RFC connection, the command accesses the
external interface of the SAP system, extracts the system log messages
collected for each application server, converts them to text, and then outputs
the results to the standard output or a common file.
The log file trapping function of the Agent for EAP converts the system log
information to monitor the status of the SAP system. This functionality uses
an external interface (XMB) that conforms to SAP standards; therefore it does
not require any add-ons on the SAP system side.
The following methods can be used to extract system log information:
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•

System log information extraction using System Log Monitor Command
(PD_SLMX) record

•

System log information extraction by executing the jr3slget command

The system log information of the SAP system is output to the following file:
UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/instance-name/log/SYSLOG

System log information extraction using the System Log Monitor
Command (PD_SLMX) record
The PD_SLMX record executes the jr3slget command provided by the SAP
event management functionality to extract system log information from the
SAP system. The command is executed based on the parameters defined in
the environment parameters file.
To extract the system log information from the SAP system using PD_SLMX
record, you must do the following:
•

Enable performance data collection settings for the PD_SLMX record

•

Set the environment parameters by editing the jr3slget.ini file

Enable data collection settings for the PD_SLMX record
When you enable the data collection setting ((Log=Yes)) for the PD_SLMX
record using performance reporter, the record executes the command at set
interval. For information about enabling the data collection settings, see
Performance data recording on page 3-2.
Note:
•

The PD_SLMX record executes the command at the set interval, and does
not support real-time collection. In other words, the Agent Collector
service does not perform any processing in response to collection
requests triggered by the display of real-time reports, and does not
display valid values in the report.

•

The timestamp file is created when you perform the record collection for
the first time. The timestamp file is deleted if it depends on when the
Agent Collector service starts. System logs that occur after you stop the
Agent Collector service are not reported.

Editing the jr3slget.ini file to set the environment parameters
Following is the procedure for setting environment parameters by editing the
jr3slget.ini file:
1.

Open the jr3slget.ini file.
The file is stored at the following location:
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/instance-name/jr3slget.ini
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2.

Edit the parameters and save the file.
The following shows an example of the environment parameters file. You
can edit the parameters in bold text format. For information about the
labels and their values, see Description of the environment parameters
file on page 10-11.
[EXTRACTFILE]
SIZE=1024
X2PATH=log/SYSLOG
[FORMAT]
COLUMN=<TIME>
COLUMN=<INSTANCE>
COLUMN=<USER>
COLUMN=<PROGRAM>
COLUMN=<MSGNO>
COLUMN=<MSGTEXT>
[TRACE]
MSGLOG_LEVEL=2
MSGLOG_SIZE=512
MSGLOG_DIR=log
DATALOG_LEVEL=2
DATALOG_SIZE=512
DATALOG_DIR=log
;[CONNECT]
;LANG=EN
code page=8000

Note: A line beginning with a semicolon (;) represents a comment line.

System log information extraction by executing the jr3slget
command
You can execute the jr3slget command to extract the system log
information from the SAP system.
Before executing the command, make sure to check for the following:
•

Settings of the environment parameters file (see Setting environment
parameters using the jr3slget.ini.sample file on page 10-6)

•

Command execution environment
Ensure that the following conditions are satisfied:
¢

The SAP system is running

¢

The SAP system is ready to accept RFC requests

¢

There are no errors in the network settings
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During the jr3slget command execution, if you specify the -cnf option,
system log information for the SAP system is extracted according to the
environment parameters file settings. If you specify values for the same
parameter in both the environment parameters file and the jr3slget
command argument, the value in the command takes effect.
To extract only the system log information that has been output since the last
time the command was executed, execute the command with the timestamp
file specified in the -lasttime option. The timestamp file contains a history of
the execution dates and times for jr3slget command. When you execute the
command repeatedly specifying the same timestamp file, you extract
consecutive system log information without any duplication. If the timestamp
file specified in the -lasttime option does not exist when the command is
executed for the first time, the command creates a new timestamp file, in
which case no system log information is reported.
For information about executing the jr3slget command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Setting environment parameters using the jr3slget.ini.sample file
Following is the procedure for setting the environment parameters:
1.

Copy the sample environment parameters (jr3slget.ini.sample) file to
the default environment parameters file location with the name
jr3slget.ini.
The sample environment parameters file is stored at the following
location:
UNIX
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/evtrap/jr3slget.ini.sample
The default environment parameters file is stored at the following
location:
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/instance-name/jr3slget.ini

2.

Open the jr3slget.ini file.

3.

Edit the parameters and save the file.
The following is an example of the jr3slget.sample.ini file. For
information about the labels and their values, see Description of the
environment parameters file on page 10-11.
[CONNECT]
ASHOST=localhost
SYSNR=00
CLIENT=000
USER=CPIC
PASSWD=ADMIN
;LANG=EN
;CODEPAGE=8000
[COMMAND]
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;WORKDIR=
[TRACE]
MSGLOG_LEVEL=2
MSGLOG_SIZE=512
MSGLOG_DIR=.
DATALOG_LEVEL=2
DATALOG_SIZE=512
DATALOG_DIR=.
[TARGET]
;SERVER =
[FORMAT]
;COLUMN=<TIME>
;COLUMN=<INSTANCE>
;COLUMN=<USER>
;COLUMN=<PROGRAM>
;COLUMN=<MSGNO>
;COLUMN=<MSGTEXT>
[EXTRACTFILE]
SIZE=1024
X2PATH=SYSLOG

Note: A line beginning with a semicolon (;) represents a comment line.

About CCMS alert extraction and conversion
The SAP event management functionality provides the jr3alget command to
extract alerts from the CCMS monitoring architecture. Using a RFC
connection, jr3alget command accesses the external interface of the SAP
system, extracts the CCMS alerts occurring within the monitoring
architecture, converts them to text format, and then outputs the results to
the standard output or a common file.
The log file trapping function of the Agent for EAP convert the CCMS alerts by
linking various integrated management tools. This functionality uses an
external interface (XAL) that conforms to SAP standards; therefore it does
not require any add-ons on the SAP system side.
The following methods can be used to extract CCMS alerts:
•

CCMS alert information extraction using the Alert Monitor (PD_ALMX)
Command record

•

CCMS alert information extraction by executing the jr3alget command

The alert information of the SAP system is output to the following file:
UNIX
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/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/instance-name/log/ALERT

CCMS alert information extraction using the Alert Monitor Command
(PD_ALMX) record
The PD_ALMX record executes the jr3alget command provided by the SAP
event management functionality to extract alert information from the SAP
system. The command is executed based on the parameters defined in the
environment parameters file.
To extract CCMS alerts from the SAP system using PD_ALMX record, you must
do the following:
•

Enable data collection settings for the PD_ALMX record

•

Set the environment parameters by editing the jr3alget.ini file

Enable data collection settings for the PD_ALMX record
When you enable the data collection setting (Log=Yes) for the PD_ALMX
record using performance reporter, the record executes the command at the
set interval. For information about enabling the data collection, see
Performance data recording on page 3-2.
Note:
•

The(PD_ALMX) record executes the command at the set interval, and does
not support real-time collection. In other words, the Agent Collector
service does not perform any processing in response to collection
requests triggered by the display of real-time reports, and does not
display valid values in the report.

•

The timestamp file is created when you perform the record collection for
the first time. The timestamp file is deleted if it depends on when the
Agent Collector service starts. System logs that occur after you stop the
Agent Collector service are not reported.

Editing the jr3alget.ini file to set the environment parameters
Following is the procedure for setting environment parameters by editing the
jr3alget.ini file:
1.

Open the jr3alget.ini file.
The file is stored at the following location:
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/instance-name/jr3alget.ini

2.

Edit the parameters and save the file.
The following shows an example of the environment parameters file. You
can edit the parameters in bold text format. For information about the
labels and their values, see Description of the environment parameters
file on page 10-11.
[EXTRACTFILE]
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SIZE=1024
X2PATH=log/alert
[FORMAT]
COLUMN=<TIME>
COLUMN=<INSTANCE>
COLUMN=<USER>
COLUMN=<PROGRAM>
COLUMN=<MSGNO>
COLUMN=<MSGTEXT>
[TRACE]
MSGLOG_LEVEL=2
MSGLOG_SIZE=512
MSGLOG_DIR=log
DATALOG_LEVEL=2
DATALOG_SIZE=512
DATALOG_DIR=log
;[CONNECT]
;LANG=EN
;CODEPAGE=8000

Note: A line beginning with a semicolon (;) represents a comment line.

CCMS alert information extraction by executing the jr3alget
command
You can execute the jr3alget command to extract the alert information from
the SAP system. Before executing the command make sure you verify the
following:
•

Settings of the environment parameters file (see Setting environment
parameters using the jr3alget.ini.sample file on page 10-10)

•

Command execution environment
Ensure that the following conditions are satisfied:
¢

The SAP system is running

¢

The SAP system is ready to accept RFC requests

¢

There are no errors in the network settings

During the jr3alget command execution, if you specify the -cnf option,
alert information for the SAP system is extracted according to the
environment parameters file settings. If you specify values for the same
parameter in both the environment parameters file and the jr3alget
command argument, the value in the command takes effect.
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To extract only the alert information that has been output since the last time
the command was executed, execute the command with the timestamp file
specified in the -lasttime option. The timestamp file contains a history of
the execution dates and times for jr3alget command. When you execute the
command repeatedly specifying the same timestamp file, you extract
consecutive alert information without any duplication. If the timestamp file
specified in the -lasttime option does not exist when the command is
executed for the first time, the command creates a new timestamp file, in
which case no CCMS alert information is reported.
For information about executing jr3alget command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.

Setting environment parameters using the jr3alget.ini.sample file
Following is the procedure for setting environment parameters using
jr3alget.ini.sample file:
1.

Copy the sample environment parameters (jr3alget.ini.sample) file to
the default environment parameters file location with the name
jr3alget.ini.
The sample environment parameters file is stored at the following
location:
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/evtrap/jr3alget.ini.sample
The default environment parameters file is stored at the following
location:
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/instance-name/jr3alget.ini

2.

Open the jr3alget.ini file

3.

Edit the parameters and save the file.
The following shows an example of the environment parameters file. For
information about the labels and their values, see Description of the
environment parameters file on page 10-11.
[CONNECT]
ASHOST=localhost
SYSNR=00
CLIENT=000
USER=CPIC
PASSWD=ADMIN
;LANG=JA
;CODEPAGE=8000
[COMMAND]
;WORKDIR=
[TRACE]
MSGLOG_LEVEL=2
MSGLOG_SIZE=512
MSGLOG_DIR=.
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DATALOG_LEVEL=2
DATALOG_SIZE=512
DATALOG_DIR=.
[TARGET]
;MONITOR_SET=SAP CCMS Technical Expert Monitors
;MONITOR=All Monitoring Contexts
[FORMAT]
;COLUMN=<ALERTDATE>
;COLUMN=<ALERTTIME>
;COLUMN=<MTSYSID>
;COLUMN=<MTMCNAME>
;COLUMN=<OBJECTNAME>
;COLUMN=<FIELDNAME>
;COLUMN=<VALUE>
;COLUMN=<SEVERITY>
;COLUMN=<MSG>
[EXTRACTFILE]
SIZE=1024
X2PATH=ALERT

Note: A line beginning with a semicolon (;) represents a comment line.

Description of the environment parameters file
Environment parameters files are input files for the commands provided by
the SAP event management functionality. The environment parameter files
are created and edited by users to define various environment parameters in
advance. Note that the location of the default environment parameters file
(the file searched by the system when the -cnf option is not specified) is
command-name.ini in the directory during command execution.
The following tables describe the labels and their values that can be specified
in the environment parameters files:

RFC connection information (CONNECT section)
Table 10-1 RFC connection information (CONNECT section)
Category
Address

Label
ASHOST

Description
Application server host

Allowable Values
1 to 100 bytes of
alphanumeric characters
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Command
option
-h
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Category

Login

Label

Description

Command
option

Allowable Values

SYSNR

System number

1 or 2 bytes of numerals
from 0 to 99

-s

CLIENT

Client

1 to 3 bytes of numerals
from 0 to 999

-c

USER

User name

1 to 12 bytes of
alphanumeric characters

-u

PASSWD

Password

1 to 8 bytes

-p

PASSWD2

Extended password
(08-50 or later).

1 to 40 bytes

-p2

LANG

Language

1 or 2 bytes of
alphanumeric characters

-l

CODEPAGE

Codepage

1 to 4 bytes of numerals
from 0 to 9999

-codepage

Note:
•

Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.

•

For information about executing the jr3slget and jr3alget commands,
see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Trace information (TRACE section)
Table 10-2 TRACE information (TRACE section)
Category
Message log

Label
MSGLOG_LEVEL

MSGLOG_SIZE
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Description
Specifies the acquisition
level for message logs
saving application trace
information
•

0: Not collected

•

1: Minimum (errors
only)

•

3: Details

•

4: Debug

Specifies the range of file
sizes for obtaining
message logs, from 0 to
65535 (KB)
•

0: Maximum system
value2

•

1 to 65535: Wrap
around within the
specified size (KB)

Default1

Allowable Values
Number from 0 to 4

2

Number from 0 to
65535

512
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Category

Label
MSGLOG_DIR

Description
Specify this to change the
acquisition directory for
message log files from the
default. Note that
message log file names
are fixed at commandname.log

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters. Must be
specified using no
more than 255 bytes
including delimiter
and commandname.log.
If a relative path is
specified, the path is
resolved from the
working directory of
the command.

Data log

DATALOG_LEVEL

DATALOG_SIZE

DATALOG_DIR

Specifies the acquisition
level of data logs storing
various application data.
•

0: Not collected

•

1: Minimum (errors
only)

•

3: Details

•

4: Debug

Specifies the size of data
log files to be acquired,
from 0 to 65535 (KB).
•

0: Maximum system
value2

•

1 to 65535: Wrap
around within the
specified size (KB)

Specify this to change the
directory for obtaining
data log files, from the
default. Note that
message log file names
are fixed at commandname.dat.

Default1

Allowable Values

Working
directory for the
command, or
current directory
when the
WORKDIR label
has not been
changed in the
COMMAND
section

Number from 0 to 4

2

Number from 0 to
65535

512

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters. This must
be specified using no
more than 255 bytes,
including the delimiter
and commandname.dat.

Working
directory for the
command, or
current directory
when the
WORKDIR label
has not been
changed in the
COMMAND
section

If a relative path is
specified, the path is
resolved from the
working directory of
the command.

Notes:
1.

Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.

2.

In the current implementation, this is set to the maximum value that can
be represented by a 32-bit signed integer, 0x7FFFFFF (around 2 GB).
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Execution environment (COMMAND section)
Table 10-3 Execution environment (COMMAND section)
Label

Description

WORKDIR

Allowable Values

Specify this to change the
command working directory
from the default.

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric characters.

Default*
Current directory

If a relative path is
specified, it is resolved
from the current
directory.

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.

Options (Option section)
This information is not available to end-users.

Table 10-4 Options (Option section)
Label

Description

SHIFTEXTRACTTIME

Allowable Values

To ensure that data is
completely obtained during
differential extraction, this
item specifies how many
seconds the end time for the
extraction period should be
moved back from the
command execution time.

Number from 0 to 600

Default*
5

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.

jr3slget-specific parameters
The following parameters and allowable values are jr3slget-specific.

Target (TARGET section)
Table 10-5 jr3slget-specific (TARGET section)
Label
SERVER

Description
Application server name

Default1

Allowable Values
Number from 0 to 600

5

Command
option
-server

Notes:
1.
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Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.
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2.

For information about executing the jr3slget command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Output format (FORMAT section)
Table 10-6 Output format (FORMAT section)
Label
COLUMN

Description

Allowable Values

Enumerates COLUMN
labels to control
selection and sorting for
the output target field.
Specify this to
customize record
layout.

Field ID (For details
about the Field IDs
and their
predefined values,
see the section that
describes the
jr3slget
command in the
Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.)

Default*
•

Column 1: <TIME>

•

Column 2: <INSTANCE>

•

Column 3: <USER>

•

Column 4: <PROGRAM>

•

Column 5: <MSGNO>

•

Column 6: <MSGTEXT>

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.

Output destination (EXTRACTFILE section)
Table 10-7 Output destination (EXTRACTFILE section)
Label

Description

SIZE

Specifies the maximum size
for log files, when results
records are stored in log files,
from 0 to 65535 (KB).

X2PATH

•

0: Maximum system
value2

•

1 to 65535: Wrap around
within the specified size
(KB)

Specifies the path of the log
file applied when log file
output is specified for the -x2
option.

Default1

Allowable Values
Number from 0 to 65535

1024

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric characters.

--

If a relative path is
specified, the path is
resolved from the working
directory of the
command. (current
directory when the
WORKDIR label has not
been changed in the
COMMAND section)

Notes:
1.

Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.
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2.

In the current implementation, this is set to the maximum value that can
be represented by a 32-bit signed integer, 0x7FFFFFF (around 2 GB).

Options (Options section)
Table 10-8 Options (Options section)
Label

Description

HEADER_STRING

Allowable Values

The string for determining
String of 1 to 255 bytes
header lines. As many as 5
can be specified, separated by
commas. Commas cannot be
used to determine header
lines.

Default*
|MNo|, |Grp|N|

Consecutive commas make no
difference in input. In other
words, |MNo|, ,, ,, |Grp|
N| and |MNo|, |Grp|N| are
the same.

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.

jr3alget-specific parameters
The following parameters and allowable values are jr3alget-specific.

Target (TARGET section)
Table 10-9 Target (TARGET section)
Label

Description

Command
option

Allowable Values

MONITOR_SET

Monitor set name

1 to 60 bytes of
alphanumeric characters

-ms

MONITOR

Monitor name

1 to 60 bytes of
alphanumeric characters

-mn

COMPLETE

Specifies whether to complete
extracted alerts.

1 byte of alphanumeric
character

-complete

Y: Completes extracted alerts.
Other than Y: Does not
complete extracted alerts.

Notes:
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1.

Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.

2.

For information about executing the jr3alget command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
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Output format (FORMAT section)
Table 10-10 Output format (FORMAT section)
Label
COLUMN

TIMEZONE

Meaning

Allowable Values

Enumerates COLUMN
labels to control
selection and sorting for
the output target field.
Specify this to
customize record
layout.

Field ID (For details
about the Field IDs
and their
predefined values,
see the section that
describes the
jr3alget
command in the
Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.)

Default*
•

Column 1: <TIME>

•

Column 2: <INSTANCE>

•

Column 3: <USER>

•

Column 4: <PROGRAM>

•

Column 5: <MSGNO>

•

Column 6: <MSGTEXT>

•

Column 7: <VALUE>

•

Column 8: <SEVERITY>

•

Column 9: <MSG>

Specifies the time zone UTC: Output in UTC UTC
using the time
(coordinated
information specified by universal time)
the Field ID:
•

<ALERTDATE>

•

<ALERTTIME>

•

<STATCHGDAT>

•

<STATCHGTIM>

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.
Note: The TIMEZONE specification is valid only for v07-00 or later. It is
disregarded for other versions.

Output destination (EXTRACTFILE section)
Table 10-11 Output destination (EXTRACTFILE section)
Label
SIZE

X2PATH

Meaning
Specifies the maximum size
for log files, when results
records are stored in log files,
from 0 to 65535 (KB).
•

0: Maximum system
value2

•

1 to 65535: Wrap around
within the specified size
(KB)

Specifies the path of the log
file applied when log file
output is specified for the -x2
option.

Default1

Allowable Values
Number from 0 to 65535

1024

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric characters.

--

If a relative path is
specified, the path is
resolved from the working
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Label

Meaning

Allowable Values

Default1

directory of the
command. (current
directory when the
WORKDIR label has not
been changed in the
COMMAND section)

Notes:

10-18

1.

Even if no default is specified in the environment parameters file, this is a
value kept internally by the command.

2.

In the current implementation, this is set to the maximum value that can
be represented by a 32-bit signed integer, 0x7FFFFFF (around 2 GB).
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Configuring the environment when the
Tuning Manager API is enabled
This chapter describes the HTM - Agents settings when the Tuning Manager
API is enabled.
If you are using Hybrid Store, the Tuning Manager API is automatically
enabled.
This chapter covers the following topics:
Note:
When the Tuning Manager API is enabled and when you perform an upgrade
installation of HTM - Agents from a version earlier than 8.1.3 to v8.1.3 or
later, the settings are migrated to the upgraded version.
In Windows, the SSL settings need to be configured, as they are not migrated
to the upgraded version.
□ OS locale settings for API Agent host
□ Configuring IPv6 settings for Tuning Manager Agent REST API component
□ SSL setup when using Tuning Manager API
□ Restricting Tuning Manager Server hosts that can connect to an Agent
host
□ Changing the API Agent host name
□ Changing a port number of API Agent host (Windows)
□ Changing a port number of API Agent host (UNIX)
□ About ports to be added to the firewall exceptions list
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□ Switching to Oracle JDK
□ Configuring API Agent instance to collect performance information
□ Managing performance information
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OS locale settings for API Agent host
When you run commands on a API Agent host, make sure that you use the
same locale setting as that of the OS. If the user locale is different from the
system locale, the messages output to logs, and standard error messages
might not be displayed in a desired language.
In Windows, make sure that the user locale is same as the system locale. In
UNIX operating systems (Red Hat Linux, SuSE Linux, HPUX, and AIX), make
the locale settings consistent by ensuring that the value set for the LC_ALL
user environment variable is same as the LANG environment variable.

Configuring IPv6 settings for Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component
Following is the procedure for configuring the IPv6 settings for Tuning
Manager REST API component:
1.

Stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

2.

Edit the htnm_httpsd.conf file as shown in the following example:
The htnm_httpsd.conf file is stored in the following location:
In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest\config\htnm_httpsd.conf
In Linux:
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/Rest/config/htnm_httpsd.conf
IPv6 Settings:
Remove the hash mark (#) from the line that includes Listen [::]:
24221 (the default setting). By default, all IP addresses are set to allow
communication.
You must specify the same port number that is specified in the Listen
line for IPv4. The default port number is 24221.
The following example shows the updated htnm_httpsd.conf file.
ServerName example.com
Listen 24221
Listen [::]:24221
SSLDisable
Listen 24222
#Listen [::]:24222
<VirtualHost *:24222>
ServerName example.com
SSLEnable

Caution: Do not delete or edit the default setting, Listen 24221. If you
change or delete it, communication over IPv4 is disabled.
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3.

Start the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

Note that after enabling the IPv6 communication settings on the Agent,
perform the following procedure to communicate with the Tuning Manager
server over IPv6:
1.

On the Tuning Manager server host, specify the server settings so that
the agent host name can resolve to an IPv6 address.

2.

Restart the HiCommand TuningManager service.

For details about how to start the HiCommand TuningManager service, see
the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

SSL setup when using Tuning Manager API
When the Tuning Manager API sends data using HTTP, use SSL to encrypt the
transmitted data to prevent it from being intercepted, or altered by a third
party. To implement this encryption, set up SSL in the Tuning Manager Agent
host. For details, see the section that describes communication security
settings in the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Restricting Tuning Manager Server hosts that can connect to
an Agent host
To restrict the web terminals that can connect to a Tuning Manager server,
you must edit the htnm_httpsd.conf file:
1.

Stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

2.

Edit the htnm_httpsd.conf file to register the hosts that can connect to
the Tuning Manager server.
The htnm_httpsd.conf file is located in the following directory.
In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest\config\htnm_httpsd.conf
In Linux:
Agent-installation-directory\htnm\Rest\config\htnm_httpsd.conf

3.

Register hosts that can be connected to the Tuning Manager server in the
last line of the htnm_httpsd.conf file.
The following shows the format for registering hosts in the
htnm_httpsd.conf file.
<Location /TuningManager>
order allow,deny
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allow from host [host...]
</Location>

Make sure that hosts are written in one of the following formats:
¢

The domain name (example: hitachi.ABCDEFG.com)

¢

Part of the domain name (example: hitachi)

¢

The complete IP address (example: 10.1.2.3 127.0.0.1)

¢

¢

¢

Part of the IP address (example: 10.1 which, in this case, means
10.1.0.0/16)
Network/Netmask format (dot notation) (example:
10.1.0.0/255.255.0.0)
Network/n (CIDR notation: n is the number of bits representing the
network address) (example: 10.1.0.0/16)

Notes about the registration format:
¢

¢
¢

If you want to specify two or more hosts in a command line for allow
from, delimit the hosts with a space.
Multiple lines can be used to specify hosts for allow from.
If you attempt to connect from a machine which has a Tuning
Manager server installed, you must also specify the local loop-back
address (127.0.0.1 or localhost).

Make sure you follow the specified format. If extra spaces or tabs are
inserted, the operation will fail.
Example of host registration:
<Location /TuningManager>
order allow,deny
allow from 127.0.0.1 10.0.0.1
allow from 10.0.0.0/26
</Location>
¢

4.

Start the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

Notes about using the backup program
If a third-party software accesses the database of a Hitachi Command Suite
product during server operation, server performance might decline or a
server failure might occur. Make sure you stop all the Hitachi Command Suite
product services before using a third-party software to backup a drive in
which a Hitachi Command Suite product is installed.

Changing the API Agent host name
Before you begin, makes sure you review the procedure for changing the
Tuning Manager Agent host name in the Tuning Manager Installation Guide:
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Following is the procedure for changing the API Agent host name:
1.

Stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

2.

In the htnm_httpsd.conf file, specify the new Agent host name for the
ServerName directiveChange property.
The Agent host name is case-sensitive, and differs depending on the
environment:
¢

¢

When a user manages Tuning Manager Agent REST API component by
a cluster system, specify the logical host name.
In all other cases, specify the host name displayed by the hostname
command.

3.

Manually refresh the Agent list.
For details about how to use the Tuning Manager API to manually refresh
the Agent list, see the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager API
Reference Guide.

4.

Start the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

Setting or changing the alias names
When setting or changing the alias names for agents that are operated on
Hybrid Store, stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
•

In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -webservice

•

In UNIX:
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -webservice

Changing the logical host name
The following shows how to change the logical host name when agents
running in a cluster system operate Hybrid Store, and the properties file
(dbdataglobalconfig.ini) was edited to change the storage location in
Changing the destination of Hybrid Store output on page 4-2.
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1.

Execute the following command to stop the Agent services:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all

2.

Change the logical host name for the Agent host.

3.

Rename a directory in the output directory for Hybrid Store, or move the
performance data stored in the output directory.
Take either of the following actions:
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In the specified output directory, rename the directory that has the
previous logical host name to the new logical host name.

¢

In the specified output directory, create a directory that has the new
logical host name. Then, move the performance data in Hybrid Store
to the created directory that has the new logical host name.

¢

Execute the following command to start the Agent services:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all

¢

Changing a port number of API Agent host (Windows)
Following is the procedure for changing the port number of a Tuning Manager
API Agent host:
1.

Stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

2.

Change the port number.
For details about changing a port number of the API Agent host, see table
Table 11-1 Changing Agent host ports (Windows) on page 11-7.

3.

Start the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

The following table lists the port numbers:

Table 11-1 Changing Agent host ports (Windows)
Port

Procedure for changing the port

24221

Change the Listen directive in the following file:

Access port for
Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Web Service
(non-SSL)

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest\config\htnm_httpsd.conf

24222

Change the Listen directive in the following file:

Access port for
Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Web Service
(SSL)

Agent-installation-folder\htnm\Rest\config\htnm_httpsd.conf

24223

Change the values specified for the following properties. You must
specify the same value for both properties.

AJP port for
Tuning
Manager Agent REST

•

The worker.worker1.port property in the Agent-installationfolder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC\web\redirector\workers.properties
file
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Port

Procedure for changing the port

Application
service

•

The webserver.connector.ajp13.port property in the Agentinstallation-folder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC\server\userconf\ejb
\AgentRESTService\usrconf.properties file

24224

Change the value of the following property:

Port number of The ejbserver.rmi.naming.port property in the AgentRMI registry
installation-folder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC\server\userconf\ejb
used by Tuning \AgentRESTService\usrconf.properties file
Manager Agent REST
Application
service
24225
Port number of
server
management
commands
used to
communicate
with Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Application
service

Change the value specified for the following property:The
ejbserver.rmi.remote.listener.port property in the Agentinstallation-folder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC\server\userconf\ejb
\AgentRESTService\usrconf.properties file

24226

Change the value specified for the following property:

Port number of
the Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Application
service simple
Web server

The ejbserver.rmi.remote.listener.port property in the Agentinstallation-folder\htnm\HBasePSB\CC\server\userconf\ejb
\AgentRESTService\usrconf.properties file

Changing a port number of API Agent host (UNIX)
Following is the procedure for changing a port number of API Agent host:
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1.

Stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

2.

Change the port number.
For details about changing a port number of the API Agent host, see table
Table 11-1 Changing Agent host ports (Windows) on page 11-7.

3.

Start the services of the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component
services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.
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The following table lists the port numbers:

Table 11-2 Changing API Agent host ports (UNIX)
Port

Procedure for changing the port

24221

Change the Listen directive in the following file:

Access port for
Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Web Service
(non-SSL)

Agent-installation-directory/htnm/Rest/config/
htnm_httpsd.conf

24222

Change the Listen directive in the following file:

Access port for
Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Web Service
(SSL)

Agent-installation-directory/htnm/Rest/config/
htnm_httpsd.conf

24223

Change the values specified for the following properties. You must
specify the same value for both properties.

AJP port for
Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Application
service

•

The worker.worker1.port property in the Agent-installationdirectory/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/web/redirector/
workers.properties file

•

The webserver.connector.ajp13.port property in the Agentinstallation-directory/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/server/
userconf/ejb/AgentRESTService/usrconf.properties file

24224

Change the value of the following property:

Port number of
RMI registry
use by Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Application
service

The ejbserver.rmi.naming.port property in the Agentinstallation-directory/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/server/userconf/ejb/
AgentRESTService/usrconf.properties file

24225

The ejbserver.rmi.remote.listener.port property in the Agentinstallation-directory/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/server/userconf/ejb/
AgentRESTService/usrconf.properties file

Port number
server
management
commands
used to
communicate
with Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Application
service
24226

Change the value specified for the following property:

Port number of
the Tuning
Manager Agent REST
Application

The ejbserver.rmi.remote.listener.port property in the Agentinstallation-directory/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/server/userconf/ejb/
AgentRESTService/usrconf.properties file.
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Port

Procedure for changing the port

Service simple
Web server

About ports to be added to the firewall exceptions list
When you add the ports and processes used by Hitachi Command Suite
(HCS) products to the firewall exceptions list, external connections to those
ports and processes are permitted. For the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component, add the following ports to the exceptions list:

Table 11-3 Ports to be added to the firewall exceptions list
Port

Default value

Access port for Tuning Manager - Agent REST Web Service (nonSSL)

24221

Access port for Tuning Manager - Agent REST Web Service (SSL)

24222

For details about the port numbers that must be added to the Windows
Firewall exceptions list, see Notes on using Collection Manager or an Agent
when the Windows Firewall is enabled on page C-11.
For details about the port numbers that must be added to the UNIX Firewall
exceptions list, see the OS documentation.

Switching to Oracle JDK
By default, the Tuning Manager Agent REST API Component uses the Java
Development Kit (JDK) that comes along with Hitachi Command Suite
products. To switch JDKs, you must execute the htmchgjdk command after
the Agents have been installed.
If you want the Tuning Manager Agent REST API Component to use Oracle
JDK, make sure you check the Oracle JDK versions supported by Agents. For
details about the Oracle JDK versions supported by Agents, see the
description about functional and conditional software in the material included
along with the Oracle software.
Note: If the Agent host OS is AIX or HP-UX, you cannot use Oracle JDK.
When switching the JDK that is used by the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component to Oracle JDK in a cluster system, switch the JDK for both active
and standby nodes.
Following describes the procedure for switching Hitachi JDK to Oracle JDK:
Note: In a cluster environment, perform this procedure on both the active
node and standby node.
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1.

Stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API Component service (Tuning
Manager - Agent REST Web Service or Tuning Manager - Agent REST
Application Service).
For details, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component on page 1-20.

2.

To switch the JDK, execute the following command:
In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmchgjdk jdkpath fullpath-to-the-Oracle-JDK-installation-folder
In Linux:
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmchgjdk jdkpath fullpath-to-the-Oracle-JDK-installation-directory

3.

Start the Tuning Manager Agent REST API Component services.
For details, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component on page 1-20.
Note:
•

Before removing the Oracle JDK, you must switch to the JDK version
bundled along with Hitachi Command Suite products .

•

The JDK used by the Tuning Manager Agent REST API Component will
continue to be used even after you upgrade the Agent or perform an
overwrite installation.

Configuring API Agent instance to collect performance
information
You can specify whether or not to collect performance information from an
instance on the logical host.
Performance data is collected from the instance that is set up on the logical
host when you start the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component
services. To collect information from an instance that was added to the logical
host after starting the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services,
you must stop and then restart the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component services.
•

To collect performance information from the Agent instances on the
logical host, set the clusterMode property to true in the
user.properties file. If there are no Agent instances on the logical host,
the performance data is collected from the Agent instances on the
physical host.

•

To collect performance information from an instance on the physical host,
set the clusterMode property to false in the user.properties file.

For information about how to edit the user.properties file, see the Tuning
Manager Server Administration Guide
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Managing performance information
The performance information that is collected by the Tuning Manager Agent is
saved to files that are called data files. By default, performance information is
collected for all API Agent instances, which can result in a large number of
data files.
You can manage the collected performance information in one or more of the
following ways:
•

Change the location where the data files are stored, so that the files are
distributed across multiple folders

•

Edit the Agent properties
¢

¢

Specify which records (performance information) are output to the
performance data files
Use the Performance Reporter GUI to specify, for each instance, the
records to output to the performance data file. Even during service
operation, changes take effect immediately.
Change the retention period for data files, so that the files are deleted
at the end of the retention period.

When you disable the API, performance information is not saved to the
performance data files.

Changing the output destination for performance data files
Following is the default output destination path for the performance data
files:
In Windows:
Agent-Installation-folder\agtd\agent\instance-name\
In UNIX:
Agent-Installation-directory/agtd/agent/instance-name/
You can change the output destination for performance data files using the
following methods:
•

Changing the output destination for all instances on a given host

•

Changing the output destination for a specific API Agent instance.

Changing the output destination for all API instances on a host
Following is the procedure for changing the output destination of the
performance data files for all the instances on a given host:
1.
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Execute the following command to stop all Agent instances and Tuning
Manager Agent REST API Component services (Tuning Manager - Agent
REST Web Service and Tuning Manager - Agent REST Application Service)
on the same host:
In Windows:
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Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all
In UNIX:
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all
2.

In the apidataglobalconfig.ini definition file, specify the output
destination in the Common Management Directory property in the API
Data Setting section.
Following is the location of the apidataglobalconfig.ini definition file:
In Windows:
Agent-Installation-folder\htnm\agent\config
\apidataglobalconfig.ini
In UNIX:
Agent-Installation-directory/htnm/agent/config/
apidataglobalconfig.ini

3.

In the directory that you specified in step 2, create the following directory
and copy the performance data files (restdata) to it.
In Windows:
Common-Management-Directory\agtd\agent\instance-name
In UNIX:
Common-Management-Directory/agtd/agent/instance-name

4.

Execute the following command to start all the Agent instances and
Tuning Manager Agent REST API Component services on the same host:
In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In UNIX:
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

Changing the output destination for a single API instance
Following is the procedure for changing the output destination of the
performance data files (restdata) for a single instance:
1.

Execute the jpcstop command to stop the individual instance for which
you want to change the file output destination.
For details about the jpcstop command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

2.

Stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

3.

In the jpcagt.ini definition file, specify the absolute path of the new
output destination in the Management Directory property in the API
Data Instance Setting section. Include the name of the performance
data file (restdata) in the value.
Following is the location of the jpcagt.ini definition file:
In Windows:
Agent-Installation-folder\agtd\agent\instance-name\jpcagt.ini
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In UNIX:
Agent-Installation-directory/agtd/agent/instance-name/
jpcagt.ini
4.

Move the performance data files (restdata) from the old directory to the
new directory that you specified in step 3.

5.

Start the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

6.

Execute the jpcstart command to start the instances whose file output
destinations were individually changed.
For details about the jpcstart command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Editing Agent properties to manage the size of the performance data
file
To manage the size of the performance data files, you can selectively log the
records that you want, or change the retention period for the records.
You can use either of the following methods to edit the Agent properties:
•

Change the settings for specific Agents individually.

•

Change the settings for multiple Agent instances at once (available only
when the Agents are of the same type)

Following is the procedure for setting Agent properties for specific Agents
individually. For details about changing the settings for multiple Agents at the
same time, see Batch distribution of Agent-specific properties on page 3-15:
1.

Log on to the Tuning Manager server as a user who has the Admin
(application management) permission.

2.

In the global menu bar area, select Go > Performance Reporter.

3.

In the navigation pane of Performance Reporter, click the Services link.

4.

In the navigation pane of the Services window, expand the Machines
folder.
The hierarchy displays folders with the same names as the hosts where
Tuning Manager series services are installed. When you expand one of
these folders, the services installed on that host are displayed. The name
of each service is represented by the service ID.

5.

Expand the folder that contains the name of the host (to change the
records that are to be output to the performance data file, or to change
the retention period of records), and then select an Agent Collector
service that begins with TA.
The selected Agent Collector service is marked with a check mark.

6.
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In the method pane, click Properties.
The following table shows the correspondence of nodes and record types:
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Node

Record type

API Data Management

PI record type
PD record type

7.

In the information pane of the Service Properties window, expand the
node and select the desired record.
The record properties are displayed at the bottom of the information
pane.

8.

Edit the properties as shown in the following table and click OK.

Table 11-4 API Agent properties
Subsection
PI-record-type-record-name
settings

Property name
API Data Log

Values
Specify whether the record
is to be output. The values
you can specify are as
follows:
•

Yes: The record is
output.

•

No: The record is not
output.

The default value is Yes.
API Data Retention - raw Specify (in hours) the
retention period for
unaggregated data.
•

Specify an integer in
the range from 1 to
439,200

•

Default value: 48

If an out-of-range value is
specified, the default value
is used.
PD-record-type-recordname

API Data Log

Specify whether the record
is to be output. The values
you can specify are as
follows:
•

Yes: The record is
output

•

No: The record is not
output.

The default value is Yes.
API Data Retention

Specify (in hours) the data
retention period.
•

Specify an integer in
the range from 1 to
439,200

•

Default value: 48
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Subsection

Property name

Values
If you specify an out-of-of
range value, the default
value is used.
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Detecting problems within the Tuning
Manager series
The Tuning Manager series provides the following problem detection
functions:
- Health check function (see Overview of detecting problems within the
Tuning Manager series on page 12-3 to Examples of using the health check
function on page 12-22)
- Status management function (see Overview of detecting problems within
the Tuning Manager series on page 12-3 and Setting up the status
management function on page 12-25 to Status management function errors
on page 12-30)
- Automatic Service Restart Function (see Overview of the automatic service
restart function on page 12-32 and Examples of using the automatic service
restart function on page 12-39)
The health check function is used to check the operating statuses of Agents
or the hosts on which Agents are operating.
The status management function is used to check the service statuses of
Collection Manager or Agents when a Tuning Manager server or Agents are
being started or stopped, or have stopped for a reason such as an error.
The automatic service restart function automatically restarts Collection
Manager and Agent services in a Tuning Manager series system if they stop
abnormally for some reason.
These functions are available only when they are enabled in a version that
supports them.
This chapter provides an overview of these functions, and describes how to
set them up in the following sections.
□ Overview of detecting problems within the Tuning Manager series
□ Setting up the health check function
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□ Setting the health check agent properties
□ Effects of setting inappropriate polling interval values
□ Storing the health check results and evaluating alarms
□ Using the health check function to check operating status
□ Examples of using the health check function
□ Setting up the status management function
□ Checking the service status
□ Status management during cluster system operation
□ Status management function errors
□ Overview of the automatic service restart function
□ Examples of using the automatic service restart function
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Overview of detecting problems within the Tuning Manager
series
The Tuning Manager series provides a function that monitors the operating
statuses of Agents and hosts on which the Agents are running. This is called
the health check function.
The health check function is interlinked with the status management function
that makes it possible to monitor the detailed operating statuses of the
Collection Manager and Agent services.
The status management function is also interlinked with the automatic
service restart function that makes it possible to automatically restart a
service if such service stops abnormally.
The status management function makes it possible to monitor the operating
statuses of Agents by using the health check function. For this reason, the
versions of Agents monitored by the health check function must support the
status management function, and the status management function must be
active. There are no prerequisites associated with monitoring only the
operating status of a host. The following figure provides an overview of using
the health check function to check operating status.

Figure 12-1 Overview of checking the operating status by using the health
check function
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The health check function uses a monitoring approach consisting of the
following two tiers:
•

•

Monitoring the operating status of the host running the Agent:
The health check function monitors the operating status of the host
running the Agent. You can check the operating status from Performance
Reporter. The following software versions support this functionality:
¢

v6.0 or later of the Tuning Manager server

¢

v4.0 or later of the Agent

Monitoring the operating statuses of Agent services:
In addition to monitoring the operating status of the host running the
Agent, the health check function monitors the operating statuses of the
Agent Collector and Agent Store services. Depending on the settings, the
function can also monitor the Action Handler service running on the
monitored host. You can check the monitoring results from Performance
Reporter. The following software versions support this functionality:
¢

v6.0 or later of the Tuning Manager server

¢

v5.1 or later of Agents, with the status management function enabled

The health check function uses a dedicated agent called a health check agent
to monitor the operating statuses of Agents and the operating statuses of
hosts on which the Agents are running. When the health check function is
enabled, the health check agent automatically starts when the Tuning
Manager server starts. The health check agent checks the operating statuses
of Agent services and their hosts at regular intervals and displays the results
in Performance Reporter. By viewing the results, the system administrator
can be made aware of changes in the operating status. For details on how to
configure the health check function, see Setting up the health check function
on page 12-7. For details on how to use the health check function to check
operating statuses, see Using the health check function to check operating
status on page 12-19.
The monitoring results of the health check function are issued as events
(health check events) and also collected in the form of performance data.
This allows you to set alarms and assign actions to those alarms, thus
associating changes in the Agent operating status with an action such as
executing a command, issuing an SNMP trap, or sending an email.
Depending on how the health check agent is configured, the results of
monitoring operating status can be stored in the Store database as PD-type
records. You can then use the reporting function of the health check agent to
view current and historical operating status information. The manner in which
the health check agent stores data in the Store database, such as the Store
version and the data retention period, can be set and managed in the same
way as for ordinary performance data. For details on how to manage the
collected data, see Chapter 3, Using Store databases to manage data on page
3-1. The following figure shows how the monitoring results data of the health
check function are managed.
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Figure 12-2 Data management of the monitoring results of the health
check function
Alternatively, you can also monitor the statuses of the Collection Manager
and Agent services without the health check function. Even if the health
check function is not used, the status management function allows the
system administrator to make accurate assessments of the startup and
shutdown statuses of all hosts, thereby enabling faster responses to faults as
they occur. However, system administrators need to manually execute an
operation command of the Tuning Manager series to check the contents of a
status file. To effectively manage the operating status of the Tuning Manager
series, we recommend using the health check function.
The following figure provides an overview of checking the service status by
using the status management function.
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Figure 12-3 Overview of checking the service status by using the status
management function
When the status management function is available, the Collection Manager
and Agent services register their own latest statuses in status files each time
their statuses change. This enables the system administrator to check the
statuses. For details on the jpcctrl list command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.
Note: When the status management function is unavailable, the service
status is determined on the basis of whether the Tuning Manager server has
sent a response to the Agent. The Tuning Manager server also coordinates
network information such as Agent IP addresses and port numbers. Thus,
service status cannot be checked if communication with the Tuning Manager
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server is disabled (for a reason such as a fault or the service is starting up) or
if the Agent is operating in stand-alone mode.
When the status management function is unavailable, the jpcctrl list
command can be used to check the statuses of services that are operating or
that have stopped. However, it does not always work properly. If greater
accuracy is required, the status management function must be used. The
following figure shows how to check the Tuning Manager series statuses when
the status management function is unavailable.

Figure 12-4 Checking the Tuning Manager series status when the status
management function is unavailable

Setting up the health check function
The following prerequisites must be met prior to using the health check
function.
When monitoring the operating status of the host running the Agent:
•

v6.0 or later of the Tuning Manager server

•

v4.0 or later of the Agent

When monitoring the operating statuses of the Agent services:
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•

The health check function uses the status management function to
monitor the service operating status. For this reason, the product being
monitored by the health check function must support the status
management function. The following products support the status
management function:
¢

v6.0 or later of the Tuning Manager server

v5.1 or later of the Agent in which the status management function
has been enabled
If the second condition is not satisfied, the health check function will be
unable to check the status of the Agent. The following table describes
support for the health check function according to the Agent version.
¢

Table 12-1 Agent versions and the availability of the health check function
Status management function
on monitored Agent host

Version of monitored
Agent

Health check function

Enabled

5.1 or later

Can be used

Enabled

From 4.0 to 5.01

Cannot be used2

Disabled

--

Cannot be used3

Note 1:
When an Agent whose version is from 4.0 to 5.0 is installed on the same
host as an Agent whose version is 5.1 or later, and the status
management function is enabled on the target Agent host
Note 2:
Not Supported is displayed as the health check status of the Agent.
Note 3:
Unconfirmed is displayed as the health check status of the Agent.
For details on how to configure the status management function, see
Setting up the status management function on page 12-25.

Enabling the health check function
To enable the health check function:
1.

Stop Collection Manager and Agent services.
If Collection Manager and Agent services are running on a physical host,
stop the services by using the following command:
jpcstop all
To stop Collection Manager and Agent services on a logical host, use the
cluster software.

2.

Execute the jpcstsetup command.
To enable the health check function, use the following command:
jpcstsetup hcenable

3.
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Check the status of the health check function.
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To confirm that the status of the health check function is available, use
the following command:
jpcstsetup hcdisplay
4.

Start Collection Manager and Agent services.
To start all Collection Manager and Agent services on a physical host, use
the following command:
jpcstart all
To start all Collection Manager and Agent services on a logical host, use
the cluster software.
Note: When one of the services you are starting is a Collection Manager
service, and the health check function is enabled on the Collection
Manager host, the health check agent starts as one of the Collection
Manager services when you execute the jpcstart command. When you
execute the jpcstop command to stop the Collection Manager services,
the health check agent also stops.

You cannot specify agt0 as the service key when you execute the jpcstart
or jpcstop commands.
For details on commands, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Disabling the health check function
To disable the health check function:
1.

Stop Collection Manager and Agent services.
If Collection Manager and Agent services are running on a physical host,
stop the services by using the following command:
jpcstop all
To stop Collection Manager and Agent services on a logical host, use the
cluster software.

2.

Execute the jpcstsetup command.
To disable the health check function, use the following command:
jpcstsetup hcdisable

3.

Check the status of the health check function.
To confirm that the status of the status management function is
unavailable, use the following command:
jpcstsetup hcdisplay
If a Collection Manager service is running in a logical host environment,
execute the jpcstsetup hcdisplay command on the Collection Manager
host on the executing or standby node.

4.

Start Collection Manager and Agent services.
To start all Collection Manager and Agent services on a physical host, use
the following command:
jpcstart all
To start all Collection Manager and Agent services on a logical host, use
the cluster software.
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For details on each command, see the chapter describing the command in the
Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Checking the status of the health check agent
Use the jpcctrl list command to check the status of the health check
agent. You can also use the health check function to check the status of this
agent. However, if the Agent Collector service of the health check agent has
terminated abnormally, the wrong status might be displayed. For details on
the jpcctrl list command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Setting the health check agent properties
When the health check function is enabled, you can make settings related to
the health check function, such as the collection interval for operation
monitoring data and the monitoring level, by setting the properties of the
health check agent from the Services tree of Performance Reporter. The
following table lists the health check agent properties you can set.

Table 12-2 Health check agent properties under Detail Records - HC folder
Property name

Description

Description

Displays Health Check Detail as a description for the record.

Log

Specifies whether to collect performance data. The default is No.
Yes: Collects performance data.
No: Does not collect performance data.

Collection Interval

Specifies the collection interval in seconds, as a value in the range
from 0 to 2,147,483,647. The default is 300. This value serves as
the polling interval of the health check function.

Collection Offset

Specifies the offset of the collection start time in seconds, as a
value in the range from 0 to 32,767. The default is 0.

LOGIF

Specifies the conditions for acquiring logs.

Monitoring Level1

Specifies the monitoring level. To monitor the operating statuses
of the Agent services, specify Service. To monitor the operating
statuses of Agent hosts, specify Host. The default is Host.

Polling Interval

Displays the polling interval. This value is taken from the
Collection Interval in the PD_HC record.

Incl. Action Handler

Specifies whether to include the Action Handler service when
monitoring service operating statuses. The default is No.
Yes: The Action Handler service is monitored.
No: The Action Handler service is not monitored.

Busy as Inactive

Specify whether Agents whose service status remains Busy for
extended periods should be considered inactive. The default is No.
If you specify Yes, the Time to Busy as Inactive setting takes
effect.
Yes: The Agent is considered inactive.23
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Property name

Description
No: The Agent is not considered inactive.
You can check the service status of an Agent in the Status column
in the output of the jpcctrl list command.

Time to Busy as
Inactive Collector

Specifies how long2 a busy status should persist for the Agent
Collector service before the service is considered inactive. Specify
this item in seconds. The default is 300.

Time to Busy as
Inactive Store

Specifies how long2 a busy status should persist for the Agent
Store service before the service is considered inactive. Specify this
item in seconds. The default is 300.

Time to Busy as
Inactive AH

Specifies how long2 a busy status should persist for the Agent
Handler service before the service is considered inactive. Specify
this item in seconds. The default is 300.

Note 1:
When you change the Monitoring Level setting, the health check results
displayed in a real-time report of the health check agent differ according
to whether polling under the new setting occurred by the time the report
was displayed. For this reason, the report might briefly display results
from both the old and new settings, as described in the Table 9-4.
Note 2:
The length of time a service is in the Busy status is calculated from the
difference between the time polling occurred (the time on the host
running the Tuning Manager server) and the time the status of the service
changed to Busy (the time on the host running the Agent). Make sure
that the clocks are synchronized on all hosts where Tuning Manager
servers are running.
Note 3:
When you use Agent for SAN Switch to monitor a large fabric, the time
taken by the Agent Collector service to collect performance data might be
longer. If Agent for SAN Switch services are considered inactive when the
service status remain Busy for extended periods (specify Yes for the Busy
as Inactive property in the health check agent), specify the appropriate
value for the Time to Busy as Inactive Collector property based on
the scale of the monitored fabric. For details about the values, see the
recommended values for Collection Interval described in Notes on Records
in the Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference.
Note 4:
JP1/ITSLM properties such as Log (ITSLM) and Monitoring (ITSLM) might
be displayed. However, the Tuning Manager server do not support JP1/
ITSLM.
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Table 12-3 Health check agent properties under Health Check
Configurations1 folder
Property name

Description

Monitoring Level2

Specifies the monitoring level. To monitor
the operating statuses of the Agent
services, specify Service. To monitor the
operating statuses of Agent hosts, specify
Host. The default is Host.

Polling Interval

Displays the polling interval. This value is
taken from the Collection Interval in the
PD_HC record.

Incl. Action Handler

Specifies whether to include the Action
Handler service when monitoring service
operating statuses. The default is No.
Yes: The Action Handler service is
monitored.
No: The Action Handler service is not
monitored.

Busy as Inactive

Specify whether Agents whose service
status remains Busy for extended periods
should be considered inactive. The default
is No. If you specify Yes, the Time to Busy
as Inactive setting takes effect.
Yes: The Agent is considered inactive.3,4
No: The Agent is not considered inactive.
You can check the service status of an
Agent in the Status column in the output of
the jpcctrl list command.

Time to Busy as Inactive Collector

Specifies how long3 a busy status should
persist for the Agent Collector service
before the service is considered inactive.
Specify this item in seconds. The default is
300.

Time to Busy as Inactive Store

Specifies how long3 a busy status should
persist for the Agent Store service before
the service is considered inactive. Specify
this item in seconds. The default is 300.

Time to Busy as Inactive AH

Specifies how long3 a busy status should
persist for the Agent Handler service before
the service is considered inactive. Specify
this item in seconds. The default is 300.

Note 1:
When you change a setting in the Health Check Configurations folder, the
new setting takes effect from the next polling interval.
Note 2:
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When you change the Monitoring Level setting, the health check results
displayed in a real-time report of the health check agent differ according
to whether polling under the new setting had taken place by the time the
report was displayed. For this reason, the report might briefly display
results from both the old and new settings, as described in the following
table.
Note 3:
The length of time a service is in the Busy status is calculated from the
difference between the time when polling occurred (the time on the host
running the Tuning Manager server) and the time when the status of the
service changed to Busy (the time on the host running the Agent). Make
sure that the clocks are synchronized on all hosts where Tuning Manager
servers are running.
Note 4:
If you are using Agent for SAN Switch to monitor a large fabric, the time
it takes the Agent Collector service to collect performance data might be
longer. If Agent for SAN Switch services are considered inactive when the
service statuses remain Busy for extended periods (specify Yes for the
Busy as Inactive property in the health check agent), specify the
appropriate value for the Time to Busy as Inactive Collector
property based on the scale of the monitored fabric. For details about the
values, see the recommended values for Collection Interval described in
Notes on Records in the Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference.

Table 12-4 Health check results after changing the monitoring level
setting
Agent

Displayed health check results

Agent for which polling with the The newest health check results recorded using the
new setting is complete
new setting
Agent for which polling with the The newest health check results recorded using the old
new setting did not occur yet
setting

Polling interval for the health check function
To set an appropriate polling interval for the health check function, you must
take into consideration the polling interval and polling timeout value for each
Agent host.

Polling interval for each agent host
The interval at which the health check function polls each host is calculated
based on the number of Agent hosts connected to Tuning Manager server.
Note that if there are multiple Agent instances on the same host, polling is
performed on a per-host basis, and not on a per-instance basis.
Following is the expression for calculating the polling interval for each host:
Polling for each host = (0.7 * Polling Interval value1) / number of all hosts2
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Note:
1.

This value is displayed as the Polling Interval property in the Health Check
Configurations folder for the health check Agent.

2.

This is the number of Agent hosts that connect to Tuning Manager server.
The number of Agent instances installed or the number of instance
environments on one host is independent of the number of hosts.

The minimum value that you can set for the polling Interval for each host is 2
seconds. If the result of the expression is less than 2 seconds, polling is
performed at 2-second intervals.
The value you set for the Monitoring Level property in the Health Check
Configurations folder for the health check Agent does not affect the polling
interval. Therefore, you do not need to consider this value when checking the
polling interval for each agent.

Polling timeout value
Polling timeout value specifies the amount of time the health check function
waits to receive a response from the Status Server service running on the
host. If the service does not respond within the specified amount of time, a
timeout occurs.
The health check function polls a host to check its status by communicating
with the Status Server service on the host. The health check function
monitors the status of an Agent based on the responses it receives from the
Status Server service. The timeout value is determined by the polling
interval.
To set an appropriate timeout value, use the following guidelines:
•

If the polling interval value for each host is 10 seconds or more:
Polling timeout value = 10 seconds

•

If the polling interval value for each host is less than 10 seconds:
Polling timeout value = Polling Interval property value (unit: seconds)

Note that the minimum timeout value is two seconds.

Determining appropriate polling criteria
In general, the more the number of agent hosts, the shorter the polling
interval and polling timeout value for each host. If the polling interval is too
short, the health check function might be unable to poll all the Agent hosts
within the specified interval. If the timeout value is too small, the health
check function might determine that the Agent has stopped. To avoid these
problems, ensure that you check for the following:
•

Whether the polling interval for each agent host is at least 10 seconds

•

Whether a timeout value appropriate for the environment is set.

Following is an example for checking the polling interval and polling timeout
value for each host, and determining whether these settings are appropriate:
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•

Number of hosts on which Agent is operating: 50

•

Polling Interval value: 300

Polling interval for each host = (0.7 * 300) / 50
= 4.2
= 4 seconds
Since the polling interval for each host is less than 10 seconds, use the
following expression to calculate the polling timeout value:
Polling Timeout value = Polling Interval for each host
Polling Timeout value = 4 seconds
Analysis and conclusion:
•

The polling interval value of 4 seconds for each host is too short because
the value is less than 10 seconds.

•

The accuracy of the polling timeout value determined depends on the
environment.

•

Review the polling interval, and reset it to an optimal value.

Calculating the polling interval for the health check function
Following is the procedure for calculating the polling interval:
1.

Calculate the polling interval value using the following expression:
Polling Interval = (Polling interval for each host * number of all hosts)/
(0.7)

2.

Round up the polling interval value to the nearest multiple of 60.
You must set the polling interval value in multiples of 60 (1 minute = 60
seconds).

Following is an example of estimating the polling interval for the health check
function:
•

Number of hosts on which the Agent is operating: 50

•

Polling interval for each host: 10 seconds

Polling Interval = 50 * 10 / 0.7
= 714.2
= 720 (Rounded up to the closest multiple of 60)

Calculating the collection interval of the Health Check Detail record
Following is the procedure for calculating the collection interval of the Health
Check Detail record:
1.

Calculate the polling interval for the health check function
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For more information, see Calculating the polling interval for the health
check function on page 12-15.
2.

Set the polling interval value you calculated as the Collection Interval
property of the Health Check Detail (PD_HC) record on the health check
Agent.
The value of the Collection Interval property is associated with the Polling
Interval value.

Following is an example of calculating the collection interval of the Health
Check Detail record:
•

Number of hosts on which the Agent is operating: 50

•

Polling interval for each host: 10 seconds

Polling Interval = 50 * 10 / 0.7
= 714.2
= 720 (Rounded up to the closest multiple of 60)
Set the Collection Interval property of the Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
record as 720.

Effects of setting inappropriate polling interval values
If the polling interval is too short, the health check function might be unable
to poll all the Agent hosts within the specified time period. The health check
function continues to poll even when it exceeds the specified time interval.
The polling process continues until the health check function polls all the
agent hosts, which might result in skipping the next polling session.
In the following example, 300 seconds is set as the polling interval, but the
health check function do not poll within the specified interval. The health
check function finishes polling at 390 seconds. As a result, the polling session
scheduled to start at 10:05:00 is skipped. The next polling session starts only
at 10:10.00 A.M.
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Storing the health check results and evaluating alarms
You can store the historical data for the health check Agent and evaluate
alarms. To initiate alarm evaluation, you must define alarms for the health
check agent. To store the historical data for the health check agent, you must
enable record collection. The records are collected at the set record collection
interval. The value of the Collection Interval property is associated with the
Polling Interval value. For more information, see Calculating the polling
interval for the health check function on page 12-15.
Scenario 1: If the polling finishes earlier than the set polling interval
If the polling finishes earlier than the set interval, there is a lag between the
time the polling finishes and the time the results are stored.
Following is an example of this lag. In the following example, the monitoring
polling interval is equal to the record collection interval. The type of record
collected is the Host Availability (PI_HAVL) record. The monitoring polling
interval set is 300 seconds, and the actual time required to complete the
polling is 180 seconds.
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Although the first polling session finishes at 10:03:00 A.M, record collection
and alarm evaluation do not follow immediately. The polling results are stored
in the store database at 10.05:00 A.M, the time when the next polling starts.
Scenario 2: If the polling time exceeds the set polling interval time
If the polling time exceeds the set interval, the next scheduled polling session
is skipped. Accordingly the record collection and alarm evaluation do not
occur as expected.
In the following example, the polling interval is equal to the collection
interval. The type of record collected is the Host Availability (PI_HAVL)
record. The polling interval set is 300 seconds, but the actual time required to
complete the polling session is 390 seconds. As a result the polling session
scheduled at 10:05:00 is skipped. The polling results are stored in the store
database at 10.10:00 A.M, the time when the next polling starts.
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Using the health check function to check operating status
You can check the health check status of an Agent by using its icon in the
Agents tree of Performance Reporter, as well as in the Event Monitor window
and Event History window. You can also view more detailed information about
the health check status by using the reports generated by the health check
agent. Because health check agent reports only show information from
Agents for which polling has completed, you cannot display reports before
polling has taken place.

Events issued when monitoring the operating status of an Agent host
The following table describes the events that can occur when monitoring the
operating status of a host on which an Agent is running.

Table 12-5 Events that can occur when monitoring the operating status of
an Agent host
Status
Running

Description
The health check function can communicate with the host where
the Agent is running.
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Status

Description

Host Not Available

The health check function cannot communicate with the host
where the Agent is running.

You cannot check the status of the service when monitoring the operating
status on a host level. When you want to see detailed information about the
service, use the jpcctrl list command. For details on the jpcctrl list
command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Events issued when monitoring the operating statuses of Agent
services
The following table describes the events that can occur when monitoring the
operating statuses of the services of an Agent.

Table 12-6 Events that can occur when monitoring the operating statuses
of the services of an Agent
Status

Description

Running

The Agent is fully functional and working normally
This status is displayed when the Agent Collector service and Agent Store
service on the Agent are both running.
If you have configured the health check function to also monitor the
Action Handler service on the host, then this status is displayed when all
three services are running.

Incomplete

The Agent is only partially functional
This status is displayed in the following cases:
•

When the monitored Agent allows the Action Handler service on the
same host to be added as a monitoring target in the properties of the
health check agent but the Action Handler service is not monitored,
this status is displayed when the Agent Collector service is running
and the Agent Store service is stopped. 1
If the Action Handler service is added as a monitored service, this
status is displayed when the Agent Collector service is running but
the Agent Store service or Action Handler service is stopped. 1

•
Not
Supported

The Agent Collector service on the Agent is working in standalone
mode

The Agent does not support the status management function
This status is displayed when software that provides the status
management function such as an Agent with v5.1 or later is installed on
the host and the status management function is enabled, but the Agent
version is one that does not support the status management function,
such as an Agent with v5.0.
If the status management function is disabled on the host, Unconfirmed
is displayed as the status.

Stopped

The Agent functionality is stopped
This status is displayed when the Agent Collector service on the Agent is
stopped.1
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Status

Description

Unconfirmed

The status of the Agent cannot be confirmed
This status is displayed when the health check function cannot
communicate with the Status Server service on the host where the Agent
is located. This might be because the status management function is
disabled, or an Agent with v5.0 is running alone.

Host Not
Available

The host where the Agent is located is stopped
This status is displayed when the health check function cannot
communicate with the host where the Agent is located.

Note 1:
A service is judged to have stopped when it has any status other than
Active or Busy. However, you can configure the health check function to
consider a service stopped if the Busy status persists for longer than the
period of time that you specify in the properties of the health check
agent.
The following table describes the operating statuses of the host and Agent
services for each displayed status.

Table 12-7 Agent host and services operating statuses indicated by health
check statuses
Host where Agent is
running

Status
Running

Status
server

Agent
collector

Agent store
or action
handler

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y1

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Y1

n/a

Not supported

Y

Y

(N)

n/a

Stopped

Y

Y

N

n/a

Unconfirmed

Y

N

n/a

n/a

Host Not
Available

N

n/a

n/a

n/a

Incomplete

Legend:
Y: The host or service is running.
N: The host or service is stopped.
(N): The Agent Collector service does not support the health check
function.
n/a: Has no bearing on status determination.
Note 1:
When running in standalone mode
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Examples of using the health check function
This section provides examples of using the health check function.

When all Agents in the system meet the requirements for servicelevel monitoring
The health check function can be used to its full potential by using the
monitoring level that provides service-level monitoring of operating statuses,
in a Tuning Manager system where all Agents meet the conditions that allow
this monitoring level. The following figure shows an example of a system
where all Agents meet the conditions under which the health check function
can monitor the operating statuses on a service level.

Figure 12-5 System where all Agents meet the requirements for servicelevel operating status monitoring
To use the health check function with service-level operating status
monitoring as the monitoring level:
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1.

Enable the health check function.
Execute the jpcstsetup hcenable command installed on the Tuning
Manager server host.

2.

Configure the health check function.
Start the Tuning Manager server, and display the properties of the health
check agent in Performance Reporter. Set the monitoring level to
Service, and set the other properties as required.

3.

Start using the health check function.
In the Agents tree of Performance Reporter, you can check the operating
statuses of the services of each Agent. You can also monitor the Event
Monitor window or the Event History window for changes in the health
check status. The status of each Agent is derived from the results of the
health check function checking the operating status of each of the Agent’s
services. You can also view more detailed information about the health
check status in the form of a report. The template used by the health
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check function to generate reports is provided as a solution set. For
details on the solution set used by the health check function, see
Appendix I, Health check agent on page I-1.
When the health check status of an Agent is reported as abnormal, take
action to resolve the problem, such as restarting the Agent.

When not all Agents in the system meet the requirements for
service-level monitoring
If some Agents in a Tuning Manager system do not meet the conditions that
allow service-level monitoring, you can monitor the statuses of hosts instead
by using the monitoring level that provides host-level monitoring of operating
statuses. If you use the monitoring level that provides service-level
monitoring, the operating statuses of Agents that do not meet the conditions
will not be accurate. Polling will also take longer than normal. The following
figure shows an example of a system where some Agents do not meet the
conditions under which the health check function can monitor the operating
statuses on a service level.

Figure 12-6 System where not all Agents meet the requirements for
service-level operating status monitoring
To use the health check function with host-level operating status monitoring
as the monitoring level:
1.

Enable the health check function.
Execute the jpcstsetup hcenable command installed on the Tuning
Manager server host.

2.

Configure the health check function.
Start the Tuning Manager server, and display the properties of the health
check agent in Performance Reporter. Set the properties as required.

3.

Start using the health check function.
In the Agents tree of Performance Reporter, you can check the operating
status of the host for each Agent. You can also monitor the Event Monitor
window or the Event History window for changes in the health check
status. The status of each Agent is derived from the results of the health
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check function checking the status of the host. You can also view more
detailed information about the health check status in the form of a report.
The template used by the health check function to generate reports is
provided as a solution set. For details on the solution set used by the
health check function, see Appendix I, Health check agent on page
I-1.
When the health check status of an Agent is reported as abnormal, take
action to resolve the problem, such as restarting the host.
You can switch to service-level monitoring if all Agents in the system
support it. The following figure shows an example of switching from hostlevel monitoring to service-level monitoring.

Figure 12-7 Switching from host-level monitoring to service-level
monitoring

Using the health check function in a firewall (NAT) environment
The health check agent must be able to communicate with the Status Server
on each host where an Agent is running. For this reason, when you use the
health check function in a firewall (NAT) environment, the firewall and NAT
must be set up so that the health check agent’s traffic can be routed through
the firewall. However, if firewall routing is already set up for each Collection
Manager and Agent service, no additional setup is required. For details on the
set up procedure, see Appendix C, List of port numbers on page C-1.
The health check agent always runs on the host where the Tuning Manager
server is installed. For this reason, there is no need to configure firewall
routing between the health check agent and the Agent Collector and Agent
Store services. The following table describes the port numbers used by the
health check agent.
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Table 12-8 Port numbers used by the health check agent
Service name

Parameter

Port
number

Note

Agent Collector (health jp1pcagt0
check agent)

Automatic 1

This port is used for such tasks as
binding alarms and acquiring realtime reports.

Agent Store (health
check agent)

Automatic 1

This port is used for such tasks as
recording performance data and
acquiring historical reports.

jp1pcsto0

Note 1:
Each time the service restarts, it is automatically allocated a port number
that is not already in use.

Using the health check function in a cluster system
The health check function can be used in the same way as in a non-cluster
system. The settings for the function must be specified on a host on which
the Tuning Manager server is installed. For a Tuning Manager server whose
version is v6.3 or later, when a new instance of Collection Manager is set up
in the logical host environment, the settings for the health check function are
brought over from the physical host environment. Change these settings as
needed. For details about how to specify the settings for the health check
function in a cluster system, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Setting up the status management function
The status management function is one of the functions provided by the
Tuning Manager server and Agents.
The default setting (enable or disable) specified after the installation of the
status management function varies depending on the environment of the
installation destination host. Use the jpcstsetup display command to check
the settings.
This section explains the setup procedure for enabling and disabling the
status management function.
Note: A fixed port number is allocated by default to the Status Server service
associated with the status management function.

Enabling the status management function
To enable the status management function:
1.

Stop all Collection Manager and Agent services.
Use the following command to stop all Collection Manager and Agent
services running on physical or logical hosts:
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jpcstop all

2.

Execute the jpcstsetup enable command.
The following command is used to enable the status management
function:
jpcstsetup enable

3.

Check the status management function status.
Use the following command to make sure that the status management
function is available:
jpcstsetup display

4.

Start the Collection Manager and Agent services.
Use the following command to start all Collection Manager and Agent
services on physical or logical hosts:
jpcstart all

Disabling the status management function
To disable the status management function:
1.

Stop all Collection Manager and Agent services.
Use the following command to stop all Collection Manager and Agent
services running on physical or logical hosts:
jpcstop all

2.

Execute the jpcstsetup disable command.
Use the following command to disable the status management function:
jpcstsetup disable

3.

Check the status management function status.
Use the following command to make sure that the status management
function is unavailable:
jpcstsetup display

4.

Start the Collection Manager and Agent services.
Use the following command to start all Collection Manager and Agent
services on physical or logical hosts:
jpcstart all

Note: The service keys that can be specified by using the jpcstart and
jpcstop commands differ depending on whether the status management
function is available. For details about these commands, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Checking the service status
The types of service status information that can be accessed by using the
jpcctrl list command differ depending on whether the status management
function is available, as explained below.
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Status management function is available
When the status management function is available, status details such as
whether a service is starting or stopping can be accessed by using the
jpcctrl list command, as shown in the following figure.

Figure 12-8 Status information when the status management function is
available
The following figure shows examples of the system configuration and output
generated by the jpcctrl list command when the status management
function is available for the Tuning Manager server and the Agent.
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Figure 12-9 Example of a system configuration when the status
management function is available
The following figure shows an example of output from the jpcctrl list
command.
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Figure 12-10 Example of jpcctrl list command output

Status management function is unavailable
If the jpcctrl list command is executed on a host where the installed
version does not support the status management function or where the
status management function is unavailable, a message will be output stating
that the status management function is not supported, and the following
status information is displayed. Service status checking requires the Tuning
Manager server to be running. The following figure demonstrates status
information when the status management function is unavailable.

Figure 12-11 Status information when the status management function is
unavailable
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Status management during cluster system operation
Only one Status Server service operates on each host. During cluster system
operation, the Status Server service on a physical host manages the service
status on physical and logical hosts.
The following figure shows an overview of the status management function
during cluster operation.

Figure 12-12 Overview of the status management function during cluster
operation
Note: If the cluster system has an active-active configuration, the Status
Server service must be set to run normally or set to avoid failover.

Status management function errors
This section explains how to check the service status if an error occurs in the
status management function.
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Abnormal termination of status server service
When the Status Server service stops, the KAVE00203-W message is output
to the common message log. Although detailed service status information is
not provided, the basic service status can be checked in the same way as
when the status management function is unavailable, provided that the
Tuning Manager server is operating.
The following figure shows an overview of an abnormal termination of the
Status Server service.

Figure 12-13 Example of an abnormal termination of the status server
service

Abnormal termination of other services
If services other than the Status Server service terminate abnormally, the
system might not properly update statuses in the status files. If this happens,
the status management function determines service statuses from the status
of the internal files generated by each service. Thus, detailed service status
information is available in the same way as when the status management
function is available.
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Overview of the automatic service restart function
This section describes the automatic service restart function, which
automatically restarts Collection Manager and Agent services if they stop
abnormally.
The following figure provides an overview of automatic service restart.

Figure 12-14 Overview of automatic service restart
The automatic service restart function provides the following capabilities:
•
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Automatic restart
This function monitors services, and automatically restarts Collection
Manager and Agent services to continue monitoring if these services have
stopped abnormally for some reason. When you do not use a cluster
system that implements a high availability system, consider using this
function.
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The user can specify which services are to be monitored as well as the
monitoring interval for each service. Note that automatic restart is
performed for each service unit1 that governs the service that has
stopped abnormally.
•

Periodic restart
This function periodically restarts services to continue monitoring if longterm operations cannot be continued due to memory leaks, and handle
leaks caused by problems of the OS or services themselves. Normally,
this function is not used.
The user can specify the services to be restarted and the restart interval.
Services are stopped in units of specified services, but services are
restarted in units of the service unit1 that governs the specified service.
Note 1:
The service unit indicates a service type that is specified in the service
startup command (jpcstart) for starting a specific service. For
example, for Agent services, a single service unit is a pair of Agent
Store and Agent Collector services. For a multi-instance Agent, the
service startup unit is the instance. For an Action Handler service, the
service startup unit is the Action Handler service itself.
The following figure shows an example of a service restart performed
for each service unit. In this example, although only the Agent Store
service is monitored, if it has been detected that the service has
stopped abnormally, both the Agent Collector and Agent Store
services are restarted because these services make up the service
unit. For details on the service startup unit used by the automatic
restart function, see Service startup units used by the automatic
service restart function on page 12-34.

Figure 12-15 Example of service restart for each service unit

Prerequisites for using the automatic service restart function
To use the automatic service restart function, Tuning Manager server v6.0 or
later must be installed on the host and the status management function must
be enabled. To restart an Agent service, the Agent version must be 5.7 or
later. The Agent and Action Handler services whose versions are 5.7 or later
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can be restarted automatically even when an Agent whose version is earlier
than 5.7 also exists on the same host. The following table describes whether
the service can be restarted automatically depending on the combination of
products installed on the same host.

Table 12-9 Automatic service restart depending on the combination of
products installed on the same host
Whether the service can be restarted automatically
Tuning Manager
server version

Agent v5.7 or
later

Agent version
earlier than 5.7

AH

M

A

AH

Agent not
installed

M

A

M

A

AH

6.0 or later

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

--

Yes

Earlier than 6.0

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

--

No

Tuning Manager server
not installed

--

--

--

--

No

No

--

--

--

Legend:
M: Collection Manager service
A: Agent service
AH: Action Handler service
Yes: Can be restarted.
No: Cannot be restarted.
--: Not applicable or impossible combination
Notes for using the automatic service restart function are as follows:
•

The services subject to restart are only the Collection Manager and Agent
services operating on physical hosts. The Status Server service itself is
not subject to restart. When the Tuning Manager series is operating in a
cluster system, cluster software must be used to control the Collection
Manager and Agent services that are operating on logical hosts. The
automatic service restart function does not support any services that
operate on logical hosts.

•

If the periodic restart is enabled, the KAVE00326-I message will be
output to the common message log when the periodic restart is
performed. If this message is output while collecting data from the
monitoring target, the record creation that corresponds to the specified
time might not have been performed correctly.

Service startup units used by the automatic service restart function
The service startup units used by the automatic service restart function are
the same as service types that you specify in the service startup command
(jpcstart) for starting a specific service (the Status Server service specified
in the stat option is not included). The following table lists the
correspondence between the service types specified in the jpcstart
command and the services to be started.
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Table 12-10 Correspondence between the service types specified in the
jpcstart command and the services to be started
Service type
Collection Manager
service

Agent service

Service to be started
•

Name Server service

•

Master Manager service

•

Master Store service

•

Correlator service

•

Trap Generator service

•

View Server service

•

Agent Collector service (for health check agents)

•

Agent Store service (for health check agents)

•

Agent Collector service

•

Agent Store service

For a multi-instance Agent, the service startup unit is the
instance.
Action Handler service

Action Handler service

Setting service properties to use the automatic service restart
function
If you want to use the automatic service restart function for a service, in the
Services window of Performance Reporter, edit the properties of the Master
Manager service or the Agent Collector service, or both. The properties you
need to edit depend on the type of service for which you want to use the
automatic service restart function. The following table lists the services whose
properties you need to edit for each service that will be subject to automatic
restart. For the health check agent, the automatic service restart function is
set by using the properties of the Agent Collector service of the health check
agent.

Table 12-11 Services whose properties you must edit to enable automatic
restart
Service that will be subject to
automatic restart
Collection Manager services
•

Name Server service

•

Master Manager service

•

Master Store service

•

Correlator service

•

Trap Generator service

•

View Server service

Agent services
•

Service whose properties you must edit
Master Manager service

Agent Collector service

Agent Collector service
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Service that will be subject to
automatic restart
•

Service whose properties you must edit

Agent Store service

Action Handler service

Master Manager and Agent Collector
services1

Note 1:
All services on the same host share the same value.
The properties can be distributed to multiple hosts that contain Agents that
have the same type and data model.
The setting properties of services that do not meet the prerequisites are not
displayed.
The following table describes the Master Manager service properties and
Agent Collector service properties related to the automatic service restart
function.

Table 12-12 Properties related to the automatic service restart function
under Restart Configurations folder
Property name
Restart when
Abnormal Status 1

Explanation
Specifies whether automatic restart is performed in Abnormal
Status.2 This setting is applied to all services on the host. The
default is Yes.
Yes: Automatic restart is performed.
No: Automatic restart is not performed.

Restart when Single
Service Running1

Specifies whether automatic restart is performed in Single Service
Running status.3 This setting is applied to all services on the host.
The default is No.
Yes: Automatic restart is performed.
No: Automatic restart is not performed.

Note 1:
All services on the same host share the same value.
Note 2:
The status in which Status Server has failed to acquire the status of the
service correctly (that is, when the service terminated abnormally for a
reason such as an exception).
Note 3:
The status in which only one of the two Agent services is active.
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Table 12-13 Properties related to the automatic service restart function
under service-name5 folder
Property name
Restart when
Abnormal Status 1

Explanation
Specifies whether automatic restart is performed in Abnormal
Status.2 This setting is applied to all services on the host. The
default is Yes.
Yes: Automatic restart is performed.
No: Automatic restart is not performed.

Restart when Single Specifies whether automatic restart is performed in Single Service
Service Running1
Running status.3 This setting is applied to all services on the host.
The default is No.
Yes: Automatic restart is performed.
No: Automatic restart is not performed.
Auto Restart

Specifies whether the automatic restart function is used for the
service. The default is No.
Yes: The function is used.
No: The function is not used.

Auto Restart Interval(Minute)

Specifies the interval in minutes for checking the service operating
status when the automatic restart function is used. An integer in
the range from 1 to 1440 can be specified. The default is 10
(minutes).

Auto Restart Repeat Limit

Specify the maximum number of successive retries when the
automatic restart function is to be used. An integer in the range
from 1 to 10 can be specified. The default is 5.

Scheduled Restart

Specifies whether periodic restart is to be used for the service. The
default is No.
Yes: Periodic restart is used.
No: Periodic restart is not used.
No is usually specified.
Periodic restart is used when it is difficult to continue the operation
for long periods of time due to a memory leak or handle leak,
which has occurred because of an OS or service problem. Yes is
not usually specified.

Scheduled Restart - Specify an integer in the range from 1 to 1,000 as the restart
Interval
interval value when periodic restart is to be used. The default is 1.
The unit for the value is specified by the Scheduled Restart Interval Unit property.
Scheduled Restart - Specify the unit for the restart interval when periodic restart is to
Interval Unit
be used. Month, Week, Day, or Hour can be specified. The default is
Month.
Scheduled Restart - Specify the base year when periodic restart is to be used. An
Origin - Year
integer in the range from 1971 to 20355 can be specified. The
default is the current year.6
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Property name

Explanation

Scheduled Restart - Specify the base month when periodic restart is to be used. An
Origin - Month
integer in the range from 1 to 12 5 can be specified. The default is
the current month.6
Scheduled Restart - Specify the base day when periodic restart is to be used. An
Origin - Day
integer in the range from 1 to 315 can be specified. The default is
the current day.6
Scheduled Restart - Specify the base hour when periodic restart is to be used. An
Origin - Hour
integer in the range from 0 to 23 can be specified. The default is
the current hour.6
Scheduled Restart - Specify the base minute when periodic restart is to be used. An
Origin - Minute
integer in the range from 0 to 59 can be specified. The default is
the current minute.6

Note 1:
All services on the same host share the same value.
Note 2:
The status in which Status Server has failed to acquire the status of the
service correctly (that is, when the service terminated abnormally for a
reason such as an exception).
Note 3:
The status in which only one of the two Agent services is active.
Note 4:
For the Master Manager service, the folders for the Collection Manager
and Action Handler services are displayed. For the Agent Collector
service, the folders for the Agent and Action Handler services are
displayed.
Note 5:
If a non-existent date (such as 2007/2/30) is specified, the date is
treated as the last day of the month.
Note 6:
The date and time that the property was displayed are displayed in the
local time of the host where the service is running.
Note: The automatic service restart function restarts a specific service to
give priority to continue monitoring. Individual services of a Collection
Manager service are interlinked. Therefore, if only one specific service is
restarted, an error might occur in those linkages. When you use the periodic
restart function for a Collection Manager service, specify the settings so that
Collection Manager services that are normally started after that service are
also restarted. At this time, make sure that you adjust the time so that
restart is performed in the correct order. For details on the startup order of
Collection Manager services, see Chapter 1, Managing Collection Manager and
Agent services on page 1-1. In addition, when you use the automatic restart
function for Collection Manager services, after restart has finished, stop all
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Collection Manager services when the fewest problems might occur for
system operations, and then restart the Collection Manager services. To
enable high availability of Collection Manager services, we recommend that
you use a cluster system.

Examples of using the automatic service restart function
The following figure shows an example of using automatic restart. In this
example, the operating status of the Agent Collector service is checked every
three hours. If the service has stopped, then it is restarted automatically.

Figure 12-16 Example of using automatic restart
The following shows the Agent Collector service settings to be specified in the
Services window of Performance Reporter in the above example.
Restart Configurations settings
Restart when abnormal Status: Yes (default)
Agent Collector settings
Auto Restart: Yes
Auto Restart - Interval(Minute): 180
Auto Restart - Repeat Limit: 5 (default)
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Handling errors and troubleshooting
This chapter explains how to handle any errors that might occur while you are
using Collection Manager and the Agent.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Error handling procedures
□ Troubleshooting
□ Log information
□ Data collected in the event of an error
□ Data collection procedure
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Error handling procedures
This section describes the procedures for handling errors that might occur
while you are using Collection Manager and the Agent.
For details about the procedures for handling errors that might occur while
you are using Main Console and Performance Reporter, see the Tuning
Manager Server Administration Guide.

Check the messages
If a problem occurs, check any messages that were output to the GUI or log
files, and then follow the instructions provided. In addition, check the log files
to determine the cause of the problem, and then take appropriate action.
For additional information, refer to the following resources:
•

For details on the messages, see the Tuning Manager Messages.

•

For details on the log information output by Collection Manager and
Agents, see Log information on page 13-28.

•

For details on how to collect log files, see Data collection procedure on
page 13-60.

•

For details on how to locate and check log files, see Data collected in the
event of an error on page 13-37.

Follow the troubleshooting steps
If no messages are output when a problem occurs, or you are unable to
correct the problem even after following the instructions in the message, take
the actions described in Troubleshooting on page 13-3.
Collect maintenance information, and then contact the Technical Support
Center.
•

The command used to collect maintenance information differs depending
on which program is installed. Check which program is installed on the
host where the problem occurred, and then execute the appropriate
command as listed in the following table.
Program installed on host where
problem occurred

Command to acquire maintenance
information

Tuning Manager server

hcmds64getlogs

Agents

jpcras

Tuning Manager server and Agents

hcmds64getlogs
- jpcras

Note: For details on how to collect maintenance information when Tuning
Manager server is installed, see the section in the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide that describes collecting maintenance information.
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For details on how to collect maintenance information when only Agents
are installed, see Data collection procedure on page 13-60.
•

If you are unable to correct the problem despite following instructions in
the message and taking the actions described in Troubleshooting on page
13-3, technical support is available. You can receive technical support by
collecting the necessary maintenance information and contacting the
Technical Support Center.

Troubleshooting
This section explains how to conduct troubleshooting while you are using
Collection Manager and the Agent. If an error occurs while you are using
Collection Manager and the Agent, first check to see if any of the events
described in this section have occurred.
The following table lists the principal errors that might occur while you are
using Collection Manager and the Agent.

Table 13-1 Errors
Classification
Problems starting the
Agent service on page
13-4

Problems related to
executing commands
on page 13-15

Error
•

The Agent service does not start.

•

Startup errors with service control manager occur.
(Windows)

•

Agent for SAN Switch services are restarted repeatedly.

•

A service start delay occurs.

•

The Agent Collector service does not start automatically
when the OS is restarted. (Windows)

•

Communication is not performed properly.

•

An error message (such as KAVE00187-E) might be output
when a communication error occurs after upgrading from
v5.9 or earlier.

•

Message KAVF24122-E is output when an unsupported NAS
system is monitored.

•

While jpcstart is executing, the following error message is
output: “KAVE05033-E A service could not start”.

•

Drive capacity is insufficient.

•

The Oracle database does not stop.

•

jpcctrl list command outputs the names of the deleted
Agents

•

jpcalarm list command returns names of services that are
not running

•

jpcctrl dump command outputs data other than the
specified Store database data

•

An error occurs while executing jpcctrl backup command

•

jpcctrl backup fails to back up the Store database

•

Message KAVE05266-E is output while executing the
jpcctrl backup command
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Classification

Error
•

Message KAVE05267-E is output while executing the jpcctrl
dump command

•

A problem occurs while displaying large HTML reports using
jpcrpt command

•

Problems while executing the rusc command

Problems related to
alarm definitions on
page 13-18

The program defined in an action is not operating correctly.

Problems related to
collecting and
managing
performance data on
page 13-19

•

Data storage time issue: the Store database file size will not
become smaller even if a shorter data storage period is set.

•

Error message KAVE00128-E, KAVE00163-E, or
KAVE00103-E is output to the common message log, and
startup of the Store service fails.

•

Performance data was not collected even though the Agent
was started.

•

Invalid record values (Agent for RAID).

•

The values displayed for the performance data concerning
the processing time for each logical device read/write
request in PI_LDS records are smaller than the actual
values (Agent for RAID).

•

The message KAVE00166-W is continuously output to the
common message log. (Agent for RAID).

•

The message KAVE00166-W is continuously output to the
common message log.

•

The message KAVE00227-W is continuously output to the
common message log.

•

The message KAVF14173-W is output to the common
message log

•

The status of the Agent Store service remains Busy.

•

Message KAVF24137-W or KAVF24151-W is output when an
unsupported NAS system is monitored.

•

The message KAVE00213-W is output to the common
message log.

•

The message KAVE00187-E is output to the common
message log, and record creation fails continuously.

•

The message KAVF18514-W is output to the common
message log

Problems related to
creating records on
page 13-25

Problems related to
accessing Collection
Manager on page
13-27

An error occurs when Collection Manager is accessed while
reports are being output by using the jpcrpt command.

Problems starting the Agent service
This section explains how to handle errors related to setup or service startup.
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Agent service does not start
Possible causes and solutions:
•

Collection Manage is inactive.
If Collection Manager is inactive, Agent cannot be started. Check the
Collection Manager services, and start them. For information starting
services, see Starting and stopping Collection Manager and Agent services
on page 1-10

•

The same port number is set for multiple services of Tuning Manager
series programs.
When the same port number is set for multiple services of Tuning
Manager series programs, none of the services of Tuning Manager series
programs can start. By default, the system automatically assigns port
numbers, so that there will be no duplicated port number. If you have
specified a fixed port number for a service of the Tuning Manager series
program during Tuning Manager server setup, check the specified port
number. If the same port number is set for more than one service of
Tuning Manager series programs, you must make appropriate corrections
in the port number settings. For details about setting port numbers, see
the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

•

There is an error in the setting for a storage directory of the Store
database.
If a directory that cannot be accessed or a directory that does not exist is
set for any of the directories listed below, the Agent Store service cannot
start. Check the setting and, if necessary, correct the directory name.
¢

Installation directory of the Store database

¢

Backup directory of the Store database

¢

¢

Directory for partial backups of the Store database (for Store
database v2.0)
Export directory of the Store database

Import directory of the Store database (for Store database v2.0)
Also, if one of these directories is set for multiple Agent Store services,
the Agent Store service cannot start. Check the setting and, if necessary,
correct the directory name.

¢

•

The host name of the machine was changed using a non-permitted
procedure.
For details about changing a machine’s host name, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide. Under some circumstances when the host
name is changed using a procedure other than those permitted, a service
for a Tuning Manager series program might not start.

•

The Oracle database has not been installed. (Agent for Oracle)
If no Oracle database has been installed, you cannot start the Agent
Collector service. Install the Oracle database on the Agent host.

•

The Oracle database has not been started. (Agent for Oracle)
Depending on the status of the Oracle database being started, you might
not be able to start the Agent Collector service. In this case, first start the
Oracle database, and then start the Agent Collector services.
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•

There is an Oracle service running under an account other than the local
system account. (Agent for Oracle)
If both of the following conditions are satisfied, an error occurs in Oracle
and you might not be able to start the Agent Collector service.
¢

¢

N was specified in the sqlnet item of the instance information for
Agent for Oracle.
Any of the Oracle services are running under an account other than
the local system account.

•

There is an error in the settings specified when an instance environment
was set up.
If there is an error in the items specified when an instance environment of
Agent was set up, you might not be able to start the Agent Collector
service. If this happens, determine the cause of the error by checking the
common message log, and then execute the jpcinssetup command to
specify the valid values for each setup item of the instance environment.
For details on setup items for an instance environment and available
values for each item, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide. For
details about the jpcinssetup command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

•

The SAP system is inactive
If you specify N for the DELAYCONNECT label while setting up the Agent
instance, connection to the SAP system is attempted during startup
process. If the SAP system is inactive, the connection fails, the Agent
Collector service ends abnormally, resulting in a startup failure. If you
specify Y for the DELAYCONNECT label, the connection to the SAP system is
postponed until the first collection request. The Agent Collector service
attempts reconnection as necessary if a connection error occurs after the
completion of startup. Therefore, enabling this mode keeps the Agent
Collector service active independent of the startup status of the SAP
system.

Agent Collector service of the Agent does not start
If the OS of an Agent host is Windows, and if the Agent Collector service
startup fails when the Agent starts, one of the following messages could be
output to the Windows event log (system log) when you restart the Windows:
•

Service service-name stopped during startup.

•

Service service-name froze during startup.

This is caused due to Windows service control manager time out.
Agent Collector service of the Agent fails when all of the following conditions
are met:
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•

Communication with Collection Manager is heavy
This condition applies when, for example, many Agent instances are
started at the same time.

•

In Windows, the startup type is set to Auto for all Agent services.

•

The OS is restarted.
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To prevent Agent Collector service startup from failing, take either of the
following preventive measures regarding Agent operation:
¢

¢

Use the jpcstart command to start the Agent Collector service
instead of using the Windows service control manager.
Reduce the time required for Agent startup by specifying the following
settings on the Agent host.
To reduce the time required for Agent to start up, you must edit the
NS Init Retry Count label in the Agent Collector x section and
Agent Store x section of the jpccom.ini file.
where x represents the Agent product ID. For information about Agent
product IDs, see Identifiers for Tuning Manager servers and Agents on
page A-2.
If multiple Agent instances are installed on the same host, you must
edit the NS Init Retry Count label for each one of them.
Before change:
NS Init Retry Count =2
After change:
NS Init Retry Count =1
The jpccom.ini file is stored in the following destination:
Physical host:
installation-folder\jpccom.ini
Logical host:
environment-directory\jp1pc\jpccom.ini
where environment-directory is the directory on the shared disk
specified during the creation of the logical host.
By specifying these conditions you can reduce the reconnection time
and increase the feasibility of starting the Agent services in standalone mode.

Message KAVF29015-E is output and Agent Collector service does not start
(Agent for DB2)
If the DB2 user specified in the instance information (db2_user) does not
have SYSADM, SYSCTRL, or SYSMAINT privileges, the Agent Collector service
cannot be started.
For details on the privileges for DB2 users, see the chapter that describes the
Agent for DB2 setup in the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Message KAVF29023-E is output and Agent Collector service does not start
(Agent for DB2)
If the DB2 user specified in the instance information (db2_user) does not
have the SYSADM privileges, the Agent Collector service cannot be started.
When you login as a DB2 user that has SYSCTRL or SYSMAINT privileges,
make sure that you set the snapshot monitor switches to ON in advance.
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For details on the snapshot monitor switches, see the chapter that describes
the Agent for DB2 setup in the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Message KAVF29024-E is output and Agent Collector service does not start
(Agent for DB2)
The solution differs depending on whether the OS is AIX or Linux.
•

AIX
The DB2 installation path specified for db2 dir in the Agent for DB2
instance information might be incorrect. Specify the correct DB2
installation path by referring to the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

•

Linux
The specification of the LD LIBRARY PATH environment variable might be
incorrect. Review the specification of the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment
variable by referring to the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Startup errors with service control manager (Windows)
When executing the jpcstart command to start a Tuning Manager series
service, the service might not start if another Windows service is activated
concurrently. The following error message is output to the common message
log:
KAVE05163-E An error occurred in the Windows service control
manager. (service=service-name, lhost=logical-host-name,
inst=instance-name)
If the message appears, re-execute the jpcstart command.
If this error occurs repeatedly, change the retry interval and number of
retries that are set for retrying to start the service when the jpcstart
command is executed. To change these values, edit the jpccom.ini file.
Changing the retry interval and the number of retries can resolve failures on
service startup caused by the service control manager.
To change the retry interval and the number of retries, edit the jpccom.ini
file directly. The following table describes the range of values that can be
specified, with the corresponding section name and label name.

Table 13-2 Range of values that can be specified in the jpccom.ini file
(with the corresponding section and label)
Section name
[Tools
Section]

Label name

Value
range

Default
value

StartService
Retry Interval

30 to 6001

45

Retry interval for
service startup (in
units of seconds)

StartService
Retry Count

0 to 1202

3

Number of retries
for service startup
(number of times)

Note 1:
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When the specified value is less than 30, the system assumes that the
minimum value of 30 was specified. When the specified value is greater
than 600, the system assumes that the maximum value of 600 was
specified.
Note 2:
When the specified value is less than 0, the system assumes that the
minimum value of 0 was specified. When the specified value is greater
than 120, the system assumes that the maximum value of 120 was
specified.
The jpccom.ini file is stored in the installation-folder.
To change the retry interval and the number of retries:
1.

Use a text editor to open the jpccom.ini file.

2.

Change the retry interval and the number of retries.
Change the value of the following labels:
[Tools Section]
StartService Retry Interval=45
StartService Retry Count=3

3.

Save and close the jpccom.ini file.
Note: If a Tuning Manager series program service takes a long time to
start when restarting the OS, the service control manager sometimes
outputs the following message:
Event ID: 7022
Type: Error
Description: service-name service stopped during startup.
If this happens, check for a service startup message in the common
message log. If a service startup message has been output, the services
have started normally.

Message KAVE05237-E is output and jpcstart command time out occur
If you face the message KAVE05237-E when you start Tuning Manger server
and service-name displayed in the message is "Correlator", enable alarm
status delayed acquisition function. To enable alarm status delayed
acquisition function, set 1 to the Correlator Startup Mode in the Common
Section of the jpccom.ini file. For details about enable alarm status delayed
acquisition function, see Tuning Manager User Guide.

Service start delay
In some cases it might take a long time for a service to actually start once
you execute the jpcstart command or start a service by choosing the
Service icon. If service startup takes a long time due to one of the following
reasons, subsequent service startups should take less time.
•

A service might take a while to start the first time it is started in
standalone mode.
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•

During initial startup after the Store database is restored, the indexes of
the Store database must be rebuilt. This might slow down the startup
processing of the service.

•

During initial startup after a new Agent is added, the indexes of the
database must be rebuilt. This might slow down the startup processing of
the service.

•

If the Store service cannot stop normally due to a problem such as
disconnection of the power, the indexes of the Store database must be
reconstructed at the restart. It might therefore take a long time to start
the Store service.

Agent Collector service does not start automatically when Windows is restarted
If the Agent Store service did not end normally due to the power being
disconnected or some other reason, the Agent Collector service might not
automatically start when the OS restarts. If this problem occurs, the event
IDs 7022 and 7001 will be output in the event log (system log). Make sure
that the Agent Store service has started, and then use the jpcstart
command to manually start the Agent Collector service.

Communication not performed properly
Immediately after a service of a Tuning Manager series program stops,
another program service that uses the same port that the stopped service
was using might start. In this case, communication might not be performed
properly. You can use either of the following techniques to avoid this
problem:
•

Use fixed port numbers for the Collection Manager and Agent services.
Allocate a fixed port number to each service of Tuning Manager series
programs. For details about setting port numbers, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

•

Set the TCP_TIMEWAIT value.
Use an OS command to set the connection wait time by specifying the
TCP_TIMEWAIT value.
For HP-UX or AIX, specify a connection wait time of at least 75 seconds,
as shown below:
¢

HP-UX: tcp_time_wait_interval:240000

¢

AIX: tcp_timewait:5

In Windows and Solaris, use the default connection wait time. The
defaults values are:
¢

Windows: 2 minutes

Solaris: 4 minutes
For Linux, the default connection wait time (60 seconds) cannot be
altered. Avoid this problem by using a fixed service port number for the
Tuning Manager series programs.
¢
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An error message (such as KAVE00187-E) might be output when a
communication error occurs after upgrading from v5.9 or earlier
If you operate Tuning Manager series programs whose version is 6.0 or later
in an environment in which both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses have been
specified, IPv6 addresses are used for communications between Collection
Manager and Agents by default. Therefore, if the IPv6 communication is not
set up properly for the Tuning Manager server host, Agent hosts, or their
communication routes, a communication error might occur. As a result, an
error message might be output, such as KAVE00W187-E. If such an error
occurs, check the settings such as the IPv6 settings for each host and
communication route.
In the case of v5.9 or earlier, if you want to use IPv4 addresses to connect
Collection Manager and Agents in an environment in which both IPv4 and
IPv6 addresses have been specified, specify only IPv4 addresses in the
jpchosts file, and then restart the services. For details on how to specify the
jpchosts file, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Message KAVF24122-E is output when an unsupported NAS system is monitored
Agent for NAS version can monitor Hitachi File Services Manager v2.2.1 (NAS
system) or later. Earlier versions of Hitachi File Services Manager (NAS
system) are not supported by Agent for NAS. If you attempt to monitor an
unsupported NAS system, Agent for NAS will end abnormally and the error
message KAVF24122-E is output to the system log.
For more information on NAS system support, see the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

Drive capacity is insufficient
If the disk used by the Store database has insufficient free disk space to store
new data, then the Store service will stop. Before the Store service stops, a
message is output reporting that the free disk space is insufficient.
If this message appears, take one of the following actions:
•

Ensure sufficient drive capacity.
Estimate the drive capacity required for the Store database, and then
change the storage destination for the Store database to a drive that has
sufficient drive capacity. For details about how to estimate the required
drive capacity for the Store database, see the system requirements
described in the Appendix of the Tuning Manager Installation Guide. For
details about how to change the storage destination of the Store
database, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

•

Reduce the drive capacity required for the Store database (Store
database v1.0 only).
To reduce the drive capacity required for the Store database, first change
the settings to reduce the maximum amount of data in the Store
database. You can reduce the maximum amount of data by reducing the
record retention period and the number of records to be stored (specified
in the data retention conditions of the Store database) or by narrowing
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down the records to be collected by the Agent Collector service. For
details about how to change the records collected by the Agent Collector
service, see Performance data recording on page 3-2. For details about
how to change the data retention conditions of Importing backup data on
page 3-23.
You cannot reduce the drive capacity required for the Store database by
simply specifying the maximum amount of data to be stored in the Store
database. To reduce the drive capacity, perform the following procedure:
1.

Delete the performance data for unnecessary records in the Store
database.
In the Store database, unnecessary records are deleted when
performance data is stored for the records. If you reduce the records to
be collected by the Agent Collector service, the reduced records are no
longer collected. As a result, performance data for the records remain
undeleted and the required drive capacity is not reduced. Therefore, you
need to perform the following procedure to delete from the Store
database the performance data for the records that are no longer
collected. If you have not reduced the records to be collected by the
Agent Collector service, this procedure is not required.
The following example describes how to delete the data for the records
that are no longer collected:
Example: When using Agent for Platform, the current collection settings
are: PI_LOGD, PI_NIND, and PD_PD are Yes. The new collection settings
are: PI_LOGD is No, PI_NIND is Yes, and PD_PD is No.
a.

Specify Yes for the records that will no longer be collected, and No for
the other records. In this example, specify Yes for PI_LOGD and
PD_PD, and No for the other records.

b.

Change the data retention conditions as follows:
- For the PD and PL record types, set the maximum number of records
to 0.
- For the PI record type, set the record retention period to the
shortest period of time corresponding to the aggregation period. For
example, for performance data aggregated by the minute, set the
retention period to Minute, and for performance data aggregated by
the hour, set the retention period to Hour.

c.

Store the performance data into the Store database at least once.
Note: For details about the timing when performance data is stored in
the Store database, see Performance data collection on page 2-9.
Performing steps a through c disables the performance data capacity
for the records that exist in the Store database but are set to not be
collected anymore (in the above example, PI_LOGD and PD_PD). By
reconfiguring the Store database, you can delete the disabled capacity
from the database file. For the PI record type records and the Process
Detail (PD) record for Agent for Platform, you might not be able to
completely disable the performance data capacity for the records. For
details, see Records that cannot be deleted from the Store database
even if performance data is stored for the records.
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2.

d.

Set all the record collection settings to No.

e.

Consider and specify the data retention conditions of the Store
database.

f.

Consider and specify the collection settings.

Delete unnecessary performance data from the Store database.
When you reduce the number of records stored in the Store database, or
shorten the retention period, the performance data stored based on the
previous data retention conditions still exists in the Store database, which
means the performance data that exceeds the current data retention
conditions exists in the Store database. In this case, perform the
following procedure to delete the performance data that does not meet
the data retention conditions. If you have not reduced the number of
records stored in the Store database or shortened the retention period,
this procedure is not required.
a.

Consider and specify the data retention conditions of the Store
database.

b.

Store performance data for the records whose data retention
conditions are changed in the Store database, one or more times.
Note: For details about the timing when performance data is stored in
the Store database, see Performance data collection on page 2-9
Performance Data.
In the Store database, the capacity for the data that does not meet
the data retention conditions is disabled at the timing when the
records are stored and performance data increases in the Store
database. By reconfiguring the Store database, you can delete the
disabled capacity from the database file. Note that, for the PI record
type records and the Process Detail (PD) record for Agent for
Platform, you might not be able to completely disable the
performance data capacity for the records. For details, see Records
that cannot be deleted from the Store database even if performance
data is stored for the records.

3.

Reconfigure the Store database.
Reconfigure the Store database to reduce the drive capacity required for
the Store database. For details about how to reconfigure the Store
database, see Checking the size of the Store database and reorganizing
the database (Store database v1.0) on page 2-31.

Records that cannot be deleted from the Store database even if
performance data is stored for the records.
In the Store database, the capacity for the data that does not meet the
data retention conditions is disabled when the records are stored and
performance data increases. The disabling action varies according to
record type, however. The PI record and Process Detail (PD) record for
Agent for Platform are affected differently.
For PI record type records, if the aggregation type of the records creates
new performance data when the performance data is stored, the
performance data for the records is deleted from the Store database. For
other aggregation types, the data remains in the Store database.
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However, if the aggregation type is year, all the performance data for the
records will remain. For example, assume that you store performance
data for PI_LOGD records at 10:00:00 on 2006/5/24 (Wed.), when all the
performance data for the PI_LOGD records in the Store database was
collected before 16:00:00 on 2006/5/23 (Tue.). In this case, the
performance data whose aggregation type is year remains. If the
aggregation type of the performance data is month, the stored
performance data is aggregated into the performance data dated May
2006, and new performance data is not created. For this reason, the
performance data for PI_LOGD records whose aggregation type is month
remains in the Store database. Likewise, the performance data whose
aggregation type is week remains in the Store database. For the
performance data for the records whose aggregation type is day, new
performance data dated 2006/5/24 is created and this disables all the
performance data capacity for the PI_LOGD records whose aggregation
type is day. The performance data capacity for the records whose
aggregation type is hour or minute will also be disabled. Add, to the
estimate for the drive capacity required for the Store database, the drive
capacity for the performance data that is not freed in the above
operations.
When the records are Process Detail (PD) record for Agent for Platform, if
there is no difference between the previously collected performance data
and the subsequently collected data, the performance data remains
undeleted in the Store database. For details about Process Detail (PD)
record for Agent for Platform, see the Tuning Manager Operating System
Reports Reference. Delete the performance data by generating a
difference, or add the drive capacity required for the Process Detail (PD)
record data to the drive capacity estimate for the Store database.
If the Master Store service or Agent Store service still does not start after the
above actions are taken, then an unrecoverable logical conflict exists in the
Store database. In such a case, restore the Store database from backup data,
and then start either the Master Store service or Agent Store service as
appropriate. If backup data is not available, initialize the Store database, and
then start either the Master Store service or Agent Store service as
appropriate. To initialize the Store database, delete the following files from
the Store database’s storage directory of the Store database:
•

All files that have the extension.DB

•

All files that have the extension.IDX

For details about the storage destination of the Store database, see the
Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

The Oracle database does not stop
Before Agent for Oracle stops, the Oracle database being monitored might
not stop in the NORMAL shutdown mode. Use the IMMEDIATE shutdown
mode to stop the Oracle database.
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Problems related to executing commands
This section explains how to handle errors related to executing Collection
Manager and Agent commands.

jpcalarm list command outputs the names of the deleted agents
When the jpcalarm list command is executed, the names of the deleted
agents might be output. This problem might occur when you perform the
similar operation from the GUI, by selecting the Show Bound Agents from
the Alarms window of Performance Reporter.
This problem occurs if you delete the agent without unbinding the alarms
bound to it. To avoid this issue, you must unbind the alarm table bounded to
the agent before deleting it.
If you experience the above problem, resolve it as follows:
1.

Create a copy of the alarm table that displays the information about the
deleted agent services. For information about how to copy an alarm table,
see Copying an alarm table on page 5-37
For example, copy alarm table AAA to AAA2.

2.

Delete the original copy of the alarm table. For information about how to
delete an alarm table, see Deleting an alarm table on page 5-37.
For example, delete alarm table AAA.

3.

Create a copy of the alarm table with the same name as the original
alarm table.
Note you cannot edit the settings of the alarm table name, alarm name,
and the product
For example, copy alarm table AAA2 to AAA.

4.

Delete the duplicate copy of the alarm table.
For example, delete alarm table AAA2.

5.

Bind the alarm table to the Agents that were bound to the original alarm
table.
Selecting the Show Bound Agents method in the Alarms window of
Performance Reporter

jpcctrl list command outputs names of services not running
When the jpcctrl list command is executed, names of services that are
not running might be output. Possible causes and solutions:
•

A Tuning Manager series program was removed without its service
information being deleted.
Service information for a Tuning Manager series program remains in the
database even after the program is removed. Execute the jpcctrl
delete command to delete the service information. For details about this
command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

•

The host name of the machine was changed without deleting the service
information of the Tuning Manager series program.
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If you change the host name of a machine without deleting the service
information of the Tuning Manager series programs, the service
information corresponding to the service ID to which the previous host
name was appended remains in the database that the Master Manager
service manages. Execute the jpcctrl delete command to delete the
service information. For details about this command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide. For details about changing the machine’s
host name, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

jpcctrl dump command outputs data other than the specified Store database
data
Specifying the same export file name for the same Store service in multiple
executions of the jpcctrl dump command causes the initial output results to
be overwritten with the subsequent output results. Each time you execute the
jpcctrl dump command for the same Store service, specify a different export
file name. For details about executing this command, see Exporting
performance data from the Store database on page 3-22.

An error occurs while executing the jpcctrl backup command
•

An error occurs, if you execute the jpcctrl backup command along with
any of the following commands and processes for the same Master Store
or Agent Store service:
¢

jpcctrl backup command

¢

jpcctrl clear command

¢

jpcdbctrl import command

¢

jpcctrl dump command

¢

jpcresto command

¢

Storing Agent Store service data

Displaying a historical report
If an error occurs, you must re-execute the jpcctrl backup command.
¢

Message KAVE05266-E is output while executing the jpcctrl backup command
If the Master Manager service is stopped, the following message is displayed:
KAVE05266-E The backup command was interrupted because Master
Manager stopped.
Even when this message is displayed, backup processing continues
uninterrupted. The backup processing is executed for the Master Store or
Agent Store service that was specified in the argument of the jpcctrl
backup command. In this case, monitoring of backup processing is
terminated only for the jpcctrl backup command.
While backup processing is underway for the Master Store or Agent Store
service, if the Master Manager service is restarted and the jpcctrl backup
command is re-executed, the following message might be displayed:
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KAVE05232-E Because backup or export was being processed, the
request was refused.
If this message is displayed, wait a while after backup processing completes,
and then re-execute the command.
To determine whether the backup processing is complete after canceling the
command, check the BACKUP.LOG file that has been output under the Store
database backup destination directory with generation number 01. The
message Ended normally. indicates that the processing completed
successfully.

jpcctrl backup does not back up the Store database
When the jpcctrl backup command is executed, the backup attempt might
fail, and the following error message might be displayed or output to the
common message log:
KAVE06018-W Processing will be skipped because the service is in
a state in which processing cannot be requested.
(service=service-ID, status=Busy)
If this error occurs repeatedly, see The status of the Agent Store service
remains “Busy” on page 13-23 to resolve the problem.

Message KAVE05267-E is output while executing the jpcctrl dump command
If the Master Manager service is stopped, the following message is displayed:
KAVE05267-E The dump command was interrupted because Master
Manager stopped. (dbid=database-ID)
Even when this message is displayed, export processing continues
uninterrupted. The export processing is executed for the Master Store or
Agent Store service specified in the argument of the jpcctrl dump
command. In this case, the monitoring of export processing is terminated
only for the jpcctrl dump command.
While export processing is underway for the Master Store or Agent Store
service, if the Master Manager service is restarted and the jpcctrl dump
command is re-executed, the following message might be displayed:
KAVE05232-E Because backup or export was being processed, the
request was refused.
If this message is displayed, wait a while after the export processing
completes, and then re-execute the command.
To determine whether the export processing is complete after canceling the
command, check the DUMP.LOG file in the Store database export destination
directory. The message, Ended normally., indicates that the processing
completed successfully.
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A problem occurs while displaying large HTML reports using jpcrpt command
If you do not allocate sufficient memory for executing jpcrpt command, the
system might become too slow and cause delay in loading the HTML reports,
or become unstable. For information, see the appendix Appendix B, List of
processes on page B-1.

Problems while executing the rusc command
The rusc command of Hitachi NAS Platform is used to collect the
performance information from Hitachi NAS Platform. If the rusc command is
issued from multiple monitoring sources, unavoidable contention occurs due
to the specifications of the command, and the data collected might not be
accurate.
Following restrictions exist when Agent for NAS monitors Hitachi NAS
Platform:

Table 13-3 Restrictions on monitoring Hitachi NAS Platform in HTnM v8.0
Scenario

Restrictions

Contention with other products

An SMU that is monitored by a product that
uses the rusc command (such as HCmD)
cannot be monitored.

Operation during maintenance work

If you log on to an SMU, or a Hitachi NAS
Platform node to perform some tasks by
executing the rusc command, either the
service of the Agent for NAS instance that
is monitoring the SMU must be stopped, or
the regular data collection process must be
stopped.

Operation in a configuration where multiple
SMUs are connected to a cluster or a
standalone node

Agent for NAS can monitor only one of the
SMUs, the other SMUs cannot be monitored
by a product that uses the rusc command
(such as HCmD).

You cannot use multiple instances to
monitor the same SMU

-

Problems related to alarm definitions
This section explains how to handle errors related to alarm definitions in
Tuning Manager series programs.

The program defined in an action is not operating correctly
Possible causes and solutions:
•
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The environment of the login machine differs from the execution
environment of the program defined in the action.
If the environment of the login machine differs from the execution
environment of the program defined in the action, the Tuning Manager
server might not be able to execute the program. Check whether the
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defined program can be executed as a Tuning Manager series action. The
following table shows the execution environments in which programs can
be executed as a Tuning Manager series action.

Table 13-4 Programs that can be executed as a Tuning Manager series
action
Execution environment

Windows

UNIX

Account

System account

root user

Environment variables

System environment
variables when services of
Tuning Manager series
programs are running

root user environment
variables when Tuning
Manager series programs
are running

Current directory

Action Handler service folder

Action Handler service
directory

Shell at runtime

Not applicable

Login shell of root user

•

The user does not have execution permission to execute the program
defined in the action.
If any of the following programs is defined as a Tuning Manager series
action, the program cannot be executed due to execution permission
restrictions:
¢

Any program in an NFS mount directory

Any program that references or updates files in an NFS mount
directory
Check whether the defined program can be executed as a Tuning
Manager series action. The preceding table shows the execution
environments in which programs can be executed as a Tuning Manager
series action.
¢

•

Either the Tuning Manager server or the Action Handler service of the
Agent on the host that is executing the action is not running.
Actions cannot be executed if either the Tuning Manager server or the
Action Handler service of the Agent on the host that is executing the
action is stopped. Before executing the action, start the Tuning Manager
server and the Action Handler service of the Agent on the host that is
executing the action.

Problems related to collecting and managing performance data
This section explains how to handle errors related to collecting and managing
performance data.

Data storage time issues
If you are using Store database v1.0, and the file capacity of the Store
database is already at its limit, the file size will not become smaller even if a
shorter data storage period is set. In this case, set a shorter storage period,
back up the Agent Store database, and then restore the database again.
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For details on setting the data storage period, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide. For details on backing up and restoring the Agent Store
database, see Store database backup on page 6-16 and Store database
restore on page 6-23.

Error message KAVE00128-E, KAVE00163-E, or KAVE00103-E is output to the
common message log, and startup of the Store service fails
An unexpected service halt or machine shutdown might result in invalid data
in the Store database. Recover from this problem as described below:
•

If the Store database has been backed up, restore it.

•

If the Store database has not been backed up, stop the Master Store
service or the Agent Store service, delete the corresponding database file
(*.DB file and *.IDX file), and then restart the service.

Performance data was not collected
If performance data is not being collected, use one of the following methods
to recover:
•

Check the startup status of the Agent.

•

If you create a table while Microsoft SQL Server is performing
transactions, a shared lock is applied to system tables until the table is
created, which causes collection of performance data to fail. Finish
creating the table, and then collect performance data.

•

Check the status of the monitored application program, and if it is not
running, restart it.

•

If the KAVF29018-E message is output in Agent for DB2 and the value in
the LANG environment variable, which is set at the startup of Agent for
DB2, is different from the value in the database code page, records might
not be collected. In this case, make sure that the value in the LANG
environment variable is the same as that in the database code page (the
DB2CODEPAGE registry variable).

•

If you use Agent for DB2 to collect database-level records or tablespacelevel records, connect one or more applications to the database, or
activate the database. If you collect application-level records, connect one
or more applications to the database.

•

Check the settings that were made during the setup of the instance
environment.
Execute the jpcinssetup command to specify the correct settings. For
details about the jpcinssetup command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Invalid Record Values (Agent for RAID)
When monitoring a Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, Virtual Storage Platform, Universal
Storage Platform V/VM, Hitachi USP series storage system, if you create a
LUSE on the monitored storage system while Agent for RAID is running,
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values for the records shown below might be invalid until the next
configuration information collection completes:
•

Values concerning logical devices that are stored in the records listed
below, other than the values concerning the representative logical device
of the created LUSE
¢

Logical Device Summary (PI_LDS)

¢

Logical Device Summary 1 (PI_LDS1)

¢

Logical Device Summary 2 (PI_LDS2)

¢

Logical Device Summary 3 (PI_LDS3)

¢

LDEV Summary - Extended (PI_LDE)

¢

LDEV Summary 1 - Extended (PI_LDE1)

¢

LDEV Summary 2 - Extended (PI_LDE2)

¢

LDEV Summary 3 - Extended (PI_LDE3)

•

RAID Group Summary (PI_RGS) record values about parity groups to
which logical devices other than the representative logical device that
configure the created LUSE belong.

•

All Logical Device Aggregation (PI_LDA) record values about the storage
system.

When monitoring a Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600 or
Hitachi Unified Storage VM series storage system, if you create a LUSE on the
monitored storage system while Agent for RAID is running, values for the
records shown below might be invalid until the next configuration information
collection completes:
•

Values related to logical devices that are stored in the records listed
below, other than the values related to the representative logical device
of the created LUSE:
¢

Logical Device Summary (PI_LDS)

¢

LDEV Summary - Extended (PI_LDE)

•

RAID Group Summary (PI_RGS) record values about parity groups to
which logical devices (other than the representative logical device that
configures the created LUSE) belong.

•

All Logical Device Aggregation (PI_LDA) record values about the storage
system.

To avoid this problem, perform either of the following procedures:
•

Before creating a LUSE, stop Agent for RAID. After creating the LUSE,
restart Agent for RAID.

•

After creating the LUSE, execute the jpctdrefresh command
immediately.
Note: The record values might be invalid if, after creating the LUSE, any
of the records shown above are collected before the configuration
information has been collected by using the jpctdrefresh command.
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When you refer to the record values, make sure that those record values
were collected after configuration information collection completed.

Displayed values for some performance data are smaller than the actual values
in the PI_LDS record (Agent for RAID)
When a storage system of the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Hitachi
Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, Virtual Storage Platform,
Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, Hitachi USP is monitored, the
displayed performance data dealing with the processing time for each logical
device read/write request might be smaller than the actual value for the
following records:
•

Logical Device Summary (PI_LDS)

•

Logical Device Summary 1 (PI_LDS1)

•

Logical Device Summary 2 (PI_LDS2)

•

Logical Device Summary 3 (PI_LDS3)

When a storage system of the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400,
G600 or Hitachi Unified Storage VM series is monitored, the displayed
performance data for the processing time for each logical device read/write
request might be smaller than the actual value in the Logical Device
Summary (PI_LDS) record.
This problem might occur when a lot of read/write processes are requested
for logical devices. Perform the following to avoid this problem:
•

For display in Main Console
Set the Collection Interval value for Logical Device Summary (PI_LDS)
records to 60 seconds.

•

For display in Performance Reporter
Set the Refresh Interval value specified during report setup or display to
60 seconds.

Note: Setting the Collection Interval value to 60 seconds might cause the
following problems:
•

The KAVE00227-W message is continuously output to the common
message log.

• The status of the Agent Store service remains Busy.
For details about how to solve these problems, see Message KAVE00227-W is
continuously output to the common message log (Agent for RAID) on page
13-23 and The status of the Agent Store service remains “Busy” on page
13-23.

Message KAVE00166-W is continuously output to the common message log
(Agent for RAID)
If there is a large number of logical devices that Agent for RAID monitors, the
processing for storing performance data in the Store database might be
delayed or some performance data might be insufficient.
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If the message KAVE00166-W is continuously output to the common message
log, perform either of the following actions:
•

Set the Collection Interval value for the records of the PI record type to a
value greater than the default value.

•

Use the logical device definition file (ldev_filter.ini) provided by
Agent for RAID to narrow down the number of logical devices that Agent
for RAID monitors. For details about how to set the logical device
definition file, see Chapter 8, Changing the conditions for collecting
performance data (Agent for RAID) on page 8-1.

Message KAVE00166-W is continuously output to the common message log
If the status of the Agent Store service displayed by the jpcctrl list
command remains Busy, the processing for storing performance data in the
Store database might be delayed or some performance data might be
insufficient.
If the message KAVE00166-W is continuously output to the common message
log, see The status of the Agent Store service remains “Busy” on page
13-23 to resolve the problem.

Message KAVE00227-W is continuously output to the common message log
(Agent for RAID)
When the Collection Interval value is too small, some performance data might
be dropped.
If the message KAVE00227-W is continuously output, check the size of the
Store database. If the size of the Store database exceeds 2 GB, performance
data collected after this amount is reached is not stored in the Store
database. Increase the Collection Interval value or use the logical device
definition file (ldev_filter.ini) provided by Agent for RAID to reduce the
number of logical devices monitored by Agent for RAID. For details about how
to set items in the logical device definition file, see Chapter 8, Changing the
conditions for collecting performance data (Agent for RAID) on page 8-1.

Message KAVF14173-W is output to the common message log
If a SAP system is set up as an ASCS (ASCS = ABAP SAP Central Services)
instance, the performance data cannot be collected because the
ENQUEUE_SERVER_QUEUE_LENGTH field of the PI_ENQ record does not exist in
the connected dialog instance and the value for this field is set to 0. This
warning message is output even if this field is not monitored. Ignore this
warning message if a SAP system is set up as an ASCS instance.

The status of the Agent Store service remains “Busy”
If the status of the Agent Store service displayed by the jpcctrl list
command remains Busy, any of the following errors might have occurred:
•

The message KAVE00166-W is output to the common message log, and
processing for storing performance data in the Store Database is delayed.
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•

The message KAVE00213-W is output to the common message log, and
processing for collecting performance data is skipped.

•

The message KAVE00187-E is output to the common message log, and
processing for creating records is canceled.

•

The message KAVE06018-W is displayed or output to the common
message log, and the jpcctrl backup command fails to back up the
Store database.

The following sections explain the causes of this problem.

Security-related programs and Tuning Manager series programs are
used at the same time
The Status of the Agent Store service might remain Busy due to impact from
the following security-related programs:
•

Security monitoring program

•

Anti-virus program

•

Process monitoring program

If a security-related program that audits file I/O processing in real-time and a
Tuning Manager series program are being used at the same time,
performance of the Tuning Manager series program might drastically fall
because the security-related program is auditing the processing for storing
performance data or outputting logs by the Tuning Manager series program.
To avoid such a problem, on the security-related program side, you need to
exclude some directories or processes from the audit targets or file I/O
processing of the security-related program. See Appendix F, List of files and
directories on page F-1 for directories or Appendix B, List of processes on
page B-1 for processes that can be excluded from the audit target.

The collection interval value for the PI_LDS record is too small
(Agent for RAID)
The status of the Agent Store service might remain Busy if the Collection
Interval value for the Logical Device Summary (PI_LDS) record does not
provide enough time to store collected performance data.
The number of logical devices that can be monitored by Agent for RAID
differs depending on the following:
•

The Collection Interval value set for logical device performance data

•

Performance on the host on which Agent for RAID is installed

•

The load on the system is too great because multiple programs are
running at the same time

The following is an example of a configuration for an Agent for RAID host that
monitors 5,000 logical devices at 60-second intervals:
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•

CPU: Intel® Xeon CPU 3.60 GHz (2 processors)

•

Memory: 4 GB
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•

OS: Windows Server 2008

•

Programs running on the host: Agent for RAID only

If the performance or operating conditions of the host are insufficient, and
the status of the Agent Store service is consistently Busy, increase the
Collection Interval value for the Logical Device Summary (PI_LDS) record or
use the logical device definition file (ldev_filter.ini) provided by Agent for
RAID to reduce the number of logical devices monitored by Agent for RAID.
For details about how to set items in the logical device definition file, see
Chapter 8, Changing the conditions for collecting performance data (Agent for
RAID) on page 8-1.

Problems related to creating records
This section explains how to handle problems related to creating records.

Message KAVF24137-W or KAVF24151-W is output when an unsupported NAS
system is monitored
Agent for NAS can monitor Hitachi File Services Manager v2.2.1 (NAS
system) or later. However, earlier versions of Hitachi File Services Manager
are not supported by Agent for NAS. If Agent for NAS attempts to monitor an
unsupported Hitachi File Services Manager (NAS system), the record creation
fails. The following error messages are output to the common message log:
•

KAVF24137-W Information collected from the NAS system does not contain
key information.

•

KAVF24151-W Analysis has failed because the information collected from
the NAS system contained command result information in an incorrect
format.

For more information on NAS system support, see the Tuning Manager
Installation Guide.

Message KAVE00213-W is output to the common message log
The following describes common error causes and actions to correct the
problem when this message is output:
•

Attempts to create records continuously fail
If the status of the Agent Store service displayed by the jpcctrl list
command remains Busy, processing for creating records might
continuously fail. If this errors occurs repeatedly, see The status of the
Agent Store service remains “Busy” on page 13-23 to resolve the
problem.

•

Records of the PI record type are not created at the required times (Agent
for RAID)
The performance data that Agent for RAID collects includes configuration
information and performance information about storage systems. If
collection of configuration information takes one minute or more, the
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performance information collection that is supposed to be performed
concurrently might be skipped.
Check whether the KAVE00213-W message indicating that records of the PI
record type were not generated has been output to the common message
log at a specific minute every hour. If the message has been output in
this way, this problem might have occurred. Take either of the following
actions to correct the problem:
¢

¢

•

Use the collection time definition file (conf_refresh_times.ini)
provided by Agent for RAID to specify the collection times for
configuration information. For details about how to create the
collection time definition file, see Chapter 8, Changing the conditions
for collecting performance data (Agent for RAID) on page 8-1.

Records are not created at the required time (Agent for RAID)
When using Agent for RAID to monitor a member of the Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series, collection of performance data from the
storage systems might take time because communication between the
Agent for RAID host and the storage system is slow. If this happens,
records are not created as planned, and the KAVE00213-W message is
output to the common message log. In this case, check, and if necessary
revise the following:
¢

The settings of the host, storage system, or LAN switches

¢

Communication devices, such as LAN switches and ports

¢

Traffic loads

•

Records of the PI record type are not created at the required time (Agent
for SAN Switch)
If the time required to collect data exceeds the time specified for
Collection Interval, record creation will be skipped and the message
KAVE00213-W will be output to the common message log. If this message
is continually output, specify the greater value for the time required to
collect data in the Collection Interval value for each record of the PI
record type. For details about how to determine the Collection Interval
value, see the section that contains notes on collecting records in the
Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference.

•

Performance data collection is temporarily delayed (Agent for NAS)
If a conflict occurs with another operation request in a monitored system
while performance data is being collected, performance data collection
might be delayed temporarily. For Agent for NAS, there are two possible
causes of this conflict:
¢
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Set the Collection Interval value for the records of the PI record type
to a value greater than the time required to collect configuration
information. A guideline of the time required to collect configuration
information is the time between the beginning of each hour when the
collection of configuration information starts and the time stored in
the Collection Time (COLLECTION_TIME) field in records of the PD
record type.

NAS Package is being installed in a storage system.
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¢

A cluster configuration is being set up in the NAS system.

Message KAVE00187-E is output to the common message log, and record
creation continuously fails
If the status of the Agent Store service displayed by the jpcctrl list
command remains Busy, processing for creating records might continuously
fail. If this errors occurs repeatedly, see The status of the Agent Store service
remains “Busy” on page 13-23 to resolve the problem.

Message KAVF18514-W is output to the common message log, and record
collection fails
When you collect the Pool Page Relocation (PD_PLR) record, Pool Tier Page
Relocation (PD_PLTR) record, and Pool Tier Type Operation Status (PD_PLTS)
record, the message KAVF18514-W might be output to the common message
log, and the record collection might fail. For details about how to analyze and
resolve the issue, see the section that explains the Agent for RAID records in
the Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference.

Problems related to accessing Collection Manager
An error occurs when outputting reports using the jpcrpt command
While outputting reports by using the jpcrpt command, the KAVJK0405-E
message might appear because an error occurred in accessing Collection
Manager. In this case, the error handling procedures will differ depending on
the maintenance-information output in the KAVJK0405-E message. The
following explains each procedure to handle the error depending on the
maintenance-information output in the KAVJK0405-E message.

View Server error code: -2001
Memory for the View Server service is insufficient. The amount of memory
that is used by the View Server service, which cannot be changed, is 256 MB.
Because the amount of memory used by the View Server service is fixed,
memory might become insufficient when processing a large amount of data,
regardless of how much memory capacity is available. In this case, perform
all of the following actions:
•

Make sure that the parameter blockTransferMode is set to true in the
initialization settings file (config.xml). If you specify true for the
blockTransferMode, you can receive report data that has been split into
chunks from View Server.

•

Shorten the time interval for collecting reports.

•

Decrease the number of reports to be collected at the same time.
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View Server error code: -2004 and ViewServer error code: -2005
Attempts to output reports have failed because connection with Collection
Manager cannot be established. Re-execute the jpcrpt command. If this
error occurs often, execute the jpcprras and jpcras commands to collect
the error information, and then contact the system administrator.

Other problems
Check the existing circumstances when an error occurs. Read any messages
that are output. For details about the log information that is output by
Collection Manager and the Agent, see Chapter 14, Log information on page
14-1.
If you cannot resolve an error by taking any of the steps described from
Problems starting the Agent service on page 13-4 to Problems related to
accessing Collection Manager on page 13-27, or if an error occurs that is not
described in these sections, collect the data needed to investigate the error,
and contact the system administrator.
For details about the data you should collect and how to collect it, see Data
collected in the event of an error on page 13-37 and Data collection
procedure on page 13-60.

Log information
When an error occurs with Collection Manager or the Agent, check the log
information and investigate the problem. The following four types of log
information are output during operation of Collection Manager or the Agent:
•

System log

•

Common message log

•

Trace log

•

Agent log

The following sections describe each type of log information. For details about
Tuning Manager API log information, see API log on page 14-7.

Log information types
•

System log: The system log contains log information that reports the
system status and errors that occurred. This log information is output to
the following log file:
¢

In Windows: Event log file

¢

In UNIX: syslog file

For details about the output formats, see Log information on page 13-28.
•
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Cluster software log: When operating logical hosts, cluster software logs
are required for checking control of Collection Manager and the Agent.
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•

Common message log: The common message log contains log
information that reports the system status and errors that have occurred.
The information output to this log is more detailed than the system log
information. For details about the common message log’s output
destination file name and file size, see Log files and directories on page
13-29. For details about the output formats, see Log information on page
13-28.
When running Collection Manager and the Agent on a logical host, the
common message logs are output to a log file on the shared drive. When
a failover occurs, the log file on the shared drive, and the system, are
transferred, so messages are recorded to the same log file.

•

Trace log: Whenever an error occurs, the trace log contains log
information that is needed to investigate the cause of the error, or to
determine the processing time required by each process.
The trace log is output to a different log file for each service of Collection
Manager or the Agent.
When running Collection Manager and the Agent on a logical host, the
trace logs are output to a log file on the shared drive. When a failover
occurs, the log file on the shared drive, and the system, are transferred,
so messages are recorded to the same log file.

•

Agent log: The agent log contains log information for the processing
related to record collection. This log is output by Agent for Oracle and
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server. When an error occurs, you can use this
log to obtain detailed information for the above processing. The agent log
outputs the normal log information and error log information to separate
files. For details about the log output destinations, see Agent log on page
13-35.

Log files and directories
This section describes the log information that is output from Collection
Manager or the Agent.

Common message log
This section describes the common message log output from the Collection
Manager or the Agent. The following tables list, for each OS, the name of the
service or control that output the log, the log file name, and the required
drive capacity.

Table 13-5 File name of the common message log (Windows)
Log
information
type
Common
message log

Output source
Collection
Manager and
Agent

File name
installation-folder\log\jpclog{01|02}a
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Drive
capacity
used (KB)d
8,192
(*2)b
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Log
information
type
Common
message log
(for a logical
host
operation)

Output source

File name

Collection
environment-directory \jp1pc\log
Manager and
\jpclog{01|02}
Agent running on
(see footnotes a and c)
a logical host

Drive
capacity
used (KB)d
8,192
(*2)b

Note a:
The value 01 or 02 is appended to the common message log’s file name.
Log information is first output to the log file whose name ends with 01.
When the maximum log file size is reached, the number at the end of the
log file name changes from 01 to 02, and a new log file with 01 at the end
of its file name is created. Log information is then output to the file whose
name ends in 01. If a log file with a name ending in 02 already exists,
that log file is overwritten.
Note b:
The value in parentheses is the number of log files that can be created for
a single service. For example, 256(*2) indicates that up to two log files,
each using 256 KB of drive capacity, can be created. In this case, a total
of 512 KB of drive capacity will be used.
Note c:
environment-directory is the directory that was specified on a shared
drive when the logical host was created.
Note d:
This value applies only for a new installation, and not for an upgrade
installation.

Table 13-6 File name of the common message log (UNIX)
Log
information
type

Output source

File name

Drive
capacity
used (KB)d

Common
message log

Collection
Manager and
Agent

/opt/jp1pc/log/jpclog{01|02}a

8,192

Common
message log
(for a logical
host operation)

Collection
Manager and
Agent running on
a logical host

environment-directory

8,192

/jplpc/log/jpclog{01|02}

(*2)b

(*2)b

(see footnotes a and c)

Note a:
The value 01 or 02 is appended to the common message log’s file name.
Log information is first output to the log file whose name ends with 01.
When the maximum log file size is reached, the number at the end of the
log file name changes from 01 to 02, and a new log file with 01 at the end
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of its file name is created. Log information is then output to the file whose
name ends in 01. If a log file with a name ending in 02 already exists,
that log file is overwritten.
Note b:
The value in parentheses is the number of log files that can be created for
a single service. For example, 256(*2) indicates that up to two log files,
each using 256 KB of drive capacity, can be created. In this case, a total
of 512 KB of drive capacity will be used.
Note c:
environment-directory is the directory that was specified on a shared
drive when the logical host was created.
Note d:
This value applies only for a new installation, and not for an upgrade
installation.

Trace log
The following tables contain the trace log output from the Collection Manager
or the Agent. The following tables list, for each OS, the names of the services
or controls that output the log, and the name of the directories where the
logs are output.

Table 13-7 Folders where trace logs are output (Windows)
Output source

Folder name

Name Server

installation-folder\mgr\namesvr\log\

Master Manager

installation-folder\mgr\manager\log\

View Server

installation-folder\mgr\viewsvr\log\

Correlator

installation-folder\mgr\clator\log\

Agent Collector
(health check
agent)

installation-folder\agt0\agent\log\

Agent Store
(health check
agent)

installation-folder\agt0\store\log\

Trap Generator

installation-folder\mgr\trapgen\log\

Action Handler

installation-folder\bin\action\log\

Master Store

installation-folder\mgr\store\log\

Status Server

installation-folder\bin\statsvr\log\

Collection
Manager and
Agent command

installation-folder\tools\log\

Agent Collector

installation-folder\xxxx\agent[\instance-name]\log\1,2
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Output source
Agent Store

Folder name
installation-folder\xxxx\store[\instance-name]\log\1,2

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
The instance-name directory exists for only multi-instance Agents.

Table 13-8 Folders where trace logs for a logical host operation are output
(windows)
Output source

Folder name

Name Server

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\namesvr\log\3

Master Manager

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\manager\log\3

View Server

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr\log\3

Correlator

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\clator\log\3

Agent Collector (health
check agent)

environment-directory\jp1pc\agt0\agent\log\3

Agent Store (health
check agent)

environment-directory\jp1pc\agt0\store\log\3

Trap Generator

environment-directory\jp1pc\bin\trapgen\log\3

Action Handler

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\action\log\3

Master Store

environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\store\log\3

Collection Manager and
Agent Command

environment-directory\jp1pc\tools\log\1,3

Agent Collector

environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\agent[\instance- name]
\log\1, 2, 3

Agent Store

environment-directory\jp1pc\xxxx\store [\instance-name]
\log\1, 2, 3

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
The instance-name directory exists for only multi-instance Agents.
Note 3:
environment-directory is the directory that is specified on a shared drive
while creating the logical host.
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Table 13-9 Directories where trace logs are output (UNIX)
Output source

Directory name

Name Server

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/log/

Master Manager

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/log/

View Server

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/log/

Correlator

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/clator/log/

Agent Collector
(health check
agent)

/opt/jp1pc/agt0/agent/log/

Agent Store
(health check
agent)

/opt/jp1pc/agt0/store/log/

Trap Generator

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/trapgen/log/

Action Handler

/opt/jp1pc/bin/action/log/

Master Store

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/log/

Status Server

/opt/jp1pc/bin/statsvr/log/

Collection
Manager and
Agent command

/opt/jp1pc/tools/log/

Agent Collector

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/agent[/instance-name]/log/1, 2, 3

Agent Store

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/instance-name]/log/1, 2

Name Server

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/log/3

Master Manager

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/manager/log/3

View Server

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/log/3

Correlator

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/clator/log/3

Agent Collector
(health check
agent)

environment-directory/jp1pc/agt0/agent/log/3

Agent Store
(health check
agent)

environment-directory/jp1pc/agt0/store/log/3

Trap Generator

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/trapgen/log/

Action Handler

environment-directory/jp1pc/bin/action/log/3

Master Store

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/store/log/3

Collection
Manager and
Agent Command

environment-directory/jp1pc/tools/log/3

Agent Collector

environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/agent[/instance name]/log/1,
2, 3
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Output source
Agent Store

Directory name
environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/instance name]/log/1,
2, 3

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
The instance-name directory exists for only multi-instance Agents.
Note 3:
environment-directory is the directory that was specified on a shared
drive when the logical host was created.

Table 13-10 Directories where trace logs for a logical host operation are
output (UNIX)
Output source

Directory name

Name Server

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/log/3

Master Manager

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/manager/log/3

View Server

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/log/3

Correlator

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/clator/log/3

Agent Collector
environment-directory/jp1pc/agt0/agent/log/3
(health check agent)
Agent Store (health
check agent)

environment-directory/jp1pc/agt0/store/log/3

Trap Generator

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/trapgen/log/3

Action Handler

environment-directory/jp1pc/bin/action/log/3

Master Store

environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/store/log/3

Collection Manager
environment-directory/jp1pc/tools/log/3
and Agent Command
Agent Collector

environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/agent[/instance
name]/log/3

Agent Store

environment-directory/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/instance
name]/log/1, 2, 3

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
The instance-name directory exists for only multi-instance Agents.
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Note 3:
environment-directory is the directory that was specified on a shared
drive when the logical host was created.

Agent log
The following tables list and describe, from among the agent log information
for Agent for Oracle and Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, the name of the
service or control that outputs the agent log information, the log file name,
and the required drive capacity.

Table 13-11 Agent log files for Agent for Oracle
Log
information
type
Normal log

Output
source
Agent for
Oracle

Error log

Default output
destination 1
In Windows:
installation-folder
\agto\agent
\instance-name
\log\

File name

Default drive
capacity used
(MB) 1

agtoinf{01|02}2 16
agtoerr{01|02}2

In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agto/
agent/instancename/log/
Normal log
(for a logical
host
operation)
Error log (for
a logical host
operation)

Agent for
Oracle

In Windows:
environment directory \jp1pc
\agto\agent\
instance-name
\log\3

agtoinf{01|02}2 16

agtoerr{01|02}2

In UNIX:
environmentdirectory /
jp1pc/agto/
agent/instancename/log/3

Note 1:
You can use either of the following methods to check and change the
output destination and maximum file size of the agent log:
¢

Agent Configuration properties of Performance Reporter

¢

The jpcinssetup command
For details about how to change these items by using the
jpcinssetup command, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Note 2:
The agent log is output sequentially to two files. The number 01 or 02 is
appended to the file name. Each number has the following meaning:
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¢

01: current file

¢

02: backup file
First, log data is output to the log file with the 01 suffix. When this file
becomes full, its suffix changes to 02 and a new file with the 01 suffix
is created. New log data is output to the new file. If a log file with the
02 suffix already exists, the file is overwritten. Accordingly, the latest
log data is always output to the file with the 01 suffix.

Note 3:
environment-directory is the directory that was specified on a shared
drive when the logical host was created.

Table 13-12 Agent log files for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Log
information
type
Normal log
Error log
Normal log
(for a logical
host
operation)

Output
source

Default output
destination 1

Agent for
Microsoft SQL
Server

installation-folder
\agtq\agent
\instance-name
\log\

Agent for
Microsoft SQL
Server

environmentdirectory\jp1pc
\agtq\agent
\instance-name
\log\3

Error log (for
a logical host
operation)

File name

Default drive
capacity used
(MB)
1

agtqinf{01|02}2 16
agtqerr{01|02}2
agtqinf{01|02}2 16

agtqerr{01|02}2

Note 1:
You can use either of the following methods to check and change the
output destination and maximum file size of the agent log:
¢

Agent Configuration properties of Performance Reporter

¢

The jpcinssetup command
For details about how to change these items by using the
jpcinssetup command, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Note 2:
The agent log is output sequentially to two files. The number 01 or 02 is
appended to the file name. Each number has the following meaning:
¢

01: current file

¢

02: backup file
First, log data is output to the log file with the 01 suffix. When this file
becomes full, its suffix changes to 02 and a new file with the 01 suffix
is created. New log data is output to the new file. If a log file with the
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02 suffix already exists, the file is overwritten. Accordingly, the latest
log data is always output to the file with the 01 suffix.
Note 3:
environment-directory is the directory that was specified on a shared
drive when the logical host was created.

Data collected in the event of an error
If the appropriate action described in Troubleshooting on page 13-3 is not
successful in correcting the error, collect the necessary data and contact the
system administrator to determine the cause of the error. This section
describes the data that should be collected in the event of an error.
Collection Manager and the Agent provide a command for collecting the
needed data. Use the jpcras command to collect Collection Manager and
Agent data. The following tables indicate the data that can be collected by the
jpcras command.
Note: The data collected by the jpcras command depends on the options
you specify when you execute the command. For details about command
options and collectable data, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Consider the following when collecting data to troubleshoot a logical host:
•

Logs of Collection Manager and the Agent are stored on a shared drive.
When the shared drive is placed online (Windows) or mounted (UNIX), all
the logs stored on the shared drive can be collected by executing the
jpcras command.

•

To investigate failovers, collect data before and after the failover from
both the active node and the standby node.

•

To investigate Collection Manager and the Agent running on a logical
host, you will need data on the cluster software. Because cluster software
controls starting and stopping of Collection Manager and the Agent
running on a logical host, comparing the operations of these three is
necessary for the investigation.

Information collected for Windows systems
The following table describes the log information collected for Windows
systems.

Table 13-13 Log information (Windows)
Type of
information
System log

Overview
Windows event
log

Default file name
N/A
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Collected
by jpcras
command
Yes
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Type of
information

Overview
WMI log

Default file name
system-folder\system32\WBEM
\Logs2

Collected
by jpcras
command
Yes

Process information

List of processes N/A

Yes

System file

hosts file

system-folder\system32\drivers
\etc\hosts

Yes

services file

system-folder\system32\drivers
\etc\services

Yes

System
information

N/A

Yes

Network status

N/A

Yes

Host name

N/A

Yes

Windows firewall N/A
information

Yes

Windows firewall N/A
information

Yes

OS information

Dump information
(Windows Server
2003)

Dump information
(Windows Server
2008 and Windows
Server 2012)

Dr. Watson log
file

•

%system-drive%\Documents
and Settings\All Users
\Application Data
\Microsoft\Dr Watson
\drwtsn32.log*

•

%system-drive%\Documents
and Settings\All Users
\Application Data
\Microsoft\Dr Watson
\user.dump*

Problem Reports •
and Solutions

%system-drive%\Documents
and Settings\All Users
\Application Data
\Microsoft\Dr Watson
\drwtsn32.log*

•

%system-drive%\Documents
and Settings\All Users
\Application Data
\Microsoft\Dr Watson
\user.dump*

Yes

Yes

*If your setup outputs log files to a different folder, be sure to collect data
from the correct folder.

Information about Collection Manager or the Agent
Collect the information about Collection Manager or the Agent that is listed in
the following tables. In case of a network error, also collect applicable files
from the connection-target host.
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Table 13-14 Collection Manager/Agent configuration and version
information (Windows)
Overview

Collected by jpcras
command

Default file name

Each configuration
information file

Not applicable

Yes

Output results of the
jpcctrl list command

Not applicable

Yes

Product version

Not applicable

Yes

Historical information

Not applicable

Yes

Table 13-15 Collection Manager/Agent log information (Windows)
Log
Information

Message log output from
Collection Manager or the
Agent

Default file name

Collected
by jpcras
command

Common
message log

Message log output from
Collection Manager or the
Agent

installation-folder\log
\jpclog{01|02}

Yes

Trace log

Trace information for each
service of Collection Manager
or the Agent

Not applicable1

Yes

Agent log

Normal log for processing
related to record collection of
Agent for Oracle

installation-folder\agto
\agent\instance-name\log
\agtoinf{01|02}2

Yes3

Error log for processing
related to record collection of
Agent for Oracle

installation-folder\agto
\agent\instance-name\log
\agtoerr{01|02}2

Yes3

Normal log for processing
related to record collection of
Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server

installation-folder\agtq
\agent\instance-name\log
\agtqinf{01|02}2

Yes3

Error log for the processing
related to record collection of
Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server

installation-folder\agtq
\agent\instance-name\log
\agtqerr{01|02}2

Yes3

Message log generated
during installation

%TEMP%\pfm_inst.log

You can
use the
jpcras
command
to collect
the
installation
log for the
following
Agents
only:

Installation
log4 (in
Windows
Server 2003
only)
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Log
Information

Installation
log4 (in
Windows
Server 2008
and Windows
Server 2012)

Message log output from
Collection Manager or the
Agent

Message log generated
during installation

Default file name

•

The following files in the
\HCDINST :
HCDMAIN.LOG
HCDMAINn.LOG
HCDINST.LOG
HCDINSTn.LOG
{model-name}.LOG

•

The following files in the
%SYSTEMROOT%\TEMP
\HCDINST directory:
NETMINST.LOG
SILINST.LOG
product-modelname.LOG
product-modelname_1.LOG
product-modelname_2.LOG
product-modelname_3.LOG
product-modelname_4.LOG
product-modelname_5.LOG
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Collected
by jpcras
command
•

Agent
for
RAID

•

Agent
for
RAID
Map

•

Agent
for
SAN
Switch

•

Agent
for
NAS

You can
use the
jpcras
command
to collect
the
installation
log for the
following
Agents
only:
•

Agent
for
RAID

•

Agent
for
RAID
Map

You can
use the
jpcras
command
to collect
the
installation
log for the
following
Agents
only:
•

Agent
for
RAID

•

Agent
for
RAID
Map

Log
Information

Message log output from
Collection Manager or the
Agent

Default file name
•

%TEMP%\pfm_inst.log

Collected
by jpcras
command
•

Agent
for
SAN
Switch

•

Agent
for
NAS

Note 1:
For details about the installation folder for the trace log, see Trace log on
page 13-31.
Note 2:
For details about the output format of the agent logs and how to change
the folder in which the agent logs are stored, see Agent log on page
13-35.
Note 3:
The jpcras command collects only agent log information stored in the
default log output destination folder. If you change the output destination
folder for the agent log, collect the agent log files manually.
Note 4:
Collect this log if installation failed.

Table 13-16 Collection Manager/Agent database information (Windows)
Overview
Name Server

Default file name
installation-folder\mgr\namesvr\*.DB

Collected
by jpcras
command
Yes

installation-folder\mgr\namesvr\*.IDX
Master
Manager

installation-folder\mgr\manager\*.DB

Yes

installation-folder\mgr\manager\*.IDX

Master Store

installation-folder\mgr\store\*.DB

Yes

installation-folder\mgr\store\*.IDX
View Server

installation-folder\mgr\viewsvr\data\*

Yes

installation-folder\mgr\viewsvr\Reports\*
Agent Store

•

For Store database v1.0:

Yes

installation-folder\xxxx\store[\instance-name]\*.DB
1,2

installation-folder\xxxx\store[\instance-name]
\*.IDX1,2
•

For Store database v2.0:
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Overview

Collected
by jpcras
command

Default file name
Under the following folders:
installation-folder\xxxx\store[\instance-name]
\STPD1,2
installation-folder\xxxx\store[\instance-name]
\STPI1,2
Following files:
*.DB
*.IDX

Hybrid Store

installation-folder\NEED DEFAULT FILE NAME???

Not
applicable

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
The instance-name folder exists for only multi-instance Agents.

Table 13-17 Agent monitored storage information
Overview

Default file name

Collected
by jpcras
command3

utlprm.inf file2

installation-folder\agtd\agent\instancename\utlprm.inf

Yes

utlprm*.inf file1,2

installation-folder\agtd\agent\instancename\utlprm*.inf

Yes

Microcode version of the
monitored storage system

Not applicable

Yes

Execution result of API for
collecting performance
information of Agent for
RAID

Not applicable

Yes

Note 1:
The asterisk (*) indicates 2, or 3.
Note 2:
You do not need to collect this file if the monitored storage system is the
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
G200, G400, G600, Virtual Storage Platform, Hitachi Unified Storage VM,
Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, Hitachi USP
Note 3:
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The jpcras command collects only agent log information stored in the
default log output destination folder. If you change the output destination
folder for the agent log, collect the agent log files manually.
Note 4:
Collect the Agent monitored storage information when using Agent for
RAID.

Operation information
Collect the following information about the operation being performed when
the error occurred:
•

Details of the operation

•

Time the error occurred

•

Machine configuration (such as, the OS version, host name, and the
Tuning Manager server and Agent configuration)

•

Whether the error can be replicated

•

The command arguments that were specified, if the error occurred during
command execution

Error information on screen displays
Obtain printouts of the following:
•

The active screen when the application error occurred

•

The error message dialog box (including the contents of detailed
information, if displayed)

•

The Command Prompt window or the Administrator Console window, if
the error occurred during command execution

Information related to performance data (Agent for Platform (Windows))
Collect the following information related to performance data for Agent for
Platform (Windows). If an error occurs (for example, in a network
connection), you also need to collect the files on the machine, command
execution results, and registry information. The following table lists the
information related to the performance data that is collected uniquely by
Agent for Platform (Windows) in an environment where Agent for Platform
(Windows) is installed.

Table 13-18 Performance data information collected by Agent for Platform
(Windows)
Type of
information
Agent Collector
service-specific
log

Overview
Performance
information

File name, Windows command
name, and registry definition
location
installation-folder\agtt\agent
\map.log
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Collected
by jpcras
command
Yes
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Type of
information

Definition file

Overview

File name, Windows command
name, and registry definition
location

Collected
by jpcras
command

WMI error
information

installation-folder\agtt\agent
\agtterr.log

Yes

Performance
counter definition
file

The following files under the
system-folder\system32 folder:

Yes

perfc009.dat
perfh009.dat

Registry
information

OS information
(Windows
command name.
For details about
the commands,
see Windows
Help.)
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Service-related
information
(including the
performance
definition
information)

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM
\CurrentControlSet\Services

Yes

Performance
definition
information
(Default)

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE
\Microsoft\Windows NT
\CurrentVersion\Perflib

Yes

Agent for Platform
setting information

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE
\HITACHI\JP1PCAGTT

Yes

Agent for Platform
setting information
(WOW64)

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE
Yes
\Wow6432Node\HITACHI\JP1PCAGTT

Host name

hostname

Yes

Version

ver

Yes

Cluster

cluster

Yes

Device

mode

Yes

Drive counter

diskperf

Yes

Drive volume

mountvol

Yes

vol

Yes

Virtual drive

subst

Yes

TCP/IP

jpconfig

Yes

IPX

ipxroute config

Yes

Network status

nbtstat

Yes

Network name

net name

Yes

Client

net view

Yes

Service

net start

Yes

Server service

net config server

Yes

Workstation
service

net config workstation

Yes

Session

net session

Yes
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Type of
information

File name, Windows command
name, and registry definition
location

Overview
Shared resource

User accounts

Local group

Collected
by jpcras
command

net share

Yes

net use

Yes

net user

Yes

net accounts

Yes

net local group

Yes

Information related to performance data (Agent for Oracle)
Collect the following information related to performance data for Agent for
Oracle. If an error occurs (for example, in a network connection), you also
need to collect the files on the machine, command execution results, and
registry information. The following table lists the information related to the
performance data that is collected uniquely by Agent for Oracle in an
environment where Agent for Oracle is installed.

Table 13-19 Performance data information collected by Agent for Oracle
Type of
information

Overview

File name

Collected
by jpcras
command

PDNL record
information

Output result of
lsnrctl (Oracle
command)

installation-folder\agto\agent
\instance-name\pdnl.out

Yes

PDNL record
information

Output result of
lsnrctl (Oracle
command)

installation-folder\agto\agent
\instance-name
\lsnrctl.status.pdnl.out.er
r.txt

Yes

PDNL record
information

Execution result of
hostname

installation-folder\agto\agent
\instance-name\sqlnet.tmp

Yes

PDLS record
information

Output result of
lsnrctl (Oracle
command)

installation-folder\agto\agent
\instance-name\pdls.out

Yes

PDLS record
information

Output result of
lsnrctl (Oracle
command)

installation-folder\agto\agent
\instance-name
\lsnrctl.status.pdls.out.er
r.txt

Yes

Error information
output when Oracle
is connected 1

Error code output
installation-folder\agto\agent
when an error
\instance-name
occurs while Oracle \pdia_xxxxx_status.db 2
is connected

Yes

Internal
maintenance
information

Log file output by
the OCI function

Yes

installation-folder\agto
\agent\instance-name
\ocilog.txt
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Note 1:
This file might be created if an error occurs when Oracle is connected.
Note 2:
The xxxxx portion is replaced with an arbitrary character string.
Note 3:
When you operate the application on a logical host, replace installationfolder in the file name with environment-folder=jp1pc.

Other information
Collect the following additional information:
•

The contents of System Information, which is displayed by clicking
Accessories and then System Tools (in Windows)

•

The contents of System and Application which is displayed by opening
the Event Viewer window

•

If an error occurred during command execution, the arguments that were
specified for the command

•

When monitoring Brocade B-Model switches using Network Advisor,
collect the following log files:
¢

¢

¢

•

Network Advisor SMI Agent log
Network Advisor SMI Agent log is collected with Network Advisor. If
the firmware of the monitored switch version is 5.1 or earlier, you
cannot collect the log information with Network Advisor. Collect the
log data for such a switch by executing the SupportSave command.
FC-Switch log

When DCFM SMI Agent monitors Brocade B-Model switches, you must
collect the DCFM log, DCFM SMI Agent log and FC-Switch log. The
following log files are collected:
¢
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Network Advisor log files
Audit Log
Fabric Log
FICON Log
Product Event Log
Product Status Log
Security Log
Syslog Log
Technical Support Information

DCFM log
Audit Log
Event Log
FICON Log
Product Status Log
Security Log
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Syslog
Technical Support Information
¢

¢

•

DCFM SMI Agent log
DCFM SMI Agent log is collected with DCFM. If the firmware of the
monitored switch version is 5.1 or earlier, the log information cannot
be collected with DCFM. Collect the log data for such a switch by
executing the SupportSave command.
FC-Switch log

When SMI Agent for FOS monitors Brocade B-Model switches, you must
collect the SMI Agent for FOS log and FC-Switch log.
¢

¢

¢

If the firmware of the monitored switch is v4.4b or earlier, collect the
log files by executing the supportShow command.
If the firmware of the monitored switch is v4.4c or later, collect the
log files by executing the supportSave command.
You can select Agent Support Show in the Brocade SMI Agent for
FOS configuration tool to collect support files.

•

When monitoring Cisco switches using Cisco Seed Switch, you must
collect the FC-Switch log data by executing the show tech-support
command.

•

When monitoring Cisco switches using Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent, you
must collect the DCNM-SAN support information.

•

When JavaVM ends abnormally, the contents of the following files:
On the physical host:
¢

¢

installation-folder\agtw\agent\instance-name\javacoreprocessID.YYMMDDhhmmss.txt
installation-folder\agtw\agent\instance-name\hs_err_pidprocessID.log

On the logical host:
¢

¢

environment-directory\jp1pc\agtw\agent\instance-name
\javacoreprocess-ID.YYMMDDhhmmss.txt
environment-directory\jp1pc\agtw\agent\instance-name
\hs_err_pidprocess-ID.log

Note: environment-directory is a directory that is specified on the shared
drive when creating the logical host.
•

The contents of Application, System, and Security in Event Viewer (for
Windows)

Information collected for UNIX systems
The following table describes the log information collected for UNIX systems.
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Table 13-20 Log information (UNIX)
Type of
information
System log

Overview
syslog

Default file name
•

In HP-UX

Collected by
jpcras
command
Yes 1

/var/adm/syslog/
syslog.log
•

In Solaris
/var/adm/messages

•

In AIX
Not applicable

•

In Linux
/var/log/messages

Process
information

List of processes

Not applicable

Yes

System file

hosts file

/etc/hosts

Yes

/etc/inet/ipnodes 2

Yes 3

services file

/etc/services

Yes

Patch information

Not applicable

Yes

Kernel information

Not applicable

Yes

Version information Not applicable

Yes

Network status

Not applicable

Yes

Environmental
variables

Not applicable

Yes

Host name

Not applicable

Yes

Device information

Not applicable

Yes

File system
information 4

Not applicable

Yes

Drive group
information 4

Not applicable

Yes

Not applicable

Yes

OS information

4

Dump information core file 5

Note 1:
Collect the syslog file manually, if either the default path or file name is
changed.
Note 2:
The /etc/inet/ipnodes file exists in Solaris only. Collect it together with
the /etc/hosts file.
Note 3:
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The file can only be collected by using the jpcras command in 6.0 and
later versions.
Note 4:
Collect this information when using Agent for RAID Map.
Note 5:
In HP-UX 11i V3 (IPF), you can use the coreadm command to rename the
core file to any name. Note, however, that the jpcras command cannot
collect files whose name does not begin with core. If such files exist,
collect them manually.

Information about Collection Manager or the Agent
Collect the information about Collection Manager or the Agent that is listed
below. In case of a network error, also collect applicable files from the
connection-target host. The following table describes the information
collected for Collection Manager and Agents on UNIX systems.

Table 13-21 Collection Manager/Agent configuration and version
information (UNIX)
Overview

Collected by jpcras
command

Default file name

Each configuration
information file

Not applicable

Yes

Output results of the
jpcctrl list command

Not applicable

Yes

Product version

Not applicable

Yes

Historical information

Not applicable

Yes

Table 13-22 Collection Manager/Agent log information (UNIX)
Log
Informat
ion type

Overview

Default file name

Collected
by jpcras
command

Common
message
log

Message log output from /opt/jp1pc/log/jpclog{01|02}
Collection Manager or the
Agent

Yes

Trace log

Trace information for
each service of Collection
Manager or the Agent

Yes

Agent log

Normal log for processing /opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/instancerelated to record
name/log/agtoinf{01|02} 2
collection of Agent for
Oracle

Yes3

Error log for processing
related to record

Yes3

Not applicable1

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/instancename/log/agtoerr{01|02}2
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Log
Informat
ion type

Overview

Default file name

Collected
by jpcras
command

collection of Agent for
Oracle
Installatio Message log generated
n log4 (In during installation
HP-UX)

•

Files under the /var/opt/
HiCommand/TuningManager/
logs/ directory’
HTM_INST_LOG_*
HTM_UNINST_LOG_*

•

Files under the directory’
installHTMRaid.log
installHTMAgent.log

•

Files under the /var/adm/sw
directory

You can
use the
jpcras
command
to collect
the
installation
log for the
following
Agents
only:
•

Agent
for
RAID

•

Agent
for
RAID
Map

swagent.log
swagentd.log
swinstall.log
swremove.log
•

Files under the /etc/.hitachi
directory’
.hitachi.log*
.install.log*
.uninstall.log*
.patch.log

Installatio Message log generated
n log4 (In during installation
Linux)

•

Files under the /var/opt/
HiCommand/TuningManager/
logs/ directory’

.install.log*

You can
use the
jpcras
command
to collect
the
installation
log for the
following
Agents
only:

.uninstall.log*

•

Agent
for
RAID

•

Agent
for
RAID
Map

HTM_INST_LOG_*
HTM_UNINST_LOG_*
•

Files under the /etc/.hitachi
directory’
.hitachi.log*

.patch.log
•

Files under the /tmp/HiCommand
directory’
installHTMRaid.log
installHTMAgent.log
installHTMSwitch.log
installHTMNAS.log

Installatio Message log generated
n log4 (In during installation
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•

Files under the /var/opt/
HiCommand/TuningManager/
logs/ directory’
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You can
use the
jpcras
command

Log
Informat
ion type

Overview

Default file name

Solaris or
AIX)

HTM_INST_LOG_*
HTM_UNINST_LOG_*
•

Files under the /etc/.hitachi
directory’
.hitachi.log*
.install.log*
.uninstall.log*

Collected
by jpcras
command
to collect
the
installation
log for the
following
Agents
only:
•

Agent
for
RAID

•

Agent
for
RAID
Map

.patch.log
•

Files under the /tmp/HiCommand
directory’
installHTMRaid.log
installHTMAgent.log
installHTMSwitch.log
installHTMNAS.log

Note 1:
For details about the directories storing the trace log, see Trace log on
page 13-31.
Note 2:
For details about the output format of the agent logs and how to change
the directory in which the agent logs are stored, see Agent log on page
13-35.
Note 3:
The jpcras command collects only agent log information stored in the
default output destination directory. If you change the output destination
directory for the agent log, collect the agent log files manually.
Note 4:
Collect this log if installation fails.

Table 13-23 Collection Manager/Agent database information (UNIX)
Overview
Name Server

Collected by jpcras
command

Default file name
/opt/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/
*.DB

Yes

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/
*.IDX
Master Manager

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/
*.DB

Yes

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/
*.IDX
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Overview
Master Store

Collected by jpcras
command

Default file name
/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/
*.DB

Yes

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/
*.IDX
View Server

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/
data/*

Yes

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/
Reports/*
Agent Store

•

For Store database
v1.0:

Yes

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store[/instancename]/*.DB1,2
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store[/instancename]/*.IDX1,2
•

For Store database
v2.0:
Under the following
directories:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store[/instancename]/STPD1,2
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store[/instancename]/STPI1,2
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store[/instancename]/STPL1,2
Following files:
*.DB
*.IDX

Hybrid Store

installation-folder\NEED Not applicable
DEFAULT FILE NAME???

Note 1:
xxxx indicates the service key of each Agent. For details on the service
keys of each Agent, see Appendix A, List of identifiers on page A-1.
Note 2:
The instance-name directory exists for only multi-instance Agents.
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Table 13-24 Collection Manager/Agent monitored storage information
(UNIX)
Overview

Collected by jpcras
command

Default file name

utlprm.inf file2

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/
instance-name/utlprm.inf

Yes

utlprm*.inf file1,2

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/
instance-name/
utlprm*.inf

Yes

Microcode version of the
monitored storage system

Not applicable

Yes

Execution result of API for
collecting performance
information of Agent for
RAID

Not applicable

Yes

Note 1:
The asterisk (*) indicates 2, or 3.
Note 2:
You do not need to collect this file if the monitored storage system is the
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform
G200, G400, G600, Virtual Storage Platform, Hitachi Unified Storage VM,
Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, Hitachi USP.
Note 3:
Collect the Collection Manager/Agent monitored storage information when
using Agent for RAID.

Operation information
Collect the following information about the operation being performed when
the error occurred:
•

Details of the operation

•

Time the error occurred

•

Machine configuration (such as, the OS version, host name, and the
Tuning Manager server and Agent configuration)

•

Whether the error can be replicated

•

The command arguments that were specified, if the error occurred during
command execution

Error information
If the error occurred during command execution, obtain the messages that
were output to the console.
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Information related to performance data (Agent for Platform (UNIX))
Collect the following information related to the performance data. The
following table lists the information related to the performance data that is
collected uniquely by Agent for Platform (UNIX) in an environment where
Agent for Platform (UNIX) is installed.

Table 13-25 Performance data information collected by Agent for Platform
(UNIX)
Collected item
Processor
information

Command
AIX
lsdev -Cc
processor

HP-UX

Solaris

Linux

Collected
by jpcras
command
Yes

ioscan -fnC
processor

psrinfo -v

/proc/
cpuinfo

swapinfo -a

swap -l

/proc/
Yes
meminfofree

lsattr -El
proc#
System paging
space
information

lsps -a

/proc/swaps
procinfo

I/O statistics

Status
information for
the interprocess
communication
facilities

lsdev -Cc
disk

lsdev -C
disk

iostat

iostat

lscfg

/etc/
netconfig

ipcs -a

ipcs -a

iostat

lsdev

prtconf -D

iostat

Yes

procinfo

ipcs -a

ipcs -a

Yes

ipcs -at
ipcs -ap
ipcs -ac
ipcs -al
ipcs -au

Static
information for
the file system

/etc/
/etc/fstab
filesystem
s

/etc/vstab

/etc/fstab

Yes

Network status
information
(interface)

netstat in

netstat -in

netstat -in netstat -s

Yes

ioscan -fnC
lan

/etc/inet/* netstat -ni
/etc/
ifconfig -a
defaultrout
er

lsattr -E
-l inet0

/etc/
rc.config.d/
/etc/
inetd.conf netconf
/etc/
inetd.conf
Display of LAN
device
configuration
and status
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ifconfig - lanscan -v
a

/etc/
inetd.conf
ifconfig -a ifconfig -a Yes
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Collected item

Command
AIX

HP-UX

Solaris

Linux

Collected
by jpcras
command

NIS
configuration
file information

/etc/
/etc/
netsvc.con nsswitch.con
f
f

/etc/
inet.hosts

Summary
information of
file system
allocation

repquota - repquota -a
a

repquota -a repquota -a Yes

Storage
information
collected by the
Agent

agtu/
agent/
storage.d

agtu/agent/
storage.d

agtu/agent/ agtu/agent/ Yes
storage.d
storage.d

Kernel bits
information

bootinfo - getconf
K
KERNEL_BITS

isainfo -kv getconf
LONG_BIT

Physical
memory

bootinfo - grep -i
r
Physical /va
r/adm/
syslog/
syslog.log

prtconf

System
information
(OS, version,
and model)

uname -a

Runlevel
information

/etc/
yp.conf

Yes

Yes

/proc/
Yes
meminfofree
procinfo

uname -a

uname -a

uname -a

Yes

who -r

who -r

who -r

runlevel

Yes

System date
and time

date

date

date

date

Yes

Time zone

/etc/
/etc/
environmen TIMEZONE
t

oslevel

/etc/
profile
Directory
information
exported to the
NFS client

/etc/
/etc/
exports/et exports/etc/
xtab
c/xtab

/etc/
/etc/
TIMEZONE/et sysconfig/
c/default/ clock
init

Yes

/etc/dfs/
dfstab

/etc/
exports

Yes

/etc/dfs/
sharetab

/var/lib/nf
s/xtab

etc/rmtab
Workgroup
monitor
configuration
information

agtu/
agent/
wgfile

agtu/agent/
wgfile

agtu/agent/ agtu/agent/ Yes
wgfile
wgfile

Event file
monitor
configuration
information

agtu/
agent/
evfile

agtu/agent/
evfile

agtu/agent/ N/A
evfile
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Command

Collected item

AIX

HP-UX

Installed
software
information

lslpp -L
all

swlist

OS patch
information

instfix -a

swlist -l
patch

Solaris
pkginfo

Linux
rpm -qai

Collected
by jpcras
command
Yes

rpm -qa last
showrev -a

rpm -qai

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

List of processes N/A

N/A

/bin/ps elfZ
(Solaris 10
only)

N/A

Yes

Solaris zone
information

N/A

N/A

/usr/sbin/
zoneadm
list -cv
(Solaris 10
only)

N/A

Yes

Host name
information

N/A

N/A

N/A

/etc/hosts

Yes

what /stand/
vmunix
OS setup
information

ls -l /
unix
ls la /usr/li
b/boot

Information related to performance data (Agent for Oracle)
Collect the following information related to performance data for Agent for
Oracle. If an error occurs (for example, in a network connection), you also
need to collect the files on the machine, command execution results, and
registry information. The following table lists the information related to the
performance data that is collected uniquely by Agent for Oracle in an
environment where Agent for Oracle is installed.

Table 13-26 Performance data information collected by Agent for Oracle
Type of
information
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Overview

File name

Collected by
jpcras
command

PDNL record
information

Output result of
lsnrctl (Oracle
command)

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
instance-name/pdnl.out

PDNL record
information

Output result of
lsnrctl (Oracle
command)

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
Yes
instance-name/
lsnrctl.status.pdnl.out.er
r.txt
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Yes

Type of
information

Overview

File name

Collected by
jpcras
command

PDNL record
information

Execution result of
uname

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
instance-name/sqlnet.tmp

Yes

PDLS record
information

Output result of
lsnrctl (Oracle
command)

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
instance-name/pdls.out

Yes

PDLS record
information

Output result of
lsnrctl (Oracle
command)

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
Yes
instance-name/
lsnrctl.status.pdls.out.er
r.txt

Error information
output when Oracle
is connected 1

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
Error code output
when an error
instance-name/
occurs while Oracle pdia_xxxxx_status.db 2
is connected

Yes

Internal
maintenance
information

Log file output by
the OCI function

Yes

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
instance-name/ocilog.txt

Note 1:
This file might be created if an error occurs when Oracle is connected.
Note 2:
The xxxxx portion is replaced with an arbitrary character string.

Information collection specific to Agent for EAP (UNIX)
The following table lists the files collected by Agent for EAP (UNIX).

Table 13-27 List of Log files Collected for Agent for EAP
Type of
information
Command
information

Overview
Environment
parameters file

File name

Collected by
jpcras
command

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/
Y
instance-name/jr3alget.ini
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/
instance-name/jr3slget.ini

Trace information

Not applicable

Y

Timestamp file

Not applicable

Y

Extraction results
file

opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/
instance-name/log/ALERT/

Y1

opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/
instance-name/log/SYSLOG/
RFC library trace
log

RFC library trace
log entries output

opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/
instance-name/dev_rfc.trc/
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Type of
information

Overview

File name

Collected by
jpcras
command

on the Agent for
EAP side
Information
acquired from the
SAP system

System log

Not applicable

N2

XMI log

Not applicable

N2

Release/patch
information

Not applicable

N2

Developer trace

Not applicable

N2

Note:
1.

If you change the default location, you must collect the file manually. The
location of the extraction results file can be found in the EXTRACTFILE
section of the environment parameters files (jr3slget.ini and
jr3alget.ini).

2.

You must collect this file manually. For information about the resources
collected, see Table 13-28 Information acquired from the SAP system on
page 13-58.

Table 13-28 Information acquired from the SAP system
Type of information
System log

Collected resources
Resources collected by using transaction
SM21 from the SAP front end software, with
the following selection criteria:
•

User: Not specified

•

Transaction code: Not specified

•

SAP process: Not specified

•

Problem classes: All messages

•

To date/time, From date/time: Period
during which the problem occurred

For information about the XMI log, see the
user documentation for the SAP system.
XMI log

Resources collected by using transaction
RZ15 from the SAP front end software with
the following selection criteria:
•

Interface

•

Object

•

Session ID

•

External user

•

Period: Period during which the
problem occurred

For information about the XMI log, see the
user documentation for the SAP system.
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Type of information
Release and patch information

Developer traces

Collected resources
You must collect the hard copies of the
following windows displayed from the
System Status menu item in the SAP front
end software:
•

System: Status window

•

System: Component Information
window

•

System: Kernel Information window

If an error occurs during Agent for EAP
execution, you must collect the following
developer trace files by running the
transaction ST11 in the SAP front end
software:
•

dev_w*

•

dev_rfc*

•

dev_rd*

Other information
Collect the following additional information:
•

When monitoring Brocade B-Model switches using Network Advisor,
collect the following log files:
¢

¢

¢

•

Network Advisor log files
Audit Log
Fabric Log
FICON Log
Product Event Log
Product Status Log
Security Log
Syslog Log
Technical Support Information
Network Advisor SMI Agent log
Network Advisor SMI Agent log is collected with Network Advisor. If
the firmware of the monitored switch version is 5.1 or earlier, you
cannot collect the log information with Network Advisor. Collect the
log data for such a switch by executing the SupportSave command.
FC-Switch log

When DCFM SMI Agent is used to monitor Brocade B-Model Switches, the
log data for DCFM, DCFM SMI Agent, and FC-Switch is collected. The
following log files are collected.
¢

DCFM log
Audit Log
Event Log
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FICON Log
Product Status Log
Security Log
Syslog
Technical Support Information
¢

¢

•

DCFM SMI Agent log
DCFM SMI Agent log is collected with DCFM. If the firmware of the
monitored switch version is 5.1 or earlier, the log information cannot
be collected with DCFM. Collect the log data for such a switch by
executing the SupportSave command.
FC-Switch log

When SMI Agent for FOS is used to monitor Brocade B-Model switches,
the log data for SMI Agent for FOS log and FC-Switch log is collected.
¢

¢

¢

If the firmware of the monitored switch is v4.4b or earlier, collect the
log file by executing the supportShow command.
If the firmware of the monitored switch is v4.4c or later, collect the
log file by executing the supportSave command.
You can select Agent Support Show in the Brocade SMI Agent for
FOS configuration tool to collect support files.

•

When monitoring Cisco switches using Cisco Seed Switch, you must
collect the FC-Switch log data by executing the show tech-support
command.

•

When monitoring Cisco switches using Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent, you
must collect the DCNM-SAN support information.

•

When JavaVM ends abnormally, the contents of the following files:
On the physical host:
/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent/instance-name/hs_err_pidprocess-ID.log
On the logical host:
environment-directory/jp1pc/agtw/agent/instance-name/
hs_err_pidprocess-ID.log
Note: environment-directory is a directory that is specified on the shared
drive when creating the logical host.

Data collection procedure
This section explains how to collect data in the event of an error.

Windows systems
To collect dump information in a Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server
2012 environments:
1.
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Open the Task Manager.
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2.

Choose the Process tab.

3.

Right-click the name of the process for which dump information is to be
collected, and then choose Create dump file.
The generated dump files are stored in the following folder:
system-drive\Users\user-name\AppData\Local\Temp
If an environment variable has been changed to output dump files to a
folder other than that shown in step 3, collect dump files from that folder.

Use the jpcras command to collect the data needed to determine the cause
of an error.
When the jpcras command is executed, the following command will be
internally executed to collect the list of the Collection Manager and Agent
services and to check the running statuses of the services: jpcctrl list *
host=*
If a firewall has been set between the host on which the command was
executed and another host of a Tuning Manager series program, or the
system configuration is too large, the above internal command execution
might take a long time. In this case, specify 1 for the environmental variable
JPC_COLCTRLNOHOST to cancel the command execution. As a result, the time
required to complete the jpcras command process will be reduced.
For details about the jpcras command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.
Note: An OS user with the Administrators permissions must execute the
procedure described below.
To use the jpcras command to collect resources:
1.

Log in to the host where the service subject to this data collection is
installed.

2.

At the command prompt, execute the following command to enable the
command extension function of the command interpreter:
cmd /E:ON

3.

In the jpcras command, specify the data to be collected and the storage
folder for the data, and then execute the command.
The following shows an example of specifying the command when all
information that can be obtained by the jpcras command is to be stored
in the c:\tmp\jpc\mgr folder:
jpcras c:\tmp\jpc\mgr all all

Note: If the host OS is Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2012 with
the UAC feature enabled, execute the command in the Administrator Console
window.
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Execute the data collection command when running on a logical
host
Follow these steps to collect data when running Collection Manager and the
Agent on a logical host:
1.

Make sure that the shared drive is online.
Data on the logical host is stored on the shared drive. When you are
operating an active node, make sure that the shared drive is placed online
before data is collected.

2.

Execute the jpcras command, specifying the following for both the active
and standby nodes:
¢

Directories that have data to be collected

Directories that will store collected data
Example: To store all the available information in the c:\tmp\jpc\mgr
directory:
jpcras c:\tmp\jpc\mgr all all
To collect all the data from Collection Managers and the Agents running
on the physical and logical hosts of both the active node and standby
node, execute the jpcras command without specifying any arguments. If
the Collection Managers and the Agents are running in a logical host
environment, the log file on the shared drive is retrieved.
If the jpcras command is executed on a node where the shared drive is
offline, files on the shared drive will not be obtained but the command will
terminate normally without an error.
¢

Note: To collect data, execute the data collection command at both the
active and standby nodes. To investigate the status before and after
failover, you need to collect data from both the active and standby nodes.
3.

Collect data on cluster software.
Examine data from the cluster software to determine if the problem
comes from either the cluster software or from Collection Manager and
the Agent. Examine the control requests made for operations such as
starting or stopping Collection Manager and the Agent, and the results of
the requests.

In the Windows Event Viewer, output the Windows event logs to a file.

Check information about the operation
Check and save the following information about the operation being
performed when the error occurred:
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•

Details of the operation

•

Time the error occurred

•

Machine configuration (such as, the OS version, host name, and the
Tuning Manager server and Agent configuration)

•

Whether the error can be replicated
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•

The command arguments that were specified, if the error occurred during
command execution

Collect error information on screen displays
Obtain printouts of the following:
•

The Web browser

•

The active screen when the application error occurred

•

The error message dialog box
Also print a copy of any detailed information.

•

The Command Prompt window or the Administrator Console window,
whenever the error occurs during command execution

Additional information to be collected
Collect the following additional information:
•

The contents of System Information, which is displayed by clicking
Accessories and then System Tools (in Windows)

•

When monitoring Brocade B-Model switches using Network Advisor,
collect the following log files:
¢

¢

¢

•

Network Advisor log files
Audit Log
Fabric Log
FICON Log
Product Event Log
Product Status Log
Security Log
Syslog
Technical Support Information
Network Advisor SMI Agent log
Network Advisor SMI Agent log is collected with Network Advisor. If
the firmware of the monitored switch version is 5.1 or earlier, you
cannot collect the log information with Network Advisor. Collect the
log data for such a switch by executing the SupportSave command.
FC-Switch log

When DCFM SMI Agent is used to monitor Brocade B-Model switches, the
log data for DCFM log, DCFM SMI Agent log, and FC-Switch log is
collected. The following log files are collected:
¢

DCFM log
Audit Log
Event Log
FICON Log
Product Status Log
Security Log
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Syslog
Technical Support Information
¢

¢

•

DCFM SMI Agent log
DCFM SMI Agent log is collected with DCFM. If the firmware of the
monitored switch version is 5.1 or earlier, the log information cannot
be collected with DCFM. Collect the log data for such a switch by
executing the SupportSave command.
FC-Switch log

When SMI Agent for FOS is used to monitor Brocade B-Model switches,
the log data for SMI Agent for FOS log and FC-Switch log is collected.
¢

¢

¢

If the firmware of the monitored switch version is 4.4.0b or earlier,
collect the log data by executing the supportShow command.
If the firmware of the monitored switch version is 4.4.0c or later,
collect the log data by executing the supportSave command.
You can select Agent Support Show in the Brocade SMI Agent for
FOS configuration tool to collect support files.

•

When monitoring Cisco switches using Cisco Seed Switch, you must
collect the FC-Switch log data by executing the show tech-support
command.

•

When monitoring Cisco switches using Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent, you
must collect the DCNM-SAN support information.

•

When JavaVM ends abnormally, the contents of the following files:
On the physical host:
¢

¢

installation-folder\agtw\agent\instance-name\javacoreprocessID.YYMMDDhhmmss.txt
installation-folder\agtw\agent\instance-name\hs_err_pidprocessID.log

On the logical host:
¢

¢

environment-directory\jp1pc\agtw\agent\instance-name
\javacoreprocess-ID.YYMMDDhhmmss.txt
environment-directory\jp1pc\agtw\agent\instance-name
\hs_err_pidprocess-ID.log

Note: environment-directory is a directory that is specified on the shared
drive when creating the logical host.

UNIX systems
Use the jpcras command to collect the data needed to determine the cause
of an error. The user that executes the procedure described below must have
root permissions.
When the jpcras command is executed, the following command will be
internally executed to collect the list of the Collection Manager and Agent
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services and to check the running statuses of the services: jpcctrl list *
host=*
If a firewall has been set between the host on which the command was
executed and another host of a Tuning Manager series program, or the
system configuration is too large, the above internal command execution
might take a long time. In this case, specify 1 for the environmental variable
JPC_COLCTRLNOHOST to cancel the command execution. As a result, the time
required to complete the jpcras command process will be reduced.
For details about the jpcras command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.
To use the jpcras command to collect resources:
1.

Log in to the host where the service subject to this data collection is
installed.

2.

In the jpcras command, specify the data to be collected and the storage
directory for the data, and then execute the command.
The following shows an example of specifying the command when all
information that can be obtained by the jpcras command is to be stored
in the /tmp/jpc/mgr directory:
jpcras /tmp/jpc/mgr all all
The data collected by the data collection command is stored in the
specified directory in a compressed format by using either the tar or the
compress command. The file name for data collected by the jpcras
command is as follows:
jpcrasYYMMDD.tar.Z in UNIX
jpcrasYYMMDD.tar.gZ in Linux
The date is added to the location indicated by YYMMDD.

To execute the data collection command when running a logical host:
Follow these steps to collect data when running Collection Manager and the
Agent on a logical host:
1.

Mount the shared drive.
Data on the logical host is stored on the shared drive. When operating an
active node, make sure that the shared drive is mounted before data is
collected.

2.

Execute the jpcras command, specifying the following for both the active
and standby nodes:
¢

Directories that have data to be collected

Directories that will store collected data
Example: To store all the available information in the /tmp/jpc/mgr
directory: jpcras /tmp/jpc/mgr all all
¢

You can store the collected data in a compressed format in a specified
directory. You can compress the data collected by using the tar
command and then with compress or gzip command before saving it in a
specified directory. The following is the file name:
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jpcrasYYMMDD.tar.Z or jpcrasYYMMDD.tar.gZ
The date of the file creation will be automatically added in the form
YYMMDD.
To collect all the data from Collection Managers and the Agents running
on the physical and logical hosts of both the active node and standby
node, execute the jpcras command without specifying any arguments. If
the Collection Managers and the Agents are running in a logical host
environment, the log file on the shared drive is retrieved.
If the jpcras command is executed on a node where the shared drive is
not mounted, files on the shared drive will not be obtained but the
command will end normally without an error.
Note: To collect data, execute the data collection command at both the
active and standby nodes. To investigate the status before and after
failover, you need to collect data from both the active and standby nodes.
3.

Collect data on cluster software.
Examine data from the cluster software to determine if the problem
comes from either the cluster software or from Collection Manager and
the Agent. Examine the control requests made for operations such as
starting or stopping Collection Manager and the Agent, and the results of
the requests.

To check information about the operation:
Check and save the following information about the operation being
performed when the error occurred:
•

Details of the operation

•

Time the error occurred

•

Machine configuration (such as, the OS version, host name, and the
Tuning Manager server and Agent configuration)

•

Whether the error can be replicated

Collecting error information
Obtain the following error information:
•

Messages output to the console, if the error occurred during command
execution

Other information to be collected
Also collect the following information:
•

When monitoring Brocade B-Model switches using Network Advisor,
collect the following log files:
¢
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Network Advisor log files
Audit Log
Fabric Log
FICON Log
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Product Event Log
Product Status Log
Security Log
Syslog Log
Technical Support Information
¢

¢

•

FC-Switch log

When DCFM SMI Agent is used to monitor Brocade B-Model switches, the
log data for DCFM log, DCFM SMI Agent log and FC-Switch log is
collected.
¢

¢

¢

•

Network Advisor SMI Agent log
Network Advisor SMI Agent log is collected with Network Advisor. If
the firmware of the monitored switch version is 5.1 or earlier, you
cannot collect the log information with Network Advisor. Collect the
log data for such a switch by executing the SupportSave command.

DCFM log
Audit Log
Event Log
FICON Log
Product Status Log
Security Log
Syslog
Technical Support Information
DCFM SMI Agent log
DCFM SMI Agent log is collected with DCFM. If the firmware of the
monitored switch version is 5.1 or earlier, the log information cannot
be collected with DCFM. Collect the log data for such a switch by
executing the SupportSave command.
FC-Switch log

When SMI Agent for FOS is used to monitor Brocade B-Model switches,
the log data for SMI Agent for FOS log and FC-Switch log is collected.
¢

¢

¢

If the firmware of the monitored switch is v4.4.0b or earlier, collect
the log files by executing the supportShow command.
If the firmware of the monitored switch is v4.4.0c or later, collect the
log files by executing the supportSave command.
You can select Agent Support Show in the Brocade SMI Agent for
FOS configuration tool to collect support files.

•

When monitoring Cisco switches using Cisco Seed Switch, you must
collect the FC-Switch log data by executing the show tech-support
command.

•

When monitoring Cisco switches using Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent, you
must collect the DCNM-SAN support information.

•

When JavaVM ends abnormally, the following log files are collected:
On the physical host:
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/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent/instance-name/hs_err_pidprocess-ID.log
On the logical host:
environment-directory/jp1pc/agtw/agent/instance-name/
hs_err_pidprocess-ID.log
Note: environment-directory is a directory that is specified on the shared
drive when creating the logical host.
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14
Log information
This chapter explains the log information output by the Tuning Manager
series programs, as well as the format of the output information.
This chapter covers the following topics:
□ Reviewing the types of log files
□ Windows event log
□ UNIX syslog
□ Common message log
□ Agent log (Agent for Oracle and Agent for Microsoft SQL Server only)
□ API log
□ Output destinations of the API log data
□ Changing the settings of the API logs
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Reviewing the types of log files
This section explains the following types of log information output by the
Tuning Manager series programs, as well as their output formats:
•

Windows event log (Windows systems only)

•

syslog (UNIX systems only)

•

Common message log

•

Agent log (Agent for Oracle and Agent for Microsoft SQL Server only)

The following sections explain each of these types of log information, as well
as their output formats.

Windows event log
The Windows event log contains log information that notifies the user of
statuses and problems in Windows systems.
Events output by the Tuning Manager series programs are displayed in the
Application Log area of the Windows Event Viewer window. To distinguish
events issued by Tuning Manager products, an identifier is displayed under
Source in the Event Viewer window. For information about event identifiers
issued by Tuning Manager series programs, see the Tuning Manager
Messages.
This section explains the format of information output to the Windows event
log by the Tuning Manager series programs. For details about the Windows
event log, see the appropriate Windows documentation.
•

Format of output information:

•

Explanation of items (Table 14-1 Message descriptions (Windows) on
page 14-2):

Table 14-1 Message descriptions (Windows)
Item

Length (bytes)

Message ID

The message ID is output
here.

Message

The message is output here. 1 to 128

•

14-2

Description
11

Example of output:
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UNIX syslog
Syslog contains log information that notifies users of statuses and problems
in UNIX.
This section explains the format of information output to syslog by the Tuning
Manager series programs. For details about syslog, see the main page for
syslog on your UNIX system.
•

Format of output information:

•

Explanation of items (Table 14-2 Message descriptions (UNIX) on page
14-3):

Table 14-2 Message descriptions (UNIX)
Item
Log output date and time

Description
The local date and time the
log was output, in month DD
hh:mm:ss format, is output
here:

Length (bytes)
15

- month: Indicates the
month.
- DD: Indicates the day.
- hh: Indicates the hour.
- mm: Indicates the minute.
- ss: Indicates the second.
Host name

The name of the host is
output here.

1 to 255

Program name

The name of the program is
output here.

1 to 15

Process ID

The process ID, in decimal
format, is output here.

1 to 10

Message ID

The message ID is output
here.

11

Message

The message is output here.

1 to 128

•

Example of output:

Common message log
The common message log contains log information that notifies the user of
system statuses and of problems.
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The language of the text in the common message log differs depending on
the LANG environment variable set when the service was started or the
command was executed. Therefore, if multiple language encodings are used,
the user may encounter character strings from different languages.
This section explains the format of information that a Tuning Manager server
outputs to the common message log.
•

Format of output information:

•

Explanation of items (Table 14-3 Message descriptions (common) on page
14-4):

Table 14-3 Message descriptions (common)
Item
Log output date and time

The local date and time the log was
output, in YYYY/MM/DD hh:mm:ss
format, is output here:
•

YYYY: Indicates the year (4
digits).

•

MM: Indicates the month.

•

DD: Indicates the day.

•

hh: Indicates the hour.

•

mm: Indicates the minute.

•

ss: Indicates the second.

Length (bytes)
19

Program name

The name of the program is output
here.

8

Process ID

The process ID is output as a rightjustified decimal value. For example,
a process ID of 1000 is displayed as
00001000.

8

Thread ID

The thread ID is output as a rightjustified decimal value. For example,
a thread ID of 1000 is displayed as
00001000.

8

Source file name

The source file name is output here.
15
The 16th and subsequent characters
of any source file names having 16 or
more characters are not output.

Line number

A right justified decimal value. For
example, a line value of 100 is
displayed as 0100.

4

Message ID

The message ID is output here.

11

Message

The message is output here.

1 to 128

•
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Description

Example of output:
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Changing the file size of the common message log
By default, two 8,192 kilobyte files are used as log files for the common
message log. The file size can be changed by editing the jpccomm.ini file on
the following hosts:
•

Tuning Manager server host

•

Agent host

The storage location for the jpccomm.ini file is as follows:
•

Windows: installation-folder

•

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc

To change the file size of the common message log:
1.

Stop all services of Collection Manager and Agents running on the local
host.

2.

Open the jpccomm.ini file using a text editor.

3.

Edit the value for Common Msglog Size in [Common Section] to change
the file size of the common message log.
Note the following points when editing the jpccomm.ini file:
¢

¢

¢

4.

Do not enter spaces at the beginning of the line, or before or after an
equal sign (=).
Specify a value in the range from 4 to 32,768 (in kilobytes) for
Common Msglog Size.
In addition to the file size of the common message log, other
information is also defined in the jpccomm.ini file. Do not change
values other than the value for Common Msglog Size in [Common
Section]. If values other than the value for Common Msglog Size are
changed, the Tuning Manager series programs might not operate
properly.

Overwrite the jpccomm.ini file.
Note: The settings of the common message log files are in effect on all
Tuning Manager series programs on the same host.
To restore the settings of the jpccomm.ini file to the initial settings, use
the jpccomm.ini.model file in the jpccomm.ini file storage directory to
overwrite the jpccomm.ini file.
Note that whenever the jpccomm.ini file is initialized, the status
management function is disabled. To enable the status management
function, execute the jpcstsetup enable command.
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Agent log (Agent for Oracle and Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server only)
The agent log contains log information for the processing related to record
collection. This log is output by Agent for Oracle and Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server. When an error occurs, you can use this log to obtain detailed
information for the above processing.
This section describes the formats of the information of Agent for Oracle and
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server that is output to the agent log.
•

Format of output information:
For Agent for Oracle:
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.sss agto PID inf1 inf2 inf3 MessageID Message
For Agent for Microsoft SQL Server:
yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss.sss agtq PID inf1 inf2 inf3 MessageID Message

•

Explanation of items (Table 14-4 Items output to the Agent log on page
14-6):

Table 14-4 Items output to the Agent log
Item

Description

yyyy/mm/dd

Date at which the log information is output (yyyy:
year, mm: month, dd: day)

hh:mm:ss.sss

Local time at which the log information is output (hh:
hour, mm: minute, ss: second, sss: millisecond)

agto

Name of the process that output the log information
(agto for Agent for Oracle)

agtq

Name of the process that output the log information
(agtq for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server)

PID

ID of the process that output the log information

inf1 to inf3

Maintenance information

MessageID

Message ID 1

Message

Message 1

Note 1:
For details on the message contents, see the Tuning Manager Messages.
Note: The following notes apply to the Agent log:
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•

Do not change the time of the Agent host or the update time of the agent
log file. If you do, the agent log file might not be output correctly because
agent log information is output based on the time at which the log file
was last updated.

•

When operating Performance Management on a logical host, for the
output destination of agent logs, make sure that you specify the same
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path on the shared disk that can be referenced by both the active and
standby nodes.

API log
This section describes the log information you need to collect if a problem
occurs while using the Tuning Manager API. To verify the nature of the
problem, you need to check and record the time the problem occurred,
whether the problem is reproducible, and other related information.
The following describes the log information you need to collect if a problem
occurs while using the Tuning Manager API:
•

Windows event log (Windows)
The Windows event log contains log information that describes the status
of the operating system and errors that occurred in the system. For
details, see the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

•

API log
The following sections describes the API logging information in detail.

Output destinations of the API log data
This section describes the output destinations of the API log data.

Trace log
The API Trace log data is output to the following types of files:
•

Trace log data output by the Tuning Manager Agent REST API Component
¢

htmRestAgtTracen.log

¢

htmRestDbEngineTracen.log
This is only output only when Hybrid Store is used for operation.
Note: n represents the log file number.

•

API Trace log data output while executing commands
¢

command-name-Tracen.log

¢

command-name-DbEngineTracen.log
This is only output only when Hybrid Store is used for operation.
Note: n represents the log file number.

The trace log files are stored in the following location:
•

Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\logs
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•

UNIX:
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/logs

Message log
API Message log data is output to the following types of files:
•

Messages output by the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component
¢

htmRestAgtMessagen.log

¢

htmRestDbEngineMessagen.log
This is only output only when Hybrid Store is used for operation.
Note: n represents the log file number.

•

API Message log data output while executing commands
¢

command-name-Messagen.log

¢

command-name-DbEngineMessagen.log
This is only output only when Hybrid Store is used for operation.
Note: n represents the log file number.

The message log files are stored in the following location:
•

Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\logs

•

UNIX:
Agent-installation-directory/htnm/logs

Changing the settings of the API logs
To change the settings of the API logs, change the settings in the
user.properties file.
The following shows the storage location of the user.properties file:
Windows:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\htnm\Rest\config
Linux:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/htnm/Rest/config/
To change the settings in theuser.properties file:
1.
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Stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services.
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For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.
2.

Create a backup of the user.properties file by manually copying the
file.
If you need to restore the user.properties file from the backup, stop
the services of the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component and
overwrite the user.properties file with the backup file.

3.

Use a text editor to open the user.properties file, and then change the
applicable values, which are in the following format: [property]=[value]
Note:

4.

•

If a hash mark (#) appears at the beginning of a line, the line is
treated as a comment.

•

If the same property name is specified more than once, the last
specified value takes effect.

•

When specifying the installation folder in a Windows environment, use
a forward slash (/) as a folder separator, not a backslash (\).

Start the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services
For details about how to start and stop the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component services, see Starting and stopping Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component on page 1-20.

Table 14-5 Tuning Manager Agent REST API component user settings
Property

Description

Log file to edit

Values

logLevel

Indicates the trace level htmRestAgtMessagen.log
of the message logs
that are output by the
Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component.

10

logFileNumber

Indicates the number of htmRestAgtMessagen.log
message log files that
are output by the
Tuning Manager Agent
REST API component.

•

Value range:
1 to 16

•

Default
value: 5

Indicates the size (in
megabytes) of a
message log file that is
output by the Tuning
Manager Agent REST
API component.

•

Value range:
1 to 2048

•

Default
value: 1

•

Default
value: 10

logFileSize

cli.logLevel

htmRestAgtMessagen.log

Specifies the logging
command-namelevel of messages
Messagen.log
output to the log by the
Tuning Manager API
command. For details,
see Table 14-6 Message
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Property

Description

Log file to edit

Values

logging level on page
14-10.
cli.logFileNum Indicates the number of command-nameber
log files1 output by the Messagen.log
Tuning Manager API
command.

•

Value range:
1 to 16

•

Default
value: 2

cli.logFileSiz Indicates (in MB) the
e
size1 of a message log
file output by the
Tuning Manager API
command.

•

Value range:
1 to 2048

•

Default
value: 1

1.

command-nameMessagen.log

When the size of the existing API log file reaches the specified size, the
system creates a new file and increments the log file number by 1. When
the specified number is reached, the system overwrites the files
beginning with the oldest file (round-robin method).

Table 14-6 Message logging level
Message logging level
10

Description
Standard log messages output during
normal operation.
Set this logging level during normal
operation.

20

Set this level when you need to identify the
cause of an error
Log messages output include information
that is necessary to identify the cause of an
error.
The log data can be used to replicate the
circumstances in which the problem
occurred.

30

Set this level when you are unable to
identify the cause of an error using logging
levels 10 or 20.
Log messages output include information
that is necessary to identify the cause of an
error.
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A
List of identifiers
This appendix describes the identifiers used with Tuning Manager servers and
Agents. When operating a Tuning Manager server and an Agent, and
extracting performance data from the Store database of the Agent,
sometimes an identifier is needed to indicate the Tuning Manager server and
the Agent.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ Identifiers for Tuning Manager servers and Agents
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Identifiers for Tuning Manager servers and Agents
Table A-2 Service keys for Tuning Manager servers and Agents on page
A-2 shows the identifiers for Tuning Manager servers and Agents.

Reference notes
The following reference notes apply to the values shown in Table A-2 Service
keys for Tuning Manager servers and Agents on page A-2:
•

The product ID is a part of the service ID. The service ID is needed when
using a command to check the system configuration of Tuning Manager
products, to back up performance data, and for other operations.

Table A-1 Product IDs for Tuning Manager servers and Agents
Product ID

•

Description

P

Product ID of the Tuning Manager server

0

Product ID of a health check agent

D

Product ID of Agent for RAID

E

Product ID of Agent for RAID Map

T

Product ID of Agent for Platform
(Windows)

U

Product ID of Agent for Platform (UNIX)

W

Product ID of Agent for SAN Switch

N

Product ID of Agent for NAS

O

Product ID of Agent for Oracle

Q

Product ID of Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server

Z

Product ID of Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server

R

Product ID of Agent for DB2

M

Product ID of Agent for EAP

The service key is needed when using commands to start and stop
Collection Manager and Agent, and for other operations. Product names
cannot be used for executing commands.
For details about the service ID and the service key, see Windows
services on page 1-2.

Table A-2 Service keys for Tuning Manager servers and Agents
Service key
all

A-2

Description
All Collection Manager and Agent services
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Service key

Description

mgr
(Manager)

Collection Manager services

agt0 (HC)

Service key for a health check agent

act (AH)

Action Handler service

stat (StatSvr)

Status Server service

agtd (RAID)

Service key for Agent for RAID

agte
(RAIDMap)

Service key for Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Server System1

agtt
(Windows)

Service key for Agent for Platform (Windows)

agtu (UNIX)

Service key for Agent for Platform (UNIX)

agtw (Switch)

Service key for Agent for SAN Switch

agtn (NAS)

Service key for Agent for NAS

agto (Oracle)

Service key for Agent for Oracle

agtq (SQL)

Service key for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server

agtz
(Exchange)

Service key for Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server

agtr (DB2)

Service key for Agent for DB2

agtm (EAP)

Service key for Agent for EAP

Note 1:
You can specify agte as the service key for Agent for Server System only
by using the jpctminfo command.
Note 2:
For service keys, product names are indicated in parenthesis.
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B
List of processes
This appendix lists the Collection Manager and Agent processes for Tuning
Manager.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ List of Collection Manager processes
□ List of Agent processes
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List of Collection Manager processes
The following table shows a list of Collection Manager processes. The value in
parentheses following the process name is the number of instances of that
process that can be active at any one time.

Table B-1 Collection Manager processes
Process name (process count)
Windows

UNIX

Function

jpcagt0.exe(1)

jpcagt0(1)

Collector service process
for the health check agent
(available only when the
health check function is
enabled)

jpc0collect.exe(1)

jpc0collect(1)

Collector collection
process for the health
check agent (available
only when the health
check function is enabled)
Note: Child process of the
jpcagt0 process.

jpcah.exe(1)

jpcah(1)

Action Handler service
process

jpcep.exe(1)

jpcep(1)

Correlator service process

jpcmm.exe(1)

jpcmm(1)

Master Manager service
process

jpcsto.exe(2)

jpcsto(2)

Store service process for
the Master Store service
process and health check
agent (This process exists
only when the health
check functionality is
enabled)

jpcstatsvr.exe(1)

jpcstatsvr(1)

Status Server service
process

jpcnsvr.exe(1)

jpcnsvr(1)

Name Server service
process

jpctrap.exe(1)

jpctrap(1)

Trap Generator service
process

jpctraps.exe(1)

jpctraps(1)

Trap Generator service
trap transmission process
Note: Child process of the
jpctrap process.
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jpcvsvr.exe(1)

jpcvsvr(1)

View Server service
process

stpqlpr.exe(1)

stpqlpr(1)

Store database backup or
export process
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Process name (process count)
Windows

UNIX

Function
Note: Child process of the
jpcsto process.

List of Agent processes
The following table shows a list of Agent processes. The value in parentheses
following each process name is the number of instances of that process that
can be active at the same time. The processes that can run and the number
of processes are the same for an Agent that runs on a logical host.

Table B-2 Agent processes
Process name (number of processes)
Windows
jpcagtx.exe(n)

UNIX
jpcagtx(n)

Note: x indicates the product Note: x indicates the
ID of each Agent.
product ID of each Agent.

Function
The process of the Agent
Collector service. One
process is started for each
Agent. For multi-instance
Agents, one process is
started for each Agent
instance.
Note: This process is
specific to each Agent.

jpcah.exe(1)

jpcah(1)

The process of the Action
Handler service. Only one
jpcah process is started for
each host even if the Tuning
Manager server and
multiple Agents are installed
on the same host.

jpcstatsvr.exe(1)

jpcstatsvr(1)

The process of the Status
Server service. Only one
jpcstatsvr process is started
for each host even if the
Tuning Manager server and
multiple Agents are installed
on the same host

jpcsto.exe(n)

agtx/jpcsto(n)

The process of the Agent
Store service. One process
is started for each Agent.
For multi-instance Agents,
one process is started for
each Agent instance.

Note: x indicates the
product ID of each Agent.

stpqlpr.exe(1)

stpqlpr(1)

The process for backup and
export of the Store
database.
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Process name (number of processes)
Windows

UNIX

Function
Note: This is a child process
of the jpcsto process.

hpmrlcollector.exe(n)

hpmrlcollector(n)

The process for collecting
configuration information.
One process is started for
each Agent for RAID
instance only when the
collection time definition file
(conf_refresh_times.ini)
is stored in a specific
directory.
Note: This is a child process
of the jpcagtd process.
This child process is started
when the performance data
is collected for the first time
after the Agent Collector
service is started.

jpc0collect.exe(n)

-

The process for collecting
performance data.
One process is started for
each instance.
Note: This is a child process
of the jpcagto process.

-

jpc0collect_10(n)

The process for collecting
performance data. One
process is started for each
instance. Monitored
database: Oracle 10g,
Oracle 11g1 or Oracle 12c1
Note: This is a child process
of the jpcagto process.

-

jpc0collect_11(n)

The process for collecting
performance data. One
process is started for each
instance. Monitored
database: Oracle 11g2 or
Oracle 12c2
Note: This is a child process
of the jpcagto process.

-

jpc_hostutil(1)

The program for obtaining
host information.
Note: This is a child process
of the jpcagtu process.

-
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jpc_process(1)

The program for obtaining
64-bit process information
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Process name (number of processes)
Windows

UNIX

Function
Note: This is a child process
of the jpcagtu process, and
is not installed in HP-UX,
HP-UX (IPF), AIX, and
Linux.

Note 1:
These processes start when an Oracle 11g or Oracle 12c database is
monitored from Linux or AIX.
Note 2:
These processes start when an Oracle 11g or Oracle 12c database is
monitored from HP-UX or Solaris.
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C
List of port numbers
This appendix shows the port numbers and the direction of traffic through a
firewall for Collection Manager and the Agent.
You can change the port numbers to use for communication between
Collection Manager and the Agent to suit your environment. For details about
changing a port number, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide. The
TCP/IP protocol is used.
Collection Manager and the Agent support static NAT (Basic NAT) that
performs one-to-one address translations. Collection Manager and the Agent
do not support dynamic NAT or NAPT (IP Masquerade, NAT+) that include a
port translation function.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ Port numbers to use for communication between Collection Manager and
the Agent
□ Direction of traffic through a firewall
□ Port numbers used when monitoring a storage system
□ Port numbers to use when monitoring switches
□ Port numbers for communication between Agent for NAS and the NAS
system
□ Passing traffic through a firewall during storage system monitoring
□ Passing traffic through a firewall when monitoring switches
□ Passing traffic through a firewall between Agent for NAS and the NAS
system
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□ Setting for NIC in an environment where multiple NICs are used
□ Notes on using Collection Manager or an Agent when the Windows
Firewall is enabled
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Port numbers to use for communication between Collection
Manager and the Agent
The following table lists the port numbers used for Collection Manager and
the Agent. In the default settings, each time a service other than the Name
Server service, the View Server service (between Main Console and the View
Server service, and between Performance Reporter and the View Server
service), or the Status Server service is started, the service automatically
uses a port number not being used by the system. The jpcnsconfig port
command can be used to fix the port numbers used by the system.

Table C-1 Port numbers to use for communication between Collection
Manager and the Agent
Service name

Parameter

Port number

Purpose

Name Server service jp1pcnsvr

222857

Used when a service
establishes a
communications
connection to the
Name Server.

NNM Object Manager jp1pcovsvr
service

222926

The port reserved
for Tuning Manager
series programs.

Master Manager
service

jp1pcmm

202711,7

Used when a service
establishes a
communications
connection to the
Master Manager.

Master Store service

jp1pcsto

202721,7

Used when an Agent
records an event.

Correlator service

jp1pcep

202731,7

Used when an Agent
sends an event to
the Tuning Manager
server.

Trap Generator
service

jp1pctrap

202741,7

Used when the Trap
Generator service
sends an SNMP trap

View Server service
(used when an
Agent sends an
event and a report
to Performance
Reporter)

jp1pcvsvr2

202761,7

Used when an Agent
sends an event and
a report to
Performance
Reporter.

View service
(between Main
Console and View
Server service, and
between
Performance
Reporter and the
View Server service)

jp1pcvsvr

222867

Used when a user
logs in to the Tuning
Manager server, or
runs Performance
Reporter.
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Service name

Parameter

Port number

Purpose

Agent Collector
service (for a health
check agent)

jp1pcagt0

Automatically
assigned2,7

Used when the
Agent Collector
service binds an
alarm, or obtains a
real-time report.

Agent Store service
(for a health check
agent)

jp1pcsto0

Automatically
assigned2,7

Used when the
Agent Store service
records performance
data, or obtains a
historical report.

Status Server
service

jp1pcstatsvr

22350

Used when a user
checks the status of
a service.

Action Handler
service

jp1pcah

202751,8

Used when the
Action Handler
service executes an
action.

Agent Store service

jp1pcstox[nnn]3,4

Not applicable5

Used when the
Agent Store service
records performance
data, or obtains a
historical report.

Agent Collector
service

jp1pcagtx[nnn3,4]

Used when the
Agent Collector
service binds an
alarm, or obtains a
real-time report.

Note 1:
The jpcnsconfig port command displays this port number as a default
value. You can change this default setting to a desired number.
Note 2:
The jpcnsconfig port command takes all available ports and
automatically assigns them and then displays them. Aside from the
jpcnsconfig port command, ports are also automatically assigned
whenever services are restarted.
Note 3:
x indicates the product ID of the Agent.
Note 4:
When multiple instances of the service are created, a sequential number
(nnn) is appended to the second and subsequent instances. The first
instance does not have a sequential number.
Note 5:
When you set a port number by executing the jpcnsconfig port
command for the first time after an instance registration, a port number
not being used by the system is displayed. You can change the displayed
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port number to a desired number. Once you set a port number by
executing the jpcnsconfig port command, this number will be
maintained unless changed.
Note 6:
The jpcnsconfig port command displays this port number as a default
value only when Collection Manager is installed on Windows Server 2003,
Solaris (SPARC), or HP-UX.
Note 7:
This port number is also used by the service when Collection Manager
runs in a logical host environment.
Note 8:
When a Tuning Manager series program logical host environment is used
on a host on which the Collection Manager runs, the Action Handler
service employs port numbers for communication in both physical and
logical environment. You can specify a port based on environment
requirements.

Direction of traffic through a firewall
If you want to establish a firewall between Collection Manager and Agent, you
must set fixed port numbers for all Collection Manager and Agent services. In
order to allow services to pass traffic through a firewall, you must use port
numbers that comply with the directions shown in the following table. Single
arrow in the “Traffic Direction” column indicates the direction from which
communications begin. Dual arrows indicate that communications can be
initiated from either a Tuning Manager server host or Agent host. The
following table describes the directions of traffic through a firewall between
Collection Manager and an Agent.

Table C-2 Directions of traffic through a firewall between Collection
Manager and the Agent
Service name

Parameter

Name Server service

jp1pcnsvr

Master Manager service

jp1pcmm

Master Store service

jp1pcsto

Correlator service

jp1pcep

Trap Generator service

jp1pctrap

View Server service

jp1pcvsvr2

Agent Collector service (for a
health check agent)

jp1pcagt0

Agent Store service (for a
health check agent)

jp1pcsto0

Passage directions
Tuning Manager server host <-Agent host
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Service name

Parameter

Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr

Action Handler service

jp1pcah

Agent Store service

jp1pcstox [nnn]1,2

Agent Collector service

jp1pcagtx[nnn]1,2

Passage directions
Tuning Manager server host <-->
Agent host
Agent host <-- Tuning Manager
server host

Note 1:
x indicates the product ID of the Agent.
Note 2:
When creating multiple instances, an ascending number (nnn) will be
appended to the instances created after the first time. No number will be
appended to the instance created first.
When a transmission starts (i.e., a connection is established), the side
receiving the connection (the side to which the arrow is pointing) uses the
corresponding port number shown in Table C-1 Port numbers to use for
communication between Collection Manager and the Agent on page C-3 as
the reception port. The side establishing the connection uses a free port
number allocated by the OS as the transmission port. The port numbers used
here might differ depending on the OS.
To execute the jpcctrl dump command or the jpcctrl list command at an
Agent host, execute the command by one of the following methods:
•

Specifying the proxy option of the jpcctrl dump command or the
jpcctrl list command so that communications are performed through
the Tuning Manager server. For details about the proxy option of the
jpcctrl dump and jpcctrl list commands, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.
Note: When using Hybrid Store, the jpcctrl dump command cannot be
used.

•

Setting port numbers so that connections can be initiated between Agent
hosts (Agent host <--> Agent host), and traffic can pass through the
firewall:
¢

Action Handler service (jp1pcah parameter)

¢

Status Server service (jp1pcstatsvr parameter)

¢

Agent Store service (jp1pcstox [nnn] parameter)

¢

Agent Collector service (jp1pcagtx [nnn] parameter)
Note: x indicates the product ID of the Agent.

For Agent Store and Agent Collector: When multiple instances of the service
are created, a sequential number (nnn) is appended to the second and
subsequent instances. The first instance does not have a sequential number.
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Port numbers used when monitoring a storage system
The following describes the port numbers used when monitoring a storage
system:
•

When monitoring the Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000 or Hitachi SMS series:
Agent for RAID uses port numbers that are not already in use by the
system. The Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000 and SMS series use the following
default port numbers. These port numbers can, however, be changed
(see Note).
¢

When using secure communications—28355

¢

When not using secure communications—2000

•

When monitoring the Hitachi HUS/AMS/WMS series:
Agent for RAID uses port numbers that are not already in use by the
system. The Hitachi HUS/AMS/WMS use the port number 2000 by default.
These port numbers can, however, be changed.
To change the default port number of the Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS, you must specify a new port number in the
services file, which is located on the host that Agent for RAID is installed
on. If you start Agent for RAID without specifying the new port number in
the file, Agent for RAID will not collect any data. For details about how to
check port numbers used by a storage system, and how to change port
numbers, see the manual for your storage system.

•

When monitoring the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Hitachi
Virtual Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, Virtual Storage Platform,
Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Hitachi USP, or Universal Storage Platform
V/VM series:
¢

Agent for RAID uses a Fibre Channel network or Fibre Channel over
Ethernet (FCoE) to access a storage system. Therefore, you do not
need to specify port numbers when monitoring a storage system.

Port numbers to use when monitoring switches
The following describes the port numbers to use when monitoring switches:
•

Brocade switches using DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent
Port number used between Agent for SAN Switch and DCFM SMI Agent, or
between Agent for SAN Switch and Network Advisor SMI Agent
¢

¢

•

DCFM SMI Agent uses the port number set in DCFM SMI Agent. The
default HTTP and HTTPS port numbers are 5988, and 5989
respectively.
Network Advisor SMI Agent uses the port number set in Network
Advisor SMI Agent. The default HTTP and HTTPS port numbers are
5988, and 5989 respectively.

Brocade B-Model switches using SMI Agent for FOS
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¢

¢

Port numbers for communication between Agent for SAN Switch and
SMI Agent for FOS:
Agent for SAN Switch uses port numbers that are not already in use
by the system. The SMI Agent for FOS uses the port number that has
been set for it. The default port number is 5988.
Port numbers for communication between the SMI Agent for FOS and
the proxy switch:
The SMI Agent for FOS uses port numbers that are not already in use
by the system. The proxy switch uses the fixed port numbers 111, 897
and 898.

•

Cisco switches using Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
Port numbers used for communication between Agent for SAN Switch and
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent:
Agent for SAN Switch uses port numbers that are not already in use by
the system. DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent uses port number 5988 for HTTP
communication and 5989 for HTTPS communication.

•

Cisco switches using Cisco Seed Switch
Port numbers used for communication between Agent for SAN Switch and
Seed Switch
Agent for SAN Switch uses port numbers that are not already in use by
the system. Seed switch uses port number 5988 for HTTP communication
and 5989 for HTTPS communication.

Port numbers for communication between Agent for NAS
and the NAS system
Agent for NAS uses port numbers that are not already in use by the system.
The port numbers used in a NAS system are as follows:
•

For a NAS system managed by NAS Manager:
A NAS system managed by NAS Manager uses the port number 20265.
You cannot change this port number.

•

For Hitachi NAS Platform:
Hitachi NAS Platform uses the port number 22 on the SMU side. You
cannot change this port number.

Passing traffic through a firewall during storage system
monitoring
Set up the firewall between Agent for RAID and the storage system to allow
traffic to pass through the temporary port used by Agent for RAID.
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When monitoring the Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS
series
If a firewall is set up between Agent for RAID and the Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series, you need to specify settings as described
below to enable traffic to pass through the firewall.
•

For Agent for RAID:
You cannot use a port number for traffic through the firewall. Make sure
that you set an IP address instead.

•

For the Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series:
Set the IP address and the port number to be used for traffic through the
firewall. For details about the port number used by the Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series, see Port numbers used when monitoring
a storage system on page C-7.

Passing traffic through a firewall when monitoring switches
If a firewall is set up between Agent for SAN Switch and a required product,
use the settings in the following table for passing traffic through a firewall.

Table C-3 Settings for passing traffic through a firewall when monitoring
switches
Target

Directions of
traffic through a
firewall

Settings for passing traffic through a
firewall
Target

Brocade (Network
Advisor SMI Agent)
(HTTP and HTTPS
communication)

Network Advisor SMI Network Advisor
Agent <- Agent
SMI Agent

Brocade (DCFM SMI
Agent) (HTTP and
HTTPS
communication)
Brocade (SMI Agent
for FOS)

Setup Item
Agent IP address*

Agent

Network Advisor SMI
Agent*

DCFM SMI Agent <Agent

DCFM SMI Agent

Agent IP address*

Agent

DCFM SMI Agent IP
address*

SMI Agent for FOS
<- Agent

SMI Agent for FOS

Agent IP address*

Agent

SMI Agent for FOS IP
address*

Proxy Switch <- SMI
Agent for FOS

Proxy Switch port
numbers (111,
897, and 898)

SMI Agent for FOS

SMI Agent for FOS

Proxy Switch IP
address*

SMI Agent for FOS

Proxy Switch IP
address*

SMI Agent for FOS
<- Proxy Switch
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Target

Cisco Seed Switch
(HTTP and HTTPS
communication)

Cisco DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent (HTTP
and HTTPS
communication)

Directions of
traffic through a
firewall

Seed Switch <Agent

DCNM SAN SMI-S
Agent <- Agent

Settings for passing traffic through a
firewall
Target

Setup Item

Proxy Switch

SMI Agent for FOS IP
address*

Seed Switch

Seed Switch port
number (HTTP:
5988)*

Agent

Seed Switch IP
address*

Seed Switch port
number (HTTPS:
5989)

Agent IP address*

Agent

Seed Switch port
number (HTTPS:
5989)*

DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent port number
(HTTP: 5988/
HTTPS: 5989)

Agent IP Address*

Agent

DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent port number
*(HTTP: 5988/HTTPS:
5989)

Legend:
Agent: A host on which Agent for SAN Switch is installed
<-: The direction in which transmission (connection establishment) is
started, from right to left
* You cannot use a port number to enable communication through a firewall.

Passing traffic through a firewall between Agent for NAS
and the NAS system
If a firewall is set up between Agent for NAS and the NAS system, on the
Agent side you cannot use a port number to pass traffic through the firewall.
Make sure that you set an IP address instead.
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•

If the monitoring target is a NAS system managed in a NAS Manager
system:
On the NAS system side, specify the port number 20265.

•

If the monitoring target is Hitachi NAS Platform:
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Table C-4 Firewall transit settings when monitoring Hitachi NAS Platform
Source IP
address

Direction

Destinatio
n IP
address

Source
port

Destination
port

Protocol

Agent for
NAS ->
SMU

IP address
of the
Agent for
NAS host

IP address
of the SMU

any

22

TCP

SMU ->
Agent for
NAS

IP address
of the SMU

IP address
of the
Agent for
NAS host

22

any port

TCP

Setting for NIC in an environment where multiple NICs are
used
If an Agent host is using multiple IP addresses in an environment where
multiple NICs are being used, a particular NIC cannot be specified for the
Agent when the Agent is connected to a NAS system, the SMI Agent for FOS,
proxy switch, DCFM, DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent, Network Advisor SMI Agent or
Seed Switch.

Notes on using Collection Manager or an Agent when the
Windows Firewall is enabled
Collection Manager
The port numbers used by the services indicated in the following table must
be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.

Table C-5 Services of Collection Manager
Service name

Parameter

The Name Server service

jp1pcnsvr

The Master Manager service

jp1pcmm

The Master Store service

jp1pcsto

The Correlator service

jp1pcep

The Trap Generator service

jp1pctrap

The View Server service

jp1pcvsvr2

The View Server service (between
Performance Reporter and the View Server
service)

jp1pcvsvr
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Service name

Parameter

The Action Handler service

jp1pcah

The Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr *

* If the status management function is enabled, the port number used by this
service must be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
To add port numbers to the Windows Firewall exceptions list:
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1.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port define command to set the port
numbers used by the above services.
After setting the port numbers, execute the jpcnsconfig port list
command to make sure that the port numbers have been set correctly.
For details about how to set and check port numbers, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

2.

Execute the netsh command to add the port numbers to the Windows
Firewall exceptions list.
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22285 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pcnsvr)
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20271 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pcmm)
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20272 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pcsto)
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20273 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pcep)
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20274 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pctrap)
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20276 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pcvsvr2)
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22286 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pcvsvr)
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20275 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pcah)
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22350 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameterjp1pcstatsvr) name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
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Note: If a port number is changed by using the jpcnsconfig port
command, the port number will be different from the port number
indicated above. Add the port number that was checked in step 1.
3.

Check the contents of the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
From the Control Panel, select Windows Firewall and then the
Exceptions tab. The names of services added to the exceptions list are
displayed in Programs and Services, and those whose corresponding
check boxes are selected are currently enabled exceptions.
To remove an item from the exceptions list, select Windows Firewall
and then the Exceptions tab. From the items displayed in Programs
and Services, select the item to be deleted, and then select Delete.
To temporarily disable an exception, in Programs and Services, clear
the check box corresponding to that exception.
Note: When removing a Tuning Manager server, you must remove all
Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Software entries displayed
in Programs and Services.

Agent for RAID
The port numbers used by the services indicated in the following table must
be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.

Table C-6 Services of Agent for RAID
Service name

Parameter

The Action Handler service

jp1pcah

The Agent Store service

jp1pcstod[nnn]1

The Agent Collector service

jp1pcagtd[nnn] 1

The Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr2

Tuning Manager - Agent REST Web Service

httpsd

Note 1:
A port number must be added for each created instance. If multiple
instances have been created, a sequence number (nnn) is appended to
the second and later instances. A sequence number is not appended to
the first created instance.
Note 2:
If the status management function is enabled, the port number used by
this service must be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
To add port numbers to the Windows Firewall exceptions list:
1.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port define command to set the port
numbers used by the above services.
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After setting the port numbers, execute the jpcnsconfig port list
command to make sure that the port numbers have been set correctly.
For details about how to set and check port numbers, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.
2.

Execute the netsh command to add the port numbers to the Windows
Firewall exceptions list.
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20281 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameterjp1pcstod[nnn])1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning ManagerAgent for RAID” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20282 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameterjp1pcagtd[nnn])1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning ManagerAgent for RAID” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20275 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-jp1pcah)2
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22350 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameterjp1pcstatsvr)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
Note 1:
The port number might differ depending on the environment. Add the
port number that was checked in step 1.
Note 2:
If a port number is changed by using the jpcnsconfig port
command, the port number will be different from the port number
indicated above. Add the port number that was checked in step 1.

3.

Check the contents of the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
From the Control Panel, select Windows Firewall and then the
Exceptions tab. The names of services added to the exceptions list are
displayed in Programs and Services, and those whose corresponding
check boxes are selected are currently enabled exceptions.
To remove an item from the exceptions list, select Windows Firewall
and then the Exceptions tab. From the items displayed in Programs
and Services, select the item to be deleted, and then select Delete.
To temporarily disable an exception, in Programs and Services, clear
the check box corresponding to that exception.
Note: When removing Agent for RAID, remove all Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID entries displayed in
Programs and Services. If you are removing all of the Tuning Manager
products from the same machine, remove the Hitachi Command Suite
Tuning Manager entry as well. If a Tuning Manager product is to remain
on the machine, do not remove the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager entry.
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Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform (Windows)
The port numbers used by the services indicated in the following table must
be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.

Table C-7 Services of Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform
(Windows)
Service name

Parameter

The Action Handler service

jp1pcah

The Agent Store service

jp1pcstot
jp1pcstoe

The Agent Collector service

jp1pcagtt
jp1pcagte

The Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr1

Note 1:
If the status management function is enabled, the port number used by
this service must be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
To add port numbers to the Windows Firewall exceptions list:
1.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port define command to set the port
numbers used by the above services.
After setting the port numbers, execute the jpcnsconfig port list
command to make sure that the port numbers have been set correctly.
For details about how to set and check port numbers, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

2.

Execute the netsh command to add the port numbers to the Windows
Firewall exceptions list:
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20282 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcagte)1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent
for Server System” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20281 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcstoe)1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent
for Server System“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20280 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcagtt)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent
for Platform“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP port=
20279 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcstot)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent
for Platform“ mode=ENABLE
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netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20275 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcah)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22350 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcstatsvr)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
Note 1:
The port number might differ depending on the environment. Add the
port number that was checked in step 1.
Note 2:
If a port number is changed by using the jpcnsconfig port
command, the port number will be different from the port number
indicated above. Add the port number that was checked in step 1.
3.

Check the contents of the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
From the Control Panel, select Windows Firewall and then the
Exceptions tab. The names of services added to the exceptions list are
displayed in Programs and Services, and those whose corresponding
check boxes are selected are currently enabled exceptions.
To remove an item from the exceptions list, select Windows Firewall
and then the Exceptions tab. From the items displayed in Programs
and Services, select the item to be deleted, and then select Delete.
To temporarily disable an exception, in Programs and Services, clear
the check box corresponding to that exception.
Note: When removing Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform
(Windows), delete all Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent for Server System and Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager - Agent for Platform entries displayed in Programs and
Services. If you are removing all of the Tuning Manager products from the
same machine, remove the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager
entry as well. If a Tuning Manager product is to remain on the machine,
do not remove the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager entry. If
Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server has been installed, remove the
service information of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server registered in
the exceptions list. For details about how to delete the service information
of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server, see Agent for Microsoft Exchange
Server on page C-23.

Agent for SAN Switch
The port numbers used by the services indicated in the following table must
be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
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Table C-8 Services of Agent for SAN Switch
Service name

Parameter

Program

The Action Handler service

jp1pcah

--

The Agent Store service

jp1pcstow[nnn] 1

jpcsto.exe

The Agent Collector service

jp1pcagtw[nnn]1

jpcagtw.exe

The Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr2

--

Note 1:
A port number must be added for each created instance. If multiple
instances have been created, a sequence number (nnn) is appended to
the second and later instances. A sequence number is not appended to
the first created instance.
Note 2:
If the status management function is enabled, the port number used by
this service must be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
To add port numbers and service programs to the Windows Firewall exception
list:
1.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port define command to set the port
numbers used by the above services.
After setting the port numbers, execute the jpcnsconfig port list
command to make sure that the port numbers have been set correctly.
For details about how to set and check port numbers, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

2.

Execute the netsh command to add the port numbers and service
programs to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
netsh advfirewall firewall add allowedprogram
program=”installation-folder\jp1pc\agtw\agent\jpcagtw.exe”
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent for SAN
Switch“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20282 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcagtw[nnn])1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning ManagerAgent for SAN Switch” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20281 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcstow[nnn])1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning ManagerAgent for SAN Switch” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20275 (the port number that corresponds to the parameter
jp1pcah)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22350 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameter-
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jp1pcstatsvr)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
Note 1:
The port number might differ depending on the environment. Add the
port number that was checked in step 1.
Note 2:
If a port number is changed by using the jpcnsconfig port
command, the port number will be different from the port number
indicated above. Add the port number that was checked in step 1.
3.

Check the contents of the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
From the Control Panel, select Windows Firewall and then the
Exceptions tab. The names of services added to the exceptions list are
displayed in Programs and Services, and those whose corresponding
check boxes are selected are currently enabled exceptions.
To remove an item from the exceptions list, select Windows Firewall
and then the Exceptions tab. From the items displayed in Programs
and Services, select the item to be deleted, and then select Delete.
To temporarily disable an exception, in Programs and Services, clear
the check box corresponding to that exception.
Note: When removing Agent for SAN Switch, delete all Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager - Agent for SAN Switch entries
displayed in Programs and Services. If you are removing all of the
Tuning Manager products from the same machine, remove the Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager entry as well. If a Tuning Manager
product is to remain on the machine, do not remove the Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager entry.

Agent for NAS
The port numbers used by the services indicated in the following table must
be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.

Table C-9 Services of Agent for NAS
Service name

Parameter

Program

The Action Handler service

jp1pcah

-

The Agent Store service

jp1pcston[nnn]1

jpcsto.exe

The Agent Collector service

jp1pcagtn[nnn]1

jpcagtn.exe

The Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr2

-

Note 1:
A port number must be added for each created instance. If multiple
instances have been created, a sequence number (nnn) is appended to
the second and later instances. A sequence number is not appended to
the first created instance.
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Note 2:
If the status management function is enabled, the port number used by
this service must be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
To add port numbers and service programs to the Windows Firewall exception
list:
1.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port define command to set the port
numbers used by the above services.
After setting the port numbers, execute the jpcnsconfig port list
command to make sure that the port numbers have been set correctly.
For details about how to set and check port numbers, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

2.

Execute the netsh command to add the port numbers and service
programs to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
netsh advfirewall firewall add allowedprogram
program=”installation-folder\jp1pc\agtn\agent
\jpcagtn.exe“ name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent
for Network Attached Storage“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20282 (port-number-corresponding-to-the-parameterjp1pcagtn[nnn])1name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning ManagerAgent for Network Attached Storage“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20281 (port-number-corresponding-to-the-parameterjp1pcston[nnn])1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning ManagerAgent for Network Attached Storage“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20275 (port-number-corresponding-to-the-parameterjp1pcah)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22350 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameterjp1pcstatsvr)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
Note 1:
The port number might differ depending on the environment. Add the
port number that was checked in step 1.
Note 2:
If a port number is changed by using the jpcnsconfig port
command, the port number will be different from the port number
indicated above. Add the port number that was checked in step 1.

3.

Check the contents of the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
From the Control Panel, select Windows Firewall and then the
Exceptions tab. The names of services added to the exceptions list are
displayed in Programs and Services, and those whose corresponding
check boxes are selected are currently enabled exceptions.
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To remove an item from the exceptions list, select Windows Firewall
and then the Exceptions tab. From the items displayed in Programs
and Services, select the item to be deleted, and then select Delete.
To temporarily disable an exception, in Programs and Services, clear
the check box corresponding to that exception.
Note: When removing Agent for NAS, remove all Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager - Agent for Network Attached Storage
entries displayed in Programs and Services. If you remove all of the
HTM products from the same machine, remove the Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager entry as well. If a Tuning Manager product is to
remain on the machine, do not remove the Hitachi Command Suite
Tuning Manager entry.

Agent for Oracle
The port numbers used by the services indicated in the following table must
be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.

Table C-10 Services of Agent for Oracle
Service name

Parameter

The Action Handler service

jp1pcah

The Agent Store service

jp1pcstoo[nnn]1

The Agent Collector service

jp1pcagto[nnn]1

The Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr2

Note 1:
A port number must be added for each created instance. If multiple
instances have been created, a sequence number (nnn) is appended to
the second and later instances. A sequence number is not appended to
the first created instance.
Note 2:
If the status management function is enabled, the port number used by
this service must be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
To add port numbers to the Windows Firewall exceptions list:
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1.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port define command to set the port
numbers used by the above services.
After setting the port numbers, execute the jpcnsconfig port list
command to make sure that the port numbers have been set correctly.
For details about how to set and check port numbers, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

2.

Execute the netsh command to add the port numbers to the Windows
Firewall exceptions list.
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netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20281 (port number for parameter jp1pcagto[nnn])1
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent for
Oracle“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20282 (port number for parameter jp1pcstoo[nnn])1
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent for
Oracle“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20275 (port number for parameter jp1pcah)2 name=”Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22350 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameterjp1pcstatsvr)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
Note 1:
The port number might differ depending on the environment. Add the
port number that was checked in step 1.
Note 2:
If a port number is changed by using the jpcnsconfig port
command, the port number will be different from the port number
indicated above. Add the port number that was checked in step 1.
3.

Check the contents of the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
From the Control Panel, select Windows Firewall and then the
Exceptions tab. The names of services added to the exceptions list are
displayed in Programs and Services, and those whose corresponding
check boxes are selected are currently enabled exceptions.
To remove an item from the exceptions list, select Windows Firewall
and then the Exceptions tab. From the items displayed in Programs
and Services, select the item to be deleted, and then select Delete.
To temporarily disable an exception, in Programs and Services, clear
the check box corresponding to that exception.
Note: When removing Agent for Oracle, remove all Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager - Agent for Oracle entries displayed in
Programs and Services. If you are removing all of the Tuning Manager
products from the same machine, remove the Hitachi Command Suite
Tuning Manager entry as well. If a Tuning Manager product is to remain
on the machine, do not remove the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager entry.

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
The port numbers used by the services indicated in the following table must
be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
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Table C-11 Services of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Service name

Parameter

The Action Handler service

jp1pcah

The Agent Store service

jp1pcstoq[nnn]1

The Agent Collector service

jp1pcagtq[nnn]1

The Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr2

Note 1:
A port number must be added for each created instance. If multiple
instances have been created, a sequence number (nnn) is appended to
the second and later instances. A sequence number is not appended to
the first created instance.
Note 2:
If the status management function is enabled, the port number used by
this service must be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
To add port numbers to the Windows Firewall exceptions list:
1.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port define command to set the port
numbers used by the above services.
After setting the port numbers, execute the jpcnsconfig port list
command to make sure that the port numbers have been set correctly.
For details about how to set and check port numbers, see the Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.

2.

Execute the netsh command to add the port numbers to the Windows
Firewall exceptions list.
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20281 (port-number-corresponding-to-the-parameterjp1pcagtq[nnn])1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning ManagerAgent for Microsoft® SQL Server“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20282 (port-number-corresponding-to-the-parameterjp1pcstoq[nnn])1 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning ManagerAgent for Microsoft SQL Server“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20275 (port-number-corresponding-to-the-parameterjp1pcah)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22350 (port-number-corresponding-to-parameterjp1pcstatsvr)2 name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager”
mode=ENABLE
Note 1:
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The port number might differ depending on the environment. Add the
port number that was checked in step 1.
Note 2:
If a port number is changed by using the jpcnsconfig port
command, the port number will be different from the port number
indicated above. Add the port number that was checked in step 1.
3.

Check the contents of the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
From the Control Panel, select Windows Firewall and then the
Exceptions tab. The names of services added to the exceptions list are
displayed in Programs and Services, and those whose corresponding
check boxes are selected are currently enabled exceptions.
To remove an item from the exceptions list, select Windows Firewall
and then the Exceptions tab. From the items displayed in Programs
and Services, select the item to be deleted, and then select Delete.
To temporarily disable an exception, in Programs and Services, clear
the check box corresponding to that exception.
Note: When removing Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, remove all
Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager - Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server entries displayed in Programs and Services. If you are
removing all of the Tuning Manager products from the same machine,
remove the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager entry as well. If
a Tuning Manager product is to remain on the machine, do not remove
the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager entry.

Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
The port numbers used by the services indicated in the following table must
be added to the Windows Firewall exceptions list.

Table C-12 Services of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Service name

Parameter

Action Handler service

jp1pcah

Agent Store service

jp1pcstoz

Agent Collector service

jp1pcagtz

Status Server service

jp1pcstatsvr1

Note 1:
This needs to be registered when the status management function is
enabled.
To register the port numbers in the Windows Firewall exceptions list:
1.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port define command to set the port numbers
used by the above services.
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Once the port numbers are set, execute the jpcnsconfig port list
command to check that they were set correctly. For details on how to set
and check port numbers, see the Tuning Manager Installation Guide.
2.

Execute the netsh command to register the numbers in the Windows
Firewall exceptions list.
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20282 (port number for the jp1pcagtz parameter)1
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent for
MSExchange“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20281 (port number for the jp1pcstoz parameter)1
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager-Agent for
MSExchange“ mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=20275 (port number for the jp1pcah parameter)2
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
netsh advfirewall firewall add portopening protocol=TCP
port=22350 (port number for the jp1pcstatsvr parameter)2
name=”Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager” mode=ENABLE
Note 1:
Port numbers differ depending on the environment used. Register the
port numbers checked in step 1.
Note 2:
The port number will differ from those shown here when changed
during execution of the jpcnsconfig port command. Register the
port numbers checked in step 1.

3.

Check the items registered in the Windows Firewall exceptions list.
From the Control Panel, select Windows Firewall and then the
Exceptions tab. The names of services added to the exceptions list are
displayed in Programs and Services, and those whose corresponding
check boxes are selected are currently enabled exceptions.
To remove an item from the exceptions list, select Windows Firewall
and then the Exceptions tab. From the items displayed in Programs
and Services, select the item to be deleted, and then select Delete.
To temporarily disable an exception, in Programs and Services, clear
the check box corresponding to that exception.

Note: When removing Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server, delete
everything displayed for Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent for MSExchange in Programs and Services. When removing all
Tuning Manager products on the same machine, you must delete everything
for Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager. If other Tuning Manager
products are still installed, do not delete Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager.
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D
Agent service properties
This appendix lists the Agent Store service properties and the Agent Collector
service properties. Both properties are displayed by using Performance
Reporter.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ Agent Store service properties
□ Agent Collector service properties
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Agent Store service properties
The section describes the Agent Store service properties. The tables below
gives a detailed description about the Agent Store service properties.
The properties that indicate the registration dates are:
First Registration Date
Displays the date and time on which the service was first recognized by the
Tuning Manager server.
Last Registration Date
Displays the date and time on which the service was last recognized by the
Tuning Manager server.
General folder: Stores information such as the host name and directories.
The properties in this folder cannot be changed. The following table describes
the folder properties

Table D-1 Agent Store service properties under General folder
Property name

Description

Directory

Displays the name of the current directory where the service runs.

Host Name

Displays the name of the physical host on which the service runs.

Process ID

Displays the process ID of the service.

Physical Address
IPv4

Displays the IPv4 address of the host in which the service
operates.

Physical Address
IPv6

Displays the IPv6 address of the host in which the service
operates.

Port Number

Displays the port number of the host in which the service
operates.

User Name

Displays the name of the user who executed the service process.

Time Zone

Displays the time zone used by the service.

System folder: Stores information about the operating system under which
the service runs. The properties in this folder cannot be changed. The
following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-2 Agent Store service properties under System folder
Property name
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Description

CPU Type

Displays the CPU type.

Hardware ID

Displays the hardware ID.

OS Type

Displays the type of operating system.

OS Name

Displays the name of the operating system.
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Property name
OS Version

Description
Displays the version of the operating
system.

Network Services folder: Stores information about the common libraries for
Tuning Manager series communication. The properties in this folder cannot be
changed. The following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-3 Agent Store service properties under Network Services folder
Property name

Description

Build Date

Displays the date on which the Agent Store
service was created.

INI File

Displays the directory containing the
jpcns.ini file.

Service folder: Stores information about the service. The properties in this
folder cannot be changed. The following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-4 Agent Store service properties under Network Services ->
Service folder
Property name
Description

Description
Displays the host name.
For multi-instance Agents, host names are
displayed in the following format:
instance-name_host-name

Local Service Name

Displays the service ID.

Remote Service Name

Displays the service ID of the Master
Manager service on the connection-target
Tuning Manager server host.

EP Service Name

Displays the service ID of the Correlator
service on the same host.

Retention folder: Specifies the data retention period when the version of the
Store database is 1.0. The following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-5 Agent Store service properties under Retention folder
Property name
Product Interval Minute Drawer

Description
Specifies the retention period for per-minute records of the PI
record type. Select one of the following values:
•

Minute

•

Hour

•

Day

•

2 Days
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Property name

Product Interval Hour Drawer

Product Interval Day Drawer

Product Interval Week Drawer

Product Interval Month Drawer

Product Interval Year Drawer

D-4

Description
•

3 Days

•

4 Days

•

5 Days

•

6 Days

•

Week

•

Month

•

Year

Specifies the retention period for hourly records of the PI record
type. Select one of the following values:
•

Hour

•

Day

•

2 Days

•

3 Days

•

4 Days

•

5 Days

•

6 Days

•

Week

•

Month

•

Year

Specifies the retention period for daily records of the PI record type.
Select one of the following values:
•

Day

•

2 Days

•

3 Days

•

4 Days

•

5 Days

•

6 Days

•

Week

•

Month

•

Year

Specifies the retention period for weekly records of the PI record
type. Select one of the following values:
•

Week

•

Month

•

Year

Specifies the retention period for monthly records of the PI record
type. Select one of the following values:
•

Month

•

Year

Specifies the retention period for yearly records of the PI record
type. The value is fixed as Year.
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Property name
Product Detail record-ID-of-PDrecord-type1

Description
Specifies the number of records to save, for records of the PD
record type. The value must be an integer in the range from 0 to
2,147,483,647.
Note that an error message appears if the specified value is outside
the specifiable range or is not a number.

Product Log MESS

Specifies the number of records to save, for the Log Messages
(PL_MESS) record. The value must be an integer in the range from
0 to 2,147,483,647.
Only Agent for Platform (UNIX) supports this property.
Note that an error message appears if the specified value is outside
the specifiable range or is not a number.

Note 1:
For details about the record ID of each record, see the chapter that
describes records in the following manuals.
•

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

•

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

RetentionEx folder and sub-folders: Specifies the data retention period
when the version of the Store database is 2.0. The following table describes
the folder properties:

Table D-6 Agent Store service properties under RetentionEx folder and
sub-folders
Folder name
Product Interval record-ID-of-PIrecord-type

Property name

Description

--

Specifies the retention period for
records of the PI record type.

Period - Minute Drawer
(Day)

Specifies the performance data
retention period for records of the PI
record type per minute. A value
from 0 to 366 can be specified for
the number of days, on a daily
basis.

Period - Hour Drawer (Day)

Specifies the performance data
retention period for records of the PI
record type per hour. A value from 0
to 366 can be specified for the
number of days, on a daily basis.

Period - Day Drawer (Week)

Specifies the performance data
retention period for records of the PI
record type per day. A value from 0
to 522 can be specified for the
number of weeks, on a weekly basis.

Period - Week Drawer
(Week)

Specifies the performance data
retention period for records of the PI
record type per week. A value from
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Folder name

Property name

Description
0 to 522 can be specified for the
number weeks, on a weekly basis.

Product Detail record-ID-of-

Period - Month Drawer
(Month)

Specifies the performance data
retention period for records of the PI
record type per month. A value from
1 to 120 can be specified for the
number of months, on a monthly
basis.

Period - Year Drawer (Year)

Displays the fixed value 10 for all
records of the PI record type. Note
that there is no limitations for
retention periods for yearly
performance data even though 10 is
displayed.

Period (Day)

Specifies the performance data
retention period for records of the
PD record type. A value from 0 to
366 can be specified for the number
of days, on a daily basis.

PD-record-type

Drive Usage folder: This folder contains information for drive capacity used
by each database. The values in this folder are those current at the time the
properties are displayed. The properties in this folder cannot be changed. The
following table describes the folder properties:

Table D-7 Agent Store service properties under Drive Usage folder
Property

Description

Product Interval

Displays the drive capacity used by the
records of the PI record type

Product Detail

Displays the drive capacity used by the
records of the PD record type

Product Alarm

Displays the drive capacity used by the
records of the PA record type. Agents do
not support this property.

Product Log

Displays the drive capacity used by the
records of the PL record type. Only Agent
for Platform (UNIX) supports this property.

Total Disk Usage

Displays the total drive capacity used by
the entire database.

Table D-8 Agent Store database properties under Configurations folder
Property name
Store Version

D-6

Description
Displays the type of the Performance
database. For Hybrid Store, ExtendedDB is
displayed.
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Property name

Description
When the version of the Store database is
1.0, 1.0 is displayed.
When the version of the Store database is
2.0, 2.0 is displayed.

Agent Collector service properties
The following sections describe the Agent Collector service properties.

Agent Collector service properties common to all Agents
The following table lists the properties of the Agent Collector service common
to all Agents. Some of the properties listed in the table exist for the Collection
Manager services and the Action Handler service.
You can view the registration date information from the following properties:
First Registration Date: Displays the date and time on which the service
was first recognized by the Tuning Manager server.
Last Registration Date: Displays the date and time on which the service
was last recognized by the Tuning Manager server.
Data Model Version: Displays the version of the data model.
General folder: Stores information such as the host name and directories.
The properties in this folder cannot be changed. The following table describes
the folder properties.

Table D-9 Agent Collector service properties under General folder
Property

Description

Directory

Displays the name of the current directory
where the service runs.

Host Name

Displays the name of the physical host on
which the service runs.

Process ID

Displays the process ID of the service.

Physical Address IPv4

Displays the IPv4 address of the host in
which the service operates.

Physical Address IPv6

Displays the IPv6 address of the host in
which the service operates.

Port Number

Displays the port number of the host in
which the service operates.

User Name

Displays the name of the user who
executed the service process.

Time Zone

Displays the time zone used by the service.
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System folder: Stores information about the operating system under which
the service runs. The properties in this folder cannot be changed. The
following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-10 Agent Collector service properties under System folder
Property

Description

CPU Type

Displays the CPU type.

Hardware ID

Displays the hardware ID.

OS Type

Displays the type of operating system.

OS Name

Displays the name of the operating system.

OS Version

Displays the version of the operating
system.

Network Services folder: Stores information about the common libraries for
Tuning Manager series communication. The properties in this folder cannot be
changed. The following table describes the folder properties:

Table D-11 Agent Collector service properties under Network Services
folder
Property

Description

Build Date

Displays the date on which the Agent
Collector service was created.

INI File

Displays the directory containing the
jpcns.ini file.

Services folder: Stores information about the service. The properties in this
folder cannot be changed. The following table describes the properties.

Table D-12 Agent Collector service properties under Network Services ->
Services folder
Property
Description

Description
Displays the host name.
For multi-instance Agents, host names are
displayed in the following format:
instance-name_host-name

D-8

Local Service Name

Displays the service ID.

Remote Service Name

Displays the service ID of the Agent Store
service to which the Agent Collector service
connects.

EP Service Name

Displays the service ID of the Correlator
existing on the same host.

AH Service Name

Displays the service ID of the Action
Handler service on the same host.
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JP1 Event Configurations folder: Contains reserved properties that cannot
be changed. The following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-13 Agent Collector service properties under JP1 Event
Configurations folder
Property

Description

service-name

Reserved property that cannot be changed.

JP1 Event Send Host

Reserved property that cannot be changed.

Monitoring Console Host

Reserved property that cannot be changed.

Monitoring Console Port

Reserved property that cannot be changed.

Table D-14 Agent Collector service properties under JP1 Event
Configurations -> Alarm folder
Property
JP1 Event Mode

Description
Reserved property that cannot be changed.

Detail Records folder: Stores the properties of the record of the PD record
type. The record ID of the collected record is shown in bold type. The
following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-15 Agent Collector service properties under Detail Records ->
record-ID folder
Property

Description

Description

Displays a description of the record. This property cannot
be changed.

Log

Selects Yes or No from a list to specify whether to save
the record to the Store database. The record is saved
when this value is Yes and the value of Collection Interval
is greater than zero.

Collection Interval

Displays the performance data collection interval. The
value is in seconds. The recommended value is the default
value. To change the value, specify a value that is defined
for each record. If you specify a value other than the
defined value, performance data might not be stored
correctly.

Collection Offset

Specifies the offset value to apply before the first
collection cycle. The value is in seconds, and can be from
0 to 32,767, but must be within the range of the value
specified in Collection Interval.

LOGIF

Specifies conditions for saving the record to the database.
Only records that satisfy the conditions are saved. This
property shows the conditional expression (character
string) specified in the LOGIF Expression Editor window.
You can open this window by clicking the Services link in
the Performance Reporter main window, and then click

Agent service properties
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Property

Description
LOGIF in the bottom frame of the Properties pane in the
service property window.

Sync Collection With

Displays the record that has been specified to synchronize
collection of performance data. The specified record
appears in the following format:
record-type, record-ID
Example: Interval Records, PI
This property cannot be changed.

Note 1:
Record IDs excluding database IDs are displayed as folder names. For
details about the record ID of each record, see the chapter that describes
records in the following manuals:
¢

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

Interval Records folder: Stores the properties of the record of the PI record
type. The record ID of the collected record is shown in bold type. The
following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-16 Agent Collector service properties under Interval Records ->
record ID folder
Property
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Description

Description

Displays a description of the record. This property cannot be
changed.

Log

Selects Yes or No from a list to specify whether to save the
record to the Store database. The record is saved when this
value is Yes and the value of Collection Interval is greater than
zero.

Collection Interval

Specifies the data collection interval. A value in the range from 0
to 2,147,483,647 seconds can be specified in 1-second
increments. If 0 is specified, the collection interval is 0 and no
data is collected.

Collection Offset

Specifies the offset value to apply before the first collection
cycle. The value is in seconds, and can be from 0 to 32,767, but
must be within the range of the value specified in Collection
Interval.

LOGIF

Specifies conditions for saving the record to the database. Only
records that satisfy the conditions are saved. This property
shows the conditional expression (character string) specified in
the LOGIF Expression Editor window. You can open this window
by clicking the Services link in the Performance Reporter main
window, and then LOGIF in the bottom frame of the Properties
pane in the service property window.

Agent service properties
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Property
Sync Collection With

Description
Displays the record that has been specified to synchronize
collection of performance data. The specified record appears in
the following format:
record-type, record-ID
Example: Interval Records, PI_LDS
This property cannot be changed.

Log Records folder: Stores the properties of the record of the PL record
type. The record ID of the collected record is shown in bold type. Only Agent
for Platform (UNIX) uses this property because other Agents do not support
records of the PL record type. The following table describes the

Table D-17 Agent Collector service properties under Log Records ->
record-ID folder
Property

Description

Description

Displays a description of the record. This property cannot be
changed.

Log

Selects Yes or No from a list to specify whether to save the
record to the Store database. The record is saved when this
value is Yes and the value of Collection Interval is greater than
zero.

Collection Interval

Specifies the data collection interval. A value in the range from 0
to 2,147,483,647 seconds can be specified in 1-second
increments. If 0 is specified, the collection interval is 0 and no
data is collected.

Collection Offset

Specifies the offset value to apply before the first collection
cycle. The value is in seconds, and can be from 0 to 32,767, but
must be less than the value specified in Collection Interval. The
recording time of the collected data is the same as Collection
Interval regardless of the value of this property.

LOGIF

Specifies conditions for saving the record to the database. Only
records that satisfy the conditions are saved. This property
shows the conditional expression (character string) specified in
the LOGIF Expression Editor window. You can open this window
by clicking the Services link in the Performance Reporter main
window, and then LOGIF in the bottom frame of the Properties
pane in the service property window.

Note 1:
Record IDs excluding database IDs are displayed as folder names. For
details about the record ID of each record, see the chapter that describes
records in the following manuals:
¢

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference

¢

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference

Agent service properties
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Restart Configurations folder: Specifies conditions for the service
automatic restart function. This property can be specified for Tuning Manager
server v6.0 or later. For details on the automatic restart function, see
Chapter 12, Detecting problems within the Tuning Manager series on page
12-1.

Table D-18 Agent Collector service properties under Restart
Configurations folder
Property name
Restart when Abnormal Status

Description
Specifies whether to restart services
automatically when the Status Server
service is unable to collect status
information of the Action Handler, Agent
Collector, or Agent Store service. The
specified value is applied to all of the above
services. The default value is Yes.
Yes: Starts the services.
No: Does not start the services.

Restart when Single Service Running

Specifies whether to restart services
automatically when either Agent Store
service or Agent Collector service is
running. The specified value is applied to all
services on the host. The default value is
No.
Yes: Starts the services.
No: Does not start the services.

Table D-19 Agent Collector service properties under Restart
Configurations -> Action Handler folder
Property name
Auto Restart

Description
Specifies whether to enable the automatic restart function
for the Action Handler service. The default value is No.
Yes: Uses the automatic restart function.
No: Does not use the automatic restart function.

Auto Restart - Interval
(Minute)

Specifies the interval in minutes to check the service status
when the automatic restart function is enabled. The value
must be an integer in the range from 1 to 1440. The default
value is 10 (minutes).

Auto Restart - Repeat Limit Specifies the number of retries to restart the service
successively when the automatic restart function is enabled.
The value must be an integer in the range from 1 to 10.
The default value is 5 (times).
Scheduled Restart

Specifies whether to enable the scheduled restart function
for the Action Handler service. The default value is No.
Yes: Uses the scheduled restart function.
No: Does not use the scheduled restart function.
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Property name

Description

Scheduled Restart Interval

Specifies the interval to restart the service when the
scheduled restart function is enabled. The value must be an
integer in the range from 1 to 1,000. The default value is 1.
To specify the unit, use the Scheduled Restart - Interval
Unit property.

Scheduled Restart Interval Unit

Specifies the time unit of interval to restart the service
when the scheduled restart function is enabled. The value
must be one of Month, Week, Day, or Hour. The default
value is Month.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Year

Specifies the year as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from
1971 to 20351. The default value is the current year2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Month

Specifies the month as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 1
to 121. The default value is the current month.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Day

Specifies the date as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 1
to 311. The default value is the current date2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Hour

Specifies the hour as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 0
to 231. The default value is the current hour2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Minute

Specifies the minute as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 0
to 591. The default value is the current minute2.

Note 1:
If a nonexistent date (for example, 2007/2/30) is specified, the date is
assumed to be the last day of the month.
Note 2:
The time when you display the property is displayed using the local time
of the host on which the relevant service is running.
Note 3:
When the Tuning Manager server collects data from Agents, the
properties of the Agent Collector service must be specified according to
the restrictions of the Tuning Manager server. For details about the
restrictions of the Tuning Manager server, see the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.
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Table D-20 Agent Collector service properties under Restart
Configurations -> Agent Collector folder
Property name
Auto Restart

Description
Specifies whether to enable the automatic restart function
for the Agent Collector service. The default value is No.
Yes: Uses the automatic restart function.
No: Does not use the automatic restart function.

Auto Restart - Interval
(Minute)

Specifies the interval in minutes to check the service status
when the automatic restart function is enabled. The value
must be an integer in the range from 1 to 1440. The default
value is 10 (minutes).

Auto Restart - Repeat Limit Specifies the number of retries to restart the service
successively when the automatic restart function is enabled.
The value must be an integer in the range from 1 to 10.
The default is 5 (times).
Scheduled Restart

Specifies whether to enable the scheduled restart function
for the Agent Collector service. The default value is No.
Yes: Uses the scheduled restart function.
No: Does not use the scheduled restart function.
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Scheduled Restart Interval

Specifies the interval to restart the service when the
scheduled restart function is enabled. The value must be an
integer in the range from 1 to 1,000. The default value is 1.
To specify the unit, use the Scheduled Restart - Interval
Unit property.

Scheduled Restart Interval Unit

Specifies the time unit of interval to restart the service
when the scheduled restart function is enabled. The value
must be one of Month, Week, Day, or Hour. The default
value is Month.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Year

Specifies the year as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from
1971 to 20351. The default value is the current year2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Month

Specifies the month as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 1
to 121. The default is the current month2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Day

Specifies the date as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 1
to 311. The default is the current date2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Hour

Specifies the hour as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 0
to 231. The default is the current hour2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Minute

Specifies the minute as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is

Agent service properties
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Property name

Description
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 0
to 591. The default is the current minute2.

Note 1:
If a nonexistent date (for example, 2007/2/30) is specified, the date is
assumed to be the last day of the month.
Note 2:
The time when you display the property is displayed using the local time
of the host on which the relevant service is running.
Note 3:
When the Tuning Manager server collects data from Agents, the
properties of the Agent Collector service must be specified according to
the restrictions of the Tuning Manager server. For details about the
restrictions of the Tuning Manager server, see the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

Table D-21 Agent Collector service properties under Restart
Configurations -> Agent Store folder
Property name
Auto Restart

Description
Specifies whether to enable the automatic restart function
for the Agent Store service. The default value is No.
Yes: Uses the automatic restart function.
No: Does not use the automatic restart function.

Auto Restart - Interval
(Minute)

Specifies the interval in minutes to check service statuses
when the automatic restart function is enabled. The value
must be an integer in the range from 1 to 1440. The default
value is 10 (minutes).

Auto Restart - Repeat Limit Specifies the number of retries to restart services
successively when the automatic restart function is enabled.
The value must be an integer in the range from 1 to 10.
The default value is 5 (times).
Scheduled Restart

Specifies whether to enable the scheduled restart function
for the Agent Store service. The default value is No.
Yes: Uses the scheduled restart function.
No: Does not use the scheduled restart function.

Scheduled Restart Interval

Specifies the interval to restart the service when the
scheduled restart function is enabled. The value must be an
integer in the range from 1 to 1,000. The default value is 1.
To specify the unit, use the Scheduled Restart - Interval
property.

Scheduled Restart Interval Unit

Specifies the interval unit of time to restart the service
when the scheduled restart function is enabled. The value
must be one of Month, Week, Day, or Hour. The default
value is Month.
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Property name

Description

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Year

Specifies the year as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from
1971 to 20351. The default value is the current year2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Month

Specifies the month as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 1
to 121. The default value is the current month2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Day

Specifies the date as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 1
to 31. The default is the current date.2

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Hour

Specifies the hour as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 0
to 231. The default is the current hour2.

Scheduled Restart - Origin
- Minute

Specifies the minute as the starting point of the interval to
restart the service when the scheduled restart function is
enabled. The value must be an integer in the range from 0
to 591. The default is the current minute2.

Agent Configuration folder: Stores the configuration properties specific to
each Agent. For details, see Agent Collector service properties specific to each
Agent on page D-18.
API Data Management folder: If you are using the Store database and the
API is enabled, you can set the following properties.

Table D-22 Agent Collector service Properties under API Data
Management -> PI-record-type-record-name setting folder
Property name
API Data Log

API Data Retention - raw
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Description
Specify whether to output to the date file
managed by the Agent on which Tuning
Manager API is enabled.
•

The default value is Yes.

•

Specify Yes to enable output to the
performance data file.

•

Specify No to disable output to the
performance data file.

Specify the retention time (in hours) for nonaggregated data in the data file managed by
the Agent on which the Tuning Manager API
is enabled.
•

The default value is 48 (hours).

•

You can specify an integer from 1 to
439,200.
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API Data Management folder: If you are using the Store database and the
API is enabled, you can set the following properties.

Table D-23 Agent Collector service Properties under API Data
Management -> PD-record-type-record-name setting folder
Property name
API Data Log

API Data Retention - raw

Description
Specify whether to output to the date file
managed by the Agent on which Tuning
Manager API is enabled.
•

The default value is Yes.

•

Specify Yes to enable output to the
performance data file.

•

Specify No to disable output to the
performance data file.

Specify the retention time (in hours) for nonaggregated data in the data file managed by
the Agent on which the Tuning Manager API
is enabled.
•

The default value is 48 (hours).

•

You can specify an integer from 1 to
439,200.

DB Data Management folder: If you are using Hybrid Store, you can set the
following properties.

Table D-24 Agent Collector service Properties under DB Data Management
-> PI-record-type-record-name setting folder
Property Name
Retention - raw

Description
Sets the number of hours for which to retain raw data
in Hybrid Store.
You can specify an integer from 1 to 439,200.

Retention - hourly

Sets the retention period for hourly summary data in
Hybrid Store.
You can specify an integer from 1 to 439,200.

Retention -daily

Sets the retention period for daily summary data in
Hybrid Store.
You can specify an integer from 1 to 36,600.

Retention-weekly

Sets the retention period for weekly summary data in
Hybrid Store.
You can specify an integer from 1 to 5,300.

Retention - monthly

Sets the retention period for monthly summary data
in Hybrid Store.
You can specify an integer from 1 to 12,000.

Retention - yearly

Sets the retention period for yearly summary data in
Hybrid Store.
You can specify an integer from 1 to 1,000.
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DB Data Management folder: If you are using Hybrid Store, you can set the
following properties.

Table D-25 Agent Collector service Properties under DB Data Management
-> PD-record-type-record-name setting folder
Property name
Retention

Description
Sets the number of hours for which to retain raw data
in Hybrid Store.
You can specify an integer from 1 to 439,200.

Note 1:
If a nonexistent date (for example, 2007/2/30) is specified, the date is
assumed to be the last day of the month.
Note 2:
The time when you display the property is displayed using the local time
of the host on which the relevant service is running.
Note 3:
When the Tuning Manager server collects data from Agents, the
properties of the Agent Collector service must be specified according to
the restrictions of the Tuning Manager server. For details about the
restrictions of the Tuning Manager server, see the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

Agent Collector service properties specific to each Agent
The following tables list and describe the properties of the Agent Collector
service specific to each Agent. Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server does not
have the specific properties of the Agent Collector service.
Agent folder: Displays an overview of the Agent Collector service. The
following table describes the folder properties.

Table D-26 Agent Collector service Properties under Agent Configuration > Agent folder (specific to Agent for RAID)
Property name

Description

Product

Displays the product ID, D.

Instance

Displays the instance name specified by the jpcinssetup
command. This property cannot be changed.

DKC_TYPE

Displays characters that indicate the model name of the storage
system being monitored. This property cannot be changed.
•

AMS/HUS100
Appears when the monitored storage system is the Hitachi
HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series

•

USP/USP V/VSP/VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600/HUS VM
Appears when the monitored storage system is the Universal
Storage Platform V/VM series, Hitachi USP, Virtual Storage
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Property name

Description
Platform, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform G200, G400, G600, and Hitachi Unified
Storage VM

CMDDEV

Displays the file path of the command device that is disclosed by
the monitored storage system. This property is displayed only when
the DKC_TYPE property is USP/USP V/VSP/VSP G1000/VSP G200,
G400, G600/HUS VM . This property cannot be changed.

UNASSIGN_VOL

Among logical devices for which the emulation type for open
systems is specified, displays characters that indicate whether the
logical device that is not mapped to a port is displayed or not. This
property is displayed only when the DKC_TYPE property is USP/USP
V/VSP/VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600/HUS VM. This property
cannot be changed.

MF_VOL

Among logical devices for which the emulation type for mainframe
systems is specified, displays characters that indicate whether the
logical device that is not mapped to a port is displayed or not. This
property is displayed only when the DKC_TYPE property is USP/USP
V/VSP/VSP G1000/VSP G200, G400, G600/HUS VM. This property
cannot be changed.

IP_CTL0

Displays the IP address or host name assigned to controller 0 of the
monitored storage system. This property is displayed only when the
DKC_TYPE property is AMS/HUS. This property cannot be changed.

IP_CTL1

Displays the IP address or host name assigned to controller 1 of the
monitored storage system. This property is displayed only when the
DKC_TYPE property is AMS/HUS. This property cannot be changed.

UNITNAME

Displays the unit name of the monitored storage system. This
property is displayed only when the DKC_TYPE property is AMS/
HUS. This property cannot be changed.

USER2

Displays the login ID required to log in to the monitored storage
system. This property is displayed only when the DKC_TYPE
property is AMS/HUS. This property cannot be changed.

Table D-27 Properties of the Agent Collector service (specific to Agent for
Platform (Windows))
Folder name

Property name

Description

Agent Configuration

User Defined
Record
DataMaxCount

Stores the property that defines the
maximum number of user records
that can be collected.

Application
Monitoring
Setting

N/A

Displays the name of the
instancethat has been added for
monitoring.

Process[01-15]
Kind2

Displays the process type:

instancename1

•

None: No process is specified.

•

Service Name: See the value of
the Service Name field of the
Service Process Detail (PD_SVC)
record.
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Folder name

Property name

Description
•

ADD OR DELETE A SETTING

User
Command
Setting

User-recordname3

Command line: Command Line:
See the value of the Program
field of the Process Detail (PD)
record.

Process[01-15]
Range2

Specifies the upper and lower limitsof
the number of processes. Insert a
hyphen (-) between the limits (for
example, 1-2). If you specify a single
integer without specifying a hyphen,
the minimum and maximum
thresholds will be the same value.
For example, if you specify 10,
thresholds 10-10 are specified. A
value in the range from 0 to 65535
can be specified.

ADD AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING
SETTING

Specifies the name of the instance to
be added for monitoring

DELETE AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING
SETTING

Selects the name of the instance,
which is used for monitoring, to be
deleted. Specify None if you do not
want to delete the instance.

Execute

This property is used for a reserved
record, and cannot be changed.

UserCommand

This property is used for a reserved
record, and cannot be changed.

Note 1:
For the folder name, the instance name specified in the ADD AN
APPLICATION MONITORING SETTING property is displayed. For details
about how to specify the instance name, see Specifying the user defined
record settings on page 9-22.
Note 2:
For Process[01-15] Kind, Process[01-15] Name, and Process[01-15]
Range, a value in the range from 01 to 15 appears in place of [01-15] in
each property name. For example, the property items that are actually
displayed will be Process01 Kind, Process07 Name, and Process15
Range.
Note 3:
For the folder name, PD_UPD, PD_UPDB, PI_UPI, or PI_UPIB is
displayed.
Note 4:
The application name specified for ADD AN APPLICATION MONITORING
SETTING property of Advanced application monitoring-ADDITION OR
DELETION A SETTING is displayed as a folder name.
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Table D-28 Properties of the Agent Collector service (specific to Agent for
Platform (UNIX))
Folder name
Application
Monitoring
Setting

Property name

Description

instancename1

ADD OR
DELETE A
SETTING
User
Command
Setting

User-recordname3

Advanced application
monitoring

N/A

Set for gathering process keep alive
information

Advanced
application
monitoring

Case Sensitive

Specify if comparing to monitoring
condition is performed case sensitive
or not.

Advanced
application
monitoring

Application
monitoring
setting

•

YES: Case sensitive

•

NO: Ignore case

Application
monitoring
Setting Application
name4

N/A

Specify the name of the application
added

Application
monitoring
Setting Application
name4

Monitoring
[01-15] Label5

Specify a name to identify monitoring
condition within 31 bytes. Monitoring
[01-15] is set by default. The value
specified for this property must be
unique.

Monitoring
[01-15] Field5

Specify a field to be monitored.

ADD OR
DELETE A
SETTING

•

none: Not specified

•

Program name: See Program
name field of PD_APS record

•

Command line: See Command
Line field of PD_APS record

Monitoring
[01-15]
Condition5

Specify a monitoring condition within
127 bytes. Field is blank by default.

Monitoring
[01-15] Range5

Specify a lower threshold number
and an upper threshold number
separated with a hyphen (-).

ADD AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING
SETTING

Specify the application name (63
byte limit). Value must be unique.

DELETE AN
APPLICATION

Specify the application name (63
byte limit). Value must be unique.
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Folder name

Property name

Description

MONITORING
SETTING
Agent Configuration

-

Stores the properties that are unique
for setting Agent for Platform.

ALL Zone
Collection for
Process1

Select whether the process
information to be collected is to be
limited to the Global Zone.

ALL WPAR
Collection for
Process3

•

Yes: Collect process information
of the Global Zone and NonGlobal Zone.

•

No: Collect process information
of the Global Zone only.

Select whether the process
information to be collected is to be
limited to the global environment.
•

Yes: Collect Process information
of the global environment and
WPAR environment.

•

No: Collect process informattion
of the global environment only.

Note 1:
This property is displayed in Solaris only.
Note 2:
This property is not displayed in Linux.
Note 3:
This property is displayed in AIX v6.1.0 only.
Note 4:
For the folder name, the instance name specified in the ADD AN
APPLICATION MONITORING SETTING property is displayed. For details
about how to specify the instance name, see Specifying the user defined
record settings on page 9-22.
Note 5:
For Process[01-15] Kind, Process[01-15] Name, and Process[01-15]
Range, a value in the range from 01 to 15 appears in place of [01-15] in
each property name. For example, the property items that are actually
displayed will be Process01 Kind, Process07 Name, and Process15
Range.
Note 6:
For the folder name, PD_UPD, PD_UPDB, PI_UPI, or PI_UPIB is
displayed.
Note 7:
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The application name specified for ADD AN APPLICATION MONITORING
SETTING property of Advanced application monitoring-ADDITION OR
DELETION A SETTING is displayed as a folder name.
Configuration folder: Displays the instance information of Agent for SAN
Switch. The properties stored in this folder cannot be changed. The following
table describes the folder properties.

Table D-29 Agent Collector service properties under Agent Configuration > Agent folder (specific to Agent for SAN Switch)
Property name

Description

Product

Displays the product ID, W.

Instance

Displays the instance name specified by the jpcinssetup
command.

Connection Destination

Displays the vendor name specified during the instance
setup. Brocade (Network Advisor SMI Agent/DCFM
SMI Agent), Brocade (SMI Agent for FOS), Brocade
(SMI Agent for EOS), Cisco (Seed Switch)<Update
Only>, or Cisco (DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent) is displayed.

Fabric

Displays the fabric name specified during the instance
setup.

IP Address

Displays the IP address specified during the instance setup
for the Network Advisor SMI Agent, DCFM SMI Agent,
proxy switch, DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent, or Seed Switch.

Login ID

Displays the login ID used to access the Network Advisor
SMI Agent, DCFM SMI Agent, Proxy Switch, DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent, or Seed Switch. The ID is specified during
the instance setup.

Target Switch WWN

Displays the monitored fabric’s WWN specified during the
instance setup.

SMI Agent IP Address

Displays the SMI Agent for FOS IP address specified during
the instance setup.

Secure Communication

Displays "Y" or "N" depending on the specification set
during the instance setup.

Port Number

Displays the port number specified during the instance
setup for Network Advisor SMI Agent, DCFM SMI Agent,
SMI Agent for FOS.

SMI-A user

Displays the user ID specified during the instance setup
used to access the SMI Agent.

Configuration folder: Displays the instance information of Agent for NAS.
The properties stored in this folder cannot be changed. The following table
describes the folder properties.
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Table D-30 Agent Collector service properties under Agent Configuration > Agent folder (specific to Agent for NAS)
Property name

Description

Product

Displays the product ID, N.

Instance

Displays the instance name of Agent for NAS.

Data Model Version

Displays the version of the data model.

Destination Address

Displays the IP address used to access the monitored NAS
system.

Port Number

Displays the port number used to access the monitored NAS
system.

Detour Address

Displays the IP address of the detour address used to access
the monitored NAS system.

Detour Port Number

Displays the port number of the detour address used to access
the monitored NAS system.

NAS Type

Displays the monitoring target NAS system.

SMU IP Address

Displays the IP address that is used to connect to the
monitoring target NAS system.

user ID

Displays the user ID that is used to connect to the monitoring
target NAS system.

Agent folder: Displays an overview of the Agent Collector service. The
properties stored in this folder cannot be changed. The following table
describes the folder properties.

Table D-31 Agent Collector service properties under Agent Configuration > Agent folder (specific to Agent for Oracle)
Property name

Description

Product

Displays the product ID, O.

Instance

Displays the instance name specified by the
jpcinssetup command.

Description

Displays the description of the service.

Version

Displays the version of the Oracle database
that is being monitored.

jpcOcollect folder: Displays the properties of the data collection program of
the Agent Collector service. The following table describes the folder
properties.
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Table D-32 Agent Collector service properties under Agent Configuration > jpcOcollect folder (specific to Agent for Oracle)
Property name
ORACLE_HOME

Description
Displays the value of oracle_home specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

ORACLE_SID

Displays the value of oracle_sid specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

USER

Displays the value of oracle_user specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

HOST

Displays the name of the physical host on which the
monitored Oracle database is installed.
This property cannot be changed.

SQLNET

Displays Y (connect) or N (do not connect) to indicate
whether the Oracle database is to be connected via
SQL*NET.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

CONNECT_DESCRIPTOR

Displays the alias to be used when the Oracle database is
to be connected via SQL*NET (when Y is displayed in the
SQLNET property).
This property indicates the value that was specified for
the net_service_name property when an instance
environment was set.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

NUMBER_EXTENTS

Displays the threshold value for the Overextended
(OVEREXTENDED) field for the following records:
•

Database (PD_PDDB)

•

Database Interval (PI_PIDB)

•

Segment Detail (PD_PDSM)

•

Tablespace Fragmentation (PD_PDTF)

This property cannot be changed.
PCT_MAX_EXTENTS

Displays the threshold value for the High Max Extents
(HIGH_MAX_EXTENTS) field for the following records:
•

Database (PD_PDDB)

•

Database Interval (PI_PIDB)

•

Tablespace Fragmentation (PD_PDTF)

This property cannot be changed.
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Property name
TOPN_SQL

Description
Specifies the maximum number of SQL statements to be
displayed when they are displayed in descending order
(largest values first) of the values in the Disk Reads/Exec
fields or Logical Reads/Exec fields, which are in the SQL
Text - Performance Bases (PD_PDES) records.
This property cannot be changed.

LOGICAL_READS_PER_EXECU Displays the threshold value for the number of logical
TION
read operations executed by SQL statements that is
stored in the SQL Text - Performance Based (PD_PDES)
record. Agent for Oracle collects performance data only
on SQL statements for which the value of the Logical
Reads/Exec field is greater than this threshold value.
This property cannot be changed.
DISK_READS_PER_EXECUTIO Displays the threshold value for the number of disk read
N
operations executed by SQL statements that is stored in
the SQL Text - Performance Based (PD_PDES) record.
Agent for Oracle collects performance data only on SQL
statements for which the value of the Disk Reads/Exec
field is greater than this threshold value.
This property cannot be changed.
LISTENER_HOME

Displays the value of listener_home specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

LISTENER_NAME

Displays the value of listener_name specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

RETRY_TIME

Displays the number of seconds that reconnection is
attempted when an authentication error occurs while
connection is being established with the Oracle database.
In UNIX, the value is always set to 0.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

LOG_PATH

Displays the value of log_path specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

LOG_SIZE

Displays the value of log_size specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

TIMEOUT

Displays the value of timeout specified when the
instance environment was created.
If this property is updated with a value of 1 to 9
specified, the change will not be reflected.
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Property name

Description
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

SQL_OPTION

Displays the value of sql_option specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

NUMERIC_10

Displays the value of numeric_10 specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

STARTUP_ALWAYS

Displays the value of startup_always specified when the
instance environment was created.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

LOCALTEMP_OPTION

Displays the value of localtemp_option specified when
the instance environment was created. This property can
be changed. To apply the updated values, restart the
Agent Collector service.

NLS_LANG

Displays the value of nls_lang property specified during
instance environment setup. This property cannot be
changed.
This property is available in Oracle Linux, and RHEL 6 or
later.

UNDOSPACE_OPTION

Displays the value of undospace_option property
specified during instance environment setup.
This property can be changed. To apply the updated
values, restart the Agent Collector service.

Table D-33 Properties of the Agent Collector service under Agent
Configuration folder (specific to Agent for Microsoft SQL Server)
Property name

Description

Product

Displays the product ID, Q.

Instance

Displays the instance name of the monitored Microsoft SQL Server,
which was specified by using the jpcinssetup command (If the
default settings are used for the instance environment, default is
displayed).

SQL_Host

Displays the name of the host on which the monitored Microsoft
SQL Server is running.

User

Displays the user name that is used to log in to the monitored
Microsoft SQL Server (The user name is encrypted when it is stored
in the jpcagt.ini file). When Windows authentication is used, the
user name will not be displayed.

Errorlog

Displays the name of the error log file of the monitored Microsoft
SQL Server instance, which was specified by using the jpcinssetup
command. The file name is displayed in a full path format.
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Property name
Timeout

Description
Displays the timeout value (in seconds) for queries to the database,
which was specified by using the jpcinssetup command. The
default value is 60. To change this property, specify from 1 to 3600.
This property can be changed.1

STARTUP_PENDIN
G

Displays the pending time (in seconds), from when Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server had started until it transferred to normal
operation, which was specified by using the jpcinssetup command.
The default value is 0. Pending is not performed when 0 is specified.
To change this property, specify from 1 to 3600.
This property can be changed.1

LOG_PATH

Displays the output folder for agent log files, which was specified by
using the jpcinssetup command.
This property can be changed.1

LOG_SIZE

Displays the maximum size (in MB) of an agent log file, which was
specified by using the jpcinssetup command. The default value is
16. To change this property, specify from 1 to 32.
This property can be changed.1

LOGIN_TIMEOUT

Displays the timeout value (in seconds) for connecting to the
database, which was specified by using the jpcinssetup command.
The default value is 20. To change this property, specify from 1 to
3600.
This property can be changed.1

TOPN_SQL

This property is used for a reserved record, and cannot be changed.

DISK_READS_PER
_EXECUTION

This property is used for a reserved record, and cannot be changed.

DB_FREE_PERC_O
PTION

Specifies the operation to be performed if the value of the Free %
field of the Database Space Detail (PD_DS) record is negative.
This property can be changed.1

DB_FREE_PERC_N
UMBER

Specifies a value to replace with the value of the Free% field of the
Database Space Detail (PD_DS) record if the value is negative. This
property is valid if Y is specified for the DB_FREE_PERC_OPTION
property.
This property can be changed.1

Note 1:
To reflect updated values, restart the Agent Collector service.

Table D-34 Properties of the Agent Collector service (specific to Agent for
DB2)
Folder name
Agent
Configuratio
n
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Agent

Property name

Description

N/A

Displays an overview of the Agent
Collector service.

Product

Displays the product ID, R.
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Folder name

Target

Property name

Description

Instance

Displays the instance name specified
by using the jpcinssetup command.

N/A

Displays the information about the
DB2 instance.

DB2_INSTANCE

Displays the name of the DB2
instance.

DB2_NODE

Displays the name of the DB2 node.

DB2_NAME

Displays the name of the DB2
database.

DB2_USER

Displays the name of the user who
has privileges of SYSADM, SYSCTRL,
or SYSMAINT, and is able to access
the DB2 database.

ATTACH_RETRY

Displays the number of retries to
connect the DB2 instance.

ATTACH_WAITTIM
E

Displays the interval of retries to
connect the DB2 instance.

DB2_ACTIVATE

Displays whether to activate DB2.

DB2_DIR1

Displays the DB2 installation path.

Note 1:
This property is displayed in AIX only.

Table D-35 Agent Collector service properties under Agent configuration > Agent folder (specific to Agent for EAP)
Folder name
Target

Destination

Properties

Description

--

An overview of the
monitoring target SAP
system is displayed.
Properties in this directory
cannot be changed.

SID

Displays the ID of the
monitoring target SAP
system.

SERVER

Displays the name of the
monitoring target SAP
instance.

--

Displays the information for
connecting the SAP system.
Properties in this folder
cannot be changed.

ASHOST

Displays the host name of
the connection destination
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Folder name

Properties

Description
application server (The local
host name is usually
displayed).

SYSNR

Displays the system number
of the SAP system.

CLIENT

Displays client name to
which the SAP user belongs
(the system number
assigned to the connection
destination dialog box
instance).

USER

Displays the SAP user name.

EXTPWD

Displays the following
status:
-Y: Extended passwords are
used for connecting the SAP
system
-N: Extended passwords are
not used.

Mode

D-30

PASSWD

SAP user password.

LANG

Displays the language used
by the SAP user or
connection destination SAP
system. This is always EN.

CODEPAGE

Displays the codepage used
for connecting the SAP
system. This is always
blank.

--

Displays the operation mode
of the Agent Collector
service. The properties in
this folder cannot be
changed.

DELAYCONNECT

Displays the time at which a
connection can be
established to SAP. -Y: A
connection is established to
the SAP system during
performance data collection.
In this case, the Agent
Collector service is started
regardless of the operating
status of the SAP system
during connection. -N: A
connection is established to
the SAP system when the
Agent Collector service
starts up. In this case, the
Agent Collector service is
not started unless the SAP
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Folder name

Properties

Description
system is running during
connection.

PI_UMP

KEEPCONNECT

Displays whether the
connection of the SAP
system is kept open once
performance data collection
is complete. - Y: The
connection is left open. - N:
The connection is not left
open.

MONITOR_SET

Displays the name of the
monitor set monitored for
user-defined monitor (Perf.)
(PI_UMP) records.
Specifiable strings can
contain from 1 to 60 bytes
of half-width alpha-numeric
characters.

MONITOR

Displays the name of the
monitor for user-defined
monitor (Perf.) (PI_UMP)
records. Specifiable strings
can contain from 1 to 60
bytes of half-width alphanumeric characters.
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Default installation directories for the
Tuning Manager series programs
This appendix describes the default installation directories for the Tuning
Manager series programs.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ Default installation directories for the Tuning Manager series programs
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Default installation directories for the Tuning Manager
series programs
The following tables show the default installation directories for the Tuning
Manager series programs.

Table E-1 Windows Server (x86) default installation folders
System component
Agents

Default installation folder
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\HiCommand\TuningManager\jp1pc

Table E-2 Windows Server (x64) default installation folders
System component

Default installation folder

Tuning Manager server

%SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86)\HiCommand\TuningManager

Common Component

%SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86)\HiCommand\Base64

Performance Reporter

%SystemDrive%\Program Files\HiCommand\TuningManager
\PerformanceReporter

Collection Manager

%SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86)\HiCommand\TuningManager\jp1pc

Agents

%SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86)\HiCommand\TuningManager\jp1pc

Table E-3 Solaris, AIX, and HP-UX default installation directories
System component

Default installation directory

Collection Manager

/opt/jp1pc

Agents

/opt/jp1pc

Table E-4 Linux default installation directories
System component

Default installation directory

Tuning Manager server

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager

Common Component

/opt/HiCommand/Base64

Performance Reporter

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/PerformanceReporter

Collection Manager

/opt/jp1pc

Agents

/opt/jp1pc
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F
List of files and directories
The following sections lists the files and directories for the Tuning Manager
series programs.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ List of files and directories for Tuning Manager Agent components
□ List of files and directories shared by Collection Manager and Agent
□ List of Collection Manager files and directories
□ List of Agent for RAID files and directories
□ List of Agent for RAID Map files and directories
□ List of Agent for Platform (Windows) files and folders
□ List of Agent for Platform (UNIX) files and directories
□ List of Agent for SAN Switch files and directories
□ List of Agent for NAS files and directories
□ List of Agent for Oracle files and directories
□ List of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server files and folders
□ List of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server files and folders
□ List of Agent for DB2 files and directories
□ List of files and directories for Agent for EAP
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List of files and directories for Tuning Manager Agent
components
Windows systems
The following table lists the files and folders for Tuning Manager common
components in Windows:

Table F-1 List of files and directories for Tuning Manager common
components
Folder name
installation-folder\

File name
-

Tuning Manager series root
directory

installation-folder\htnm \

-

installation-folder\htnm \agent\

-

installation-folder\htnm \agent\config\
apidataglobalconfig.ini

-

dbdataglobalconfig.ini1

F-2

Descriptionf

File that contains
configuration for all the
Agent instances present on
the same host
File that contains
configuration for all the
Agent instances present on
the same host

installation-folder\htnm \agent\system\

-

installation-folder\htnm \bin\

Directory that stores
associated files for the HTnM
common component
deployment directories

htm_cmdcmn.dll1

Common library of the
commands for Hybrid Store

htmrestctrl.exe

Command used to enable or
disable the REST API
functions

htmsrv.exe

Command used to start or
stop the Agent Web service

htmssltool.exe

SSL configuration command
for the Agent Web service

htmchgjdk.exe

-

htmhsbackup.exe1

Command for backing up
the Agent running in Hybrid
Store
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Folder name

File name

Descriptionf

htmhsbackup.exe.manifest Manifest file
1

htmhsconvert.exe1

Command for converting the
Store database to the data
format for Hybrid Store

htmhsmigrate.exe1

Command for switching
from the Store database to
Hybrid Store

htmhsmigrate.exe.manifes Manifest file
t1
htmhsrestore.exe1

Command for restoring
backup data by using the
htmhsbackup command

htmhsrestore.exe.manifes Manifest file
t1
htmsrv.exe.manifest

Manifest file

htmrestctrl.exe.manifest Manifest file
htmssltool.exe.manifest

Manifest file

htmchgjdk.exe.manifest

Manifest file

installation-folder\htnm \bin\exec\

Directory that stores *.bat
files.

htmchgjdk.bat

JDK toggle command

htmchgjdkutil.vbs

Internal script used by the
JDK toggle command

htmhsbackup.bat1

Command for backing up
agents running in Hybrid
Store

htmhsmigrate.bat1

Command for switching
from the Store database to
Hybrid Store

htmhsrestore.bat1

Command for restoring
backup data by using the
htmhsbackup command

htmrestctrl.bat

Command used to enable or
disable the REST API
functions

htmsrv.bat

Command used to start or
stop the Agent Web service

htmssltool.bat

SSL configuration command
for the Agent Web service

htnm_agent_rest_app.bat

Batch file for starting the
J2EE service Tuning
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Folder name

File name

Descriptionf
Manager - Agent REST
Application Service

htnm_agent_rest_webservi Startup batch file for a Web
ce.bat
service, Tuning Manager Agent REST Web Service
installation-folder\htnm \HBase_JLibrary\
componentlist.dat

F-4

Installation destination root
directory for HBase JLibrary
(common to Agents)
Component list file for
HBase JLibrary

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\

-

installation-folder\htnm jdk
\HBasePSB\

Symbolic link to JDK used
by the REST API function

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\hjdk\jdk

Directory where JDK 1.6 is
located

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\admin\

Directory for J2EE server
management

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\admin\logs\

Log directory for J2EE
server management

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\server\

Directory for J2EE server

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\server
\public\

Work directory for J2EE
server

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\server
\public\ejb\

-

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\server
\public\ejb
\AgentRESTService\

Tuning Manager API service

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\server
\public\ejb
\AgentRESTService\logs\

Log directory Tuning
Manager API service

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\server
\public\web\

Directory for storing Web
applications

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\server
\public\web
\AgentRESTService\

Directory for storing REST
API WEB applications

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\server
\usrconf\ejb
\AgentRESTService\

Directory for storing REST
API user configuration file
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Folder name

File name

Descriptionf

usrconf.cfg

Option definition file for Java
applications

usrconf.properties

User property file for Java
applications

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\web
\redirector\

Directory for storing
redirector main body/
definition file

workers.properties

Worker definition file

mod_jk.conf

Redirector operation
definition file for
Cosminexus HTTP server

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\CC\web
\redirector\logs\

Log directory for the
redirector

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\hjdk\jdk\

JDK 1.6 deployment
directory

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\httpsd\

Directory for Cosminexus
HTTP server

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\httpsd\conf\

Configuration directory for
Cosminexus HTTP server

httpsd.conf

Definition file for
Cosminexus HTTP server

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\httpsd\logs\

Log directory for
Cosminexus HTTP server

installation-folder\htnm \HBasePSB\jdk\

JDK 1.6 deployment
directory

\htnm\logs\

-

Internal directory

installation-folder\htnm
\Rest\

-

Directory for Tuning
Manager API

installation-folder\htnm
\Rest\config\

-

Directory for Tuning
Manager API configuration

user.properties

User configuration property
file

htnm_httpsd.conf

Definition file for
Cosminexus HTTP server
(For user editing)

-

-

edit-config.xml

Internal file

replacement.txtl

Internal file

installation-folder\htnm
\Rest\inst

installation-folder\htnm \Rest\lib\

Directory for storing
libraries used by the Tuning
Manager API
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Folder name

File name

Descriptionf

hntr2HtnmAgentHulasys.dl Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API
l2
hntr2HtnmAgentHulasys_x6 Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API
4.dll1
hntr2HtnmAgentHulasysmsg Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API
.dll2
hntr2HtnmAgentHulasysmsg Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API
_x64.dll1
hntrlib2HtnmAgentHulaj.j Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API
ar2
hntrlib2HtnmAgentHulaj64 Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API
.jar1

F-6

htm_agt_command.jar

Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API

htm_agt_common.jar

Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API

htm_agt_sdb.jar1

Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API

htm_agt_ssltool.jar

Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API

htmscalabledb.dll1

Library to which the Agent
Store service dynamically
links to reference Hybrid
Stores

HtnmAgentHula.jar

Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API

RichMessage.jar1

Libraries used by Tuning
Manager API

installation-folder\htnm \Rest\sbin\
htmeditconfig.bat1

Internal command

htmeditconfig.exe1

Internal command

htmeditconfig.manifest1

Manifest of the internal
commands

htmsvctl.exe

J2EE server execution
service

htmutils.bat1

Internal command

htmutils.exe1

Internal command

htmutils.manifest1

Manifest of the internal
commands
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Folder name

File name

Descriptionf

installation-folder\htnm \Rest\system\

-

installation-folder\htnm \Rest\web\

Directory for storing Tuning
Manager API Web
application-related files

installation-folder\htnm \Rest\web\j2eeapps\
TuningAgent.ear

-

installation-folder\htnm \sbin\
componentlist.dat

-

Tuning Manager API Web
application EAR file

Common component list file
for the Tuning Manager
Agent common component
deployment directories

htm-common-ras.bat

Command used to collect
the Tuning Manager Agent
common component
common maintenance
information

htm-hbasejlib-ras.bat

Command used to collect
maintenance information for
HBase JLibrary

htm-rest-ras.bat

Command used to collect
maintenance information for
Tuning Manager API

sharedDirManager.bat[.sh Command used to manage
]
the shared directory list

1.

Only present in operating systems that support Hybrid Store

2.

Only present in operating systems that do not support Hybrid Store

UNIX systems
The following table lists the files and folders for Tuning Manager common
components in UNIX:

Table F-2 List of files and directories for Tuning Manager common
components (UNIX)
Folder name
/etc/1

File name

Description

-

System directory

rc.htnm_agent_rest_app

Startup script for a J2EE
service, Tuning Manager Agent REST Application
Service
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Folder name

File name

Description

rc.htnm_agent_rest_webse Startup script for a Web
rvice
service, Tuning Manager Agent REST Web Service
/etc/init.d2

-

-

htnm_agent_rest_app

Startup script for a J2EE
service, Tuning Manager Agent REST Application
Service

htnm_agent_rest_webservi Startup script for Tuning
ce
Manager - Agent REST Web
Service
/etc/rc.d/init.d/2

-

Directory for storing startup
and shutdown scripts

htnm_agent_rest_app

Startup script for Tuning
Manager - Agent REST
Application Service (J2EE
service)

htnm_agent_rest_webservi Startup script for Tuning
ce
Manager - Agent REST Web
Service
/etc/rc.d/rc0.d/2

-

System directory

K01htnm_agent_rest_app

Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app
service

K01htnm_agent_rest_webse Symbolic link to
rvice
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
/etc/rc.d/rc3.d/2

-

System directory

S99htnm_agent_rest_app

Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app

S99htnm_agent_rest_webse Symbolic link to
rvice
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
S[xx]htnm_agent_rest_app Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app
S[xx]htnm_agent_rest_web Symbolic link to
service
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
K[xx]htnm_agent_rest_app Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app
K[xx]htnm_agent_rest_web Symbolic link to
service
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
/etc/rc.d/rc5.d/2
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-

System directory
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Folder name

File name
S99htnm_agent_rest_app

Description
Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app

S99htnm_agent_rest_webse Symbolic link to
rvice
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
S[xx]htnm_agent_rest_app Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app
S[xx]htnm_agent_rest_web Symbolic link to
service
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
K[xx]htnm_agent_rest_app Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app
K[xx]htnm_agent_rest_web Symbolic link to
service
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
/etc/rc.d/rc6.d/2

-

System directory

K01htnm_agent_rest_app

Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app

K01htnm_agent_rest_webse Symbolic link to
rvice
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
/sbin/init.d/3

-

Directory for storing startup
and shutdown scripts

htnm_agent_rest_app

Startup script for a J2EE
service, Tuning Manager Agent REST Application
Service

htnm_agent_rest_webservi Startup script for a Web
ce
service, Tuning Manager Agent REST Web Service
/sbin/rc1.d/3

-

System directory

K090htnm_agent_rest_app

Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app

K090htnm_agent_rest_webs Symbolic link to
ervice
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
/sbin/rc2.d/3

-

System directory

K910htnm_agent_rest_app

Symbolic link to
htnm_agent_rest_app

K910htnm_agent_rest_webs Symbolic link to
ervice
htnm_agent_rest_webservic
e
/opt/jp1pc/

-

Tuning Manager series root
directory

List of files and directories
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Folder name
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File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/

-

-

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/

-

-

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/
config/

-

-

apidataglobalconfig.ini

File that contains
configuration for all the
Agent instances present on
the same host

dbdataglobalconfig.ini4

File that contains
configuration for all the
Agent instances present on
the same host

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/agent/
system/

-

-

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/bin/

-

Directory that stores
associated files for the
Tuning Manager Agent
component deployment
directories

htmrestctrl

Command used to enable or
disable Tuning Manager API

htmsrv

Command used to start or
stop the Agent Web service

htmchgjdk2

JDK toggle command

htmhsbackup4

Command for backing up
Agents running in Hybrid
Store

htmhsconvert4

Command for converting the
Store database to the data
format for Hybrid Store

htmhsmigrate4

Command for switching
from the Store database to
Hybrid Store

htmhsrestore4

Command for restoring the
data backed up by using the
htmhsbackup command

htmssltool

SSL configuration command
for the Agent Web service

libhtm_cmdcmn.so4

Common library of the
commands for Hybrid Store

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/bin/
exec/

-

Directory that stores *.bat
files.

htmhsbackup4

Command for backing up
Agents running in Hybrid
Store
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Folder name

File name

Description

htmhsmigrate4

Command for switching
from the Store database to
Hybrid Store

htmhsrestore4

Command for restoring the
data backed up by using the
htmhsbackup command

htmrestctrl

Command used to enable or
disable the Tuning Manager
API

htmsrv

Command used to start or
stop the Agent Web service

htmssltool

SSL configuration command
for the Agent Web service

htnm_agent_rest_app2, 3

Startup script for Tuning
Manager - Agent REST
Application Service

htnm_agent_rest_webservi Startup script for Tuning
Manager - Agent REST Web
ce2, 3
Service
rc.htnm_agent_rest_app1

Startup script for Tuning
Manager - Agent REST
Application Service

rc.htnm_agent_rest_webse Startup script for Tuning
Manager - Agent REST Web
rvice1
Service
-

Installation destination root
directory for HBase JLibrary
(common to Agents)

componentlist.dat

Component list file for
HBase JLibrary

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/

-

-

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/

jdk2

Symbolic link to JDK used
by the REST API function

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/jdk1, 3

-

Directory where JDK 1.6 is
located

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/hjdk/jdk2

-

Directory where JDK 1.6 is
located

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/admin/

-

Directory for J2EE server
management

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/admin/logs/

-

Log directory for J2EE
server management

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/

-

Directory for J2EE server

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBase_JLibrary/
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Folder name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
public/

-

Work directory for J2EE
server

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
public/ejb/

-

-

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
public/ejb/
AgentRESTService/

-

Tuning Manager API service

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
public/ejb/
AgentRESTService/logs/

-

Log directory for Tuning
Manager API service

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
public/web/

-

Directory for storing Web
applications

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
public/web/
AgentRESTService/

-

Directory for storing REST
API WEB applications

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/server/
usrconf/ejb/
AgentRESTService/

-

Directory for storing Tuning
Manager API WEB
applications

usrconf.cfg

Option definition file for Java
applications

usrconf.properties

User property file for Java
applications

-

Directory for storing
redirector main body/
definition file

workers.properties

Worker definition file

mod_jk.conf

Redirector operation
definition file for
Cosminexus HTTP server

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/web/
redirector/logs/

-

Log directory for the
redirector

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/httpsd/

-

Directory for Cosminexus
HTTP server

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/httpsd/conf/

-

Configuration directory for
Cosminexus HTTP server

httpsd.conf

Definition file for
Cosminexus HTTP server

-

Log directory for
Cosminexus HTTP server

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/web/
redirector/

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/httpsd/logs/
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File name
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Folder name

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/jdk/5

-

JDK 1.6 deployment
directory

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/logs

-

Internal directory

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/

-

Directory for Tuning
Manager API

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/
config/

-

Directory for Tuning
Manager API configuration

user.properties

User configuration property
file

htnm_httpsd.conf

Definition file for
Cosminexus HTTP server
(For user editing)

-

-

replacement.txt

Internal file

edit-config.xml

Internal file

-

Directory for storing
libraries used by the Tuning
Manager API

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/
inst/

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
Rest/lib/

hntrlib2HtnmAgentHulaj64 Libraries used by the Tuning
.jar
Manager API

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/
sbin/

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/
system/

htm_agt_command.jar

Libraries used by the Tuning
Manager API

htm_agt_common.jar

Libraries used by the Tuning
Manager API

htm_agt_sdb.jar4

Libraries used by the Tuning
Manager API

htm_agt_ssltool.jar

Libraries used by the Tuning
Manager API

HtnmAgentHula.jar

Libraries used by the Tuning
Manager API

libhtm_scalabledb.so4

Library to which the Agent
Store service dynamically
links to reference Hybrid
Store

RichMessage.jar4

Libraries used by the Tuning
Manager API

-

-

htmeditconfig.sh4

Internal command

htmutils.sh4

Internal command

-

-
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Folder name

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
Rest/web/

-

Directory for storing Tuning
Manager API Web
application-related files

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
Rest/web/j2eeapps/

-

-

TuningAgent.ear

Tuning Manager API Web
application EAR file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/sbin/

-

-

componentlist.dat

Common component list file
for the Tuning Manager
common component
deployment directories

htm-common-ras.bat.sh

Command used to collect
common component
common maintenance
information

htm-hbasejlib-ras.bat.sh Command used to collect
maintenance information for
HBase JLibrary
htm-rest-ras.bat.sh

Command used to collect
maintenance information for
Tuning Manager API

sharedDirManager.bat.sh

Command used to manage
the shared directory list

1.

Only present in AIX

2.

Only present in Linux

3.

Only present in HP-UX

4.

Only present in operating systems that support Hybrid Store

5.

Only present in AIX and HP-UX

List of files and directories shared by Collection Manager
and Agent
The following sections list the files and directories shared by Collection
manager and Agent.

Windows systems
The following table provides a list of files and folders shared by the Windows
versions of Collection Manager and Agent.
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Table F-3 Files and folders shared by Collection Manager and Agents
(Windows)
Files and folders shared by Collection Manager and Agents (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\

File name

Description

-

Root folder common to
Collection Manager and
Agents

inst.ini

Tuning Manager common
installation information file

instagtp.ini

Internal definition file

jpccomm.ini

Common start information
file for each component

jpccomm.ini.model

Sample of a common start
information file for each
component

jpchosts

Host information setup file

jpchosts.model

Sample of a host
information setup file

jpcns.ini

Service configuration
information file

jpcns.ini.model

Sample of a service
configuration information
file

jpcns_backup.ini1

Backup of a service
configuration information
file

jpcplist.ini

Product definition file

jpcplist.ini.model

Sample of the product
definition file

nshasetup.before

Internal definition file

reg.ini

Internal definition file

regmgr.ini
TunMgr.dat

Internal definition file

installation-folder\agtp\

-

Folder for storing internal
control files

installation-folder\bin\

-

Folder for storing internal
commands

agtsolmlt.bat

Internal commands

agtsolrm.bat
getpinfo.exe
jpchost.setup
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Files and folders shared by Collection Manager and Agents (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

jpccvtmdl.exe
jpciniupdate.exe
jpcmkindex.exe
jpcsetup
jpctarget.setup
mdlcvt_bkup.bat
mdlcvt_exec.bat
nscfg.exe
pfm_inst.bat
jpcadmin.exe2

Administrator console
startup file

-

Root folder for the Action
Handler service

jpcah.exe

Program for executing the
Action Handler service

jpcah.ini

Action Handler service
startup information file

jpcah.ini.model

Sample of an Action Handler
service startup information
file

status.dat

Internal file

-

Folder for storing internal
log files of the Action
Handler service

msglog01

Action Handler service log

msglog02

Action Handler service log
(alternative file)

nslog01

Action Handler service
communication log

nslog02

Action Handler service
communication log
(alternative file)

installation-folder\bin
\NNMEx\

-

Folder for storing internal
control files

installation-folder\bin
\statsvr\

-

Root folder for the Status
Server service

jpcstatsvr.exe

Program for executing the
Status Server service

installation-folder\bin
\action\

installation-folder\bin
\action\log\
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Files and folders shared by Collection Manager and Agents (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

jpcstat.ini

The startup information file
for the Status Server service

jpcstat.ini.model

Sample of a startup
information file for the
Status Server service

status.dat

Internal file

-

Folder for storing internal
log files of the Status Server
service

msglog01

Status Server service log

msglog02

Status Server service log
(alternative file)

nslog01

Status Server service
communication log

nslog02

Status Server service
communication log
(alternative file)

-

Root folder for the Agent
Store service

jpcsto.exe

The Agent Store service
program

stpqlpr.exe

BACKUP and DUMP commands

-

Folder for storing the Tuning
Manager service common
libraries

jpcmgrmsg.dll

Common message catalog
file

-

Folder for storing the Tuning
Manager service common
log

jpclog01

Common message log file

jpclog02

Common message log file
(alternative file)

installation-folder\NNMEx\

-

Folder for storing internal
control files

installation-folder
\patch_files\

-

Folder for storing patch files

installation-folder\pid\

-

Folder for storing internal
control files

installation-folder\sys\

-

Folder for storing internal
control files

installation-folder\bin
\statsvr\log\

installation-folder\bin
\store\

installation-folder\lib\

installation-folder\log\
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Files and folders shared by Collection Manager and Agents (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\tools\

installation-folder\tools
\log\
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File name

Description

-

Folder for storing commands

jpcagtsetup.exe

Command for adding and
setting up the Agent

jpcconf.exe

Command for changing host
names and setting product
names

jpcctrl.exe

Command for managing
services

jpcdbctrl.exe

Command for setting up
extended functions

jpchasetup.exe

Command for setting up a
logical host environment

jpcimevt.exe

Internal command

jpcinslist.exe

Command for listing an
instance environment

jpcinssetup.exe

Command for setting up an
instance environment

jpcinsunsetup.exe

Command for performing an
unsetup of an instance
environment

jpcnsconfig.exe

Command for defining a
service configuration

jpcnshostname.exe

Command for setting up a
host name

jpcras.bat

Command for collecting
maintenance information

jpcresto.exe

Command for restoring a
store database

jpctool.exe

Internal command

jpcstart.exe

Command for issuing a
startup request for a service

jpcstop.exe

Command for issuing a stop
request for a service

jpcstsetup.exe

Command for controlling
statuses

jpctminfo.exe

Command for displaying
product information

jpctool.exe

Internal command

-

Folder for storing internal
command logs

msglog01

Command log file
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Files and folders shared by Collection Manager and Agents (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

msglog02

Command log file
(alternative file)

nslog01

Command communication
log file

nslog02

Command communication
log file (alternative file)

Note 1:
This file is used internally by the Tuning Manager series, and should not
be changed or deleted.
Note 2:
This file is applicable only for versions that support Windows Server 2008
and Windows Server 2012.

UNIX systems
The following table provides a list of files and directories shared by the UNIX
versions of Collection Manager and Agent.

Table F-4 Files and directories shared by Collection Manager and Agents
(UNIX)
Files and directories shared by Collection Manager and Agents (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/

File name

Description

-

Root directory common to
Collection Manager and
Agents

inst.ini

Tuning Manager common
installation information file

instagtp.ini

Internal definition file

jpc_start

Service automatic start
script file1

jpc_start.model

Sample of a service
automatic start script file

jpc_stop

Service automatic stop
script file1

jpc_stop.model

Sample of a service
automatic stop script file

jpccomm.ini

Common start information
file for each component

List of files and directories
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Files and directories shared by Collection Manager and Agents (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

jpccomm.ini.model

Sample of a common start
information file for each
component

jpchosts

Host information setup file

jpchosts.model

Sample of a host
information setup file

jpcns.ini

Service configuration
information file

jpcns.ini.model

Sample of a service
configuration information
file

jpcns_backup.ini
2

Backup of a service
configuration information
file

jpcplist.ini

Product definition file

jpcplist.ini.model

Sample of the product
definition file

nshasetup.before

Internal definition file

reg.ini

Internal definition file

regmgr.ini
TunMgr.dat

Internal definition file

/opt/jp1pc/agtp/

-

Directory for storing internal
control files

/opt/jp1pc/bin/

-

Directory for storing internal
commands

agtsolmlt

Internal commands

agtsolrm
getpinfo
iniedit
jpccvtmdl
jpchostsetup
jpciniupdate
jpcmkindex
jpcsetup
jpctargetsetup
mdlcvt_bkup
mdlcvt_exec
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Files and directories shared by Collection Manager and Agents (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

nscfg
pfm_inst
/opt/jp1pc/bin/action/

/opt/jp1pc/bin/
action/log/

/opt/jp1pc/bin/NNMEx/

-

Root directory for the Action
Handler service

jpcah

Program for executing the
Action Handler service

jpcah.ini

Action Handler service
startup information file

jpcah.ini.model

Sample of an Action Handler
service startup information
file

status.dat

Internal command

-

Directory for storing internal
log files of the Action
Handler service

msglog01

Action Handler service log

msglog02

Action Handler service log
(alternative file)

nslog01

Action Handler service
communication log

nslog02

Action Handler service
communication log
(alternative file)

-

Directory for storing internal
control files
Note: This directory is only
created for Solaris.

/opt/jp1pc/bin/statsvr/

/opt/jp1pc/bin/
statsvr/log/

-

Root directory for the Status
Server service

jpcstatsvr

Program for executing the
Status Server service

jpcstat.ini

The startup information file
for the Status Server service

jpcstat.ini.model

Sample of a startup
information file for the
Status Server service

status.dat

Internal command

-

Directory for storing internal
log files of the Status Server
service

msglog01

Status Server service log
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Files and directories shared by Collection Manager and Agents (UNIX)
Directory name

/opt/jp1pc/bin/store/

/opt/jp1pc/lib/

File name

Description

msglog02

Status Server service log
(alternative file)

nslog01

Status Server service
communication log

nslog02

Status Server service
communication log
(alternative file)

-

Directory for storing the
Store program

jpcsto

The Store service program

stpqlpr

BACKUP and DUMP commands

-

Directory for storing the
Tuning Manager service
common libraries

libjpcaudit*{.a|.so|.sl} Tuning Manager common
library (32-bit version)
libjpcaudit64*{.a|.so|.s Tuning Manager common
l}
library (64-bit version)
libjpccomm*{.a|.so|.sl}

Tuning Manager common
library (32-bit version)

libjpccomm64*{.a|.so|.sl Tuning Manager common
}
library (64-bit version)
-

Directory for storing log files

jpclog01

Common message log file

jpclog02

Common message log file
(alternative file)

/opt/jp1pc/nls/

-

Directory for storing
common message catalogs

/opt/jp1pc/nls/$LANG$/

-

Directory for storing
common message catalogs

jpcmgrmsg.cat

Message catalog file

-

Directory for storing internal
control files

/opt/jp1pc/log/

/opt/jp1pc/NNMEx/

Note: This directory is only
created for Solaris.
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/opt/jp1pc/patch_files/

-

Directory for storing patch
files

/opt/jp1pc/pid/

-

Directory for storing internal
control files

/opt/jplpc/sys/

-

Directory for storing internal
control files
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Files and directories shared by Collection Manager and Agents (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/tools/

/opt/jp1pc/tools/log/

File name

Description

-

Directory for storing
commands

jpcagtsetup

Command for adding and
setting up the Agent

jpcctrl

Command for managing
services

jpcdbctrl

Command for setting up
extended functions

jpchasetup

Command for setting up a
logical host environment

jpcconf

Command for changing host
names and setting product
names

jpcimevt

Internal command

jpcinslist

Command for listing an
instance environment

jpcinssetup

Command for setting up an
instance environment

jpcinsunsetup

Command for unsetting up
an instance environment

jpcnsconfig

Command for defining a
service configuration

jpcnshostname

Command for setting up a
host name

jpcras

Command for collecting
maintenance information

jpcresto

Command for restoring a
Store database

jpcspm

Internal command

jpcstart

Command for issuing a
startup request for a service

jpcstop

Command for issuing a stop
request for a service

jpcstsetup

Command for controlling
statuses

jpctminfo

Command for displaying
product information

jpctool

Internal command

-

Directory for storing internal
log files of commands

msglog01

Command log file
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Files and directories shared by Collection Manager and Agents (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

msglog02

Command log file
(alternative file)

nslog01

Command communication
log file

nslog02

Command communication
log file (alternative file)

Note 1:
The user creates this file by copying the sample (model) file.
Note 2:
This file is used internally by the Tuning Manager series, and should not
be changed or deleted.

List of Collection Manager files and directories
The following sections list the files and directories for Collection Manager.

Windows systems
The following table provides a list of files and folders used by the Windows
versions of Collection Manager.

Table F-5 Files and folders of Collection Manager (Windows)
Files and folders of Collection Manager (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\agt0\

File name
--

Root folder for a health check agent

jpcagtras.bat

Script file to collect specific information
for a health check agent

installation-folder\agt0\lib -\

installation-folder
\agt0\agent\
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Description

Folder for storing the specific library
for a health check agent.

jpcagt0msg.dll

Message catalog

--

Root folder for the Agent Collector
service

jpcagt0.exe

Agent Collector service

jpc0collect.exe

Child process of the Agent Collector
service

jpcagt.ini

Settings file of the Agent Collector
service

jpcagt.ini.mode
l

Model file for the settings file of the
Agent Collector service
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Files and folders of Collection Manager (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder
\agt0\store\

installation-folder\mgr\

installation-folder\mgr
\clator\

installation-folder\mgr
\clator\log\

installation-folder\mgr
\manager\

installation-folder\mgr
\manager\log\

File name

Description

--

Root folder for the Agent Store service

jpcsto.ini

Settings file of the Agent Store service

jpcsto.ini.model

Model file for the settings file of the
Agent Store service

*.DB

Performance data file

*.IDX

Index file for the performance data file

*.LCK

Lock file for the performance data file

-

Root folder for Collection Manager

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

-

Root folder for the Correlator service

jpcep.exe

Program that executes the Correlator
service

jpcep.ini

Startup initialization file for the
Correlator service

jpcep.ini.model

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Correlator service

-

Folder for storing Correlator service
internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

-

Root folder for the Master Manager
service

*.DB

Data files of service management
information, etc.

*.IDX

Index files for data files of service
management information, etc.

*.LCK

Lock files for data files of service
management information, etc.

jpcmm.exe

Program that executes the Master
Manager service

jpcmm.ini

Startup initialization file for the Master
Manager service

jpcmm.ini.model

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Master Manager service

*.DAT

Data model definition files

-

Folder for storing Master Manager
service internal log files

msglog01

Log file
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Files and folders of Collection Manager (Windows)
Folder name

installation-folder\mgr
\namesvr\

installation-folder\mgr
\namesvr\log\

installation-folder\mgr
\store\

installation-folder\mgr
\store\backup\

installation-folder\mgr
\store\dump\

installation-folder\mgr
\store\log\
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File name

Description

nslog01

Log file

-

Root folder for the Name Server
service

*.DB

Service information data files

*.IDX

Index files for service information data
files

*.LCK

Lock files for service information data
files

jpcnsvr.exe

Program that executes the Name
Server service

jpcnsvr.ini

Startup initialization file for the Name
Server service

jpcnsvr.ini.mod
el

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Name Server service

-

Folder for storing Name Server service
internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

-

Root folder for the Master Store service

*.DB

Management information data files

*.IDX

Index files for management
information data files

*.LCK

Lock files for management information
data files

jpcsto.ini

Startup initialization file for the Master
Store service

jpcsto.ini.mode
l

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Master Store service

*.DAT

Data model definition file

-

Default folder for storing a database
backup

datadir.lck

Internal file

-

Default folder for storing an exported
database

datadir.lck

Internal file

-

Folder for storing Master Store service
internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file
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Files and folders of Collection Manager (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\mgr
\trapgen\

File name

Description

-

Root folder for the Trap Generator
service

jpctrap.exe

Program that executes the Trap
Generator service

jpctrap.ini

Startup initialization file for the Trap
Generator service

jpctrap.ini.mod
el

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Trap Generator service

jpctraps.exe

Internal command

-

Folder for storing Trap Generator
service internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

-

Root folder for the View Server service

jpcvsvr.exe

Program that executes the View Server
service

jpcvsvr.ini

Startup initialization file for the View
Server service

jpcvsvr.ini.mod
el

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the View Server service

installation-folder\mgr
\viewsvr\data\

-

Folder for storing definition data

installation-folder\mgr
\viewsvr\log\

-

Folder for storing View Server service
internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

installation-folder\mgr
\viewsvr\Reports\

-

Folder for storing report definition
information files

installation-folder\setup\

-

Folder for storing setup files

jpcagt?u.Z

Internal archive file

jpcagt?w.exe

Internal archive file

installation-folder\setup
\extract\

-

Internal work folder

installation-folder\setup
\alarm\

-

Folder for storing alarm definition files

-

Folder for storing commands

jpcalarm.exe

Command for defining alarms

jpcimsetup.exe

Internal command

installation-folder\mgr
\trapgen\log\

installation-folder\mgr
\viewsvr\

installation-folder\tools\
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UNIX systems
The following table provides a list of files and directories used by the UNIX
version of Collection Manager.

Table F-6 Files and directories of Collection Manager (UNIX)
Files and directories of Collection Manager (UNIX)
Directory name

Description

--

Root directory for a health check
agent

jpcagtras.bat

Script file to collect specific
information for a health check agent

--

Directory for storing the specific
library for a health check agent.

jpcagt0msg.dll

Message catalog

--

Root directory for the Agent
Collector service

jpcagt0.exe

Agent Collector service

jpc0collect.exe

Child process of the Agent Collector
service

jpcagt.ini

Settings file of the Agent Collector
service

jpcagt.ini.mode
l

Model file of the settings file of the
Agent Collector service

--

Root directory for the Agent Store
service

jpcsto.ini

Settings file of the Agent Store
service

jpcsto.ini.mode
l

Model file of the settings file of the
Agent Store service

*.DB

Performance data file

*.IDX

Index file for the performance data
file

*.LCK

Lock file for the performance data
file

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/

-

Root directory for Collection
Manager

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/clator/

-

Root directory for the Correlator
service

jpcep

Program that executes the
Correlator service

jpcep.ini

Startup initialization file for the
Correlator service

/opt/jp1pc/agt0/

/opt/jp1pc/agt0/lib/

/opt/jp1pc/agt0/agent/

/opt/jp1pc/agt0/store/
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File name
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Files and directories of Collection Manager (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

jpcep.ini.model

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Correlator service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/clator/log/ -

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/manager/

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/
manager/log/

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/namesvr/

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/
namesvr/log/

Directory for storing Correlator
service internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

-

Root directory for the Master
Manager service

*.DB

Data files of service management
information, etc.

*.IDX

Index files for data files of service
management information, etc.

*.LCK

Lock files for data files of service
management information, etc.

jpcmm

Program that executes the Master
Manager service

jpcmm.ini

Startup initialization file for the
Master Manager service

jpcmm.ini.model

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Master Manager service

*.DAT

Data model definition files

-

Directory for storing Master
Manager service internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

-

Root directory for the Name Server
service

*.DB

Service information data files

*.IDX

Index files for service information
data files

*.LCK

Lock files for service information
data files

jpcnsvr

Program that executes the Name
Server service

jpcnsvr.ini

Startup initialization file for the
Name Server service

jpcnsvr.ini.mod
el

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Name Server service

-

Directory for storing Name Server
service internal log files
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Files and directories of Collection Manager (UNIX)
Directory name

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/
backup/

File name
msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

-

Root directory for the Master Store
service

*.DB

Management information data files

*.IDX

Index files for management
information data files

*.LCK

Lock files for management
information data files

jpcsto.ini

Startup initialization file for the
Master Store service

jpcsto.ini.mode
l

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Master Store service

*.DAT

Data model definition file

-

Default directory for storing a
database backup

datadir.lck

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/dump/ -

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/log/

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/trapgen/

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/
trapgen/log/

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/
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Description

Default directory for storing an
exported database

datadir.lck

Internal file

-

Directory for storing Master Store
service internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

-

Root directory for the Trap
Generator service

jpctrap

Program that executes the Trap
Generator service

jpctrap.ini

Startup initialization file for the Trap
Generator service

jpctrap.ini.mod
el

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the Trap Generator service

jpctraps

Internal command

-

Directory for storing Trap Generator
service internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

-

Root directory for the View Server
service
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Files and directories of Collection Manager (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

jpcvsvr

Program that executes the View
Server service

jpcvsvr.ini

Startup initialization file for the View
Server service

jpcvsvr.ini.mod
el

Sample of a startup initialization file
for the View Server service

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/
data/

-

Directory for storing definition data

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/
viewsvr/log/

-

Directory for storing View Server
service internal log files

msglog01

Log file

nslog01

Log file

/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/
Reports/

-

Directory for storing report
definition information files

/opt/jp1pc/setup/

-

Directory for storing setup files

jpcagt?u.Z

Internal archive file

jpcagt?w.exe

Internal archive file

/opt/jp1pc/setup/extract/

-

Internal work directory

/opt/jp1pc/setup/alarm/

-

Directory for storing alarm definition
files

/opt/jp1pc/tools/

-

Directory for storing commands

jpcalarm

Command for defining alarms

jpcimsetup

Internal command

List of Agent for RAID files and directories
The following sections list the files and directories used by Agent for RAID.

Windows systems
The following table lists the files and folders for the Windows version of the
Agent for RAID.

Table F-7 Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\

File name
-
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Description
Root folder
common to
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description
Collection Manager
and Agents

installation-folder\agtd\

instagtd.ini

Internal file

-

Root folder for
Agent for RAID

HTM_UNINST_LOG_AGTD_*.log Uninstallation log
files (* indicates a
number from 1 to
3)

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\

HTM_INST_LOG_AGTD_*.log

Installation log

insrules.dat

Definition file for
instance startup
environment rules

jpcagtcfgbackup.bat

Internal command

jpcagtras.bat

Internal command

migration_status.ini9

Internal file

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

sdbfldschema.csv7

Internal file

sdbrcdschema.csv7

Internal file

support_switch_db.ini2

Internal file

-

Root folder for the
Agent Collector
service

agtlist.ini

Agent Collector
service instance
definition file

apidataagt.ini

Internal file

conf_refresh_times.ini.in Internal file
stmpl
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dbagtsystem.ini.instmpl

Internal file

dbdataagt.ini7

Internal file

hpmrl.dll

Common library for
Agent for RAID

hpmrl1k.dll

Common library for
Agent for RAID

hpmrl1kdump.exe

Internal command

hpmrl2k.dll

Common library for
Agent for RAID
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

hpmrlchkinst.exe

Internal command

hpmrlcollector.exe

Internal program

hpmrldump.exe

Internal command

hpmrllistraid.exe

Internal command

jpcagt.ini.instmpl

Internal file

jpcagtd.exe

Program for
executing the Agent
Collector service

jpcagtha.ini

Cluster definition
file2

ldev_filter.ini.instmpl

Internal file

libsvrrm.dll

Common library for
Agent for RAID

PkgMap*.dat

Internal definition
file

PortMap*.dat

Internal definition
file

ProductMap.dat

Internal definition
file

tmea_message.dat

Internal definition
file

TierTypeMap*.dat

Internal definition
file

inssetup.bat

Internal command

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\lib\

-

Folder for storing
common libraries
for Agent for RAID

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\lib\HSNMAPI

-

Folder for storing
libraries

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\instance-name\

-

Folder where the
operation
performance
information file is
output3

conf_refresh_times.ini

Collection time
definition file (for
each instance)2

conf_refresh_times.ini.sa Sample file of the
mple
collection time
definition file (for
each instance)3
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

conf_inst_output_files.in Settings file for the
i
collection
information file
output function (per
instance)

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\instance-name\log\

jpcagt.ini

Agent Collector
service startup
information file (for
each instance)3

jpcagt.ini.model

Sample of an Agent
Collector service
startup information
file (for each
instance)3

ldev_filter.ini

Logical device
definition file (for
each instance)2

ldev_filter.ini.sample

Sample file of the
logical device
definition file (for
each instance)3

utlprm.inf

Device definition
information file4

utlprm2.inf

Internal definition
file4

utlprm3.inf

Internal definition
file4

status.dat

Internal file

raid_smode.ini

Low load mode flag
file (for each
instance)

inssetup.bat

Internal command

-

Folder for storing
internal logs of the
Agent Collector
service (for each
instance)3

msglog01

Agent Collector
service log file

msglog02

Agent Collector
service log file
(alternative file)

msglog03
msglog04
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

nslog01

Agent Collector
service
communication log
file

nslog02

Agent Collector
service
communication log
file (alternative file)

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\instance-name\restdata\

-

Directory for
storing data files

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\instance-name\restdata\<Record
Id>\raw-ts

-

Folder where timesliced raw data is
output

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\instance-name\restdata\<Record
Id>\raw-ts\<yyyyMMdd>

-

Folder created for
each date

<hhmmss>.dat

Operation
performance
information file
collected on
yyyyMMddhhmmss

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\instance-name\restdata\<Record
Id>

-

Folder for each
record ID

installation-folder\agtd\agent
\instance-name\system\7

-

-

dbagtsystem.ini

Internal file

installation-folder\agtd\lib\

-

Folder for storing
message catalogs

jpcagtdmsg.dll

Message catalog

-

Root folder for the
Agent Store service

dbconfig.ini.instmpl

Internal file

dbstoresystem.properties7

Internal file

installation-folder\agtd\store
\

dbsystem.properties.instm Internal file
pl
jpcsto.ini.instmpl

Internal file

stolist.ini

Internal file

STDICT.DAT

Data model
definition file

STRULES.DAT

Data model
definition file
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name

Description

-

Root folder for the
Agent Store service
(for each instance)3

STDICT.DAT

Data model
definition file

STRULES.DAT

Data model
definition file

*.DB

Performance data
file (for each
instance)5

*.IDX

Index file for
performance data
file (for each
instance)5

*.LCK

Lock file for
performance data
file (for each
instance)5

dbcponfig.ini7

File describing the
open configuration
for each Agent
instance

jpcsto.ini

Configuration file
for the Agent Store
service (for each
instance)3

jpcsto.ini.model

Sample of a
configuration file
for the Agent Store
service (for each
instance)3

status.dat

Internal file

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\backup\

-

Default folder for
storing a database
backup (for each
instance)3

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\dump\

-

Default folder for
storing an exported
database (for each
instance)3

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\import\

-

Default folder for
storing an imported
database6

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\log\

-

Folder for storing
internal logs of the

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\
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File name
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description
Agent Store service
(for each instance)3

msglog01

Agent Store service
log file

msglog02

Agent Store service
log file (alternative
file)

nslog01

Agent Store service
communication log
file

nslog02

Agent Store service
communication log
file (alternative file)

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\partial\

-

Default folder for
storing a partial
database backup6

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPD\

-

Folder specific to
the PD database6

STPD.opn

Internal control file

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY\

-

Year folder6

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY\MMDD
\

-

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY\MMDD
\nnn\

-

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\system\7

Note: YYYY
indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date
folder6
Note: MM indicates
a month (in two
digits), and DD
indicates a date (in
two digits).
Generation number
folder6
Note: nnn indicates
a generation
number (in three
digits).
*.DB

Performance data
file of the PD record
type

*.IDX

Index file for a
performance data
file of the PD record
type

-

-
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

dbsystem.properties

Internal file

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\record-name\ 8

-

-

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPI\

-

Folder specific to
the PI database6

STPI.opn

Internal control file

-

Folder that
indicates the
summarization
unit6

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\

Note: The value n
indicates the
summarization unit.
Each value
corresponds to a
unit as follows:
1: minute; 2: hour;
3: day; 4: week; 5:
month; 6: year
installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY\

-

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY
\MMDD\

-

installation-folder\agtd\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY
\MMDD\nnn\

-

installation-folder\setup\
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Year folder6
Note: YYYY
indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date
folder6
Note: MM indicates
a month (in two
digits), and DD
indicates a date (in
two digits).
Generation number
folder6
Note: nnn indicates
a generation
number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data
file of the PI record
type

*.IDX

Index file for a
performance data
file of the PI record
type

-

Folder for storing
setup files
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

jpcagtdu.Z

Internal archive file
(UNIX)

jpcagtdw.EXE

Internal archive file
(Windows)

installation-folder\htnm

-

Installation
directorys for
Tuning Manager
Agents
commoncomponent
s

installation-folder/setup/tunmgr/

-

Directory for HTnM

installation-folder/setup/tunmgr/
inst

-

Directory for HTnM

installation-folder/setup/tunmgr/
inst/icon

-

Icon file placement
directory for HTnM

adminconsole.ico

Internal icon file

adminconsole_icon_ver_inf Internal definition
o.dat
file
installation-folder\tools\

-

Folder for storing
commands

jpctdchkinst.bat

Command for
checking instance
settings

jpctdlistraid.bat

Command for
detecting command
devices.

jpctdrefresh.bat

Command for
collecting
configuration
information

jpctminfo.exe

Command for
displaying the
product
information.

Note 1:
The asterisk (*) indicates 1, 2, or 3.
Note 2:
Created by the user.
Note 3:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 4:
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Created when the monitored storage system is Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series.
Note 5:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 6:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.
Note 7
Only present in operating systems that support Hybrid Store
Note 8
Created in Hybrid Store
Note 9
This file can be created by htmhsmigrate command execution.

UNIX systems
The following table lists the files and directories for the UNIX version of Agent
for RAID.

Table F-8 Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name

Description

-

Root directory
common to
Collection Manager
and Agents

instagtd.ini

Internal file

regagtd.ini

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/htnm

-

Installation
directory for HTnM
Common
Component

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/

-

Root directory for
Agent for RAID

insrules.dat

Definition file for
instance startup
environment rules

jpcagtras

Internal command

migration_status.ini

Internal file

jpcagtcfgbackup

Internal command

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

patch_history

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/
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File name
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

pplistd

Internal file

sdbfldschema.csv9

Internal file

sdbrcdschema.csv9

Internal file

support_switch_db.ini9

Internal file

uninstall.sh

Shell for removal

dontask

Management file

HTM_INST_LOG_AGTD_*.log

Installation log

1

HTM_UNINST_LOG_AGTD_*.log Log file output
when you remove
1
Agent for RAID
/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/

-

Root directory for
the Agent Collector
service

agtlist.ini

Agent Collector
service instance
definition file

conf_refresh_times.ini.in Internal file
stmpl
dbagtsystem.ini.instmpl10

Internal file

dbdataagt.ini9

Internal file

hpmrlchkinst

Internal command

hpmrlcollector

Internal program

apidataagt.ini

Internal program

hpmrldump

Internal command

hpmrllistraid

Internal command

jpcagt.ini.instmpl

Internal file

jpcagtd

Program for
executing the
Agent Collector
service

jpcagtha.ini

Cluster definition
file
2

ldev_filter.ini.instmpl

Internal file

PkgMap*.dat

Internal definition
file
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/lib/

File name

Description

PortMap*.dat

Internal definition
file

ProductMap.dat

Internal definition
file

tmea_message.dat

Internal definition
file

TierTypeMap*.dat

Internal definition
file

inssetup

Internal command

-

Directory for
common libraries
for Agent for RAID

libhpmrl[.sl/.so]

Common library
for Agent for RAID

libhtmstonavm[.sl/.so/.a] Common library
for Agent for RAID
libhtmsvrrm[.sl/.so]

Common library
for Agent for RAID

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/lib/HSNMAPI

-

Directory for
storing libraries3

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instancename/

-

Root directory for
the Agent Collector
service (for each
instance)4

conf_refresh_times.ini

Collection time
definition file (for
each instance)2

conf_inst_output_files.in Settings file for the
i
collection
information file
output function
(per instance)
conf_refresh_times.ini.sa Sample file of the
mple
collection time
definition file (for
each instance)4
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jpcagt.ini

Agent Collector
service startup
information file
(for each
instance)4

jpcagt.ini.model

Sample of an
Agent Collector
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description
service startup
information file
(for each
instance)4

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instancename/log/

JPCAGTD_*

Internal file5

ldev_filter.ini

Logical device
definition file (for
each instance)2

ldev_filter.ini.sample

Sample file of the
logical device
definition file (for
each instance)4

status.dat

Internal file

utlprm.inf

Device definition
information file6

utlprm2.inf

Internal definition
file6

raid_smode.ini

Low load mode
flag file (for each
instance)

utlprm3.inf

Internal definition
file6

inssetup

Internal command

-

Directory for
storing internal
logs of the Agent
Collector service
(for each
instance)4

msglog01

Agent Collector
service log file

msglog02

Agent Collector
service log file
(alternative file)

msglog03
msglog04
nslog01

Agent Collector
service
communication log
file

nslog02

Agent Collector
service
communication log
file (alternative
file)
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instancename/restdata/

-

Directory where
the operation
performance
information file is
output during
operation of the
Store database

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instancename/restdata/<Record Id>/

-

Directory for each
record ID

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instancename/restdata/<Record Id>/rawts

-

Directory where
time-sliced raw
data is output

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instance- name/restdata/<Record Id>/rawts/<yyyyMMdd>/
<hhmmss>.dat

Directory created
for each date.

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instance- name/system/9
dbagtsystem.ini

-

Operation
performance
information file
collected on
yyyyMMddhhmms

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/nls/

-

Directory for
storing message
catalogs

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/nls/$LANG/

-

Directory for
storing Agent for
RAID messages

jpcagtdmsg.cat

Message catalog
file

-

Root directory for
the Agent Store
service

dbconfig.ini.instmpl10

Internal file

dbstoresystem.properties9

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/

dbsystem.properties.instm Internal file
pl10
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jpcsto.ini.instmpl

Internal file

stolist.ini

Internal file

STDICT.DAT

Data model
definition file

STRULES.DAT

Data model
definition file
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/

File name
-

Description
Root directory for
the Agent Store
service (for each
instance)
4

*.DB

Performance data
file (for each
instance)
7

*.IDX

Index file for
performance data
file (for each
instance)
7

*.LCK

Lock file for
performance data
file (for each
instance)
7

dbconfig.ini9

File describing the
open configuration
for each Agent
instance

jpcsto.ini

Configuration file
for the Agent
Store service (for
each instance)

STDICT.DAT

Data model
definition file

jpcsto.ini.model

Sample of a
configuration file
for the Agent
Store service (for
each instance)
4

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/backup/

status.dat

Internal file

STRULES.DAT

Data model rule
file

-

Default directory
for storing a
database backup
(for each instance)
4
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/dump/

File name
-

Description
Default directory
for storing an
exported database
(for each instance)
4

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/import/

-

Default directory
for storing an
imported database
(for each instance)
8

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/log/

-

Directory for
storing internal
logs of the Agent
Store service (for
each instance)
4

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/partial/

msglog01

Agent Store
service log file

msglog02

Agent Store
service log file
(alternative file)

nslog01

Agent Store
service
communication log
file

nslog02

Agent Store
service
communication log
file (alternative
file)

-

Default directory
for storing a
partial database
backup
8

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPD/

-

Directory specific
to the PD database
8

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPD/YYYY/

STPD.opn

Internal control file

-

Year directory
8

Note: YYYY
indicates a
western calendar
year.
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPD/YYYY/MMDD/

File name
-

Description
Month and date
directory
8

Note: MM indicates
a month (in two
digits), and DD
indicates a date (in
two digits).
/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPD/YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

-

Generation
number directory
8

Note: nnn
indicates a
generation number
(in three digits).

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPI/

*.DB

Performance data
file of the PD
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a
performance data
file of the PD
record type

-

Directory specific
to the PI database
8

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPI/n/

STPI.opn

Internal control file

-

Directory that
indicates the
summarization
unit
8

Note: The value n
indicates a
summarization
unit. Each value
corresponds to a
unit as follows:
1: minute; 2:
hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month;
6: year
/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPI/n/YYYY/

-

Year directory
8

Note: YYYY
indicates a
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description
western calendar
year.

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPI/n/YYYY/MMDD/

-

Month and date
directory
8

Note: MM indicates
a month (in two
digits), and DD
indicates a date (in
two digits).
/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instancename/STPI/n/YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

-

Generation
number directory
8

Note: nnn
indicates a
generation number
(in three digits).
*.DB

Performance data
file of the PI
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a
performance data
file of the PI
record type

/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instance- name/system/9
dbsystem.properties
/opt/jp1pc/agtd/store/instance- name/record-name11
/opt/jp1pc/setup/

/opt/jp1pc/tools/
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Internal file
-

-

The storage
directory for
additional Agent
setup files

jpcagtdu.Z

Internal archive
file (UNIX)

jpcagtdw.EXE

Internal archive
file (Windows)

-

Folder for storing
commands

jpctdchkinst

Command for
checking instance
settings

jpctdlistraid

Command for
detecting
command devices.
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

jpctdrefresh

Command for
collecting
configuration
information

jpctminfo

Command for
displaying the
product
information

Note 1:
The asterisk (*) indicates 1, 2, or 3.
Note 2:
Created by the user.
Note 3:
Not created in HP-UX (IPF).
Note 4:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 5:
Created when a collection time definition file is stored in the /opt/jp1pc/
agtd/agent/instance-name/ directory.
Note 6:
Created when the monitored target storage system is Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series.
Note 7:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 8:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.
Note 9:
Only present in operating systems that support the Hybrid Store.
Note 10:
Only present in Linux.
Note 11:
Created in Hybrid Store.
Note 12:
The file can be created by the htmhsmigrate command.
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List of Agent for RAID Map files and directories
The following sections list the files and directories used by Agent for RAID
Map.

Windows systems
The following table lists the files and folders for the Windows version of the
Agent for RAID Map.

Table F-9 Files and folders of Agent for RAID Map (Windows)
Files and folders of Agent for RAID Map (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder

installation-folder\agte\

installation-folder\agte\agent\

installation-folder\agte\agent
\HLDUtility\
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File name

Description

-

Root folder common to
Collection Manager and
Agents

instagte.ini

Internal file

-

Base folder of Agent for
RAID Map

jpcagtras.bat

Internal command

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

HTM_INST_LOG_AGTE
_*.log1

Installation log

HTM_UNINST_LOG_AG
TE_*.log1

Log file output when you
remove Agent for RAID MAP

-

Base folder of the Agent
Collector service

HpmHL.dll

Shared libraries of Agent for
RAID Map

hpmhlinquiry.exe

Internal command

jpcagte.exe

Program for executing the
Agent Collector service

jpcagt.ini

Service startup initialization
file of Agent Collector

jpcagt.ini.model

Sample of a service startup
initialization file of Agent
Collector

PortMap*.dat

Internal definition file

ProductMap.dat

Internal definition file

status.dat

Internal file

-

Folder for Agent Collector
service commands
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID Map (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\agte\agent
\HLDUtility\bin\

File name

Description

-

Folder for Agent Collector
service commands

hldutil.conf

Settings file for Agent
Collector service commands

hldutil.exe

Agent Collector service
commands

message.txt

Message file for Agent
Collector service commands

Installation-folder\agte\agent
\HLDUtility\bin\sub\

-

Folder for Agent Collector
service subcommands

installation-folder\agte\agent
\HLDUtility\bin\sub\windows\

-

Folder for storing platformdependent files

hldu_1k.exe

Agent Collector service
subcommand

hldu_2k.exe
hldu_e0chk.exe
hldu_getdevf.exe
hldu_uk.exe
hldu_vpchk.exe
installation-folder\agte\agent
\HLDUtility\log\

-

Folder for storing logs of
Agent Collector service
commands

hldu_err.log

Command error file

installation-folder\agte\agent\lib
\

-

Folder for storing Agent
Collector service libraries

installation-folder\agte\agent\log
\

-

Folder for storing internal
logs of the Agent Collector
service

msglog01

Agent Collector service log
file

msglog02

Agent Collector service log
file (alternative file)

msglog03
msglog04

installation-folder\agte\lib\

nslog01

Agent Collector service
communication log file

nslog02

Agent Collector service
communication log file
(alternative file)

-

Message catalog installation
folder
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID Map (Windows)
Folder name

Description

jpcagtemsg.dll

Message catalog

-

Tuning Manager
administrator console icon
file location directory

adminconsole.ico

Administrator console icon
file

adminconsole_icon
_ver_info.dat

Internal definition file

-

Base folder of the Agent
Store service

*.DB

Performance data file

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file

*.LCK

Lock file for a performance
data file

jpcsto.ini

Configuration file for the
Agent Store service

jpcsto.ini.model

Sample of a configuration file
for the Agent Store service

status.dat

Internal file

STDICT.DAT

Definition file of a data
model

STRULES.DAT

Definition file of a data
model

installation-folder\agte\store
\backup\

-

Default folder for storing a
database backup

installation-folder\agte\store
\dump\

-

Default folder for storing an
exported database

installation-folder\agte\store
\import\

-

Default folder for storing an
imported database2

installation-folder\agte\store\log
\

-

Folder for storing internal
logs of the Agent Store
service

msglog01

Agent Store service log file

msglog02

Agent Store service log file
(alternative file)

nslog01

Agent Store service
communication log file

nslog02

Agent Store service
communication log file
(alternative file)

installation-folder\agte\icon\

installation-folder\agte\store\
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File name
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID Map (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

installation-folder\agte\store
\partial\

-

Default folder for storing a
partial database backup2

installation-folder\agte\store
\STPD\

-

Folder specific to the PD
database2

STPD.opn

Internal control file

installation-folder\agte\store
\STPD\YYYY\

-

Year folder2

installation-folder\agte\store
\STPD\YYYY\MMDD\

-

installation-folder\agte\store
\STPD\YYYY\MMDD\nnn\

-

installation-folder\agte\store
\STPI\

installation-folder\agte\store
\STPI\n\

Note: YYYY indicates a
western calendar year.
Month and date folder2
Note: MM indicates a month
(in two digits), and DD
indicates a date (in two
digits).
Generation number folder2
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).
*.DB

Performance data file of the
PD record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PD record
type

-

Folder specific to the PI
database2

STPI.opn

Internal control file

-

Folder that indicates the
summarization unit2
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each
value corresponds to a unit
as follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day;
4: week; 5: month; 6: year

installation-folder\agte\store
\STPI\n\YYYY\

-

installation-folder\agte\store
\STPI\n\YYYY\MMDD\

-

Year folder2
Note: YYYY indicates a
western calendar year.
Month and date folder 2
Note: MM indicates a month
(in two digits), and DD
indicates a date (in two
digits).
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Files and folders of Agent for RAID Map (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\agte\store
\STPI\n\YYYY\MMDD\nnn\

File name
-

Description
Generation number folder 2
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the
PI record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PI record type

installation-folder\setup\tunmgr

-

Directory for HTnM

installation-folder\setup\tunmgr
\inst

-

Directory for HTnM

installation-folder\setup\

-

Administrator console
startup file

jpcagteu.Z

Internal archive file (in
UNIX)

jpcagtew.EXE

Internal archive file (in
Windows)

-

Icon file placement directory
for HTnM

adminconsole.ico

Internal icon file

adminconsole_icon
_ver_info.dat

Internal definition file

-

Directory for storing
commands

jpctminfo.exe

Command for displaying
product information

installation-folder\setup\tunmgr
\inst\icon

installation-folder\tools

Note 1:
The asterisk (*) indicates 1, 2, or 3.
Note 2:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

UNIX systems
The following table lists the files and directories for the UNIX version of Agent
for RAID Map.
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Table F-10 Files and directories of Agent for RAID Map (UNIX)
Files and directories of Agent for RAID Map (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/

/opt/jp1pc/agte/

File name

Description

-

Root directory common to
Collection Manager and Agents

instagte.ini

Internal file

-

Root directory for Agent for
RAID Map

dontask

Internal file
Note: This file is installed only in
a Solaris environment.

jpcagtras

Internal command

instagte.ini

Internal file

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

patch_history

Internal file

pplistd

Internal file

uninstall.sh

Shell for removal

HTM_INST_LOG_AGTE
_*.log1

Installation log

HTM_UNINST_LOG_AG
TE_*.log

Log file output when you remove
Agent for RAID Map

1

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/cmd/

-

Base directory of the Agent
Collector service

hpmhlinquiry

Internal command

jpcagte

Program for executing the Agent
Collector service

jpcagt.ini

Service startup initialization file
of Agent Collector

jpcagt.ini.model

Sample of a service startup
initialization file of Agent
Collector

status.dat

Internal file

-

Directory for storing internal
commands

getdevinf

Internal command
Note: This file is installed only in
a Solaris environment.

getip

Internal command

getip.awk

Internal command
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID Map (UNIX)
Directory name

F-56

File name

Description

getip_net_tools_2
0.awk

Internal command

getosname

Internal command

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/
HLDUtility/

-

Directory for Agent Collector
service commands

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/
HLDUtility/bin/

-

Directory for Agent Collector
service commands

hldutil.conf

Settings file for Agent Collector
service commands

hldutil.exe

Agent Collector service
commands

message.txt

Message file for Agent Collector
service commands

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/
HLDUtility/bin/sub/

-

Subdirectory for Agent Collector
service commands

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/
HLDUtility/bin/sub/
platform-name/

-

Directory for storing platformdependent files (platform-name:
hpux for HP-UX, sun for Solaris,
aix for AIX, linux for Linux)

hldu_1k

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)

hldu_2k

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)

hldu_create

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)

hldu_dkchk

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)

hldu_errproc

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)

hldu_getdevf

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)

hldu_uk

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)

hldu_if

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID Map (UNIX)
Directory name

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/
HLDUtility/log/

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/lib/

/opt/jp1pc/agte/agent/log/

File name

Description

hldu_vpchk

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris,
AIX, Linux)

hldu_e0chk

Agent Collector service
subcommand (HP-UX, Solaris
specific file)

hldu_hba

Agent Collector service
subcommand (AIX specific file)

-

Directory for storing command
logs of the Agent Collector
service

hldu_err.log

Command error file

-

Directory for storing shared
libraries of Agent for RAID Map

libhpmhl[.sl/.so/.
o]

Shared libraries of Agent for
RAID Map

PortMap*.dat

Internal definition file

ProductMap.dat

Internal definition file

-

Directory for storing internal
logs of the Agent Collector
service

msglog01

Agent Collector service log file

msglog02

Agent Collector service log file
(alternative file)

msglog03
msglog04
nslog01

Agent Collector service
communication log file

nslog02

Agent Collector service
communication log file
(alternative file)

/opt/jp1pc/agte/nls/

-

Directory for storing message
catalogs

/opt/jp1pc/agte/nls/$LANG/

-

Directory for storing Agent for
RAID Map messages

jpcagtemsg.cat

Message catalog file

-

Base directory of the Agent
Store service

*.DB

Performance data file

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data
file

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID Map (UNIX)
Directory name

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/
backup/

File name
*.LCK

Lock file for a performance data
file

jpcsto.ini

Configuration file for the Agent
Store service

jpcsto.ini.model

Sample of a configuration file for
the Agent Store service

status.dat

Internal file

STDICT.DAT

Definition file of a data model

STRULES.DAT

Definition file of a data model

-

Default directory for storing a
database backup

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/dump/ -

Default directory for storing an
exported database

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/
import/

-

Default directory for storing an
imported database2

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/log/

-

Directory for storing internal
logs of the Agent Store service

msglog01

Agent Store service log file

msglog02

Agent Store service log file
(alternative file)

nslog01

Agent Store service
communication log file

nslog02

Agent Store service
communication log file
(alternative file)

-

Default directory for storing a
partial database backup2

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/
partial/

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/STPD/ STPD.opn

Directory specific to the PD
database2
Internal control file

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/STPD/ YYYY/

Year directory2

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/STPD/ YYYY/MMDD/

Month and date directory2

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/STPD/ YYYY/MMDD/nnn/
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Description

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.

Note: MM indicates a month (in
two digits), and DD indicates a
date (in two digits).
Generation number directory2
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).
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Files and directories of Agent for RAID Map (UNIX)
Directory name

File name
*.DB

Performance data file of the PD
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data
file of the PD record type

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/STPI/ -

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/
STPI/n/

Description

Directory specific to the PI
database2

STPI.opn

Internal control file

-

Directory that indicates the
summarization unit2
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/
STPI/n/YYYY/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/
STPI/n/YYYY/MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agte/store/
STPI/n/YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

-

/opt/jp1pc/setup/

installation-folder/tools

Year directory2
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory2
Note: MM indicates a month (in
two digits), and DD indicates a
date (in two digits).
Generation number directory2
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data
file of the PI record type

-

The storage directory for
additional Agent setup files

jpcagteu.Z

Internal archive file (in UNIX)

jpcagtew.EXE

Internal archive file (in
Windows)

-

Directory for storing commands

jpctminfo.exe

Command for displaying product
information

Note 1:
The asterisk (*) indicates 1, 2, or 3.
Note 2:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.
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List of Agent for Platform (Windows) files and folders
The following table lists the files and folders of Agent for Platform (Windows).

Table F-11 Files and folders of Agent for Platform (Windows)
Files and folders of Agent for Platform (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder
\

installation-folder
\agtt\

File name

Description

-

Root folder common to Collection Manager and
Agents

instagtt.ini

Internal file

-

Base folder of Agent for Platform (Windows)

jpcagtras.bat

Internal command

jpcagtcfgbackup. Extended backup script specific to Agent for
bat
Platform
jpcagtcfgresto.b Extended restoration script specific to Agent for
at
Platform

installation-folder
\agtt\agent\

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

-

Base folder of the Agent Collector service

agtterr.log

Internal file

jpcagt.ini

Agent Collector service startup information file

jpcagt.ini.model The model file for the Agent Collector service
startup information file
jpcagtt.exe

Service executing program of Agent Collector

jpcapp

Application definition file 1

jpcconfig.exe

Internal command

map.log

Log specific to the Agent Collector service (Log
file for the index map obtained from the 32-bit
performance registry)

map64.log

Log specific to the Agent Collector service (Log
file for the index map obtained from the 64-bit
performance registry)

status.dat

Internal file

jpcappcvt.ini

jpcapp conversion settings file

jpcappcvt.ini.mo Model file for the jpcapp conversion settings file
del
jpctRegistry64.e 64-bit jpctRegistry module. This file is available
xe
in a Windows 2012 (x64) environment only)
jpctRegistry64Su Collection assistance process for
b.exe
jpctRegistry64.exe. This file is available in a
Windows 2012 (x64) environment only)
jpctRegistry32.e 32-bit jpctRegistry module
xe
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Files and folders of Agent for Platform (Windows)
Folder name

File name
x64exec.exe

Description
Internal command

func_trace**.log Internal trace log
installation-folder
\agtt\agent
\PerfRegistryDa
ta\

-

Folder that stores performance data files output
by the jpctRegistry process

registrydata32_* A binary file output by the jpctRegistry process,
*
and used for 32-bit Windows versions. This file
contains performance data as obtained from the
registry. ** can be a value in the range 01
through 06
registrydata64_* A binary file output by the jpctRegistry process,
*
and used for 64-bit Windows versions. This file
contains performance data as obtained from the
registry. ** can be a value in the range 01
through 06
registrydata64cd A binary file output by the jpctRegistry process,
au_**
and used for CDAU. This file contains
performance data as obtained from the registry.
** can be a value in the range 01 through 06

installation-folder
\agtt\agent
\jpcuser\

-

Folder for storing Agent for Platform (Windows)
internal commands

installation-folder
\agtt\agent\log
\

-

Storage folder for internal log files of the Agent
Collector service

msglog01

Agent Collector service log file

msglog02

Agent Collector service log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Agent Collector service communication log file

nslog02

Agent Collector service communication log file
(alternative file)

jpctRegistry32_* A log file output by the jpctRegistry process,
*.log
and used for 32-bit Windows versions. ** can
be either 01 or 02
jpctRegistry64_* A log file output by the jpctRegistry process,
*.log
and used for 64-bit Windows versions. ?? can be
either 01 or 02
jpctRegistry64cd A log file output by the jpctRegistry process,
au_**.log
and used for CDAU. ** can be either 01 or 02
jpctRegistry64Su A log file output by the jpctRegistry64Sub
b_**.log
process. ** can be either 01 or 02.
installation-folder
\agtt\lib\
installation-folder
\agtt\store\

-

Message catalog installation folder

jpcagttmsg.dll

Message catalog

-

Base folder of the Agent Store service

STDICT.DAT

Definition file for a data model
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Files and folders of Agent for Platform (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

STRULES.DAT

Definition file for a data model

jpcsto.ini

Configuration file for the Agent Store service

jpcsto.ini.model Sample of a configuration file for the Agent
Store service
status.dat

Internal file

*.DB

Performance data file

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file

*.LCK

Lock file for a performance data file

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\backup\

-

Default folder for storing a database backup

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\dump\

-

Default folder for storing an exported database

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\import\

-

Default folder for storing an imported database2

installation-folder
\agtt\store\log
\

-

Folder for storing internal logs of the Agent
Store service

msglog01

Agent Store service log file

msglog02

Agent Store service log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Agent Store service communication log file

nslog02

Agent Store service communication log file
(alternative file)

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\partial\

-

Default folder for storing a partial database
backup2

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\STPD\

-

Folder specific to the PD database2

STPD.opn

Internal control file2

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\STPD\YYYY\

-

Year folder2

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\STPD\YYYY
\MMDD\

-

Note: YYYY indicates a western calendar year.

installation-folder \agtt\store
\STPD\MMDD\nnn
\
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Month and date folder 2
Note: MM indicates a month (in two digits), and
DD indicates a date (in two digits).
Generation number folder 2
Note: nnn indicates a generation number (in
three digits).
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Files and folders of Agent for Platform (Windows)
Folder name

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\STPI\
installation-folder
\agtt\store
\STPI\n\

File name

Description

*.DB

Performance data file of the PD record type2

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file of the PD
record type2

-

Folder specific to the PI database2

STPI.opn

Internal control file2

-

Folder that indicates the summarization unit2
Note: The value n indicates a summarization
unit. Each value corresponds to a unit as
follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4: week; 5: month;
6: year

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\STPI\n\YYYY\

-

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\STPI\n\YYYY
\MMDD\

-

installation-folder
\agtt\store
\STPI\n\YYYY
\MMDD\nnn\

-

installation-folder
\setup\

Year folder2
Note: YYYY indicates a western calendar year
Month and date folder 2
Note: MM indicates a month (in two digits), and
DD indicates a date (in two digits)
Generation number folder 2
Note: nnn indicates a generation number (in
three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI record type2

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file of the PI
record type2

-

Folder for storing additional Agent setup files

jpcagttu.Z

Archive file for setting up Agent (UNIX)

jpcagttw.EXE

Archive file for setting up Agent (Windows)

Note 1:
This file exists if you have specified the settings to monitor applications.
Note 2:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

List of Agent for Platform (UNIX) files and directories
The following table lists the files and directories of Agent for Platform (UNIX).
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Table F-12 Files and directories of Agent for Platform (UNIX)
Files and directories of Agent for Platform (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent/
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File name

Description

-

Root directory common to
Collection Manager and Agents

instagtu.ini

Internal file

-

The base directory of Agent for
Platform (UNIX)

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

jpcagtras

Internal command

patch_history

Internal file

jpcagtcfgbacku
p

Extended backup script specific
to Agent for Platform. (This file
is not available in RHEL 4, RHEL
5, or Linux - IPF environments)

jpcagtcfgresto

Extended restore script specific
to Agent for Platform (This file
is not available in RHEL 4, RHEL
5, or Linux - IPF environments)

-

The base directory of the Agent
Collector service

evfile

Internal file1

evfile.model

Internal file1

jpc_hostutil

The program for obtaining the
Agent for Platform (UNIX) host
information

jpc_process

The program for obtaining 64bit process information2

jpcagt.ufss

Internal command

jpcagt.ini

The startup-information file of
the Agent Collector service

jpcagt.ini.mod
el

The model file for the startupinformation file of the Agent
Collector service

jpcagtu

The executable program of the
Agent Collector service

jpcapp

Application definition file 3

jpcapp2

Application definition file 3

jpcappcvt.ini

jpcapp conversion configuration
file
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Files and directories of Agent for Platform (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

jpcappcvt.ini.
model

jpcapp conversion configuration
model file

jpcosvalue.ini

Logging definition file for the
values acquired from the OS

jpcosvalue.ini
.model

Logging definition model file for
the values acquired from the
OS

status.dat

Internal file

quot2diskusg

Internal command

wgfile

The workgroup file of Agent for
Platform (UNIX)

wgfile.model

The model file for the
workgroup file of Agent for
Platform (UNIX)

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent/jpcuser/

-

The storage directory for
internal commands of Agent for
Platform (UNIX)

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/agent/log/

-

The storage directory for
internal log files of the Agent
Collector service

msglog01

Agent Collector service log file

msglog02

Agent Collector service log file
(alternative file)

nslog01

Agent Collector service
communication log file

nslog02

Agent Collector service
communication log file
(alternative file)

version.log

Agent for Platform (UNIX)
internal log

-

The storage directory for Agent
for Platform (UNIX) messages

jpcagtumsg.cat

Message catalog file

jpcusermsg.cat

jpcuser message catalog

jpcappcvtmsg.c
at

jpcappcvt message catalog

-

The base directory of the Agent
Store service

STDICT.DAT

The definition file for a data
model

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/nls/$LANG/

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/
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Files and directories of Agent for Platform (UNIX)
Directory name
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File name

Description

STRULES.DAT

The definition file for a data
model

jpcsto.ini

Agent Store setup file

jpcsto.ini.mod
el

The model file for the Agent
Store setup file

status.dat

Internal file

*.DB

The performance data file

*.IDX

The index file for a performance
data file

*.LCK

The lock file for a performance
data file

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/backup/

-

Default directory for storing a
database backup

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/dump/

-

Default directory for storing an
exported database

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/import/

-

Default directory for storing an
imported database4

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/log/

-

The storage directory for
internal log files of the Agent
Store service

msglog01

Agent Store service log file

msglog02

Agent Store service log file
(alternative file)

nslog01

Agent Store service
communication log file

nslog02

Agent Store service
communication log file
(alternative file)

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/partial/

-

Default directory for storing a
partial database backup4

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPD/

-

Directory specific to the PD
database4

STPD.opn

Internal control file4

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPD/
YYYY/

-

Year directory4

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPD/
YYYY/MMDD/

-

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory4
Note: MM indicates a month (in
two digits), and DD indicates a
date (in two digits).
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Files and directories of Agent for Platform (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPD/
YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPI/

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPI/n/

File name
-

Description
Generation number directory4
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PD
record type4

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PD record type4

-

Directory specific to the PI
database4

STPI.opn

Internal control file4

-

Directory that indicates the
summarization unit4
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as
follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPI/n/
YYYY/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPI/n/
YYYY/MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPI/n/
YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPL/

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPL/n/

Year directory4
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory4
Note: MM indicates a month (in
two digits), and DD indicates a
date (in two digits).
Generation number directory4
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI
record type4

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PI record type4

-

Directory specific to the PL
database4

STPL.opn

Internal control file4

-

Directory that indicates the
summarization unit4
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each value
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Files and directories of Agent for Platform (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description
corresponds to a unit as
follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPL/n/
YYYY/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPL/n/
YYYY/MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtu/store/STPL/n/
YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

-

/opt/jp1pc/setup/

Year directory
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory4
Note: MM indicates a month (in
two digits), and DD indicates a
date (in two digits).
Generation number directory4
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PL
record type4

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PL record type4

-

The storage directory for
additional Agent setup files

jpcagtuu.Z

Internal archive file (UNIX)

jpcagtuw.EXE

Internal archive file (Windows)

Note 1:
Not installed in Linux.
Note 2:
Not installed in HP-UX, AIX, and Linux.
Note 3:
This file exists if you have specified the settings to monitor applications.
Note 4:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

List of Agent for SAN Switch files and directories
The following sections list the files and directories used by Agent for SAN
Switch.
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Windows systems
The following table shows a list of files and folders for the Windows edition of
Agent for SAN Switch.

Table F-13 Files and folders of Agent for SAN Switch (Windows)
Files and folders of Agent for SAN Switch (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\

installation-folder\agtw\

installation-folder\agtw\agent\

installation-folder\agtw\agent
\icon

installation-folder\agtw\agent
\instance-name\

File name

Description

-

Root folder common to
Collection Manager and
Agents

instagtw.ini

Internal file

-

The base folder of Agent
for SAN Switch

insrules.dat

Definition file for instance
startup environment rules

PATCHLOG.TXT

Agent for SAN Switch
patch information file

-

The base folder of the
Agent Collector service

jpctwutil.exe

A command called
internally

agtlist.ini

Agent Collector service
instance definition file

agtw.properties

Agent for SAN Switch
properties file

jpcagt.ini.instmpl

Internal file

jpcagtw.exe

Executable program of the
Agent Collector service

ouilist_fos.dat

Internal file

ouilist_eos.dat

Internal file

-

Tuning Manager
administrator console icon
file location directory

adminconsole.ico

Administrator console icon
file

adminconsole_icon_ve
r_info.dat

Internal definition file

-

Base folder of the Agent
Collector service (for each
instance)1

CIMClientXML_Trace*.
txt

Communication trace file
of the Agent Collector
service
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Files and folders of Agent for SAN Switch (Windows)
Folder name

installation-folder\agtw\agent
\instance-name\log\

installation-folder\agtw\lib\

installation-folder\agtw\store\

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\
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File name

Description

chkinstXML_Trace.

Communication trace file
of the command to verify
an instance environment

excsw.txt

Unmonitored switch
configuration file (for each
instance)2

jpcagt.ini

Startup-information file of
the Agent Collector service
(for each instance)1

jpcagt.ini.model

Sample of a startupinformation file of the
Agent Collector service (for
each instance)1

status.dat

Internal file

-

Folder for storing internal
logs of the Agent Collector
service (for each
instance)1

msglog*

Agent Collector service log
file

nslog*

Agent Collector service
communication log file

-

Folder for storing message
catalogs

jpcagtwmsg.dll

Message catalog

-

Base folder of the Agent
Store service

STDICT.DAT

Definition file for a data
model

STRULES.DAT

Definition file for a data
model

jpcsto.ini.instmpl

Internal file

stolist.ini

Internal file

-

Base folder of the Agent
Store service (for each
instance)1

*.DAT

Definition file for a data
model (for each instance)1

*.DB

Performance data file (for
each instance)3
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Files and folders of Agent for SAN Switch (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

*.IDX

Index file for a
performance data file (for
each instance)3

*.LCK

Lock file for a performance
data file (for each
instance)3

jpcsto.ini

Startup-information file of
the Agent Store service
(for each instance)1

jpcsto.ini.model

Sample of a startupinformation file of the
Agent Store service (for
each instance)1

STDICT.DAT

Definition file for a data
model for each instance

STRULES.DAT

Definition file for a data
model for each instance

status.dat

Internal file

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\backup\

-

Default folder for storing a
database backup (for each
instance)1

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\dump\

-

Default folder for storing
an exported database (for
each instance)1

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\import\

-

Default folder for storing
an imported database4

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\log\

-

Folder for storing internal
logs of the Agent Store
service (for each
instance)1

msglog*

Agent Store service log file

nslog*

Agent Store service
communication log file

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\partial\

-

Default folder for storing a
partial database backup4

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPD\

-

Folder specific to the PD
database4

STPD.opn

Internal control file

-

Year folder4

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY\
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Note: YYYY indicates a
western calendar year.
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Files and folders of Agent for SAN Switch (Windows)
Folder name

File name

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY
\MMDD\

-

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY
\MMDD\nnn\

-

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPI\

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\

Description
Month and date folder4
Note: MM indicates a
month (in two digits), and
DD indicates a date (in two
digits).
Generation number folder4
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in
three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of
the PD record type

*.IDX

Index file for a
performance data file of
the PD record type

-

Folder specific to the PI
database4

STPI.opn

Internal control file

-

Folder that indicates the
summarization unit4
Note: The value n
indicates a summarization
unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as
follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3:
day; 4: week; 5: month;
6: year
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installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY\

-

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY
\MMDD\

-

installation-folder\agtw\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY
\MMDD\nnn\

-

Year folder4
Note: YYYY indicates a
western calendar year.
Month and date folder4
Note: MM indicates a
month (in two digits), and
DD indicates a date (in two
digits).
Generation number folder4
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in
three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of
the PI record type

*.IDX

Index file for a
performance data file of
the PI record type
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Files and folders of Agent for SAN Switch (Windows)
Folder name

File name

installation-folder\setup\

installation-folder\tools\

Description

-

Folder for storing setup
files

jpcagtwu.Z

Archive file for setup
(UNIX)

jpcagtww.EXE

Archive file for setup
(Windows)

-

Folder for storing
commands

jpctwchkinst.bat

The command to verify an
instance environment

Note 1:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 2:
The user must create this file only if switches are set to be excluded from
monitoring
Note 3:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 4:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

UNIX systems
The following table shows a list of files and directories for the UNIX edition of
Agent for SAN Switch.

Table F-14 Files and directories of Agent for SAN Switch (UNIX)
Files and directories of Agent for SAN Switch (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/

File name

Description

-

Root directory common to
Collection Manager and Agents

instagtw.ini

Internal file

-

The base directory of Agent for
SAN Switch

insrules.dat

Definition file for instance
startup environment rules

PATCHLOG.TXT

Agent for SAN Switch patch
information file
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Files and directories of Agent for SAN Switch (UNIX)
Directory name

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent/

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent/
instance-name/

File name

Description

patch_history

Historical file of Agent for SAN
Switch patch information

pplistd

File corresponding to patches

uninstall.sh

Shell for removal

-

The base directory of the Agent
Collector service

jpctwutil

Common file for executing
commands.

agtlist.ini

Agent Collector service
instance definition file

jpcagtw

Executable program of the
Agent Collector service

jpcagt.ini.instmpl

Internal file

agtw.properties

Property file for Agent for SAN
Switch

ouilist_fos.dat

Internal file

ouilist_eos.dat

Internal file

-

Base directory of the Agent
Collector service (for each
instance)1

CIMClientXML_Trace*. Communication trace file of the
txt
Agent Collector service

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent/
instance-name/log/
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chkinstXML_Trace.*

Communication trace file of the
command to verify an instance
environment

excsw.txt

Unmonitored switch
configuration file (for each
instance)2

jpcagt.ini

Startup-information file of the
Agent Collector service (for
each instance)1

jpcagt.ini.model

Sample of a startupinformation file of the Agent
Collector service (for each
instance)1

status.dat

Internal file

-

Directory for storing internal
logs of the Agent Collector
service (for each instance)1

msglog*

Agent Collector service log file
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Files and directories of Agent for SAN Switch (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

nslog*

Agent Collector service
communication log file

-

Directory for storing message
catalogs

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/nls/$LANG/ -

Directory for storing Agent for
SAN Switch messages

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/nls/

jpcagtwmsg.cat

Message catalog file

-

Base directory of the Agent
Store service

STRULES.DAT

Definition file for a data model

STDICT.DAT

Definition file for a data model

jpcsto.ini.instmpl

Internal file

stolist.ini

Internal file

-

Base directory of the Agent
Store service (for each
instance)1

STDICT.DAT

Definition file for a data model
(for each instance)1

STRULES.DAT

Definition file for a data model
(for each instance)1

*.DB

Performance data file (for each
instance)3

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file (for each instance)3

*.LCK

Lock file for a performance
data file (for each instance)3

jpcsto.ini

Startup-information file of the
Agent Store service (for each
instance)1

jpcsto.ini.model

Sample of a startupinformation file of the Agent
Store service (for each
instance)1

status.dat

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/backup/

-

Default directory for storing a
database backup (for each
instance)1

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/dump/

-

Default directory for storing an
exported database (for each
instance)1

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/
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Files and directories of Agent for SAN Switch (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/import/

-

Default directory for storing an
imported database4

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/log/

-

Directory for storing internal
logs of the Agent Store service
(for each instance)1

msglog*

Agent Store service log file

nslog*

Agent Store service
communication log file

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/partial/

-

Default directory for storing a
partial database backup4

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPD/

-

Directory specific to the PD
database4

STPD.opn

Internal control file

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/

-

Year directory4

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/
MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/
MMDD/nnn/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPI/

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory4
Note: MM indicates a month (in
two digits), and DD indicates a
date (in two digits).
Generation number directory4
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).
*.DB

Performance data file of the PD
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PD record type

-

Directory specific to the PI
database4

STPI.opn

Internal control file

-

Directory that indicates the
summarization unit4
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as
follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/YYYY/
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-

Year directory4
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Files and directories of Agent for SAN Switch (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/YYYY/
MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtw/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/YYYY/
MMDD/nnn/

-

/opt/jp1pc/setup/

/opt/jp1pc/tools/

Month and date directory4
Note: MM indicates a month (in
two digits), and DD indicates a
date (in two digits).
Generation number directory4
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PI record type

-

Directory for storing setup files

jpcagtwu.Z

Archive file for setup (UNIX)

jpcagtww.EXE

Archive file for setup
(Windows)

-

Folder for storing commands

jpctminfo

Command for displaying
product information

jpctwchkinst

The command to verify an
instance environment

Note 1:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 2:
The user must create this file only if switches are set to be excluded from
monitoring.
Note 3:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 4:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.
Note 5:
Created when the Linux version is used.

List of Agent for NAS files and directories
The following sections list the files and directories used by Agent for NAS.
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Windows systems
The following table lists the files and folders of Agent for NAS.

Table F-15 Files and folders of Agent for NAS (Windows)
Files and folders of Agent for NAS (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\

installation-folder\agtn\

installation-folder\agtn
\agent\

installation-folder\agtn
\agent\icon
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File name

Description

-

Root folder common to Collection
Manager and Agents

instagtn.ini

Internal file

-

Root folder for Agent for NAS

insrules.dat

Definition file for instance startup
environment rules

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

jpcagtcfgbackup.ba
t

Internal file

jpcagtras.bat

Internal file

-

Root folder for the Agent Collector
service

agtlist.ini

Agent Collector service instance
definition file

jpcagt.ini.instmpl

Internal file

jpcagtn.exe

Program for executing the Agent
Collector service

agtn.properties

Agent for NAS common setting file

ganymed-ssh2build210.jar

Internal file

jpcagtnenas.dll

Execution file for collecting the
Agent Collector service information

jpcenas.dll

API execution file for collecting the
Agent Collector service information

PortMap.dat

Internal definition file

ProductMap.dat

Internal definition file

ProductMap_hnas.da
t

Internal definition file

htmHNASCollector.j
ar

Internal file

htmHNASJavalog.ini

Internal definition file

-

Tuning Manager administrator
console icon file location directory

adminconsole.ico

Administrator console icon file
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Files and folders of Agent for NAS (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

adminconsole_icon_
ver_info.dat

Internal definition file

-

Root folder for the Agent Collector
service (for each instance)1

jpcagt.ini

Agent Collector service startup
information file (for each instance)

jpcagt.ini.model

Sample of Agent Collector service
startup information file (for each
instance)

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\

-

Internal file

<YYYYMMDDhhmmss>_h
nas.dat

Internal file

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands.

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instancenamehnas\ERR\RUS\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance errors)

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\RUS
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance errors, per
node)

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name\

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\RUS
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss\
\cluster-UUID_node-name
*.dat (*.tmp)
\

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance errors per
node)

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\SSC\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (errors in configuration
and capacity information)

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\SSC
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (errors in configuration
and capacity information per
cluster)

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\SSC
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss
\cluster-UUID\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (errors in configuration
and capacity information, per
cluster)

*.dat(*.tmp)

Internal files

Internal files
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Files and folders of Agent for NAS (Windows)
Folder name

F-80

File name

Description

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\VER\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\VER\
YYYYMMDDhhmmss\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal files

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\ERR\VER\
YYYYMMDDhhmmss\cluster*.dat (*.tmp)
UUID\

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\RUS

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\RUS
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\RUS
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss\UUID_
node name\ cluster

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal file

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\hnas\SSC\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (configuration and
capacity information)

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instancenamehnas\SSC
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss \

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (configuration and
capacity information)

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instancenamehnas\SSC
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss
\cluster-UUID\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (configuration and
capacity information)

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal files

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instancenamehnas\VER\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instancenamehnas\VER
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands

*.dat(*.tmp)

Internal file

Internal files
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Files and folders of Agent for NAS (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

Installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instancenamehnas\VER
\YYYYMMDDhhmmss
\cluster-UUID\

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (Hitachi NAS Platform
version information)

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal file

installation-folder\agtn
\agent\instance-name
\log\

-

Folder for storing internal logs of the
Agent Collector service (for each
instance)1

installation-folder\agtn
\lib\

-

Folder for storing message catalogs

jpcagtnmsg.dll

Message catalog

installation-folder\agtn
\store\

-

Root folder for the Agent Store
service

STDICT.DAT

Data model definition file

STRULES.DAT

Data model definition file

jpcsto.ini.instmpl

Internal file

stolist.ini

Internal file

-

Root folder for the Agent Store
service (for each instance)1

STDICT.DAT

Data model definition file (for each
instance)

STRULES.DAT

Data model definition file (for each
instance)

*.DB

Performance data file (for each
instance)2

*.IDX

Index file for performance data file
(for each instance)2

*.LCK

Lock file for performance data file
(for each instance)2

jpcsto.ini

Configuration file for the Agent
Store service (for each instance)

jpcsto.ini.model

Sample of a configuration file for the
Agent Store service (for each
instance)

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\backup\

-

Default folder for storing a database
backup (for each instance)1

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\dump\

-

Default folder for storing an
exported database (for each
instance)1

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name\
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Files and folders of Agent for NAS (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\import\

-

Default folder for storing an
imported database3

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\log\

-

Folder for storing internal logs of the
Agent Store service (for each
instance)1

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\partial\

-

Default folder for storing a partial
database backup3

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPD\

-

Folder specific to the PD database3

STPD.opn

Internal control file

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPD\YYYY\

-

Year folder3

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPD\YYYY\MMDD\

-

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPD\YYYY\MMDD\nnn\

-

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date folder3
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in
two digits).
Generation number folder3
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).
*.DB

Performance data file of the PD
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file
of the PD record type

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPI\

-

Folder specific to the PI database3

STPI.opn

Internal control file

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPI\n\

-

Folder that indicates the
summarization unit3
Note: The value n indicates the
summarization unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year
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installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPI\n\YYYY\

-

installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPI\n\YYYY\MMDD\

-

Year folder3
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date folder3
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in
two digits).
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Files and folders of Agent for NAS (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder\agtn
\store\instance-name
\STPI\n\YYYY\MMDD\nnn
\

File name
-

Description
Generation number folder3
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file
of the PI record type

-

Folder for storing additional Agent
setup files

jpcagtnu.Z

Archive file for setting up Agent
(UNIX)

jpcagtnw.EXE

Archive file for setting up Agent
(Windows)

installation-folder\setup
\tunmgr

-

Directory for HTnM

installation-folder\setup
\tunmgr\inst\

-

Directory for HTnM

installation-folder\setup
\tunmgr\inst\icon

-

Icon file placement directory for
HTnM

adminconsole.ico

Internal icon file

adminconsole_icon_
ver_info.dat

Internal definition file

-

Command directory

jpctminfo

Command for viewing product
information

installation-folder\setup\

installation-folder\tools\

Note 1:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 2:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 3:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

UNIX systems
The following table lists the files and directories of Agent for NAS.
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Table F-16 Files and directories of Agent for NAS (UNIX)
Files and directories of Agent for NAS (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
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File name

Description

-

Root directory common to Collection
Manager and Agents

instagtn.ini

Internal file

-

Directory for storing Agent for NAS
components

insrules.dat

Definition file for instance startup
environment rules

jpcagtcfgbackup

Internal file

jpcagtras

Internal file

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

patch_history

Internal file

pplistd

Internal file

uninstall.sh

Shell for removal

-

Root directory for the Agent
Collector service

agtlist.ini

Agent Collector service instance
definition file

jpcagt.ini.instmpl

Internal file

jpcagtn

Program for executing the Agent
Collector service

agtn.properties

Agent for NAS common setting file

htmHNASCollection.
jar

Internal file

htmHNASJavalog.ini

Internal definition file

libjpcagtnenas[.sl
/.so]

Execution file for collecting the
Agent Collector service information

libjpcenas[.sl/.so
]

API execution file for collecting the
Agent Collector service information

PortMap.dat

Internal definition file

agtn.properties

Common settings file

ganymed-ssh2build210.jar

Internal file

htmHNASCollector.j
ar

Internal file

htmHNASJavalog.ini

Internal definition file

ProductMap.dat

Internal definition file
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Files and directories of Agent for NAS (UNIX)
Directory name

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/hnas/

File name

Description

ProductMap_hnas.da
t

Internal definition file

-

Root directory for the Agent
Collector service (for each
instance)1

jpcagt.ini

Agent Collector service startup
information file (for each instance)

jpcagt.ini.model

Directory for storing internal log
files of the Agent Collector service
(for each instance)1

-

Internal file

YYYYMMDDhhmmss_hna
s.dat

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc//agtn/agent/ instance-name/hnas/ERR/

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (for storing error files
during command execution)

/opt/jp1pc//agtn/agent/ instance-name/
hnas/ERR/RUS/

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance errors)

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance errors)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/
hnas/ERR/RUS/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss/

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/ instance-name/
hnas/ERR/RUS/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss/cluster*.dat (*.tmp)
UUID_node-name/

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance errors)
Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/
hnas/ERR/SSC/

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (errors in configuration
and capacity information)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/
hnas/ERR/SSC/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss/

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (errors in configuration
and capacity information per
cluster)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/ instance-name/
*.dat(*.tmp)
hnas/ERR/SSC/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss/clusterUUID/
/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/
hnas/ERR/VER/

-

Internal file
Internal file

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
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Files and directories of Agent for NAS (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description
commands (errors in version
information)

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (errors in version
information)

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal file

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (errors in Hitachi NAS
Platform version information)

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/hnas/RUS

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance
information)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/hnas/RUS/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss/

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance
information per node)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/hnas/RUS/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss/UUID_
node name/cluster-UUID

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (performance
information, per node)

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/hnas/SSC/

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (configuration and
capacity information)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-namehnas/SSC/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss /

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (configuration and
capacity information)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-namehnas/SSC/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss /
cluster-UUID/

-

Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (configuration and
capacity information, per cluster)

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal files

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-namehnas/VER/

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (version information)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-namehnas/VER/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss/

-

Directory for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (version information)

*.dat(*.tmp)

Internal files

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/hnas/ERR/
VER/ YYYYMMDDhhmmss/

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/hnas/ERR/
VER/ YYYYMMDDhhmmss/
cluster-UUID/
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Files and directories of Agent for NAS (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/ instance-namehnas/
YYYYMMDDhhmmss/clusterUUID/

Description
Folder for storing the execution
results of Hitachi NAS Platform
commands (Hitachi NAS Platform
version information)

*.dat (*.tmp)

Internal files

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/agent/
instance-name/log/

-

Directory for storing internal logs of
the Agent Collector service (for each
instance)1

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/nls/

-

Directory for storing message
catalogs

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/nls/
$LANG/

-

Directory for storing Agent for NAS
message

jpcagtnmsg.cat

Message catalog file

-

Root directory for the Agent Store
service

STDICT.DAT

Data model definition file

STRULES.DAT

Data model definition file

jpcsto.ini.instmpl

Internal file

stolist.ini

Internal file

-

Root directory for the Agent Store
service (for each instance)1

STRULES.DAT

Data model definition file

STDICT.DAT

Data model definition file

*.DB

Performance data file (for each
instance)2

*.IDX

Index file for a database file (for
each instance)2

*.LCK

Lock file for a database file (for each
instance)2

jpcsto.ini

Configuration file for the Agent
Store service (for each instance)

jpcsto.ini.model

Sample of a configuration file for the
Agent Store service (for each
instance)

-

Default directory for storing a
database backup (for each instance)

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/backup/

1

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/dump/

-

Default directory for storing an
exported database (for each
instance)1
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Files and directories of Agent for NAS (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/import/

-

Default directory for storing an
imported database (for each
instance)3

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/log/

-

Directory for storing internal logs of
the Agent Store service (for each
instance)1

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/partial/

-

Default directory for storing a partial
database backup3

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPD/

-

Directory specific to the PD
database3

STPD.opn

Internal control file

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPD/
YYYY/

-

Year directory3

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPD/
YYYY/MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPD/
YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPI/

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory3
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in
two digits).
Generation number directory3
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).
*.DB

Performance data file of the PD
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file
of the PD record type

-

Directory specific to the PI
database3

STPI.opn

Internal control file

-

Directory that indicates the
summarization unit3
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year
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/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/MMDD/

-

Year directory3
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory3
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Files and directories of Agent for NAS (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in
two digits).

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtn/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

Generation number directory3
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).

/opt/jp1pc/setup/

/opt/jp1pc/tools/

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file
of the PI record type

-

The storage directory for additional
Agent setup files

jpcagtnu.Z

Archive file for setting up Agent
(UNIX)

jpcagtnw.EXE

Archive file for setting up Agent
(Windows)

-

Command directory

jpctminfo

Command for viewing product
information

Note 1:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 2:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 3:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

List of Agent for Oracle files and directories
The following sections list the files and directories used by Agent for Oracle.

Windows systems
The following table shows a list of files and folders for the Windows edition of
Agent for Oracle.

Table F-17 Files and folders of Agent for Oracle (Windows)
Files and folders of Agent for Oracle (Windows)
Folder name
installation-folder/agto/

File name
-

Description
The base folder of Agent for Oracle
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Files and folders of Agent for Oracle (Windows)
Folder name

File name
insrules.dat

The definition file for instance startup
environment rules

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

jpcagtras.bat

Programs for collecting maintenance
information

jpcagtras.exe
installation-folder/agto/
agent/

installation-folder/agto/
agent/sql/

installation-folder/agto/
agent /instance-name/

installation-folder/agto/
agent/instancename/log/
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Description

-

The base folder of Agent Collector

inssetup.bat.instm
pl

Internal file

jpcagt.ini.instmpl

Internal file

jpcagto.exe

The executable program of the Agent
Collector service

jpcOcollect_9.exe

The program for collecting Agent
Collector service performance data
(for Oracle 9i, Oracle 10g, Oracle 11g
or Oracle 12c)

-

The storage folder for SQL scripts

sp_drop.sql

The SQL script file for deleting objects
from Oracle Database

sp_inst.sql

The SQL script file for registering
objects from Oracle Database (used
when the Oracle static dictionary view
DBA_SEGMENTS_2 does not exist)

sp_inst_seg2.sql

The SQL script file for registering
objects from Oracle Database (used
when the Oracle static dictionary view
DBA_SEGMENTS_2 exists)

mk_user.sql

Script file for creating Oracle accounts
used in Agent for Oracle

-

Base folder of Agent Collector (for
each instance)1,2

jpcagt.ini

The service startup initialization file of
Agent Collector (for each instance)2

jpcagt.ini.model

The sample of a service startup
initialization file of Agent Collector (for
each instance)2

jpcOcollect.exe

The program for collecting Agent
Collector service performance data
(for each instance)2

-

The folder for storing internal log files
of Agent Collector (for each instance)2

agtoinf01.log

Agent for Oracle agent log file
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Files and folders of Agent for Oracle (Windows)
Folder name

installation-folder/
agto/lib/

installation-folder/agto/
store/

installation-folder/agto/
store/instance-name/

installation-folder/agto/
store/instance-name/
backup/
installation-folder/agto/
store/instance-name/
dump/

File name

Description

agtoinf02.log

Agent for Oracle agent log file
(alternative file)

agtoerr01.log

Agent for Oracle agent log error file

agtoerr02.log

Agent for Oracle agent log error file
(alternative file)

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Log file

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

-

The storage folder for message
catalogs

jpcagtomsg.dll

Internal file

-

The root folder of Agent Store

jpcsto.ini.instmpl

Internal file

*.DAT

The definition file for a data model

-

The base folder of Agent Store (for
each instance)2

*.DB

The performance data file (for each
instance)3

*.IDX

The index file for a performance data
file (for each instance)3

*.LCK

The lock file for a performance data
file (for each instance)3

jpcsto.ini

The service startup initialization file of
Agent Store (for each instance)2

jpcsto.ini.model

The sample of a service startup
initialization file of Agent Store (for
each instance)2

*.DAT

The definition file for a data model
(for each instance)2

-

Default folder for storing a database
backup (for each instance)2

datadir.lck

Internal file

-

Default folder for storing an exported
database (for each instance)2

datadir.lck

Internal file
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Files and folders of Agent for Oracle (Windows)
Folder name

File name

Description

installation-folder/agto/
store/instance-name/
import/

-

Default folder for storing an imported
database4

installation-folder/agto/
store/instancename/log/

-

The folder for storing internal log files
of Agent Store (for each instance)2

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Log file

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

installation-folder/agto/
store/instance-name/
partial/

-

Default folder for storing a partial
database backup4

installation-folder/agto/
store/instance-name/
STPD/

-

Folder specific to the PD database4

STPD.opn

Internal control file4

installation-folder/agto/
store/instance-name/
STPD/YYYY/

-

Year folder4

installation-folder\agto
\store\instance-name
\STPD\YYYY\MMDD\

-

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date folder4
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in
two digits).

installation-folder\agto
\store\instance-name
\STPD\YYYY\MMDD\nnn\

Generation number folder4
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PD record
type4

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file
of the PD record type4

installation-folder\agto
\store\instance-name
\STPI\

-

Folder specific to the PI database4

STPI.opn

Internal control file4

installation-folder\agto
\store\instance-name
\STPI\n\

-

Folder that indicates the
summarization unit4
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4: week;
5: month; 6: year
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Files and folders of Agent for Oracle (Windows)
Folder name

File name

installation-folder\agto
\store\instance-name
\STPI\n\YYYY\

-

installation-folder\agto
\store\instance-name
\STPI\n\YYYY\MMDD\

-

installation-folder\agto
\store\instance-name
\STPI\n\YYYY\MMDD
\nnn\

-

installation-folder\setup
\

Description
Year folder4
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date folder4
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in
two digits).
Generation number folder4
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI record
type4

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file
of the PI record type4

-

The storage folder for setup files

jpcagtou.Z

The internal archive file (UNIX)

jpcagtow.EXE

The internal archive file (Windows)

Note 1:
The user creates these files and folders.
Note 2:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 3:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 4:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.
For details about notes on the installation folder, see the chapter that
describes requirements and cautions for the Agent-specific installation in the
Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

UNIX systems
The following table shows a list of files and directories for the UNIX edition of
Agent for Oracle.
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Table F-18 Files and directories of Agent for Oracle (UNIX)
Files and directories of Agent for Oracle (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/

/opt/jp1pc/agto/

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/

File name
-

Root directory common to
Collection Manager and Agents

regagto.ini

Internal file

-

The base directory of Agent for
Oracle

jpcagtras

Program for collecting maintenance
information

insrules.dat

The definition file for instance
startup environment rules

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

-

The base directory of Agent
Collector

jpcagto

The execution program of the
Agent Collector service

jpcOcollect_9

The Agent Collector service
performance data collector
program (for Oracle9i). This file is
not available in Oracle Linux
environment.

jpcOcollect_101

A process for performance data
collection. The databases to be
monitored are:

jpcOcollect_112,3
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Description

•

Oracle 10g

•

Oracle 11g: This process runs
if you monitor Oracle11g in
Linux or AIX.

•

Oracle 12c: This process runs
if you monitor Oracle 12c in
Linux or AIX.

A process for performance data
collection. The databases to be
monitored are:
•

Oracle 11g: This process runs
if you monitor Oracle11g in
HP-UX (IPF) or Solaris.

•

Oracle 12c: This process runs
if you monitor Oracle12c in HPUX(IPF) or Solaris

inssetup.instmpl

Internal file

jpcagt.ini.instmp
l

Internal file
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Files and directories of Agent for Oracle (UNIX)
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/agto/
agent/sql/

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
instance-name

/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/
instance-name/log/

/opt/jp1pc/agto/nls/
$LANG/

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/

File name

Description

-

The storage directory for SQL
scripts

sp_drop.sql

The SQL script file for deleting
objects from Oracle Database

sp_inst.sql

The SQL script file for registering
objects from Oracle Database
(used when the Oracle static
dictionary view DBA_SEGMENTS_2
does not exist)

sp_inst_seg2.sql

The SQL script file for registering
objects from Oracle Database
(used when the Oracle static
dictionary view DBA_SEGMENTS_2
exists)

mk_user.sql

Script file for creating Oracle
accounts used in Agent for Oracle

-

Base directory of Agent Collector
(for each instance)4,5

jpcagt.ini

The service startup initialization file
of Agent Collector (for each
instance)5

jpcagt.ini.model

Sample of a service startup
initialization file of Agent Collector
(for each instance)5

-

The directory for storing internal
log files of Agent Collector (for
each instance)5

agtoinf01.log

Agent for Oracle agent log file

agtoinf02.log

Agent for Oracle agent log file
(alternative file)

agtoerr01.log

Agent for Oracle agent log error file

agtoerr02.log

Agent for Oracle agent log error file
(alternative file)

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Log file

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

-

The storage directory for message
catalogs

jpcagtomsg.cat

Message catalog file

-

The base directory of Agent Store
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Files and directories of Agent for Oracle (UNIX)
Directory name

Description

jpcsto.ini.instmp
l

Internal file

*.DAT

The definition file for a data model

-

The base directory of Agent Store
(for each instance)5

*.DB

The performance data file (for each
instance)6

*.IDX

The index file for a performance
data file (for each instance)6

*.LCK

The lock file for a performance data
file (for each instance)6

jpcsto.ini

The service startup initialization file
of Agent Store (for each instance)5

jpcsto.ini.model

Model file for the startupinformation file of the Agent Store
service (for each instance)5

*.DAT

The definition file for a data model
(for each instance)

-

Default directory for storing a
database backup (for each
instance)5

datadir.lck

Internal file

-

Default directory for storing an
exported database (for each
instance)5

datadir.lck

Internal file

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/import/

-

Default directory for storing an
imported database7

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/log/

-

The directory for storing internal
log files of Agent Store (for each
instance)5

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Log file

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/partial/

-

Default directory for storing a
partial database backup7

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPD/

-

Directory specific to the PD
database7

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/backup/

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/dump/
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File name
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Files and directories of Agent for Oracle (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

STPD.opn

Internal control file7

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/

-

Year directory7

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/
MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/
MMDD/nnn/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPI/

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory 7
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in
two digits).
Generation number directory7
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).
*.DB

Performance data file of the PD
record type7

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data
file of the PD record type7

-

Directory specific to the PI
database7

STPI.opn

Internal control file7

-

Directory that indicates the
summarization unit7
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agto/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

-

/opt/jp1pc/setup/

Year directory7
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory7
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in
two digits).
Generation number directory7
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI
record type7

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data
file of the PI record type7

-

The storage directory for setup files
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Files and directories of Agent for Oracle (UNIX)
Directory name

File name

Description

jpcagtou.Z

The internal archive file (UNIX)

jpcagtow.EXE

The internal archive file (Windows)

Note 1:
This is a program file for Oracle 11g or Oracle 12c on Linux or AIX.
Note 2:
Created only for HP-UX (IPF) or Solaris (SPARC).
Note 3:
This is a program file for Oracle 11g or Oracle 12c on HP-UX (IPF) or
Solaris (SPARC).
Note 4:
The user creates these files and directories
Note 5:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 6:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.

List of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server files and folders
The following table lists the files and folders of Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server.

Table F-19 Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Folder name
installation-folder\agtq\

installation-folder\agtq\agent\
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File name

Description

-

Base folder of Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

insrules.dat

Definition file for instance
startup environment rules

jpcagtras.bat

Program for collecting
maintenance information

jpcagtras.exe

Program for collecting
maintenance information

-

Base folder of Agent Collector

jpcagtq.exe

Service executing program for
Agent Collector
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Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Folder name

installation-folder\agtq\agent
\instance-name\

installation-folder\agtq\agent
\instance-name\log\

installation-folder\agtq\lib\

installation-folder\agtq\sql\

installation-folder\agtq\store\

File name

Description

jpcagt.ini.inst
mpl

Internal file

inssetup.bat.in
stmpl

Internal file

-

Base folder for Agent
Collector (for each instance)1

jpcagt.ini

Service startup initialization
file of Agent Collector (for
each instance)1

jpcagt.ini.mode
l

Sample of a service startup
initialization file of Agent
Collector (for each instance)1

-

Folder for storing internal log
files for Agent Collector (for
each instance)1

agtqinf01.log

Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server agent log file

agtqinf02.log

Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server agent log file
(alternative file)

agtqerr01.log

Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server agent log error file

agtqerr02.log

Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server agent log error file
(alternative file)

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Log file

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

-

Message catalog installation
folder

jpcagtqmsg.dll

Internal file

-

Folder for storing scripts

sp_drop.sql

SQL script for deleting stored
procedures for Microsoft SQL
Server

sp_inst.sql

SQL script for registering
stored procedures from
Microsoft SQL Server

-

Base folder for Agent Store

*.DAT

Data model definition file
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Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Folder name
installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\

Description

-

Base folder for Agent Store
(for each instance)1

*.DB

Performance data file (for
each instance)2

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file (for each instance)2

*.LCK

Lock file for a performance
data file (for each instance)2

jpcsto.ini

Service startup initialization
file of Agent Store (for each
instance)1

jpcsto.ini.mode
l

Sample of a service startup
initialization file of Agent
Store (for each instance)1

*.DAT

Data model definition file (for
each instance)1

-

Default folder for storing a
database backup (for each
instance)1

datadir.lck

Internal file

-

Default folder for storing an
exported database (for each
instance)1

datadir.lck

Internal file

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\import\

-

Default folder for storing an
imported database3

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\log\

-

Folder for storing internal log
files of Agent Store (for each
instance)1

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Log file

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\partial\

-

Default folder for storing a
partial database backup3

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPD\

-

Folder specific to the PD
database3

STPD.opn

Internal control file3

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\backup\

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\dump\
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File name
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Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Folder name

File name

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY\

-

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY\MMDD\

-

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPD\YYYY\MMDD
\nnn\

-

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPI\

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\

Description
Year folder3
Note: YYYY indicates a
western calendar year.
Month and date folder3
Note: MM indicates a month
(in two digits), and DD
indicates a date (in two
digits).
Generation number folder3
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the
PD record type3

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PD record
type3

-

Folder specific to the PI
database3

STPI.opn

Internal control file3

-

Folder that indicates the
summarization unit3
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each
value corresponds to a unit as
follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY\

-

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY
\MMDD\

-

installation-folder\agtq\store
\instance-name\STPI\n\YYYY
\MMDD\nnn\

-

Year folder3
Note: YYYY indicates a
western calendar year.
Month and date folder3
Note: MM indicates a month
(in two digits), and DD
indicates a date (in two
digits).
Generation number folder3
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the
PI record type3
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Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Folder name

File name

installation-folder\setup\

Description

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PI record
type3

-

Storage folder for setting file

jpcagtqu.Z

Internal archive file (UNIX)

jpcagtqw.EXE

Internal archive file
(Windows)

Note 1:
These are created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 2:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 3:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

List of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server files and folders
The following table lists the files and folders for Agent for Microsoft Exchange
Server.

Table F-20 Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Folder name
installation-folder\

installation-folder\agtz\

installation-folder\agtz\agent\
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File name

Explanation

-

Root directory common to
collection Manager and Agents

instagtz.ini

Internal file

-

The base folder of Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

-

The base folder of the Agent
Collector service

jpcagtz.exe

Executable program for the
Agent Collector service

jpcagt.ini

Settings file for the Agent
Collector service

status.dat

Internal file

jpcagt.ini.mode
l

Model file for the settings file
for the Agent Collector service
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Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Folder name

File name

installation-folder\agtz\agent\log\ -

Explanation
Folder for storing internal log
files for the Agent Collector
service

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

msglog03
msglog04

installation-folder\agtz\lib\

installation-folder\agtz\store\

installation-folder\agtz\store
\backup\

nslog01

Log file

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

-

Folder for storing message
catalogs

jpcagtzmsg.dll

Internal file

-

Root folder for the Agent Store
service

STDICT.DAT

Data model definition file

STRULES.DAT

Data model definition file

status.dat

Internal file

*.DB

Performance data file

*.IDX

Index file for performance data
files

*.LCK

Lock file for performance data
files

jpcsto.ini

Settings file for the Agent
Store service

jpcsto.ini.mode
l

Model file for the settings file
for the Agent Store service

-

Default folder for storing a
database backup

installation-folder\agtz\store\dump \

Default folder for storing an
exported database

installation-folder\agtz\store
\import\

Default folder for storing an
imported database1

-

installation-folder\agtz\store\log\ -

Folder for storing internal log
files for the Agent Store
service

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

nslog01

Log file
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Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Folder name

installation-folder\agtz\store
\partial\

File name

Explanation

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

-

Default folder for storing a
partial database backup1

installation-folder\agtz\store\STPD \
STPD.opn

Folder specific to the PD
database1
Internal control file

installation-folder\agtz\store\STPD \YYYY\

Year folder1

installation-folder\agtz\store\STPD \YYYY\MMDD\

Month and date folder1

installation-folder\agtz\store\STPD \YYYY\MMDD\nnn\

Generation number folder1

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.

Note: MM indicates a month
(in two digits), and DD
indicates a date (in two digits).

Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PD
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PD record type

installation-folder\agtz\store\STPI \
STPI.opn
installation-folder\agtz\store\STPI \n\

Folder specific to the PI
database1
Internal control file
Folder that indicates the
summarization unit1
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each
value corresponds to a unit as
follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4:
week; 5: month; 6: year
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installation-folder\agtz\store\STPI \n\YYYY\

Year folder1

installation-folder\agtz\store\STPI \n\YYYY\MMDD\

Month and date folder1

installation-folder\agtz\store\STPI \n\YYYY\MMDD\nnn\

Generation number folder1

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.

Note: MM indicates a month
(in two digits), and DD
indicates a date (in two digits).
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Files and folders of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
Folder name

File name

Explanation
Note: nnn indicates a
generation number (in three
digits).

installation-folder\setup\

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI
record type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance
data file of the PI record type

-

Folder for storing setup files

jpcagtzu.Z

Archive file for Agent setup
(UNIX)

jpcagtzw.EXE

Archive file for Agent setup
(Windows)

Note 1:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

List of Agent for DB2 files and directories
The following table lists the files and directories of Agent for DB2.

Table F-21 Files and directories of Agent for DB2
Files and directories of Agent for DB2
Directory name
/opt/jp1pc/

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/agent/

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/agent/
instance-name

File name

Description

-

Root directory common to Collection
Manager and Agents

regagtr.ini

Internal file

-

The base directory of Agent for DB2

PATCHLOG.TXT

Internal file

insrules.dat

Definition file for instance startup
environment rules

-

The base directory of the Agent
Collector service

jpcagtr

The execution program of the Agent
Collector service

libjpcagtr.so

Shared library of the Agent Collector
service

-

The root directory of the Agent
Collector service (for each instance)1
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Files and directories of Agent for DB2
Directory name

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/agent/
instance-name/log/

File name

Description

jpcagt.ini

The service startup initialization file of
Agent Collector (for each instance)1

jpcagt.ini.mode
l

The model file for a service startup
initialization file of the Agent Collector
service (for each instance)1

-

The directory for storing internal log
files of the Agent Collector service (for
each instance)1

msglog01

Log file

msglog02

Log file (alternative file)

msglog03
msglog04
nslog01

Log file

nslog02

Log file (alternative file)

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/nls/

-

The storage directory for message
catalogs

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/

-

The root directory of the Agent Store
service

jpcsto.ini.inst
mpl

Internal file

*.DAT

The definition file for a data model

-

The base directory of the Agent Store
service (for each instance)1

*.DB

Performance data file (for each
instance)2

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file
(for each instance)2

*.LCK

Lock file for a performance data file
(for each instance)2

jpcsto.ini

The service startup initialization file of
the Agent Store service (for each
instance)1

jpcsto.ini.mode
l

The model file for a service startup
initialization file of the Agent Store
service (for each instance)1

*.DAT

The definition file for a data model (for
each instance)1

-

Default directory for storing a database
backup (for each instance)1

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/backup/
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Files and directories of Agent for DB2
Directory name

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/dump/

-

Default directory for storing an
exported database (for each instance)1

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/import/

-

Default directory for storing an
imported database (for each instance)3

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/log/

-

The directory for storing internal log
files of the Agent Store service (for
each instance)1

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/partial/

-

Default directory for storing a partial
database backup3

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPD/

-

Directory specific to the PD database3

STPD.opn

Internal control file

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/

-

Year directory3

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/
MMDD/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPD/YYYY/
MMDD/nnn/

-

Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory3
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in two
digits).
Generation number directory3
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).
*.DB

Performance data file of the PD record
type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file of
the PD record type

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPI/

-

Directory specific to the PI database3

STPI.opn

Internal control file

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/

-

Directory that indicates the
summarization unit3
Note: The value n indicates a
summarization unit. Each value
corresponds to a unit as follows:
1: minute; 2: hour; 3: day; 4: week;
5: month; 6: year

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/

-

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/MMDD/

-

Year directory3
Note: YYYY indicates a western
calendar year.
Month and date directory3
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Files and directories of Agent for DB2
Directory name

File name

Description
Note: MM indicates a month (in two
digits), and DD indicates a date (in two
digits).

/opt/jp1pc/agtr/store/
instance-name/STPI/n/
YYYY/MMDD/nnn/

/opt/jp1pc/setup/

-

Generation number directory3
Note: nnn indicates a generation
number (in three digits).

*.DB

Performance data file of the PI record
type

*.IDX

Index file for a performance data file of
the PI record type

-

The storage directory for setup files

jpcagtru.Z

Internal archive file (UNIX)

jpcagtrw.EXE

Internal archive file (Windows)

Note 1:
Created by executing the jpcinssetup command.
Note 2:
Created when the Agent Store service starts.
Note 3:
Created when the Store database version is 2.0.

List of files and directories for Agent for EAP
The following table lists the files and directories of Agent for EAP.

Table F-22 List of files and directories for Agent for EAP
Files and directories of Agent for EAP
Directory name

Description

opt/jp1pc//

-

Root directory common to
Collection Manager and
Agents

/opt/jp1pc/setup/

-

Storage directory for setup
files

jpcagtmw.EXE

Archive file for Agent setup
(Windows)

jpcagtmu.Z

Archive file for Agent setup
( UNIX)

-

Storage directory for an
extracted Agent setup files

/opt/jp1pc/setup/
extract/
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File name
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Files and directories of Agent for EAP
Directory name

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/lib/

-

Storage directory for shared
library

/opt/jp1pc/patch_files/

-

Storage directory for patch
files (for all Tuning Manager
series products)

/opt/jp1pc/patch_files/
agtm/

-

Storage directory for patch
files

/opt/jp1pc/patch_files/
agtm/patch_backup_dir/

-

Storage directory for backup
patch files

/opt/jp1pc/auditlog/

-

Default output directory for
audit log

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/

-

Base directory for Agent for
EAP

PATCHLOG.TXT

Patch log file

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/
patch_history

-

Patch history file

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/

-

Agent Collector root
directory

jpcagtm

Agent Collector service
executable program

-

Directory for a multiinstance configuration
(directory is created for
each instance)

jpcagt.ini

Agent Collector service
startup information file (for
each instance)

jpcagt.ini.lck

Lock file for the Agent
Collector service startup
information file

jpcagt.ini.model

Model for the Agent
Collector service startup
information file (for each
instance)

jr3slget.ini

Configuration file for the
environment parameters of
the SAP event management
function (jr3slget
command) (in conjunction
with the appropriate
records)

jr3alget.ini

Configuration file for the
environment parameters of
the SAP event management
function (jr3slget

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/
<instance>/
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Files and directories of Agent for EAP
Directory name

File name

Description
command) (in conjunction
with the appropriate
records)

F-110

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/
instance-name/log/

-

Storage Directory for the
Agent Collector log file

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/

-

Agent Store root directory
(standard directory that
stores the performance
database)

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/

-

Directory for a multiinstance configuration (a
directory is created for each
instance)

jpcsto.ini

Agent Store service startup
information file (for each
instance)

*.DB

Database file (performance
data)

*.IDX

Index file for the database
file

*.LCK

Lock file for the database
file

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/STPD/

-

Directory for the PD record
type when the extended
functions of the Agent Store
database are enabled.

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/STPI/

-

Directory for the PI record
type when the extended
functions of the Agent Store
database are enabled.

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/STPL/

-

Directory for the PL record
type when the extended
functions of the Agent Store
database are enabled.

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/backup/

-

Standard database backup
destination directory

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/dump/

-

Standard database export
destination directory

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/partial/

-

Standard partial backup
directory when the extended
functions of the Agent Store
database are enabled.

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/import/

-

Standard import directory
when the extended
functions of the Agent Store
database are enabled.
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Files and directories of Agent for EAP
Directory name

File name

Description

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/
instance-name/log/

-

Directory for storing the
Agent Store log file

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/lib/

-

Directory storing the RFC
library

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/lib/
librfccm.* (*: Written
between parentheses in the
left column for each OS)

-

SAP RFC library (shared
library)

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/lib/
dsrlib.* (*: Written
between parentheses in the
left column for each OS)

-

Library provided by SAP
(used by the SAP RFC
library)

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/nls/

-

Storage directory for
message catalog

/opt/jp1pc/agtm/evtrap/

-

Root directory for the SAP
event management function

jr3slget

Command for extracting and
converting system logs

jr3slget.ini.sample

Sample configuration file for
the environment parameters
of the jr3slget command

jr3alget

Command for extracting and
converting CCMS alerts

jr3alget.ini.sample

Sample configuration file for
the environment parameters
of the jr3alget command
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G
Program version compatibility with the
data model or alarm table version
In addition to the product version, an Agent includes a data model version
and a solution set alarm table version. A report that was defined by a newer
version of data model cannot be displayed in an Agent that has an older
version of data model (see Displaying a report on page G-11). In the same
way, an alarm table that was defined by a newer version of data model
cannot be bound to an Agent that has an older version of data model (see
Binding an alarm table on page G-11). For the correspondence between
agent versions, data model versions, and solution set alarm table versions,
see Table G-1 Correspondence between Agent for RAID versions, data model
versions, and alarm table versions on page G-2.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ Correspondence between Agent versions, data model versions, and alarm
table versions
□ Displaying a report
□ Binding an alarm table
□ Associating a Drill-down report with a report
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Correspondence between Agent versions, data model
versions, and alarm table versions
The following table shows the correspondence between agent versions, data
model versions, and solution set alarm table versions.
Note: If a number, such as (6.0), is added to the end of a report name that
is provided as a solution set, this number indicates the data model version. In
this case, the report can be used only by an Agent whose data model version
is equal to or later than this report’s data model version.

Table G-1 Correspondence between Agent for RAID versions, data model
versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

G-2

Data model version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

8.1.3

8.8

8.80

8.1.2

8.8

8.60

8.1.1

8.6

8.60

8.1

8.6

8.60

8.0.1

8.6

8.60

8.0

8.6

8.60

7.6.1

8.4

8.10

7.6

8.4

8.10

7.5

8.4

8.10

7.4.1

8.2

8.10

7.4

8.2

8.10

7.3.1

8.2

8.10

7.3

8.2

8.10

7.2.1

8.2

8.10

7.2

8.2

8.10

7.1.1

8.0

8.10

7.1

8.0

8.10

7.0

7.8

8.10

6.4

7.6

8.10

6.3

7.5

8.10

6.2

7.4

8.10

6.1

7.3

8.10

6.0

7.3

8.10

5.9

7.2

8.10
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Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

5.8

7.1

8.10

5.7

7.1

8.10

5.5

7.0

7.00

5.1

7.0

7.00

5.0

7.0

-

4.1

6.0

-

4.0

6.0

-

Table G-2 Correspondence between Agent for RAID map versions, data
model versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

8.1.3

5.0

-

8.1.2

5.0

-

8.1.1

5.0

-

8.1

5.0

-

8.0.1

5.0

-

8.0

5.0

-

7.6.1

4.1

-

7.6

4.1

-

7.5

4.1

-

7.4.1

4.1

-

7.4

4.1

-

7.3.1

4.1

-

7.2

4.1

-

7.1.1

4.1

-

7.1

4.1

-

7.0

4.1

-

6.4

4.1

-

6.3

4.1

-

6.2

4.1

-

6.1

4.1

-

6.0

4.1

-

5.9

4.1

-
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Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

5.8

4.0

-

5.7

4.0

-

5.5

4.0

-

5.1

4.0

-

5.0

4.0

-

4.1

4.0

-

4.0

4.0

-

Table G-3 Correspondence between Agent for Platform (Windows)
versions, data model versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

G-4

Data model version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

8.1.3

8.0

09.10

8.1.2

8.0

09.10

8.1.1

8.0

09.10

8.1

8.0

09.10

8.0.1

8.0

09.10

8.0

8.0

09.10

7.6.1

8.0

09.10

7.6

8.0

09.10

7.5

8.0

09.10

7.4.1

8.0

09.10

7.4

8.0, 7.8

09.10

7.3.1

7.8

7.8

7.2

7.8

7.8

7.1.1

7.8

09.10

7.1

7.8

09.10

7.0

7.8

09.10

6.4

7.6

09.00

6.3

7.6

09.00

6.2

7.4

8.50

6.1

7.4

8.50

6.0

7.4

8.50

5.9

7.0

8.10
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Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

5.8

7.0

8.10

5.7

7.0

8.10

5.5

5.0

7.50

5.1

5.0

7.50

5.0

5.0

-

4.1

4.0

-

4.0

4.0

-

Table G-4 Correspondence between Agent for Platform (UNIX) versions,
data model versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

Data model version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

8.1.3

7.8

09.10

8.1.2

7.8

09.10

8.1.1

7.8

09.10

8.1

7.8

09.10

8.0.1

7.8

09.10

8.0

7.8

09.10

7.6.1

7.8

09.10

7.6

7.8

09.10

7.5

7.8

09.10

7.4.1

7.8

09.10

7.4

7.8

09.10

7.3.1

7.8

09.10

7.2

7.8

09.10

7.1.1

7.8

09.10

7.1

7.8

09.10

7.0

7.8

09.10

6.4

7.6

09.00

6.3

7.6

09.00

6.2

7.4

8.50

6.1

7.4

8.50

6.0

7.4

8.50

5.9

7.2

8.11
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Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

5.8

7.0

8.10

5.7

7.0

8.10

5.5

5.1

7.50

5.1

5.1

7.50

5.0

5.1

-

5.0

-

-

4.1

5.0

-

4.0

4.0

-

Table G-5 Correspondence between Agent for SAN Switch versions, data
model versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

G-6

Data model version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

8.1.3

5.0

7.00

8.1.2

5.0

7.00

8.1.1

5.0

7.00

8.1

5.0

7.00

8.0.1

5.0

7.00

8.0

5.0

7.00

7.6

5.0

7.00

7.5

5.0

7.00

7.4.1

5.0

7.00

7.4

5.0

7.00

7.2.1

5.0

7.00

7.2

5.0

7.00

7.1.1

5.0

7.00

7.1

5.0

7.00

7.0

5.0

7.00

6.3

5.0

7.00

6.2

5.0

7.00

6.1

5.0

7.00

6.0

5.0

7.00

5.9

5.0

7.00

5.7

5.0

7.00
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Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

5.5

5.0

7.00

5.1

5.0

7.00

5.0

5.0

-

4.1

4.0

-

4.0

4.0

-

Table G-6 Correspondence between Agent for NAS versions, data model
versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

8.1.3

6.4

8.13

8.1.2

6.4

8.00

8.1.1

6.4

8.0

8.1

6.4

8.0

8.0.1

6.4

8.0

8.0

6.4

8.0

7.6

6.2

7.00

7.5

6.2

7.00

7.4.1

6.2

7.00

7.4

6.2

7.00

7.2

6.2

7.00

7.1.1

6.0

7.00

7.1

6.0

7.00

7.0

6.0

7.00

6.2

6.0

7.00

6.0

6.0

7.00

5.9

6.0

7.00

5.7

6.0

7.00

5.0

5.0

7.00

4.0

5.0

-
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Table G-7 Correspondence between Agent for Oracle versions, data model
versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

8.1.2

9.0

10.50

8.1

8.0

10.01

8.0

8.0

10.00

7.6.1

8.01

10.00

7.0

09.00

8.01

10.00

7.0

09.00

8.01

10.00

7.0

09.00

8.01

10.00

7.0

09.00

8.0

10.00

7.0

09.00

7.1.1

7.0

09.00

7.1

7.0

09.00

7.0

7.0

09.00

6.3

7.0

09.00

6.2

7.0

8.50

6.1

7.0

8.50

6.0

7.0

8.50

5.7

6.0

8.10

5.5

5.0

8.00

5.1

4.1

7.50

5.0

4.0

-

4.1

4.0

-

4.0

4.0

-

7.6

7.5

7.4.1

7.4

Note 1:
Agent for Oracle 7.4.1 or later do not support the data model v8.0 and
Alarm table v10.00 in RHEL 5 and SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11.
Note 2:
Agent for Oracle 7.4 supports the data model v8.0 and Alarm table v10 in
RHEL 6 and Oracle Linux.

G-8
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Table G-8 Correspondence between Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
versions, data model versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

8.1.2

6.0

09.00

8.1

6.0

09.00

8.0

6.0

09.00

7.5

6.0

09.00

7.4.1

6.0

09.00

7.4

6.0

09.00

7.1.1

6.0

09.00

7.1

6.0

09.00

7.0

6.0

09.00

6.3

6.0

09.00

6.2

5.0

8.50

6.1

5.0

8.50

6.0

5.0

8.50

5.7

5.0

8.10

5.5

4.0

8.00

5.1

3.1

7.50

5.0

3.0

-

4.1

3.0

-

Table G-9 Correspondence between Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
versions, data model versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

Data model version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

8.1.3

4.0

09.00

8.1.2

4.0

09.00

8.1.1

4.0

09.00

8.1

4.0

09.00

8.0.1

4.0

09.00

8.0

4.0

09.00

7.6.1

4.0

09.00

7.6

4.0

09.00

7.5

3.0

09.00
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Agent version

Data model version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

7.4.1

3.0

09.00

7.4

3.0

09.00

7.3.1

3.0

09.00

7.2

3.0

09.00

7.1.1

3.0

09.00

7.1

3.0

09.00

7.0

3.0

09.00

6.3

3.0

09.00

6.2

3.0

8.00

6.1

3.0

8.00

6.0

3.0

8.00

5.7

3.0

8.00

5.5

3.0

8.00

Table G-10 Correspondence between Agent for DB2 versions, data model
versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

G-10

Data model version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

8.1.2

6.0

09.00

8.1

6.0

09.00

8.0

6.0

09.00

7.5

6.0

09.00

7.4.1

6.0

09.00

7.4

6.0

09.00

7.1.1

6.0

09.00

7.1

6.0

09.00

7.0

6.0

09.00

6.3

6.0

09.00

6.2

6.0

8.50

6.1

6.0

8.10

6.0

6.0

8.10

5.7

6.0

8.10

5.5

5.0

8.00

5.1

5.0

8.00
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Agent version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

Data model version

5.0

4.1

-

4.1

3.0

-

Table G-11 Correspondence between Agent for EAP versions, data model
versions, and alarm table versions
Agent version

Data model version

Alarm table version in a
solution set

8.1.2

5.0

10.00

8.1.1

5.0

10.00

8.1

5.0

10.00

8.0

5.0

10.00

7.4.1

5.0

10.00

7.1.1

5.0

09.00

Displaying a report
Reports that are defined with data model v5.0 can be displayed from Agents
defined with data model v5.0 or 6.0. Reports that are defined with data
model 6.0 can be displayed only with Agents defined with data model v6.0.
The following figure shows the data model version compatibility for displaying
reports.

Figure G-1 Data model version compatibility (when displaying a report)

Binding an alarm table
Alarm tables that are defined with data model v5.0 can be bound to Agents
defined with data model v5.0 or 6.0. Alarm tables that are defined with data
model 6.0 can be bound only to Agents defined with data model v6.0. The
following figure shows the data model version compatibility for binding an
alarm table.
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Figure G-2 Data model version compatibility (when binding an alarm
table)

Associating a Drill-down report with a report
Drill-down reports that are defined with data model v5.0 can be associated
with reports defined with data model v5.0 or v6.0. Drill-down reports that are
defined with data model v6.0 can be associated only with reports defined with
data model v6.0. The following figure shows the data model version
compatibility when associating a drill-down report with a report.

Figure G-3 Data model version compatibility (when associating a Drilldown report with a report)

G-12
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Structure of MIB objects
This appendix describes Management Information Base (MIB) objects for
SNMP traps used by a Tuning Manager server.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ Contents of the MIB object on a Tuning Manager server
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Contents of the MIB object on a Tuning Manager server
Tuning Manager server has SNMP agent functionality, and therefore can issue
SNMP traps in response to alarms. To configure Tuning Manager server to
receive SNMP traps from the SNMP Manager, you must import Tuning
Manager server MIB definitions (MIB definition file).
MIB files (HTM-ALARM-MIB.txt) are stored in the following directories:
In Windows:
Tuning-Manager-installation-folder\docs
In UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/docs/
The following shows the structure of MIB objects.
iso(1).org(3).dod(6).internet(1).private(4).enterprise(1)
|
hitachi(116)
+-----------------------------------+
systemAP(7)
systemExMib(5)
|
|
hiCommandMgr(17)
hiCommandMgrExMib(17)
|
|
performanceManagement(12)
performanceManagementExMib(12)
|
|
performanceManagementTrap(2)
performanceManagementTrapExMib(2)

The following table shows the contents of the MIB object on a Tuning
Manager server.

Table H-1 Contents of MIB object
Object ID

Description

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.1

Agent’s instance number (ASCII code for the instance
number).

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.3

Report information defined during the alarm
definition host-name-of-Tuning-Manager@report-ID.
The ID of the report that was specified when an
alarm was defined was specified for report-id. Note,
however, that if no report was specified, the format is
Tuning-Manager-server-host-name@.

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.6

For the Tuning Manager server category name,
record-name_field-name, which is defined as the
alarm event condition in the alarm definition, is
specified. (Example: PI_PCT_TOTAL_PROCESSOR_TIME
< ["90.0"])

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.7

The value of the condition that triggers the alarm.1

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.8

The following is determined from the alarm status
that has occurred:
•

H-2

NORMAL
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Object ID

Description
•

WARNING

•

CRITICAL

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.7.17.12.2.0.10

performanceManagementTrap-NORM: SNMP trap
issued when the alarm status is Normal.

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.7.17.12.2.0.20

performanceManagementTrap-WARN: SNMP trap
issued when the alarm status is Warning.

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.7.17.12.2.0.30

performanceManagementTrap-CRIT: SNMP trap
issued when the alarm status is Critical.

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.9

Specified for each agent as in the following examples.
•

Agent for Platform (Windows): Windows

•

Agent for Platform (UNIX): UNIX

•

Agent for RAID Map: RAIDMAP

•

Agent for MSExchange: EXCHANGE

•

Agent for Oracle: ORACLE

•

Agent for SAN Switch: SANSWITCH

•

Agent for SQL Server: SQL

•

Agent for RAID: RAID

•

Agent for NAS: NAS

•

Agent for DB2: DB2UDB

•

Agent for Enterprise Applications: R/3

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.10

Agent for Platform (Windows) and Agent for Platform
(Unix) store the management unit (CPU, memory,
I/O, network, workload, NFS, capacity, and misc) in
which the alarm event occurred. For other agents,
the value is always all or list.

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.12

The instance name of a Tuning Manager Agent in
which an alarm event occurred.

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.13

The message specified by the user when the user
defined the alarm.3

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.14

The alarm table name set by the user when the user
defined the alarm.

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.15

The alarm name set by the user when the user
defined the alarm.

.1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.16

The host name of Tuning Manager Agent in which an
alarm event occurred.

Note 1:
For multiple instance records, the following action occurs:
¢

If any critical or warning level value is detected in the target
instances:
The user-defined message specified during the alarm definition is
displayed in the message text (MIB object ID:
1.3.6.1.4.1.116.5.17.12.2.13). In this case, the data element value
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that triggered the event is set to the instance value where the
exceeded threshold value was first detected.
¢

When the status changes from Abnormal or Warning to Normal:
Although a normal event is issued, nothing is set for the message text
because all instance values are within the normal range, and the
value that causes an event is not determined. In this case, the data
element value that triggered the event is set to <OK>.

Note 2:
Do not use this object ID during operation because the ID is used
internally by the Tuning Manager server.
Note 3:
The following values are displayed in the message text:
¢

Alarm updated/deleted: The alarm definition was updated or
deleted.

¢

Alarm deactivated: The alarm status changed to inactive.

¢

Alarm cleared: The alarm binding was cleared.

¢

¢

Alarm expired: The current time is outside the alarm evaluation time
period.
User defined message: The alarm status changed from Normal to
Abnormal or Warning. Alternatively, in a single instance record, the
alarm status changed from Abnormal to Warning or Normal.

None: In a multiple instance record, the alarm status changed from
Abnormal to Warning or Normal.
In addition, for the first four items above, (N/A) is specified for the value
of the data element that triggered the event to be issued.
¢
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Health check agent
A Tuning Manager server provides a data model and solution set that you can
use to record the operating status of a health check agent. This appendix
describes the data model and solution set for the health check agent. For
details on the formats of record names and field names, see Chapter 2,
Overview of data handled by Tuning Manager series programs on page 2-1.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ Data model
□ Overview of solution sets
□ Solution set (alarms)
□ Solution set (reports)
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Data model
This section describes the data models for a health check agent. The following
table lists the data model versions of a health check agent corresponding to
the Tuning Manager server version.

Table I-1 Data model versions of a health check agent corresponding to
the Tuning Manager server version
Tuning Manager server
version

Data model version

6.0 or later but earlier than 6.3

4.0

6.3 or later

5.0

The following table lists the records corresponding to the data model
versions.

Table I-2 Correspondence between health check agent records and data
model versions
Record name

Data model version
4.0

Description

5.0

Health Check Detail (PD_HC)

Y

Y

Detailed information of the
health check result

Host Availability (PI_HAVL)

Y

Y

Actual performance and
operating rates for each host

Host Detail (PD_HOST)

Y

Y

Detailed information of the
health check result for each host

Reserved Interval (PI)

Y

Y

Reserved record

Reserved Detail (PD)

Y

Y

Reserved record

System Overview (PI_SYS)

Y

Y

Operating status summary of the
hosts in the system

Legend:
Y: Applicable
--: Not applicable

Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
Function:
This record stores data such as information about the operating status of
Agents and hosts that are running the Agents. It is a multi-instance
record. This record makes it possible to perform the following:
¢
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Set alarms to be issued or actions to be performed for any changes
that occur in the Agent operating statuses, so that you can monitor
the status changes for each Agent.
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¢

Check the monitor results in the service operating status monitor
mode, so that you can check detailed information collected in the
service operating status monitor mode, such as the operating status
of an Agent and its services, update date and time.

Default values and whether the value is changeable are described in the
following table.

Table I-3 Health Check Detail (PD_HC) default and changeable values
Item

Default value

Changeable

Log

No

Yes

Collection Interval

300

Yes

Collection Offset from Top of 0
Minute

Yes

LOGIF

Yes

Blank

key field:
PD_HC_AGENT
Lifetime:
From the first time the Agent is started until it is removed.
Record size:
¢

Fixed part: 716 bytes

¢

Variable part: 1,023 bytes

Fields are described in the following tables.

Table I-4 Common fields
View name
(Manager name)
Record Type
(INPUT_RECORD_T
YPE)
Record Time
(RECORD_TIME)
Interval
(INTERVAL)
Monitoring Level by
Num
(MONITORING_LEV
EL_NUM)

Description

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

The name of the
record.

--

char 8

No

--

The time when the
record was created.

--

pwbTIMET

No

--

The collection interval -of the record (in
seconds).

pwbULONG

No

--

The monitoring level
of the health check
function (numerical
value). This is a
reserved field and
cannot be used.

pwbSHORT

No

--

--
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View name
(Manager name)
Monitoring Level
(MONITORING_LEV
EL)

Description
The monitoring level
of the health check
function (character
string). The value for
this field can be one
of the following:

Summary
--

Format
pwbSTRING
33

Delta
No

Data
source
--

- Host: Host-level
operation status
monitoring
- Service: Servicelevel operation status
monitoring

Table I-5 Fields for determining the Agent operating status
View name
(Manager name)
Agent
(AGENT)
host
(HOST)

Description

Summary

Format

Data
source

The service ID of the
monitored Agent.

--

pwb
STRING
259

No

--

The host where the
monitored Agent is
running.

--

pwb
STRING
256

No

--

Agent Category by
Num
(AGENT_CATEGORY_
NUM)

Type of the monitored -Agent (numerical
value). This is a
reserved field that
cannot be used.

pwbSHOR
T

No

--

Agent Category
(AGENT_CATEGORY)

Type of the monitored -Agent. The value is
Agent.

pwb
No
STRING33

--

pwbTIMET No

--

pwbSHOR
T

--

Polling Date and
Time

The date and time at
which the monitored
(POLLING_DATETIME Agent was polled.
)
Agent Op Status by
Num

--

The status of the
-monitored Agent
(AGENT_STATE_NUM (numerical value).
The value for this field
)
can be one of the
following 1:
- 0: Not Supported
- 4: Running
- 8: Incomplete
- 12: Stopped
- 16: Unconfirmed

I-4

Delta
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No

View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

- 24: Host Not
Available
Agent Op Status
(AGENT_STATE)

The status of the
-monitored Agent
(character string).
The value for this field
can be one of the
following 1:

pwb
STRING
33

No

--

pwbSHOR
T

No

--

- Not Supported: The
Agent is not
supported
- Running: The Agent
is running
- Incomplete: The
Agent is running in a
degenerate mode
- Stopped: The Agent
has stopped
- Unconfirmed: The
status of the Agent is
unknown
- Host Not
Available: The host
has stopped
Agent Op Status
Change

A flag indicating
-whether the status of
(AGENT_STATE_CHA the monitored Agent
has changed since the
NGE)
last time the Agent
was polled. The value
for this field can be
one of the following:
- 0: The status is
unchanged
- 1: The status has
changed

Note 1:
The status displayed for the Agent depends on the monitoring level of the
health check agent. For details about statuses, see Using the health check
function to check operating status on page 12-19.

Table I-6 Fields for determining the host operating status
View name
(Manager name)
Host Op Status by
Num

Description
The status of the
host where the
monitored Agent is

Summary
--

Format
pwbSHOR
T
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Delta
No

Data
source
--
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View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

(HOST_STATE_NUM)

running (numerical
value). This is a
reserved field and
cannot be used.

Host Op Status

The status of the
-host where the
monitored Agent is
running (character
string). The value for
this field can be one
of the following:

(HOST_STATE)

•

Success:
Communication
with the host is
successful.

•

Failure:
Communication
with the host
failed.

Format

pwb
STRING
33

Delta

No

Data
source

--

- Remote Host
Unavailable:
The target host
is not
responding.
- Connection
Unavailable : A
connection to
the target host
cannot be
established.
- Socket
Failure: A
socket operation
error occurred.
•

Unknown: The
status is
unknown.

Table I-7 Fields for determining the service operating status (Agent
Collector service)
View name
(Manager name)
Collector Inclusion in
Agent
(COLLECTOR_INCL_A
GENT)

I-6

Description
A flag indicating
whether the status of
the Agent Collector
service is included
when evaluating the
Agent status. 0 is set
when the operating
status of the host is

Summary
--

Format

Delta

pwbSHOR No
T
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Data
source
--

View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

monitored, and 1 is
set when the
operating status of the
service is monitored.
- 0: Not included
- 1: Included
Collector Op Status by The operating status
Num
of the Agent Collector
(COLLECTOR_STATE_ service (numerical
value). This is a
NUM)
reserved field and
cannot be used.
Collector Op Status
(COLLECTOR_STATE)

--

The operating status
-of the Agent Collector
service (character
string). The value for
this field can be one of
the following:

pwbSHOR No
T

--

pwb
STRING
33

--

No

- Start Pending: The
service is starting
- Active: The service
has started
- Standalone Active:
The service has
started (in stand-alone
mode)
- Busy: The service is
processing a request
- Standalone Busy:
The service is
processing a request
(in stand-alone mode)
- Too Long Busy: The
service is taking a long
time to process a
request 1
- Standalone Too
Long Busy: The
service is taking a long
time to process a
request (in standalone mode) 1
- Stop Pending: The
service is stopping
- Inactive: The
service is stopped
- Unknown: The status
is unknown 2
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View name
(Manager name)
Collector Op Status
Last-Updated
(COLLECTOR_STATE_
LAST_UPDATE)
Collector Op Status
Cont-Period
(COLLECTOR_STATE_
CONT_PERIOD)
Collector Op Status
Change
(COLLECTOR_STATE_
CHANGE)

Description
The date and time
when the operating
status of the Agent
Collector service was
last updated.

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

--

pwbTIMET No

--

The duration of the
-operating status of the
Agent Collector service
(in seconds) 3.

pwbTIMET No

--

A flag indicating
whether the status of
the Agent Collector
service has changed
since the last time the
Agent was polled. The
value for this field can
be one of the
following:

pwbSHOR No
T

--

--

- 0: The status is
unchanged
- 1: The status has
changed

Note 1:
If Yes is specified for Busy as Inactive in the properties of the health
check agent, this value is set when the service remains in the Busy or
Standalone Busy status for longer than the period of time specified for the
Time to Busy as Inactive setting. In this case, the health check agent
considers the service inactive when it determines the operating status of
the Agent.
Note 2:
This value is set when performing host-level monitoring of operating
statuses, or in the following cases when performing service-level
monitoring of operating statuses:
¢

When the service is not specified as a monitoring target.

¢

When the host or the Status Server on the host is stopped.

¢

When the service does not support the status management function.

¢

When the status management function is unable to confirm the status
of the service for reasons such as the service having terminated
abnormally, despite the service supporting the status management
function. In this case, the health check agent considers the service
inactive when it determines the operating status of the Agent. You will
need to restart the service to allow the service status to be recognized
correctly.

Note 3:
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The duration of the operating status of a service is calculated from the
difference between the time when polling took place (Polling Date and
Time) and the time when the service entered the current operating status
(Collector Op Status Last-Updated, Store Op Status Last-Updated, or AH
Op Status Last-Updated). For this reason, make sure that the clocks are
synchronized on all hosts that run Tuning Manager series programs.

Table I-8 Fields for determining the service operating status (Agent Store
service)
View name
(Manager name)

Description

Store Inclusion in
Agent

A field indicating
whether the status of
(STORE_INCL_AGENT the Agent Store
service is included
)
when evaluating the
Agent status. 0 is set
when the operating
status of the host is
monitored, and 1 is
set when the
operating status of
the service is
monitored.

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

--

pwbSHOR No
T

--

The operating status
of the Agent Store
service (numerical
value). This is a
reserved field and
cannot be used.

--

pwbSHOR No
T

--

The operating status
of the Agent Store
service (character
string). The value for
this field can be one
of the following:

--

pwb
STRING
33

--

- 0: Not included
- 1: Included
Store Op Status by
Num
(STORE_STATE_NUM
)

Store Op Status
(STORE_STATE)

No

- Start Pending: The
service is starting
- Active: The service
has started
- Standalone
Active: The service
has started (in standalone mode)
- Busy: The service is
processing a request
- Standalone Busy:
The service is
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View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

processing a request
(in stand-alone
mode)
- Too Long Busy: The
service is taking a
long time to process
a request 1
- Standalone Too
Long Busy: The
service is taking a
long time to process
a request (in standalone mode) 1
- Stop Pending: The
service is stopping
- Inactive: The
service is stopped
- Unknown: The status
is unknown 2
Store Op Status Last- The date and time
-Updated
when the operating
(STORE_STATE_LAST status of the Agent
Store service was last
_UPDATE)
updated.

pwbTIMET No

--

Store Op Status
Cont-Period

--

pwbTIMET No

--

A flag indicating
-whether the status of
the Agent Store
service has changed
since the last time
the Agent was polled.
The value for this
field can be one of
the following:

pwbSHOR No
T

--

(STORE_STATE_CON
T_PERIOD)
Store Op Status
Change
(STORE_STATE_CHA
NGE)

The duration of the
operating status of
the Agent Store
service (in seconds)
3.

- 0: The status is
unchanged
- 1: The status has
changed

Note 1:
If Yes is specified for Busy as Inactive in the properties of the health
check agent, this value is set when the service remains in the Busy or
Standalone Busy status for longer than the period of time specified for the
Time to Busy as Inactive setting. In this case, the health check agent
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considers the service inactive when it determines the operating status of
the Agent.
Note 2:
This value is set when performing host-level monitoring of operating
statuses, or in the following cases when performing service-level
monitoring of operating statuses:
¢

When the service is not specified as a monitoring target.

¢

When the host or the Status Server on the host is stopped.

¢

When the service does not support the status management function.

¢

When the status management function is unable to confirm the status
of the service for reasons such as the service having terminated
abnormally, despite the service supporting the status management
function. In this case, the health check agent considers the service
inactive when it determines the operating status of the Agent. You will
need to restart the service to allow the service status to be recognized
correctly.

Note 3:
The duration of the operating status of a service is calculated from the
difference between the time when polling took place (Polling Date and
Time) and the time when the service entered the current operating status
(Collector Op Status Last-Updated, Store Op Status Last-Updated, or AH
Op Status Last-Updated). For this reason, make sure that the clocks are
synchronized on all hosts that run Tuning Manager series programs.

Table I-9 Fields for determining the service operating status (Action
Handler service)
View name
(Manager name)
AH Inclusion in Agent

Description

Format

Delta

Data
source

--

pwbSHORT No

--

AH Op Status by Num The operating status
of the Action Handler
(AH_STATE_NUM)
service (numerical
value). This is a
reserved field and
cannot be used.

--

pwbSHORT No

--

AH Op Status

--

pwb
No
STRING 33

--

(AH_INCL_AGENT)

A flag indicating
whether the status of
the Action Handler
service is included
when evaluating the
Agent status.

Summary

- 0: Not included
- 1: Included

(AH_STATE)

The operating status
of the Action Handler
service (character
string). The value for
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View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

this field can be one
of the following:
- Start Pending: The
service is starting
- Active: The service
has started
- Standalone Active:
The service has
started (in standalone mode)
- Busy: The service is
processing a request
- Standalone Busy:
The service is
processing a request
(in stand-alone
mode)
- Too Long Busy: The
service is taking a
long time to process a
request 1
- Standalone Too
Long Busy: The
service is taking a
long time to process a
request (in standalone mode) 1
- Stop Pending: The
service is stopping
- Inactive: The
service is - stopped
Unknown: The status
is unknown 2
AH Op Status LastUpdated

The date and time
when the operating
(AH_STATE_LAST_UP status of the Action
Handler service was
DATE)
last updated.

--

pwbTIMET

No

--

AH Op Status ContPeriod

--

pwbTIMET

No

--

pwbSHORT No

--

The duration of the
operating status of
(AH_STATE_CONT_PE the Action Handler
service (in seconds)
RIOD)
3.

AH Op Status Change A flag indicating
-whether
the
status
of
(AH_STATE_CHANGE)
the Action Handler
service has changed
since the last time the
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View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

Agent was polled. The
value for this field can
be one of the
following:
- 0: The status is
unchanged
- 1: The status has
changed

Note 1:
If Yes is specified for Busy as Inactive in the properties of the health
check agent, this value is set when the service remains in the Busy or
Standalone Busy status for longer than the period of time specified for the
Time to Busy as Inactive setting. In this case, the health check agent
considers the service inactive when it determines the operating status of
the Agent.
Note 2:
This value is set when performing host-level monitoring of operating
statuses, or in the following cases when performing service-level
monitoring of operating statuses:
¢

When the service is not specified as a monitoring target.

¢

When the host or the Status Server on the host is stopped.

¢

When the service does not support the status management function.

¢

When the status management function is unable to confirm the status
of the service for reasons such as the service having terminated
abnormally, despite the service supporting the status management
function. In this case, the health check agent considers the service
inactive when it determines the operating status of the Agent. You will
need to restart the service to allow the service status to be recognized
correctly.

Note 3:
The duration of the operating status of a service is calculated from the
difference between the time when polling took place (Polling Date and
Time) and the time when the service entered the current operating status
(Collector Op Status Last-Updated, Store Op Status Last-Updated, or AH
Op Status Last-Updated). For this reason, make sure that the clocks are
synchronized on all hosts that run Tuning Manager series programs.

Table I-10 Message text field
View name
(Manager name)
Message Text
(MESSAGE_TEXT)

Description
Detailed information
about the operating

Summary
--

Format
pwb
STRING
256
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Delta
No

Data
source
--
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View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

status of the Agent
being monitored.

Message text:
Messages in the message text field are displayed as follows:
When performing host-level monitoring, or the status of the monitored
Agent is Not Supported, Unconfirmed, or Host Not Available during the
service-level monitoring:
HC: HC_AGT
When the status of the monitored Agent is Running, Incomplete, or
Stopped service during the service-level monitoring:
HC: HC_AGT (Collector: HC_AC, Store: HC_AS [, Action
Handler: HC_AH])
The following legend describes the components of the message text.
Legend:
HC_AGT: The operating status of the Agent
HC_AC: The operating status of the Agent Collector service
HC_AS: The operating status of the Agent Store service
HC_AH: The operating status of the Action Handler service
Example of message output:
The following are examples of messages output to the Message Text field
of a PD_HC record.
HC: Not Supported
HC: Running (Collector: Active, Store: Active)
HC: Incomplete (Collector: Active, Store: Inactive, Action
Handler: Active)
HC: Stopped (Collector: Inactive, Store: Inactive)
HC: Host Not Available

Host Availability (PI_HAVL)
Function:
This record stores data indicating the actual performance and operating
rates of hosts making up the system. It is a multi-instance record. This
record makes it possible to perform the following:
¢

Check the operating rates of hosts on a time scale, so that you can
check the actual performance of each host.

Default values and whether the value is changeable are described in the
following table.
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Table I-11 Host Availability (PI_HAVL) default and changeable values
Item

Default value

Changeable

Log

No

Yes

Sync Collection With

Detail Records, HC

No

LOGIF

Blank

Yes

key field:
PI_HAVL_AGENT
Lifetime:
From the time the Agent is started until it is removed.
Record size:
¢

Fixed part: 681 bytes

¢

Variable part: 292 bytes

Fields are described in the following tables.

Table I-12 Common fields
View name
(Manager name)

Description

Record Type

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

The name of the
(INPUT_RECORD_TYP record.
E)

COPY

char 8

No

--

Record Time

COPY

pwbTIMET No

--

pwbULON
G

--

(RECORD_TIME)
Interval

The time when the
record was created.

The collection interval COPY
when the record was
stored (in seconds).

(INTERVAL)

No

Table I-13 Host Availability (PI_HAVL) specific fields
View name
(Manager name)
Host
(HOST)
Availability
(AVAILABILITY)

Total Available Time

Description

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

The name of the
host.

COPY

pwb
STRING
256

No

--

The operating rates
(in percentages).

AVG

pwbFLOA No
T

--

ADD

pwbULO
NG

--

(Running: 100%,
Stopped: 0%)

The operating time
(TOTAL_AVAILABLE_TI (in seconds).
ME)
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View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

Format

Data
source

Delta

(Running:
Interval, Stopped:
0)
Total Not Available
Time

The stopped time
(in seconds).

ADD

pwbULO
NG

No

--

The monitoring time ADD
(in seconds).

pwbULO
NG

No

--

(TOTAL_NOTAVAILABL (Running: 0,
E_TIME)
Stopped: Interval)
Total Monitoring Time
(TOTAL_MONITORING
_TIME)

The value is always
Interval.

Summary Start Date
and Time

The first storage
time within the
(SUMMARY_START_DA summary period.
TETIME)

LO

pwbTIME No
T

--

Summary End Date
and Time

COPY

pwbTIME No
T

--

(SUMMARY_END_DAT
ETIME)

The last storage
time within the
summary period.

Host Detail (PD_HOST)
Function:
This record stores data aggregated from the health check result of each
host. It is a multi-instance record whose key is a host name. This record
makes it possible to perform the following:
Set alarms to be issued or actions to be performed for any changes
that occur in the host operating statuses, so that you can monitor the
status changes for each host.

¢

Default values and whether the value is changeable are described in the
following table.

Table I-14 Host Detail (PD_HOST) default and changeable values
Item

Default value

Changeable

Log

No

Yes

Sync Collection With

Detail Records, HC

No

LOGIF

Blank

Yes

key field:
PD_HOST_AGENT
Lifetime:
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From the time the agent is started until the agent is removed from the
system.
Record size:
¢

Fixed part: 716 bytes

¢

Variable part: 325 bytes

Fields are described in the following tables.

Table I-15 Common fields
View name
(Manager name)

Description

Record Type

Summary

Format

Delta

Data
source

The name of the
(INPUT_RECORD_TYPE record.
)

--

char 8

No

--

Record Time

--

pwbTIME
T

No

--

pwbULO
NG

No

--

(RECORD_TIME)
Interval

The time when the
record was created.

The collection
-interval when the
record was stored (in
seconds).

(INTERVAL)

Monitoring Level by
Num

The monitoring level
of health checking
(MONITORING_LEVEL_ (by numerics). This
field is reserved and
NUM)
cannot be used.

--

pwbSHO
RT

No

--

Monitoring Level

--

pwb
STRING
33

No

--

(MONITORING_LEVEL)

The monitoring level
of health checking
(by character
strings). The values
are as follows:
- Host: Monitoring
the host operating
status
- Service:
Monitoring the
service operating
status

Table I-16 Host Detail (PD_HOST) specific fields
View name (Manager
name)
Host
(HOST)
Polling Date and Time
(POLLING_DATETIME)

Description

Summary

Format Delta

Data
source

The name of the
host.

--

pwb
STRING
256

No

--

The polling date
and time.

--

pwb
TIMET

No

--
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View name (Manager
name)

Description

Status

The status.

(STATE)

(Running:
Available,
Stopped: Not
Available,
Unknown status:
Unknown)

Status by Num

The status.

Summary

Format Delta

Data
source

--

pwb
STRING
33

No

--

--

No

--

(STATE_NUM)

(Running: 0,
Stopped: 1,
Unknown status:
2)

pwb
SHORT

Status Change

The status change. --

No

--

(STATE_CHANGE)

(No change: 0,
Changed: 1)

pwb
SHORT

Num of Agents

The total number
of the Agents on
the host.

--

pwb
ULONG

No

--

The number of the
Agents with Not
Supported on the
host.

--

pwbULO No
NG

--

--

pwbULO No
NG

--

The number of the -Agents with
Incomplete on the
host.

pwbULO No
NG

--

(NUM_AGENTS)
Num of Not Supported
(NUM_NOTSUPPORTED)

For details about
the operating
statuses, see Using
the health check
function to check
operating status
on page 12-19.
Num of
The number of the
Running(NUM_RUNNING) Agents with
Running on the
host.
For details about
the operating
statuses, see Using
the health check
function to check
operating status
on page 12-19.
Num of Incomplete
(NUM_INCOMPLETE)

For details about
the operating
statuses, see Using
the health check
function to check
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View name (Manager
name)

Description

Summary

Format Delta

Data
source

operating status
on page 12-19.
Num of Stopped

--

pwbULO No
NG

--

--

pwbULO No
NG

--

The number of the -Agents with Host
(NUM_HOSTNOTAVAILAB Not Available on
the host.
LE)
For details about
the operating
statuses, see Using
the health check
function to check
operating status
on page 12-19.

pwbULO No
NG

--

(NUM_STOPPED)

The number of the
Agents with
Stopped on the
host.
For details about
the operating
statuses, see Using
the health check
function to check
operating status
on page 12-19.

Num of Unconfirmed
(NUM_UNCONFIRMED)

The number of the
Agents with
Unconfirmed on
the host.
For details about
the operating
statuses, see Using
the health check
function to check
operating status
on page 12-19.

Num of Host Not
Available

Reserved Interval (PI)
This field is reserved and cannot be used.

Reserved Detail (PD)
This field is reserved and cannot be used.

System Overview (PI_SYS)
Function:
This record stores data (e.g., the number of running hosts and the
operating rates of the hosts) about the hosts making up the system as an
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operating status summary. It is a single-instance record. This record
makes it possible to perform the following:
¢

Check the operating status summary of the system via snapshots, so
that you can check the current status of the system and its history or
trend.

Default values and whether the value is changeable are described in the
following table.

Table I-17 System Overview (PI_SYS) default and changeable values
Item

Default value

Changeable

Log

No

Yes

Sync Collection With

Detail Records, HC

No

LOGIF

Blank

Yes

key field:
None
Lifetime:
From the time the Agent is started until the Agent is removed from the
system.
Record size:
¢

Fixed part: 801 bytes

¢

Variable part: 0 byte

Fields are described in the following tables.

Table I-18 Common fields
View name
(Manager name)

Description

Record Type

Format

Delta

Data
source

The name of the
(INPUT_RECORD_TYPE record.
)

--

char 8

No

--

Record Time

The time when the
record was
created.

--

pwbTIMET

No

--

The collection
interval when the
record was stored
(in seconds).

--

pwbULONG No

--

(RECORD_TIME)
Interval
(INTERVAL)
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Table I-19 System Overview (PI_SYS) specific fields
View name
(Manager name)

Description

Summary

Format

% Available Hosts

Delta

Data
source

The host
HILO
operating
rates
(in
(PCT_AVAILABLE_HOS
percentages).
TS)
(Number of
running hosts /
Total number of
hosts)

pwbFLOAT

No

--

Num of Available
Hosts

The number of
running hosts.

HILO

pwbULONG No

--

The number of
stopped hosts.

HILO

pwbULONG No

--

The number of
hosts whose
statuses are
unknown.

HILO

pwbULONG No

--

The total number
of hosts.

HILO

pwbULONG No

--

(NUM_AVAILABLE_HO
STS)
Num of Not Available
Hosts
(NUM_NOTAVAILABLE
_HOSTS)
Num of Unknown
Hosts
(NUM_UNKNOWN_HO
STS)
Num of Hosts
(NUM_HOSTS)

Fields added to records stored in the Store database
The following table describes the fields that are added to a record only when
the record is stored in the Store database.

Table I-20 Fields added to a record only when stored in the Store database
View name
(Manager name)
Agent Host
(DEVICEID)
Agent Instance
(PROD_INST)
Agent Type
(PRODID)

Date
(DATE)

Description

Format

Delta

Supported
version

Data
source

The name of the
host where the
Agent is running.

string(25 No
6)

All

--

The instance name
of the Agent.

string(25 No
6)

All

--

The product ID of
the Agent, in the
form of a 1-byte
ID.

char

No

All

--

The date when the
record was

char(3)

No

All

--
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View name
(Manager name)

Description

Format

Delta

Supported
version

Data
source

created, in GMT
1,2.
Date and Time
(DATETIME)

Drawer Type
(DRAWER_TYPE)

GMT Offset
(GMT_ADJUST)

Time
(TIME)

A combination of
the Date (DATE)
and Time (TIME)
fields 2.

char(6)

No

All

--

For PI-type
records, the
summary category
for the data. .

char

No

All

--

The difference
between
Greenwich Mean
Time and local
time, in seconds.

long

No

All

--

The time when the
record was
created, in GMT
1,2.

char(3)

No

All

--

Legend:
--: Indicates that the health check function has processed the
performance data and no value was assigned to the field.
Note 1:
PI-type records present data in summarized form. To help the system
summarize the data, a time is assigned to each record that provides a
basis for use in the summarization process. The following table lists the
time set for each record category.
Note 2:
When you display data in a report, the Date field is displayed in the
format YYYYMMDD, the Date and Time field is displayed in the format
YYYYMMDD hh:mm:ss, and the Time field is displayed in the format
hh:mm:ss.

Table I-21 Time settings for each record category
Category

I-22

Setting used for each category

Per-minute

The time when the record was created with the seconds set to zero.

Hourly

The time when the record was created with the minutes and seconds set
to zero.

Daily

00:00:00 on the day when the record was created.

Weekly

00:00:00 on the Monday of the week when the record was created.

Monthly

00:00:00 on the first day of the month when the record was created.
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Category
Yearly

Setting used for each category
00:00:00 on the first day of the year when the record was created.

The following table lists the categories displayed in Performance Reporter
reports.

Table I-22 The categories displayed in Performance Reporter reports
Category

Performance Reporter

Per-minute

Minute

Hourly

Hour

Daily

Day

Weekly

Week

Monthly

Month

Yearly

Year

Note 1:
When you display data in a report, the Date field is displayed in the
format YYYYMMDD, the Date and Time field is displayed in the format
YYYYMMDD hh:mm:ss, and the Time field is displayed in the format
hh:mm:ss.

Overview of solution sets
With a Tuning Manager server, you can define alarms and reports for the
health check agent in the following ways:
•

Use an existing alarm or report defined for the health check agent

•

Copy and then customize an alarm or report defined for the health check
agent

•

Use a wizard to create a new alarm or report

The Tuning Manager server provides pre-defined alarms and reports in a
solution set for use by the health check agent. Because the necessary
information has been preset in these alarms and reports, you can copy them
and use them as-is, or customize them to suit your environment. By using
the alarms and reports in the solution set, you can easily prepare a system’s
operating status to be monitored without using wizards to create new
definitions.

Solution set (alarms)
The following sections describe the settings in the alarms and reports defined
in the solution set for the health check agent.
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Format of alarm explanations
Alarms are listed in alphabetical order and described under the following
headings.
Alarm name
Shows the name of the alarm in the solution set.
Synopsis
Provides a summary of what the alarm can monitor.
Main settings
Shows a table of the main settings of the alarm. The settings in the table
correspond to the items shown in the Properties window that appears
when you click an alarm icon in the Alarms window of the Performance
Reporter, and then click the Properties method. For details about each
alarm setting, see the Properties window for the particular alarm in
Performance Reporter.
Hyphens (--) in the Setting column of the table indicate that any value set
for the item will be invalid. Where the Abnormal condition and Warning
condition have the same value under the Alarm Conditions in the table,
an alarm event is issued only for the abnormal condition.
Associated report
Shows the name of the report associated with the alarm in the solution
set. You can view the report by clicking an Agent icon in the Agents tree
of the Performance Reporter, and then clicking the
Display Alarm Status method.

icon for the

List of alarms
The alarms defined in the solution set of the health check agent are
summarized in the alarm table PFM Health Check Solution Alarm VV.RR,
where VV.RR represents the version of the alarm table. This table resides in
the HealthCheck folder displayed in the Alarms tree of Performance Reporter.
The following table lists the data model versions and alarm table versions
corresponding to the health check agent versions (for Tuning Manager
servers)

Table I-23 Data model versions and alarm table versions corresponding to
health check agent version (for Tuning Manager servers)
Health check agent version

Alarm table Data model
version

Alarm table version

6.0 or later but earlier than
6.3

4.0

8.50

6.3 or later

4.0

09.00

The following table lists the alarms defined in the solution set.
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Table I-24 List of alarms (solution set)
Alarm table
name

Alarm table version

Alarm
name

8.11

8.50

Description

09.00

PFM
Status
HealthCheck Change
Solution
Alarms 8.50

Y

Y

Y

Indicates changes in the health
check statuses of monitored
Agents.

PFM
HealthCheck
Solution
Alarms
09.00

Abnormal
Status(A)

Y

Y

Y

Indicates the health check
statuses of monitored Agents.

Abnormal
Status(S)

Y

Y

Y

Indicates the health check
statuses of monitored Agents.

Host Status
Change

--

Y

Y

Indicates changes in the health
check statuses of monitored
Agent hosts.

Host Not
Available

--

Y

Y

Indicates the operating statuses
of monitored Agent hosts.

Service
State
Change

--

--

Y

Indicates changes in the health
check statuses of monitored
Agents.

Service
Status(A)

--

--

Y

Indicates changes in the health
check statuses of monitored
Agents.

Service
Status(S)

--

--

Y

Indicates changes in the health
check statuses of monitored
Agents.

PFM
HealthCheck
Template
Alarms
[Service]
09.00

Legend:
Y: Applicable
--: Not applicable

Notes on creating alarms
The event issuance timing differs between health check events and alarm
events. An alarm event is evaluated and issued for each collection interval of
records, while a health check event is issued every time polling to each host
has finished. If an alarm defined in the solution set is used, an alarm event is
evaluated and issued after polling to all of the monitored Agent hosts has
finished, because the alarm refers to the PD_HC and PD_HOST records. When
creating an alarm, note that an alarm event is evaluated for each collection
interval of the record defined in the alarm condition. Also, an alarm occurs on
a host (a Tuning Manager server host) where a health check agent is running.
If you specify LOCAL as the Action Handler service to set an action for an
alarm, the alarm event is executed on a Tuning Manager server host, not a
monitored host.
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Status Change
Synopsis
The Status Change alarm monitors for variations in the health check
statuses of the monitored Agents. The alarm is issued once for each
Agent whose health check status has changed. Use this alarm when you
require alarms to be issued as often as there are Agent events (health
check events). This alarm is disabled by default.
The severity of the alarm is always Warning, regardless of the health
check status that the Agent has entered.
Main settings are described in the following table.

Table I-25 Main settings for the Status Change alarm
Alarm properties in Performance Reporter
Item

Details

Main
Information

Alarm
conditions

Setting

Product

HealthCheck(4.0)

Message text

Status of %CVS2 changed to %CVS3

Enable alarm

Not selected

Always notify

Selected

Evaluate all data

Selected

Monitoring time
range

Always monitor

Damping

Not specified

Record name
(record ID)

Health Check Detail (PD_HC)

Abnormal condition

Agent Op Status Change = “-1”
AND (Agent = “*” AND Agent Op Status = “*”)

Actions

Warning condition

Agent Op Status Change = “1”AND (Agent =
“*” AND Agent Op Status = “*”)

Email

--

Command

--

SNMP

Abnormal or Warning

Associated report
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/ System
Overview (Historical)

Abnormal Status (A)
Synopsis
The Abnormal Status (A) alarm monitors the health check status of the
monitored Agents. The alarm is issued once for each Agent that enters an
abnormal status (any status other than Not Supported or Running). Use
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this alarm when you want to detect abnormal health check statuses on an
Agent level. This alarm is disabled by default.
The severity of the alarm is Warning if the Agent has entered the
Incomplete status, and Abnormal if the Agent has entered the Stopped,
Unconfirmed, or Host Not Available status.
Main settings are described in the following table.

Table I-26 Main settings for the Abnormal Status (A) alarm
Alarm properties in Performance Reporter
Item

Details

Main
Information

Alarm
conditions

Setting

Product

HealthCheck(4.0)

Message text

Status of %CVS2 changed to %CVS3

Enable alarm

Not selected

Always notify

Selected

Evaluate all data

Selected

Monitoring time
range

Always monitor

Damping

Not specified

Record name (record Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
ID)

Actions

Abnormal condition

Agent Op Status Change = “1”AND Agent =
“*” AND (Agent Op Status = “*”AND (Agent
Op Status by Num > “8”))

Warning condition

Agent Op Status Change = “1”AND (Agent =
“*” AND (Agent Op Status = “*”AND Agent Op
Status by Num > “4”))

Email

--

Command

--

SNMP

Abnormal or Warning

Associated report
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/ System
Overview (Historical)

Abnormal Status (S)
Synopsis
The Abnormal Status (S) alarm monitors the health check status of the
monitored Agents. The alarm is issued only once during any polling period
where there are Agents that have an abnormal status (any status other
than Not Supported or Running). Use this alarm when you want to detect
abnormal health check statuses on a system-wide level. This alarm is
enabled by default.
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The severity of the alarm is Warning if one or more Agents has entered
the Incomplete status, and Abnormal if one or more Agents has entered
the Stopped, Unconfirmed, or Host Not Available status.
Main settings are described in the following table.

Table I-27 Main settings for the Abnormal Status (S) alarm
Alarm properties in Performance Reporter
Item

Details

Main
Information

Alarm
conditions

Actions

Setting

Product

HealthCheck(4.0)

Message text

Transition to abnormal status was detected

Enable alarm

Selected

Always notify

Selected

Evaluate all data

Not selected

Monitoring time
range

Always monitor

Damping

Not specified

Record name
(record ID)

Health Check Detail (PD_HC)

Abnormal condition

Agent Op Status Change = “1”AND Agent Op
Status by Num > “8”

Warning condition

Agent Op Status Change = “1”AND Agent Op
Status by Num > “4”

Email

--

Command

--

SNMP

Abnormal or Warning

Associated report
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/ System
Overview (Historical)

Host Status Change
Synopsis
The Host Status Change alarm monitors changes in the operating statuses
of monitored Agent hosts. If the operating statuses of one or more hosts
have changed, one alarm is issued for each monitored Agent host. Use
this alarm when you want to be notified of changes in the operating
statuses of hosts. This alarm is disabled by default. The severity of the
alarm is always Warning, regardless of the operating status of hosts.
Main settings are described in the following table.
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Table I-28 Main settings for the Host Status Change alarm
Alarm properties in Performance Reporter
Item

Details

Main
Information

Alarm
conditions

Actions

Setting

Product

HealthCheck(4.0)

Message text

Host status of %CVS2 changed to %CVS3

Enable alarm

--

Always notify

Selected

Evaluate all data

Selected

Monitoring time
range

Always monitor

Damping

Not specified

Record name
(record ID)

Host Detail (PD_HOST)

Abnormal condition

Status Change = “-1” AND (Host = “*” AND
Status = “*”)

Warning condition

Status Change = “1” AND (Host = “*” AND
Status = “*”)

Email

--

Command

--

SNMP

Abnormal or Warning

Associated report
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Real-Time/Host Status
(Real-Time) (4.0)

Host Not Available
Synopsis
The Host Not Available alarm monitors the operating statuses of
monitored Agent hosts. If the statuses of one or more hosts have
changed to Stopped, one alarm is issued for each monitored Agent host.
Use this alarm when you want to be notified that one or more monitored
Agent hosts have stopped. This alarm is disabled by default. The severity
of the alarm is Warning.
Main settings are described in the following table.
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Table I-29 Main settings for the Host Not Available alarm
Alarm properties in Performance Reporter
Item

Details

Main
Information

Alarm
conditions

Actions

Setting

Product

HealthCheck(4.0)

Message text

Host status of %CVS2 changed to Not
Available

Enable alarm

--

Always notify

Selected

Evaluate all data

Selected

Monitoring time
range

Always monitor

Damping

Not specified

Record name
(record ID)

Host Detail (PD_HOST)

Abnormal condition

Status Change = “-1” AND (Host = “*” AND
Status = “*”)

Warning condition

Status Change = “1” AND (Host = “*” AND
Status = “*”)

Email

--

Command

--

SNMP

Abnormal or Warning

Associated report
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Real-Time/Host Status
(Real-Time) (4.0)

Service State Change
Synopsis
The Service Status Change alarm monitors for variations in the health
check statuses of the monitored agents. The alarm is issued once for each
agent whose health check status has changed. This alarm is disabled by
default.
As with the Status Change alarm, use this alarm when you require alarms
to be issued as often as agent event (health check event) occurs.
The severity of the alarm is always Warning, regardless of the health
check status that the agent has entered.
Main settings are shown in the following table.
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Table I-30 Main settings for the Service Status Change alarm
Alarm properties in Performance Reporter
Item
Main Information

Alarm conditions

Actions

Details

Settings

Product

HealthCheck (4.0)

Message text

Status of %CVS3 changed
to %CVS4

Enable alarm

--

Always notify

Selected

Evaluate all data

Selected

Monitoring time range

Always monitor

Damping

Not specified

Record name (record ID)

Health Check Detail
(PD_HC)

Abnormal condition

Agent Category <>
"Remote Agent" AND
(Agent Op Status Change
= "-1" AND (Agent = "*"
AND Agent Op Status =
"*"))

Warning condition

Agent Category <>
"Remote Agent" AND
(Agent Op Status Change
= "1"AND (Agent = "*"
AND Agent Op Status =
"*"))

Email

--

Command

--

SNMP

Abnormal or Warning

Associated report
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/ System
Overview (Historical)

Service Status (A)
Synopsis
The Service Status (A) alarm monitors the health check status of agents.
The alarm is issued once for each agent that enters an abnormal status
(any status other than Not Supported or Running). This alarm is disabled
by default.
As with the Abnormal Status (A) alarm, use this alarm when you want to
detect abnormal health check statuses on an agent level.
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The severity of the alarm is Warning if the agent has entered Incomplete
status, and Abnormal if the agent has entered Stopped, Unconfirmed, or
Host Not Available status.
Main settings are shown in the following table.

Table I-31 Main settings for the Service Status (A) alarm
Alarm properties in Performance Reporter
Item
Main Information

Alarm conditions

Actions

Details

Settings

Product

HealthCheck (4.0)

Message text

Status of %CVS3 changed
to %CVS4

Enable alarm

--

Always notify

Selected

Evaluate all data

Selected

Monitoring time range

Always monitor

Damping

Not specified

Record name (record ID)

Health Check Detail
(PD_HC)

Abnormal condition

Agent Category <>
"Remote Agent" AND
(Agent Op Status Change
= "1"AND (Agent = "*"
AND (Agent Op Status =
"*"AND Agent Op Status
by Num > "8")))

Warning condition

Agent Category <>
"Remote Agent" AND
(Agent Op Status Change
= "1"AND (Agent = "*"
AND (Agent Op Status =
"*"AND Agent Op Status
by Num > "4")))

Email

--

Command

--

SNMP

Abnormal or Warning

Associated report
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/ System
Overview (Historical)

Service Status (S)
Synopsis
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The Service Status (S) alarm monitors the health check status of agents.
The alarm is issued only once during any polling period where there are
agents in abnormal status (any status other than Not Supported or
Running). This alarm is enabled by default.
As with the Abnormal Status (S) alarm, use this alarm when you want to
detect abnormal health check statuses on a system-wide level.
The severity of the alarm is Warning if the agent has entered Incomplete
status, and Abnormal if the agent has entered Stopped, Unconfirmed, or
Host Not Available status.
Main settings are shown in the following table.

Table I-32 Main settings for the Service Status (S) alarm
Alarm properties in Performance Reporter
Item
Main Information

Alarm conditions

Actions

Details

Settings

Product

HealthCheck (4.0)

Message text

Transition to abnormal
status was detected

Enable alarm

Selected

Always notify

Selected

Evaluate all data

--

Monitoring time range

Always monitor

Damping

Not specified

Record name (record ID)

Health Check Detail
(PD_HC)

Abnormal condition

Agent Category <>
"Remote Agent" AND
(Agent Op Status Change
= "1"AND Agent Op Status
by Num > "8")

Warning condition

Agent Category <>
"Remote Agent" AND
(Agent Op Status Change
= "1"AND Agent Op Status
by Num > "4")

Email

--

Command

--

SNMP

Abnormal or Warning

Associated report
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/ System
Overview (Historical)
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Solution set (reports)
The following sections describe the reports defined in the solution set for the
health check agent.

Format of report explanations
Reports are listed in alphabetical order and described under the following
headings.
Report name
Shows the name of the report in the solution set.
Synopsis
Provides a summary of the information that can be viewed in the report.
Location
Shows the location of the report.
Records
Shows the type of performance data records on which the report is based.
Before you can display a historical report, you must set up the Tuning
Manager server to collect the records indicated here. Before displaying
the report, display the Agent properties in the Agents window of
Performance Reporter, and make sure that Log = Yes is set for these
records. This setting is not required for the records in a real-time report.
Fields
Shows a table of the fields used in the report.
Drilldown reports (field level)
Shows a table of the reports in the solution set that are associated with
the fields in the report. You can display these drilldown reports by clicking
a graph, list, or table in the report window of Performance Reporter. By
displaying a drilldown report from a time item in a historical report, you
can narrow down the time period of the data in the report. Only some
reports have drilldown reports.
For details about drilldown reports, see the Tuning Manager User Guide.

Organization of report folders
The health check agent report folders are organized as follows. The items in
angle brackets (<>) are folder names.
<HealthCheck>
+-- <Monthly Trend>
|
+-- System Summary (4.0)
|
+-- Hosts Availability (4.0)
|
+-- <Drilldown Only>
|
+-- Host Availability (4.0)
+-- <Status Reporting>
|
+-- System Overview (Historical)
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|
+--System Overview (Status Change)
|
+-- System Summary (4.0)
|
+-- Hosts Availability (4.0)
|
+-- <Drilldown Only>
|
+-- Host Availability (4.0)
+-- <Troubleshooting>
+-- <Real-Time>
|
+-- System Overview (Real-Time)
|
+-- Hosts Status (Real-Time) (4.0)
|
+-- <Drilldown Only>
|
+-- Agent Detail (Real-Time)
+-- <Recent Past>
+-- System Overview (Historical)
+-- System Overview (Status Change)
+-- <Drilldown Only>
+-- Agent Detail (Historical)
+-- Agent Overview (Historical)
+-- Agent Overview (Status Change)

The folder contents are as follows:
•

Monthly Trend folder
Folder for storing reports that include data, used for surveying system
trends over the last 1 month, aggregated every day.

•

Status Reporting folder
Folder for storing reports that include data, used for surveying general
system trends, aggregated every day or week.

•

Troubleshooting folder
Folder for storing reports that include troubleshooting data used for
identifying the cause of problems that occur in the system.
¢

Real-Time folder
Folder for storing real-time reports used to check the current system
status.

¢

Recent Past folder
Folder for storing historical reports that include data aggregated for
each minute of the past hour.

The folders described in the preceding paragraph might contain some of the
following subfolders. The subfolder that is displayed will differ depending on
the parent folder. The subfolders are as follows:
•

Advanced folder
Folder for storing reports that use records for which the default setting of
Log = No is set in the Agent properties. To display the reports in this
folder, you need to set Log = Yes for these records in Performance
Reporter.

•

Drilldown Only folder
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Folder for storing reports displayed as drilldown report (field level)
reports. These reports are used to display detailed information about
fields in the parent report.

List of reports
The following table lists the reports defined in the solution set in alphabetical
order.

Table I-33 List of reports
Report name

Displayed information

Agent Detail (Historical)

Detailed health check results

Agent Detail (Real-Time)

Detailed health check results

Agent Overview (Historical)

Summary of health check results

Agent Overview (Status Change)

Summary of health check results

Host Availability (4.0)

Information about the hosts making up the
system, such as the running time and
operating rates for each host (Drilldown
report).

Hosts Availability (4.0)

Information about the hosts making up the
system, such as the running time and
operating rates for each host.

Hosts Status (Real-Time) (4.0)

Operating statuses for the hosts making up
the system.

System Overview (Historical)

Summary of health check results

System Overview (Real-Time)

Summary of health check results

System Overview (Status Change)

Summary of health check results

System Summary (4.0)

Operating statuses for the hosts making up
the system.

System Overview (Historical)
Synopsis
The System Overview (Historical) report displays an overview of the
health check results. You can use this report to check the operating status
of each Agent in table format, or view a line graph that shows how the
status of each Agent has changed over time. Because higher numerical
values in the graph represent higher severity levels, you can visually
check the source of any problems that might occur. By drilling down to
another report, you can concentrate on a specific Agent or host, or switch
to a detailed report that describes the operating status of a specific
Agent.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Status Reporting
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Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past
Records
Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-34 Fields for System Overview (Historical)
Field name

Description

Polling Date and Time

Polling time

Agent

Agent name

Host

Agent host name

Agent Op Status

Operating status of the Agent

Message Text

Detailed information about the Agent operating status

Drilldown reports (field level) are described in the following table.

Table I-35 Drilldown reports for System Overview (Historical)
Report name

Description

Agent Overview
(Historical)

Shows the operating status of the selected Agent in detail.
Display this report by clicking the Agent or Host field.

Agent Detail
(Historical)

Shows the operating status of the selected Agent in detail.
Display this report by clicking the Agent Op Status or Agent
Op Status by Num field.

System Overview (Status Change)
Synopsis
The System Overview (Status Change) report displays an overview of the
health check results. The information in this report is the same as the
System Overview (Historical) report, with the exception that the System
Overview (Status Change) report only displays fields that have changed.
It does not contain a graph. By drilling down to another report, you can
concentrate on a specific Agent or host, or switch to a detailed report that
describes the operating status of a specific Agent.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Status Reporting
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past
Records
Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
Fields are described in the following table.
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Table I-36 Fields for System Overview (Status Change)
Field name

Description

Polling Date and Time

Polling time

Agent

Agent name

Host

Agent host name

Agent Op Status

Operating status of the Agent

Message Text

Detailed information about the Agent operating status

Drilldown reports (field level) are described in the following table.

Table I-37 Drilldown reports for System Overview (Status Change)
Report name

Description

Agent Overview (Status Shows the operating status of the selected Agent in detail.
Change)
Display this report by clicking the Agent or Host field.
Agent Detail
(Historical)

Shows the operating status of the selected Agent in detail.
Display this report by clicking the Agent Op Status field.

System Overview (Real-Time)
Synopsis
The System Overview (Real-Time) report displays an overview of the
latest health check results. You can use this report to check the operating
status of each Agent in table format, or drill down to a detailed report
that describes the operating status of a specific Agent.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Real-Time
Records
Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-38 Fields for System Overview (Real-Time)
Field name

Description

Polling Date and Time

Polling time

Agent

Agent name

Host

Agent host name

Agent Op Status

Operating status of the Agent

Message Text

Detailed information about the Agent operating status

Drilldown reports (field level) are described in the following table.
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Table I-39 Drilldown reports for System Overview (Real-Time)
Report name
Agent Detail (RealTime)

Description
Shows the operating status of the selected Agent in detail.
Display this report by clicking the Agent Op Status field.

System Summary (4.0)
Synopsis
The System Summary (Data Model 4.0) report displays the operating
statuses of hosts making up the system, based on the health check
results. You can use this report to check the operating status of each host
in table format, or view a line graph that shows the changes in the total
number of hosts or the number of running hosts over time. If the value
differs between Num of Available Hosts (Max) and Num of Available
Hosts (Min), it means that the number of running hosts has changed
during the summary period.
Note: Depending on the start or stop timing of hosts, the number of
running hosts might have changed, even though the value does not differ
between Num of Available Hosts (Max) and Num of Available Hosts
(Min).
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Monthly Trend
Reports/HealthCheck/Status Reporting
Records
System Overview (PI_SYS)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-40 Fields for System Summary (4.0)
Field name

Description

Num of Hosts (Max)

Total number of hosts in the system (maximum value)

Num of Available Hosts
(Max)

Number of running hosts in the system (maximum value)

Num of Available Hosts
(Min)

Number of running hosts in the system (minimum value)

% Available Hosts

Operating rates for running hosts in the system (in
percentages)

Agent Overview (Historical)
Synopsis
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The Agent Overview (Historical) report displays an overview of the health
check results. You can use this report to check the operating status of
each Agent in table format, or view a line graph that shows how the
status of each Agent has changed over time. Because higher numerical
values in the graph represent higher severity levels, you can visually
check the source of any problems that might occur. You can also drill
down to a detailed report that describes the operating status of a specific
Agent.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/Drilldown Only
Records
Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-41 Fields for Agent Overview (Historical)
Field name

Description

Polling Date and Time

Polling time

Agent

Agent name

Host

Agent host name

Agent Op Status

Operating status of the Agent

Message Text

Detailed information about the Agent operating status

Drilldown reports (field level) are described in the following table.

Table I-42 Drilldown reports for Agent Overview (Historical)
Report name
Agent Detail
(Historical)

Description
Shows the operating status of the selected Agent in detail.
Display this report by clicking the Agent Op Status or Agent
Op Status by Num field.

Agent Overview (Status Change)
Synopsis
The Agent Overview (Status Change) report displays an overview of the
health check results. The information in this report is the same as the
Agent Overview (Historical) report, with the exception that the Agent
Overview (Status Change) report only displays fields that have changed.
It does not contain a graph. You can also drill down from this report to a
detailed report that describes the operating status of a specific Agent.
This report is available as a drilldown report from the System Overview
(Status Change) report.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/Drilldown Only
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Records
Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-43 Fields for Agent Overview (Status Change)
Field name

Description

Polling Date and Time

Polling time

Agent

Agent name

Host

Agent host name

Agent Op Status

Operating status of the Agent

Message Text

Detailed information about the Agent operating status

Drilldown reports (field level) are described in the following table.

Table I-44 Drilldown reports for Agent Overview (Status Change)
Report name
Agent Detail
(Historical)

Description
Shows the operating status of the selected Agent in detail.
Display this report by clicking the Agent Op Status field.

Host Availability (4.0)
Synopsis
The Host Availability (4.0) report displays the operating time and rates of
each host making up the system, based on the health check results. You
can use this report to check the operating status of each host in table
format, or view a line graph that shows the changes in the operating
rates for each host over time. You can drill down from the Hosts
Availability (4.0) report to this report.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Monthly Trend/Drilldown Only
Reports/HealthCheck/Status Reporting/Daily Trend/Drilldown
Only
Records
Host Availability (PI_HAVL)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-45 Fields for Host Availability (4.0)
Field name

Description

Host

Host name

Availability

Operating rate (in percentages)
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Field name

Description

Total Available Time

Operating time during the monitoring period (in seconds)

Total Monitoring Time

Monitoring time (in seconds)

Hosts Availability (4.0)
Synopsis
The Hosts Availability (4.0) report displays the operating time and rates
of each host making up the system, based on the health check results.
You can use this report to check the operating status of each host in table
format, or view a line graph that shows the changes in the operating
rates for each host over time. You can drill down the Hosts Availability
(4.0) report to display the specific host.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Monthly Trend
Reports/HealthCheck/Status Reporting
Records
Host Availability (PI_HAVL)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-46 Fields for Hosts Availability (4.0)
Field name

Description

Host

Host name

Availability

Operating rates (in percentages)

Total Available Time

Operating time during the monitoring period (in seconds)

Total Monitoring Time

Monitoring time (in seconds)

Hosts Status (Real-Time) (4.0)
Synopsis
The Hosts Status (Real-Time) report displays the health check results in
aggregated format for each host making up the system.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Real-Time
Records
Host Detail (PD_HOST)
Fields are described in the following table.
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Table I-47 Fields for Hosts Status (Real-Time) (4.0)
Field name

Description

Polling Date and Time

Polling date and time

Host

Host name

Status

Operating statuses of hosts

Agent Detail (Historical)
Synopsis
The Agent Detail (Historical) report displays detailed health check results.
This report displays the detailed operating status of Agents in list format.
You can use this report to view detailed information about a specific
Agent.
This report is available as a drilldown report from the System Overview
(Historical / Status Change) and Agent Overview (Historical / Status
Change) reports.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Recent Past/Drilldown Only
Records
Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-48 Fields for Agent Detail (Historical)
Field name

Description

Polling Date and Time

Polling time

Agent

Agent name

Host

Agent host name

Agent Op Status

Operating status of the Agent

Collector Op Status

Operating status of the Agent Collector service

Collector Op Status LastUpdated

Time when the operating status of the Agent Collector
service was last updated

Store Op Status

Operating status of the Agent Store service

Store Op Status LastUpdated

Time when the operating status of the Agent Store service
was last updated

AH Op Status

Operating status of the Action Handler service

AH Op Status LastUpdated

Time when the operating status of the Action Handler service
was last updated

Message Text

Detailed information about the Agent operating status
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Agent Detail (Real-Time)
Synopsis
The Agent Detail (Real-Time) report displays detailed health check
results. This report displays the detailed operating status of Agents in list
format. You can use this report to view detailed information about a
specific Agent. This report is available as a drilldown report from the
System Overview (Real-Time) report.
Location
Reports/HealthCheck/Troubleshooting/Real-Time/Drilldown Only
Records
Health Check Detail (PD_HC)
Fields are described in the following table.

Table I-49 Fields for Agent Detail (Real-Time)
Field name

I-44

Description

Polling Date and Time

Polling time

Agent

Agent name

Host

Agent host name

Agent Op Status

Operating status of the Agent

Collector Op Status

Operating status of the Agent Collector service

Collector Op Status LastUpdated

Time when the operating status of the Agent Collector
service was last updated

Store Op Status

Operating status of the Agent Store service

Store Op Status LastUpdated

Time when the operating status of the Agent Store service
was last updated

AH Op Status

Operating status of the Action Handler service

AH Op Status LastUpdated

Time when the operating status of the Action Handler service
was last updated

Message Text

Detailed information about the Agent operating status
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Extended-version process monitoring
The extended-version process monitoring function for Agent for Platform is an
extended version of the conventional process monitoring function for the PD,
PD_PDI, PD_SVC, and PD_APP records. It contains process performance
monitoring, service monitoring, process safety monitoring, and application
monitoring functions.
This appendix includes the following key topics:
□ Records added to the extended-version process monitoring function.
□ Comparison of the conventional and extended-version process monitoring
functions
□ Comparison of the conventional and extended-version application
monitoring functions
□ Specifying settings for collecting operating and non-operating information
for an application
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Records added to the extended-version process monitoring
function.
The following table describes the availability of additional records added to
the extended-version process monitoring function.

Table J-1 Additional records available in the extended-version process
monitoring function
Record
name

J-2

Monitoring
target

Description

Supported OS

Process Service Windows

UNI
X

Collection method
Real
time

Historica
l

Application
Process
Overview
(PD_APS)

Stores
performance
data about
the status of
a process at
a certain
point of
time.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Application
Process
Interval
(PD_APSI)

Stores
performance
data about
the status of
a process at
a certain
point of
time, but
only for a
process or
service in
which
application
monitoring
was
specified.

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Application
Service
Overview
(PD_ASVC)1

Stores the
No
performance
data
indicating
the status of
an
application
service, such
as a Win32
process that
is registered
in the
service
control
manager
(SCM), at a
certain point
of time.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No
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Record
name

Description

Monitoring
target

Supported OS

Process Service Windows

UNI
X

Collection method
Real
time

Historica
l

Application
Summary
Extension
(PD_APP2)

Stores the
performance
data
obtained
when the
record
stored in
Application
Process
Overview
(PD_APS) is
summarized
by the
grouping
definition.
Stores the
record for
each
grouping
definition.

Yes

Partial1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Application
Process
Detail
(PD_APPD)

Stores the
performance
data
obtained
when the
record
stored in
Application
Process
Overview
(PD_APS) is
summarized
by the
grouping
definition.
Stores the
record for
each
grouping
definition.

Yes

Partial1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Note 1:
These records do not exist for UNIX.

Comparison of the conventional and extended-version
process monitoring functions
The following table compares the conventional and extended-version process
monitoring functions on Windows and UNIX.
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Table J-2 Comparison of the conventional and extended-version process
monitoring functions
Item

Conventional process
monitoring function

Extended-version process
monitoring function

Acquisition of the executable Cannot be acquired
path (full path) and the
argument for an executable
process

Can be acquired

Maximum size of the
executable path (full path)
and the argument for an
executable process that can
be acquired

Windows: Not available.

4096 bytes

Collection of the
performance information for
only the process to be
monitored

Cannot be collected.

Can be collected.

Performance information for
all processes is acquired.

Only acquires the processes
for which application
monitoring is specified.

UNIX: 256 bytes

Comparison of the conventional and extended-version
application monitoring functions
The following table compares the conventional and extended-version
application monitoring functions on Windows and UNIX.

Table J-3 Comparison of the conventional and extended-version
application monitoring functions
Item

Extended-version
application monitoring
function

Conventional application
monitoring function

Maximum size of monitoring 127 bytes
conditions

127 bytes

Maximum display size of
monitoring conditions

31 bytes

127 bytes

Case sensitive monitoring
conditions

Not case sensitive

Can be configured to be
case sensitive.
Windows: Not case sensitive
by default.
UNIX: Case sensitive by
default.

J-4

Using a label to identify the
monitoring definition

Cannot be identified

Monitoring definition can be
identified using a Monitoring
XX Label field

Grouping while setting up
application monitoring

Can be grouped.

Can be grouped.

The following items are
targeted on Windows:

The following items are
targeted on Windows:
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Item

Extended-version
application monitoring
function

Conventional application
monitoring function
•

Program

•

Program name

•

Service name

•

Command line

The following items are
targeted on UNIX:

•

Service name

•

Program

•

Command line
(argument list)

The following items are
targeted on UNIX:
•

Program name

•

Command line

Specifying settings for collecting operating and nonoperating information for an application
To specify settings for collecting operating and non-operating information for
an application:
1.

Create an instance (the application name to be monitored).

2.

Specify the properties (the name to be monitored or the threshold value)
for the instance.

3.

Bind an alarm to the instance.

The following sections describe how to specify settings for collecting operating
and non-operating information for an application.

Creating an instance of the application to be monitored
To specify settings for collecting operating and non-operating information for
an application, you must create an instance of the application to be
monitored.
Note: If the AIX or Solaris version to be monitored operates in a virtualized
system (WPAR for AIX and ZONE for Solaris), processes sharing the same
name might start in global and non-global environments (global and WPAR
environments for WARP and both global and non-global zones for ZONE).
Thus, make sure to specify only the identifier when you want to evaluate a
specific environment process.
To create an instance of the application to be monitored:
1.

Select a Windows agent or UNIX agent from the service hierarchy.

2.

Select Property from the method frame.

3.

From the Service Property tree, select Agent Configuration,
Advanced Application Monitoring, and then click ADDITION OR
DELETION A SETTING.

4.

Specify the property.
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Specify the application name and the virtualized-environment identifier,
as shown in Settings for creating an instance of an application to be
monitored on page J-6. The property for specifying the virtualizedenvironment identifier only exists if Agent for Platform has been installed
in Solaris 10 and later, or AIX 6.1 and later.
5.

Click the OK button.

The tree for the application name is created under the Application monitoring
setting tree in the Property windows.

Settings for creating an instance of an application to be monitored
To specify settings for collecting operating and non-operating information for
an application, you must create an instance of the application to be
monitored. The following table describes the settings for creating an instance
of an application to be monitored.

Table J-4 Settings for creating an instance of an application to be
monitored
Setting item
Application name

Property name
ADD AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING
SETTING

Setting details
Enter an identifier to
assign this definition.
You can use singlebyte alphanumeric
characters and
symbols to specify
an identifier that is
from of 1 to 63 bytes
long. The maximum
number of
applications that can
be created is 64.
This value must be
unique.

Field name of the
corresponding
record
Application name
field for the
PD_APP2 and
PD_APPD records

The following
characters cannot be
used:
Tab character (\t)
\ : ; , * ? " ' <> |
Virtualized
environment
identifier

ADD AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING
SETTING FOR
VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT
When specifying a
value for ADD AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING

J-6

Enter an identifier to Virtual Env ID field
assign the virtualized for the PD_APP2
environment when
record
operating in a
virtualized system.
When specifying a
value, you can only
restrict it to a
process for a specific
environment. A
value from 0 to
2147483647 can be
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Setting item

Property name
SETTING FOR
VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT, be
sure to check the
Virtual Env ID field
for the PD_APS
record, and then
enter the indicated
value.

Setting details

Field name of the
corresponding
record

specified. No
characters can be
entered.
Values are evaluated
by the Virtual Env ID
field value of the
PD_APS record.

Specifying the properties for an instance of the application to be
monitored
To specify settings for collecting operating and non-operating information for
an application, you must specify the properties for an instance of the
application to be monitored.
Note: The XX placeholders used in this topic represent a numeric value from
1 to 15. This value corresponds to the Monitoring Number fields of the
PD_APPC and PD_APPD records. In this case, a numeric value from 1 to 15 is
specified.
To specify the properties for an instance of the application to be
monitored
1.

Display the Property window for an instance of an application to be
monitored, and select the tree for the instance name created under the
Application monitoring setting tree.

2.

Specify the following properties
¢

MonitoringXX Label

¢

MonitoringXX Condition

¢

MonitoringXX Range

Note: You can specify multiple process information items.

Properties to assign to an instance of an application to be monitored
To specify settings for collecting operating and non-operating information for
an application, you must specify the properties for an instance of the
application to be monitored.

Notes for assigning properties
•

When compared to monitoring conditions, upper-case and lower-case
letters are not distinguished under the Windows default settings.
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However, they are distinguished under the UNIX default settings. See
Appendix 21.7 for details about how to change case-sensitivity settings.
•

When monitoring a process that exceeds 128 bytes, use wild cards ("*"
and "?") to specify a value no greater than 127 bytes, where "*" indicates
0 or more arbitrary characters. "?" indicates one arbitrary character.

•

The XX placeholders used in this topic represent a numeric value from 1
to 15. This value corresponds to the Monitoring Number fields of the
PD_APPC and PD_APPD records. In this case, a numeric value from 1 to
15 is specified.

•

For Windows, if the Program Name is specified in the MonitoringXX Field,
specify a MonitoringXX Condition property in the format that contains the
Windows program extension (for example, .exe).

•

Service Name is not displayed for Windows.

The following table describes the properties to assign to an instance of an
application to be monitored.

Table J-5 Setting items for application properties
Item to set

J-8

Property name

Contents of
settings

Field name of the
corresponding
record

Monitoring label

MonitoringXX Label

Enter a label to
assign monitoring
conditions.
MonitoringXX is
entered by default.
You can use singlebyte alphanumeric
characters and
symbols to specify a
label that is no more
than 31 bytes long.
The following
character cannot be
used:Tab character
(\t)MonitoringXX is
specified if you do
not enter a label.
This value must be
unique.

Monitoring field

MonitoringXX Field

Select Program
Monitoring field of
Name, Command
the PD_APPD record
Line, or Service
Name*. If you select
None, the value is
not evaluated.-If you
select Program
Name, the value is
evaluated by using
the Program Name
field value of the
PD_APS record. If
you select Command
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Monitoring label field
for PD_APPD record

Item to set

Property name

Contents of
settings

Field name of the
corresponding
record

Line, the value is
evaluated by using
the Command Line
field value of the
PD_APS record.-If
you select Service
Name, the value is
evaluated by using
the Service Name
field value of the
PD_APS record.
Monitoring
conditions

MonitoringXX
Conditions

Use single-byte
alphanumeric
characters and
symbols, excluding
the tab character
(\t), to enter a
conditional
expression of no
more than 127
bytes.

Monitoring condition
field of the PD_APPD
record

Lower-limit and
upper-limit values of
the threshold value
for the number of
objects to be
monitored

MonitoringXX Range

Use a hyphen (-) to
specify the lower and
upper threshold
values for the
number of objects to
be monitored ("1-2"
for example).Values
from 0 to 65535 can
be entered.

Lower threshold
value: Monitoring
Min field of the
PD_APPD
recordUpper
threshold value:
Monitoring Max field
of the PD_APPD
record

Binding the operating and non-operating information monitoring
alarm
The operating and non-operating information monitoring alarm for an
application is used as the Application Status alarm. You can edit the alarm to
fit your needs.
If you only want to monitor the status of a specific process, you can create
alarms for the following conditional expressions:
Record
Field

Application Process Count (PD_APPD)
Application Name
Monitoring Label
Monitoring Status

Error/warning conditions

Application Name = Name

Note: Error conditions are the same as
warning conditions.

AND Monitoring Label = Label
AND Monitoring Status = ABNORMAL
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Record

Application Process Count (PD_APPD)
Name and Label specify the description of
the application name and process to be
monitored.

Deleting an instance of the application to be monitored
To specify settings for collecting operating and non-operating information for
an application, you create an instance of the application to be monitored.
To delete an instance of the application to be monitored:
1.

Select a Windows agent or UNIX agent from the service hierarchy.

2.

Select Property from the method frame.

3.

From the Service Property tree, select Agent Configuration,
Advanced Application Monitoring, and then click ADDITION OR
DELETION A SETTING.

4.

Select the monitored application name to be deleted by the DELETE AN
APPLICATION MONITORING SETTING property.

5.

Click the OK button.

The tree for the application name is deleted from under the Application
monitoring setting tree in the Property windows.

Changing case sensitivity when comparing to the monitoring
conditions
When comparing to the monitoring conditions, upper-case and lower-case
letters are not distinguished under the Windows default settings. However,
they are distinguished under the UNIX default settings.
Note: The Case Sensitive property affects the definitions for all applications.
Thus, after the application has been created, be sure to check the specified
definition when the application is changed.
To change the case sensitivity when comparing to the monitoring
conditions:
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1.

Select a Windows agent or UNIX agent from service hierarchy.

2.

Select Property from the method frame.

3.

From the Service property tree, select Agent Configuration,
Advanced application monitoring, and then Application monitoring
setting.

4.

Change the Case Sensitive value.
¢

Yes: Distinguishes between upper-case and lower-case letters.

¢

No: Does not distinguish between upper-case and lower-case letters.
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Operations that vary according to the Case Sensitive property value
When comparing to the monitoring conditions, upper-case and lower-case
letters are not distinguished under the Windows default settings. However,
they are distinguished under the UNIX default settings.
Note: The Case Sensitive property affects the definitions for all applications.
The following table describes the operations that vary according to the Case
Sensitive property value.

Table J-6 Operations that vary according to the Case Sensitive property
value
Running process
Process A

MonitoringXX
condition setting
Process A

PROCESSA
PROCESS A

processa

Case Sensitive
setting

Number of
processes

Yes

1

No

2

Yes

1

No

2

Yes

0

No

2

Properties of the extended-version application monitoring function
The following table describes the properties of the extended-version
application monitoring function in the extended-version process monitoring
function.

Table J-7 Properties of the extended-version application monitoring
function
Folder name
Advanced application monitoring

Application Monitoring Setting

Property name

Description

-

Extendedversion
application
monitoring
function

Case Sensitive

Specify whether
to distinguish
upper- and
lower-case
letters when
comparing to
monitoring
conditions.
•
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Yes:
Distinguish
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Folder name

Property name

Description
•

Application
monitoring
setting

Application
name

-

No: Do not
distinguish

Application
name to be
added

Virtual
The specified
Environment ID1 virtualizedenvironment
identifier is
displayed. This
property can be
changed.1

Application
monitoring
setting

J-12

Application
name

Monitoring[01-1
5] Label

Specify a name
of no more than
31 bytes for
identifying
monitoring
conditions.The
value specified
in this property
must be unique.

Monitoring[01-1
5] Field2

Field to be
monitored.None: Not
specifiedProgram Name:
References the
Program Name
field value of
the PD_APS
record.Command Line:
References the
Command Line
field value of
the PD_APS
record.-Service
Name:
References the
Service Name
field value of
the PD_ASVC
record.

Monitoring[01-1
5] Condition

Specify
monitoring
conditions (no
more than 127
bytes).

Monitoring[01-1
5] Range

Use a hyphen
(-) to specify
the lower and
upper threshold
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Folder name

Property name

Description
values for the
number of
objects to be
monitored
("1-2" for
example).

ADDITION OR DELETION A
SETTING

ADD AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING
SETTING

Application
name to be
added. Specify
the name (no
more than 63
bytes). The
value specified
in this property
must be unique.

ADDITION OR DELETION A
SETTING

ADD AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING
SETTING FOR
VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENT

Specify the
virtualizedenvironment
identifier used
to specify the
process
collection data
range of the
PD_APP2 and
PD_APPD
records. A value
from 0 to
2147483647
can be set. No
characters can
be entered in
this case.

DELETE AN
APPLICATION
MONITORING
SETTING

Select the
application
name to be
deleted. For the
default setting,
nothing is
displayed. Only
select this
property when
deleting an
application.

Note 1
This property exists only in Solaris 10 and later or AIX 6.1 and later.
Note 2:
Service Name is not displayed in UNIX.
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K
Estimating memory requirements to
execute jpcrpt command
This appendix explains how to estimate the amount of memory required to
use the jpcrpt command to output a report in HTML format.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ Memory requirements for jpcrpt command to display HTML reports
□ Estimating memory requirements (C1)

Estimating memory requirements to execute jpcrpt command
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Memory requirements for jpcrpt command to display HTML
reports
A large amount of memory might be required to display HTML reports. To
specify the proper report settings, you must estimate how much memory the
operation requires and allocate sufficient memory. If you do not allocate
sufficient memory the system might become too slow and cause delay in
loading the reports, or become unstable.
The range of memory that the Tuning Manager series program can use for
this operation is limited to Java heap area only. The capacity of virtual
memory that you calculate includes the Java heap memory. The memory
estimates described in the following sections pertain to Java heap area only.
For information about how to estimate virtual memory requirements, see the
Tuning Manager Installation Guide.
You must always estimate virtual memory requirements even if your
environment has a large amount of physical memory. For example, even if
there is 4 GB of physical memory, the program is limited to working in the
separately allocated heap area. If physical memory is expanded, you must
re-estimate the virtual memory requirements.

Estimating memory requirements (C1)
Following is the formula for estimating the memory requirements for the
jpcrpt command to output a report in HTML format:
C1 = (D1 | W1)1 + 10 MB2
where:
•

C1 = memory required for the jpcrpt command

•

D1 = maximum memory size required for drawing graphs

•

W1 = maximum data conversion work area size

Note:
1.

D1 or W1, whichever is larger is used. If the report definitions do not
include graph display settings, D1 is 0. If the report definitions do not
include table display settings, W1 is 0.

2.

Minimum amount of memory required for command execution.

Estimating the maximum memory size required for drawing graphs
(D1)
Estimate the value of D1 only when the report definitions include graph
display settings.
A large amount of memory is temporarily used by jpcrpt command to output
the graphical report in HTML format.
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Estimate the amount of memory required for drawing each type of graphical
report, and use the largest value for D1. You can select the following types of
graphical reports:

Table K-1 Graph types
Category
Current-time graph

Graph types
Column graph
Stacked column graph
Bar graph
Stacked bar graph
Pie graph

Time-series graph

Line graph
Area graph
Stacked area graph

Following is the formula for estimating the memory requirements for drawing
graphs:
D1 = {(maximum-value-of-A1 x 9) | (maximum-value-of-A1 x 1.5 +
E1)}*
where:
•

A1 = amount of report data received at a time

•

E1 = memory requirements for the graph drawing work area (bytes)

* (maximum value of A1 x 9) or (maximum-value-of-A1 x 1.5 + E1),
whichever is larger, is used.

Estimating memory requirements for the graph drawing work area (E1)
To estimate the value of E1, you must first determine the type of the graph.
For information about the different types of graphs, see Table K-1 Graph
types on page K-3. Following sections describe the formula for estimating E1
for the current-time and time-series graphs:

Estimating E1 for current-time graphs
Following is the formula for estimating the value of E1, when drawing a
column graph, stacked column graph, bar graph, stacked bar graph, or pie
graph:
E1= (100 x number-of-graph-selection-fields + 300) x number-of-displayedinstances
•

number-of-displayed-instances
¢

If the number-of-records is less than the number-of-instances:
number-of-displayed-instances = number-of-records
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If the number-of-records is greater than or equal to the number-ofinstances:
number-of-displayed-instances = number-of-instances

¢

Estimating E1 for time-series graphs
Following is the formula for estimating the value of E1, when drawing a line
graph, area graph, or stacked area graph:
E1 = (50 x number-of-displayed-points-in-time + 500) x (number-ofdisplayed-instances or number-of-displayed-fields-in-the-graph)
where:
•

number-of-displayed-points-in-time
number-of-displayed-points-in-time is equal to the Integer part of
(number-of-records divided by number-of-instances) rounded to the
nearest integer

•

number-of-displayed-instances or number-of-displayed-fields-in-thegraph
Calculate the values for both the parameters, and then use the one with
the larger value.
¢

¢

Multiple instances (multiple agents)/single metrics
If the number-of-records is less than the number-of-instances:
number-of-displayed-instances = number-of-records
If the number-of-records is greater than or equal to the number-ofinstances:
number-of-displayed-instances = number-of-instances
Single instance/multiple metrics
number-of-displayed-fields-in-the-graph = number-of-graph-selection
fields

Estimating the report data received at a time (A1)
Estimate the value of A1 for each and every report that is generated during
operation, and select the largest value.
The amount of data per row in a table or CSV format report is considered as
the size of a record. Make sure you calculate A1 for reports that have many
records.
A1 = B1 x number-of-records
Where, B1 = record size (bytes)

Estimating the record size (B1)
Following is the formula for estimating B1:
B1= total-size-of-selected-fields* + number-of-selected-fields* x 2 + 34
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* For historical reports, the Date and Time and Key fields are always acquired
even if the report is not set to display these fields. For real-time reports, the
Record time and key fields are always acquired
The following table describes the field data types and their sizes required for
displaying reports. The field data sizes indicated in the following table is
different from the field data sizes described in each agent manual.

Table K-2 Field data types and their sizes
Field data types

Sizes

String: char/string

Character-string-length x 2

Date/time: time_t/timeval

16

Other fields

13

Estimating the number of records
The estimate result for a report depends on the conditions specified in the
report definitions (for example, the number of record instances, data
collection period, and report display period).
Following is the formula for estimating the number of records:
number-of-records = number-of-times-data-is-acquired x number-ofinstances
where:
•

number-of-times-data-is-acquired
¢

¢

•

If the data-collection-interval is greater than or equal to the reportdisplay-interval:
number-of-times-data-is-acquired is equal to the report-displayperiod divided by data-collection-interval
If the data-collection-interval is lesser than the report-displayinterval:
number-of-times-data-is-acquiredis equal to the report-display-period
divided by report-display-interval

number-of-instances
number-of-instances is the number of record instances, and depends on
the number of devices that make up the monitoring system. For
information about how to calculate the number of instances, see the
Tuning Manager Installation Guide.

Estimating the size of the data conversion work area (W1)
This estimate is necessary only when the report definitions include table
display settings.
The jpcrpt command outputs reports using the data received from an Agent
via View Server. The data received from the View Server has an internal
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format which is converted to HTML format; a large memory is temporarily
consumed during this data conversion.
Estimate W1 for each and every report that is generated, and select the
largest value. Following is the formula for estimating W1:
W1= {(total-size-of-the-work-areas-for-the-selected-fields + 26) x numberof-records + 42} x 3
where:
•

number-of-records
For details about how to calculate the number-of-records, see Estimating
the number of records on page K-5.

•

total-size-of-the-work-areas-for-the-selected-fields
The following table describes the field data types and work area sizes.

Table K-3 Field data types and work area sizes
Field data type

Estimation formula
[bytes]

Estimated size
[bytes]

Remarks

string/char1

Field size x 2 + 98

-

Estimation is
required for each
field.

short

(n + m) x 2 + 962

1083

When the maximum
number of digits
before the decimal is
5.

long/ulong

(n + m) x 2 + 962

1223

When the maximum
number of digits
before the decimal is
10.

float/double

(n + m) x 2 + 1062

1323

When the maximum
number of digits
before the decimal is
10.

time_t

136 (fixed)

136

The value is fixed.

Note 1:
The work area sizes for the Date and Time and other fields that are of
type char but contain time values must be estimated separately:
¢

Date and Time field: 136 bytes

¢

Date field: 118 bytes

¢

Time field: 114 bytes

Note 2:
n is the number of digits in the integer part of a numeric value. m is the
integer part of a data value obtained by dividing (n - 1) by 3.
Note 3:
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The estimated values are calculated assuming the largest possible value
for the variable n. The value indicated is an example of the largest
possible value based on the conditions described in the Remarks column.
To obtain an accurate value, use the estimation formula.

Estimated memory size, default memory size, and maximum memory
size for the jpcrpt command
Check whether the memory required for the jpcrpt command (C1) is within
the default value.
•

Default memory size: 128 MB

•

Maximum memory size: 2,147,483,647 MB

Following is the formula for calculating the minimum memory size required
for command execution:
Memory size (in MB) required for the jpcrpt command = {( maximummemory-size-required-for-creating-a-graph | maximum-value-for-the-workarea-for-data-conversion + 10} x 2
If C1 does not exceed the default value (128 MB), there is no problem. If it
exceeds the default value, you can increase the available memory to a
maximum of 2,147,483,647 MB.
In the config.xml file, set the maxFetchCount parameter to the largest of
the values obtained as the number of records. For more information, see the
Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.
To increase the upper limit on the amount of memory that the jpcrpt
command can use, specify the maximum heap size with the -mx option when
executing the command. For details, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference
Guide.
For example, to increase the memory size to 256 MB, execute the following
command:
jpcrpt -o output-file -mx 256 input-file
Note: When the jpcrpt command outputs a report, it uses the data received
from an Agent via View Server service. The memory available for the View
Server service is 256 MB by default, and can be increased to a maximum of
384 MB. If the (maximum-value-of-A1 x 2 + 30 MB) exceeds 384 MB,
consider whether you can reduce the number of records by adjusting the
display period and data collection interval, or by setting a filter in the report
definition.
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CSV report conversion
This appendix provides an overview of CSV report conversion process using
the htm-csv-convert command.
This appendix covers the following topics:
□ CSV format conversion overview
□ htmCsvConvert.properties file
□ Output information
□ Output file format
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CSV format conversion overview
You can use the htm-csv-convert command to convert CSV files into a
format that supports graphical representation of data in a spreadsheet. For
more information about the htm-csv-convert command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Using this command you can convert the CSV files output by the jpcrpt
command, and the Main Console report commands.
The following table lists the CSV files that can be converted using the htmcsv-convert command:

Table L-1 CSV files supported
Component name
Main Console

Performance Reporter

File contents

Supported

Output results of the Main
Console report commands

Yes

Export results of a Main
Report

No

Export results of a Historical
Report

Yes

Export results of a Forecast
Report

No

Export results of a Trend
Chart Report

No

Export results of a
Performance Summary
Report

No

Output results of the report
window

Yes

Output results of the Event
History window

No

Output results of the jpcrpt Yes
command
Analytics tab

Output results of a health
check report

Yes

Note that the command does not guarantee successful conversion of the CSV
files that have been edited manually.

htmCsvConvert.properties file
The htm-csv-convert.properties file contains the htm-csv-convert
command properties that you can specify. The values in the properties file
are applied when you run the command. Note that the value you specify on
the CLI takes precedence over the value defined in the properties file.
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The htm-csv-convert.properties file is stored at the following location:
•

Windows
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\TuningManager\conf

•

Linux
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder/TuningManager/conf

The following table describes the properties that you can specify in the htmcsv-convert.properties file:

Table L-2 htmCsvConvert command properties
Property
name
dateFormat

dateSeparator

Specifiable
values

Description
Specify the date
format of the
time column in
the input file.

Specify the
character that
separates each
element of time
column values
in the output
file.

Values are not
case-sensitive.
Specify a value
in one of the
following
formats:
•

ddMMyyyy

•

MMddyyyy

•

yyyyMMdd

Values are not
case-sensitive.

Default value
The default value
depends on the locale
set in the environment
in which you run the
command:
•

en_US: MMddyyyy

•

ja or ja_JP:
yyyyMMdd

•

Other locales:
ddMMyyyy

Comman
d option
-df
option

Hyphens

-ds
option

-cl
option

Specify one of
the following
values:
•

Slashes

•

Hyphens

columnLimit

Specify the
1 to
number of
2,147,483,647
columns to be
output in each
converted CSV
file. This value
refers to the key
columns and
does not include
the time
column.

200

inputCharacter
Code

Specify the
character
encoding of the
input file.

The character encoding -ic
option
differs depending on
the type of the input
file.

Values are not
case-sensitive.
Specify one of
the following
values:
•

US-ASCII

•

windows-12
52

•

ISO-8859-1
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Property
name

outputCharacte Specify the
rCode
character
encoding of the
output file.

L-4

Specifiable
values

Description
•

UTF-8

•

UTF-16

•

UTF-16BE

•

UTF-16LE

•

Shift_JIS

•

EUC-JP

•

EUC-JPLINUX

•

MS932

Values are not
case-sensitive.
Specify one of
the following
values:

Default value

Comman
d option

The character encoding -oc
depends on the product option
edition and platform:
•

Windows:

•

US-ASCII

•

windows-12
52

The character
encoding depends
on the locale
setting.

•

ISO-8859-1 •

•

UTF-8

windows-1252

•

UTF-16

•

UTF-16BE

•

UTF-16LE

•

Shift_JIS

•

EUC-JP

•

EUC-JPLINUX

•

MS932

•

Solaris:
Linux
windows-1252

logLevel

Specify the
trace level of
the trace log
files output by
the operational
or report
commands. For
information
about the trace
levels, see the
Tuning Manager
Server
Administration
Guide.

10 - 1,000

10

-

logFileNumber

Specify the
number of
message log
files output by
operational or

1 - 16

2

-
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Property
name

Description

Specifiable
values

Default value

Comman
d option

report
commands*.
logFileSize

Specify the size
of a log file (in
megabytes)
output by
operational or
report
commands*.

1 -2.048

1

-

*When the size of the existing Main Console message log file reaches the
specified size, the system creates a new file and increments the log file
number by 1. When the number of log files generated reaches the specified
number, the system overwrites the files beginning with the oldest file.(roundrobin method).

Output information
The following table describes the specifications of the files output by the htmcsv-convert command:

Table L-3 Specifications of the converted files
Item
File name

Description
If you use the command option -o, specify the output file
name as x_n.csv.
Where:
•

x: Value of the -o option excluding the file extension.

•

n: Sequence number from 1 through 2,147,483,647
(Integer.MAX_VALUE). If the file is not divided, the
sequence number is omitted.

Note that the last period(.) in the complete file name and
the following characters are assumed to be the file
extension. Periods are considered to be a part of the file
name in the following scenarios:
•

String ending with a period (.). For example,
outputFileName.

•

String beginning with one or more periods (.). For
example, ...outputFileName.

If a file with the same name exists, the existing file is not
overwritten, and an error occurs.
If you do not use the command option -o, specify the
output file name as y_out_n.csv.
Where:
•

y: Value of the -i option excluding the file extension.
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Item

Description
•

n: Sequence number from 1 through 2,147,483,647
(Integer.MAX_VALUE). If the file is not divided, the
sequence number is omitted.

Note that the last period(.) in the file name and the
following characters are assumed to be the file extension.
Periods are assumed to be part of the file name if the file
name is a string beginning with one or more periods (.).
For example, ...outputFileName.
File division

The number of columns that can be output to a file is
determined by the value of the -cl option. If the
conversion results cannot be output to a single output file,
the output file is divided. Note that the value specified as
the number of columns is the number of columns other
than the time column.

File destination

•

If the -o option is specified:
The command outputs the resulting file to the
directory specified for the -o option.

•

If the -o option is not specified:
The command outputs the resulting file to the default
directory.

If the destination directory does not exist, the command
does not create it, which results in an error.
Character encoding

The following character encoding values are supported:
US-ASCII, windows-1252, ISO-8859-1, UTF-8,
UTF-16, UTF-16BE, UTF-16LE, Shift_JIS, EUC-JP,
EUC-JP-LINUX, and MS932
You can edit or change the character encoding value by
editing the htm-csv-convert.properties file or by using
the -ic command option. The default character encoding
differs based on the product edition and command
execution environment. For more information, see Table
L-4 Character encoding used for output files on page
L-7.

Line break code

The output file must use a line break code supported by
the spreadsheet.
carriage return/line feed (CR+LF)

Access permission

•

Windows:
Full Control

•

Solaris/Linux
Permission depends on the OS umask settings.
User: root
Group:root

Output format
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The command outputs a CSV file that conforms with RFC
4180. Make sure that each element in the header row is
enclosed with double quotes (") and the elements in the
other rows are not.
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Item
Time when the file is deleted

Description
None (The output file is not deleted even if the command
terminates without outputting all the information.)

The following table describes the character encoding used for output files:

Table L-4 Character encoding used for output files
Type of input file

When the user must
change the default

Default value

Main Console (GUI)

UTF-8

When the character
encoding of the input file
has been changed from the
default.

Main Console (CLI)

UTF-8*

--

Performance Reporter (GUI)

UTF-8

When the character
encoding of the input file
has been changed from the
default to a value that is not
compatible with the ASCII
format (for example,
ISO-8859-1, UTF-16,
UTF-16BE, or UTF-16LE).

Performance Reporter (CLI)

UTF-8

When the character
encoding of the input file
has been changed from the
default to a value that is not
compatible with ASCII
format (for example,
ISO-8859-1, UTF-16,
UTF-16BE, or UTF-16LE).

Analytics tab

UTF-8

The conversion-source input
file was exported when the
browser locale is set to ja.

*The default character encoding depends on the OS.
•

Windows: The default character encoding depends on the locale setting.

•

Solaris:EUC

•

Linux:UTF-8

Output file format
The following figure shows an example of the CSV file output after the
conversion process:
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File information
The file information is output only when you convert the CSV files output by
the jpcrpt command.

Header section
The first row in the CSV file is the header row. The header row consists of the
column headers.
The following describes the header section conversion rules:
•

The key values are output in the lexical order

•

Metric names are output in the order specified by the -vc option for each
key value.

•

The number of key columns and data columns output depends on the
values you specify for the -kc and -vc command options.

The following examples illustrate the header row conversion process:
To convert the ldev.csv file stored in the folder path C:\rpt into a format
that supports graphical representation of data in a spreadsheet, use the
following command format:
htm-csv-convert -i source-CSV-file-path -kc column-number-andorder-of-the-key-columns -vc column-number-and-order-of-the-datacolumns
Example 1:
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•

Number of key columns (-kc option): single

•

Number of data columns (-vc option): single

•

Output format of each header element: key-value

Example 2:
•

Number of key columns (-kc option): multiple

•

Number of data columns (-vc option): single

•

Output format of each header element: <key-value><metric-name>

Example 3:
•

Number of key columns (-kc option): multiple

•

Number of data columns (-vc option): single

•

Output format of each header element: <key-value><metric-name>
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Data section
The rows that follow the header row are the data rows.
The following table describes the data section output rules:

Table L-5 Data section output rules
Item
Output rule

Data after conversion
•

•

Consecutive values
having the same time
stamp in the input file
are output to a single
row. The order of the
data in the input file is
not changed, and the
missing date and time
information is not
compensated for. The
value output to a row in
the output file is called
a data point.

Remarks
Performance values with the
same timestamp might be
collected twice due to
daylight saving time.
•

If a minutely report
containing such
performance values is
converted, then they
are output as separate
data rows with different
timestamps.

•

If an hourly report
containing such
performance values is
converted, only the
latest performance
values are output on a
single row.

If there are multiple
performance values with
the same key value.
consider the latest value
as valid.

If the input file is sorted by
a field other than the time
field, the performance data
with discontinuous
timestamps might be output
on different rows.
Time column

Time data is formatted as
follows:
•

L-10

-

Time data: date
hh:mm:ss
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Item

Data after conversion
•

Remarks

Date: yyyy-MM-dd

The separator specified by
the -ds option is used as the
separator of date elements.
A zero (0) is added as a
prefix to single-digit month,
day, hour, minute, and
second values.
Data column

•

Numeric data: The data
before conversion is
output as is.

•

String data (nonnumeric): The data is
converted to a null
string.

-
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Glossary
The following acronyms and abbreviations are used in this document.

A
Active node
A logical node that is actively performing tasks in the server systems that make up an
active-standby cluster configuration.
Add-on
The process of adding a proprietary ABAP program or table to augment the functionality
of the SAP system without changing the standard objects provided by the system. The
name of an add-on object typically begins with a Y or Z.
API
Application Program Interface
Alert
A mechanism by which the users are notified of errors in the SAP system and wider
system environment.
ASCII
American Standard Code for Information Interchange

C
CIM
The Common Information Model (CIM) is an open standard that defines how managed
elements in an IT environment are represented as a common set of objects and
relationships between them.
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CCMS
An abbreviation for Computer Center Management System. CCMS is a SAP standard tool
for monitoring, controlling, and configuring an SAP system.
CLPR
Cache Logical Partition
CPU
Central Processing Unit

D
Data column
A column in the CSV file that is neither the time column, nor the key column. The
values from the data columns are used as the data source for creating graphs with the
spreadsheet program.
DCB
An acronym for Data Center Bridging. A suite of Ethernet protocol extensions defined to
improve the reliability of storage transport protocols such as FCoE. DCB provides one of
these protocols and its extensions for use in data centers. Some vendors might use the
term CEE (Converged Enhanced Ethernet) or DCE (Data Center Ethernet) when
referring to the equivalent functionality.
DCB Switch
A switch with Ethernet ports that support DCB.
DCFM
Data Center Fabric Manager
DCNM
An abbreviation for Data Center Network Manager. DCNM is a network monitoring
software for SAN and LAN networks.
DCNM-SAN
DCNM-SAN is a network monitoring software for SAN networks.
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
SMI-S Agent bundled with DCNM-SAN to collect information about Cisco switches
monitored by DCNM-SAN.
DLL
Dynamic-link Library
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H
HA

High Availability

Hybrid Store
A new data storage method that replaces Store databases , and provides improved
scalability for Hitachi Tuning Manager - Agent (in this release, Agent for RAID only), and
an improved function for collecting performance information (by partial referencing)
when a specific record instance is specified.

I
I/O
Input/Output
ID
IP

Identifier, Identification

Internet Protocol

IPv4
Internet Protocol v4
IPv6
Internet Protocol v6
IPF
Itanium Processor Family

K
Key column
A column in the CSV file containing a unique key, which identifies the individual records
having the same value in the time column.

M
MIB
Management Information Base
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N
NAS
Network Attached Storage
Network Advisor
A Brocade product that operates on a server and links to Brocade’s Director, FC-Switch,
and DCB Switch products. Brocade's SAN management software DCFM and IP
management software INM (IronView Network Manager) have been integrated into this
product. It supports functionality that centrally manages Fibre Channel SAN, FCoE, IP
switching and routing (including Ethernet fabrics), and MPLS networking. The first
version number of Network Advisor is 11.0. Network Advisor also contains SMI Agent.
NFS
Network File System
NIC
Network Interface Card
NX-OS
Cisco switch firmware for release 4.1 or later.

O
OS

Operating System

P
Performance database
Generic name for a database that stores performance data. More specifically, a generic
name for the following types of databases: Hybrid Store, Store version 1.0, or Store
version 2.0.
POSIX
Portable Operating System Interface for UNIX

R
RAID
Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks
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S
SAN
Storage Area Network
SMI-S
Storage Management Initiative – Specification (SMI-S) is a storage standard developed
and maintained by the Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA).
SMI-S Agent
Storage Management Initiative – Specification Agent
SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol
Standby node
A node associated with each server system that makes up an active-standby cluster
configuration that stands by to take over tasks if a failure occurs in the active node.

T
Time column
A column in the CSV file containing date and time data.
TCP
Transmission Control Protocol

W
WOW
Windows on Windows
WWN
World Wide Name
WWW
World Wide Web
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Index
A
Agent Collector service, temporary files created for
6-26
Agent for NAS, port numbers for communication
with NAS system C-8
Agent log 13-29, 13-35
Agent machine, changing time of 1-37
Agent processes B-3
Agent services, starting and stopping 1-10
Agent Store service, startup fails 1-11
Agents that cannot ron on logical hosts 7-3
Agents that cannot run on logical hosts 7-3
Agents, common errors for 13-3
Alarm cleared H-4
Alarm deactivated H-4
alarm definition file, creating 5-31
Alarm expired H-4
alarm threshold examples 5-44
Alarm updated/deleted H-4
attempts to create records continuously fail 13-25
automatic service restart function 12-33
automatic start script file 1-13, 1-15
automatic summarization period for PI record type
2-18

Collection Manager processes B-2
Collection Manager services, starting and stopping
1-10
Collection Manager, common errors for 13-3
Collection Manager, port numbers for
communication with Agent C-3
Collection Offset, changing value of 2-20
collection time definition file 13-26
common message log 13-29
conf_refresh_times.ini 13-26

D
data model version compatibility G-11, G-12
data model version, about 3-11
data model versions for health check agent I-2
DCNM-SAN 1-28
deleting service information 13-15

E
environment directory 7-2
Environment parameters files 10-11
errors when executing jpcstart 13-8

C

F

CCMS alert extraction and conversion 10-3
checking the version of current Store database
6-16
Cisco switch monitoring 1-26
cluster software 7-2
cluster software log 13-28

firewall traffic, direction of

C-5

H
health check agent, about 12-4
health check agent, checking status of

12-10
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health
health
health
health
12-19
health
health
health

check
check
check
check

agent, data model versions of I-2
agent, setting properties for 12-10
function, about 12-3
function, checking operating status

check function, checking status of
check function, disabling 12-9
check function, enabling 12-8

12-26

J
jcpstop command 1-39
JPC_COLIMPORT environment variable 2-29
jpcalarm active command 5-40
jpcalarm bind command 5-38
jpcalarm check command 5-33
jpcalarm command 5-13
jpcalarm copy command 5-37
jpcalarm delete command 5-37, 5-38
jpcalarm export change 5-31
jpcalarm export command 5-34, 5-36
jpcalarm import command 5-36
jpcalarm inactive command 5-40
jpcalarm list command 5-34, 5-35, 5-36, 5-37,
5-38, 5-39, 5-40
jpcalarm unbind command 5-39
jpcaspsv output command 3-8, 3-10
jpcaspsv update command 3-8, 3-10
jpcasrec output command 3-4, 8-2
jpcasrec update command 3-4, 5-56, 8-2
jpccomm.ini file 14-5
jpccomm.ini file, location of 13-9
jpccomm.ini.model 14-5
jpcconf prodname command 1-7
jpcconf prodname disable command 1-8
jpcconf prodname display command 1-7, 1-8
jpcctrl backup command 2-32, 6-17
jpcctrl clear command 3-68
jpcctrl command 1-32, 1-33, 1-34, 1-36
jpcctrl delete command 13-15
jpcctrl dump command 3-22, 3-23, 3-70, 13-17,
C-6
jpcctrl list command 1-39, 3-22, 3-24, 3-70, 3-71,
5-29, 5-33, 6-17, 6-22, 7-11, 12-6, 12-10, 12-20,
12-26, C-6
jpcctrl list command, information displayed by 1-34
jpcdbctrl command 1-32
jpcdbctrl config command 2-25, 2-28

jpcdbctrl display command 3-24, 6-16
jpcdbctrl dmconvert command 2-25, 3-24, 3-25
jpcdbctrl import command 2-24, 3-22, 3-23
jpcdbctrl setup command 2-28, 3-22
jpchasetup command 1-39
jpcinssetup command 1-39, 7-10, 13-20
jpcinsunsetup command 1-39
jpcnsconfig port command C-3
jpcnsconfig port define command C-12, C-15
jpcnsconfig port list command C-15
jpcras command 1-33, 13-37, 13-41, 13-43, 13-61
jpcresto command 2-32, 6-24
jpcrpt command 13-27
jpcstart all 12-9
jpcstart all command 12-9, 12-26
jpcstart command 1-33, 6-24, 7-13, 7-14, 8-10
jpcstop all 12-8
jpcstop all command 12-9, 12-25, 12-26
jpcstop command 1-16, 1-17, 1-33, 6-24, 7-11,
8-10
jpcstsetup command 1-33
jpcstsetup disable command 12-26
jpcstsetup display command 12-25, 12-26
jpcstsetup enable command 12-26, 14-5
jpcstsetup hcdisable command 12-9
jpcstsetup hcdisplay 12-9
jpcstsetup hcdisplay command 12-9
jpcstsetup hcenable 12-8
jpcstsetup hcenable command 12-22
jpctdrefresh command 8-5, 13-21
jr3alget command 10-7
jr3slget command 10-3, 10-4, 10-8

K
KAVE00103-E message
KAVE00105-E message

6-30
6-27

KAVE00166-W message 13-4, 13-23
KAVE00182-E message 2-31
KAVE00184-W message 5-17
KAVE00187-E message 13-3, 13-4, 13-24
KAVE00203-W message 12-31
KAVE00213-W message 13-4, 13-24, 13-25, 13-26
KAVE00227-W message 2-30, 13-4, 13-22, 13-23
KAVE00228-I message 2-30
KAVE00326-I message 12-34
KAVE00W187-E message 13-11
KAVE05033-E message 13-3
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KAVE05034-E message
KAVE05232-E message
KAVE05237-E message
KAVE05266-E 13-3
KAVE05266-E message
KAVE05267-E message
KAVE06018-W message
KAVF14173-W 13-4
KAVF18514 13-4

1-39
13-17
1-39

performance data collection is temporarily delayed
(Agent for NAS) 13-26
performance data record types 2-3
performance data, storage of 2-15
Performance Reporter, setting data recording
methods for 2-10
PI record type segments 2-19
PI record type, performance data summarization of
2-18

13-16
13-17
13-17, 13-24

KAVF21400-W message 7-16
KAVF29018-E message 13-20
KAVJK0405-E message 13-27

PI_UMP record 10-2
product name display function, disabling
product name display function, enabling

L

R

ldev_filter.ini 13-23
location of jpcstart 6-24
location of jpcstop 6-24
logical device definition file 13-23
logical hosts, Agents that cannot run on

records are not created at the required times
(Agent for RAID) 13-25, 13-26
records are not created at the required times
(Agent for SAN Switch) 13-26
required permissions to start and stop services
1-10

7-3

M
MIB files, location of H-2
monitoring operating statuses of Agents and hosts
12-3
monitoring storage subsystems, port numbers for
C-7
multiple NICs, settings for C-11

N
NAS system, port numbers for communication with
Agent for NAS C-8

O
output from jpcctrl list command

12-28

P
partial backup, directories and file structure for
6-21
PD record type summarization 2-20
PD_ALMX record 10-8
PD_SLMX record 10-4
performance data collection intervals 2-7

1-8
1-8

S
service information, deleting 13-15
service keys 1-6
services associated with Agents 1-11
services associated with Collection Manager 1-11
services, automatic restart function for 12-33
services, required permissions for starting and
stopping 1-10
setting number of records, Store database v1.0
2-20
start time for collecting performance data 2-11
starting all services on the host 1-12
starting an Agent by instance 1-12
starting Tuning Manager services for the first time
1-8
stopping Agent Store service 1-11
storage methods used by Store database 2-21
storage subsystems, port numbers to use for
monitoring C-7
Store database v1.0, setting number of records to
store 2-20
Store database v2.0, about 2-21
Store database, about 2-2
Store database, checking current version of 6-16
Store database, disk management for 6-25
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Store database, recommended versions of 2-26
Store database, restoration of 6-24
Store database, storage methods used by 2-22
Store database, version comparison of 2-25
switches, port numbers to use for monitoring C-7
System log extraction and conversion 10-3
system log, about 13-28

T
trace log

13-29, 13-31

U
unit database, about

2-22

V
View Server error code -2001 13-27
View Server error code -2004 and -2005

13-28
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